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Preface
The Cadence®AWRDesign Environment® platform incorporating CadenceMicrowave Office® software is a powerful
fully-integrated design and analysis tool for RF, microwave, millimeterwave, and RFIC design.

Microwave Office software allows you to create complex circuit designs composed of linear, nonlinear, and EM structures,
and generate layout representations of these designs. They allow you to perform fast and accurate analysis of your designs
using linear, nonlinear harmonic balance, electromagnetic (EM), Cadence APLAC®HB, and Spectre simulation engines,
and feature real-time tuning and optimizing capabilities.
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About This Book
TheMicrowave Office Element Catalog provides complete reference information on all of the electrical element models
that are part of the Microwave Office database. This extensive database includes linear device models for transmission
line systems such as microstrip, stripline, and coplanar waveguide. It also includes nonlinear device models, including
such complex models as the BSIM3 MOSFET, Parket-Skellern FET, Fujii, and Triquint TOM3 models.

The element models in this catalog are organized alphabetically within categories such as "Coplanar" and "Lumped
Element" (also organized alphabetically). This organization mirrors the hierarchy of the Elements Browser in the AWR
Design Environment software, which you use to select the models you want to use in your designs.

For each element model in this guide, some or all of the following attributes are described:

DescriptionAttribute
The graphical representation of the element model as it is displayed in the schematic
window.

Symbol

A short summary of the model that may include its purpose or advantage over other
models.

Summary

The physical parameters of the model on a drawing, if applicable.Topology
An equivalent circuit schematic describing the components used in this model, if applicable.Equivalent Circuit
The user-modifiable parameters of the components (for example, capacitors and resistors)
of this element model, along with their units, default values, and data types: Integer,Real,

Parameters, Parameter
Details, and Parameter
Restrictions and
Recommendations

Complex,DataModel,Name Element, String,Enumeration, andVector. Parameter details,
restrictions on the range of acceptable parameter values (either required or recommended),
and recommendations may be included if applicable.
Notes on the implementation of this particular element model, if applicable.Implementation Details
Recommendations, conditions, and cautionary notes (if applicable) for using this modelRecommendations for Use
Lists any assigned layout cells or provides information for assigning an artwork cell to
the element.

Layout

Notes on the origin of the techniques used in the implementation of this model, if
applicable.

References

For a discussion on selecting appropriate models when building your designs, see the AWR Design Environment User
Guide .

This guide assumes that you have a working knowledge of high-frequency electronic design, layout, and analysis.
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Additional Documentation
The AWR Design Environment platform includes the following additional documentation:

• What's New in AWR Design Environment v15? presents the new features, user interface, elements, system blocks, and
measurements for this release.

• The AWR Design Environment Installation Guide describes how to install the AWR Design Environment platform
and configure it for locked or floating licensing options. It also provides licensing configuration troubleshooting tips.
This document is downloadable from the Cadence AWR Knowledge Base.

• The AWR Design Environment Getting Started Guide familiarizes you with the AWR Design Environment platform
through Microwave Office software, Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems
design software, Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software, and Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit
(MMIC) examples.

Microwave Office example projects show how to design and analyze simple linear, nonlinear, and EM circuits, and
how to create layouts. VSS software examples show how to design systems and perform simulations using predefined
or customized transmitters and receivers. Analyst examples show how to create and simulate 3D EM structures from
Microwave Office, and MMIC examples show MMIC features and designs.

You can perform simulations using a number of simulators, and then display the output in a wide variety of graphical
forms based on your analysis needs. You can also tune or optimize the designs, and your changes are automatically
and immediately reflected in the layout.

• The AWRDesign Environment User Guide provides an overview of the AWRDesign Environment platform including
chapters on the user interface; using schematics/system diagrams, data files, netlists, graphs, measurements, and output
files; using variables and equations in projects, and more. In addition, an appendix providing guidelines for starting a
new design is included.

• The AWR Design Environment Simulation and Analysis Guide discusses simulation basics such as swept parameter
analysis, tuning/optimizing/yield, and simulation filters; and provides simulation details for DC, linear, AC, harmonic
balance, transient, and EM simulation/extraction theory and methods.

• The AWR Design Environment Dialog Box Reference provides a comprehensive reference of many AWR Design
Environment platform dialog boxes with dialog box graphics, overviews, option details, and information on how to
navigate to each dialog box.

• The AWRMicrowave Office Layout Guide contains information on creating and viewing layouts for schematics and
EM structures, including use of the Layout Manager, Layout Process File, artwork cell creation/editing/properties,
Design Rule Checking, and other topics.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator System Block Catalog provides complete reference information on all of the
system blocks that you use to build systems.

• The AWRMicrowave Office Measurement Catalog provides complete reference information on the "measurements"
(computed data such as gain, noise, power, or voltage) that you can choose as output for your simulations.

• TheAWRVisual System SimulatorMeasurement Catalog provides complete reference information on themeasurements
you can choose as output for your simulations.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide contains information on simulation basics, RF modeling
capabilities, and noise modeling.

• The AWR API Scripting Guide explains the basic concepts of AWR Design Environment platform scripting and
provides coding examples. It also provides information on the most useful objects, properties, and methods for creating
scripts in the AWR Script Development Environment (AWR SDE). In addition, this guide contains the AWR Design
Environment Component API list.
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• The AWR Design Environment Quick Reference document lists keyboard shortcuts, mouse operations, and tips and
tricks to optimize your use of the AWR Design Environment platform. This document is available within the program
by choosing Help > Quick Reference.
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Typographical Conventions
This guide uses the following typographical conventions.

ConventionItem
Shown in a bold alternate font. Nested menu selections are
shown with a ">" to indicate that you select the first menu
item and then select the submenu item:

Anything that you select (or click on) in the AWR Design
Environment program, such as menus, nested submenus,
menu options, dialog box options, buttons, and tab names

Choose File > New Project.
Shown in a bold within quotation marks:Text that you enter using the keyboard

Enter "my_project" in Project Name.
Shown in a bold alternate font with initial capitals. Key
combinations using a "+" indicate that you press and hold
the first key while pressing the second key:

Keys or key combinations that you press

Press Alt+F1.
Shown in italics:File names and directory paths

See the DEFAULTS.LPF file.
Shown in a mono-spaced font:Contents of a file, fields within a file, command names,

command switches/arguments, or output from a command
at the command prompt Define this parameter in the $DEFAULT_VALUES field.
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Getting On-Line Help
The AWR Design Environment platform online Help provides information on the windows, menus, and dialog boxes
that compose the design environment, as well as on the concepts involved.

To access context-sensitive Help for any element in the Element Catalog, do one of the following:

• After creating a schematic, choose Help > Contents and Index or press the F1 key and click the Contents tab in the left
pane of the Help window. Expand the Microwave Office Element Catalog folder to open the Elements Catalog Help.

• Right-click a model name in the lower pane of the Elements Browser and choose Element Help.

• Right-click any element in a schematic and choose Help.

• Double-click an element to open the Element Options dialog box, then click the Element Help button.
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Air Coil With Centered Axial Leads: AIRCOIL1

Symbol

Summary

AIRCOIL1 models an air core coil inductor with centered axial leads. Coil and lead dimensions are configurable.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"AIRCOIL1"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
4Number of turnsNTurns
1 mmLengthDiameter of the wireWireDia
3.5 mmLengthCoil inner diameterCoilDia
1.01 mmLengthDistance between turns, measured fromwire center-to-centerPitch
1.5 mmLengthLength of leadLeadLen
1.5 mmLengthOffset distance between coil body and beginning of leadLeadOff
0Type of lead contact: 0=round post, 1=bottom flat tab,

2=lofted flat tab
LeadType

0.75Ratio of tab length to total lead length for LeadType=1 or 2.
0<TabLenRatio<1

TabLenRatio

1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters do not scale when changing Global Units.

The coil body length is a function of the pitch and number of turns of the coils:

• Coil Body Length = 2·LeadTranRad + (Nturns - (2·LeadTranRadAngle/360 deg))·Pitch

• LeadTranRad = WireDia·0.75

• LeadTranRadAngle = 2·asin(LeadTranRad/(CoilDia + WireDia))

The lead geometry is configurable. The simplest lead, LeadType=0, is a round post. Next, LeadType=1 is a lead with a
bottom flat tab. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the round section is
(LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)). Lastly, LeadType=2 is a lead with flat bottom that gradually transitions to a round
cross-section. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the lofted (transition)
section is (LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)).

LeadOff. LeadOff is the offset distance between the coil body and lead. The cross-section of this region is always round.
This length typically represents the length of the gap between body of the coil, and the end of the trace which the coil is
attached to.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8)Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.
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3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst.
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Air Coil With Offset Axial Leads: AIRCOIL2

Symbol

Summary

AIRCOIL2 models an air core coil inductor with offset axial leads. Coil and lead dimensions are configurable.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

See “Air Coil With Centered Axial Leads: AIRCOIL1” for similar topology details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"AIRCOIL2"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
4Number of turnsNTurns
1 mmLengthDiameter of the wireWireDia
3.5 mmLengthCoil inner diameterCoilDia
1.01 mmLengthDistance between turns, measured fromwire center-to-centerPitch
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1.5 mmLengthLength of leadLeadLen
1.5 mmLengthOffset distance between coil body and beginning of leadLeadOff
0Type of lead contact: 0=round post, 1=bottom flat tab,

2=lofted flat tab
LeadType

0.75Ratio of tab length to total lead length for LeadType=1 or 2.
0<TabLenRatio<1

TabLenRatio

1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters do not scale when changing Global Units.

The lead geometry is configurable. The simplest lead, LeadType=0, is a round post. Next, LeadType=1 is a lead with a
bottom flat tab. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the round section is
(LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)). Lastly, LeadType=2 is a lead with flat bottom that gradually transitions to a round
cross-section. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the lofted (transition)
section is (LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)).

LeadOff. LeadOff is the offset distance between the coil body and lead. The cross-section of this region is always round.
This length typically represents the length of the gap between body of the coil, and the end of the trace that the coil is
attached to.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst.
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Air Coil With Opposed Leads: AIRCOIL3

Symbol

Summary

AIRCOIL3 models an air core coil inductor with opposed leads. Coil and lead dimensions are configurable.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

See “Air Coil With Centered Axial Leads: AIRCOIL1” for similar topology details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"AIRCOIL3"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
4Number of turnsNTurns
1 mmLengthDiameter of the wireWireDia
3.5 mmLengthCoil inner diameterCoilDia
1.01 mmLengthDistance between turns, measured fromwire center-to-centerPitch
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1.5 mmLengthLength of leadLeadLen
1.5 mmLengthOffset distance between coil body and beginning of leadLeadOff
0Type of lead contact: 0=round post, 1=bottom flat tab,

2=lofted flat tab
LeadType

0.75Ratio of tab length to total lead length for LeadType=1 or 2.
0<TabLenRatio<1

TabLenRatio

1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters do not scale when changing Global Units.

The lead geometry is configurable. The simplest lead, LeadType=0, is a round post. Next, LeadType=1 is a lead with a
bottom flat tab. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the round section is
(LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)). Lastly, LeadType=2 is a lead with flat bottom that gradually transitions to a round
cross-section. The length of the flat bottom section is (LeadLen·TabLenRatio), and the length of the lofted (transition)
section is (LeadLen·(1-TabLenRatio)).

LeadOff. LeadOff is the offset distance between the coil body and lead. The cross-section of this region is always round.
This length typically represents the length of the gap between body of the coil, and the end of the trace which the coil is
attached to.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst.
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Air Coil With Radial Leads: AIRCOIL4

Symbol

Summary

AIRCOIL4 models an air core coil inductor with radial leads. Coil and lead dimensions are configurable.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

See “Air Coil With Centered Axial Leads: AIRCOIL1” for similar topology details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"AIRCOIL4"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
4Number of turnsNTurns
1 mmLengthDiameter of the wireWireDia
3.5 mmLengthCoil inner diameterCoilDia
1.01 mmLengthDistance between turns, measured fromwire center-to-centerPitch
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1.5 mmLengthLength of leadLeadLen
1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters do not scale when changing Global Units.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Air Coil With Centered Radial Leads: AIRCOIL5

Symbol

Summary

AIRCOIL4 models an air core coil inductor with centered radial leads. Coil and lead dimensions are configurable.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

See “Air Coil With Centered Axial Leads: AIRCOIL1” for similar topology details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"AIRCOIL5"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
4Number of turnsNTurns
1 mmLengthDiameter of the wireWireDia
3.5 mmLengthCoil inner diameterCoilDia
1.01 mmLengthDistance between turns, measured fromwire center-to-centerPitch
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1.5 mmLengthLength of leadLeadLen
1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters do not scale when changing Global Units.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Coaxial Line: COAX3D

Symbol

Summary

COAX3D models a coaxial transmission line.

This element is only used in 3D EM documents. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D parts with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextElement IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
"COAX3D"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor (not used for this model)*M
1.27 mmLengthInner conductor diameterInDia
4.1 mmLengthOuter conductor diameterOutDia
1.27 mmLengthInner conductor lengthInLen
1.27 mmLengthDielectric insulator lengthDieLen
1.27 mmLengthOuter conductor lengthOutLen
0.127 mmLengthOuter conductor thicknessOutThick
2.2Relative dielectric constant of insulatorEr
0.0001Electric loss tangent of insulatorTanD
1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters will not scale when changing Global Units.

Er. Er is the permittivity of the insulator material relative to the permittivity of free space, where ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/m.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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Copper Pillar Bump with Tin Cap: CU_PILLAR

Symbol

1

2

Summary

CU_PILLAR models a copper pillar bump with a tin cap.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"CU_PILLAR"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
65 umHeight of the copper pillar baseCuHeight
25 umHeight of the tin capSnHeight
36.5 umDiameter at the bottom of the copper pillar baseBotDia
50 umDiameter at the top of the tin capTopDia
5.74 x 107 S/mWidth of the bondpad mounted on the MMIC substrateCuCond
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
9.17 x 106 S/mLength of the bondpad mounted on the MMIC substrateSnCond

* indicates a secondary parameter

Restrictions

20 um ≤ CuHeight ≤ 75 um

0 < SnHeight ≤ 40 um

20 um ≤ BotDia ≤ 50 um

20 um ≤ TopDia ≤ 50 um

TopDia ≥ BotDia

TopDia-BotDia ≤ 25 um

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Dielectric Cylinder Resonator: CYL_RESON

Symbol

Summary

CYL_RESON models a dielectric cylinder resonator.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextElement IDID
"CYL_RESON"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
6.35 mmLengthCylinder inner diameterInDia
12.7 mmLengthCylinder outer diameterOutDia
6.35 mmLengthCylinder heightThick
40Relative dielectric constantEr
0.0001Loss tangentTanD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Er. Er is the permittivity of the dielectric material relative to the permittivity of free space, where ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/m.

TanD. TanD is the electric loss tangent of the dielectric material.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane will display in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Dielectric Disk Resonator: DISK_RESON

Symbol

Summary

DISK_RESON models a dielectric disk resonator.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextElement IDID
"DISK_RESON"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
12.7 mmLengthDisk diameterDia
6.35 mmLengthDisk heightThick
40Relative dielectric constantEr
0.0001Loss tangentTanD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Er. Er is the permittivity of the dielectric material relative to the permittivity of free space, where ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/m.

TanD. TanD is the electric loss tangent of the dielectric material.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane will display in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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PCB Edge Wrap: EDGE_WRAP_3D

Symbol

Summary

EDGE_WRAP_3D models an edge wrap which is used to wrap around PCB edges to connect traces from the top side
to the bottom side with very low inductance.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"EDGE_WRAP_3D"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
10 milLengthWrap widthWrapWidth
1.37 mmLengthWrap thicknessTraceThick
15 milLengthWrap tab lengthWrapDepth
20 milLengthPCB board heightPCBheight
1Bulk resistivity relative to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Rho. The bulk resistivity of the edge wrap metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual bulk
resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Restrictions

• 4 mil ≤ WrapWidth ≤ 200 mil

• 0.34 mil ≤ TraceThick ≤ 5 mi

• 5 mil ≤ WrapDepth ≤ 40 mil

• 4 mil ≤ PCBheight ≤ 40 mil

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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Dielectric Cover/Air Pocket: GLOBTOP

Symbol

Summary

GLOBTOP models a customizable dielectric block. It can be used to model both an epoxy dielectric cover or an air
pocket. This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells
with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GLOBTOPTextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
64 milsLengthWidth of the dielectric cover defined along the y-axisWidth
70 milsLengthLength of the dielectric cover defined along the x-axisLength
20 milsLengthHeight of the dielectric coverHeight
20 milsLengthRadius of the edge filletRadius
3.2Relative dielectric constant of the cover materialEr
0.14Loss tangent of the cover materialTanD
1Fraction of the cover modeled along the x-axis.LengthRatio

*indicates a secondary parameter

Restrictions

• 0 mil < Height ≤ 100 mil

• 0 mil < Length ≤ 500 mi

• 0 mil < Width ≤ 500 mil

• 0 mil ≤ Radius ≤ Height

• Radius/Length ≤ LengthRatio ≤ 1

• 1 ≤ Er ≤ 20

• 0 ≤ TanD ≤ 1

Parameter Details

LengthRatio. LengthRatio = (modeled cover length)/Length. The default value of LengthRatio = 1 models the entire
cover. Set LengthRatio < 1 to utilize GLOBTOP at a vertical face in an Analyst simulation, as shown in the following
figure.
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Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in the EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.

Usage Examples

GLOBTOP can cut holes in Analyst “background”materials, which are the EM layer materials defined in the EM structure
STACKUP. Background materials have the lowest material priority and are overridden by the placement of a 3D EM
part like GLOBTOP. See “Material Priority with Overlaps” for precedence rules.

In order to create an air pocket with GLOBTOP, set Er = 1, TanD = 0, and Radius = 0 (to eliminate the rounded edges)
and embed the GLOBTOP in a background board layer as follows.
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You can see the final structure simulated by Analyst software in the 3D view by choosing Visual > Merged Volumetric
Model, or by viewing the mesh as shown in the following images. In these images, the Visibility for all materials except
for the background board is turned Off to better view the air box cutout.
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MMIC Substrate with Bond Pads: MMIC_3D

Symbol
1 2

Summary

MMIC_3D models a MMIC substrate containing bondpads and a backside coating for mounting purposes.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
"MMIC_3D"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
1 mmLengthWidth of the MMIC substrate defined along y-axisSubWidth
1.2 mmLengthLength of the MMIC substrate defined along x-axisSubLen
0.1 mmLengthThickness of the MMIC substrate defined along z-axisSubThick
0.005 mmLengthThickness of the backside coating of the MMIC substrateBackThick
0.15 mmLengthWidth of the bondpad mounted on the MMIC substratePadWidth
0.1 mmLengthLength of the bondpad mounted on the MMIC substratePadLen
0.005 mmLengthThickness of the bondpad mounted on the MMIC substratePadThick
0.045 mmLengthDistance between the edge of the MMIC substrate and the

edge of the bondpad
PadInset

12.9Relative dielectric constant of MMIC substrateEr
0.0004Loss tangent of MMIC substrateTanD
1Bulk resistivity relative to gold of bondpad and backside

coating
Rho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Er. The permittivity of the insulator material relative to the permittivity of free space, where ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/m.

Rho. The bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual bulk
resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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IC Conductive Pedestal: PEDESTAL

Symbol

Summary

PEDESTAL models a MMIC pedestal that is placed underneath an IC substrate to adjust the height of the MMIC.
Pedestals are also used as heat spreaders and are commonly attached to the MMIC using silver epoxy or solder. This
element can be used in conjunction with the “MMIC Substrate with Bond Pads: MMIC_3D” element to model the
transition from MMIC to board.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D parts with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"PEDESTAL"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
1.0254 mmLengthWidth of the pedestal defined along y-axisWidth
1.2254 mmLengthLength of the pedestal defined along x-axisLength
0.508 mmLengthThickness of the pedestal defined along z-axisThick
5.96e7 S/mBulk conductivity of pedestal materialCond

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Restrictions

• 0.4 mm ≤ Width ≤ 10 mm

• 0.4 mm < Length ≤ 10 mm

• 0.025 mm ≤ Thick ≤ 1 mm

Parameter Details

The default Length and Width parameters are based on the default SubLen and SubWidth parameters of the MMIC_3D
element. The default dimensions of the PEDESTAL are oversized by 1 mil compared to the substrate of MMIC_3D.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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Configurable SMA Connector: SMACONFIG

Symbol

1 2

Summary

SMACONFIG is a configurable SMA connector model. You can specify coaxial connector dimensions, ground tab
dimensions, and contact pin type.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
"SMACONFIG"TextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor (not used for this model)*M
1.27 mmLengthDiameter of inner center pinInDia
4.15 mmLengthDiameter of outer conductor (or set OutDia = 0 to use

impedance to compute outer diameter)
OutDia

50 OhmsTarget impedance of coax used to compute outer radius, if
OutDia=0

Imped

0.50 mmLengthThickness of coax outer conductorOutThick
7.40 mmLengthLength of coax sectionCoaxLen
0Center contact type: 0=round post, 1=round post with

spherical cap, 2=flat tab, 3=round post to tab transition
ContactType
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.76 mmLengthDiameter of post-type contacts, and width of tab for tabular

contacts
ContactDia

4.75 mmLengthLength of contactContactLen
0(0 <= PostFlatRatio < 1) Fraction of post to be removed via

horizontal cut (makes mating surface)
PostFlatRatio

0.25 mmLengthVertical thickness of tabTabThick
0.25Length of the tab on a post-to-tab contact (relative to the

overall contact length)
TabLenRatio

0.25Length of the tab-to-circular post transition section (relative
to the overall contact length)

TabTranRatio

1.650 mmLengthFlange thicknessFlangeThick
7.92 mmLengthFlange heightFlangeH
9.52 mmLengthFlange widthFlangeWid
4.75 mmLengthGround tab length. Set to 0 for no ground tabs.GndTabLen
1.02 mmLengthGround tab widthGndTabWid
1.02 mmLengthUpper ground tab heightGndTabUpH
2.11 mmLengthLower ground tab heightGndTabLowH
3.74 mmLengthHorizontal offset of ground tabs from centerGndTabHOff
1.730 mmLengthVertical offset of upper ground tabs from top of lower ground

tabs
GndTabUpVOff

0 mmLengthVertical offset of lower ground tabs from bottom of flangeGndTabLowVOff
2.1Relative dielectric constant of insulatorEr
0.0004Electric loss tangent of insulatorTanD
1Bulk resistivity relative to goldRho

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameters for this model are unitless. Parameters will not scale when changing Global Units.

A common SMA configuration is an edge mount connector with a round post contact, that mounts onto a PCB board.
In this case, the distance between the ground tabs is the thickness of the PCB and the bottom of the upper ground tabs
align with the bottom of the center contact. For this configuration, a good set of parameter values to start with are:

• GndTabLowVOff = 0. This value aligns the lower ground tabs with the bottom of the SMA flange.

• GndTabUpVOff = PCB board thickness. This value sets the upper ground tab flush with the top of the board.

• GndTabLowH = 0.5·(FlangeH - ContactDia) – (PCB board thickness). These values set the lower ground tab height
equal to the distance between the bottom of the PCB board and bottom of the flange.

There are two methods for configuring the coaxial side of the connector. The first method is to specify the inner (InDia)
and outer (OutDia) diameters of the coaxial line. The impedance parameter (Imped) is ignored. The second method is
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to only specify the inner diameter (InDia), and set OutDia = 0. Then the outer diameter of the coaxial line is calculated
from the inner diameter (InDia) and impedance (Imped).

Er. Er is the permittivity of the insulator material relative to the permittivity of free space, where ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/m.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold, where Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m. So actual
bulk resistivity of conductor metal is (Rho·2.44 x 10-8) Ω*m.

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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Solder Trace: SOLDER_BLOB

Symbol

Summary

SOLDER_BLOB models a solder trace or solder bridge commonly used for making RF board modifications in the lab.
This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with
Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID
SOLDER_BLOBTextSubcircuit nameNET
1Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
6 milsLengthHeight of Solder BlobSolderH
36 milsLengthLength of Solder BodySolderL
6 milsLengthWidth of the Solder BodySolderW
3 milsLengthRadius of the Edge FilletSolderRad
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
6900000 S/mElectric Bulk Conductivity of material for Solder BlobCond

*indicates a secondary parameter

Restrictions

• 1 mil ≤ SolderH ≤ 1000 mil

• 1 mil < SolderL≤ 5000 mi

• 1 mil ≤ SolderW ≤ 1000 mil

• SolderRad ≤ SolderH/2

• SolderRad ≤ SolderL/2

• SolderRad ≤ SolderW/2

• 106 S/m ≤ Cond ≤ 108 S/m

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in the EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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Solder Joint Fillet: SOLDER_FILLET

Symbol

Summary

SOLDER_FILLET models a solder joint fillet. The fillet radius is equal to the height (SolderH). This element is for use
in 3D EM documents only. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D
FEM EM analysis software.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextSubcircuit IDID

Multiplicity factor - not used for this model*M
SOLDER_FILLETTextSubcircuit nameNET
45 milsLengthHeight of Solder FilletSolderH
27 milsLengthLength of Solder FilletSolderL
815 milsLengthWidth of the Solder FilletSolderW
6900000Electric Bulk Conductivity of Solder materialCond

*indicates a secondary parameter

Restrictions

• 10 mil ≤ SolderH ≤ 1000 mil

• 10 mil ≤ SolderL≤ 1000 mi

• 10 mil ≤ SolderW ≤ 5000 mil

• 106 S/m ≤ Cond ≤ 108 S/m

Layout

The 2D projection of this element in the x/y plane displays in the EM Layout View.

3D EM Layout

This element is specifically used for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D
parts with Analyst software.
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APLAC Ibis: Ibis_AP

Symbol

In

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Ibis1TextElement IDID
InputBuffer typeType
""IBIS fileFILE
""TextThe component within the IBIS fileCOMPONENT
""TextName of the pinPIN
""TextThe buffer model nameMODEL_NAME
NoDifferential or single-ended bufferDifferential
NoExpose reference voltage nodesOperatingVoltages
NoExpose digital output nodeDigitalOutput

Corner (0,-1, or 1 for typ, min, or max) for the I-V curves,
C_comp, package model, and reference voltages

*CORNER

Corner (0,-1, or 1 for typ, min, or max) for the I-V curves,
uses CORNER if empty

*IV_CORNER

Corner (0,-1, or 1 for typ, min, or max) for C_comp, uses
CORNER if empty

*C_COMP_CORNER

Corner (0,-1, or 1 for typ, min, or max) for the package
model, uses CORNER if empty

*PKG_CORNER

Use [Ramp] data (0), one V-t table (1), or two V-t tables (2)
for rising edge transition

*RISING_WF

The same as RISING_WF for a falling edge transition*FALLING_WF
""TextInterpolation method (LINS, CSPN, or CUCO, for linear,

cubic spline or cubic convolution)
*INTERPOL

OffDisable package model*NO_PKG
TemperatureAmbient temperature T [K] of the model. Default: the global

ambient temperature defined using Analyze, Prepare,
SetParam, or Sweep

*TEMP

TemperatureNominal temperature Tnom [K] at which the
temperature-dependentmodel parameters have been specified.

*TNOM

Default: the global nominal temperature defined using
Analyze, Prepare, SetParam, or Sweep

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

Implements a behavioral-level model for an I/O buffer based on the data specified in an IBIS file. IBIS files up to version
6 are allowed, although the simulator does not support all the features described in the IBIS standard.

The IBIS file specified with FILE is read using the "ibischk Golden Parser" developed by the IBIS Open Forum, and the
buffer model corresponding to the specified model or pin name is created based on this data. Typically the IBIS file, the
component, and the model or pin name are set on the IBIS tab of the Element Options dialog box. The error and warning
messages generated by the parser are also accessible here.

The internal structure of an IBIS model is shown in the following figure. Node In/Out is the analog input (Input,
Input_ECL, or Terminator buffer types) or output node of the buffer. The voltage-controlled current sources KU*Ipu
and KD*Ipd model the pullup and pulldown circuitry, respectively, of the buffer. The time-dependent multipliers KU
and KD, which characterize the buffers transitions from one logic state to the other, are determined according to the V-t
or [Ramp] data specified in the IBIS file. If the V-t data is not consistent with the I-V data at the first and last time points,
the V-t data is adjusted to make it consistent and a warning is issued. The voltage-controlled current sources Ipc and
Igc model the power clamp and ground clamp diodes. If any of the keywords [C_comp_pullup], [C_comp_pulldown],
[C_comp_power_clamp], or [C_comp_gnd_clamp] are specified in the IBIS file, the capacitor C_comp is not created
and the specified capacitors are created between the die node and the corresponding voltage reference node.

R_pkgL_pkg

C_pkgC_comp

Ipc

Igc

KU*Ipu

KD*Ipd

In/Out

Pu Pc

Pd Gc

The following buffer types are supported:

• Input buffers have power clamp and ground clamp diodes, but no pullup or pulldown circuitry. The voltage at the
digital output node is either 0 V or 1 V, representing the logic state of the buffer.

• Output buffers have pullup and pulldown circuitry, but no clamp diodes. The signal at the Ctrl node controls the
switching between the logic high and low states of the buffer.

• 3-state buffers have both input and output buffer characteristics. The signal at the En node enables or disables the
pullup and pulldown circuitry of the buffer.

• I/O buffers are similar to 3-state buffers, except that they have the digital output node.

• Open_drain and Open_sink buffers are similar to Output buffers, except that they do not have pullup circuitry

• Open_source buffers are similar to Output buffers, except that they do not have pulldown circuitry.

• I/O_Open_drain and I/O_Open_sink buffers are similar to I/O buffers, except that they do not have pullup circuitry.

• I/O_Open_source buffers are similar to I/O buffers, except that they do not have pulldown circuitry.

• Input_ECL buffers are identical to Input buffers, except for the default values of the Vinl and Vinh sub-parameters.
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• Output_ECL buffers are similar to Output buffers, except that the pulldown table is referenced to the pullup-reference
voltage.

• 3-state_ECL buffers are similar to 3-state buffers, except that the pulldown table is referenced to the pullup-reference
voltage.

• I/O_ECL buffers are similar to I/O buffers, except that the pulldown table is referenced to the pullup-reference voltage.

• Terminator buffers have power clamp and ground clamp diodes, but no pullup or pulldown circuitry. Additionally,
they have resistors [Rpower] and [Rgnd] in parallel with the power clamp and ground clamp diodes, respectively, and
a series connection of resistor [Rac] and capacitor [Cac] in parallel with C_comp.

The buffer model is selected using the name of the pin, specified with PIN, or the name of the model, specified with
MODEL_NAME. If both PIN and MODEL_NAME are specified, MODEL_NAME overrides the PIN specification. If
Differential is set to "Yes", a differential buffer model is assumed. In this case, the non-inverting buffer model is connected
to the positive input/output node and the inverting buffer model is connected to the negative input/output node. For a
differential pin model, PIN must be specified, and the pin name must match the non-inverting (first) pin name of the
[Diff Pin] specification within the IBIS file. The type and the polarity of the buffer are determined by the sub-parameters
of the [Model] keyword.

Required and optional nodes for each IBIS buffer type are listed in the following table, with optional nodes in parenthesis.
The voltages of the control (Ctrl), enable (En), and digital output (Do) nodes represent digital signals having logic high
and logic low states (the value of a digital signal is logic high if it is above 0.5 V, otherwise it is logic low). The pullup,
pulldown, power clamp, and ground clamp reference voltages can be connected to nodes Pu, Pd, Pc, and Gc, respectively.
If OperatingVoltages is set to "No", the reference-voltage sources are created internally. In this case, the reference voltages
are determined by the keywords [Pullup Reference], [Pulldown Reference], [POWER Clamp Reference], and [GND
Clamp Reference] in the IBIS file. If they are missing, the default for the pullup and power clamp references is the voltage
specified with the [Voltage Range] keyword and 0 V for the pulldown and ground clamp references.

PdPuGcPcDoEnCtrlBuffer type
(x)(x)(x)Input

(x)(x)xOutput
(x)(x)(x)(x)xxx3-state
(x)(x)(x)(x)(x)xxI/O
(x)xOpen_drain
(x)xOpen_sink

(x)xOpen_source
(x)(x)(x)(x)xxI/O_open_drain
(x)(x)(x)(x)xxI/O_open_sink

(x)(x)(x)(x)xxI/O_open_source
(x)(x)(x)Input_ECL

(x)xOutput_ECL
(x)(x)(x)xx3-state_ECL
(x)(x)(x)(x)xxI/O_ECL

(x)(x)Terminator
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APLAC Josephson Junction: JJ_AP

Symbol
1

2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
JJ1TextElement IDID
0Amplitude alpha of the cosine term of the junction resistance.

ALPHA is meaningful only if RQ is specified.
*ALPHA

"No capacitance"
(0)

CapacitanceCapacitance of the junction C [F]*C

100 μ ACurrentCritical current of the junction Ic [A]*IC
3000, for Cp = 1pFScaling factor k of the internal integrator capacitance*K
DC operating pointAngleOutput phase at t = 0 [rad]. PHASE is equal to the initial

voltage of the internal capacitance Cp.
*PHASE

"No resistance Rn"
(∞)

ResistanceExtra parallel resistance Rn [ohm] of Cp. Typically 1 Gohm
resistance is recommended if zero pivot problems occur.

*RN

"No junction
resistance" (∞)

ResistanceResistance of the junction RQ [ohm]*RQ

TemperatureAmbient temperature T [K] of the model. Default: the global
ambient temperature defined using Analyze, Prepare,
SetParam, or Sweep

*TEMP

TemperatureNominal temperature Tnom [K] at which the
temperature-dependentmodel parameters have been specified.

*TNOM

Default: the global nominal temperature defined using
Analyze, Prepare, SetParam, or Sweep

*indicates an optional parameter

Implementation details

JJ_AP is the equivalent circuit of the Josephson Junction (JJ). This model includes the junction resistance and capacitance
and can be used, for example, to build a Superconductive QUantum Interference Device (SQUID).

The current of the junction is defined 1

1H. Seppa, Analysis of an R-SQUID Noise Thermometer, VTT Publications 54, Technical Research Centre of Finland, 1989.
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i1 = Ic · sin θ +
Φ0
2 π[1 + α · cos θ

RQ
d
dt + C

d2

dt2] θ
The voltage across the junction u1 is

u1 =
Φ0
2 π · d θdt

θ is the phase difference across the junction and Φ0 is the flux quantum

Φ0 =
h
2e ≈ 2.07 · 10

−15Wb

The following figure shows the components of the Josephson junction

The resistance and the current terms are modeled using a single VCCS controlled by voltages u1 and up (see the following
figure). The subcircuit building up voltage up (phase difference θ) is defined by the equation (Rn excluded).

k · u1 = C p ·
dup
dt

which, together with the equation for the voltage across the junction u1, yields

C p =
Φ0
2 π · k

Constant k is selected internally to scale capacitance value Cp. Specifying Rn is recommended if a zero pivot situation
occurs. The following figure shows the Josephson junction macro model.

Current i2 and its derivatives with respect to the controlling voltages are
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i2 = Icsinup +
1 + α cosup

RQ
u1

di2
dup = Iccosup −

α sinup
RQ

u1
di2
dup = Iccosup −

α sinup
RQ

u1
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(Obsolete) Coplanar Line (EM Quasi-Static): CPW1LIN

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Single Conductor Coplanar Line (EMBasedQuasi-Static) (CPWLINX),
Coplanar Line (EM Quasi-Static) (CPW1LINE), or Coplanar Line (Closed Form) CPWLINE) element.

Topology

W

Port 1

Port 2

S2S1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
0 umLengthConductor widthW
0 umLengthLeft gap widthS1
0 umLengthRight gap widthS2
0Cover shield presence indicatorShI
0Backing shield presence indicatorSbI
0 umLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc

TextSubstrate definitionCPWSUB
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Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of coplanar waveguide on a shielded substrate. The parameters W (conductor
width), S1, S2 (S1 - gap between conductor and the left ground halfplane; S2 - gap between conductor and the right
ground halfplane) and L (conductor length) are dimensions entered in the default length units. Left and right directions
are defined in respect to the line of sight from port 1 to port 2.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter CPWSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line and height of the optional metallic cover. If blank, a default is used.

This component can have metallic grounded shield backing the substrate and metallic cover. Presence of backing shield
is controlled by indicator Sbi. If Sbi is set to 0, backing shield is absent; if Sbi is set to 1, backing shield is present.
Presence of cover is controlled by indicator Shi. If Shi is set to 0, cover is absent; if Shi is set to 1, cover is present.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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Coplanar Line (EM Quasi-Static): CPW1LINE

Symbol

Summary

CPW1LINE models a section of symmetric coplanar waveguide (gaps between strip conductor and lateral grounds have
equal width) on a dielectric substrate. This model accounts for an optional metallic cover, an optional backing ground
plane, and allows for arbitrary metal thickness of the signal conductor and lateral ground planes.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate DefinitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.
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Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPW1LINE model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc < 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of a coplanar waveguide (for example, CPWLINE).
To model a classic coplanar waveguide featuring an infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W+2S), where
Gnd and H are parameters of CPW_SUB.

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Circuit Model Synthesis

CPW1LINE supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line
Calculator. To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose
Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
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parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) 2 Coupled Coplanar Lines (EM Quasi-Static): CPW2LIN

Symbol

W
S1

S2

W
S1

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the 2 Asymmetric Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static) (CPW2LINA)
element.

Topology
W1

Port 1

Port 3

S1

W2

Port 2

Port 4

S 2 S3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
0 umLengthConductor 1 width - nodes 1&&3W1
0 umLengthConductor 2 width - nodes 2&&4W2
0 umLengthGap Width - Gnd && conductor 1S1
0 umLengthGap Width - conductor 1&& 2S2
0 umLengthGap Width - conductor 2&& GndS3
0Cover shield presence indicatorShl
0Backing shield presence indicatorSbl
0 umLengthConductor lengthL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Accuracy parameterAcc

TextSubstrate definitionsCPWSUB

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two coupled coplanar waveguides on a shielded substrate. The parameters
W1, W2 (conductor widths), S1, S3 (S1 - gap between conductor 1 and the left ground halfplane; S3 - gap between
conductor 2 and the right ground halfplane), S2 (gap between conductors), and L (conductor length) are dimensions
entered in the default length units. Left and right directions are defined in respect to the line of sight from port 1 to port
3.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter CPWSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line and height of the optional metallic cover. If blank, a default is used.

This component can have metallic grounded shield backing the substrate and metallic cover. Presence of backing shield
is controlled by indicator Sbi. If Sbi is set to 0, backing shield is absent; if Sbi is set to 1, backing shield is present.
Presence of cover is controlled by indicator Shi. If Shi is set to 0, cover is absent; if Shi is set to 1, cover is present.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1]M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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2 Asymmetric Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static): CPW2LINA

Symbol

W1

W2

S1

S3

S2
1

2

3

4

Summary

CPW2LINA models a section of two asymmetric coupled coplanar waveguides (strip widths may be unequal and gaps
between each strip conductor and closest lateral ground may have unequal width) on dielectric substrate. This model
accounts for an optional metallic cover, an optional backing ground plane, and allows for arbitrary metal thickness of
the signal conductor and lateral ground planes.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor 1 width - nodes 1&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width - nodes 2&4W2
WaLengthGap width Gnd & conductor 1S1
WaLengthGap width conductor 1&2S2
W aLengthGap width conductor 1 & GndS3
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPW2LINA model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1<Acc>10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeably longer
computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of coplanar waveguide. To model classic coupled
coplanar waveguides featuring infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W1+W2+S1+S2+S3), where Gnd and
H are parameters of CPW_SUB.

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
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all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static): CPW2LINE

Symbol

W
S1

S2

W
S1

1

2

3

4

Summary

CPW2LINEmodels a section of two symmetric coupled coplanar waveguides (the strip widths are equal and gaps between
each strip conductor and the closest lateral ground have equal width) on dielectric substrate. This model accounts for an
optional metallic cover, an optional backing ground plane, and allows for arbitrary metal thickness of the signal conductor
and lateral ground planes.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthsW1
WaLengthGap width to groundS1
WaLengthGap width between conductorsS2
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPW2LINE model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1<Acc>10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeably longer
computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of coplanar waveguide. To model classic coupled
coplanar waveguides featuring infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W1+S1+S2+S3), where Gnd and H are
parameters of CPW_SUB.

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
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all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) 3 Coupled Coplanar Lines (EM Quasi-Static): CPW3LIN

Symbol
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the 3 Asymmetric Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static) (CPW3LINA)
element.

Topology
W1

Port 1

Port 4

S1

W2

Port 2

Port 5

W3

Port 3

Port 6

S2 S3 S4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
0 umLengthConductor 1width - nodes 1&4W1
0 umLengthConductor 2 width - nodes 2&5W2
0 umLengthConductor 3 width - nodes 3&6W3
0 umLengthGap Width - Gnd & conductor 1S1
0 umLengthGap Width - conductor 1&2S2
0 umLengthGap Width - conductor 2 &3S3
0 umLengthGap Width - conductor 3&GndS4
0Cover shield presence indicatorShI
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Backing shield presence indicatorSbI
0 umLengthPhysical lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc

TextSubstrate definitionCPWSUB

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of three coupled coplanar waveguides on a shielded substrate. The parameters
W1,W2,W3 (conductors' widths), S1, S4 (S1 - gap between conductor 1 and the left ground halfplane; S4 - gap between
conductor 3 and the right ground halfplane), S2 and S3 (gaps between conductors), and L (conductor length) are dimensions
entered in the default length units. Left and right directions are defined in respect to the line of sight from port 1 to port
4.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter CPWSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line and height of the optional metallic cover. If blank, a default is used.

This component can have metallic grounded shield backing the substrate and metallic cover. Presence of backing shield
is controlled by indicator Sbi. If Sbi is set to 0, backing shield is absent; if Sbi is set to 1, backing shield is present.
Presence of cover is controlled by indicator Shi. If Shi is set to 0, cover is absent; if Shi is set to 1, cover is present.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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3 Asymmetric Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static): CPW3LINA

Symbol
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Summary

CPW3LINA models a section of three asymmetric coupled coplanar waveguides (the strip widths may be unequal and
gaps between each strip conductor and closest lateral ground, as well as gaps between conductors may have unequal
width) on dielectric substrate. This model accounts for an optional metallic cover, an optional backing ground plane, and
allows for arbitrary metal thickness of the signal conductor and lateral ground planes.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor 1 width-nodes 1&4W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width-nodes 2&5W2
WaLengthConductor 3 width-nodes 3&6W3
WaLengthGap Width Gnd & conductor 1S1
WaLengthGap width conductor 1&2S2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthGap width conductor 2&3S3
WaLengthGap width conductor 3 & GndS4
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPW3LINA model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1<Acc>10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeably longer
computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of coplanar waveguide. To model classic coupled
coplanar waveguides featuring infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W1+S1+S2+S3), where Gnd and H are
parameters of CPW_SUB.

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coplanar Air Bridge (EM-Based): CPWABRGX

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

CPWABRGX$ is a co-planar iCell. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
WaLengthAirBridge conductor widthWab
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*Autofill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

0.25<=(W+2S)/HSub<=4.0

0.1<=W/(W+2S)<=0.9

0.1<=Wab/(W+2S)<=0.5
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Implementation Details

This circuit component models a co-planar waveguide airbridge which connects the ground planes on either side of a
transmission line. The purpose of this feature is to suppress the excitation of a slot line mode between the two ground
planes. It is highly recommended that airbridges be placed periodically along long lengths of lines and on either side of
an unsymmetrical discontinuity. This model is constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using results
automatically generated by EMSight and the CPWLINX model. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “
EM-based Models (X-models) ” . Importantly, an equivalent circuit model is constructed for the discontinuity based
upon the EMSight simulation. As the dispersion of a co-planar waveguide is minimal, values of the equivalent circuit
parameters in the model are assumed frequency independent.

The input parameters W,S and Wab as defined in "Topology" are entered in the default length units.

CPW_SUB allows you to specify the co-planar waveguide substrate.

The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled
automatically at the current fixed values.

W, S, WabIndependent Parameters:
FrequencyScalable Parameters:
CPW_SUB (Cover, Gnd, Er_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom,
Hab_Nom, T_Nom)

Fixed Parameters:

CPW_SUB(Er, Hab, T, Hsub, Hcov)Statistical Parameters:

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The CPWABRGX model creates (and uses for modeling) three files with data tables during autofill: Two files with a
CPTX prefix for coplanar waveguides, and one file with a CPABG prefix that contains CPWABRGX autofill results.
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CPTX files are intermediate data tables for coplanar line that CPWABRGX needs. for work; CPABG files are model
final data tables.

CPTX and CPABG files created by the CPWLINX, CPWTEEX, and CPWBENDX models may also qualify for the
CPWABRGX model. If the model finds that the CPTX and/or CPABG files were created with the same set of fixed
parameters, it does not generate new files, it uses the existing ones for modeling.

Note that all fixed parameters are nominal (prefixed with _Nom) parameters of CPW_SUB. Modification of fixed
parameters may instigate autofill of all data files mentioned above (change of T_Nom affects only CPTX autofill).

Usually, for all X-models, if parameter Autofill is set to 0 and X-model finds that it needs to create new data table,
X-model issues a request to user to approve this request by changing Autofill to 1. Unlike other X-models, if CPWABRGX
parameter Autofill is set to 0 and user changes some fixed parameter than autofill of CPTX files may start automatically.
Generally, this calculation does not take much time and upon completion CPWABRGXwill request user to set parameter
Autofill. By this time, new CPTX files are ready for use and CPWABRGX may proceed with its own autofill.

Example projects for autofilling an EM-basedmodel are provided in the /Examples/Circuit Features/Xmodels subdirectory
of the Cadence® AWR® program directory.

NOTE:Youmust initiate an autofill of the EM data table after making any changes to nominal parameters of CPW_SUB
element.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Asymmetric Coplanar Line (EM Quasi-Static): CPWALINE

Symbol

Summary

CPWALINE models a section of asymmetric coplanar waveguide (gaps between the strip conductor and lateral grounds
may have an unequal width) on a dielectric substrate. This model accounts for an optional metallic cover, an optional
backing ground plane, and allows for an arbitrary metal thickness of a signal conductor and lateral ground planes.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthLeft gap widthS1
WaLengthRight gap widthS2
LbLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
cTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
c If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.
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Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPW1LINE model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of a coplanar waveguide (for example, CPWLINE).
To model a classic coplanar waveguide featuring an infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W+2S), where
Gnd and H are parameters of CPW_SUB.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coplanar 90-Degree Bend (EM Based): CPWBENDX

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
WaLengthAirBridge conductor width @ port 1&2Wab
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
0AutoFill data base if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrates are present, the user must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0.25<=(W+2S)/HSub<=4.0

2. 0.1<=W/(W+2S)<=0.9

3. 0.1<=Wab/(W+2S)<=0.5
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Implementation Details

This circuit component models a co-planar waveguide 90 deg bend including the effects of airbridges which connect the
ground planes on either side of a discontinuity. The purpose of these features is to suppress the excitation of a slot line
mode between the two ground planes. This model is constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using results
automatically generated by EMSight and the CPWLINX, CPWABRG models. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”. Importantly, an equivalent circuit model is constructed for the
discontinuity based upon the EMSight simulation. As the dispersion of co-planar waveguide is minimal, values of the
equivalent circuit parameters in the model are assumed frequency independent.

The input parameters W,S and Wab as defined in "Topology" are entered in the default length units.

CPW_SUB allows you to specify the co-planar waveguide substrate.

The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled
automatically at the current fixed values.

W, S, WabIndependent Parameters:
FrequencyScalable Parameters:
ACCUR, CPW_SUB(Tand, Rho, Is Grounded, Has Cover)Fixed Parameters:
CPW_SUB(Er, Hab, T, Hsub, Hcov)Statistical Parameters:

Recommendations for Use

The CPWBENDX model creates (and uses for modeling) four files with data tables during autofill: Two files with a
CPTX prefix for coplanar waveguides, one file with a CPABG prefix for air bridge, and one file with a CP90B prefix
that contains CPWBENDX autofill results. The CPTX and CPABG files created by the CPWLINX, CPWTEEX, and
CPWABRGX models may also qualify for the CPWBENDX model. If a model finds that the CPTX and/or CPABG
files were created with the same set of fixed parameters, it does not generate new files, but uses the existing ones for
modeling.

Example projects for autofilling an EM-basedmodel are provided in the /Examples/Circuit Features/Xmodels subdirectory
of the Cadence® AWR® program directory.

NOTE: You must initiate an autofill of the EM data table after making any changes to the CPW_SUB element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
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all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Coplanar Open, with Ground Connected (Closed Form): CPWEG

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

CPWEG$ is a Co-Planar iCell. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
WaLengthGap width from TxLine endG
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a gap termination of a strip of coplanar waveguide. The model does not account for
substrate thickness or presence of metallic cover or backing ground. The parameters W (strip width), S (S - spacing
between strip and the left/right ground halfplane) and G (gap length) are dimensions entered in the default length units.
The parameter CPW_SUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters of the
transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Some CPW_SUB parameters (Hcover, Cover, and Gnd) are not used by
this component. Conductor thickness is assumed zero.

The component does not account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M-H. Mao, R-B.Wu, C-H Chen et al, "Characterization of coplanar waveguide open end capacitance - theory and
experiment." IEEE Trans. on MTT, v. 42, No.6, June 1994, pp. 1016-1024.
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Coplanar Gap in Center Conductor (Closed Form): CPWGAP

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

CPWGAP$ is a Co-Planar iCell and only has a G parameter. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for more
information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthSpacing between conductor and groundsS
WaLengthGap width in center conductorG
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a gap in a strip of coplanar waveguide. The model does not account for substrate thickness
or presence of metallic cover or backing ground. The parameters W (strip width), S (S - spacing between strip and the
left/right ground halfplane) and G (gap length) are dimensions entered in the default length units. This model is represented
by capacitive π-circuit. The parameter CPW_SUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Some CPW_SUB parameters (Hcover, Cover, and Gnd)
are not used by this component. Conductor thickness is assumed zero.
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The component does not account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] S.Gevorgian, A.Deleniv, T.Martinsson et al, "CADmodel of a gap in a coplanar waveguide," Int. Journal ofMicrowave
and Millim-Wave CAE, vol. 6, No.5, pp. 369-377.
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Coplanar Waveguide Interdigital Capacitor (Aggregate): CPWICAP

Symbol

Summary

CPWICAPmodels a coplanar waveguide interdigital capacitor that has an emphasized transverse metallic strip connecting
fingers at both input ports, two lateral grounded conductors, and optional backing ground. CPWICAP takes advantage
of the EM quasi-static coupled lines approach to consider interaction between all fingers.

CPWICAP$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.
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Topology

G
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
SaLengthSpacing between first finger and groundS1
SaLengthSpacing between last finger and groundS2
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1 (for layout cell only)W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (for layout cell only)W2
CPWSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the CPWICAP$ iCell model.

W2. This parameter is secondary for the CPWICAP$ iCell model.

GPW_SUB. CPWICAP uses the following subset of substrate CPW_SUB parameters: Er, H, T, Rho, Tand, Cover,
Hcover, and Gnd. None of the other parameters are used.

CPW_SUBGnd parameter. This Gnd parameter defines the presence of a backing ground plane: Gnd=1means backing
ground is present (default), Gnd=0 means no backing ground. Note that at Gnd=0 substrate still has finite thickness H
with infinite air space under the substrate (by contrast, conventional CPW implies a substrate of infinite thickness).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 2≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. CPWICAP does not impose restrictions on thickness except for
the requirement to be non-negative.

3. Parameters W1 and/or W2 have no effect on simulation results, they are provided for layout drawing only. However,
neither of them should exceed capacitor width, namely N*(W+S)-S.

Implementation Details

The EM quasi-static technique allows you to model a coplanar waveguide interdigital capacitor with a wide range of
conductor thicknesses.

CPWICAP accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.
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4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

CPWICAP accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several coplanar waveguide interdigital capacitors, cache is
implemented for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming
intermediate parameters for each capacitor instance are stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks
this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving
substantially on their recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM quasi-static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) Coplanar Waveguide Line (Closed Form): CPWLIN

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Single Conductor Coplanar Line (EMBasedQuasi-Static) (CPWLINX),
Coplanar Line (EM Quasi-Static) (CPW1LINE), or Coplanar Line (Closed Form) CPWLINE) element.

Topology
W

Port 1

Port 2

SS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
0 umLengthConductor widthW
0 umLengthGap widthS
0 umLengthConductor lengthL

TextSubstrate definitionCPWSUB

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of coplanar waveguide. The parameters W (strip width), S (S - gap between
strip and the ground halfplanes), and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default length units. The parameter
CPWSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line
and height of the optional metallic cover. If blank, a default is used.
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This component accounts for dispersion and losses in metal and in substrate dielectric.

NOTE: Parameter HC (cover height above substrate - from CPWSUB substrate element) is not used in this model.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] W.Heinrich, "Quazi-TEM description of MMIC Coplanar Lines Including Conductor-Loss Effects," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-41, Jan. 1993, pp. 45-52.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Coplanar Line (Closed Form): CPWLINE

Symbol

Summary

CPWLINE models a section of coplanar waveguide on an infinitely thick dielectric substrate. This model implies that
the coplanar waveguide is ungrounded (the backing ground plane, if present, is way below the signal strip and does not
affect the modeling results).

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
bTextSubstrate DefinitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, and conductor metal properties. The
CPWLINE model does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hcover, Cover, Gnd, Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom,
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Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom. The H parameter is used only for validation purposes (see "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations").

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model issues a warning if the following condition is violated: H < 2(W+2S) (H, W, and S are parameters of
CPW_SUB). Actually, this approach implies that H is large compared to W+S, so the warning alerts you that the
substrate height is too small, initial model assumptions are not met, and the accuracy may degrade.

2. The CPW1LINE model can be used as a (slower) alternative to CPWLINE, however, note that setting the substrate
parameter Gnd=0 for CPW1LINE implies that a substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by
infinite air space. In this case modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ
substantially from the modeling results obtained from CPWLINE, that implements a common conception of coplanar
waveguide. To match the results of these two models, set Gnd=0 and H > 2(W+2S).

Implementation Details

This model implements a technique developed in [1]; this approach implies that H is large, hence, actual modeling results
do not depend on H.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To account for finite H, the impact of a grounded backing plane and/or metallic cover, EMQuasi-Static model CPW1LINE
should be used instead of CPWLINE.

References

[1] W. Heinrich, "Quasi-TEM Description of MMIC Coplanar Lines Including Conductor-Loss Effects," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-41, January 1993, pp. 45-52.
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Single Conductor Coplanar Line (EM Based Quasi-Static): CPWLINX

Symbol

Summary

CPWLINX models a section of symmetric coplanar waveguide (gaps between the strip conductor and lateral grounds
have equal width) on a dielectric substrate. This model accounts for an optional metallic cover, an optional backing
ground plane, and allows for the arbitrary metal thickness of signal conductor and lateral ground planes. This model is
constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using the results of a quasi-static cross-sectional analysis based
upon the Method of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
10Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, you
must specify which to use.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CPW_SUB. Supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover/backing, and the cover height over the substrate. The Cover and Gnd parameters
allow the addition/elimination of infinite metallic plates acting as a cover or grounded backing. The CPWLINX model
does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom.

Acc. The accuracy parameter influencing the 2-D Quasi-Static Method of moment analysis. It can range from 1 to 10.

AutoFill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1. During normal operation, this
parameter should be set equal to zero. To view this parameter click Show Secondary in the Element Options dialog box
that displays when you double-click this element on a schematic.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. This model should be used at the highest ACCUR level of 10, as no additional computational
burden is seen once the interpolation table is complete.

2. 0.0325<=(W+2S)/H<=4.0

3. 0.1<=W/(W+S)<=0.9

NOTE: To implement values outside of these ranges, you can use the CPW1LIN element.

4. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

5. Model parameters can be broken into groups of independent, scalable, fixed, and statistical parameters in accordance
with the detailed discussion of the X-models in “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” :

W, S, LIndependent Parameters:
FrequencyScalable Parameters:
ACCUR, CPW_SUB(Tand, Rho, Is Grounded, Has Cover)Fixed Parameters:
CPW_SUB(Er, T, Hsub, Hcov)Statistical Parameters:

Implementation Details

1. This 2-D Quasi-Static analysis is the same method as that used in the CPW1LINE model, however, CPWLINX gains
large computational speed increases due to the table based interpolation. In exchange for this speed increase, small
errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the input parameters have been restricted.

2. Setting Gnd=0 implies that the substrate is not backed by a perfect conductor, but is bounded by infinite air space.
Modeling results are strongly affected by thin substrate heights and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception of a coplanar waveguide (for example, CPWLINE).
To model a classic coplanar waveguide featuring an infinitely thick substrate, set Gnd=0 and H >2(W+2S), where
Gnd and H are parameters of CPW_SUB.
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3. Example projects for autofilling an EM-based model are provided in the /Examples/Circuit Features/Xmodels
subdirectory of the Cadence® AWR® program directory. You must initiate an autofill of the EM data table after
making any changes to the CPW_SUB element.

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coplanar Open, with Ground Not Connected (Closed Form): CPWOC

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

CPWOC$ is a co-planar iCell. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, you
must specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an open circuit termination of the coplanar waveguide. Model doesn't account for substrate
thickness or presence of metallic cover or backing ground. The parameters W (strip width) and S (S - spacing between
strip and the left/right ground half-plane) are dimensions entered in the default length units. This model uses equivalent
coaxial waveguide prototype for evaluation open end effect. The parameter CPW_SUB specifies the substrate element,
which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Some parameters
CPW_SUB, that are Hcover, Cover, and Gnd, are not used by this component. Conductor thickness is assumed zero.

The component doesn't account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE:
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(Regarding layout cell) The CPWOC layout cell has three layout parameters (Lw1, Lw2, and L). If a one-layer line type
with negative/zero offset is used to draw this layout cell, the shape drawn depends exclusively on these layout parameters
and does not depend on element parameters W and S. These parameters allow you to draw a rectangle of arbitrary size
on a negative layer and arrange this rectangle asymmetrically regarding the CPW waveguide. The rectangle has the
dimensions (Lw1+Lw2) x L where Lw1+Lw2 is height and L is width. This rectangle provides protected space around
the CPW open end.

If a multilayer line type (like plated metal line) is used and all layer offsets are either negative or zero, then the drawing
is also defined by layout parameters only and does not depend on parameters W and S.

However, if some/all layer offset(s) is positive, then an additional rectangle is drawn on the negative layer(s). The
dimensions of this rectangle depend of CPWOC parameters W and S.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] N. Marcuvitz, "Waveguide Handbook", Peter Peregrinus Ltd., 1993 pp.213-216 (section 4-16)
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Rectangular CPW Inductor with AirBridge/Underpass (EM Quasi-Static):
CPWRINDB

Symbol

Summary

CPWRINDB models a CPW rectangular inductor with strip bridge. The bridge may be implemented as either an air
bridge or an underpass. This model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances
between all parallel segments, which in turn is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of
edge-coupled CPW transmission lines. CPWRINDB features a switch parameter to allow an underpass bridge for GaAs
designs.

Topology
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Bridge-Overpass

HB Inductor

Bridge

Inductor

HB

Bridge -Underpass

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
OverpassTextSwitch Overpass/UnderpassBrMode
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
aTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
20 umLengthSpacing between ground and segment L1 (for simulation

only, does not affect layout)
SG1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
20 umLengthSpacing between ground and segment L2SG2
20 umLengthSpacing between ground and segment L3 (for simulation

only, does not affect layout)
SG3

20 umLengthSpacing between ground and segment L4SG4
aIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrates are present, you must specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor spiral. To provide symmetrical positioning of feeding
lines (see the "Topology" section) the number of segments NS for CPWRINDSB should be greater or equal to 5, only
odd (in distinction of microstrip inductor MRINSB3), and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated
from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If you
define too small a value of LN the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

CPWRINDB does not allow the bridge to cross the first segment (the length of which is controlled by parameter L1)
due to parasitic coupling between input and output and possible issues with layout. If CPWRINDB discovers this
intersection, it displays an error and a message recommending review of the inductor layout.

BrMode. This switch defines the position of the bridge connected to port 2 relative to the inductor metal (see the
"Topology" section). The Overpass value makes the model imply that the bridge runs above the inductor windings and
is separated from the inductor metal by deposited dielectric or air. The Underpass value implies that the bridge runs atop
the substrate while the inductor windings form arcs above the bridge; thus, the bridge actually runs under windings and
makes the underpass (GaAs specific).

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

Out90deg. (layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell for this model has a Out90deg parameter (to edit values
of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties). On the Parameters tab
of the dialog box that displays, setting this parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face at port 2
provides a connection to an external circuit via right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero means
that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides an "in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit. The default value
is zero. Setting this to a nonzero value (for example, to 1) does not affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend
component is added automatically. You can attach any bend model to port 2 if needed.

GPW_SUB. CPWRINDB uses the following subset of substrate CPW_SUB parameters: Er, H, T, Rho, Tand, and Gnd.
None of the other CPW_SUB parameters are used. Note that the default for the Cover parameter is 0, so CPWRINDB
has no metallic cover.
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CPW_SUBGnd parameter. This Gnd parameter defines the presence of a backing ground plane: Gnd=1means backing
ground is present (default), Gnd=0 means no backing ground. Note that at Gnd=0 substrate still has finite thickness H
with infinite air space under the substrate (by contrast, conventional CPW implies a substrate of infinite thickness).

SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4. Parameters SG1 and SG3 specify spacings to grounds located close to segments L1 and L3.
Parameters SG2 and SG4 specify spacings to grounds located close to segments L2 and L4.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be odd, greater than or equal to 5, and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from
the condition LNMAX >0 (see the "Parameter Details" section).

2. The Acc parameter is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger values of Acc increase the density of themesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly from increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeable increase
in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

3. Parameters SG2 and SG4 affect simulation results as well as the drawing of the CPWRINDB layout cell.

Parameters SG1 and SG3 specify spacings to grounds located at feeding port sides of the inductor spiral. These grounds
are configured by layouts of feeding lines (for example, coplanar waveguides and coplanar waveguide tapers) thus
spacing SG1 and SG3 are not included into CPWRINDB layout cell and have no effect on this cell. However, a change
of parameters SG1 and SG3 affects the simulation results of CPWRINDB.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several CPWRINDB inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. During the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters for each inductor
instance are being stored in a disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate
inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the disk cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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CPW Coplanar Shorted End Effect (Closed Form): CPWSC

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

CPWSC$ is a co-planar iCell. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a short circuit termination of the coplanar waveguide. The model does not account for
substrate thickness or presence of metallic cover or backing ground. The parameters W (strip width) and S (S - spacing
between strip and the left/right ground halfplane) are dimensions entered in the default length units. The parameter
CPW_SUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters of the transmission line.
If blank, a default is used. Some CPW_SUB parameters (Hcover, Cover, and Gnd) are not used by this component.
Conductor thickness is assumed zero.

The component does not account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] W.J.Getsinfer, "End-effects in quasi-TEM transmission lines." IEEE Trans. on MTT, v. 41, No.6, April 1993, pp.
666-672.
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Coplanar Tapered Line (Closed Form): CPWTAPER

Symbol

Summary

CPWTAPER models a section of coplanar waveguide either on an infinitely thick dielectric substrate or on a finite
thickness substrate with optional backing ground and/or optional metallic cover. Signal strip width linearly changes along
the section, and the section is symmetric (the local widths of gaps between the strip conductor and lateral grounds are
equal). Infinitely thick dielectric substrate implies that a coplanar waveguide is ungrounded -- the backing ground plane
(if present) is way below the signal strip and does not affect modeling results. You can switch to the substrate of finite
thickness and add optional backing ground and metallic cover.

Topology

Parameters

CPWTAPER$ is a coplanar iCell and only has an L parameter. See the “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthGap width @ node 1S1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthGap width @ node 2S2
LbLengthLength of taperL
cTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Infinite substrate
thickness

TextSelector: Infinite substrate thickness/Finite substrate thickness*IsSubInf

1Accuracy (1 ≤Acc≤10) (effective only if finite substrate
thickness is selected)

*Acc

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bL is user definable in the default.lpf file under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the L value.
c If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IsSubInf. IsSubInf is a secondary control parameter-selector that allows you to specify the technique that CPWTAPER
uses for simulation. IsSubInf value "Infinite substrate thickness" (the default) applies closed form modeling of classic
CPW presented at [1]. IsSubInf value "Finite substrate thickness" applies method of quasi-static Method of Moments
presented at [2].

CPW_SUB.CPW_SUB supplies parameters for dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, and conductor metal properties.
If IsSubInf = "Infinite substrate thickness" then CPWTAPER does not use the following CPW_SUB parameters: Hcover,
Cover, Gnd, Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, T_Nom, Acc. If IsSubInf = "Finite substrate thickness"
then CPWTAPER still does not use the CPW_SUB parameters Hab, ER_Nom, H_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, T_Nom,
but uses all material parameters as well as parameters H, Hcover, Cover, Gnd, and Acc.

Acc. Parameter Acc is visible and used only if IsSubInf = "Finite substrate thickness". This parameter controls meshing
density of Method of Moments (see [2]). Acc default value is 1. Bigger values of Acc may slightly increase simulation
time. Good accuracy is provided at 1≤ Acc ≤3.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

If IsSubInf="Infinite substrate thickness" then model issues a warning if one of the following conditions is violated:
H<2(W+2S1) or H<2(W+2S2). This is because infinite thickness substrate approach [1] implies that H is large compared
to W+S, so the warning alerts you that the substrate height is too small, initial model assumptions are not met, and
accuracy may degrade. If IsSubInf="Finite substrate thickness" then model uses alternative implementation [2] and
accounts for finite thickness of the substrate.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed of a cascaded series of constant width coplanar waveguide transmission lines. See the CPWLINE
model for details on the model used for these transmission lines. The number of sections used is frequency-dependent
and is constant as a function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. The model assumes a quasi-TEM mode of
propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses and dispersion.

Note that if IsSubInf = "Infinite thickness substrate" then the model implements a technique developed in [1]; this
approach implies that H is large, hence, actual modeling results do not depend on H. If IsSubInf = "Finite thickness
substrate" then the model implements a technique developed in [2]; this approach implies that H is arbitrary and substrate
parameters Cover and Gndmay be used to install respectively, a metallic cover at the height Hcover (substrate parameter)
and/or perfect infinite ground at the substrate back.

References

[1] W. Heinrich, "Quasi-TEM Description of MMIC Coplanar Lines Including Conductor-Loss Effects," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-41, January 1993, pp. 45-52.

[2] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Symmetric Coplanar T-Junction (EM Based): CPWTEEX

Symbol
1 2

3

Topology

Parameters

CPWTEEX$ is a co-planar iCell with no parameters. See the “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CP1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ port 1&2W12
WaLengthGap width @ port 1&2S12
WaLengthConductor width @ port 3W3
WaLengthAirBridge conductor widths @ all portsWab
bTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, the
user must specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

0.25<=(W12+2*S12)/HSub<=4.0
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0.1<=W12/(W12+2*S12)<=0.9

0.1<=W3/(W12+2*S12)<=0.9

0.1<=Wab/(W12+2*S12)<=0.5

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a co-planar waveguide symmetric tee junction including the effects of airbridges which
connect the ground planes on each side of a discontinuity. The purpose of these features is to suppress the excitation of
a slot line mode between the three ground planes. Note that ports 1 and 2 are assumed symmetric. Further, it is assumed
that the span across ports 1 and 2 are equal to the span across port 3. This model is constructed as an X-model (Table
Based Interpolation) using results automatically generated by EMSight and theCPWLINX,CPWABRG models. For a
more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” . An equivalent circuit model is
constructed for the discontinuity based upon the EMSight simulation. As the dispersion of co-planar waveguide is
minimal, values of the equivalent circuit parameters in the model are assumed frequency independent.

The input parameters W12,S12,W3 and Wab as defined in "Topology" are entered in the default length units.

CPW_SUB allows you to specify the co-planar waveguide substrate.

The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled
automatically at the current fixed values.

W12, S12,W3,WabIndependent Parameters:
FrequencyScalable Parameters:
ACCUR, CPW_SUB(Tand, Rho, Is Grounded, Has Cover)Fixed Parameters:
CPW_SUB(Er, Hab, T, Hsub, Hcov)Statistical Parameters:

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

The CPWTEEXmodel creates (and uses for modeling) four files with data tables during autofill: Two files with a CPTX
prefix for coplanar waveguides, one file with a CPABG prefix for air bridge, and one file with a CPTA prefix that contains
CPWTEEX autofill results. The CPTX and CPABG files created by the CPWLINX, CPWBENDX, and CPWABRGX
models may also qualify for the CPWTEEX model. If the model finds that the CPTX and/or CPABG files were created
with the same set of fixed parameters, it does not generate new files, but uses the existing ones for modeling.

Example projects for autofilling an EM-basedmodel are provided in the /Examples/Circuit Features/Xmodels subdirectory
of the Cadence® AWR Design Environment® program directory.

NOTE: You must initiate an autofill of the EM data table after making any changes to the CPW_SUB element.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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CPW Thin Film Resistor for MMIC (Closed Form): CPWTFRM

Symbol

Summary

CPWTFRM models a thin film MMIC resistor in a coplanar waveguide environment.

Topology

W1

LL1 L2

W W2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextDevice IDID
WaLengthResistor widthW
La umLengthResistor lengthL
WaLengthSpacing between resistor and groundS1
WaLengthSpacing between resistor and groundS2
0ResistanceComputed resistanceR
WaLengthConductor width at node 1 (for layout cell only)W1
WaLengthConductor width at node 2 (for layout cell only)W2
WaLengthResistor input pad lengthL1
WaLengthResistor output pad lengthL2
1Sheet resistivity (ohms/square)RS
0.0002Contact resistance per width (ohms*meter)RC
1Accuracy parameterAcc
CPW_SUBbTextSubstrate definitionCPW_SUB
EmptyTextStructure name from lpf file for resistorSNAME

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one CPW_SUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CPW_SUB substrate definitions are present, you
must specify which to use.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc < 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.
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2. W1 and W2 have no effect on simulation results: they are provided for layout only.

3. This model does not impose restrictions on conductor thickness.

Implementation Details

Thin film resistor in a coplanar waveguide environment is treated as a lossy CPW line with the complex characteristic
impedance.

W1 andW2 are the width of the lines connecting to this model. W1 andW2 do not change the width of the resistor pads;
the pads are modeled with theW of the resistor. Also,W1 andW2 have no effect on simulation results-- they are provided
for layout only. RS is a sheet resistance of resistor body and must be entered in ohms per square units. RC is an ohmic
resistance per width of contact pads and must be entered in ohms*meters units. Resistance of pads is evaluated as 2*
RC/W.

If the F parameter is set to zero, then sheet resistance RS stays constant with respect to frequency. This is true if the
thickness of the resistive film that makes the resistor body is less than skin depth.

If the thickness of the resistive film exceeds the skin depth, the sheet resistance RS may be scaled with frequency in
accordance with the formula:

RS( f )) = RS(F)
f
F

You can activate this scaling by setting F≠0. In this case, you should evaluate F in advance as

FGHz =
25.33

(σ ⋅ 10−7) ⋅ tmicrons2

where σ - bulk conductivity of the resistive film in S/m and t - thickness of the resistive film in microns. At this frequency,
skin depth=thickness of resistive film. If F is set in accordance with this formula, scaling of RS is implemented only for
F >f; for f<F RS stays constant.

Note that you must enter the actual value of the F parameter in default frequency units.

Typically, frequency F is very large due to small bulk conductance of resistive material (for example, hundreds of
gigahertz) and setting F=0 is the best choice.

The CPW_SUB parameter specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters and
substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. This model accounts for the phase shift due to the component's final
electrical length, losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included. This component features a special
synthesis ability; the computed DC resistance is permanently displayed on the schematic and is automatically updated
in response to the modification of affecting parameters.

Layout

The drawing layers for this element are controlled by settings in the .LPF file loaded into the program.

When SNAME is specified, the structure is identified in a $STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If the
SNAME parameter is left blank (default value) then (since this element is used for MMIC processing) two different types
of layouts are possible depending on the value of sheet resistance (RS) set in the model. For RS less than 50, the layout
layers are specified by the following block in the .LPF file:
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$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "Tan Resistor"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Tantalum" -2e-06 4e-06 1
"Thick Metal" 0 5e-06 0

$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Any layers and offsets can be set for this structure, but it must have the name "Tan Resistor".

For RS greater than or equal to 50, the layout layers are specified by the following block in the .LPF file:
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "Mesa Resistor"

! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Mesa" -6e-06 5e-06 0
"Source Drain"0 5e-06 0
"Thick Metal" -2e-06 5e-06 0
"Nitride Etch"-4e-06 4e-06 0

$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Any layers and offset can be set for this structure, but it must be named "Mesa Resistor"
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2 Asymmetric Coupled Coplanar Lines on Multilayer Substrate (EM
Quasi-Static): GCPW2LNA

Symbol

W1

W2

S1

S3

S2
1

2

3

4

Summary

GCPW2LNA models a section of two asymmetric coupled coplanar waveguides (strip widths may be unequal and gaps
between each strip conductor and closest lateral ground may have unequal width) on a multilayer dielectric substrate.
The substrate can be suspended and/or shielded by the optional metallic cover. This model allows for an arbitrary metal
thickness of signal conductors and lateral ground planes. A backing ground plane is inherent to this model. Approximate
modeling of coplanar waveguide without a backing ground is also available by elevating the substrate above the backing
ground.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor #1 width (nodes 1,3)W1
WaLengthConductor #2 width (nodes 2,4)W2
WaLengthGap width between conductor #1 and lateral groundS1
WaLengthGap width between conductors #1 and #2S2
WaLengthGap width between conductor #2 and lateral groundS3
LbLengthLine lengthL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductors and lateral

grounds
CL

1AccuracyAcc
cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one GMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple GMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter equal to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and its
height is specified by the HB parameter. A suspended substrate may be used for approximate modeling of CPW without
a backing ground (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Note that the GMSUB T parameter is actually a vector, although GCPW2LNA uses only the first entry of this vector so
you may enter the value of T as a scalar. T specifies the thickness of the signal conductors as well as both lateral grounds.
It may be convenient to provide separate instance of GMSUB for GCPW2LNA.

Acc. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is auto-set to 2.

CL. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers are numbered
from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from the layer
count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

1. Lateral grounds are not PEC, they are assumed to be made of the same material and have the same thickness as signal
conductors.

2. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

3. Modeling results are strongly affected by the substrate height and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception (infinite thickness substrate) of a coplanar waveguide
(for example, CPWLINE). A backing ground is inherent to this model (the impact of a backing ground may be
substantially reduced by setting the GMSUBparameter Gnd equal to "Suspended substrate". See the "Recommendations
for Use" section for details) .
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4. This model uses the GMCLIN model so some warning/error messages may originate from GMCLIN.

5. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering cross-sectional contours
of all conductors. The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively
big at the conductor center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor.
If the conductor width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare
cases the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

• To approximate modeling of the coplanar waveguide without backing ground, set the GMSUB parameter Gnd to
"Suspended substrate" and set the HB parameter to a value equal to 2...3 of the total thickness of the multilayer dielectric
stack.

• NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coplanar Asymmetric Line on Multilayer Substrate (EM Quasi-Static):
GCPWALIN

Symbol

Summary

GCPWALIN models a section of asymmetric coplanar waveguide (gaps between the strip conductor and lateral grounds
may have an unequal width) on a multilayer dielectric substrate. The substrate can be suspended and/or shielded by the
optional metallic cover. This model allows for an arbitrary metal thickness of a signal conductor and lateral ground
planes. A backing ground plane is inherent to this model. Approximate modeling of coplanar waveguide without a backing
ground is also available by elevating the substrate above the backing ground.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap between conductor and left groundS1
WaLengthGap between conductor and right groundS2
LbLengthLine lengthL
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductor and lateral

grounds
CL

1AccuracyAcc
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one CMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter equal to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and its
height is specified by the HB parameter. A suspended substrate may be used for approximate modeling of CPW without
a backing ground (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Note that the GMSUB T parameter is actually a vector, although GCPWALIN uses only the first entry of this vector,
so you may enter the value of T as a scalar. T specifies thickness of the signal conductor as well as both lateral grounds.
It may be convenient to provide separate instance of GMSUB for GCPWALIN.

Acc. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2.

CL. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers are numbered
from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from the layer
count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

• Lateral grounds are not PEC, they are assumed to be made of the same material and have the same thickness as signal
conductors.

• Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

• Modeling results are strongly affected by the substrate height and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception (infinite thickness substrate) of a coplanar waveguide
(for example, CPWLINE). A backing ground is inherent to this model (the impact of a backing ground may be
substantially reduced by setting the GMSUB parameter Gnd equal to "Suspended substrate". See the "Recommendations
for Use" section for details).

• This model uses the GMCLIN element so some warning/error messages may originate from GMCLIN.

• To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering cross-sectional contours of
all conductors. The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big
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at the conductor center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the
conductor width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

CPW elements have special configurations for the defined line types. The center conductor geometry draws on all the
layers defined in the line type. The spacing to the ground plane is then drawn on negative layers with the same name as
all of the layers in the line type. You must then draw the same layers on the positive layer to complete CPW layout. See
“Negative Layers ” for more information on setting up processes for positive and negative layers.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

• To approximate modeling of the coplanar waveguide without backing ground, set the GMSUB parameter Gnd to
"Suspended substrate" and set the HB parameter to a value equal to 2...3 of the total thickness of the multilayer dielectric
stack.

• NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Asymmetric Broadside Coupled Coplanar Lines on Multilayer Substrate
(EM Quasi-Static): GCPWBCGG

Symbol

WT(CPW)

ST2

ST1

WB(CPW)

SB1

SB2

1

2

3

4

Summary

GCPWBCGGmodels a section of two asymmetric broadside coupled coplanar waveguides (strip widthsmay be unequal,
gaps between each strip conductor and closest lateral groundmay have unequal width, and CPWsmay also be misaligned)
on a multilayer dielectric substrate. The substrate can be suspended and/or shielded by the optional metallic cover. This
model allows for an arbitrary metal thickness of signal conductors and lateral ground planes. A backing ground plane is
inherent to this model. Approximate modeling of coplanar waveguides without a backing ground is also available by
elevating the substrate above the backing ground.
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Topology

Layer N (N+1 air if suspended substrate)

Layer 1

PEC backing ground

Layer CLB

SB1 SB2WB

Lateral ground Lateral ground

Tbot

Layer CLT

ST1 ST2WT

Lateral ground Lateral ground

Ttop

Layer 2

Layer CLT+1

Layer CLT+2

Offset<0

Layer 0 (if optional cover)

PEC cover (optional)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of top CPW conductor (nodes 1,3)WT
WaLengthWidth of bottom CPW conductor (nodes 2,4)WB
WaLengthGap width between top CPW conductor and lateral groundST1
WaLengthGap width between top CPW conductor and lateral groundST2
WaLengthGap width between bottom CPW conductor and lateral

ground
SB1

WaLengthGapwidth betweenbottomCPWconductor and lateral groundSB2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthOffset of bottom CPW conductor from top CPW conductorOffs
LbLengthLine lengthL
1Number of the substrate layer carrying top CPW conductor

and lateral grounds
CLT

2Number of the substrate layer carrying bottom CPW
conductor and lateral grounds

CLB

1AccuracyAcc
cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one CMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and its
height is specified by the HB parameter. A suspended substrate may be used for approximate modeling of CPW without
a backing ground (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Note that the GMSUB T parameter (conductor thicknesses) must be a vector of size>=2. GCPWBCGG uses only the
two first entries of vector T (the first is Ttop, and the second is Tbot; see the "Topology" section). For each CPW, T
specifies thicknesses of the signal conductors as well as lateral grounds. It may be convenient to provide separate instance
of GMSUB for GCPWBCGG.

Acc. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is auto-set to 2.

CLT. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the top signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers are
numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

CLB. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the bottom signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers
are numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

Offs. Allows a shift of the whole bottom CPW either to the left side (Offs<0) or to the right side (Offs>0) .

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.
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Implementation Details

1. Lateral grounds are not PEC, they are assumed to be made of the same material and have the same thickness as signal
conductors of respective CPW.

2. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

3. Modeling results are strongly affected by the substrate height and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception (infinite thickness substrate) of a coplanar waveguide
(for example, CPWLINE). A backing ground is inherent to this model (the impact of a backing ground may be
substantially reduced by setting the GMSUB Gnd parameter to "Suspended substrate". See the "Recommendations
for Use" section for details) .

4. This model uses the GMCLIN model so some warning/error messages may originate from GMCLIN.

5. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering cross-sectional contours
of all conductors. The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively
large at the conductor center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the
conductor. If the conductor width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge.
In these rare cases the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Recommendations for Use

• To approximate modeling of the coplanar waveguide without backing ground, set the GMSUB Gnd parameter to
"Suspended substrate" and set the HB parameter to a value equal to 2...3 of the total thickness of the multilayer dielectric
stack.

• NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Lower CPW Broadside Coupled to Upper Microstrip Line on Multilayer
Substrate (EM Quasi-Static): GCPWBCGD

Symbol

WT(MS)

SB2

WB(CPW)

SB1

1

2

3

4

Summary

GCPWBCGD models a section of coplanar waveguide (CPW) broadside coupled to microstrip line (CPW is positioned
under microstrip) on a multilayer dielectric substrate. The substrate can be suspended and/or shielded by the optional
metallic cover. This model allows for an arbitrary metal thickness of signal conductors and lateral ground planes. A
backing ground plane is inherent to this model. Approximate modeling of coplanar waveguides without a backing ground
is also available by elevating the substrate above the backing ground.
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Topology

Layer N (N+1 air if suspended substrate)

Layer 1

PEC backing ground

Layer CLB

SB1 SB2WB

Lateral ground Lateral ground

Tbot

Layer CLT

WT

Ttop

Layer 2

Layer CLT+1

Layer CLT+2

Offset<0

Layer 0 (if optional cover)

PEC cover (optional)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of top microstrip conductor (nodes 1,3)WT
WaLengthWidth of bottom CPW conductor (nodes 2,4)WB
WaLengthGap width between bottom CPW conductor and lateral

ground
SB1

WaLengthGap width between bottom CPW conductor and lateral
ground

SB2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthOffset of bottom CPW conductor from top microstrip

conductor
Offs

LbLengthLine lengthL
1Number of the substrate layer carrying top microstrip

conductor
CLT

2Number of the substrate layer carrying bottom CPW
conductor and lateral grounds

CLB

1AccuracyAcc
cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one CMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter equal to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and its
height is specified by the HB parameter. A suspended substrate may be used for approximate modeling of CPW without
a backing ground (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Note that the GMSUB T parameter (conductor thicknesses) must be a vector of size >=2. GCPWBCGD uses only the
two first entries of vector T (the first is Ttop and the second is Tbot; see the "Topology" section). For bottom CPW, T
specifies thicknesses of the signal conductor as well as lateral grounds. It may be convenient to provide a separate instance
of GMSUB for GCPWBCGD.

Acc. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is auto-set to 2.

CLT. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the top signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers are
numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

CLB. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the bottom signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers
are numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

Offs. Allows a shift of the whole bottom CPW either to the left side (Offs<0) or to the right side (Offs>0) .

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.
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Implementation Details

1. Lateral grounds are not PEC, they are assumed to be made of the same material and have the same thickness as a
signal CPW conductor.

2. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

3. Modeling results are strongly affected by the substrate height and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception (infinite thickness substrate) of a coplanar waveguide
(for example, CPWLINE). A backing ground is inherent to this model (the impact of a backing ground may be
substantially reduced by setting the GMSUB Gnd parameter to "Suspended substrate". See the "Recommendations
for Use" section for details) .

4. This model uses the GMCLIN model so some warning/error messages may originate from GMCLIN.

5. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering cross-sectional contours
of all conductors. The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively
large at the conductor center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the
conductor. If the conductor width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge.
In these rare cases the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Recommendations for Use

• To approximate modeling of the coplanar waveguide without backing ground, set the GMSUB Gnd parameter to
"Suspended substrate" and set the HB parameter to a value equal to 2...3 of the total thickness of the multilayer dielectric
stack.

• NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Upper CPW Broadside Coupled to Lower Microstrip Line on Multilayer
Substrate (EM Quasi-Static): GCPWBCGU

Symbol

WT(CPW)

WB(MS)

ST1

ST2

1

2

3

4

Summary

GCPWBCGU models a section of coplanar waveguide (CPW) broadside coupled to microstrip line (CPW is positioned
above microstrip) on a multilayer dielectric substrate. The substrate can be suspended and/or shielded by the optional
metallic cover. This model allows for an arbitrary metal thickness of signal conductors and lateral ground planes. A
backing ground plane is inherent to this model. Approximate modeling of coplanar waveguides without a backing ground
is also available by elevating the substrate above the backing ground.
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Topology

Layer N (N+1 air if suspended substrate)

Layer 1

PEC backing ground

Layer CLB

Tbot

Layer CLT

ST1 ST2WT

Lateral ground Lateral ground

Ttop

Layer 2

Layer CLT+1

Layer CLT+2

Offset<0

Layer 0 (if optional cover)

PEC cover (optional)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of top CPW conductor (nodes 1,3)WT
WaLengthWidth of bottom microstrip conductor (nodes 2,4)WB
WaLengthGap width between top CPW conductor and lateral groundST1
WaLengthGap width between top CPW conductor and lateral groundST2
WaLengthOffset of bottom microstrip conductor from top CPW

conductor
Offs

LbLengthLine lengthL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of the substrate layer carrying top CPW conductor

and lateral grounds
CLT

2Number of the substrate layer carrying bottom microstrip
conductor

CLB

1AccuracyAcc
cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one CMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple CMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and its
height is specified by the HB parameter. A suspended substrate may be used for approximate modeling of CPW without
a backing ground (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Note that the GMSUB T parameter (conductor thicknesses) must be a vector of size >=2. GCPWBCGU uses only the
two first entries of vector T (the first is Ttop, and the second is Tbot; see the "Topology" section). For top CPW, T
specifies thicknesses of the signal conductor as well as lateral grounds. It may be convenient to provide a separate instance
of GMSUB for GCPWBCGU.

Acc. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is auto-set to 2.

CLT. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the top signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers are
numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

CLB. Specifies the number of the dielectric layer that carries the bottom signal conductor and lateral grounds. Layers
are numbered from top to bottom. Note that if Cover is present the dielectric layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from
the layer count. If the substrate is suspended, the air layer under the substrate is included in the layer count.

Offs. Allows a shift of the bottom microstrip either to the left side (Offs<0) or to the right side (Offs>0) .

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Acc parameter A is limited to 1 < Acc > 10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly by increasingAcc, at the expense of a noticeably
longer computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.
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Implementation Details

1. Lateral grounds are not PEC, they are assumed to be made of the same material and have the same thickness as a
signal CPW conductor.

2. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

3. Modeling results are strongly affected by the substrate height and might differ substantially from modeling results
obtained from models that implement the common conception (infinite thickness substrate) of a coplanar waveguide
(for example, CPWLINE). A backing ground is inherent to this model (the impact of a backing ground may be
substantially reduced by setting the GMSUB Gnd parameter to "Suspended substrate". See the "Recommendations
for Use" section for details) .

4. This model uses the GMCLIN model so some warning/error messages may originate from GMCLIN.

5. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering cross-sectional contours
of all conductors. The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively
large at the conductor center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the
conductor. If the conductor width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge.
In these rare cases the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Recommendations for Use

• To approximate modeling of the coplanar waveguide without backing ground, set the GMSUB Gnd parameter to
"Suspended substrate" and set the HB parameter to a value equal to 2...3 of the total thickness of the multilayer dielectric
stack.

• NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Two-Port ABCD (Chain) Parameter Block: ABCD_BLK

Symbol

A B
C D

Summary

ABCD_BLKmodels a generalized two-port network. The network is characterized using ABCD parameters (also known
as chain or transmission parameters).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1Reverse voltage gainA
0 ohmResistanceReverse transresistanceB
0 SConductanceReverse transconductanceC
1Reverse current gainD
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChkPassv. If set to Yes, tests ABCD_BLK for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The
default setting is No (Do not check passivity).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

B must be non-zero.

Implementation Details

The ABCD parameters are defined by the following figure and equation.

V1 V2

I1 I2

[V 1
I1 ] = [A B

C D][V 2
−I2]
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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General Admittance Element (Closed Form): ADMIT

Symbol
Y

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Y1TextNameID
0 SConductanceReal part of admittanceG
0 SConductanceImaginary part of admittanceB

Implementation Details

Represents an ideal admittance. G and B represent the real and imaginary parts of the admittance, respectively.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Amplifier Block (Closed Form): AMP

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
0 dBDBGainA
6Gain slope, dB/octaveS
0 GHzFrequencyFreq at which gain roll-off beginsF
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal gain block with real input and output impedances given by R.

A( f ) = (A − (n × 20log(1 + i fF )))
n = S6

S12 = 0

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Attenuator (Closed Form): ATTEN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
3 dBDBLossLOSS

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal attenuator with loss specified by LOSS in dB and input and output resistances given by R. LOSS
may be entered as either a positive or a negative quantity, but in all cases it is treated as a loss. Input and output VSWR
are 1.0.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Balun, Balanced to Unbalanced Ferrite Core (Closed Form): BALUN1

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

1

2

3

Lc

Lc

Line

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BU#TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceChar. imped of TxlineZo
L1LengthPhysical length of TxlineL
1Effective dielectric constant of TxlineEr
0Attenuation constant of Txline (dB/m)A
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling of Txline attenuationF
1Number of turns of line around the ferrite coreN
1 nHInductanceInductive index (inductance/turnaAL

aL is user-modifiable. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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Implementation Details

This component models an ideal balanced-to-unbalanced transformer that consists of a transmission line wound around
a ferrite core. The external balanced line connects to ports 1 and 2; the external unbalanced line to port 3.

The choking inductance, Lc, is

LC = N
2 · AL

The attenuation A(F) has the following frequency dependence:

A(F) = { A F = 0

A ⋅ f
F F > 0

where f is a simulation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Balun, Balanced to Unbalanced Ferrite Sleeve (Closed Form): BALUN2

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

1

2

3

Lc

Lc

Line

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BU#TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceChar. Imped of TxlineZo
LaLengthPhysical length of TxlineLen
1Effective dielectric constant of Tx lineEr
0Attenuation const of Txline (dB/m)A
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling of Txline attenuationF
1Relative permeability of the ferrite sleeveMu
1 nHInductanceInductive index (inductive units/turns2)L

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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Implementation Details

This component models an ideal balanced-to-unbalanced transformer that consists of a transmission line wound around
a ferrite core. The external balanced line connects to ports 1 and 2; the external unbalanced line to port 3.

The choking inductance, Lc, is

Lc = Mu · L · LEN

The attenuation A(F) has the following frequency dependence:

A(F) = {A F = 0

A(F) ·
f
F F > 0

where f is a simulation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Balun, Marchand Balanced to Unbalanced Transformer: BALUN3

Symbol
1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

1

2

3

Balanced line into balun
Shorted line

Open line

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BU#TextElement IDID
65 ohmResistanceChar. imped of Txline into balunZ_in
75 ohmResistanceChar. imped of open TxlineZ_o
100 ohmResistanceChar. imped of shorted TxlineZ_s
90 DegAngleElectrical length of Txline into balun at FoEL_in
90 DegAngleElectrical length of open Txline at FoEL_o
90 DegAngleElectrical length of shorted Txline at FoEL_s
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency of electrical lengthsFo
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Implementation Details

This component models an ideal Marchand balun. The balun consists of balanced, open-circuited and short-circuited
transmission line sections. The external balanced line connects to ports 1 and 2; the external unbalanced line connects
to port 3.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R.Mongia, I.Bahl, P.Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 1999. Ch.11.
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Ideal Bias Tee (Closed Form): BIASTEE

Symbol

DC

RF
RF
&
DC

1 2

3

Summary

BIASTEE models an ideal bias tee. Bias tees allow a DC current to bias an active device such as a diode. The DC bias
current and the AC/RF signal get added together and come out of the AC+DC output port.

Equivalent Circuit

AC+DC
OutputInput

RF/AC

DC Input

Bias Tee
12

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XTextElement IDID

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal bias tee with the following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

S = [0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

] for f ≥ 1Hz
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S = [0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

] for f < 1Hz

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Butterworth Bandpass Filter: BPFB

Symbol

Summary

BPFB models represent lumped-element Butterworth bandpass filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise between
high selectivity and flat group delay. The insertion loss is maximally flat at the passband center frequency and the stopband
attenuation increases monotonically.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFB1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (for infinite Qu).*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of the lumped lowpass reactances.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1012.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.

[3] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.
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Chebyshev Bandpass Filter: BPFC

Symbol

Summary

BPFC models represent lumped-element Chebyshev bandpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a
specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly and monotonically beyond the passband
edges. This filter type offers simplicity and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFC1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of the lumped lowpass reactances.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

and a lowpass-to-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

j = −1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.
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Generalized Chebyshev Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): BPFCG

Symbol

Summary

BPFCG models represent lumped-element Generalized Chebyshev (or "Quasi-Elliptic") bandpass filters. The insertion
loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation is defined by arbitrarily
specified transmission zeros. Real-frequency finite transmission zeros can be specified to improve selectivity at the
expense of ultimate stopband attenuation and passband group delay, while complex-plane finite transmission zeros can
be specified to provide passband group delay equalization at the expense of selectivity and ultimate stopband attenuation.
Generalized Chebyshev filters represents a compromise between the simplicity of Chebyshev filters, the optimum
amplitude response of more complicated Elliptic filters, and the phase linearity of Bessel and Gaussian filters. Because
this type of filter allows one to make explicit design trade-offs between complexity, selectivity, and group delay
equalization, it is often used to meet the demanding requirements of modern communications systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFCG1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototypeN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
Maximum Insertion
Loss

EnumeratedPassband parameter description:- Maximum Insertion Loss,-
Minimum Return Loss, or- Maximum VSWR.

*PPD

0.1 dBdB or ScalarPassband parameter value (when Qu is infinite)PPV
{2} GHz(Real) FrequencyReal frequency, finite transmission zerosTZF
{0} GHz(Imaginary)

Frequency
Real parts of complex finite transmission zeros*TZR

50 ohmResistancesource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
0Average unloaded Q of resonance in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function,S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the bandpass filter. In terms of the number of circuit components, N corresponds to the total number
of resonances in single-mode or multi-mode direct-coupled-resonator microwave filters; while, for lumped-element
filters, N corresponds to the number of lumped-resonant (LC) circuits that produce zeros of attenuation at finite frequencies.
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And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the number of positive-frequency passband
reflection (S|11|) zeros.

PPD & PPV. Parameters PPD and PPV work together to specify the characteristic of the filter's passband. PPD is used
to indicate what the value of PPV represents. The flexibility these parameters provide eliminates the need to manually
convert from the passband specification parameter of one's preference into whatever specific parameter the software was
written to accept.

TZF&TZR. List parameters TZF and TZR are used to specify the complex transmission zeros, Z, of the bandpass filter
response. Of the N positive-frequency complex transmission zeros, Zi = TZRi+j TZFi, the model allows up to M -1 to
be specified where M = N / 2 if N is even and M = (N + 1)/2 if N is odd. Each consists of a real part, TZRi, and an
imaginary part, the real frequency TZFi. If TZRi is not specified, it is assumed to be zero. Note that the user must provide
transmission zeros with nonzero real parts in pairs, that is, for each zero A+jB transmission, zero -A+jB must be present.
Each unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype frequency of infinity.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 32 > N > 1.

2. FP1 > 0.

FP2 > 0.

FP1 ≠ FP2.

3. If PPD = "Maximum Insertion Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Minimum Return Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Maximum VSWR", then PPV > 1.

4. TZFi > 0 .

If TZRi is specified, then TZFi must be specified.

If TZRi is zero, then FP1 > TZFi > FP2 .

If TZRi≠0 , there must be a TZRk=-TZRi and a TZFk=TZFi .

5. RS > 0.

RL > 0.

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU<1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is [1, 2]:
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s21
2 (s) =

PN
2 (s)

PN
2 (s) + ε2FN

2 (s)
=

PN
2 (s)

PN(s) + jεFN(s))(PN(s) − jεFN(s))
=
PN
2 (s)

ε2EN
2 (s)

,

where FN and EN are normalized lowpass prototype polynomials of order N, and

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

ε2 = 1
10PPV /10 − 1

when PPD = " Minimum Return Loss "

ε2 =
0.25(PPV − 1)2

PPV when PPD="Maximum VSWR"

PN(s) = Πi=1
N (1 − s

zi)

s = 1
qu + jω

j = −1

A specified bandpass transmission zero, Z[i] = TZR[i] + j TZF[i] is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype transmission
zero, z[ i ], using [5]:

z[i] =
(Z[i]) + (FP2 × FP1)
∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ Z[i]

And, _FREQ (the variable that represents the project frequency) is mapped to the normalized lowpass prototype radian
frequency, ω, using [5]:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

FP2 + FP1

while the specified bandpass resonator unloaded Q, QU, is converted to an equivalent lowpass prototype element unloaded
Q,qu, using [5][6]:

qu = QU
∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
FP2 × FP1

Polynomial

FN(s) = Fi∣i=N

is constructed using a doubly recursive algorithm [1][3]:
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G0 = b1

F1 = a1

G(i−1) = aiG(i−2) + biF(i−1)

Fi = aiF(i−1) + ciG(i−2)

where i = 2 to N and, employing the normalized lowpass prototype transmission zero, zk, for k = 1 to N:

ak = − j(s + 1
zk )

bk = 1 + ( 1zk )
2

ck = − bk(s2 + 1)

And, polynomial EN(s) is found by applying the "alternating singularity principle" [1][2][4] to the roots of

(PN(s)ε + jFN(s))
. Then, EN and FN are split into complex-even and complex-odd polynomials [2] such that EN= Ee +E0 and FN = Fe +F0,
where

Ee = Re(e0) + j Im(e1)s + Re(e2)s2 + ⋯ ,Eo = j Im(eo) + Re(e1) + j Im(e2)s2 + ⋯

Fe = Re( f 0) + j Im( f 1)s + Re( f 2)s2 + ⋯ ,Fo = j Im( f o) + Re( f 1) + j Im( f 2)s2 ⋯

and e1 and f1 (i = 0 to N) are the complex coefficients of EN and FN. Finally [3]:

y11 = ( 1RS)(Ee − FeEo + Fo)
y22 = ( 1RL)(Ee + FeEo + Fo)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL )( −PN / εEo + Fo)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

The transmission zeros can be tuned or optimized by assigning variables to the elements of the TZF and/or TZR lists
and then tuning or optimizing these variables.

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Richard J. Cameron, "Fast generation of Chebyshev filter prototypes with asymmetrically-prescribed transmission
zeros," ESA J., vol. 6, pp. 83-95, 1982.

[2] Richard J. Cameron, "General coupling matrix synthesis methods for Chebyshev filtering functions," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, pp. 433-442, April 1999.

[3] Douglas R. Jachowski, unpublished notes, 1995 and 2002.

[4] J. D. Rhodes and A. S. Alseyab, "The generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype filter," Int. J. Circuit Theory Applicat.,
vol. 8, pp. 113-125, 1980.

[5] H. J. Blinchikoff and A. I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co.,
1987), pp. 172, 272.

[6] George L.Matthaei, Leo Young, and E.M. T. Jones, Microwave Filters, Impedance-Matching Networks, and Coupling
Structures, (Artech House, 1980), pp. 149-156.
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Bessel Bandpass Filter-Maximally Flat Delay: BPFD

Symbol

Summary

BPFD models represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson bandpass filters. They offer simplicity and maximally flat
group delay, but suffer from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFD1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 34

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:
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∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)b0

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 51-56.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 499-506.
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Elliptic-Function Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): BPFE

Symbol

Summary

BPFE models represent lumped-element elliptic-function (Cauer) bandpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between
zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly between the passband edges
and the stopband edges, and ripples between a specified minimum stopband attenuation and infinity. This type of filter
offers optimum selectivity at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFE1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototype.N
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband Insertion Loss (when Qu is infinite).AP
20 dBDBMinimum Stopband Attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AS
0 GHzFrequencyLower stopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS1
0 GHzFrequencyUpper stopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS2
1Where to put design margin (see below for details).*DM
50 ohmResistancesource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
0Average unloaded Q of the bandpass resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

An elliptic-function bandpass filter is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:

• lowpass prototype filter order, N,

• maximum passband insertion loss, AP,

• minimum stopband attenuation, AS, and

• selectivity.

Filter selectivity, in turn, is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:

• frequency of the upper edge of the lower stopband, FS1,

• frequency of the lower edge of the passband, FP1,
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• frequency of the upper edge of the passband, FP2, and

• frequency of the lower edge of the upper stopband, FS2.

There are eighteen valid sets of these parameters, and these are listed in the table below. Columns 2 through 9 represent
individual parameters of the filter, while the rows represent the valid parameter sets - which are numbered in column 1.
The last column indicates which parameter is unspecified, or is incompletely specified, in the set. For each specific
parameter, the body of the table indicates whether that parameter is specified, unspecified, or ignored in a particular
parameter set. "S" means the parameter value is specified (non-zero), "0" means the parameter value has been set to zero
(indicating it is intentionally unspecified), and "x" means the parameter value is ignored by the model.

Incompletely
Specified
Parameter

DMFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPNSet

SelectivityxxxSSSSS1
SelectivityxxS0SSSS2
SelectivityxS00SSSS3
SelectivityxxSS0SSS4
SelectivityxS0S0SSS5
SelectivityxSS00SSS6
ASxxSSS0SS7
ASxS0SS0SS8
ASxSS0S0SS9
ASxSSS00SS10
APxxSSSS0S11
APxS0SSS0S12
APxSS0SS0S13
APxSSS0S0S14
NSxSSSSS015
NSS0SSSS016
NSSS0SSS017
NSSSS0SS018

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the bandpass filter. In terms of the number of circuit components, N corresponds to the total number
of resonances in single-mode or multi-mode direct-coupled-resonator microwave filters; while, for lumped-element
filters, N corresponds to the number of lumped-resonant (LC) circuits that produce zeros of attenuation at finite frequencies.
And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the number of positive-frequency passband
reflection (|S11|) zeros.

DM. If zero is specified for N, the model will determine N. But, since N must be an integer, there will typically be some
designmargin available, and this marginmust be assigned to some parameter other than N. Consequently, after determining
N, the model will compute a new value for one or more of the other parameters. The value of DM determines which
parameter, or parameters, will have their values recomputed after a value is synthesized for N. For each valid value of
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DM, the table below specifies which parameters (X) are effected by the additional design margin and the manner in
which they are effected.

DescriptionFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPDM
decrease APX0
increase ASX1
Decrease FP1
Increase FP2

XX2

Decrease FS1
& FP1

XX3

Decrease FP1
& FS2

XX4

Increase FS1
& FP2

XX5

Increase FP2
& FS2

XX6

Increase FS1
Decrease FS2

XX7

Increase FS1
& FP2

XXXX8

Decrease FP1
& FS2

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. If any of the parameters N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, or FS2 are set to 0, the model considers them "unspecified." A
value of zero for any of these parameters may, or may not, be valid, depending on whether the set of parameters as a
whole corresponds to one of the valid parameter sets listed in the table, above.

2. If N is specified, it must fall within the range 0 < N < 27.

If N=0, then 0 ≤DM ≤ 8 , otherwise DM is ignored.

3. If Ap and AS are both specified, 0 < AP < AS, otherwise 0 < AP or 0 < AS.

Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. "Selectivity" is fully specified by any three of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.

If FS1, FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FP2.

If FS1, FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FS2.

If FS1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2 < FS2.

If FP1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2 < FS2.

5. "Selectivity" is partially specified by any two of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.

If FS1 & FP1 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1.

If FS1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2.
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If FS1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FS2.

If FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2.

If FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FS2.

If FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP2 < FS2.

6. 0 < RS.

0 < RL.

7. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU ≤ 1e12 ).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Rn(ω) = C × ωΠ × υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (ω2 − ωi

2

ω2 − ωs
2

ωi
2
)

C = υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (1 − ωs

2

ωi
2

1 − ωi
2)

ωi = cd(2i − 1N K( 1ωs2), 1
ωs
2)

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

Π = 0 if N is even,Π = 1 if N is odd
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j = −1

where cd is a Jacobian elliptic function, K is Legendre's complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and a
bandpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

and

ωs =
FS2 − (FP2 × FP1) / FS2

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

Note that _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency and the frequency parameters FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2
are related according to: FP1xFP2=FS1xFS2

And the seven parameters of the elliptic-function bandpass filter (N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2) are related by
"the degree equation":

N = ( K(m)
K(1 − m))(K(1 − mo)K(mo) )

where

mo =
10AP/10 − 1
10AS/10 − 1

and

m = ∣ ∣ FP2 − FP1
FS2 − (FP2 × FP1) / FS2 ∣

2

The admittances are given by:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2 × f (s)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Miroslav D. Lutovac, Dejan V. Tosic, and Brian L. Evans, Filter Design For Signal Processing Using MATLAB and
Mathematica, (Prentice Hall, 2001), Chapters 6, 12, and 13.

[2] Alexander J. Grossman, "Synthesis of Tchebycheff parameter symmetrical filters," Proceedings of the IRE, pp.
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[4] Miroslav Vleck and Rolf Unbehauen, "Degree, ripple, and transition width of elliptic filters," IEEE Trans. Circuits
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[5] H. J. Orchard and Alan N. Willson, Jr., "Elliptic functions for filter design," IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst., I, vol. 44,
no. 4, pp. 273-287, April 1997.

[6] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
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Gaussian Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): BPFG

Symbol

Summary

BPFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian bandpass filters. They approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude
response and offer simplicity, relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor
frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower
transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFG1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband lower band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband upper band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum Passband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of the filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU.

8. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,
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[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:

∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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Raised-Cosine Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): BPFRC

Symbol

Summary

BPFRCmodels represent Raised-Cosine Bandpass filters. Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission system
theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free) Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions.
Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which approximate these characteristics and have the smallest
possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BPFRC1TextElement IDID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandFP2
0.5Roll-off factorA
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FP1

2. 0 < FP2

3. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

4. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

5. 0<E≤1 .
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The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

6. 0 < RS.

By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

7. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
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_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance will equal RL, but RS need not
equal RL for ideal transmission.

References

[1] Kamilo Feher, Digital Communications: Microwave Applications, (Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 46-51.

[2] John G. Proakis, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (McGraw-Hill, 1989), pp. 532-536.

[3] John Bellamy, Digital Telephony, 2nd Ed., (John Wiley & Sons, 1991), pp. 523-528.

[4] E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmitt, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994), pp.
188-191, 226-228.
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Butterworth BandStop Filter: BSFB

Symbol

Summary

BSFB models represent lumped-element Butterworth bandstop filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise between
high selectivity and flat group delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFB1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).*AP
50 OhmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 OhmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1012.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass (not lowpass-to-bandstop) frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.

[3] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.

[4] George L.Matthaei, Leo Young, and E.M. T. Jones, Microwave Filters, Impedance-Matching Networks, and Coupling
Structures, (Artech House, 1980), pp. 149-161.
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Chebyshev Bandstop Filter: BSFC

Symbol

Summary

BSFC models represent lumped-element Chebyshev bandstop filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a
specified maximum in the passbands. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly and monotonically beyond the passband
edges. This filter type offers simplicity and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFC1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

and a lowpass-to-bandpass (not lowpass-to-bandstop) frequency transformation has been applied:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

j = −1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.
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Structures, (Artech House, 1980), pp. 149-161.
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Generalized Chebyshev Bandstop Filter (Closed Form): BSFCG

Symbol

Summary

BSFCG models represent lumped-element Generalized Chebyshev (or "Quasi-Elliptic") bandstop filters. The insertion
loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation is defined by arbitrarily
specified transmission zeros. Real-frequency finite transmission zeros can be specified to improve selectivity at the
expense of ultimate stopband attenuation and passband group delay, while complex-plane finite transmission zeros can
be specified to provide passband group delay equalization at the expense of selectivity and ultimate stopband attenuation.
Generalized Chebyshev filters represents a compromise between the simplicity of Chebyshev filters, the optimum
amplitude response of more complicated Elliptic filters, and the phase linearity of Bessel and Gaussian filters. Because
this type of filter allows one to make explicit design trade-offs between complexity, selectivity, and group delay
equalization, it is often used to meet the demanding requirements of modern communications systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFCG1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototypeN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
Maximum Insertion
Loss

EnumeratedPassband parameter description:- Maximum Insertion Loss,-
Minimum Return Loss, or- VSWR.

*PPD

0.1 dBdB or ScalarPassband parameter value (when Qu is infinite)PPV
{1} GHz(Real) FrequencyReal frequency, finite transmission zerosTZF
{0} GHz(Imaginary)

Frequency
Real parts of complex finite transmission zeros*TZR

50 ohmResistancesource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of resonances in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function,S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the bandpass filter. In terms of the number of circuit components, N corresponds to the total number
of resonances in single-mode or multi-mode direct-coupled-resonator microwave filters; while, for lumped-element
filters, N corresponds to the number of lumped-resonant (LC) circuits that produce zeros of attenuation at finite frequencies.
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And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the number of positive-frequency passband
reflection (S|11|) zeros.

PPD & PPV. Parameters PPD and PPV work together to specify the characteristic of the filter's passband. PPD is used
to indicate what the value of PPV represents. The flexibility these parameters provide eliminates the need to manually
convert from the passband specification parameter of one's preference into whatever specific parameter the software was
written to accept.

PTZF & TZR. List parameters TZF and TZR are used to specify the complex transmission zeros, Z, of the bandpass
filter response. Of the N positive-frequency complex transmission zeros, Zi = TZRi+jTZFi, the model allows up to(N-1)
to be specified. Each consists of a real part, TZRi, and an imaginary part, the real frequency TZFi. If TZRi is not specified,
it is assumed to be zero. And, each unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype frequency
of infinity (i.e., the geometric center of the bandstop filter's stopband).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 32 > N > 1.

2. FP1 > 0.

FP2 > 0.

FP1 ≠ FP2.

3. If PPD = "Maximum Insertion Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Minimum Return Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Maximum VSWR", then PPV > 1.

4. TZFi > 0 .

If TZRi is specified, then TZFi must be specified.

If TZRi is zero, then FP1 <TZFi<FP2 .

If TZRi≠0 , there must be a TZRk=-TZRi and a TZFk=TZFi .

5. RS > 0.

RL > 0.

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU<1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is [1, 2]:
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s21
2 (s) =

PN
2 (s)

PN
2 (s) + ε2FN

2 (s)
=

PN
2 (s)

PN(s) + jεFN(s))(PN(s) − jεFN(s))
=
PN
2 (s)

ε2EN
2 (s)

where FN and EN are normalized lowpass prototype polynomials of order N, and

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

ε2 = 1
10PPV /10 − 1

when PPD = " Minimum Return Loss "

ε2 =
0.25(PPV − 1)2

PPV when PPD="Maximum VSWR"

PN(s) = Πi=1
N (1 − s

zi)

s = 1
qu + jω

j = −1

A specified bandstop transmission zero, Z[i] = TZR[i] + jTZF[i] is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype transmission
zero, z[ i ], using [5]:

Z[i] =
∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ Z[i]
(Z[i]2 + (FP1 × FP2)

Loss is introduced into the bandstop response through the highpass prototype (rather than the lowpass prototype) complex
frequency variable. Then, a highpass-to-lowpass transformation is employed to correctly map the loss and real frequency
to the lowpass prototype [3][5][6]:

s = 1 / ( 1qu + jω)
.

And, _FREQ (the variable that represents the project frequency) is mapped to the normalized highpass prototype radian
frequency, ω, using [5]:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

FP2 + FP1

while the specified bandstop resonator unloaded Q, QU, is converted to an equivalent highpass prototype element unloaded
Q, qu, using [5][6]:
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qu = QU
∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
FP2 × FP1

.

Polynomial

FN(s) = Fi∣i=N

is constructed using a doubly recursive algorithm [1][3]:

G0 = b1

F1 = a1

G(i−1) = aiG(i−2) + biF(i−1)

Fi = aiF(i−1) + ciG(i−2)

where i = 2 to N and, employing the normalized lowpass prototype transmission zero,zk, for k = 1 to N:

ak = − j(s + 1
zk )

bk = 1 + ( 1zk )
2

ck = − bk(s2 + 1)

And, polynomial Es(s) is found by applying the "alternating singularity principle" [1][2][4] to the roots of

(PN(s)ε + jFN(s))
. Then, EN and FN are split into complex-even and complex-odd polynomials [2] such that EN= Ee+E0and FN= Fe+F0,
where

Ee = Re(e0) + j Im(e1)s + Re(e2)s2 + ⋯ ,Eo = j Im(eo) + Re(e1) + j Im(e2)s2 + ⋯

Fe = Re( f 0) + j Im( f 1)s + Re( f 2)s2 + ⋯ ,Fo = j Im( f o) + Re( f 1) + j Im( f 2)s2 ⋯

andand e1 and f1 (i = 0 to N) are the complex coefficients of EN and FN. Finally [3]:

y11 = ( 1RS)(Ee − FeEo + Fo)
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y22 = ( 1RL)(Ee + FeEo + Fo)
y12 = y21 = ( 1

RS × RL )( −PN / εEo + Fo)
Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The transmission zeros can be tuned or optimized by assigning variables to the elements of the TZF and/or TZR lists
and then tuning or optimizing these variables.

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Richard J. Cameron, "Fast generation of Chebyshev filter prototypes with asymmetrically-prescribed transmission
zeros," ESA J., vol. 6, pp. 83-95, 1982.

[2] Richard J. Cameron, "General coupling matrix synthesis methods for Chebyshev filtering functions," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, pp. 433-442, April 1999.

[3] Douglas R. Jachowski, unpublished notes, 1995 and 2002.

[4] J. D. Rhodes and A. S. Alseyab, "The generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype filter," Int. J. Circuit Theory Applicat.,
vol. 8, pp. 113-125, 1980.

[5] H. J. Blinchikoff and A. I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co.,
1987), pp. 205-209, 248-249.

[6] George L.Matthaei, Leo Young, and E.M. T. Jones, Microwave Filters, Impedance-Matching Networks, and Coupling
Structures, (Artech House, 1980), pp. 149-161.
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Bessel Bandstop Filter, Maximally Flat Delay: BSFD

Symbol

Summary

BSFD models represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson bandstop filters. They offer simplicity and maximally flat
group delay, but suffer from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFD1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband lower band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband upper band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 34

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:
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∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass (not lowpass-to-bandstop) frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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Elliptic-Function Bandstop Filter (Closed Form): BSFE

Symbol

Summary

BSFE models represent lumped-element elliptic-function (Cauer) bandstop filters. The insertion loss ripples between
zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly between the passband edges
and the stopband edges, and ripples between a specified minimum stopband attenuation and infinity. This type of filter
offers optimum selectivity at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFE1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototypeN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband Insertion Loss (when Qu is infinite).AP
20 dBDBMinimum Stopband Attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AS
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS1
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS2
1Where to put design margin (see below for details).*DM
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of the bandstop resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

An elliptic-function bandstop filter is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:

• lowpass prototype filter order, N,

• maximum passband insertion loss, AP,

• minimum stopband attenuation, AS, and

• selectivity.

Filter selectivity, in turn, is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:

• frequency of the lower edge of the stopband, FS1,

• frequency of the upper edge of the lower passband, FP1,
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• frequency of the lower edge of the upper passband, FP2, and

• frequency of the upper edge of the stopband, FS2.

There are eighteen valid sets of these parameters, and these are listed in the table below. Columns 2 through 9 represent
individual parameters of the filter, while the rows represent the valid parameter sets - which are numbered in column 1.
The last column indicates which parameter is unspecified, or is incompletely specified, in the set. For each specific
parameter, the body of the table indicates whether that parameter is specified, unspecified, or ignored in a particular
parameter set. "S" means the parameter value is specified (non-zero), "0" means it has been set to zero (indicating it is
intentionally unspecified), and "x" means it is ignored by the model.

Incompletely
Specified
Parameter

DMFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPNSet

SelectivityxxxSSSSS1
SelectivityxxS0SSSS2
SelectivityxS00SSSS3
SelectivityxxSS0SSS4
SelectivityxS0S0SSS5
SelectivityxSS00SSS6
ASxxSSS0SS7
ASxS0SS0SS8
ASxSS0S0SS9
ASxSSS00SS10
APxxSSSS0S11
APxS0SSS0S12
APxSS0SS0S13
APxSSS0S0S14
NSxSSSSS015
NSS0SSSS016
NSSS0SSS017
NSSSS0SS018

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the bandstop filter. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the
number of positive-frequency passband reflection (|S11|) zeros.

DM. If zero is specified for N, the model will determine N. But, since N must be an integer, there will typically be some
designmargin available, and this marginmust be assigned to some parameter other than N. Consequently, after determining
N, the model will compute a new value for one or more of the other parameters. The value of DM determines which
parameter, or parameters, will have their values recomputed after a value is synthesized for N. For each valid value of
DM, the table below specifies which parameters (X) are effected by the additional design margin and the manner in
which they are effected.
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DescriptionFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPDM
decrease APX0
increase ASX1
Increase FP1
Decrease FP2

XX2

Decrease FS1
& FP1

XX3

Increase FP1
& FS2

XX4

Decrease FS1
& FP2

XX5

Increase FP2
& FS2

XX6

Decrease FS1
Increase FS2

XX7

Decrease FS1
& FP2

XXXX8

Increase FP1
& FS2

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. If any of the parameters N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, or FS2 are set to 0, the model considers them "unspecified." A
value of zero for any of these parameters may, or may not, be valid, depending on whether the set of parameters as a
whole corresponds to one of the valid parameter sets listed in the table, above.

2. If N is specified, it must fall within the range 0 < N < 27.

If N=0, then 0 ≤DM ≤ 8 , otherwise DM is ignored.

3. If Ap and AS are both specified, 0 < AP < AS, otherwise 0 < AP or 0 < AS.

Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. "Selectivity" is fully specified by any three of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.

If FS1, FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FP2.

If FS1, FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FS2.

If FS1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2 < FS2.

If FP1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2 < FS2.

5. "Selectivity" is partially specified by any two of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.

If FS1 & FP1 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1.

If FS1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2.

If FS1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FS2.
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If FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2.

If FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FS2.

If FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP2 < FS2.

6. 0 < RS.

0 < RL.

7. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU ≤ 1e12 ).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Rn(ω) = C × ωΠ × υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (ω2 − ωi

2

ω2 − ωs
2

ωi
2
)

C = υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (1 − ωs

2

ωi
2

1 − ωi
2)

ωi = cd(2i − 1N K( 1ωs2), 1
ωs
2)

s = 1 / ( FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + j(

−1
ω ))

Π = 0 if N is even,Π = 1 if N is odd

j = −1
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where cd is a Jacobian elliptic function, K is Legendre's complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and a
bandstop-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

and

ωs =
− ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

FS2 − (FP2 × FP1) / FS2

Note that _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency and the frequency parameters FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2
are related according to:

FP1 × FP2 = FS1 × FS2

And the seven parameters of the elliptic-function bandstop filter (N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2) are related by
"the degree equation":FP1xFP2=FS1xFS2,

N = ( K(m)
K(1 − m))(K(1 − mo)K(mo) )

where

mo =
10AP/10 − 1
10AS/10 − 1

and

m = | FS2 − (FP2 × FP1) / FS2∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ |2
The admittances are given by:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2 × f (s)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).
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Gaussian Bandstop Filter (Closed Form): BSFG

Symbol

Summary

BSFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian bandstop filters. They approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude
response and offer simplicity, relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor
frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower
transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFG1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband lower band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband upper band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of the lumped lowpass reactances.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:

∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandpass (not lowpass-to-bandstop) frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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Raised-Cosine Bandstop Filter (Closed Form): BSFRC

Symbol

Summary

BSFRCmodels represent Raised-Cosine Bandstop filters. Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission system
theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free) Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions.
Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which approximate these characteristics and have the smallest
possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
BSFRC1TextElement IDID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandFP2
0.5Roll-off factor (between o and 1)A
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FP1

2. 0 < FP2

3. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

4. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

5. 0<E≤1 .
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The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

6. 0 < RS.

By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

7. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-bandstop frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ
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_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance will equal RL, but RS need not
equal RL for ideal transmission.

References
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188-191, 226-228.
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Circulator (Closed Form): CIRC

Symbol
1 2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
0 dBDBLossLOSS
30 dBDBIsolationISOL

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal 3-port circulator in which all ports have the impedance R. Forward insertion loss (with clockwise
circulation) is given by LOSS and reverse isolation is given by ISOL. Both LOSS and ISOL can be entered as positive
or negative quantities, but they are always interpreted as losses.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Linear Delay Element (Closed Form): DELAY

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Topology

4

3

2

1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
0 nsTimeDelayDELAY
0 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
1 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2

Implementation Details

For a voltage applied between ports 1 and 2, the output voltage between ports 3 and 4 will be delayed by the amount
specified in DELAY.

R1 is the resistance between ports 1 and 2, and R2 is the resistance between ports 3 and 4. If parameter R1 = 0, then R1
=∞.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Linear Delay Element 2 (Closed Form): DELAY2

Symbol

Summary

DELAY2 implements an ideal linear delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1NameID
0 nsDelayDelay
0S12=(S21)* for nonzeroCONJ
0Input refl coef magM1
0Output refl coef magM2

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Delay ≥ 0

2. 0 ≥ M1 ≥ 1

3. 0 ≥ M2 ≥ 1

Implementation Details

S11 = M1 ∠ 0o

S22 = M2 ∠ 0o

S21 = 1 ∠ θoWhere θ = − 2 * π * _FREQ*Delay

if CONJ = 0

S12 = S21

else

S12 = S 21*

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Digital Attenuator (Closed Form): DGATTEN

Symbol

Summary

DGATTEN models an ideal digital attenuator.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
UTextNameID
0 dBdBLoss per state in dBSTEP
0State (0 is no loss)STATE
50 ohmsResistanceReference impedanceZo

Parameter Details

STEP. The loss per state is specified in positive dB units. For example, STEP = 3 means 3 dB of loss per state.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. STEP must be greater than or equal to 0 (0 indicates no loss).

2. STATE must be greater than or equal to 0 (0 indicates no loss).

3. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Implementation Details

The total loss is calculated as Loss(db)=STEPxSTATE. To specify no loss, set STEP or STATE equal to 0. In all cases,
S11 = S22 = 0.0.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ideal Digital Time Delay, Reciprocal (Closed Form): DGDELAY

Symbol

Summary

DGDELAY models an ideal, linear, frequency-dependent, digital time delay element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
0 nsTimeDelay stepSTEP
0Current stateSTATE
50 ohmsResistanceReference impedanceZo

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. STEP must be greater than or equal to 0 (0 indicates no delay).

2. STATE must be greater than or equal to 0 (0 indicates no delay).

3. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal, linear, digital delay according to the following S-parameter definitions normalized to Zo:

S11 = S22 = 0

S21 = S12 = e
j*2*π* f *STEP*STATE

where f is the simulation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Digital Phase Shift Element, Non-Reciprocal (Closed Form): DGPHASE

Symbol

Summary

DGPHASE models an ideal, frequency-independent, reciprocal, digital phase shift element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
1Total number of statesNUMSTATES
0Current stateSTATE
50 ohmsResistanceReference impedanceZo

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NUMSTATES must be greater than or equal to 1.

2. 0 ≤STATE ≤ NUMSTATES.

3. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Implementation Details

Applies a phase shift according to the equations below, normalized to Zo.

S11 = S22 = 0

S21 = S12 = e
j*2*π* STATE

NUMSTATES

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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180-Degree Hybrid (Closed Form): DHYB

Symbol

180

0

00

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
0 dBDBExcess lossLoss

Implementation Details

Implements the following 4-port S parameter matrix normalized to the resistance R.

S = [0 0 St St
0 0 St −St
St St 0 0
St −St 0 0

]
where

St =
1
210

−∣Loss∣
20

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ideal Frequency Diplexer (Closed Form): DIPLEXF

Symbol
LOWf

HIf

1

2

3

Summary

The DIPLEXF models and ideal, passive frequency diplexer. Two frequency ranges (low and high) are specified.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DPTextElement IDID
0 GHzFrequencyLower frequency cut-off for low bandF1L
10 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency cut-off for low bandF1H
10 GHzFrequencyLower frequency cut-off for high bandF2L
100 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency cut-off for high bandF2H

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. F1L ≤F1H<F2L≤F2H

2. F1L,F1H,F2L,F2H ≤0

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal frequency diplexer with the following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

S = [0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

] for F1L ≤ f ≤ F1H

S = [1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

] for F2L ≤ f ≤ F2H

S = [1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

] for Else

Also:

If F1L = F1H, then S31 = S13 = 0 and S11 = S33 = 1.

If F2L = F2H, then S32 = S23 = 0 and S22 = S33 = 1.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Butterworth Distributed Lowpass Filter: DLPFB

Symbol

Summary

DLPFB models represent distributed-element Butterworth lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise
between high selectivity and flat group delay. They exhibit an initial lowpass characteristic, followed by alternating
stopbands and passbands at higher frequencies. The filter's attenuation characteristic is symmetrical about the commensurate
frequency, FC. Insertion loss is maximally flat at zero frequency and at the center of each of the repeating bandpass
characteristics.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DLPFB1TextFilter IDID
3Number of elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when QU is infinite)FP
2 GHzFrequencyCommensurate frequencyFC
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when QU is infinite)*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of elements*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP < FC

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and Richard's transformation has been applied to the frequency variable:

ω = tan((π2 )_FREQFC ) / (tan((π2 )FPFC))
_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] H. J. Horton and R. J. Wenzel, "Optimum quarter-wave TEM filters," IRE Trans. on MTT, Vol. MTT-13, May 1965,
pp. 316-327.

[2] P. I. Richards, "Resistor-transmission-line circuits," Proc. IRE, vol. 36, February 1948, pp. 217-220.

[3] Joseph Helszajn, Synthesis of Lumped Element, Distributed and Planar Filters, (McGraw-Hill, 1990), pp. 160-163,
284-286.

[4] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[5] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp.493-498, 585-597.
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[6] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978),
pp.105-111.
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Chebyshev Distributed Lowpass Filter: DLPFC

Symbol

Summary

DLPFC models represent distributed-element Chebyshev lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and good selectivity.
They exhibit an initial lowpass characteristic, followed by alternating stopbands and passbands at higher frequencies.
The insertion loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases
rapidly beyond the passband edge towards FC. The attenuation characteristic is symmetrical about the commensurate
frequency, FC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DLPFC1TextFilter IDID
3Number of elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when QU is infinite)FP
2 GHzFrequencyCommensurate frequency (FC
0.1 dBDBMaximum passband insertion loss (when QU is infinite)*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of elements*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP < FC

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and Richard's transformation has been applied to the frequency variable:

ω = tan((π2 )_FREQFC ) / (tan((π2 )FPFC))
_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

The model only takes distributed series inductances and distributed shunt capacitances into account - it does not account
for unit elements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case for odd-order
Chebyshev filters).

References

[1] H. J. Horton and R. J.Wenzel, "Optimum quarter-wave TEMfilters," IRE Trans. onMTT, Vol. MTT-13, pp. 316-327,
May 1965.
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[2] P. I. Richards, "Resistor-transmission-line circuits," Proc. IRE, vol. 36, February 1948, pp. 217-220.

[3] Joseph Helszajn, Synthesis of Lumped Element, Distributed and Planar Filters, (McGraw-Hill, 1990), pp. 160-163,
284-288.

[4] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[5] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.
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Bessel Distributed Lowpass Filter: DLPFD

Symbol

Summary

DLPFDmodels represent distributed-element Bessel-Thomson lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and maximally flat
group delay, but suffer from poor selectivity. They exhibit an initial lowpass characteristic, followed by alternating
stopbands and passbands at higher frequencies. The filter's attenuation characteristic is symmetrical about the commensurate
frequency, FC. The group delay is maximally flat at zero frequency and at the center of each of the repeating bandpass
characteristics.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DLPFD1TextFilter IDID
3Number of ements.in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when QU is infinite)FP
2 GHzFrequencyCommensurate frequencyFC
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when QU is infinite)*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected Source Resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load Resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of elements*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP < FC

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and Richard's transformation has been applied to the frequency variable:

ω = tan((π2 )_FREQFC ) / (tan((π2 )FPFC))
_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

The model only takes distributed series inductances and distributed shunt capacitances into account - it does not account
for unit elements.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Gaussian Distributed Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): DLPFG

Symbol

Summary

DLPFGmodels represent distributed-element Gaussian lowpass filters. They approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude
response and offer simplicity, relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor
frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower
transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness. The DLPFGmodels exhibit
an initial lowpass characteristic, followed by alternating stopbands and passbands. The filter's attenuation is symmetrical
about the commensurate frequency, FC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DLPFG1TextFilter IDID
3Number of elements in the filter.N
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when QU is infinite)FP
2 GHzFrequencyCommensurate frequencyFC
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when QU is infinite)*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected Source Resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load Resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of elements*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP < FC

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:

∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and Richard's transformation has been applied to the frequency variable:

ω = tan((π2 )_FREQFC ) / (tan((π2 )FPFC))
_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

The model only takes distributed series inductances and distributed shunt capacitances into account - it does not account
for unit elements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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(Obsolete) Differentiator (Closed Form): DVDT

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Differentiator with Gain and Output Resistance (Closed Form)
(DVDTB) element.

Equivalent Circuit

V
+

_
dV/dt R=1 Ohm

2

3

4

1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DV1TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

This element is an ideal differentiator. The short circuit output current is the time derivative of the input voltage. The
output resistance is equal to 1 ohm.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Differentiator With Gain (Closed Form): DVDTA

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Differentiator with Gain and Output Resistance (Closed Form)
(DVDTB) element.

Equivalent Circuit

V
+

_
A*dV/dt R=1 Ohm

2

3

4

1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DV1TextElement IDID
1GainA

Implementation Details

This is an ideal differentiator. The short circuit output current is the time derivative of the input voltage.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Differentiator with Gain and Output Resistance (Closed Form): DVDTB

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Equivalent Circuit

V
+

_
A*dV/dt R=1 Ohm

2

3

4

1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DV1TextElement IDID
1GainA

ResistanceOutput resistance (0 = infinite, empty = 1 ohm)RO

Implementation Details

This is an ideal differentiator. The short circuit output current is the time derivative of the input voltage.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ideal Envelope Detector: ENVDET

Symbol
RF DC

Summary

ENVDET models an ideal envelope detector. The detector can be configured as a linear detector, in which the output
voltage is proportional to the magnitude of the RF input voltage, or as a square-law detector, in which the output voltage
is proportional to RF input power. You can also select the post-detection time constant.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
E1TextElement IDID
LinearVector Text

(drop-down)
Operating mode (Linear or Square Law)*MODE

PositiveVector Text
(drop-down)

Polarity (Negative or Positive)*POLARITY

1000.0Square law sensitivity V/W (MODE=Linear only)*SQSNS
50.0 ohmResistanceInput impedance*Z0
1e-3 SecTimeEnvelope detector video time constant*TC
1000.0 ohmResistanceVideo output resistance*ROUT
1.0Output level scale factor*SCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Accuracy is best between -60 dBm and 30 dBm for Z0=50Ω. Above that level, the square-law response (MODE=Linear)
may degrade slightly, and convergence may be more difficult. At low levels, it may be necessary to decrease the Absolute
current-error parameter in the harmonic-balance simulator to achieve good accuracy.

Implementation Details

SCALING - When MODE=Square Law, the output-scaling parameter SCALE multiplies SQSNS. When the
MODE=Linear, the default scaling gives a video output voltage equal to the input RF envelope-voltage amplitude, and
SQSNS is the only means to scale the output.

CIRCUIT - The circuit shown in the symbol is somewhat stylized and does not represent the equivalent circuit of the
model. The output impedance, for example, is linear, and the input impedance is only very weakly nonlinear. In contrast
to the behavior of many real detectors, the video time constant is the same for positive- and negative-going pulses.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Frequency Multiplier (System): FMULT

Symbol

Fo nFo

Summary

FMULT is a behavioral representation of a frequency multiplier. The model converts a signal at frequency F0 to a signal
at frequency NF0. The conversion gain is user-specified.

Equivalent Circuit

Zin

Z0 Vin(f0) Iout(nf0)
Z0

Zout

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TextElement IDID

FM1Element IDID
2Frequency multiplication factorN
-3DBConversion gainG
_FREQH1FrequencyInput center frequency*F0
25Signal bandwidth as a % of input center frequency*BW
0Input reflection coefficient (magnitude)*S11MAG
0Input reflection coefficient (phase)*S11ANG
0Output reflection coefficient (magnitude)*S22MAG
0Output reflection coefficient (phase)*S22ANG
50 ohmResistancePort impedanceZ0
-10Power (dB)Input power thresholdPth
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameter BW sets the model's passband for multitone operation. Set the parameter high enough to cover the bandwidth
of the input signal.

The specified input and output impedances are valid for all frequencies. The input and output ports are AC-coupled.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Parameter Pthis extremely important for proper operation of the model. It should be set approximately 20 dB below the
expected available input power. Values higher than 10 dB below input will result in incorrect conversion gain; values
lower than 30 dB below input will result in slower convergence.

The model operates as a frequency mixer, with the local oscillator at frequency (N-1)F0 generated from the input signal
by a clipping operation. The lower the value of Pth the harder the clipping and the slower the convergence. Conversely,
the higher the value of Pth the softer the clipping, the smaller the amplitude of the local oscillator and the less accurate
the conversion gain estimate
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Gain Block (Closed Form): GAIN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
0 dBdBGain, dBA
6Positive (lower) gain slope, dB/octaveSL
6Negative (upper) gain slope, dB/octaveSH
0 GHzFrequencyLower break frequency for positive gain slopeFL
0 GHzFrequencyUpper break frequency for negative gain slopeFH
50 ohmsResistancePort resistanceR

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal gain block with input and output impedances given by R. Gain is frequency-dependent with positive
gain slope, SL, stopping at frequency FL and negative gain slope, SH, starting at frequency FH. The gain is constant
between FL and FH, inclusive.

A( f ) = A + SL * log2( fFL) for f < FL, SL > 0, and FL > 0

A( f ) = A − SH* log2( fFH) for f > FH, SH > 0, and FH > 0

A( f ) = A when FL ≤ f ≤ FH, or FL = 0 and FH = 0, or SL = 0 and SH = 0

S21 = 10
(A( f ))/20

S12 =
−1
S21

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Gyrator (Closed Form): GYR8R

Symbol
R

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceGyrational resistanceR

Implementation Details

The gyrator is defined by either Y or Z parameters:

Y = [ 0 1
R

−1
R 0 ]

Z = [0 −R
R 0 ]

or by the defining equations:

V1=-RI2

V2=RI1

A gyrator is a noiseless element. Although the gyrator is a relatively useless element by itself, it can be used to realize
elements such as ideal transformers, voltage-controlled voltage sources, and current-controlled sources, which do not
have nodal representations and therefore cannot be represented directly within the program.

These elements can be represented as a cascade of one or more gyrators and VCCS elements. The forms are as shown
below.

Transfer functionFormElement
n : 1 = R 1 / R 2Gyr 1 * Gyr 2Transformer
I 2 / I 1 = R * G mGyr * VCCSCCCS
V 2 / V 1 = - G m * RVCCS * GyrVCVS
V 2 / I 1 = - G m * R 1 * R 2Gyr 1 * VCCS * Gyr 2CCVS

A gyrator can also realize an ideal circulator. The most practical form (of several possible) is shown below; R is equal
to the port impedance and the direction of circulation is from port 1 to port 2 to port 3. An ideal isolator can be realized
by connecting a resistor of resistance R to port 3.
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NOTE: It is possible for very simple circuits using gyrators to have no nodal representation; such circuits may generate
error messages. Because it is nearly impossible to trap all such errors, the user must assume the primary responsibility
for preventing them.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner (Closed Form): HBTUNER

Symbol

Summary

The HBTUNER element is a frequency-dependent, lossless two-port network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen
at port 2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle of the reflection coefficient as
well as the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is
loaded in the same Z0 as specified for the element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoMag1
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoAng1
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoMag2
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoAng2
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoMag3
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoAng3
10 GHzFrequencyFundamental frequencyFo
50 ohmsResistanceSystem impedanceZo

Parameter Details

Fo. The specified fundamental frequency determines the impedance seen at port 1. This impedance, Z, is represented
as:

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag1 * e j*Ang1

1 − Mag1 * e j*Ang1
for 1Hz ≤ f ≤ 1.5F0

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag2 * e j*Ang2

1 − Mag2 * e j*Ang2
for 1.5F0 ≤ f ≤ 2.5F0

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag3 * e j*Ang3

1 − Mag3 * e j*Ang3
for f ≥ 2.5F0

where f is the current simulation frequency.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag1, Mag2, Mag3 < 1. If Mag1, Mag2, or Mag3 is less than or equal to -1, it is set to -0.99999. If Mag1, Mag2,
or Mag3 is greater or equal to 1, it is set to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTES: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1 is
not as specified.

This element can be used to replace a lossless matching network. However, when comparing S-parameters to an actual
realization of this matching network, the phase of S12,S21and S22 may not agree, due to the incomplete specification
of the network by defining only the reflection at port 1. A finite length of ideal transmission line (impedance = Zo) placed
at port 2 of the tuner may be required to make S-parameters agree.
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Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee (Closed Form): HBTUNER2

Symbol

3:Bias

1 2

Summary

The HBTUNER2 element is a frequency-dependent, lossless network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen at port
2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle of the reflection coefficient as well as
the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is loaded in
the same Z0 as specified for the element. A bias voltage can be applied to port 3 to bias a device connected to port 1,
eliminating the need for a BIASTEE element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoMag1
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoAng1
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoMag2
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoAng2
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoMag3
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoAng3
10 GHzFrequencyFundamental FrequencyFo
50 ohmsResistanceSystem ImpedanceZo

Parameter Details

Fo. The specified fundamental frequency is used to determine the impedance seen at port 1. This impedance, Z, is
represented as:

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag1 * e j*Ang1

1 − Mag1 * e j*Ang1
for 1Hz ≤ f ≤ 1.5F0

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag2 * e j*Ang2

1 − Mag2 * e j*Ang2
for 1.5F0 ≤ f ≤ 2.5F0

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag3 * e j*Ang3

1 − Mag3 * e j*Ang3
for f ≥ 2.5F0
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where f is the current simulation frequency.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag1, Mag2, Mag3 < 1. If Mag1, Mag2, or Mag3 is less than or equal to -1, it is set to -0.99999. If Mag1, Mag2,
or Mag3 is greater or equal to 1, it is set to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTES: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1 is
not as specified.

This element can be used to replace a lossless matching network. However, when comparing S-parameters to an actual
realization of this matching network, the phase of S12,S21and S22 may not agree, due to the incomplete specification
of the network by defining only the reflection at port 1. A finite length of ideal transmission line (impedance = Zo) placed
at port 2 of the tuner may be required to make S-parameters agree.
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Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee with N Harmonics (Closed
Form): HBTUNER3

Symbol

3:Bias

1 2

Summary

The HBTUNER3 element is a frequency-dependent, lossless network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen at port
2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle of the reflection coefficient as well as
the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. This model is dynamic and allows up to the 5th harmonic
impedance to be specified, as well as the impedance for the baseband intermodulation products. It is assumed that port
2 of this element is loaded in the same Z0 as specified for the element. A bias voltage can be applied to port 3 to bias a
device connected to port 1, eliminating the need for a BIASTEE element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
3Number of harmonicsN
10 GHzFrequencyFundamental FrequencyFo
0 GHzFrequencyBaseband Intermodulation FrequencyFm
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ Fm (dynamically

available when Fm > 0)
MagFm

0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ Fm (dynamically available
when Fm > 0)

AngFm

50 ohmsResistanceSystem ImpedanceZo
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoMag1
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ FoAng1
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoMag2
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 2FoAng2
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoMag3
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1 @ 3FoAng3
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1 @ N*Fo (dynamically

available when N = 4 or 5)
MagN

0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1@N*Fo (dynamically available
when N = 4 or 5)

AngN
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Parameter Details

Fm. If non-zero, the baseband intermodulation frequency allows for setting the low frequency reflection coefficient, and
therefore impedance, seen at port 1. The impedance is:

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + MagFm* e j*AngFm

1 − MagFm* e j*AngFm
for 1Hz ≤ f ≤ Fm

where f is the current simulation frequency.

Fo. The specified fundamental frequency is used to determine the impedance seen at port 1 at the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies. The impedance at the fundamental is:

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag1 * e j*Ang1

1 − Mag1 * e j*Ang1
for Fmin ≤ f < 1.5F0

where Fmin is 1Hz if Fm is zero, and is equal to Fm otherwise. For harmonic N, 2 ≤ N ≤ 5, the impedance is:

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + MagN* e j*AngN

1 − MagN* e j*AngN
for (N − 0.5) * F0 ≤ f < (N + 0.5) * F0

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < MagN < 1. If MagN is less than or equal to -1, it is set to -0.99999. If MagN is greater or equal to 1, it is set to
0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

3. N must be greater than or equal to 3 and less than or equal to 5.

4. Fm must be specified non-zero to expose the intermodulation impedance parameters.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTES: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1 is
not as specified.

This element can be used to replace a lossless matching network. However, when comparing S-parameters to an actual
realization of this matching network, the phase of S12, S21, and S22 may not agree, due to the incomplete specification
of the network by defining only the reflection at port 1. A finite length of ideal transmission line (impedance = Zo) placed
at port 2 of the tuner may be required to make S-parameters agree.
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Butterworth Highpass Filter: HPFB

Symbol

Summary

HPFB models represent lumped-element Butterworth highpass filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise between
high selectivity and flat group delay. The insertion loss is maximally flat at infinite frequency and the stopband attenuation
increases monotonically with decreasing frequency at an asymptotic rate of 6N dB per octave.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFB1TextElement IDID
3Number of elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).*AP
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of elements*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1012.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-highpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ − (FP2 × FP1) / _FREQ

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

ω = − FP
_FREQ

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.

[1] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.
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Chebyshev Highpass Filter: HPFC

Symbol

Summary

HPFC models represent lumped-element Chebyshev highpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a
specifiedmaximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly beyond the passband edge, is monotonic,
and is maximally flat at zero frequency. This type of filter is popular because it offers both simplicity and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFC1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactive elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
0.1 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter reactive elements.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-highpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − FP
−FREQ

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the
case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.
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Generalized Chebyshev Highpass Filter: HPFCG

Symbol

Summary

HPFCG models represent lumped-element Generalized Chebyshev (or "Quasi-Elliptic") highpass filters. The insertion
loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation is defined by arbitrarily
specified transmission zeros. Real-frequency finite transmission zeros can be specified to improve selectivity at the
expense of ultimate stopband attenuation and passband group delay, while complex-plane finite transmission zeros can
be specified to provide passband group delay equalization at the expense of selectivity and ultimate stopband attenuation.
Generalized Chebyshev filters represents a compromise between the simplicity of Chebyshev filters, the optimum
amplitude response of more complicated Elliptic filters, and the phase linearity of Bessel and Gaussian filters. Because
this type of filter allows one to make explicit design trade-offs between complexity, selectivity, and group delay
equalization, it is often used to meet the demanding requirements of modern communications systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFCG1TextElement IDID
3Order of the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
Maximum Insertion
Loss

EnumeratedPassband parameter description:- Maximum Insertion Loss,-
Minimum Return Loss, or- VSWR.

*PPD

0.1 dBdB or ScalarPassband parameter value (when Qu is infinite)PPV
{0.5} GHz(Real) FrequencyReal frequency, finite transmission zerosTZF
{0} GHz(Imaginary)

Frequency
Real parts of complex finite transmission zeros*TZR

50 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, the highest exponent of s in the transfer
function of the highpass filter. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, the number of positive-frequency
passband reflection (S|11|) zeros corresponds to N/2 for N even and (N+1)/2 for N odd.

PPD & PPV. Parameters PPD and PPV work together to specify the characteristic of the filter's passband. PPD is used
to indicate what the value of PPV represents. The flexibility these parameters provide eliminates the need to manually
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convert from the passband specification parameter of one's preference into whatever specific parameter the software was
written to accept.

PTZF & TZR. List parameters TZF and TZR are used to specify the complex transmission zeros, Z, of the highpass
filter response. Up to (N-1)/2 complex transmission zeros, Zi = TZRi+jTZFi, can be specified. Each consists of a real
part, TZRi, and an imaginary part, the real frequency TZFi. If TZRi is not specified, it is assumed to be zero. And, each
unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype frequency of infinity.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 32 > N > 1.

2. FP > 0.

3. If PPD = "Maximum Insertion Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Minimum Return Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Maximum VSWR", then PPV > 1.

4. TZFi > 0 .

If TZRi is specified, then TZFi must be specified.

If TZRi is zero, then FP >TZFi .

If TZRi≠0 , there must be a TZRk=-TZRi and a TZFk=TZFi .

5. RS > 0.

RL > 0.

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU<1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is [1, 2]:

s21
2 (s) =

PN
2 (s)

PN
2 (s) + ε2FN

2 (s)
=

PN
2 (s)

PN(s) + jεFN(s))(PN(s) − jεFN(s))
=
PN
2 (s)

ε2EN
2 (s)

where FN and EN are polynomials of order N, and

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2
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ε2 = 1
10PPV /10 − 1

when PPD = " Minimum Return Loss "

ε2 =
0.25(PPV − 1)2

PPV when PPD="Maximum VSWR"

PN(s) = Πi=1
N (1 − s

zi)

s = 1
qu + jω

j = −1

A specified highpass transmission zero, Z[i] = TZR[i] + jTZF[i] is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype transmission
zero, z[ i ], using [5]:

z[i] = FP
Z[i]

And, _FREQ (the variable that represents the project frequency) is mapped to the normalized lowpass prototype radian
frequency,ω, using [5]:

ω = −FP
_FREQ

Polynomial

FN(s) = Fi∣i=N

is constructed using a doubly recursive algorithm [1][3]:

G0 = b1

F1 = a1

G(i−1) = aiG(i−2) + biF(i−1)

Fi = aiF(i−1) + ciG(i−2)

where i = 2 to N and, employing the normalized lowpass prototype transmission zero, zk, for k = 1 to N:

ak = − j(s + 1
zk )

bk = 1 + ( 1zk )
2
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ck = − bk(s2 + 1)

Polynomial Es(s) is found by applying the "alternating singularity principle" [1][2][4] to the roots of

(PN(s)ε + jFN(s))
. Then, EN and FN are split into complex-even and complex-odd polynomials [2] such that EN= Ee+E0and FN= Fe+F0,
where

Ee = Re(e0) + j Im(e1)s + Re(e2)s2 + ⋯ ,Eo = j Im(eo) + Re(e1) + j Im(e2)s2 + ⋯

Fe = Re( f 0) + j Im( f 1)s + Re( f 2)s2 + ⋯ ,Fo = j Im( f o) + Re( f 1) + j Im( f 2)s2 ⋯

and and e1 and f1 (i = 0 to N) are the complex coefficients of EN and FN. Finally [3]:

y11 = ( 1RS)(Ee − FeEo + Fo)
y22 = ( 1RL)(Ee + FeEo + Fo)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL )( −PN / εEo + Fo)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The transmission zeros can be tuned or optimized by assigning variables to the elements of the TZF and/or TZR lists
and then tuning or optimizing these variables.

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Richard J. Cameron, "Fast generation of Chebyshev filter prototypes with asymmetrically-prescribed transmission
zeros," ESA J., vol. 6, pp. 83-95, 1982.

[2] Richard J. Cameron, "General coupling matrix synthesis methods for Chebyshev filtering functions," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, pp. 433-442, April 1999.

[3] Douglas R. Jachowski, unpublished notes, 1995 and 2002.
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[4] J. D. Rhodes and A. S. Alseyab, "The generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype filter," Int. J. Circuit Theory Applicat.,
vol. 8, pp. 113-125, 1980.

[5] H. J. Blinchikoff and A. I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co.,
1987), pp. 157, 158, 163
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Bessel Highpass Filter: HPFD

Symbol

Summary

HPFD models represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson highpass filters. They offer simplicity and maximally flat
group delay, but suffer from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFD1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactive elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in filter*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 32

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-highpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − FP
_FREQ

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 51-56.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 499-506.

[3] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 124-127.
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Elliptic-Function Highpass Filter (Closed Form): HPFE

Symbol

Summary

HPFE models represent lumped-element elliptic-function (Cauer) highpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between
zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly between the passband edge
and the stopband edge, and ripples between a specified minimum stopband attenuation and infinite attenuation. This type
of filter offers optimum selectivity at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFE1TextElement IDID
3Order of the filter.N
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband Insertion Loss (when Qu is infinite).AP
20 dBDBMinimum Stopband Attenuation(when Qu is infinite).AS
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FS
1Where to put design margin:0=AP, 1=AS, 2=FP, 3=FS.DM
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistanceRL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter.QU

Parameter Details

An elliptic function highpass prototype filter is completely specified by any four of the five parameters: N, FP, FS, AP,
and AS. That is, the value of any parameter is dependent on the value of the other four parameters.

• If zero is specified for any one of these five parameters, then the model computes its value from the value of the other
four parameters.

• If a value is specified for all five parameters, then the specified value of the last parameter (AS) is ignored and is
computed by the model from the values of the other four parameters.

• It is an error to specify zero for more than one of these five parameters.

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, the highest exponent of s in the transfer
function of the highpass filter. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, the number of positive-frequency
passband reflection (|S11|) zeros corresponds to N/2 for N even and (N+1)/2 for N odd.
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DM. If zero is specified for N, the model will determine N. But, since N must be an integer, there will typically be some
design margin available, and this margin must be assigned to some parameter other than N. The value of DM determines
where the model will assign this design margin.

• DM=0. After determining N, the model will recompute AP, such that 0 < new AP ≤ AP

• DM=1. After determining N, the model will recompute AS, such that AS ≤ new AS < ∞

• DM=2. After determining N, the model will recompute FP, such that FS < new FP ≤ FP

• DM=3. After determining N, the model will recompute FS, such that FS ≤ new FS < FP

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. N can be zero if FP, FS, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < N < 27.

2. FP can be zero if N, FS, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < FP, and, if FS is not zero, then FS < FP.

FS can be zero if N, FP, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < FS, and, if FP is not zero, then FS < FP.

3. AP can be zero if N, FP, FS, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < AP, and, if AS is not zero, then AP < AS.

Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. AS can be zero if N, FP, FS, and AP are not, otherwise AP < AS.

5. 0 < RS.

0 < RL

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU ≤ 1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

7. 0 ≤ DM < 4

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Rn(ω) = C × ωΠ × υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (ω2 − ωi

2

ω2 − ωs
2

ωi
2
)
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C = υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (1 − ωs

2

ωi
2

1 − ωi
2)

ωi = cd(2i − 1N K( 1ωs2), 1
ωs
2)

s = 1
QU + jω

v = 0 i f N is even, v = 1 i f N is odd,

j = −1

where cd is a Jacobian elliptic function, K is Legendre's complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and a
highpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − FP
_FREQ

and

ωs = − FP
FS

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency. The parameters of the elliptic-function filter (N, FP, FS, AP,
AS) are related by "the degree equation":

N = ( K(m)
K(1 − m))(K(1 − mo)K(mo) )

where

mo =
10AP/10 − 1
10AS/10 − 1

and

m = (FSFP )
2

The admittances are given by:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)
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y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2 × f (s)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the
case).

References

[1] Miroslav D. Lutovac, Dejan V. Tosic, and Brian L. Evans, Filter Design For Signal Processing Using MATLAB and
Mathematica, (Prentice Hall, 2001), Chapters 6, 12, and 13.

[2] Alexander J. Grossman, "Synthesis of Tchebycheff parameter symmetrical filters," Proceedings of the IRE, pp.
545-473, April 1957.

[3] Dante Youla, "A tutorial exposition of some key network-theoretic ideas underlying classical insertion-loss filter
design," Proc. IEEE, vol. 59, no. 5, pp. 760-799, May 1971.

[4] Miroslav Vleck and Rolf Unbehauen, "Degree, ripple, and transition width of elliptic filters," IEEE Trans. Circuits
Syst., vol. 36, no. 3, pp. 469-472, March 1989.

[5] H. J. Orchard and Alan N. Willson, Jr., "Elliptic functions for filter design," IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst., I, vol. 44,
no. 4, pp. 273-287, April 1997.

[6] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 49-51.

[7] Kendall L. Su, Handbook of Tables for Elliptic-Function Filters, (Kluwer Academic, 1990).

[8] Handbook ofMathematical FunctionsWith Formulas, Graphs, andMathematical Tables, edited byMilton Abramowitz
and Irene A. Stegun, (U. S. National Bureau of Standards, 1964), Chapters 16 and 17 by L. M. Milne-Thomson.
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Gaussian Highpass Filter (Closed Form): HPFG

Symbol

Summary

HPFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian highpass filters. They approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude
response and offer simplicity, relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor
frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower
transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFG1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in filter*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:
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∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-highpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − FP
_FREQ

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Milton Dishal, "Gaussian-Response Filter Design," Electrical Communication, vol. 36, March 1959, pp. 3-26.

[2] Anatol I. Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, (John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp. 67, 70, 71, 73, 74, 90, 91.

[3] DeVerl. S. Humpherys, The Analysis, Design, and Synthesis of Electrical Filters, (Prentice-Hall, 1970), pp. 413-417.
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[4] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 130-132.
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Raised-Cosine Highpass Filter (Closed Form): HPFRC

Symbol

Summary

HPFRCmodels represent Raised-Cosine Highpass filters. Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission system
theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free) Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions.
Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which approximate these characteristics and have the smallest
possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HPFRC1TextElement IDID
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyFP
0.5Roll-off factor (between 0 and 1)A
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FP

2. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

3. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

4. 0<E≤1 .

The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

5. 0 < RS.
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By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

6. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-highpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − FP
_FREQ

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)
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y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load impedance equals RL, but RS need not equal
RL for ideal transmission.

References

[1] Kamilo Feher, Digital Communications: Microwave Applications, (Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 46-51.

[2] John G. Proakis, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (McGraw-Hill, 1989), pp. 532-536.

[3] John Bellamy, Digital Telephony, 2nd Ed., (John Wiley & Sons, 1991), pp. 523-528.

[4] E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmitt, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994), pp.
188-191, 226-228.
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General Impedance Element (Closed Form): IMPED

Symbol
Z

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Z1TextNameID
0 ohmResistanceReal part of impedanceR
0 ohmResistanceImaginary part of impedanceX

Implementation Details

Represents an ideal impedance. R and X represent the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, respectively. The
impedance is independent of frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Isolator (Closed Form): ISOL8R

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
0 dBDBFwd lossLOSS
30 dBDBRev lossISOL

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal isolator with forward insertion loss given by LOSS and reverse isolation given by ISOL. Both
LOSS and ISOL can be entered as either positive or negative quantities, but they are always interpreted as losses.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Load Pull model (APLAC only): LOADPULL

Symbol

1 2

Summary

This element is obsolete. LOADPULL models the nonlinear behavior of the device based on measured load pull data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LP1TextElement IDID

Name of the GMDIF documentNET
LinearInterpolation method*INTERP
ConstantExtrapolation method*EXTRAP
YesGive a warning if extrapolation is used for converged point*EXTRAP_WARNING
0.0Gain reduction parameter for fundamental frequency gamma

extrapolation
*K1

0.0Gain reduction parameter for 2nd harmonic gamma
extrapolation

*K2

0.0Gain reduction parameter for 3rd harmonic gamma
extrapolation

*K3

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The model is defined by the measured a- and b-waves stored in a GMDIF file.

INTERP. Specifies the method used to interpolate the data to frequencies between those specified in the file. Choices
are "Linear", "Cubic Spline", "Cubic", "Floor", and "Ceiling".

EXTRAP. Specifies the method used to extrapolate the data.When set to "InterpMethod", extrapolation uses the method
specified by INTERP.When set to "Constant", the first data point is used for any simulation data below the range specified
in the file, and the last data point is used for any simulation above it.

EXTRAP_WARNING. Specifies if the model gives a warning if the model has extrapolated when the analysis result
is accepted. Based on the GMDIF file data the model monitors DC voltages or currents as well as a- and b-waves. If the
model has evaluated itself so that it has extrapolated any of these, it issues a warning if that analysis point has been
accepted. The warning is not given when the model extrapolates during iteration.

K1. Activates gain reduction extrapolation. The model reduces its gain if the load gamma values are exceeded (load
gamma needs extrapolation). K1 defines the weight for the reduction caused by the fundamental gamma extrapolation.
The gain reduction is not used by default (K1=K2=K3=0).
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K2. Gain reduction parameter for weighting the reduction caused by the 2nd harmonic gamma extrapolation.

K3. Gain reduction parameter for weighting the reduction caused by the 3rd harmonic gamma extrapolation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Butterworth Lowpass Filter: LPFB

Symbol

Summary

LPFB models represent lumped-element Butterworth lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise between
high selectivity and flat group delay. The insertion loss is maximally flat at zero frequency and the stopband attenuation
increases monotonically with increasing frequency at an asymptotic rate of 6N dB per octave.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFB1TextFilter IDID
3Number of reactances in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q of lowpass reactances*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − −FREQ
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load
impedance equals RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.

[3] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.
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Chebyshev Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): LPFC

Symbol

Summary

LPFCmodels represent lumped-element Chebyshev lowpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a specified
maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly beyond the passband edge, is monotonic, and is
maximally flat at infinite frequency. This filter type offers simplicity and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFC1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactive elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
0.1 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω = − −FREQ
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load
impedance equals RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.
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Generalized Chebyshev Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): LPFCG

Symbol

Summary

LPFCG models represent lumped-element Generalized Chebyshev (or "Quasi-Elliptic") lowpass filters. The insertion
loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation is defined by arbitrarily
specified transmission zeros. Real-frequency finite transmission zeros can be specified to improve selectivity at the
expense of ultimate stopband attenuation and passband group delay, while complex-plane finite transmission zeros can
be specified to provide passband group delay equalization at the expense of selectivity and ultimate stopband attenuation.
Generalized Chebyshev filters represents a compromise between the simplicity of Chebyshev filters, the optimum
amplitude response of more complicated Elliptic filters, and the phase linearity of Bessel and Gaussian filters. Because
this type of filter allows one to make explicit design trade-offs between complexity, selectivity, and group delay
equalization, it is often used to meet the demanding requirements of modern communications systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFCG1TextElement IDID
3Order of the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
Maximum Insertion
Loss

EnumeratedPassband parameter description:- Maximum Insertion Loss,-
Minimum Return Loss, or- VSWR.

*PPD

0.1 dBdB or ScalarPassband parameter value (when Qu is infinite)PPV
{2} GHz(Real) FrequencyReal frequency, finite transmission zerosTZF
{0} GHz(Imaginary)

Frequency
Real parts of complex finite transmission zeros*TZR

50 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
0Average unloaded Q of reactive element in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, the highest exponent of s in the transfer
function of the lowpass filter. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, the number of positive-frequency
passband reflection (S|11|) zeros corresponds to N/2 for N even and (N+1)/2 for N odd.

PPD & PPV. Parameters PPD and PPV work together to specify the characteristic of the filter's passband. PPD is used
to indicate what the value of PPV represents. The flexibility these parameters provide eliminates the need to manually
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convert from the passband specification parameter of one's preference into whatever specific parameter the software was
written to accept.

PTZF & TZR. List parameters TZF and TZR are used to specify the complex transmission zeros, Z, of the highpass
filter response. Up to (N-1)/2 complex transmission zeros, Zi = TZRi+jTZFi, can be specified. Each consists of a real
part, TZRi, and an imaginary part, the real frequency TZFi. If TZRi is not specified, it is assumed to be zero. And, each
unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype frequency of infinity.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 32 > N > 1.

2. FP > 0.

3. If PPD = "Maximum Insertion Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Minimum Return Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Maximum VSWR", then PPV > 1.

4. TZFi > 0 .

If TZRi is specified, then TZFi must be specified.

If TZRi is zero, then FP <TZFi .

If TZRi≠0 , there must be a TZRk=-TZRi and a TZFk=TZFi .

5. RS > 0.

RL > 0.

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU<1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is[1, 2]:

s21
2 (s) =

PN
2 (s)

PN
2 (s) + ε2FN

2 (s)
=

PN
2 (s)

PN(s) + jεFN(s))(PN(s) − jεFN(s))
=
PN
2 (s)

ε2EN
2 (s)

where FN and EN are polynomials of order N, and

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2
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ε2 = 1
10PPV /10 − 1

when PPD = " Minimum Return Loss "

ε2 =
0.25(PPV − 1)2

PPV when PPD="Maximum VSWR"

PN(s) = Πi=1
N (1 − s

zi)

s = 1
qu + jω

j = −1

A specified lowpass transmission zero, Z[i] = TZR[i] + jTZF[i] is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype transmission
zero, z[ i ], using [5]:

z[i] =
Z[i]
FP

And, _FREQ (the variable that represents the project frequency) is mapped to the normalized lowpass prototype radian
frequency, ω, using [5]:

ω =
_FREQ
FP

Polynomial

FN(s) = Fi∣i=N

is constructed using a doubly recursive algorithm [1][3]:

G0 = b1

F1 = a1

G(i−1) = aiG(i−2) + biF(i−1)

Fi = aiF(i−1) + ciG(i−2)

where i = 2 to N and, employing the normalized lowpass prototype transmission zero, zk, for k = 1 to N:

ak = − j(s + 1
zk )

bk = 1 + ( 1zk )
2
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ck = − bk(s2 + 1)

Polynomial Es(s) is found by applying the "alternating singularity principle" [1][2][4] to the roots of

(PN(s)ε + jFN(s))
. Then, EN and FN are split into complex-even and complex-odd polynomials [2] such that EN= Ee+E0and FN= Fe+F0,
where

Ee = Re(e0) + j Im(e1)s + Re(e2)s2 + ⋯ ,Eo = j Im(eo) + Re(e1) + j Im(e2)s2 + ⋯

Fe = Re( f 0) + j Im( f 1)s + Re( f 2)s2 + ⋯ ,Fo = j Im( f o) + Re( f 1) + j Im( f 2)s2 ⋯

and and e1 and f1 (i = 0 to N) are the complex coefficients of EN and FN. Finally [3]:

y11 = ( 1RS)(Ee − FeEo + Fo)
y22 = ( 1RL)(Ee + FeEo + Fo)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL )( −PN / εEo + Fo)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The transmission zeros can be tuned or optimized by assigning variables to the elements of the TZF and/or TZR lists
and then tuning or optimizing these variables.

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load
impedance equals RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Richard J. Cameron, "Fast generation of Chebyshev filter prototypes with asymmetrically-prescribed transmission
zeros," ESA J., vol. 6, pp. 83-95, 1982.

[2] Richard J. Cameron, "General coupling matrix synthesis methods for Chebyshev filtering functions," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, pp. 433-442, April 1999.

[3] Douglas R. Jachowski, unpublished notes, 1995 and 2002.
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[4] J. D. Rhodes and A. S. Alseyab, "The generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype filter," Int. J. Circuit Theory Applicat.,
vol. 8, pp. 113-125, 1980.

[5] H. J. Blinchikoff and A. I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co.,
1987), pp. 154-155
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Bessel Lowpass Filter: LPFD

Symbol

Summary

LPFDmodels represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and maximally flat group
delay, but suffer from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFD1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactive elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 34

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)b0

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load
impedance equals RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 51-56.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 499-506.
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[3] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 124-127.
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Elliptic-Function Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): LPFE

Symbol

Summary

LPFEmodels represent lumped-element elliptic-function (Cauer) lowpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero
and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly between the passband edge and
the stopband edge, and ripples between a specified minimum stopband attenuation and infinite attenuation. This type of
filter offers optimum selectivity at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFE1TextElement IDID
3Order of the filter.N
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband Insertion Loss (when Qu is infinite).AP
20 dBDBMinimum Stopband Attenuation(when Qu is infinite).AS
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS
1Where to put design margin:0=AP, 1=AS, 2=FP, 3=FS.*DM
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

An elliptic function lowpass prototype filter is completely specified by any four of the five parameters: N, FP, FS, AP,
and AS. That is, the value of any parameter is dependent on the value of the other four parameters.

• If zero is specified for any one of these five parameters, then the model computes its value from the value of the other
four parameters.

• If a value is specified for all five parameters, then the specified value of the last parameter (AS) is ignored and is
computed by the model from the values of the other four parameters.

• It is an error to specify zero for more than one of these five parameters.

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s0), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, the highest exponent of s in the transfer
function of the lowpass filter. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, the number of positive-frequency
passband reflection (|S11|) zeros corresponds to N/2 for N even and (N+1)/2 for N odd.
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DM. If zero is specified for N, the model will determine N. But, since N must be an integer, there will typically be some
design margin available, and this margin must be assigned to some parameter other than N. The value of DM determines
where the model will assign this design margin.

• DM=0. After determining N, the model will recompute AP, such that 0 < new AP ≤ AP

• DM=1. After determining N, the model will recompute AS, such that AS ≤ new AS < ∞

• DM=2. After determining N, the model will recompute FP, such that FS < new FP ≤ FP

• DM=3. After determining N, the model will recompute FS, such that FS ≤ new FS < FP

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. N can be zero if FP, FS, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < N < 27.

2. FP can be zero if N, FS, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < FP, and, if FS is not zero, then FS < FP.

FS can be zero if N, FP, AP, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < FS, and, if FP is not zero, then FS < FP.

3. AP can be zero if N, FP, FS, and AS are not, otherwise 0 < AP, and, if AS is not zero, then AP < AS.

Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. AS can be zero if N, FP, FS, and AP are not, otherwise AP < AS.

5. If N is set to 0, then 0 ≤ DM < 4

6. 0 < RS.

0 < RL

7. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU ≤ 1e12 ).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

8. 0 ≤ DM < 4

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and
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ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Rn(ω) = C × ωΠ × υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (ω2 − ωi

2

ω2 − ωs
2

ωi
2
)

C = υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (1 − ωs

2

ωi
2

1 − ωi
2)

ωi = cd(2i − 1N K( 1ωs2), 1
ωs
2)

s = 1 / ( FP2 × FP1
QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + j(

−1
ω ))

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

where cd is a Jacobian elliptic function, K is Legendre's complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and a lowpass-to-lowpass
frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ
FP

and

ωs =
FS
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency. The parameters of the elliptic-function filter (N, FP, FS, AP,
AS) are related by "the degree equation":

N = ( K(m)
K(1 − m))(K(1 − mo)K(mo) )

where

mo =
10AP/10 − 1
10AS/10 − 1

and
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m = (FPFS)
2

The admittances are given by:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

m = (FSFP)
2

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load
impedance equals RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Miroslav D. Lutovac, Dejan V. Tosic, and Brian L. Evans, Filter Design For Signal Processing Using MATLAB and
Mathematica, (Prentice Hall, 2001), Chapters 6, 12, and 13.

[2] Alexander J. Grossman, "Synthesis of Tchebycheff parameter symmetrical filters," Proceedings of the IRE, pp.
545-473, April 1957.

[3] Dante Youla, "A tutorial exposition of some key network-theoretic ideas underlying classical insertion-loss filter
design," Proc. IEEE, vol. 59, no. 5, pp. 760-799, May 1971.

[4] Miroslav Vleck and Rolf Unbehauen, "Degree, ripple, and transition width of elliptic filters," IEEE Trans. Circuits
Syst., vol. 36, no. 3, pp. 469-472, March 1989.

[5] H. J. Orchard and Alan N. Willson, Jr., "Elliptic functions for filter design," IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst., I, vol. 44,
no. 4, pp. 273-287, April 1997.

[6] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 49-51.

[7] Kendall L. Su, Handbook of Tables for Elliptic-Function Filters, (Kluwer Academic, 1990).

[8] Handbook ofMathematical FunctionsWith Formulas, Graphs, andMathematical Tables, edited byMilton Abramowitz
and Irene A. Stegun, (U. S. National Bureau of Standards, 1964), Chapters 16 and 17 by L. M. Milne-Thomson.
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Gaussian Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): LPFG

Symbol

Summary

LPFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian lowpass filters. They approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude
response and offer simplicity, relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor
frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower
transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFG1TextElement IDID
3Number of reactive elements in the filterN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP
3.0103 dBDBPassband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP

3. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. 0 < RS

5. 0 < RL

6. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude approximates that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian
squared magnitude characteristic is:
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∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load impedance equals
RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Milton Dishal, "Gaussian-Response Filter Design," Electrical Communication, vol. 36, March 1959, pp. 3-26.

[2] Anatol I. Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, (John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp. 67, 70, 71, 73, 74, 90, 91.

[3] DeVerl. S. Humpherys, The Analysis, Design, and Synthesis of Electrical Filters, (Prentice-Hall, 1970), pp. 413-417.
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[4] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 130-132.
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Raised-Cosine Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): LPFRC

Symbol

Summary

LPFRC models represent Raised-Cosine lowpass filters. Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission system
theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free) Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions.
Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which approximate these characteristics and have the smallest
possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFRC1TextFilter IDID
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyFP
0.5Roll-off factor (between 0 and 1)A
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FP

2. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

3. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

4. 0<E≤1 .

The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

5. 0 < RS.
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By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

6. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
_FREQ
FP

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)
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y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model expects that the source impedance equals RS and that the load impedance equals RL, but RS need not equal
RL for ideal transmission.

References

[1] Kamilo Feher, Digital Communications: Microwave Applications, (Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 46-51.

[2] John G. Proakis, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (McGraw-Hill, 1989), pp. 532-536.

[3] John Bellamy, Digital Telephony, 2nd Ed., (John Wiley & Sons, 1991), pp. 523-528.

[4] E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmitt, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994), pp.
188-191, 226-228.
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Lossless Multi-Frequency Tuner (Closed Form): LPTUNER

Symbol

Summary

The LPTUNER element is a frequency-dependent, lossless two-port network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen
at port 2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle arrays of the reflection coefficient
as well as the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is
loaded in the same Z0 as specified for the element. This element is a vectorized version of the HBTUNER or LTUNER
elements and allows the specification of the reflection coefficient at as many frequencies as the user desires.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
{0.5}Array of magnitudes of gamma looking into port 1Mag
{0} degsAngleArray of angles of gamma looking into port 1Ang
{10} GHzFrequencyArray of frequencies at which mag and ang are specifiedFo
50 ohmsResistanceSystem impedanceZo

Parameter Details

Mag, Ang, & Fo. These parameters are arrays which must contain the same number of elements. Array elements are
enclosed in curly brackets and are comma deliminated.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag1, Mag2, Mag3 < 1. If Mag1, Mag2, or Mag3 is less than or equal to -1, it will be set to -0.99999. If Mag1,
Mag2, or Mag3 is greater or equal to 1, it will be set to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm

3. The Mag, Ang and Fo array's must have the same number of elements

Implementation Details

It is assumed that S22 is equal to -S11 in this implementation. This assumption fully specifies the S-Parameters of a
lossless reciprocal network.

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[1] * e j*Ang[1]

1 − Mag[1] * e j*Ang[1]
for 1Hz < f <

F0[1] + F0[2]
2
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Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[2] * e j*Ang[2]

1 − Mag[2] * e j*Ang[2]
for

F0[1] + F0[2]
2 ≤ f <

F0[2] + F0[3]
2

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[n] * e j*Ang[n]

1 − Mag[n] * e j*Ang[n]
for f ≥

F0[n − 1] + F0[n]
2

where f is the current simulation frequency, and n is the number of elements in the Fo array.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficent. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1 is
not as specified.
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Lossless Multi-Frequency Tuner (Closed Form): LPTUNER2

Symbol

3:Bias

1 2

Summary

The LPTUNER2 element is a frequency-dependent, lossless two-port network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen
at port 2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle arrays of the reflection coefficient
as well as the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is
loaded in the same Z0 as specified for the element. A bias voltage can be applied to port 3 to bias a device connected to
port 1, eliminating the need for a BIASTEE element. This element is a vectorized version of the HBTUNER2 or LTUNER2
elements and allows the specification of the reflection coefficient at as many frequencies as the user desires.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
{0.5}Array of magnitudes of gamma looking into port 1Mag
{0} degsAngleArray of angles of gamma looking into port 1Ang
{10} GHzFrequencyArray of frequencies at which mag and ang are specifiedFo
50 ohmsResistanceSystem impedanceZo

Parameter Details

Mag, Ang, & Fo. These parameters are arrays which must contain the same number of elements. Array elements are
enclosed in curly brackets and are comma deliminated.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag1, Mag2, Mag3 < 1. If Mag1, Mag2, or Mag3 is less than or equal to -1, it will be set to -0.99999. If Mag1,
Mag2, or Mag3 is greater or equal to 1, it will be set to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm

3. The Mag, Ang and Fo array's must have the same number of elements

4. The frequencies in the Fo array must be order sequentially

Implementation Details

It is assumed that S22 is equal to -S11 in this implementation. This assumption fully specifies the S-Parameters of a
lossless reciprocal network.
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Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[1] * e j*Ang[1]

1 − Mag[1] * e j*Ang[1]
for 1Hz < f <

F0[1] + F0[2]
2

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[2] * e j*Ang[2]

1 − Mag[2] * e j*Ang[2]
for

F0[1] + F0[2]
2 ≤ f <

F0[2] + F0[3]
2

Zinport1 = Z0 *
1 + Mag[n] * e j*Ang[n]

1 − Mag[n] * e j*Ang[n]
for f ≥

F0[n − 1] + F0[n]
2

where f is the current simulation frequency, and n is the number of elements in the Fo array.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1 is
not as specified.
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Simple Lossless Tuner LTUNER (Closed Form): LTUNER

Symbol

Summary

The LTUNER element is a frequency-independent, lossless two-port network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen
at port 2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle of the reflection coefficient as
well as the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is
loaded in the same Z0 as specified for the element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1Mag
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1Ang
50 ohmsResistanceSystem impedanceZo

Parameter Details

The input impedance, Z, at port 1 is calculated as:

Z = Z0 *
1 + Mag * e j*Ang

1 − Mag * e j*Ang

for f>1Hz else Z=Zo

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag < 1. If Mag is less than or equal to -1, it will be set to -0.99999. If Mag is greater or equal to 1, it will be set
to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTES: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1
will not be as specified.
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This element can be used to replace a lossless matching network. However, when comparing S-parameters to an actual
realization of this matching network, the phase of S12,S21and S22 may not agree, due to the incomplete specification
of the network by only defining only the reflection at port 1. A finite length of ideal transmission line (impedance = Zo)
placed at port 2 of the tuner may be required to make the make S-parameters agree.
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Simple Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee (Closed Form): LTUNER2

Symbol

3:Bias

1 2

Summary

The LTUNER2 element is a frequency-independent, lossless network which transforms the impedance Z0 seen at port
2 to a user-defined impedance seen at port 1. Specifying the magnitude and angle of the reflection coefficient as well as
the system reference impedance sets the user-defined impedance. It is assumed that port 2 of this element is loaded in
the same Z0 as specified for the element. A bias voltage can be applied to port 3 to bias a device connected to port 1,
eliminating the need for a BIASTEE element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TU1TextElement IDID
0.5Magnitude of gamma looking into port 1Mag
0 DegAngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1Ang
50 ohmsResistanceSystem impedanceZo

Parameter Details

The input impedance, Z, at port 1 is calculated as:

Z = Z0 *
1 + Mag * e j*Ang

1 − Mag * e j*Ang

for f>1Hz else Bias

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. -1 < Mag < 1. If Mag is less than or equal to -1, it will be set to -0.99999. If Mag is greater or equal to 1, it will be set
to 0.99999.

2. Zo must be greater than or equal to 0.1 ohm.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

NOTES: The impedance seen at port 1 of the element is a lossless transformation of an impedance Zo seen at port 2, to
the specified reflection coefficient. If port 2 is not loaded with an impedance equal to Zo, the reflection seen at port 1
will not be as specified.

This element can be used to replace a lossless matching network. However, when comparing S-parameters to an actual
realization of this matching network, the phase of S12,S21and S22 may not agree, due to the incomplete specification
of the network by only defining only the reflection at port 1. A finite length of ideal transmission line (impedance = Zo)
placed at port 2 of the tuner may be required to make the make S-parameters agree.
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System Model for a Mixer (Closed Form): MIXER

Symbol
RF IN IF OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER is a generic mixer model used to represent a mixer in RF subcircuit simulation. It includes intermodulation
distortion, nonzero input and output reflection coefficient, LO saturation, group delay, and port-to-port isolations.

Equivalent Circuit

S11
RF Input + f(Vs*VLO)

_
Vs

IF Output
S22Delay

S11,LO VLO
+

_

LO Input

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX#Element IDID
-6dBConversion efficiency, dB, at rated LO power PLO (negative

for loss)
GCONV

10dB units1-dB compression point at inputP1DB_IN
20dB unitsThird-order IP, 2f2-f1, at input; dB unitsIP3_IN
-20dBRF to IF isolation (neg. for loss)*RF2IF
-20dBIF to RF isolation (neg. for loss)*IF2RF
-20dBLO to IF isolation (neg. for loss)*LO2IF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
-20dBLO to RF isolation (neg. for loss)*LO2RF
-90dBIF to LO isolation (neg. for loss)*IF2LO
-90dBRF to LO isolation (neg. for loss)*RF2LO
10dB unitsAvailable LO power (dB units) for specified conversion gainPLO
0.0RF input reflection coefficient magnitude*S11RFMAG
0.0AngleRF input reflection coefficient angle*S11RFANG
0.0IF output reflection coefficient magnitude*S22IFMAG
0.0AngleIF output reflection coefficient angle*S22IFANG
0.0LO input reflection coefficient magnitude*S11LOMAG
0.0AngleLO input reflection coefficient phase angle*S11LOANG
50ΩResistancePort reference impedance*Z0
0.0TimeGroup delay*TDLY
0.0dBNoise figure, dBNF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DB UNITS. Units listed as dB can be in dBm or dBW, depending on your specified project units.

GCONV. The conversion loss (or gain) at the specified LO power level, GCONV, increases slightly if LO power is
increased beyond the specified value. At low LO levels, the IF output is proportional to the LO level.

IP3_IN, P1DB_IN, and Isolations. These are independent of the LO level. They are modeled in the same manner as
NL_AMP2.

Implementation Details

The mixer model is fundamentally a multiplier with some additional characteristics that make it behave as an RF or
microwave mixer. Note that this element models mixer behavior in a very general manner, and may not precisely model
any particular mixer type.

The conversion efficiency saturates much like most types of mixers. At the specified LO level, the conversion efficiency
is approximately 1 dB below its maximum value. Saturation is accomplished by clipping the LO waveform; this process
generates spurious mixing products involving the fundamental RF and LO harmonics. You can use output filters to adjust
the levels of these products.

The IF is unfiltered, so both sum and difference frequencies are produced. You can include an IF output filter to eliminate
the undesired product.

The input and output reflection coefficients are constant with frequency.

Many of the comments regarding NL_AMP2 apply to MIXER. In particular, the gain, IP3, and 1-dB compression level
are those measured with the specified S11 and S22. Thus, they do not change when S11 or S22 are modified, as long as
the source and load impedance are equal to Z0.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mixed-Mode Converter (Closed Form): MMCONV

Symbol

Diff

Comm

+

-

1

2

3

4

Summary

MMCONV (mixed-mode converter) separates the signals at ports 3 and 4 into a common (also referred to as sum or
even) mode at port 2 and a differential (also referred to as delta or odd) mode at port 1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MM#TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

In terms of voltages and currents at the ports, this model can be represented as follows:

V 1 = V 3 − V 4

V 2 =
V 3
2 +

V 4
2

I1 =
I3
2 −

I4
2

I2 = I3 + I4

or

V 3 =
V 1
2 + V 2

V 4 = −
V 1
2 + V 2

I3 = I1 +
I2
2

I4 = − I1 +
I2
2
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If ports 3 and 4 are both terminated in an impedance, Z, then port 1 must be terminated in 2Z and port 2 in Z/2 in order
to be matched.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model is commonly used for differential circuit analysis, but can also be used as an ideal power combiner/splitter
(with an impedance transform) or magic-tee (with an impedance transform).
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Butterworth Narrowband Bandpass Filter: NBPFB

Symbol

Summary

NBPFBmodels represent lumped-element Butterworth bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type is not limited
to narrow bandwidths, as the name would appear to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular" Butterworth
bandpass filter of the same bandwidth, especially for wideband filters. And the passband magnitude displays arithmetic,
rather than geometric, symmetry. The Butterworth characteristic offers simplicity and a compromise between high
selectivity and flat group delay. The insertion loss is maximally flat at the passband's arithmetic center frequency and
the stopband attenuation increases monotonically.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFB1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).*AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 29

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:
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∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)Nε2S2N

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

s = FP2 + FP1
2 × QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-narrowband-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

This frequency transformation has good delay preserving properties for wide band filters and produces passband amplitudes
with arithmetic symmetry. _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.

[3] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.
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[4] H. Blinchikoff, "A note on wide-band group delay," IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory, pp. 577-578, Sept. 1971.
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Chebyshev Narrowband Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): NBPFC

Symbol

Summary

NBPFC models represent lumped-element Chebyshev bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type is not limited
to narrow bandwidths, as the name would appear to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular" Chebychev
bandpass filter of the same bandwidth, especially for wideband filters. And the passband magnitude displays arithmetic,
rather than geometric, symmetry. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The
stopband attenuation increases rapidly and monotonically beyond the passband edges. This filter type offers simplicity
and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFC1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 27

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:
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∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(N * acos(ω)) for 0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(N * acosh(ω)) for 1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = FP2 + FP1
2 × QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-narrowband-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

This frequency transformation has good delay preserving properties for wide band filters and produces passband amplitudes
with arithmetic symmetry. _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)b0

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).
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References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.

[3] H. Blinchikoff, "A note on wide-band group delay," IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory, pp. 577-578, Sept. 1971.
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GeneralizedChebyshevNarrowbandBandpass Filter (Closed Form): NBPFCG

Symbol

Summary

NBPFCG models represent lumped-element Generalized Chebyshev (or "Quasi-Elliptic") narrowband bandpass filters.
The applicability of this filter type is not limited to narrow ( i.e., less than 5%) bandwidths, as the name would appear
to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular" Generalized Chebyshev bandpass filter of the same bandwidth,
especially for wideband filters. And the passband magnitude displays arithmetic, rather than geometric, symmetry. The
insertion loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation is defined by
arbitrarily specified transmission zeros. Real-frequency finite transmission zeros can be specified to improve selectivity
at the expense of ultimate stopband attenuation and passband group delay, while complex-plane finite transmission zeros
can be specified to provide passband group delay equalization at the expense of selectivity and ultimate stopband
attenuation. Generalized Chebyshev filters represents a compromise between the simplicity of Chebyshev filters, the
optimum amplitude response of more complicated Elliptic filters, and the phase linearity of Bessel and Gaussian filters.
Because this type of filter allows one to make explicit design trade-offs between complexity, selectivity, and group delay
equalization, it is often used to meet the demanding requirements of modern communications systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFCG1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototypeN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
Maximum Insertion
Loss

EnumeratedPassband parameter description:- Maximum Insertion Loss,-
Minimum Return Loss, or- Maximum VSWR.

*PPD

0.1 dBdB or ScalarPassband parameter value (when Qu is infinite)PPV
{2} GHz(Real) FrequencyReal frequency, finite transmission zerosTZF
{0} GHz(Imaginary)

Frequency
Real parts of complex finite transmission zeros*TZR

50 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
0Average unloaded Q of the lumped bandpass resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function,S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the bandpass filter. In terms of the number of circuit components, N corresponds to the total number
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of resonances in single-mode or multi-mode direct-coupled-resonator microwave filters; while, for lumped-element
filters, N corresponds to the number of lumped-resonant (LC) circuits that produce zeros of attenuation at finite frequencies.
And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the number of positive-frequency passband
reflection (S|11|) zeros.

PPD & PPV. Parameters PPD and PPV work together to specify the characteristic of the filter's passband. PPD is used
to indicate what the value of PPV represents. The flexibility these parameters provide eliminates the need to manually
convert from the passband specification parameter of one's preference into whatever specific parameter the software was
written to accept.

TZF&TZR. List parameters TZF and TZR are used to specify the complex transmission zeros, Z, of the bandpass filter
response. Of the N positive-frequency complex transmission zeros, Zi = TZRi+jTZFi, the model allows up to (N-1) to
be specified. Each consists of a real part, TZRi, and an imaginary part, the real frequency TZFi. If TZRi is not specified,
it is assumed to be zero. You must provide transmission zeros with nonzero real parts in pairs; that is, for each zero A+jB
transmission, zero -A+jB must be present. Each unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass
prototype frequency of infinity. Each unspecified transmission zero is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype frequency
of infinity.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 32 > N > 1.

2. FP1 > 0.

FP2 > 0.

FP1 ≠ FP2.

3. If PPD = "Maximum Insertion Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Minimum Return Loss", then PPV > 0.

If PPD = "Maximum VSWR", then PPV > 1.

4. TZFi > 0 .

If TZRi is specified, then TZFi must be specified.

If TZRi is zero, then FP1 >TZFi>FP2 .

If TZRi≠0 , there must be a TZRk=-TZRi and a TZFk=TZFi .

5. RS > 0.

RL > 0.

6. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU<1e12).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is [1, 2]:

s21
2 (s) =

PN
2 (s)

PN
2 (s) + ε2FN

2 (s)
=

PN
2 (s)

PN(s) + jεFN(s))(PN(s) − jεFN(s))
=
PN
2 (s)

ε2EN
2 (s)

where FN and EN are normalized lowpass prototype polynomials of order N, and

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

ε2 = 1
10PPV /10 − 1

when PPD = " Minimum Return Loss "

ε2 =
0.25(PPV − 1)2

PPV when PPD="Maximum VSWR"

PN(s) = Πi=1
N (1 − s

zi)

s = 1
qu + jω

j = −1

A specified narrowband bandpass transmission zero, Z[i] = TZR[i] + jTZF[i] is mapped to a normalized lowpass prototype
transmission zero, z[ i ], using [5]:

Z[i] =
2Z[i]2 − j(FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

And, _FREQ (the variable that represents the project frequency) is mapped to the normalized lowpass prototype radian
frequency,ω, using [5]:

ω =
2(_FREQ) − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

while the specified narrowband bandpass resonator unloaded Q, QU, is converted to an equivalent lowpass prototype
element unloaded Q, qu, using [5][6]:

qu = QU
2 ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
FP2 + FP1

Polynomial

FN(s) = Fi∣i=N

is constructed using a doubly recursive algorithm [1][3]:
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G0 = b1

F1 = a1

G(i−1) = aiG(i−2) + biF(i−1)

Fi = aiF(i−1) + ciG(i−2)

where i = 2 to N and, employing the normalized lowpass prototype transmission zero, zk, for k = 1 to N:

ak = − j(s + 1
zk )

bk = 1 + ( 1zk )
2

ck = − bk(s2 + 1)

And, polynomial EN(s) is found by applying the "alternating singularity principle" [1][2][4] to the roots of

(PN(s)ε + jFN(s))
. Then, EN and FN are split into complex-even and complex-odd polynomials [2] such that EN= Ee+E0 and FN= Fe+F0,
where

Ee = Re(e0) + j Im(e1)s + Re(e2)s2 + ⋯ ,Eo = j Im(eo) + Re(e1) + j Im(e2)s2 + ⋯

Fe = Re( f 0) + j Im( f 1)s + Re( f 2)s2 + ⋯ ,Fo = j Im( f o) + Re( f 1) + j Im( f 2)s2 ⋯

and ei and fi (i = 0 to N) are the complex coefficients of EN and FN. Finally [3]:

y11 = ( 1RS)(Ee − FeEo + Fo)
y22 = ( 1RL)(Ee + FeEo + Fo)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL )( −PN / εEo + Fo)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

The transmission zeros can be tuned or optimized by assigning variables to the elements of the TZF and/or TZR lists
and then tuning or optimizing these variables.

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

This filter model is non-causal and not usable in transient simulations. An error message is issued if a transient simulation
of a circuit containing this model is attempted. (Causality is defined as the response of a circuit following a stimulus--not
preceding a stimulus. Non-causal models do not correspond to a physically realizable device.)

References

[1] Richard J. Cameron, "Fast generation of Chebyshev filter prototypes with asymmetrically-prescribed transmission
zeros," ESA J., vol. 6, pp. 83-95, 1982.

[2] Richard J. Cameron, "General coupling matrix synthesis methods for Chebyshev filtering functions," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, pp. 433-442, April 1999.

[3] Douglas R. Jachowski, unpublished notes, 1995 and 2002.

[4] J. D. Rhodes and A. S. Alseyab, "The generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype filter," Int. J. Circuit Theory Applicat.,
vol. 8, pp. 113-125, 1980.

[5] H. J. Blinchikoff and A. I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co.,
1987), pp. 178-186, 272.

[6] George L.Matthaei, Leo Young, and E.M. T. Jones, Microwave Filters, Impedance-Matching Networks, and Coupling
Structures, (Artech House, 1980), pp. 149-156.
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Bessel Narrowhead Bandpass Filter: NBPFD

Symbol

Summary

NBPFD models represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type is not
limited to narrow bandwidths, as the name would appear to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular"
Bessel bandpass filter of the same bandwidth, especially for wideband filters. And the passband magnitude displays
arithmetic, rather than geometric, symmetry. The Bessel-Thomson characteristic offers simplicity and maximally flat
group delay, but suffers from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFD1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband lower band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband upper band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum Passband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 32

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2N − i) !

2N−i(i) !(N − i) !
for i = 0, ..., N

Where b0 = (2N-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2N.

s = FP2 + FP1
2 × QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-narrowband-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

This frequency transformation has good delay preserving properties for wide band filters and produces passband amplitudes
with arithmetic symmetry. _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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Elliptic-Function Narrowband Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): NBPFE

Symbol

Summary

NBPFE models represent lumped-element elliptic-function (Cauer) bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type
is not limited to narrow bandwidths, as the name would appear to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular"
elliptic-function bandpass filter of the same bandwidth, especially for wideband filters. And the passband magnitude
displays arithmetic, rather than geometric, symmetry. The insertion loss ripples between zero and a specified maximum
in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly between the passband edges and the stopband edges, and
ripples between a specified minimum stopband attenuation and infinity. This type of filter offers optimum selectivity at
the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFE1TextElement IDID
3Order of filter's lowpass prototype.N
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
0.1 dBDBMaximum Passband Insertion Loss (when Qu is infinite).AP
20 dBDBMinimum Stopband Attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AS
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS1
0 GHzFrequencyStopband corner frequency (when Qu is infinite).*FS2
1Where to put design margin (see below for details).*DM
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
0Average unloaded Q of the bandpass resonators.*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

An elliptic-function narrowband bandpass filter is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:

• lowpass prototype filter order, N,

• maximum passband insertion loss, AP,

• minimum stopband attenuation, AS, and

• selectivity.

Filter selectivity, in turn, is completely specified by any three of the following four parameters:
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• frequency of the upper edge of the lower stopband, FS1,

• frequency of the lower edge of the passband, FP1,

• frequency of the upper edge of the passband, FP2, and

• frequency of the lower edge of the upper stopband, FS2.

There are eighteen valid sets of these parameters, and these are listed in the table below. Columns 2 through 9 represent
individual parameters of the filter, while the rows represent the valid parameter sets - which are numbered in column 1.
The last column indicates which parameter is unspecified, or is incompletely specified, in the set. For each specific
parameter, the body of the table indicates whether that parameter is specified, unspecified, or ignored in a particular
parameter set. "S" means the parameter value is specified (non-zero), "0" means it has been set to zero (indicating it is
intentionally unspecified), and "x" means it is ignored by the model.

Incompletely
Specified
Parameter

DMFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPNSet

SelectivityxxxSSSSS1
SelectivityxxS0SSSS2
SelectivityxS00SSSS3
SelectivityxxSS0SSS4
SelectivityxS0S0SSS5
SelectivityxSS00SSS6
ASxxSSS0SS7
ASxS0SS0SS8
ASxSS0S0SS9
ASxSSS00SS10
APxxSSSS0S11
APxS0SSS0S12
APxSS0SS0S13
APxSSS0S0S14
NSxSSSSS015
NSS0SSSS016
NSSS0SSS017
NSSSS0SS018

N. In mathematical terms, N is defined as the highest exponent of the complex frequency variable s in the transfer
function, S21(s), of the filter's normalized lowpass prototype, or, equivalently, half of the highest exponent of s in the
transfer function of the narrowband bandpass filter. In terms of the number of circuit components, N corresponds to the
total number of resonances in single-mode or multi-mode direct-coupled-resonator microwave filters; while, for
lumped-element filters, N corresponds to the number of lumped-resonant (LC) circuits that produce zeros of attenuation
at finite frequencies. And, in terms of a measurable electrical characteristic, N corresponds to the number of
positive-frequency passband reflection (|S11|) zeros.

DM. If zero is specified for N, the model will determine N. But, since N must be an integer, there will typically be some
designmargin available, and this marginmust be assigned to some parameter other than N. Consequently, after determining
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N, the model will compute a new value for one or more of the other parameters. The value of DM determines which
parameter, or parameters, will have their values recomputed after a value is synthesized for N. For each valid value of
DM, the table below specifies which parameters (X) are effected by the additional design margin and the manner in
which they are effected.

DescriptionFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPDM
decrease APX0
increase ASX1
Decrease FP1
Increase FP2

XX2

Decrease FS1
& FP1

XX3

Decrease FP1
& FS2

XX4

Increase FS1
& FP2

XX5

Increase FP2
& FS2

XX6

Increase FS1
Decrease FS2

XX7

Increase FS1
& FP2

XXXX8

Decrease FP1
& FS2

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. If any of the parameters N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, or FS2 are set to 0, the model considers them "unspecified." A
value of zero for any of these parameters may, or may not, be valid, depending on whether the set of parameters as a
whole corresponds to one of the valid parameter sets listed in the table, above.

2. If N is specified, it must fall within the range 0 < N < 27.

If N=0, then 0 ≤DM ≤ 8 , otherwise DM is ignored.

3. If Ap and AS are both specified, 0 < AP < AS, otherwise 0 < AP or 0 < AS.

Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

4. "Selectivity" is fully specified by any three of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.

If FS1, FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FP2.

If FS1, FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1 < FS2.

If FS1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2 < FS2.

If FP1, FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2 < FS2.

5. "Selectivity" is partially specified by any two of FS1, FP1, FP2, and FS2.
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If FS1 & FP1 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP1.

If FS1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FP2.

If FS1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FS1 < FS2.

If FP1 & FP2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FP2.

If FP1 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP1 < FS2.

If FP2 & FS2 are specified, 0 < FP2 < FS2.

6. 0 < RS.

0 < RL.

7. QU > 0 specifies a finite unloaded Q (recommend QU ≤ 1e12 ).

QU = 0 specifies an infinite unloaded Q.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent normalized lowpass prototype transfer function, S21(s), is:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Rn

2( sj)
=

f (s)2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

f (s)2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where Rn is the Elliptic Rational Function, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Rn(ω) = C × ωΠ × υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (ω2 − ωi

2

ω2 − ωs
2

ωi
2
)

C = υ
i=1

N−Π
2 (1 − ωs

2

ωi
2

1 − ωi
2)

ωi = cd(2i − 1N K( 1ωs2), 1
ωs
2)

s = FP2 + FP1
2 × QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω
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Π = 0 if N is even,Π = 1 if N is odd

j = −1

where cd is a Jacobian elliptic function, K is Legendre's complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and a
narrowband-bandpass-to-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

and

ωs =
2 × FS2 − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

This frequency transformation has good delay preserving properties for wide band filters and produces passband amplitudes
with arithmetic symmetry. Note that _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the frequency parameters
FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2 are related according to: FP1xFP2=FS1xFS2

The seven parameters of the elliptic-function bandpass filter (N, AP, AS, FP1, FP2, FS1, and FS2) are related by "the
degree equation":

N = ( K(m)
K(1 − m))(K(1 − mo)K(mo) )

where

mo =
10AP/10 − 1
10AS/10 − 1

and

m = | ∣ FP2 − FP1
2 × FS2 − (FP2 + FP1) |2

The admittances are given by:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2 × f (s)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References
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Mathematica, (Prentice Hall, 2001), Chapters 6, 12, and 13.
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Gaussian Narrowband Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): NBPFG

Symbol

Summary

NBPFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type is not limited
to narrow bandwidths, as the name seems to imply. The group delay is flatter than that of a "regular" Gaussian bandpass
filter of the same bandwidth, especially for wideband filters. Also, the passband magnitude displays arithmetic, rather
than geometric, symmetry. NBPFG models approximate the ideal Gaussian magnitude response and offer simplicity,
relatively flat group delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor frequency selectivity. Although
similar to Bessel-Thomson filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower transient overshoots, but have slightly
less stopband attenuation and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFG1TextElement IDID
3Number of resonators in the filterN
0.5 GHzFrequencyPassband lower band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyPassband upper band-edge frequency (when Qu is infinite).FP2
3.0103 dBDBMaximum Passband corner attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of filter resonators*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < N < 51

2. 0 < FP1

3. 0 < FP2

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,
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[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:

∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = FP2 + FP1
2 × QU × ∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣ + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-narrowband-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣

This frequency transformation has good delay preserving properties for wide band filters and produces passband amplitudes
with arithmetic symmetry. _FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the case).
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This filter model is non-causal and not usable in transient simulations. An error message is issued if a transient simulation
of a circuit containing this model is attempted. (Causality is defined as the response of a circuit following a stimulus--not
preceding a stimulus. Non-causal models do not correspond to a physically realizable device.)

References

[1] Milton Dishal, "Gaussian-Response Filter Design," Electrical Communication, vol. 36, March 1959, pp. 3-26.

[2] Anatol I. Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, (John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp. 67, 70, 71, 73, 74, 90, 91.

[3] DeVerl. S. Humpherys, The Analysis, Design, and Synthesis of Electrical Filters, (Prentice-Hall, 1970), pp. 413-417.

[4] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 130-132.

[5] H. Blinchikoff, "A note on wide-band group delay," IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory, pp. 577-578, Sept. 1971.
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Raised-Cosine Narrowband Bandpass Filter (Closed Form): NBPFRC

Symbol

Summary

NBPFRC models represent Raised-Cosine Bandpass filters. The applicability of this filter type is not limited to narrow
bandwidths, as the name seems to imply. The passband magnitude displays arithmetic, rather than geometric, symmetry.
Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission system theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free)
Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions. Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which
approximate these characteristics and have the smallest possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NBPFRC1TextElement IDID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandFP2
0.5Roll-off factor (between 0 and 1)A
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance*RL
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FP1

2. 0 < FP2

3. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

4. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

5. 0<E≤1 .
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The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

6. 0 < RS.

By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

7. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-narrowband-bandpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × _FREQ − (FP2 + FP1)

∣ FP2 − FP1 ∣
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This frequency transformation produces passband amplitudes with arithmetic symmetry. _FREQ is the variable containing
the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance will equal RL, but RS need
not equal RL for ideal transmission.

This filter model is non-causal and not usable in transient simulations. An error message is issued if a transient simulation
of a circuit containing this model is attempted. (Causality is defined as the response of a circuit following a stimulus--not
preceding a stimulus. Non-causal models do not correspond to a physically realizable device.)

References

[1] Kamilo Feher, Digital Communications: Microwave Applications, (Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 46-51.

[2] John G. Proakis, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (McGraw-Hill, 1989), pp. 532-536.

[3] John Bellamy, Digital Telephony, 2nd Ed., (John Wiley & Sons, 1991), pp. 523-528.

[4] E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmitt, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994), pp.
188-191, 226-228.
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N Port Negation Element (Closed Form): NEG

Symbol

(-)

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element replaces the obsolete NEG2 and NEG4 elements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
N1TextNameID
"name"TextNetwork used for negationNET
4Number of ports in network (even)N

Implementation Details

NET specifies the name of an N-port embedding network whose electrical characteristics are to de-embed the effects of
the embedding network. When NEG is connected in series with a bilateral network the result is a short circuit. When
connected in parallel with a symmetric network the result is an open circuit. A simple example illustrates the series use
of the model.

In the following figure the circuit on the left shows a network constructed by connecting an Embedding network with
an Intrinsic network. This connected circuit is named “Combined”. The circuit on the right shows how to recover the
Intrinsic network parameters from the Combined circuit using the Embedding network. The network parameters for the
circuit on the right are equivalent to the network parameters for the Intrinsic network.

NOTE: If you encounter non-reciprocal cases that yield bad negating / de-embedding performances, see the
"ImplementationDetails" section of NEG2 for more information. Specifically, the network needs to be bilateral / reciprocal,
with Y12 = Y21.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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1 Port Negation Element (Closed Form): NEG1

Symbol

(-)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
N1TextNameID
nameTextNetwork used for negationNET

Implementation Details

NET specifies the name of a 1-port network whose electrical characteristics are to be negated. Used for deembedding
the network from a circuit. When connected in series with the network the result is a short circuit. When connected in
parallel with the network the result is an open circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) 2-Port Negation Element (Closed Form): NEG2

Symbol

(-)

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the N Port Negation Element (Closed Form) NEG element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
N1TextNameID
nameTextNetwork used for negationNET

Implementation Details

NET specifies the name of a 2-port, bilateral network whose electrical characteristics are to be negated. It is used for
de-embedding the network from a circuit. When connected in series with the network, the result is a short circuit. When
connected in parallel with the network, the result is an open circuit (provided that the network is symmetric). The following
figure shows NEG2 connected in series with the network.

(-)1 2

The following equations show the admittance for the network in series with NEG2:

(1)

Δ = Y 22 + Y 11
NEG2

Y 11
total = Y 11 −

Y12Y21
Δ

Y 22
total = Y 22

NEG2 −
Y12
NEG2Y21

NEG2

Δ

Y 12
total = −

Y12Y12
NEG2

Δ

Y 21
total = −

Y21Y21
NEG2

Δ

By definition for NEG2 you have:
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(2)

Y 11
NEG2 = − Y 22

Y 22
NEG2 = − Y 11

Y 12
NEG2 = − Y 12

Y 21
NEG2 = − Y 21

Substituting equation (2) to (1) (Δ is actually zero but the circuit solver sets delta to a small value):

(3)

Δ = 10−9

Y 11
total = Y 11 −

Y 12Y 21
Δ

Y 22
total = − Y 11 −

Y 12Y 21
Δ

Y 12
total =

(Y 12)
2

Δ

Y 21
total =

(Y 21)
2

Δ

Note that in this case 1/Δ aims to infinity, so you can ignore the Y11 terms. Also, because we require the network to be
reciprocal

(4)Y 12 = Y 21
and if you define

(5)Y = −
(Y 12)

2

Δ
the equations become:

(6)

Y 11
total = Y
Y 22
total = Y
Y 12
total = − Y
Y 21
total = − Y

You can see that (6) describes the Y-matrix of a small series resistor, almost a short, with only the requirement that the
network to be negated by NEG2 must be reciprocal.

Note that simulating only the NEG2 block in series with the network you want to negate represents a short circuit. This
is similar to simply connecting two ports together with a wire and simulating. This setup can cause a problem with
Y-matrix calculations. If you want to analyze just the NEG2 block in series with the network you want to negate, you
should add a 0 ohm resistor before the NEG2 block.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) 4 Port Negation Element (Closed Form): NEG4

Symbol

(-)

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the N Port Negation Element (Closed Form) NEG element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
N1TextNameID
nameTextNetwork used for negationNET

Implementation Details

NET specifies the name of a 4-port, bilateral network whose electrical characteristics are to be negated. It is used for
de-embedding the network from a circuit. When connected in series with the network, the result is a short circuit. When
connected in parallel with the network, the result is an open circuit (provided that the network is symmetric).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Nonlinear Amplifier System Model (Closed Form): NL_AMP

Symbol

Summary

This is a sophisticated model, and some aspects of its behavior may be different than expected. You should read this
document entirely before using this component.

Equivalent Circuit

S11
Input + f(V)

_V

Output
S22Delay

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
AM1Element IDID
10dBMid-band transducer gainGAIN
0dBNoise figureNF
40dB PowerMid-band output IP2 (harmonic)IP2H
30dB PowerMid-band output IP3IP3
10dB PowerOutput 1-db compression pointP1DB

Input reflection coefficient magnitude*S11MAG
AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angle*S11ANG

Output reflection coefficient magnitude*S22MAG
AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angle*S22ANG

50ResistancePort Impedance*Z0
0TimeGroup delay*TDLY

Linear Behavior

The linear behavior of the amplifier is modeled by a controlled current source (the linear part of f(v) in the equivalent
circuit) and input and output impedances. The parameters of the controlled current source are derived from the
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user-specified gain and impedances, so the transducer gain is always the value specified. The gain, therefore, is the gain
with the specified values of S11 or S22. Changing S11 or S22 does not change the transducer gain.

Reverse transmission is assumed to be negligible; i.e., S12 = 0.

Nonlinear Behavior

IP3 and Compression

It is important to recognize that IP3 and the 1-dB compression point are not independent. If compression is caused by
the small-signal nonlinearities of the device, expressed in Eq. , below, the 1 dB compression point must be approximately
10 dB below IP3. However, if compression is caused by clipping of the large-signal drain or collector waveforms,
saturation can occur at a lower level, and need not be related to IP3. This is why amplifiers that are highly linear, in terms
of IP3, often do not obey the "10 dB" rule. For this reason, you can specify the 1-dB compression point and IP3
independently, and the model automatically models distortion and saturation by an appropriate combination of clipping
and small-signal effects.

The Nonlinear Model

Nonlinearities are modeled by a polynomial and a clipping function, providing the correct saturation and intermodulation
characteristics, regardless of the relative values of IP3 and P1DB. The controlled current source f(v) is modeled by a
polynomial:

f (v) = a1v + a2v
2 + a3v

3

This polynomial models intermodulation distortion through third order. The values of the coefficients are derived from
the specified intercept points.

The one-dB compression point is more problematic to model. One cause of compression in an amplifier is clipping of
the waveforms when dc bias power is inadequate to provide output. This can happen, in theory, even if the amplifier is
perfectly linear for small signals; that is, a2 = 0 and a3 = 0 in the polynomial. Compression can also be caused by the
inherent small-signal nonlinearities in f(v). In this case, a cubic polynomial is not adequate to model compression, and
unless other means are used, the model becomes very poor above the 1-dB compression point.

To avoid these difficulties, the amplifier model calculates the 1 dB compression point according to both criteria and uses
the one that represents the lower of the two compression levels. If the amplifier's compression is caused by clipping, a
clipping function is used with the value set appropriately. However, if compression is caused by the nonlinearities in
f(v), these are allowed to provide compression. The clipping level is then set somewhat higher, to provide the correct
behavior in hard saturation.

The transition between these two conditions is approximately 10 dB below the third-order intercept point, IP3. Therefore,
if P1DB < IP3 - 10, the amplifier saturates on clipping, while, for higher values, the nonlinearities of f(v) dominate.

The clipping function is symmetrical, so it affects only third-order intermodulation. The second-order IM level saturates
gracefully, but does not exhibit the sudden increase in level that can be observed in the third-order.

As with linear characteristics, the calculation of the coefficients of the polynomial includes the effect of S11 and S22.
Therefore, if the value of load and source resistance is Z0, changing S11 or S22 does not affect the calculated IM levels.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Nonlinear Amplifier System Model (Closed Form): NL_AMP2

Symbol

Summary

NL_AMP2 is a sophisticated model, and some aspects of its behavior may be different from expected. Therefore, you
should read this entire section before using this model. NL_AMP2 offers improved accuracy of nonlinear characteristics
and full noise and S parameters over NL_AMP.

Equivalent Circuit

S11
Input + f(V)

_
V

Output
S22Delay

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
AM1Element IDID
3.0dBMinimum noise figureNFMIN
0.5Normalized noise resistanceRN_NORM
0.0Source reflection coefficient magnitude at optimum NFGOPT_MAG
0.0AngleSource reflection coefficient angle at optimum NFGOPT_ANG
40dB PowerMid-band output IP2 (harmonic)IP2H
20dB PowerMid-band output IP3IP3
10dB PowerOutput 1-db compression pointP1DB
0.0Input reflection coefficient magnitude*S11MAG
0.0AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angle*S11ANG
3.1623Transmission coefficient magnitude*S21MAG
180.0AngleTransmission coefficient phase angle*S21ANG
0.0Reverse transmission coefficient magnitude*S12MAG
0.0AngleReverse transmission coefficient phase angle*S12ANG
0.0Output reflection coefficient magnitude*S22MAG
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.0AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angle*S22ANG
50.0ResistancePort Impedance*Z0

* indicates a secondary parameter

Linear Behavior

The linear behavior of the amplifier is modeled by a controlled current source (the linear part of f(v) in the equivalent
circuit) and input and output impedances. The parameters of the controlled current source are derived from the
user-specified gain and impedances, so the transducer gain is always the value specified. The gain, therefore, is the gain
with the specified values of S11 or S22. Changing S11 or S22 does not change the transducer gain, as long as the source
and load impedances remain at Z0.

The gain is entered by S21. Note that the transducer power gain, when the source and load impedances equal Z0, is
S21MAG2.

Nonlinear Behavior

IP3 and Compression

It is important to recognize that IP3 and the 1-dB compression point are not independent. If compression is caused by
the small-signal nonlinearities of the device, expressed in the equation below, the 1 dB compression point must be
approximately 10 dB below IP3. However, if compression is caused by clipping the large-signal drain or collector
waveforms, saturation can occur at a lower level, and need not be related to IP3. This is why amplifiers that are highly
linear, in terms of IP3, often do not obey the "10 dB" rule.

The Nonlinear Model

Nonlinearities are modeled by a polynomial and a clipping function. This provides the correct saturation and
intermodulation characteristics, regardless of the relative values of IP3 and P1DB. The controlled current source f(v) is
modeled by a polynomial:

f (v) = a1v + a2v
2 + a3v

3

This polynomial models intermodulation distortion through third order. The values of the coefficients are derived from
the specified intercept points.

The one-dB compression point is more problematic to model. One cause of compression in an amplifier is clipping of
the waveforms when dc bias power is inadequate to provide output. This can happen, in theory, even if the amplifier is
perfectly linear for small signals; that is, when a2 = a3 = 0 in the polynomial. Compression can also be caused by the
inherent small-signal nonlinearities in f(v). In this case, a cubic polynomial is not adequate to model compression, and
unless other means are used, the model becomes very poor above the 1-dB compression point.

To avoid these difficulties, the amplifier model calculates the 1 dB compression point according to both criteria and uses
the one that represents the lower of the two compression levels. If the amplifier's compression is caused by clipping, a
clipping function is used with the value set appropriately. However, if compression is caused by the nonlinearities in
f(v), these are allowed to provide compression. The clipping level is then set somewhat higher, to provide the correct
behavior in hard saturation.
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The transition between these two conditions is approximately 10 dB below the third-order intercept point, IP3. Therefore,
if P1DB < IP3 - 10, the amplifier saturates on clipping, while, for higher values, the nonlinearities of f(v) dominate.

The clipping function is symmetrical, so it affects only third-order intermodulation. The second-order IM level saturates
gracefully, but does not exhibit the sudden increase in level that is observable in the third-order.

As with linear characteristics, the calculation of the coefficients of the polynomial includes the effect of S11 and S22.
Therefore, if the value of load and source resistance is Z0, changing S11 or S22 does not affect the calculated IM levels.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are proprietary.
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N-Port S-Parameter Block (from file): NPORT_F

Symbol

1 2

Summary

NPORT_F models a generalized N-port S-parameter network, with the S-parameters read from a Touchstone format
file. It includes an option to expose an explicit ground terminal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
2Number of portsN
""File NameFILE
LinearInterpolation method*INTERP
PolarInterpolation domain*INTERPDOM
ConstantExtrapolation method*EXTRAP
ProjectDirectory to search for file*DIR
NoExpose explicit ground*GND
16.85 DegCTemperatureTemperature for noise calculation*TEMP
Use DefaultConsider data passive for noise and transient simulations*FORCEPASSIVE
YesDisplay port names on symbol*SHOWPORTNAMES

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILE.May contain a relative or absolute file path. Relative paths are relative to the directory specified by the DIR
parameter.

INTERP. Specifies the method used to interpolate the data to frequencies between those specified in the file. Choices
are "Linear", "Cubic Spline", "Cubic", "Floor", and "Ceiling".

INTERPDOM. Specifies the form in which the data is interpolated. Choices are "Rectangular", "Polar", and "DB".
When set to "Rectangular" the real and imaginary components of the data are interpolated separately. When set to "Polar"
the interpolation is applied to the magnitude and angle of the data. Setting to "DB" is the same as "Polar", except that
the log of the magnitude values is used during interpolation. Note that this parameter has no effect when INTERP is set
to "Floor" or "Ceiling".

EXTRAP. Specifies the method used to extrapolate the data to frequencies below the first or after the last frequency
specified in the file. Choices are "Interp Method" and "Constant". When the parameter is set to "Interp Method",
extrapolation uses the method specified by INTERP. When set to "Constant", the first frequency point is used for any
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simulation frequencies below the range specified in the file, and the last frequency point is used for any simulation above
it.

DIR.When FILE has a relative path, this parameter specifies to which directory the path is relative. Choices are "Project",
"Library", and "EM Models". The "Project" directory stores the project file. The "Library" directory is specified in the
Environment Options dialog box (choose Options > Environment Options), and the "EMModels" directory is the directory
displayed in the Directories dialog box (choose Help > Show Files/Directories).

GND. Specifies whether or not to use Explicit ground node as the Grounding Type. To learn more about grounding types
see “Grounding Types”.

TEMP. Specifies the temperature used for noise calculation.

FORCEPASSIVE. Specifies whether data from data files is considered passive for use in noise and transient simulations.
Select "Yes" to use rational approximation to force the model passive at all frequencies for any noise simulations. Select
"No" to use convolution if the model is active, and rational approximation if passive for any noise simulations. Selecting
"Use Default" disables any noise simulations for any active model.

SHOWPORTNAMES. Specifies whether port names on the terminals display or are hidden for Touchstone data files
that define the port names.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

N must be greater than zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Generalized MDIF N-Port Model (from file): NPORT_F_MDIF

Symbol

1 2

Summary

NPORT_F_MDIF models a generalized N-port S-parameter network, with the S-parameters read from a Generalized
MDIF N-port file. It includes an option to expose an explicit ground terminal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
2Number of portsN
""File NameFILE
LinearInterpolation method*INTERP
PolarInterpolation domain*INTERPDOM
ConstantExtrapolation method*EXTRAP
ProjectDirectory to search for file*DIR
DisabledInterpolate variable valuesINTERPVARS
NoExpose explicit ground*GND
16.85 DegCTemperatureTemperature for noise calculation*TEMP
DefaultForce passivity for transient and noise simulations*FORCEPASSIVE
YesDisplay port names on symbol*SHOWPORTNAMES

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILE.May contain a relative or absolute file path. Relative paths are relative to the directory specified by the DIR
parameter. For information on the Generalized MDIF N-Port File format, see “Generalized MDIF N-Port File Format
”.

INTERP. Specifies the method used to interpolate the data to frequencies between those specified in the file. Choices
are "Linear", "Cubic Spline", "Cubic", "Floor", and "Ceiling".

INTERPDOM. Specifies the form in which the data is interpolated. Choices are "Rectangular", "Polar", and "DB".
When set to "Rectangular" the real and imaginary components of the data are interpolated separately. When set to "Polar"
the interpolation is applied to the magnitude and angle of the data. Setting to "DB" is the same as "Polar", except that
the log of the magnitude values is used during interpolation. Note that this parameter has no effect when INTERP is set
to "Floor" or "Ceiling".
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EXTRAP. Specifies the method used to extrapolate the data to frequencies below the first or after the last frequency
specified in the file. Choices are "Interp Method" and "Constant". When the parameter is set to "Interp Method",
extrapolation uses the method specified by INTERP. When set to "Constant", the first frequency point is used for any
simulation frequencies below the range specified in the file, and the last frequency point is used for any simulation above
it.

DIR.When FILE has a relative path, this parameter specifies to which directory the path is relative. Choices are "Project",
"Library", and "EM Models". The "Project" directory stores the project file. The "Library" directory is specified in the
Environment Options dialog box (choose Options > Environment Options), and the "EMModels" directory is the directory
displayed in the Directories dialog box (choose Help > Show Files/Directories).

INTERPVARS. Enables interpolation between variables in the GMDIF file. The Cadence® software can interpolate
between GMDIF variables if they are defined as numeric type. Choices are "Enabled" and "Disabled."When the parameter
is set to "Enabled" analysis can be performed for values between those explicitly specified in the file.When the parameter
is set to "Disabled" only those values specifically specified in the GMDIF file can be analyzed.

GND. Specifies whether or not to use explicit ground node as the grounding type. To learn more about grounding types
see “Grounding Types”.

TEMP. Specifies the temperature used for noise calculation.

FORCEPASSIVE. Specifies whether data from data files is considered passive for use in noise and transient simulations.

SHOWPORTNAMES. Specifies whether port names on the terminals display or are hidden for Generalized MDIF
N-port data files that define the port names.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

N must be greater than zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Tunable N-Port S-Parameter Block (uses a list of file names): NPORT_FV

Symbol

1 2

Summary

NPORT_FV is a variation of the NPORT_Fmodel. All common parameters behave the same in both models. NPORT_FV
includes a FILES parameter that allows you to specify a comma-separated list of S-parameter file names. This list should
include file names only-- not any directory path specifiers. Using the INDEX parameter, you select the particular
S-parameter that is used for the model. NPORT_FV allows a simple way to sweep, tune, or optimize over a set of
S-parameter files by changing the INDEX parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
2Number of portsN
0Index into list of S-parameter filesINDEX
""Selected file for the NPORT_F modelFILE
""List of S-parameter files (use CSV format for the file names)*FILES
""(Optional) Locally defined directory to search for

S-parameters (replaces DIR when not empty)
*DIR_LOC

LinearInterpolation method*INTERP
PolarInterpolation domain*INTERPDOM
ConstantExtrapolation method*EXTRAP
ProjectDirectory to search for file*DIR
NoExpose explicit ground*GND
16.85 DegCTemperatureTemperature for noise calculation*TEMP
Use DefaultForce passivity for transient and noise simulations*FORCEPASSIVE
YesDisplay port names on symbol*SHOWPORTNAMES
AWRSymbol drawing mode*SYMBOLMODE
YesDisplay warning if extrapolation occurs*SHOWEXTRAPWARNINGS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

INDEX. Index into the comma-separated list of S-parameter files specified with FILES.

FILE. Read-only display of the current S-parameter file selected with INDEX.
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FILES. A comma-separated list of values (for example "nport1.s2p,nport2.s2p"). Note that this format differs from the
vector of strings format used to create a vector of strings in the equation system.

DIR_L0C. In NPORT_F, there is an enumerated DIR parameter that tells the model where to look for the S-parameter
files. If DIR_LOC is an empty string, the DIR parameter is used to specify the location of the S-parameter files. You
can use DIR_LOC to override the location of the S-parameters with an absolute path defining the directory where the
S-parameters are located.

INTERP. Specifies the method used to interpolate the data to frequencies between those specified in the file. Choices
are "Linear", "Cubic Spline", "Cubic", "Floor", and "Ceiling".

INTERPDOM. Specifies the form in which the data is interpolated. Choices are "Rectangular", "Polar", and "DB".
When set to "Rectangular" the real and imaginary components of the data are interpolated separately. When set to "Polar"
the interpolation is applied to the magnitude and angle of the data. Setting to "DB" is the same as "Polar", except that
the log of the magnitude values is used during interpolation. Note that this parameter has no effect when INTERP is set
to "Floor" or "Ceiling".

EXTRAP. Specifies the method used to extrapolate the data to frequencies below the first or after the last frequency
specified in the file. Choices are "Interp Method" and "Constant". When the parameter is set to "Interp Method",
extrapolation uses the method specified by INTERP. When set to "Constant", the first frequency point is used for any
simulation frequencies below the range specified in the file, and the last frequency point is used for any simulation above
it.

DIR.When FILE has a relative path, this parameter specifies to which directory the path is relative. Choices are "Project",
"Library", and "EM Models". The "Project" directory stores the project file. The "Library" directory is specified in the
Environment Options dialog box (choose Options > Environment Options), and the "EMModels" directory is the directory
displayed in the Directories dialog box (choose Help > Show Files/Directories).

GND. Specifies whether or not to use Explicit ground node as the Grounding Type. To learn more about grounding types
see “Grounding Types”.

TEMP. Specifies the temperature used for noise calculation.

FORCEPASSIVE. Specifies whether data from data files is considered passive for use in noise and transient simulations.
Select "Yes" to use rational approximation to force the model passive at all frequencies for any noise simulations. Select
"No" to use convolution if the model is active, and rational approximation if passive for any noise simulations. Selecting
"Use Default" disables any noise simulations for any active model.

SHOWPORTNAMES. Specifies whether port names on the terminals display or are hidden for Touchstone data files
that define the port names.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

N must be greater than zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Opamp (Closed Form): OPAMP

Symbol

+

-
1

2

3
4

5

Equivalent Circuit

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1e+06DC voltage gain (factor)M
0 DegAnglePhase offsetA
0 ohmResistance(-) terminal input resistanceR1
0 ohmResistance(+) terminal input resistanceR2
100 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR3
0 ohmResistance(+) to (-) terminal resistanceR4
100 GHzFrequency3-dB freqF
0 nsTimeTime delayT
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Implementation Details

Implements an ideal operational amplifier with output voltage given by

V out = M(V 1 − V 2)
( − jωT + A)

1 + j fF

NOTES::

R1, R2, R4, resistance value of 0 means infinite impedance.

If F = 0, then gain has no frequency dependence.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open-circuited Stub Resonator: OST

Symbol

Summary

OST models a resonator made up of an open-circuited segment of ideal transmission line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Short-circuited Stub Resonator in Parallel with Capacitor: PCS

Symbol

Summary

PCS models a parallel connection of a capacitor and resonator made up of short-circuited segments of ideal transmission
line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance of shunt capacitorC
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of short-circuited transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Phase Shift, NonReciprocal (Closed Form): PHASE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
0 DegAngleConstant phase for frequency < FA
0 DegAnglePhase slope per frequency octaveS
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for start of phase slopeF
50 ohmReference impedanceZo

Implementation Details

Applies a non-reciprocal phase shift per the following equations. For a reciprocal phase shift use the PHASE2 element.
Frequency dependence is defined by

then

Θ( f ) = {−A f ≤ F

A + S × log2( fF ) f ≥ F
·

S11 = S22 = 0

S21 = e
jΘ( f )

S12= e
− jΘ( f )

NOTE: if F = 0, the phase slope is 0 regardless of the value of S.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Phase Shift, Reciprocal (Closed Form): PHASE2

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
0 DegAngleConstant phase for frequency < FA
0 DegAnglePhase slope per frequency octaveS
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for start of phase slopeF
50 ohmReference impedanceZo

Implementation Details

This is the reciprocal version of the PHASE element. The two elements are identical except for the S parameter definition.

S11 = S22 = 0

S21 = S12 = e
jΘ( f )

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open-circuited Stub Resonator in Parallel with Inductor: PLO

Symbol

Summary

PLOmodels a parallel connection of an inductor and resonator made up of open-circuited segments of ideal transmission
line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceInductance of shunt inductorL
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of open-circuited transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Open-circuited and Short-circuited Stub Resonators Connected in Parallel:
PSR

Symbol

Summary

PSR models a pair of parallel resonators made up of open-circuited and short-circuited segments of ideal transmission
line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of short-circuited transmission lineZSC
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of open-circuited transmission lineZOC
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency. EL and F0 are common for both resonators.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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(Obsolete) Quadrature Hybrid (Closed Form): QHYB

Symbol

-90

-90

00

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Quadrature Hybrid (Closed Form) QHYB2 element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
3 dBDBCouplingCOUPL
0 dBDBExcess lossLOSS

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal quadrature coupler with the following 4-port S-parameter matrix, where all ports have the resistance
R. (The notations on the symbol are correct: transmission and coupling phases are -90 and 0 degrees, not -90 and -180
degrees, as you might expect.)

S = [0 0 T C
0 0 C T
T C 0 0
C T 0 0

]
the transmission term T is given by

T = -j(LX 1 − CF2 )

and the coupling term C is given by

C = LX ·CF

where

LX = 10
−∣LOSS∣

20

CF = 10
−∣COUPL∣

20
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

R ≥ 0.01 Required

COUPL ≥ 0.001 Required
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Quadrature Hybrid (Closed Form): QHYB2

Symbol

-90

-90

-180

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50 ohmResistancePort resistanceR
3 dBDBCouplingCOUPL
0 dBDBExcess lossLOSS

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal quadrature coupler with the following 4-port S-parameter matrix, where all ports have the resistance
R.

S = [ 0 0 T -C
0 0 -C T
T -C 0 0
-C T 0 0

]
the transmission term T is given by

T = -j(LX 1 − CF2 )

and the coupling term C is given by

C = LX ·CF

where

LX = 10
−∣LOSS∣

20

CF = 10
−∣COUPL∣

20

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Restrictions

R ≥ 0.01 Required

COUPL ≥ 0.001 Required
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Butterworth Quasi-Lowpass Filter: QLPFB

Symbol

Summary

QLPFB models represent lumped-element Butterworth quasi-lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and a compromise
between high selectivity and flat group delay. The insertion loss is maximally flat at the passband's geometric center and
the upper stopband attenuation increases monotonically.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
QLPFB1TextElement IDID
3Half the number of reactances.HN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FH
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).*AP
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL
1e12Uniform unloaded Q reactive element in the filter*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < HN < 29

2. 0 < FL

3. 0 < FH

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Butterworth filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ( − 1)HNε2s2HN

= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

where

s = 1
QU + jω

where

j = −1

where

and a lowpass-to-quasi-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × (_FREQ)2 − FL2 − FH2

∣ FH2 − FL2 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 40-44.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 493-498.
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[3] Adel S. Sedra and Peter O. Brackett, Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive, (Matrix Publishers, 1978), pp.
105-111.

[4] MaxW.Medley, Jr., Microwave and RF Circuits: Analysis, Synthesis and Design, (Artech House, 1993), pp. 312-317.
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Chebyshev Quasi-Lowpass Filter: QLPFC

Symbol

Summary

QLPFC models represent lumped-element Chebyshev quasi-lowpass filters. The insertion loss ripples between zero and
a specified maximum in the passband. The stopband attenuation increases rapidly beyond the upper passband edge, is
monotonic, and is maximally flat at infinite frequency. This type of filter offers both simplicity and good selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPFC1TextElement IDID
3Half the number of reactive elementsHN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passband (when Qu is infinite).FH
0.1 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance (at port 1)*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected load resistance (at port 2)*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in the filter*QU

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < HN < 27

2. 0 < FL

3. 0 < FH

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude
is that of a Chebyshev filter:

∣ S21(s)∣2 = 1
1 + ε2Cn

2( sj)
= 1
∣ g(s)∣2

= 1
1 + ∣ h(s)∣2
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where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and

ε2 = 10AP/10 − 1

Cn(ω) = cos(HN* acos(ω)) for0 ≤ ∣ ω ∣ ≤ 1

Cn(ω) = cosh(HN* acosh(ω)) for1 < ∣ ω ∣

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-quasi-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × (_FREQ)2 − FL2 − FH2

∣ FH2 − FL2 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) 2

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

j = −1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).

References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 44-48.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 507-529.

[3] MaxW.Medley, Jr., Microwave and RF Circuits: Analysis, Synthesis and Design, (Artech House, 1993), pp. 312-317.
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Bessel Quasi-Lowpass Filter: QLPFD

Symbol

Summary

QLPFD models represent lumped-element Bessel-Thomson quasi-lowpass filters. They offer simplicity and maximally
flat group delay, but suffer from poor selectivity.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
QLPFD1TextElement IDID
3Half the number of reactancesHN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower passband edge (when Qu is infinite).FL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper passband edge (when Qu is infinite).FH
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < HN < 34

2. 0 < FL

3. 0 < FH

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of a Bessel-Thomson filter:
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∣ S21(s)∣2 =
b0
2

∣ g(s)∣2
=

b0
2

1 + ∣ h(s)∣2

where

g(s) =∑
i=0

N
bis

i

bi =
(2HN − 1)!

2HN−i(i) !(HN − 1)!
for i = 0, ..., HN

Where b0 = (2HN-1)!!,i.e, the product of all odd integers less than 2HN.

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-quasi-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × (_FREQ)2 − FL2 − FH2

∣ FH2 − FL2 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)b0

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Note that this model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to
mismatched source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally
be the case).
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References

[1] Rolf Schaumann, Mohammed S. Ghausi, and Kenneth R. Laker, Design of Analog Filters: Passive, Active RC, and
Switched Capacitor, (Prentice-Hall, 1990), pp. 51-56.

[2] Louis Weinberg, Network Analysis and Synthesis, (Robert E. Krieger Publishing, 1975), pp. 499-506.

[3] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 124-127.

[4] MaxW.Medley, Jr., Microwave and RF Circuits: Analysis, Synthesis and Design, (Artech House, 1993), pp. 312-317.
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Gaussian Quasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): QLPFG

Symbol

Summary

QLPFG models represent lumped-element Gaussian quasi-lowpass filters. They offer simplicity, relatively flat group
delay, and good time domain performance, but suffer from poor frequency selectivity. Although similar to Bessel-Thomson
filters, Gaussian filters offer faster rise times and lower transient overshoots, but have slightly less stopband attenuation
and less group delay flatness.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
QLPFG1TextElement IDID
3Half the number of reactancesHN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower passband edge (when Qu is infinite).FL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper passband edge (when Qu is infinite).FH
3.0103 dBDBMaximum passband attenuation (when Qu is infinite).AP
50 ohmResistanceExpected source resistance.*RS
50 ohmResistanceExpected Load resistance*RL
1e12Average unloaded Q of reactive elements in filter.*QU

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < HN < 51

2. 0 < FL

3. 0 < FH

4. 0 < AP Recommend AP greater than or equal to 0.001 dB.

5. 0 < RS

6. 0 < RL

7. 0 < QU. Recommend QU less than or equal to 1e12.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]
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, whose equivalent transfer function squared magnitude is that of an ideal Gaussian filter. The ideal Gaussian squared
magnitude characteristic is:

∣ S21∣2 = 1
exp( − s2)

In the model, the denominator of this ideal Gaussian characteristic is approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series:

exp ( − s2) ≈∑
i=0

N
( − 1)is2i
i ! = | g(s)|2 = 1 + | h(s)|2

where

s = 1
QU + jω

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-quasi-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × (_FREQ)2 − FL2 − FH2

∣ FH2 − FL2 ∣

_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)g(s) + g( − s) − h(s) − h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y22 = ( 1RL)g(s) + g( − s) + h(s) + h( − s)g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

y12 = y21 = ( 1
RS × RL ) ( − 2)

g(s) − g( − s) + h(s) − h( − s)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model behaves as if it has ideal impedance transformers at its ports, so there is no attenuation due to mismatched
source and load impedances. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance
will equal RL, but RS need not have any special relationship to RL for ideal transmission (as would normally be the
case).
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This filter model is non-causal and not usable in transient simulations. An error message is issued if a transient simulation
of a circuit containing this model is attempted. (Causality is defined as the response of a circuit following a stimulus--not
preceding a stimulus. Non-causal models do not correspond to a physically realizable device.)

References

[1] Milton Dishal, "Gaussian-Response Filter Design," Electrical Communication, vol. 36, March 1959, pp. 3-26.

[2] Anatol I. Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, (John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp. 67, 70, 71, 73, 74, 90, 91.

[3] DeVerl. S. Humpherys, The Analysis, Design, and Synthesis of Electrical Filters, (Prentice-Hall, 1970), pp. 413-417.

[4] Herman J. Blinchikoff and Anatol I. Zverev, Filtering in the Time and Frequency Domains, (Robert E. Krieger
Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 130-132.

[5]MaxW.Medley, Jr., Microwave and RF Circuits: Analysis, Synthesis and Design, (Artech House, 1993), pp. 312-317.
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Raised-Cosine Quasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed Form): QLPFRC

Symbol

Summary

QLPFRCmodels represent Raised-Cosine Quasi-Lowpass filters. Raised-Cosine filters are applied in digital transmission
system theory to represent ideal (intersymbol interference free) Nyquist filtering of impulse and pulse data transmissions.
Hardware designers attempt to design channel filters which approximate these characteristics and have the smallest
possible bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
QLPFRC1TextElement IDID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandFH
0.5Roll-off factor (between 0 and 1)A
ImpulseVector

Text(pull-down)
Transmission typeTYP

1.Exponent of the raised-cosine responseE
50 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
50 ohmResistanceLoad resistance*RL

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0 < FL

2. 0 < FH

3. 0 ≤A≤1.

A minimum bandwidth (A=0) filter would require an infinite number of filter sections. Approximations of a 30%
excess Nyquist bandwidth (A=0.3) raised-cosine filter are considered feasible with present-day technology.

4. TYP is either {0,1} .

TYP = 0 (Impulse) specifies the ideal raised-cosine response, the theoretical filter model for infinitesimally narrow
impulses. TYP = 1 (Pulse) specifies a sinc-normalized raised-cosine response, the filter model for rectangular pulse
transmission.

5. 0<E≤1 .
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The ideal raised-cosine response is raised to the exponent, E. For cascaded identical transmit and receive filters, you
would typically specify E=0.5 for each filter. The composite channel response of the cascaded filters would be
represented by specifying E=1.

6. 0 < RS.

By definition, the model matches RS at its input port.

7. 0 < RL.

By definition, the model matches RL at its output port.

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a short-circuit admittance matrix,

[y11 y12
y21 y22]

, whose equivalent amplitude functions S21 and S12 implement the raised-cosine response for impulse or pulse data
transmission, while S11 and S22 are, by definition, constant and matched to the filter port termination resistances (i.e.,
equal to 1). For impulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) = (cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1
A )))E for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

For pulses,

S21( jω) = 1 for [0 ≤ ω ≤ (1 − A)]

S21( jω) =
(cos2((π4 )(ω + A − 1

A )))E
sinc(π2ω)

for [(1 − A) ≤ ω ≤ (1 + A)]

S21( jω) = 0 for [(1 + A) ≤ ω]

where

sinc(x) =
sin(x)
x

j = −1

and a lowpass-to-quasi-lowpass frequency transformation has been applied:

ω =
2 × (_FREQ)2 − FL2 − FH2

∣ FH2 − FL2 ∣
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_FREQ is the variable containing the project frequency, and the admittances are:

y11 = ( 1RS)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1RL)( −S21
2 ( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

y22 = ( 1
RS × RL )( 2S21( jω)

S21
2 ( jω) − 4)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load impedance will equal RL, but RS need
not equal RL for ideal transmission.

This filter model is non-causal and not usable in transient simulations. An error message is issued if a transient simulation
of a circuit containing this model is attempted. (Causality is defined as the response of a circuit following a stimulus--not
preceding a stimulus. Non-causal models do not correspond to a physically realizable device.)

References

[1] Kamilo Feher, Digital Communications: Microwave Applications, (Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 46-51.

[2] John G. Proakis, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (McGraw-Hill, 1989), pp. 532-536.

[3] John Bellamy, Digital Telephony, 2nd Ed., (John Wiley & Sons, 1991), pp. 523-528.

[4] E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmitt, Digital Communications, 2nd Ed., (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994), pp.
188-191, 226-228.

[5] MaxW.Medley, Jr., Microwave and RF Circuits: Analysis, Synthesis and Design, (Artech House, 1993), pp. 312-317.
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Two-Port S-Parameter Block: S2P_BLK

Symbol

Summary

S2P_BLK models a generalized two-port, S-parameter network. The full two-port S-parameters are specified. Noise is
also included.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,1)S11
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,1)S21
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,2)S12
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,2)S22
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 1 impedance*Z1
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 2 impedance*Z2
0.0dBMinimum noise figure in dB*NFMIN
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)Optimum noise match*GOPT
0.0 ohmResistanceNoise resistance*RN
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChkPassv. If set to Yes, tests S2P_BLK for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The default
setting is No (Do not check passivity).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Z1 and Z2 must be greater than zero.

2. RN must be greater than the minimum noise resistance, which is calculated from the NFMIN and GOPT parameters
using the following formula:

RNmin =
10

NFmin/10 − 1
4.0 *Re(YOPT)

where YOPT is the optimum noise match admittance calculated from GOPT. If RN is less than RNmin, RN is set
equal to RNmin and a warning message is displayed to the user.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The S2P_BLKmodel can be used tomodel any general two-port network (passive or active) by specifying the S-parameters
and the noise parameters.
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Four-Port S-Parameter Block: S4P_BLK

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

S4P_BLK models a generalized four-port, S-parameter network. The full four-port S-parameters are specified.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,1)S11
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,1)S21
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(3,1)S31
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(4,1)S41
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,2)S12
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,2)S22
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(3,2)S32
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(4,2)S42
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,3)S13
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,3)S23
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(3,3)S33
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(4,3)S43
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(1,4)S14
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(2,4)S24
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(3,4)S34
0.0 + j*0.0Scalar (Complex)S(4,4)S44
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 1 impedance*Z1
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 2 impedance*Z2
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 3 impedance*Z3
50.0 ohmScalar (Complex)Port 4 impedance*Z4
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

ChkPassv. If set to Yes, tests S4P_BLK for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The default
setting is No (Do not check passivity).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 must not be equal to zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The S4P_BLK model can be used to model any general four-port network (passive or active) by specifying the
S-parameters.
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Short-circuited Stub Resonator in Series with Capacitor: SCS

Symbol

Summary

SCS models a series connection of a capacitor and resonator made up of short-circuited segments of ideal transmission
line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance of shunt capacitorC
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of short-circuited transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Open-circuited Stub Resonator in Series with Inductor: SLO

Symbol

Summary

SLO models a series connection of an inductor and resonator made up of open-circuited segments of ideal transmission
line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceInductance of series inductorL
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of open-circuited transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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2-Port Negation Based on Short-Open Calibration for De-embedding (Closed
Form): SOC_DEMB

Symbol

(-)

Summary

SOC_DEMB allows you to manually de-embed parasitics from an EM simulation by simulating the structure with no
de-embedding for the ports of interest. After this step, a second structure is created as a standard to de-embed port
parasitics. You can then use a schematic with the SOC_DEMB element to properly remove the parasitics.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
N1TextNameID
"name"TextSymmetric 3-port network used for negationNET

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Implementation Details

See the AWR Knowledge Base for examples on how to use these models for specific configurations of ports when using
the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator.

When using the SOC_DEMB element, note the following limitations:

• When building the de-embedding schematic, you should connect port1 of the SOC_DEMB (the side with the "/" next
to the node) to the port in the schematic, NOT to the subcircuit containing the embedded structure. The following
figure shows the proper configuration.

(-)

SOC_DEMB
ID=N1
NET="standard"

(-)

SOC_DEMB
ID=N2
NET="standard"

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="embedded"

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm
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• When generating your standard for EM structures, the internal port should be the middle of the structure, and the
positive side of the internal port should be on the same side as port 2 of the structure. The following figure shows the
proper port configuration.

• The overall length of the structure should be 4x (2x on either side of the internal port) the line width or the substrate
height, whichever is greater.

• For any ports de-embedded this way, make sure de-embedding is turned off for all ports in the de-embedding standard
and those ports in the simulated structure.
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Ideal Single Pole Double Throw Switch (Closed Form): SPDT

Symbol

0

1

1
2

3

Summary

The SPDT model allows you to implement an ideal single pole double throw switch whose position is determined by
the STATE parameter. The BIT parameter allows you to control multiple switches using one STATE parameter by
specifying the significant binary bit on which the switch operates.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
STextElement IDID
0Switch stateSTATE
0Defines On/Off bit of stateBIT

Parameter Details

STATE. An integer greater than or equal to zero which is converted to a binary number. For example, if STATE is equal
to 14 in base 10, it is converted into 001110 in binary, or base 2.

BIT.An integer greater than or equal to zero which determines the significant bit the switch operates on 2BIT. For example,
if STATE is equal to 14 as given above, and BIT is equal to zero, then the switch is in the OFF state. However, if BIT
is equal to 1, the switch is in the ON state.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. STATE ≥ 0

2. 0 ≤BIT ≤ 30

Implementation Details

SOFF = [0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

]
SON = [0 0 1

0 1 0
1 0 0

]
4-Bit Truth Table
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BIT=0BIT=1BIT=2BIT=3STATEBASE 2STATEBase 10
OFFOFFOFFOFF00000
ONOFFOFFOFF00011
OFFONOFFOFF00102
ONONOFFOFF00113
OFFOFFONOFF01004
ONOFFONOFF01015
OFFONONOFF01106
ONONONOFF01117
OFFOFFOFFON10008
ONOFFOFFON10019
OFFONOFFON101010
ONONOFFON101111
OFFOFFONON110012
ONOFFONON110113
OFFONONON111014
ONONONON111115

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

You can use SPDT to create ideal digital components such as attenuators or phase shifters. See the phase shifter examples
for how these are implemented in this type of design.

Several examples demonstrate how to properly use this element. The simplest case is where you want to do a simple
switch between two paths. The following example shows switching between two different capacitor values.
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CAP
ID=C1
C=0.1 pF

CAP
ID=C2
C=0.2 pF

0

1

1
2

3

SPDT
ID=S1
STATE=s
BIT=0

Xo Xn. . .

SWPVAR
ID=SWP1
VarName="s"
Values=stepped(0,1,1)
UnitType=None

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

s=0

A swept variable is used to sweep the two possible states. Note that BIT is set to 0. Setting up the graph to use the swept
value on the x-axis produces a graph similar to the following.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Swept State (s)

Simple

0.1

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.18

0.2

0.22

C
ap
ac
ita
nc
e
(p
F)

C_SRC(1)[*,X] (pF)
one bit

You can get more complex with the switches by using the BIT setting, for example, switching between four different
capacitor values.
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0

1

1
2

3

SPDT
ID=S1
STATE=s
BIT=0

0

1

1
2

3

SPDT
ID=S2
STATE=s
BIT=0

CAP
ID=C1
C=0.1 pF

CAP
ID=C2
C=0.2 pF

CAP
ID=C3
C=0.4 pF

CAP
ID=C4
C=0.8 pF

Xo Xn. . .

SWPVAR
ID=SWP1
VarName="s"
Values=stepped(0,3,1)
UnitType=None

0

1

1
2

3

SPDT
ID=S3
STATE=s
BIT=1PORT

P=1
Z=50 Ohm

s=0

Note that the left-most switch has BIT set to 1 and the two right switches have BIT set to 0. Sweeping four different
states easily produces the four possible paths through the switch.

0 1 2 3
Swept State (s)

Complex

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

C
ap
ac
ita
nc
e
(p
F)

C_SRC(1)[*,X] (pF)
two bits
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2-Way Power Splitter (Closed Form): SPLIT2

Symbol

1
2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
3 dBdBInsertion loss from port 1 to port 2L21
3 dBdBInsertion loss from port 1 to port 3L31
50 ohmResistancePort impedanceZ0
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChkPassv. If set to Yes, tests SPLIT2 for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The default
setting is No (Do not check passivity).

Implementation Details

A signal applied to port 1 is split between ports 2 and 3 with insertion losses given by L21 and L31, respectively. The
losses are bi-directional and ports 2 and 3 are isolated. You can enter either positive or negative quantities for L21 and
L31, but they are interpreted, in all cases, as losses. The following equations implement the behavior of this model:

ε = 1e − 8
l2 = 10

−|L21|/20

l3 = 10
−|L31|/20

S = [ε l2 l3
l2 ε ε
l3 ε ε ]

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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3-Way Power Splitter (Closed Form): SPLIT3

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
4.77 dBDBInsertion loss from port 1 to port 2L21
4.77 dBDBInsertion loss from port 1 to port 3L31
4.77 dBDBInsertion loss from port 1 to port 4L41
50 ohmResistancePort impedanceZ0
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChkPassv. If set to Yes, tests SPLIT2 for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The default
setting is No (Do not check passivity).

Implementation Details

A signal applied to port 1 is split between ports 2, 3, and 4 with insertion losses given by L21, L31, and L41, respectively.
The losses are bi-directional and ports 2, 3 and 4 are isolated. You can enter either positive or negative quantities for
L21, L31 and L41, but they are interpreted, in all cases, as losses. The following equations implement the behavior of
this model:

ε = 1e − 8
l2 = 10

−|L21|/20

l3 = 10
−|L31|/20

l4 = 10
−|L41|/20

S = [ε l2 l3 l4
l2 ε ε ε
l3 ε ε ε
l4 ε ε ε

]
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ideal Transformer for Converting a Single-ended Source to a Two-terminal
Source: SRC_CONV

Symbol

VV

+ +

-

1 2

3

Summary

SRC_CONV represents a single-ended to two-terminal source conversion element.

Equivalent Circuit

1:1
1 2

3

Implementation Details

This element is equivalent to an ideal transformer with the one-input terminal grounded and 1:1 turn ratio.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open-circuited and Short-circuited Stub Resonators Connected in Series:
SSR

Symbol

Summary

SSR models a pair of series-connected resonators made up of open-circuited and short-circuited segments of ideal
transmission line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of short-circuited transmission lineZSC
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of open-circuited transmission lineZOC
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency. EL and F0 are common for both resonators.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Short-circuited Stub Resonator: SST

Symbol

Summary

SST models a resonator made up of a short-circuited segment of ideal transmission line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceCharacteristic impedance of transmission lineZ0
90 degreesAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line defined as: electrical
length in radians = EL· freq/Fo ·π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This element is often used for filter synthesis.
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Ideal Transformer Using Ymatrix Implementation: XFMR

Symbol

o o
1:n1

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextIDID
1Sec: pri turns ratioN

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal transformer with primary coil between nodes 1 and 2 and secondary coil between nodes 3 and 4.
The ratio of secondary to primary turns is given by N. "Ideal" means that DC is also transformed with this element. If
you do not want to transform DC, you need to add capacitors on either side of the model to block DC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Physical Transformer: XFMRP

Symbol

o o
1:n1

1

2

3

4

Summary

XFMRP implements a linear model of a physical transformer. This model accounts for core and winding resistive losses
as well as parasitic winding capacitances.

Topology
Ci/2

Ci/2

Cp Cs

Rp Lm(1/k-1) Lm(1/k-1) Rs/(N*N) XFMR

Lm Rc

1

2

3

4

o o
1:n1

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextIDID
1Turns ratio Secondary:PrimaryN
300 nHInductanceMagnetizing inductanceLm
1000 OhmResistanceCore loss resistanceRc
0.9Coupling coefficientk
10 OhmResistancePrimary loss resistanceRp
10 OhmResistanceSecondary loss resistanceRs
30 pFCapacitancePrimary capacitanceCp
30 pFCapacitanceSecondary capacitanceCs
10 pFCapacitanceInterwinding capacitanceCi
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Parameter Details

N. The ratio of secondary to primary turns.

Lm.Magnetizing inductance of primary winding is defined as a product of primary open-circuit inductance Lp and
coupling coefficient k: Lm= Lp*k.

Lm(1/k-1), Rs/(N*N), - See "Topology". Series inductances in a T-circuit are leakage inductances. Series resistance in
the right shoulder of a T-circuit is equivalent resistance of secondary winding. See [1] for transformer equivalent circuit
details.

Implementation Details

Implements physical transformer with primary coil between nodes 1 and 2 and secondary coil between nodes 3 and 4.
An equivalent circuit of XMRFP is implemented after [1] with resistive losses and parasitic capacitances added. XMRFP
incorporates an ideal transformer model (XFMR), so similar to XFMR DC, it is also transformed with this element. If
you do not want to transform DC, you need to add capacitors on either side of the model to block DC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] E. Brenner, M. Javid, Analysis of Electric Circuits, 2nd ed.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1967, Ch. 15.
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Ideal Transformer with Center Tap (Closed Form): XFMRTAP; XFMRTAP2

Symbol

o

o

o

n1:1

n2:1

1

2

3

4

5

Equivalent Circuits

The following figures display the difference between the XFMRTAP and XFMRTAP2 models.

o o
1:n1

o o
1:n1

o o
1:n1

o o
1:n1

1

2

3

4

5

2

31

4

5

XFMRTAP

XFMRTAP2

n1<<1
n2<<1

n1<<1
n2<<1

The major difference between the XFMRTAP and XFMRTAP2 models is the manner in which the primary coil affects
the secondary coils. In the XFMRTAP model, the entire primary coil is seen by both of the secondary coils, so changing
the turn's ratio for one coil does not affect the voltage at the other coil. In this case, it is equivalent to three coils in parallel,
not really a center tap at the output coil. In the XFMRTAP2model, a fraction of the input coil is seen by the two secondary
coils, so changing the turn's ratio for one coil affects the output voltage of both coils.

You can change the turn's ratios and observe what happens in both scenarios, then use the transformer that is appropriate
for your application.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextIDID
1Sec1:pri turns ratioN1
1Sec2:pri turns ratioN2
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Implementation Details

Implements an ideal transformer with primary coil between nodes 1 and 2 and two secondary coils between nodes 3 and
4 and between nodes 4 and 5. The ratio of secondary to primary turns is given by N1 and N2. "Ideal" means that DC is
also transformed with this element. If you do not want to transform DC, you need to add capacitors on either side of the
model to block DC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ideal Transformer with Center Tap (with Finite Inductance and Leakage):
XFMRTAP3

Symbol

o

o

o

n1:1

n2:1

1

2

3

4

5

Summary

XFMRTAP3 models a transformer with a tap at the secondary winding. XFMRTAP3 differs from XFMRTAP in
accounting for inductance of the primary winding and magnetic flux leakage.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextIDID
1Turns ratio Secondary winding 1 : PrimaryN1
1Turns ratio Secondary winding 2 : PrimaryN2
300 nHInductanceInductance of primary winding (open-circuit)Lp
0.9Coupling coefficientk

Implementation Details

XFMRTAP3 implements an ideal transformer with a primary coil between nodes 1 and 2 and two secondary coils between
nodes 3 and 4 and between nodes 4 and 5. The ratio of secondary to primary turns is given by N1 and N2. This model
implies that windings have finite inductances and all winding are magnetically coupled with a coupling coefficient
between each pair of windings equal to the value of parameter k.

DC is also transformed with this element. If you do not want to transform DC, you need to add capacitors on either side
of the model to block DC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Nonlinear Behavioral Model Compatible with Agilent’s X-parameters® (from
file): XPARAM

Symbol

1 2

Summary

XPARAM models nonlinear behavioral models compatible with Agilent’s X-parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
2Number of portsN

TextFile nameFILE
LinearInterpolation method*INTERP
RIInterpolation domain*INTERPDOM
Interp methodExtrapolation method*EXTRAP
ProjectDirectory to search for fileDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILE.May contain a relative or absolute file path. Relative paths are relative to the directory specified by the DIR
parameter.

INTERP. Specifies the method used to interpolate the data specified in the file.

INTERPDOM. Specifies the form in which the data is interpolated. When set to "Rectangular" the real and imaginary
components of the data are interpolated separately. When set to "Polar" the interpolation is applied to the magnitude and
angle of the data.

EXTRAP. Specifies the method used to extrapolate the data specified in the file. When set to "Interp Method",
extrapolation uses the method specified by INTERP. When set to "Constant" the lowest value data point is used for any
value below the range specified in the file, and the highest value data point is used for any value above it.

DIR.When FILE has a relative path, this parameter specifies to which directory the path is relative. The "Project"
directory is where the project file is stored. The "Library" directory is specified in the Environment Options dialog box
(choose Options > Environment Options). The "EM Models" directory location displays in the Directories dialog box
(choose Help > Show Files/Directories).
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Transmission Line Transformer on Ferrite Core (Closed Form): XFERTL1

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

XFERTL1 is a behavioral model of a Guanella Balun transformer. This transformer consists of several Tx lines wound
on ferrite core. Inputs of all lines are connected in parallel, and outputs are connected in series. This Tx line transformer
provides highly efficient impedance matching within a relatively wide frequency bandpass.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XU#TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceChar. imped of Tx lineZo
L1LengthPhysical length of Tx lineLen
1Effective dielectric constant of Tx lineEr
0Attenuation constant of Tx line (dB/m)A
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling of Tx line attenuationF
1Number of turns of line around the ferrite coreN
1 nHInductanceInductive index (inductance/turn)a)AL
1Number of Tx linesOrder

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

XFERTL1 is comprised of several four-port two-conductor Tx lines. The number of lines is equal to Order. Inputs of all
lines are connected in parallel, outputs are connected in series. Characteristic parameters of each line are specified via
XFERTL1 parameters. Conductors of each Tx line have choke inductances Lc attached in parallel (see "Equivalent
Circuit"). These inductances actually account for the presence of ferrite core. To define Lc, you must specify the number
of turns (of Tx line winding on ferrite core) and inductance per turn. The resulting transformer provides transformation
ratio N = Order2:1.

The choking inductance, Lc, is

LC = N
2 · AL

The attenuation A(F) has the following frequency dependence:

A(F) = { A F = 0

A ⋅ f
F F > 0

where f is a simulation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Jerry Sevick, Transmission Line Transformers, 4th Ed., SciTech Publishing, 2001.
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Transmission Line Transformer in Ferrite Sleeve (Closed Form): XFERTL2

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

XFERTL2 is a behavioral model of a Guanella Balun transformer. This transformer consists of several Tx lines wound
in ferrite sleeve. Inputs of all lines are connected in parallel, and outputs are connected in series. This Tx line transformer
provides highly efficient impedance matching within a relatively wide frequency bandpass.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XU#TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceChar. imped of Tx lineZo
L1LengthPhysical length of Tx lineLen
1Effective dielectric constant of Tx lineEr
0Attenuation constant of Tx line (dB/m)A
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling of Tx line attenuationF
1Relative permeability of ferrite sleeveMu
1 nHInductanceInductance per unit length of Tx line without sleevea)L
1Number of Tx linesOrder

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

XFERTL2 is comprised of several four-port two-conductor Tx lines. The number of lines is equal to Order. Inputs of all
lines are connected in parallel, outputs are connected in series. Characteristic parameters of each line are specified via
XFERTL2 parameters. Conductors of each Tx line have choke inductances Lc attached in parallel (see "Equivalent
Circuit"). These inductances actually account for the presence of ferrite sleeve. To define Lc, you must define the relative
permeability of the ferrite sleeve, Tx line length, and Tx line inductance (without sleeve) per unit length. The resulting
transformer provides transformation ratio N = Order2:1.

The choking inductance, Lc, is

Lc = Mu · L · LEN

The attenuation A(F) has the following frequency dependence:

A(F) = {A F = 0

A(F) ·
f
F F > 0

where f is a simulation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Jerry Sevick, Transmission Line Transformers, 4th Ed., SciTech Publishing, 2001
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Three-Layer Model of Ball Grid Array (BGA): BGA

Symbol

1 2

Summary

The Ball Grid Array package (BGA) is modeled as a rectangular grid of electromagnetically coupled vias arranged inside
a three-layer dielectric stack. Each via connects at its bottom end to a solder ball landed onto the printed circuit board
(PCB). All vias and all solder balls are identical. The upper two layers (signal layer and power layer) are backed by
perfectly conducting ground planes perforated by round apertures (antipads) that allow vias to go through. The bottom
dielectric layer (solder ball layer) is a composite layer comprised of the PCB dielectric layer, the layer above the PCB
containing solder balls, and a junction layer that contains a transition between via and solder ball. The PCB layer is
backed by a perfect ground plane.

This model accounts for via-to-via and ball-to-ball electromagnetic coupling. The modeling technique assumes that layers
are laterally unlimited, namely, the effect of lateral boundaries is not included. Via analysis is based on the theory of
long cylindrical antenna excited by a frill of magnetic current radiating in a parallel plate waveguide and on the theory
of monopole, radiating into a parallel plate waveguide. This model also implements quasi-static FEM analysis for accurate
evaluation of capacitances of complex conducting configurations in a multilayered dielectric.

Input (odd numbered) ports are located at the centers of via capture pads, and output (even numbered) ports are located
at the centers of the bottom ends of solder balls.

BGA is a dynamic model, that is, its symbol redraws and its number of nodes changes as one changes the number of
package pins.
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Topology
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Figure 1. Cross-section
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Figure 2. Top

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PKG1TextElement IDID
1Number of pins alongside X-side of package (number of

columns)
NX

1Number of pins alongside Y-side of package (number of
rows)

NY

0.9 mmLengthPin pitch along X-side of packageSX
0.9 mmLengthPin pitch along Y-side of packageSY
0.4 mmLengthDiameter of capture padDP
0.01 mmLengthThickness of capture padTP
0.6 mmLengthDiameter of antipadDA
0.2 mmLengthDiameter of viaDV
0.8 mmLengthDiameter of solder ballDB
0.4 mmLengthHeight of signal layerHS
0.4 mmLengthHeight of power layerHP
0.4 mmLengthHeight of junction layerHJ
0.8mmLengthHeight of solder ballHB
0.4 mmLengthHeight of PCB layerHC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Relative dielectric constant of signal layerErs
1Relative dielectric constant of power layerErp
1Relative dielectric constant of junction layerErj
1Relative dielectric constant of solder ball layerErb
1Relative dielectric constant of PCB layerErc
0.4 mmLengthHeight of power layerHP
1Via metal bulk resistance relative to goldRho

Parameter Details

SX, SY. These parameters are pitches of solder balls/vias measured between respective centers. (see Figure 1. Top in
"Topology" section).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model implies that package pins fully fill an equidistant rectangular grid, thus, packages that have a pin layout
with a void central area (for instance, cavity down BGA) cannot be successfully modeled by this model version.

2. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in all layers. Heights HP and HJ+HB+HC are checked
for normal operation below the cutoff frequency of a higher mode propagating in respective parallel-plate waveguide.
If the frequency exceeds the cutoff threshold then this model generates an error and reports the highest sweep frequency
allowed at the specified distance between ground planes.

Implementation Details

Vias are modeled as a set of segments contained within respective layers. Segments are electromagnetically coupled in
each layer that supports single propagating TMo mode. Each segment is modeled as a short dipole radiating between
perfectly conducting parallel plates. Port reference planes are located at the centers of capture pads and at the centers of
the bottom tips of solder balls.

Recommendations for Use

This model assigns the port numbers to pins counting from the left bottom corner and moving from the left to the right
along the rows. After reaching the last pin in a row the counting moves up to the next row and starts from the leftmost
pin. See Figure 1. Top in "Topology" section.

This model uses a disk cache. This means that if a project contains multiple instances of identical BGA only one instance
simulates, saves results to cache and all identical (that is, having the same parameter set) BGA simply fetch these results
from cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data and any project on the same computer that contains BGAwith the same
set of parameters will reuse the cached data.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BGA" is added
to your drawing layer and model layer list (if not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can assign these
layers to draw on any drawing layer.
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3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

This model has several layout only parameters that control how the 3D pCell draws. You access these parameters by
selecting the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then
clicking the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Ratio of ball cut
(from top and

Real0.15CapCutRatio

bottom) to vertical
semi-axis,
maximum = 0.8
Oblate spheroid
shape ratio of

Real1OblSpheroidRatio

vertical axis to
horizontal axis,
maximum = 1
Number of
azimuthal flat cell
rows, minimum= 3

Integer3NumCellRows

Number of
meridional flat cell

Integer6NumCellCols

columns,minimum
= 6
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3D EM Layout Parameter Details

N
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NumCellCols

DB

H

Hcut

The BGA solder ball is approximated by a polyhedron inscribed into an oblate spheroid (see the previous figure). On
this figure, black points above and below the structure represent the North and South poles of the spheroid. By default,
the approximating polyhedron is a regular polyhedron inscribed in a sphere. The shape of the oblate spheroid is controlled
by the OblSpheroidRatio=H/DB parameter. This ratio must be equal to or less than 1 and greater than 0.01; the default
value is 1 (sphere).

The spheroid can be horizontally cut from the top and bottom (simultaneously). The size of this cut is controlled by the
CapCutRatio=Hcut/(0.5H) parameter. This ratio must be equal to or less than 0.8 and greater than 0.01; the default value
is 0.15.

The approximating polyhedron is controlled by the NumCellRows and NumCellCols parameters. NumCellRows defines
the number of azimuthal rows of flat cells and NumCellCols defines the number of meridional columns of flat cells.
NumCellRows must be equal to or greater than 3; the default value is 3. NumCellCols must be equal to or greater than
6; the default value is 6. To provide better spheroid approximation use NumCellRows and NumCellCols in the 10-20
range.

Note that only a small selection of model parameters (and each layout shape parameter) affect 3D EM layout. The height
of ball H is not specified as a parameter: BGA calculates it as OblSpheroidRatio*DB., the same as Hcut, which is evaluated
as 0.5*CapCutRatio*H.

Model parameters that affect 3D EM layout

NX, NY, SX, SY, DB, Rho

Layout shape parameters

CapCutRatio, OblSpheroidRatio, NumCellRows, NumCellCols
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Bond Wire Model (EIA/JEDEC Standard No. 59): BWIRES

Symbol

Summary

BWIRES models a collection of metallic round bonding wires (bond wires) made of linear segments each, and arranged
above a conducting ground plane. Segments that comprise a wire are coplanar and the plane they belong to is assumed
to be orthogonal to the ground plane. The actual smooth contour of a bonding wire is approximated by three or four
linear segments and parameters that define orientation of segments are selected in compliance with standard EIA/JEDEC
Standard No.59.

BWIRES implies that all bond wires share same shape and elevation above the ground plane.Multi-level andmulti-shape
arrangement is provided by model BWIRES2 .

BWIRES is a dynamic model, that is, its symbol redraws and its number of nodes changes as you change the number of
wires.

Topology
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Equivalent Circuit
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Only part of a full equivalent circuit for N=2 is presented due to the complex nature of multiple interconnects. The actual
equivalent circuit includes inductive and capacitive coupling between all segments of each wire.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1Element IDID
1Number of wiresN
%TaLengthWire diameterDia
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
4 segmentsMode switch: 4 segments/3 segments*WModel
90DegreeAngle from first segment (s1) to the ground plane*Alpha
45DegreeAngle from last segment (s4/s3) to the ground plane*Beta
%WaLengthHeight from beginning point to top*H1
%WaLengthHeight from end point to beginning point*H2
%WaLengthHeight of end point over the ground plane*H3
0.125Ratio of segment #2 length to total wire ground footprint*D1_Ratio
0.5Ratio of segment #4 ground footprint to total wire ground

footprint
*D2_Ratio

{0,0,0,1e-6}LengthX,Y coordinates of beginning points (vector of length N)*P0
{5e-6,0,5e-6,1e-6}LengthX,Y coordinates of end points (vector of length N)*P1
RLCSwitch: RLC/RL model*IndModel

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Alpha, Beta, H1, H2, H3, D1_Ratio, D2_Ratio. These parameters are "shape parameters" that define the shape of the
bond wire. All wires defined by BWIRES share the same shape parameters.

D1_Ratio, D2_Ratio. Parameters are unitless. They are defined as ratios D1/D and D2/D correspondingly (see the
"Topology" section).

WModel. This switch allows switching between two modes: "4 segment" (default) and "3 segment" (see the "Topology"
section). In "4 segment" mode, the model accepts, checks and uses all model shape parameters. In "3 segment" mode,
the model does not check and does not use parameters D1_Ratio, and D2_Ratio. The latter parameters are excessive
because shape parameters Alpha, Beta, H1, H2, and H3 unambiguously define the shape of a 3-segment bond wire.

P0, P1. These parameters are vectors. P0 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the start point of each wire; P1 contains
pairs of (x,y) coordinates of the end point of each wire. For example, the order of entries in vector P0 for N=2 is the
following: {x1,y1,x2,y2} where x1 is x-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, y1 is y-coordinate of the start point of
wire #1, x2 is x-coordinate of the start point of wire #2, and y2 is y-coordinate of the start point of wire #2.

The end coordinates of vector P1 are not required to be coordinates on wire end points - they can be located anywhere
on the line that specifies azimuthal position of the respective wire plane.

Note that BWIRES expects the number of P0, P1 entries to be equal to 2N, and issues an error message if these numbers
differ.

IndModel. This switch allows switching between two representations of the model equivalent circuit: "RLC"
(Resistor-Inductor-Capacitor) and "RL" (Resistor-Inductor). Setting IndModel to "RL" significantly reduces computation
time excluding capacitances from the equivalent circuit. At relatively low frequencies (say, below 10 GHz) both values
of IndModel yield close modeling results. The difference between modeling results depends on the proximity of the
evaluation frequency to the self-resonance frequency (SRF) of tested wire. A model at the "RL" setting cannot predict
the location of SRF, while a model at the "RLC" setting (default) is "SRF aware" and predicts SRF reasonably accurately
(see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model implies that the number of bond wires is less than or equal to 512.

2. The height of the end point over the ground H3 may be set equal to zero, allowing bond wire to touch ground.

3. When possible, wire should retain the recommended convex upward profile. You should not attempt to create straight,
particularly horizontal wires. For straight wires with 3D EM pCells, use the BWIRES3 model with the BWShape
parameter set to 2D and the shape parameter OrtTip set to 1.

4. If WModel = "3 segment", parameters D1_Ratio and D2_Ratio are not used and not checked. Wire shape is fully
defined by H1, H2, Alpha, and Beta.

5. If WModel = "4 segment", ensure that D1_Ratio+D2_Ratio<=1. If this condition is not met, the wire contour gets
ragged, and in certain configurations non-adjacent segments may even cross each other.

6. Alpha <135 o , Beta<=90 o. If WModel = "3 segment", the layout cell sets caps on parameters H1, Alpha, and Beta
to prevent creation of twisted/self-crossing wire profiles.

7. This model subjects shape parameters (see the "Parameter Details" section) and locations of wire end points (P0, P1)
to extended design rule control that prevents segments within separate wires and wires themselves from touching and
intersecting (i.e., from getting closer than Dia). Model also provide control of wire shape and tries to disallow spikes,
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that is, too small acute angles between adjacent segments. For example, model checks if length of any segment exceeds
three wire footprints: it means that some segments are long and almost vertical. Models also checks if junction of
segments #3 and #4 is elevated too high above segment #2: This means that angle between segments #3 and #4 is
acute and very small. User can constantly monitor actual shape of wire on layout 3D view window.

8. Dia>0.1 micron

Implementation Details

Wires are considered a collection of infinitely thin, arbitrarily oriented conducting segmented filaments situated above
infinite perfect ground. The actual diameter and material of the wire are accounted for at the evaluation of
self-characteristics of each segment; mutual parameters neglect diameter and material. This model does not solve for
distribution of charges/currents along/over wires; the approach is based on the assumption that themethod of static-averaged
potentials is applicable in this case.

This model accounts for internal and external inductance of each wire segment; its evaluation of resistances is based on
a skin-effect approach and the radiation resistance of a small dipole above ground. Evaluation of capacitances implies
that the surrounding media is a vacuum and neglects the electrical properties of adjacent dielectric objects.

Recommendations for Use

User discretion is advised if the following three factors join together:

• The evaluation frequency is very high (say, above 50 GHz)

• The wires are relatively long (above 1 mm)

• The low profile wires span a substrate of relatively high permittivity (~8 and above). Even in this case, SRF is usually
predicted well within 5-7% error; however, the error in phases of "crosstalk" scattering coefficients might be large
due to additional unaccounted substrate coupling.

Setting the IndMode parameter to "RL" substantially reduces calculation time (this may be advantageous if the number
of bond wires exceeds 20), but excludes effects of capacitances coupling (these effects are responsible for self-resonances
at higher frequencies). "RL" leaves in place frequency-dependence of self-inductances; radiation resistance also remains
added to the self-resistance of each wire.

User discretion is also advised when the total length/footprint of wire is small. Evidently, short wires have even shorter
segments. At the same time, the model assumes that each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament, which means
Lseg >> Dia. The model issues a warning if Lseg<6*Dia.

Comparing this bondwire model to other commercially available software which accounts for all loss and radiation, finds
that this model has a good match using 48 wires up to 1mm (roughly 40mils) long and up to 100GHz. A safe standard
to follow is length of wire / wavelength ratio should be less than 1/6.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BondWires" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the pad draws. You access these parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.
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DescriptionUnitsValueName
Layout displays
node numbers only

Integer0ShowNodeNum

if this value is
non-zero
Faces are points,
not line segments,

Integer0PointFaces

only if this value is
non-zero

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

References

[1] Grover, F.W., Inductance Calculations, Mineola, New York: Dover Publishing, 2004

[2] Bahl, I.J., Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 2003

[3] Balanis C.A., Antenna Theory: analysis and design, 2nd edition: Wiley, 1997

[4] Bond Wire Modeling Standard. EIA/JEDEC Standard EIA/JESD59: Electronics Industries Association, June 1997.
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Multilevel Bond Wire Model (EIA/JEDEC Standard No. 59): BWIRES2

Symbol

Summary

BWIRES2models a collection of metallic round bonding wires (bond wires) made of linear segments each, and arranged
arbitrarily above a conducting ground plane. Segments that comprise a wire are coplanar, and the plane they belong to
is assumed to be orthogonal to the ground plane. The actual smooth contour of a bonding wire is approximated by three
or four linear segments, and parameters that define orientation of segments are selected in compliance with standard
EIA/JEDEC Standard No.59.

BWIRES2 allows you to assign to each wire individual shape and elevation above the ground plane. The BWIRESmodel
provides single-shape and single-level arrangement.

BWIRES2 is a dynamic model, that is, its symbol redraws and its number of nodes changes as you change the number
of wires.

Topology
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Only part of a full equivalent circuit for N=2 is presented due to the complex nature of multiple interconnects. The actual
equivalent circuit includes inductive and capacitive coupling between all segments of each wire.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
1Number of wiresN
%TaLengthWire diameterDia
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
4 segmentsMode switch: 4 segments/3 segments*WModel
90DegreeAngle from first segment (s1) to the ground plane (vector of

length N)
*Alpha

45DegreeAngle from last segment (s4/s3) to the ground plane (vector
of length N)

*Beta

%WaLengthHeight from beginning point to top (vector of length N)*H1
%WaLengthHeight from end point to beginning point (vector of length

N)
*H2

%WaLengthHeight of end point over the ground plane (vector of length
N)

*H3

0.125Ratio of segment #2 length to total wire ground footprint
(vector of length N)

*D1_Ratio

0.5Ratio of segment #4 ground footprint to total wire ground
footprint (vector of length N)

*D2_Ratio
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0,0,0,1e-6}LengthCoordinates of beginning points (vector of length N)*P0
{5e-6,0,5e-6,1e-6}LengthCoordinates of end points (vector of length N)*P1
RLCSwitch: RLC/RL model*IndModel
1Relative dielectric constant of optional encasing material*Er
0Loss tangent of optional encasing material*Tand
Strict shape controlStrict shape control/No strict shape control switch*ShapeCnt

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Alpha, Beta, H1, H2, H3, D1_Ratio, D2_Ratio. These parameters are "shape parameters" that define the shape of the
bond wire. Each parameter is a vector, so shape parameters pertaining to wire #I must take the I-th position within each
vector. Vector values must be put in braces.

D1_Ratio, D2_Ratio. These parameters are unitless. They are defined as ratios D1/D and D2/D correspondingly (see
the "Topology" section).

WModel. This switch allows switching between two modes: "4 segment" (default) and "3 segment" (see the "Topology"
section). In "4 segment" mode, the model accepts, checks, and uses all model shape parameters. In "3 segment" mode,
the model does not check and does not use parameters D1_Ratio, and D2_Ratio. The latter parameters are excessive
because shape parameters Alpha, Beta, H1, H2, and H3 unambiguously define the shape of a 3-segment bond wire.

P0, P1. These parameters are vectors. P0 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the start point of each wire; P1 contains
pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the end point of each wire. For example, the order of entries in vector P0 for N=2 is the
following: {x1,y1,x2,y2} where x1 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, y1 is the y-coordinate of the start
point of wire #1, x2 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #2, and y2 is the y-coordinate of the start point of wire
#2.

End coordinates of vector P1 are not required to be coordinates on wire end points - they can be located anywhere on
the line that specifies azimuthal position of the respective wire plane.

This model expects the number of P0,P1 entries to be equal to 2N, and issues an error message if these numbers differ.

IndModel. This switch allows switching between two representations of the model equivalent circuit: "RLC"
(Resistor-Inductor-Capacitor) and "RL" (Resistor-Inductor). Setting IndModel to "RL" significantly reduces computation
time, excluding capacitances from the equivalent circuit. At relatively low frequencies (for example, below 10 GHz)
both values of IndModel yield close modeling results. The difference betweenmodeling results depends on the proximity
of the evaluation frequency to the self-resonance frequency (SRF) of tested wire. A model at the "RL" setting cannot
predict the location of SRF, while a model at the "RLC" setting (default) is "SRF aware" and predicts SRF reasonably
accurately (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Er, Tand. Parameters of material used for optional encasing. The defaults are Er=1, Tand=0.

ShapeCnt. This switch allows you to disable certain wire shape checking. This shape checking (if not disabled) forbids
combinations of dimensions and angles that create steep acute angled "bumps" in the wire outline.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model implies that the number of bond wires is less than or equal to 512.

2. The height of the end point over the ground H3 may be set equal to zero, allowing bond wire to touch ground.

3. If WModel = 4, ensure that D1_Ratio+D2_Ratio<=1. If this condition is not met, the wire contour gets ragged, and
in certain configurations non-adjacent segments may even cross each other.

4. When possible, wire should retain the recommended convex upward profile. You should not attempt to create straight,
particularly horizontal wires. For straight wires with 3D EM pCells, use the BWIRES3 model with the BWShape
parameter set to 2D and the shape parameter OrtTip set to 1.

5. If WModel = "3 segment", parameters D1_Ratio and D2_Ratio are not used and not checked. Wire shape is fully
defined by H1, H2, Alpha, and Beta.

6. Alpha <135 o, Beta<=90 o. If WModel = "3 segment", the layout cell sets caps on parameters H1, Alpha, and Beta to
prevent creation of twisted/self-crossing wire profiles.

7. This model subjects shape parameters (see the "Parameter Details" section) and locations of wire end points (P0, P1)
to extended design rule control that prevents segments within separate wires and wires themselves from touching and
intersecting (from getting closer than Dia). BWIRES2 also provides control of the wire shape and tries to disallow
spikes (acute angles that are too small, between adjacent segments). For example, BWIRES2 checks if the length of
any segment exceeds three wire footprints; this means that some segments are long and almost vertical. This model
also checks if the junction of segments #3 and #4 is elevated too high above segment #2; this means that the angle
between segments #3 and #4 is acute and very small. You can constantly monitor the actual shape of wire in the layout
3D view window.

8. Dia>0.1 micron

9. Er and Tand affect modeling results only if IndModel=RLC.

Implementation Details

Wires are considered a collection of infinitely thin, arbitrarily oriented, conducting, segmented filaments situated above
infinite perfect ground. The actual diameter and material of the wire are accounted for at the evaluation of
self-characteristics of each segment; mutual parameters neglect diameter and material. This model does not solve for
distribution of charges/currents along or over wires; the approach is based on the assumption that the method of
static-averaged potentials is applicable in this case.

This model accounts for internal and external inductance of each wire segment; its evaluation of resistances is based on
a skin-effect approach and the radiation resistance of a small dipole above ground. Evaluation of capacitances implies
that the surrounding media is infinite over perfect ground plane and uniformly filled with optional encasing material (the
default is vacuum); electrical properties of adjacent dielectric objects are neglected. A value of Er other than 1 changes
all capacitances in the equivalent circuit; nonzero Tand adds a shunt resistor to each capacitance throughout all equivalent
circuits (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section).

Recommendations for Use

User discretion is advised if the following three factors are combined:

• The evaluation frequency is very high (for example, above 50 GHz)

• The wires are relatively long (above 1 mm)

• The low profile wires span a substrate of relatively high permittivity (~8 and above). Even in this case, SRF is usually
predicted well within 5-7% error; however, the error in phases of "crosstalk" scattering coefficients might be large
due to additional unaccounted substrate coupling.
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Setting the IndMode parameter to "RL" substantially reduces calculation time (this may be advantageous if the number
of bond wires exceeds 20) but excludes effects of capacitances coupling (these effects are responsible for self-resonances
at higher frequencies). "RL" leaves in place frequency-dependence of self-inductances; radiation resistance also remains
added to the self-resistance of each wire.

User discretion is also advised when the total length/footprint of wire is small. Evidently, short wires have even shorter
segments. At the same time, the model assumes that each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament, which means
Lseg >> Dia. The model issues a warning if Lseg<6*Dia.

Comparing this bondwire model to other commercially available software which accounts for all loss and radiation, finds
that this model has a good match using 48 wires up to 1mm (roughly 40mils) long and up to 100GHz. A safe standard
to follow is length of wire / wavelength ratio should be less than 1/6.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BondWires" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the pad draws. You access these parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Layout displays
node numbers only

Integer0ShowNodeNum

if this value is
non-zero
Faces are points,
not line segments,

Integer0PointFaces

only if this value is
non-zero
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Multilevel Bond Wire Model (User Defined Shape): BWIRES3

Symbol

Summary

BWIRES3 models a collection of metallic round bonding wires (bond wires) made of linear segments each and placed
above a conducting ground plane. The actual smooth contour of a bonding wire is approximated by a user-specified
number of linear segments, and parameters that define orientation of segments are Cartesian coordinates of the segment
ends. Segments that comprise a wire can be either coplanar and fit in a plane orthogonal to the ground plane (2D wire
shape), or arranged arbitrarily in space (3D wire shape). Each wire can be shaped individually and placed at a selected
elevation above the ground plane. Unlike BWIRES2, BWIRES3 allows you to shape each wire in an arbitrary
manner. BWIRES3 is a dynamic model, that is, its symbol redraws and its number of nodes change as you change the
number of wires.
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Only part of a full equivalent circuit for N=2 is presented due to the complex nature of multiple interconnects. The actual
equivalent circuit includes inductive and capacitive coupling between all segments of each wire.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
1Number of wiresN
5Number of segmentsNseg
25.4 micronLengthWire diameterDia
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
"RLC"Switch: RLC/RL model*IndModel
1Relative dielectric constant of optional encasing material*Er
0Loss tangent of optional encasing material*Tand
3DSwitch: 3D/2D wire shapeBWShape

The following parameters display if BWShape=2D
0 micronsLengthKsi coordinate of wire point #1(vector of length N)K1
50 micronsLengthZ coordinate of wire point #1(vector of length N)Z1
Depends on NsegLengthKsi coordinate of wire point #n(vector of length N)Kn
Depends on NsegLengthZ coordinate of wire point #n(vector of length N)Zn
{0,0} micronsLengthX,Y coordinates of beginning points (vector of length N)P0
{500,0} micronsLengthX,Y coordinates of end points (vector of length N)P1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
The following parameters display if BWShape=3D

0 micronsLengthX coordinate of wire point #1(vector of length N)X1
0 micronsLengthY coordinate of wire point #1(vector of length N)Y1
50 micronsLengthZ coordinate of wire point #1(vector of length N)Z1
Depends on NsegLengthX coordinate of wire point #n(vector of length N)Xn
Depends on NsegLengthY coordinate of wire point #n(vector of length N)Yn
Depends on NsegLengthZ coordinate of wire point #n(vector of length N)Zn

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Nseg. Specifies the number of linear segments that make each wire. The number of segments is limited (see the "Parameter
Restrictions and Recommendations" section).

BWShape. This switch parameter defines the interface to wire specification. If BWShape=3D, then you can arrange
each wire arbitrarily in 3D space. If BWShape=2D, then each wire is confined to a single plane orthogonal to the ground
plane (or X-Y plane). The azimuthal position of a wire plane is specified by vector parameters P0 and P1, (see the
"Topology" section). The default value of BWShape=3D.

K1, Z1,... Kn, Zn. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=2D. They are vector "shape parameters" (Cartesian
coordinates Ksi and Z - see the "Topology" section), that specify positions of all segments on the Ksi-Z plane and define
the shape of the bond wire. The ground plane is located at Z=0. The number of these Kn,Zn pairs is Nseg+1. Each
parameter is a vector, so shape parameters pertaining to wire #I must take the I-th position within each vector. Vector
values must be in braces. Note that this model silently forces each wire to start at Ksi=0 even if you specify nonzero
K1(n). The start position of each wire in the X-Y plane is specified by the respective pair of values: Xbeg=P0(n),
Ybeg=P1(n) (see the "Topology" section). This model expects the sizes of all Kn and Zn to be equal to N and issues an
error message if these sizes differ.

P0, P1. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=2D. P0 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the start point
of each wire; P1 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the end point of each wire. For example, the order of entries in
vector P0 for N=2 is the following: {x1,y1,x2,y2} where x1 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, y1 is the
y-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, x2 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #2, and y2 is the y-coordinate
of the start point of wire #2.

End coordinates of vector P1 are not required to be coordinates on wire end points - they can be located anywhere on
the line that specifies azimuthal position of the respective wire plane.

This model expects the number of P0,P1 entries to be equal to 2N and issues an error message if these numbers differ.

X1, Y1, Z1,... Xn, Yn, Zn. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=3D.They are vector "shape parameters"
(Cartesian coordinates X, Y, and Z - see the "Topology" section), that specify positions of all segments above the ground
plane (located at Z=0) and define the shape of the bond wire. The number of these vector triplets is Nseg+1. Each
parameter is a vector, so shape parameters pertaining to wire #I must take the I-th position within each vector. Vector
values must be in braces. This model expects the sizes of all Xn, Yn, and Zn to be equal to N and issues an error message
if these sizes differ.

IndModel. This switch allows switching between two representations of the model equivalent circuit: "RLC"
(Resistor-Inductor-Capacitor) and "RL" (Resistor-Inductor). Setting IndModel to "RL" significantly reduces computation
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time, excluding capacitances from the equivalent circuit. At relatively low frequencies (for example, below 10 GHz)
both values of IndModel yield close modeling results. The difference betweenmodeling results depends on the proximity
of the evaluation frequency to the self-resonance frequency (SRF) of tested wire. A model at the "RL" setting cannot
predict the location of SRF, while a model at the "RLC" setting (default) is "SRF aware" and predicts SRF reasonably
accurately (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Er, Tand. Parameters of material used for optional encasing. The defaults are Er=1, Tand=0.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Number of segments is limited: 1≤Nseg≤10

2. This model implies that the number of bond wires is less than or equal to 512.

3. Heights of the start and end point over the ground ( Z1(n) and ZNseg(n) ) may be set equal to zero, allowing the bond
wire to touch ground. Z coordinates of intermediate points cannot be set to zero because BWIRES3 does not allow
joints of segments to touch ground.

4. BWIRES3 subjects shape parameters (see the "Parameter Details" section) and locations of wire end points (P0, P1)
to extended design rule control that prevents segments within separate wires and wires themselves from touching and
intersecting (from getting closer than Dia). Also, the length of any segment cannot be less than Dia. You can constantly
monitor the actual shape of wire in the Layout 3D View window.

5. Dia>0.1 micron

6. Er and Tand affect modeling results only if IndModel=RLC.

Implementation Details

Wires are considered a collection of infinitely thin, arbitrarily oriented, conducting, segmented filaments situated above
infinite perfect ground. The actual diameter and material of the wire are accounted for at the evaluation of
self-characteristics of each segment; mutual parameters neglect diameter and material. This model does not solve for
distribution of charges/currents along or over wires; the approach is based on the assumption that the method of
static-averaged potentials is applicable in this case.

This model accounts for internal and external inductance of each wire segment; its evaluation of resistances is based on
a skin-effect approach and the radiation resistance of a small dipole above ground. Evaluation of capacitances implies
that the surrounding media is infinite over a perfect ground plane and uniformly filled with optional encasing material
(the default is vacuum); electrical properties of adjacent dielectric objects are neglected. A value of Er other than 1
changes all capacitances in the equivalent circuit; nonzero Tand adds a shunt resistor to each capacitance throughout all
equivalent circuits (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section).

Recommendations for Use

The recommended range of number of segments Nseg is 3≤Nseg≤6. Note that the number of segments may affect the
position of calculated series resonance frequency (SRF) due to adopted approximations of constant distribution of charge
along the segments.

User discretion is advised if the following three factors are combined:

• The evaluation frequency is very high (for example, above 50 GHz)

• The wires are relatively long (above 1 mm)
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• The low profile wires span a substrate of relatively high permittivity (~8 and above). Even in this case, SRF is usually
predicted well within 5-7% error; however, the error in phases of "crosstalk" scattering coefficients might be large
due to additional unaccounted substrate coupling.

Setting the IndMode parameter to "RL" substantially reduces calculation time (this may be advantageous if the number
of bond wires exceeds 20) but excludes effects of capacitances coupling (these effects are responsible for self-resonances
at higher frequencies). "RL" leaves in place frequency-dependence of self-inductances; radiation resistance also remains
added to the self-resistance of each wire.

User discretion is also advised when the total length/footprint of wire is small. Evidently, short wires have even shorter
segments. At the same time, the model assumes that each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament, which means
Lseg >> Dia. The model issues a warning if Lseg<6*Dia.

Note that BWIRES3 hides two different models under one hood. One model is selected by setting BWShape=3D; this
allows you to position the bond wire arbitrarily in 3D space. Another model is selected by setting BWShape=2D; this
confines each bond wire to its own vertical plane. Because these models differ significantly in their interfaces, parameters
are not inherited when switching from one model to another.

Also note that initially placing BWIRES3 on a schematic provides a fully operational instance at the default settings N=1
and BWShape=3D. Changing N only automatically creates a set of shifted identical wires; however, this is done only
for reference. You must fully specify all vector parameters and provide all N entries for each parameter in accordance
with your target design.

Switching BWShape from 3D to 2D on an existing instance of BWIRES3 may cause a change (decrease) in the Dia
parameter. You should check the value of Dia on your schematic after switching BWShape from 3D to 2D and reset Dia
in accordance with your design.

Comparing this bondwire model to other commercially available software which accounts for all loss and radiation, finds
that this model has a good match using 48 wires up to 1mm (roughly 40mils) long and up to 100GHz. A safe standard
to follow is length of wire / wavelength ratio should be less than 1/6.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BondWires" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the pad draws. You access these parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Layout displays
node numbers only

Integer0ShowNodeNum

if this value is
non-zero
Faces are points,
not line segments,

Integer0PointFaces

only if this value is
non-zero
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DescriptionUnitsValueName
If zero, the wire tip
cut is horizontal,

Integer0OrtTip

otherwise the tip
cut is orthogonal to
the end segment
axis

Note that specifying BWShape=2D forbids implementation of strictly vertical wires and wires with coinciding X-Y
projections of start and end ponts. Attempts to create these wires in 2D causes layout interruption and prompts error text
messages to display in the layout window. These configurations can be created by selecting BWShape=3D.

3D EM Layout

This model includes OrtTip and SelectTip, layout-only parameters that control how the tips of a wire are cut. If OrtTip=0
(default), the tip is cut horizontally (this provides a smooth transition to on-layer metal patch or strip). If OrtTip≠0 and
SelectTip=0 , the wire tip is cut orthogonally to the last/first segment axis. An orthogonal cut improves the transition to
metal connectors if the last/first segments are horizontal or almost horizontal.

The SelectTip parameter works in conjunction with the OrtTip parameter when OrtTip is set to a nonzero value. SelectTip
allows you to specify which cut (parallel-to-ground-plane or orthogonal-to-segment-axis) is suitable for each wire tip.
If OrtTip is set to a nonzero value, setting SelectTip = 1 provides an orthogonal-to-segment-axis cut at the starting wire
tip only, while the ending wire tip gets a parallel-to-ground-plane cut; if SelectTip = 2 then an orthogonal-to-segment-axis
cut applies to the ending wire tip only, while the starting tip gets a parallel-to-ground-plane cut. The default value of
SelectTip is zero, which means that the cut at both tips is completely defined by OrtTip.

To access these parameters, select the item in the layout, right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell
Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab.

Note that implementation of 3D EM pCells strictly preserves undistorted cross-sectional view of a wire only if all wire
segments belong to the same vertical plane. Off-plane deviation of segments may cause distortion of displaced wires.
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Multilevel Bond Wire Model (Arrays of User-defined N-segment Shapes):
BWIRES3ARRAY

Symbol

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

Summary

BWIRES3ARRAY models a collection of metallic round bonding wires (bond wires) each made of linear segments and
placed above a conducting ground plane. The actual smooth contour of a bonding wire is approximated by a user-specified
number of linear segments, and parameters that define orientation of segments are Cartesian coordinates of the segment
ends.

BWIRES3ARRAY provides a simpler way to specify arrays of bond wires for the BWIRES3 model.

This model allows specifying the X/Z cross section of one or more bonding profiles with the XProfile1, ZProfile1,
XProfile2, ZProfile2... parameters. This is useful whenmodelingmultiple couple bond wires with mixed bonding profiles,
heights, and spacings.

Implementation Details

Internally, this model uses the BWIRES3 element. The BWIRES3ARRAY element provides a simpler interface for
defining arrays of bond wires. See BWIRES3 for topology, equivalent circuit, and recommended usage.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1Element IDID
4Number of wiresN
5Number of segmentsNseg
25.4LengthWire diameterDia
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
1Relative dielectric constant of encasing material*Er
0Loss tangent of encasing material*Tand
0LengthGlobal Z Offset*ZOffset
0LengthY Offset at the start of the bond array*YOffsetBegin
0LengthY Offset at the end of the bond array*YOffsetEnd
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{100}LengthSpacing between wires at start of bond. Can be a single value

or a vector (repeats until N wires if vector).
YSpacBegin

{100}LengthSpacing between wires at end of bond. Can be a single value
or a vector (repeats until N wires if vector).

YSpacEnd

2Number of bond wire profilesNProfiles
{1,2,2,1}Pattern to repeat bond wire profilesPattern
{0,200,400,600,800,1000}LengthX coordinates of wire bond profile 1XProfile1
{0,77.131705,223.38425,223.38425,77.131705,0}LengthZ coordinates of wire bond profile 1ZProfile1
{0,40,80,280,640,1000}LengthX coordinates of wire bond profile 2XProfile2
{0,223.7847225,242.4828375,235.5260375,94.4133,0}LengthZ coordinates of wire bond profile 2ZProfile2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Specifies the total number of bond wires in the array. The maximum is 512.

Nseg. Specifies the number of linear segments that make each wire. The number of segments is limited to 10. The
recommended range is 3≤Nseg≤6.

NProfiles. Specifies the number of different bonding profiles that are used in the array. This parameter changes the
number of XProfile_, ZProfile_ parameters.

XProfile1,ZProfile1,...XProfileN,ZProfileN.Each of these parameters is a vector of NSeg+1 length. Each pair of vectors
defines one bonding profile. By default, XProfile1,ZProfile1 define a symmetric 'sinc' shape typical of a stitch-stitch
bonding. XProfile2,ZProfile2 default to an asymmetric profile typical of a ball-stitch bonder.

Note that you can quickly modify the arrays with equations:

• Adding/subtracting a value to the XProfile shifts the bond profile, for example, "100 + {0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500}"

• Adding/subtracting a value to the ZProfile raises and lower bond profile, for example, "100 + {0, 100, 200, 300, 200,
100}"

• Multiplying the XProfile by a value stretches the length of the bond profile, for example, "1.5 * {0, 100, 200, 300,
400, 500}"

• Multiplying the ZProfile by a value stretches the height of the bond profile, for example, "0.7*{0, 100, 200, 300, 200,
100}"

Pattern A vector that defines the order in which the N bond wires use the NProfiles specified profiles. This vector can
be any length; the specified pattern is repeated out to N bond wires. For example:

• There are N=10 bond wires, and NProfiles=2 profiles. Pattern={1,2,2,1}. Starting from the first wire, the profiles used
are 1,2,2,1,1,2,2,1,1,2.

• N=10 bond wires, and NProfiles=2. Pattern={1}. Starting from the first wire, the profiles used are 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
(not all profiles are required to be used.)

• N=10 bond wires, and NProfiles=2. Pattern={0,1,2,3}. Starting from the first wire, the profiles used are
1,1,2,2,1,1,2,2,1,1 (profile #'s are automatically limited between 1 and NProfiles.)
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YSpacBegin,YSpacEnd These parameters define the spacing between bond wires at the start and end of the bond. They
can be scalar or vector parameters. Like the Profile parameter, the vectors can be any length, and the specified spacing
is repeated out to N bond wires. For example:

• YSpacBegin = {50,100,150}. YSpacEnd = {40,60}. If N = 10, the Y spacing between the start of adjacent wires is
{50,100,150,50,100,150,50,100,150,50}. The spacing at the end of the wires is {40,60,40,60,40,60,40,60,40,60}.

• YSpacBegin = {50,100,150}. YSpacEnd = {40,60}. If N = 10, the Y spacing between the start of adjacent wires is
{50,100,150,50,100,150,50,100,150,50}. The spacing at the end of the wires is {40,60,40,60,40,60,40,60,40,60}.

YOffsetBegin,YOffsetEnd These scalar parameters add a constant YOffset to the beginning and end of the wires,
respectively.

Er, Tand.Material used for optional encasing. The defaults are Er=1 and Tand=0.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Number of segments is limited: 1≤Nseg≤10

2. This model implies that the number of bond wires is less than or equal to 512.

3. Dia>0.1 micron

We have compared our Bondwire model to other commercially available software which accounts for all loss and
radiation, and found that we have a good match using 48 wires up to 1mm (roughly 40mils) long and up to 100GHz. A
safe guideline to follow is Length of wire / Wavelength ratio should be less than 1/6.

Usage Examples

Example #1:

Three different bond profiles are used. The Pattern is 10 items long, so it repeats twice for N=20 bond wires. Note that
the three profiles have the same vector values, but they are modified by adding and multiplying different constants to
XProfileN, ZProfileN.
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Example #2:

One bond profile is used with different YSpacBegin and YSpacEnd. YOffsetBegin is adjusted so that the wires are
symmetrical about the center wires.
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Example #3:

Two bond profiles are used with a pattern of {1,1,2,2}. The YSpacBegin, YSpacEnd parameters are also vectors, so that
similar bonds are spaced closer together.
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Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BondWires" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they do not already exist). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the pad draws. You access these parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Show/hide node
number

Integer0ShowNodeNum

Faces are points,
not line segments

Integer0PointFaces

0 - Tip cut is
horizontal, !=0 Tip

Integer0OrtTip

cut orthogonal to
segment axis

3D EM Layout

This model includes OrtTip, a layout-only parameter that controls how the tip of a wire is cut. If OrtTip=0 (default) then
the tip is cut horizontally (this provides a smooth transition to some on-layer metal patch or strip); if OrtTip≠0 then the
wire tip is cut orthogonally to the last/first segment axis. An orthogonal cut improves the transition to metal connectors
if the last/first segments are horizontal or almost horizontal. To access this parameter, select the item in the layout,
right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab.

References

[1] Grover, F.W., Inductance Calculations, Mineola, New York: Dover Publishing, 2004

[2] Bahl, I.J., Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 2003

[3] Balanis C.A., Antenna Theory: analysis and design, 2nd edition: Wiley, 1997

[4] Bond Wire Modeling Standard. EIA/JEDEC Standard EIA/JESD59: Electronics Industries Association, June 1997.
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Multilevel BondWire Model (User-defined Multisegment Shapes with Varying
Number of Segments): BWIRES4

Symbol

Summary

BWIRES4 models a collection of metallic round bonding wires (bond wires) made of linear segments each and placed
above a conducting ground plane. The actual smooth contour of a bonding wire is approximated by a user-specified
number of linear segments, and parameters that define orientation of segments are Cartesian coordinates of the segment
ends. Segments that comprise a wire can be either coplanar and fit in a plane orthogonal to the ground plane (2D wire
shape), or arranged arbitrarily in space (3D wire shape). Each wire can be shaped individually and placed at a selected
elevation above the ground plane.

Unlike BWIRES2, BWIRES4 allows you to shape each wire in an arbitrary manner.

Unlike BWIRES2 and BWIRES3, BWIRES4 allows you to set an arbitrary number of segments for each wire.

BWIRES4 is a dynamic model; its symbol redraws and its number of nodes change as you change the number of wires.
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Topology
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Only part of a full equivalent circuit for N=2 is presented due to the complex nature of multiple interconnects. The actual
equivalent circuit includes inductive and capacitive coupling between all segments of each wire.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
1Number of wiresN
25.4 micronLengthWire diameterDia
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
"RLC"Switch: RLC/RL model*IndModel
1Relative dielectric constant of optional encasing material*Er
0Loss tangent of optional encasing material*Tand
3DSwitch: 3D/2D wire shapeBWShape
0LengthGlobal Z-offset applied to all wiresZOffset

The following parameters display if BWShape=2D
LengthKsi coordinates of all wire #1 points (vector of user-defined

size)
K1

LengthZ coordinates of wire #1 points (vector of user-defined size)Z1
LengthKsi coordinates of wire #n points (vector of user-defined

size)
Kn

LengthZ coordinates of wire #n points (vector of user-defined size)Zn
LengthX,Y coordinates of wire start points (vector of length 2*N)P0
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LengthX,Y coordinates of wire end points (vector of length 2*N)P1

The following parameters display if BWShape=3D
LengthX coordinates of all wire #1 points (vector of user-defined

size)
X1

LengthY coordinates of all wire #1 points (vector of user-defined
size)

Y1

LengthZ coordinates of all wire #1 points (vector of user-defined
size)

Z1

LengthX coordinates of wire #n points (vector of user-defined size)Xn
LengthY coordinates of wire #n points (vector of user-defined size)Yn
LengthZ coordinates of wire #n points (vector of user-defined size)Zn

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Specifies the number of wires. The number of segments on each wire is user-defined and can vary from wire to wire.

BWShape. This switch parameter defines the interface to wire specification. If BWShape=3D, then you can arrange
each wire arbitrarily in 3D space. If BWShape=2D, then each wire is confined to a single plane orthogonal to the ground
plane (or X-Y plane). The K(start) and K(end) coordinates of 2D wires as well as azimuthal orientation of each 2D
wire plane are governed by vector parameters P0 and P1 (see the "Topology" and "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" sections). The default = 3D.

K1, Z1,... Kn, Zn. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=2D. They are vector "shape parameters" (Cartesian
coordinates Ksi and Z - see the "Topology" section), that specify the positions of all segments on the Ksi-Z plane and
define the shape of the bond wire. The ground plane is located at Z=0. The number of these Ki, Zi pairs is user-defined.
Each parameter is a vector, so shape parameters pertaining to wire #i should be placed into respective vectors Ki and Zi.
Vector values must be in braces. The first and last values in each K vector (Ki(1), Ki(N) and Zi(1), Zi(N)) are ignored
because they are defined by vectors P0 and P1. The recommended design technique is to start and end each Ki vector
with a zero entry. The actual start position of each i-th wire in the X-Y plane is defined by the pair of values: Xbeg =
P0(2*(i-1)+1), Ybeg=P0(2*(i-1)+2), and the actual end position of each i-th wire in the X-Y plane is defined by the pair
of values: Xbeg = P1(2*(i-1)+1), Ybeg=P1(2*(i-1)+2) (see the "Topology" section). This model expects the sizes of all
Ki and Zi to be equal to each other and issues an error message if they differ.

P0, P1. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=2D. P0 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the start point
of each wire; P1 contains pairs of (x, y) coordinates of the end point of each wire. For example, the order of entries in
vector P0 for N=2 is the following: {x1,y1,x2,y2} where x1 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, y1 is the
y-coordinate of the start point of wire #1, x2 is the x-coordinate of the start point of wire #2, and y2 is the y-coordinate
of the start point of wire #2. Also, the order of entries in vector P1 for N=2 is the following: {x1,y1,x2,y2} where x1 is
the x-coordinate of the end point of wire #1, y1 is the y-coordinate of the end point of wire #1, x2 is the x-coordinate of
the end point of wire #2, and y2 is the y-coordinate of the end point of wire #2

End coordinates of vector P1 fully define end Ksi coordinates of each wire as well as azimuthal position of the
respective wire plane. See "Recommendations for use" for selection of start and end Ksi coordinates.

This model expects the number of P0,P1 entries to be equal to 2*N and issues an error message if they differ.
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X1, Y1, Z1,... Xn, Yn, Zn. These vector parameters display only if BWShape=3D. They are vector "shape parameters"
(Cartesian coordinates X, Y, and Z - see the "Topology" section), that specify the positions of each wire segment above
the ground plane (located at Z=0) and define the shape of the bond wire. The number of these vector triplets is N. Vector
values must be in braces. This model expects the sizes of each vector triplet (Xi, Yi and Zi) to be equal to each other,
and auto-corrects their sizes.

IndModel. This switch allows switching between two representations of the model equivalent circuit: "RLC"
(Resistor-Inductor-Capacitor) and "RL" (Resistor-Inductor). Setting IndModel to "RL" significantly reduces computation
time, excluding capacitances from the equivalent circuit. At relatively low frequencies (for example, below 10 GHz)
both values of IndModel yield close modeling results. The difference betweenmodeling results depends on the proximity
of the evaluation frequency to the self-resonance frequency (SRF) of tested wire. A model at the "RL" setting cannot
predict the location of SRF, while a model at the "RLC" setting (default) is "SRF aware" and predicts SRF reasonably
accurately (see the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Er, Tand. Parameters of material used for optional encasing. The defaults are Er=1, Tand=0.

Zoffset. Global vertical (Z) offset defines a value that adds to all z-coordinates of all points of each wire. The default
ZOffset=0

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of segments on each wire is user-defined but limited: It should be greater than or equal to 1 but less than
or equal to 10.

2. This model implies that the number of bond wires is less than or equal to 512.

3. Heights of the start and end points of any wire over the ground may be set equal to zero, allowing the bond wire to
touch ground. Z coordinates of intermediate points cannot be set to zero because BWIRES4 does not allow joints of
segments to touch ground.

4. BWIRES4 subjects shape parameters (see the "Parameter Details" section) and locations of wire end points (P0, P1)
to extended design rule control that prevents segments within separate wires and wires themselves from touching and
intersecting (from getting closer than Dia). Also, the length of any segment cannot be less than Dia. You can constantly
monitor the actual shape of wire in the Layout 3D View window.

5. Dia>0.1 micron

6. Er and Tand affect modeling results only if IndModel=RLC.

Implementation Details

Wires are considered a collection of infinitely thin, arbitrarily oriented, conducting, segmented filaments situated above
infinite perfect ground. The actual diameter and material of the wire are accounted for at the evaluation of
self-characteristics of each segment; mutual parameters neglect diameter and material. This model does not solve for
distribution of charges/currents along or over wires; the approach is based on the assumption that the method of
static-averaged potentials is applicable.

This model accounts for internal and external inductance of each wire segment; its evaluation of resistances is based on
a skin-effect approach and the radiation resistance of a small dipole above ground. Evaluation of capacitances implies
that the surrounding media is infinite over a perfect ground plane and uniformly filled with optional encasing material
(the default is vacuum); electrical properties of adjacent dielectric objects are neglected. A value of Er other than 1
changes all capacitances in the equivalent circuit; nonzero Tand adds a shunt resistor to each capacitance throughout all
equivalent circuits (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section).
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Recommendations for Use

1. User discretion is advised when the total length of wire is small. Typically, short wires have even shorter segments.
At the same time, the model assumes that each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament, which means Lseg
>> Dia. The model issues a warning about possible loss of accuracy if Lseg<6*Dia.

BWIRES4, unlike BWIRES3 andBWIRES2 allows you to assign to eachwire its own number of linear segments.
By doing so you can avoid the "accuracy may reduce" warnings for shorter wires.

2. If the following three factors are combined, loss of accuracy may occur:

• The evaluation frequency is very high (for example, above 50 GHz)

• The wires are relatively long (above 1 mm)

• The low profile wires span a substrate of relatively high permittivity (~8 and above). Even in this case, SRF is
usually predicted well within 5-7% error; however, the error in phases of "crosstalk" scattering coefficients might
be large due to additional unaccounted substrate coupling.

3. The recommended range of number of segments is 3≤Nseg≤6. Note that the number of segments may affect the
position of calculated series resonance frequency (SRF) due to adopted approximations of constant distribution of
charge along the segments.

4. Setting the IndMode parameter to "RL" substantially reduces calculation time (this may be advantageous if the number
of bondwires exceeds 20) but excludes effects of capacitances coupling (these effects are responsible for self-resonances
at higher frequencies). "RL" leaves in place frequency-dependence of self-inductances ([4]); radiation resistance ([3])
also remains added to the self-resistance of each wire.

5. Note that BWIRES4 can comprise twomodels. Onemodel is selected by setting BWShape=3D to allow you to position
the bond wire arbitrarily in 3D space. Another model is selected by setting BWShape=2D to confine each bond wire
to its own vertical plane. Because these models differ significantly in their interfaces, parameters are not inherited
when switching from one model to another.

6. Also note that initially placing BWIRES4 on a schematic provides a fully operational instance at the default settings
N=1 and BWShape=3D. Changing N only automatically creates a set of shifted identical wires; however, this is done
only for reference. You must fully specify all vector parameters and provide all needed entries for each parameter in
accordance with your target design.

7. BWShape=2D: About K-coordinates of the first and last points of a wire. BWIRES4 shifts all wires to the origin of
the K axis, so you may want to design wire so the first point has Ki(1)=0. Also, you can set Ki(n) (where n is the last
point entry number) to a zero value because this model automatically recalculates Ki(n) from respective X and Y
entries of vector P1 and redisplays this value as the last entry of vector Ki.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "BondWires2"
is added to your drawing layer and model layer list if they are not already there. Using the model layer mapping, you
can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the pad draws. To access these parameters, select the
item in the layout, right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters
tab.
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DescriptionUnitsValueName
Layout displays node
numbers only if this value is
non-zero

Integer0ShowNodeNum

Faces are points, not line
segments, only if this value
is non-zero

Integer0PointFaces

If zero, the wire tip cut is
horizontal, otherwise the tip

Integer0OrtTip

cut is orthogonal to the end
segment axis

Note that option BWShape=2D forbids implementation of strictly vertical wires and wires with coinciding X-Y projections
of start and end points. Attempting to create these wires in 2D causes layout interruption and results in error text messages
output to the layout window. You can create these configurations after selecting BWShape=3D.

3D EM Layout

This model includes OrtTip and SelectTip, layout-only parameters that control how the tips of a wire are cut. If OrtTip=0
(default), the tip is cut horizontally (this provides a smooth transition to on-layer metal patch or strip). If OrtTip≠0 and
SelectTip=0 , the wire tip is cut orthogonally to the last/first segment axis. An orthogonal cut improves the transition to
metal connectors if the last/first segments are horizontal or almost horizontal.

The SelectTip parameter works in conjunction with the OrtTip parameter when OrtTip is set to a nonzero value. SelectTip
allows you to specify which cut (parallel-to-ground-plane or orthogonal-to-segment-axis) is suitable for each wire tip.
If OrtTip is set to a nonzero value, setting SelectTip = 1 provides an orthogonal-to-segment-axis cut at the starting wire
tip only, while the ending wire tip gets a parallel-to-ground-plane cut; if SelectTip = 2 then an orthogonal-to-segment-axis
cut applies to the ending wire tip only, while the starting tip gets a parallel-to-ground-plane cut. The default value of
SelectTip is zero, which means that the cut at both tips is completely defined by OrtTip.

To access these parameters, select the item in the layout, right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell
Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab.

Note that implementation of 3D EM pcells strictly preserves the undistorted cross-sectional view of a wire only if all
wire segments belong to the same vertical plane. Off-plane deviation of segments may cause distortion of displaced
wires.

References

[1] Grover, F.W., Inductance Calculations, Mineola, New York: Dover Publishing, 2004

[2] Bahl, I.J., Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 2003

[3] Balanis C.A., Antenna Theory: analysis and design, 2nd edition: Wiley, 1997

[4] S.Ramo and J.R.Whinnery, Fields and Waves in Modern Radio, 1st ed., General Electric Advanced Engineering
Program, New York, NY; London, England: J.Wiley and Sons, Inc.; Chapman and Hall, 1944
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Ground (Closed Form): GND

Symbol

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal ground.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Ribbon Wire Ground Strap (Closed Form): Gnd_Strap

Symbol

Structure

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
0 umLengthRibbon widthW
0 umLengthRibbon thicknessT
0 umLengthSubstrate thicknessH
0Resistivity relative to goldRho

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a ground conductor having a rectangular cross section. The model is implemented as a
lumped element series inductor and resistor whose values are derived from the dimensions and resistivity of the ribbon.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

0.005 ≤ W/T ≤ 200 RequiredRecommended
L/λo ≤0.2 Recommended0 ≤ Rho ≤ 100 Recommended
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Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] Greenhouse, H.M, "Design of Planar Rectangular Microelectronic Inductors" IEEE Trans. on Parts, Hybrids and
Packaging Vol PHP-10 No.2, June 1974 pp. 101-109

[2] U.S. Department of Commerce, Circular of the National Bureau of Standards C74, Radio Instruments and
Measurements, "Calculation of Inductance", Jan 1, 1937

[3] Grover, F.W., "Inductance Calculations", Van Nostrand, Princeton, NJ 1946.

[4] Caulton, M., "Hybrid Integrated Lumped-Element Microwave Amplifiers" IEEE Trans on Electron Devices, Vol
ED-15, July 1968, pp.459-466

[5] Wadell, Brian C. "Transmission Line Design Handbook" Artech 1991
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Flat Bent Package Lead "Gull-Wing" (Closed Form): GWLEAD

Symbol

Summary

GWLEAD is a dynamic model of flat bent package lead known as "Gull-Wing". You can specify the number of leads,
lead pitch, and place leads on one or two parallel sides of a package.

This element is only for use in 3D EM documents. It is intended to create a 3D parameterized cell for Gull-Wing lead(s)
for 3D EM analysis. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM
EM analysis software.

Topology

L1

L3

L2

H

W

S
D

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
1Number of leadsN
WaLengthLead widthW
WaLengthLead thicknessT
LaLengthLength of lower sectionL1
LaLengthLength of footprint of intermediate sectionL2
LaLengthLength of upper sectionL3
LaLengthLead pitchS
0 umLengthDistance between lead rowsD
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RhoaLead metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

N. Parameter N specifies the number of leads at one side of a package. If D>0 and a mirrored set of leads is used, the
total number of leads is 2N.

S. Parameter S specifies lead pitch equal to the distance between the central lines of adjacent leads (see the "Topology"
section).

D.When greater than 0, parameter D adds a second set of N leads, mirroring the first set, and specifies the distance
between the ends of upper sections on opposite leads (see the "Topology" section). When D is less than or equal to 0,
there are only N leads.”.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The distance between lead rows D can be positive, negative, or zero. If D is negative or zero, the 3D cell draws only
one row of leads; if D is positive, the 3D cell draws two rows of leads separated by distance D.

2. Parameter L2 can be either positive or zero.

3. Parameter T has a lower limit of 0.1 micron.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "GWlead" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. This element is not visible in any 3D layout view other than that of a
3D EM structure.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Named Connector: NCONN

Symbol

Summary

NCONN is used to create schematic connectivity by name instead of a wire. See “Element Connection by Name” for
details. To control whether or not the name label rotates vertically with the element, you can set the "rotatable" value in
your users.ini file with the following entry:

[ENV_SCH_OPTIONS]
ALLOW_PAR_FRAME_ROTATION=0

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NC1TextNetwork ID*ID
CONNTextConnector NameName

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open Circuit (Closed Form): OPEN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
J1TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal open circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Flat Wire Ribbon (Closed Form): Ribbon

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
0 umLengthRibbon lengthL
0 umLengthRibbon widthW
0 umLengthRibbon thicknessT
0Metal resistivity relative to goldRho

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a length of conductor having a rectangular cross section. The model is implemented as
a lumped element series inductor and resistor whose values are derived from the dimensions and resistivity of the wire.

Restrictions

Rho > 0 Recommended0.01 ≥W/T≥100 Recommended
L/λo ≤0.2 Recommended0.005 ≥W/T≥200 Required

Limitations on 3D EM pcell parameters RotAng and ShiftZ: Both RotAng and ShiftZ must be greater than or equal
to zero. This pCell automatically changes the sign of negative RotAng and ShiftZ. Do not use high RotAng values that
make the upper tip of the ribbon almost horizontal-- this may cause visual distortion. Cadence® recommends keeping
RotAng below 60-65 degrees.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.
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Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "Ribbon" is added
to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can assign
these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software software.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the 3D pCell draws. You access these parameters by
selecting the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then
clicking the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
If H <=0 then the
height of the

Layout0H

midpoint of the
ribbon is L/2,
otherwise this
height is the value
entered.
Defines
z-displacement of

Layout0ShiftZ

wire above
substrate (ShiftZ≥0)
Defines angle of
wire rotation
(RotAng≥0)

Layout0RotAng

Number of drawing
points

Layout7Nd
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2-Node Short Circuit (Closed Form): SHORT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
J1TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal short circuit.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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Thermal Node Identifier: TNODE

Symbol

Summary

TNODE is used to identify any nodes of models that are considered thermal nodes of that model. It is primarily used
when calculating measurements for the model, such as the power dissipated for the model. This is an important quantity
when using a thermal simulator. In these models, thermal quantities are represented as current and voltage and should
not be included when calculating the electrical quantities of the model. This element on a node tells the software to skip
those nodes when calculating electrical properties. If using a thermal solver, you should place this element on any thermal
node of models you are using.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NC1TextNetwork IDID

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Tapered Via Hole (Closed Form): TVIA

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
WaLengthHole diameter at node 1D1
WLengthHole diameter at node 2D2
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthMetal thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRHO

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

This component models a tapered cylindrical plated-through via hole. The model is implemented as a lumped element
series inductor and resistor whose values are derived from the dimensions and resistivity of the wire.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "TVIA" is added
to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can assign
these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The via is drawn the size of the "D1" parameter.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

This model has several layout-only parameters that control how the 3D pCell draws. You access these parameters by
selecting the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then
clicking the Parameters tab.
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DescriptionUnitsValueName
Number of sides
used to draw the
cell, minimum = 4

Integer6NumSideCell

References

[1] M.Goldfarb and R.Pucel, "Modeling Via Hole Grounds in Microstrip," IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters.,
vol. 1, No.6, pp. 135-137.
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Cylindrical Via (Closed Form): VIA

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
LaLengthExternal diameter of via (external diameter of via cylinder)D
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthThickness of metal (thickness of via cylinder wall)T
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRHO
DefaultVia drawing definition*SNAME

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a lumped element series inductor and resistor whose values are derived from the dimensions
and resistivity of the hollow cylindrical conductor.

RHO is a ratio of actual metal bulk resistivity to gold bulk resistivity, that is, the increase in RHO results in an increase
of series resistor. This model allows a perfectly conducting via at RHO=0.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Layout

VIA models draw according to the SNAME parameter setting on the via, as configured in the LPF. If this parameter is
left blank the via definition in the LPF is used to define the via layers. See “Via Definitions” for details. This typically
works well if there is only one via type in the design. If you need to have different via layers, the best approach is to
create structures in the LPF for each type, then set the SNAME parameter to match the structure name in the LPF. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information.
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Cylindrical One Port Via (Closed Form): VIA1P

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
LaLengthExternal diameter of via (external diameter of via cylinder)D
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthThickness of metal (thickness of via cylinder wall)T
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRHO
DefaultVia drawing definition*SNAME

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

Parameters are the same as the VIA element.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Layout

VIA models draw according to the SNAME parameter setting on the via, as configured in the LPF. If this parameter is
left blank the via definition in the LPF is used to define the via layers. See “Via Definitions” for details. This typically
works well if there is only one via type in the design. If you need to have different via layers, the best approach is to
create structures in the LPF for each type, then set the SNAME parameter to match the structure name in the LPF. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information.
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Single Via in Multilayer Board: VIAM

Symbol

Summary

VIAM models an isolated via in a multilayer printed circuit board. This model assumes that all dielectric layers crossed
by the via are separated by infinite perfect conducting grounded planes. Each ground plane has an antipad and the via
passes through the center of each antipad. Capture pads are located at via ends. The environment of each capture pad is
user-controlled via model parameters. These parameters allow implementation of all typical via configurations: through,
buried, and blind. You can take a pad out from one or both via ends and implement a series connection of several vias.

It is imperative that the via cross at least one ground plane with antipad.

Multilayer via analysis is based on the theory of long cylindrical antenna excited by a frill of magnetic current radiating
in a parallel plate waveguide, and on the theory of monopole radiating into a parallel plate waveguide. This model also
uses quasi-static FEM analysis for accurate evaluation of capacitances of complex conducting configurations in a
multilayered dielectric.

Topology

Gnd

Antipad Layer #1

DV

Er1

H1

DA

Figure 1a. Basic stackup (N=1)
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Gnd

Gnd

Antipad Layer #1

Layer #2

DV

Er1

Er2

H1

H2

DA

DA

Figure 1b. Basic stackup (N=2)

Gnd

Layer #1

DV

Er1

H1

DP

To “Basic stackup”

Figure 2. Option "Board Top"
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Gnd

Layer #1

DV
Er2 H2

DP

Layer #2

H1

Gnd

To “Basic stackup”

Figure 3. Option "Inside Board with Pad"

Gnd

Layer #1

DV
Er2 H2Layer #2

H1

Gnd

To “Basic stackup”

Figure 4 .Option "Inside Board no Pad"
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DV

To “Basic stackup”

DA

Figure 4_1 .Option "Inside Antipad no Pad"

DV

DA

To “Basic stackup”

DP

Figure 4_2 .Option "Inside Antipad with Pad"

DV

DA

To “Basic stackup”

DP

GndLayer #1

Figure 4_3 .Option "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad"
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
1Number of dielectric layersN
WaLengthExternal diameter of via holeDV
LaLengthDiameter of antipadDA
LaLengthDiameter of top capture padDPT
LaLengthDiameter of bottom capture padDPB
TaLengthThickness of capture padTP
{0.1 mm}LengthHeights of dielectric layers (vector)H
{1}Relative dielectric constants of dielectric layers

(vector)
Er

1Via metal bulk resistance relative to goldRho
"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside

Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"/"Inside
TopCap

Antipad with Pad"/"Inside Board & Antipad with
Pad"

"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside
Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"/"Inside

BotCap

Antipad with Pad"/"Inside Board & Antipad with
Pad"

"Default"Switch "Default/High"*Acc
"No"Switch "No/Yes"*Update_Pad_in_Antipad

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values”
for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Defines the number of dielectric layers in a multilayered board separated by ground planes (see the "Basic stackup"
figures in the "Topology" section). It is important to note that only layers from the "Basic stackup" are counted toward
N. The actual number of layers VIAM uses depends on the options selected with the TopCap and BotCap parameters.
Note that VIAM allows a zero value of N (see "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations".)

DPT, DPB. The diameters of the capture pads attached to the via top end (Port #1) and to the via bottom end (Port #2).
Certain TopCap and BotCap parameter options imply that the respective pad is missing.

H, Er. These vector parameters define the height and dielectric constant of every dielectric layer in the board stackup.
Note that these vectors always include heights and dielectric constants of layers defined by the TopCap and BotCap
parameters. TopCap adds values to the vector head while BotCaps adds values to the vector tail. Youmust provide correct
values for each layer the model uses.

TopCap, BotCap. Each of these switching parameters has six user-selectable options. These options allow the addition
of via caps of various configurations to each via end of the basic multilayer configuration presented in the "Basic stackup"
figures in the "Topology" section.
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TopCap defines the configuration of the via cap at Port #1 and BotCap defines the configuration of the via cap at Port
#2.

All configurations of TopCap and BotCap (except "Inside Board no Pad" and "Inside Antipad no Pad" ) assume that a
capture pad is present.

Note that TopCap and BotCap can be set independently to different options. The size of vectors H and Er are defined by
both selected options.

All available configuration/options are presented in the "Topology" section in figures with corresponding captions. The
"Board Top" option requires the addition of one more value to vectors H and Er in addition to the layer values needed
for "Basic stackup"; the "Inside Board with Pad " and "Inside Board no Pad" options require the addition of two more
values to vectors H and Er; the "Inside Antipad no Pad" option does not add any values to H and Er because it actually
leaves the via end "as is" in "Basic stackup. The "Inside Antipad with Pad" and "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad"
options insert a capture pad inside the top or bottom antipad; "Inside Antipad with Pad" (as well as "Inside Antipad no
Pad") do not add any values to H and Er. The "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad" option requires the addition of one
more value to vectors H and Er in addition to the layer values needed for "Basic stackup".

Acc. The default value of the Acc parameter excludes the contribution of higher modes into the via model. Setting
Acc=High adds the evaluation of series representing the contribution of higher modes and slightly increases simulation
time. In most cases Acc=Default provides sufficient accuracy, but for very long vias crossing many dielectric layers
Acc=High might be beneficial.

Update_Pad_in_Antipad. This parameter has an effect only if the TopCaP or BotCap parameter values are either "Inside
Antipad with Pad" or "Inside Board&Antipad with Pad". The default value of the parameter Update_Pad_in_Antipad=No
neglects the contribution of excess inductance of a pad located inside antipad. Setting Update_Pad_in_Antipad=Yes adds
this excess inductance, improving accuracy at higher frequencies but slightly increasing simulation time due to use of
the involved numerical algorithms. At lower frequencies (for example, less than 4-5 GHz for a typical PCB) the default
value of "Update_Pad_in_Antipad" is sufficient, but at higher frequencies Update_Pad_in_Antipad=Yes might be
beneficial.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of layers N in Basic Stackup must be 0<=N<=30. If N=0, then "Basic stackup" is basically a single
ground plane with an antipad that separates any of two configurations selected by the TopCap and Bottom cap
parameter options. For example, selecting N=0, TopCap="Board Top", and BotCap="Board Top" implements a
through via in a two-layer board with a ground plane (containing an antipad) separating adjacent dielectric layers.
The lengths of vectors H and Er amount to 2, and you must specify two heights and two dielectric constants. Selecting
N=0, TopCap="Board Top", BotCap="Inside Board with Pad" implements a blind via in a three-layer board with a
ground plane (containing an antipad) separating the first and second (counting from top) dielectric layers. The length
of vectors H and Er amount to 3, and you must specify three heights and three dielectric constants.

2. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in each layer over all frequency sweep. The heights
of all layers are checked for normal operation below the cutoff frequency of the higher mode propagating in respective
parallel-plate waveguide. If the evaluation frequency exceeds the cutoff threshold, the model generates an error and
reports the highest sweep frequency allowed for the specified separation between ground planes.

Implementation Details

The via is modeled as a set of segments contained within ground-separated dielectric layers. Each segment is modeled
as a cylindrical antenna dipole radiating between perfectly conducting parallel plates. Modeling techniques used are
based on publications [1]-[4]. Via cap capacitance is treated by means of a quasi-static FEM technique based on [5] and
[6] Port reference planes are located at the centers of capture pads. Port #1 is associated with the top end of the via and
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port #2 is associated with the bottom end of the via. The schematic symbol pin marked with a "slash" is associated with
Port #1.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The following are examples of various via implementations:

1. Implementation of through via, N=2

Er2

Er3

H1

H3

Er1

H2

H4Er4

Figure 5. Via Configuration
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DV=10
DA=20
DPT=22
DPB=22
TP=0.7
TV=1
H1=10
H2=12
H3=12
H4=10
Er1=2.2
Er2=3
Er3=3
Er4=2.2

VIAM
ID=IC3
N=2
DV=DV mil
DA=DA mil
DPT=DPT mil
DPB=DPB mil
TP=TP mil
H={ H1,H2,H3,H4} mil
Er={Er1,Er2,Er3,Er4}
Rho=Rho
TopCap=Inside Board with Pad
BotCap=Inside Board with Pad

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

Figure 6. Schematic

2. Implementation of blind via, N=2

Er2

Er3

H1

H3

Er1

H2

H4Er4

Er5 H5

Figure 7. Via Configuration
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PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

VIAM
ID=IC3
N=2
DV=DV um
DA=DA um
DPT=DPT um
DPB=DPB um
TP=TP um
H={H1,H2,H3,H4,H5} um
Er={Er1,Er2,Er3,Er4,Er5}
Rho=1
TopCap=Board Top
BotCap=Inside Board with Pad

DV=10
DA=20
DPT=22
DPB=22
TP=0.7
H1=10
H2=12
H3=12
H4=10
H5=9
Er1=2.2
Er2=3
Er3=3
Er4=2.2
Er5=2.2

Figure 8. Schematic

3. Implementation of buried via, N=2

Er3

Er4

H2

H3

Er2

H2

H4Er5

Er6 H5

H1Er1
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Figure 9. Via Configuration

DV=10
DA=20
DPT=22
DPB=22
TP=0.7
TV=1
H1=10
H2=12
H3=10
H4=11
H5=9
H6=10
Er1=2.2
Er2=3
Er3=2.2
Er4=3
Er5=2.2
Er6=2.2

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

VIAM
ID=IC3
N=2
DV=DV mil
DA=DA mil
DPT=DPT mil
DPB=DPB mil
TP=TP mil
TV=TV mil
H={ H1,H2,H3,H4,H5,H6} mil
Er={Er1,Er2,Er3,Er4,Er5,Er6}
Rho=Rho
TopCap=Inside Board with Pad
BotCap=Inside Board with Pad
ACC=Default

Figure 10. Schematic

4. Implementation of through via, N=0

H1Er1

Er2 H2

Figure 11. Via Configuration
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DV=10
DA=20
DPT=22
DPB=22
TP=0.7
TV=1
H1=10
H2=12
Er1=2.2
Er2=3

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

VIAM
ID=IC3
N=0
DV=DV mil
DA=DA mil
DPT=DPT mil
DPB=DPB mil
TP=TP mil
TV=TV mil
H={ H1,H2} mil
Er={Er1,Er2}
Rho=Rho
TopCap=Board Top
BotCap=Board Top
ACC=Default

Figure 12. Schematic

5. Implementation of buried via, N=0

H2Er2

Er3 H3

Er1

Er4

H1

H4

Figure 13. Via Configuration
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DV=10
DA=20
DPT=22
DPB=22
TP=0.7
TV=1
H1=10
H2=12
H3=12
H4=10
Er1=2.2
Er2=3
Er3=3
Er4=2.2

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

VIAM
ID=IC3
N=0
DV=DV mil
DA=DA mil
DPT=DPT mil
DPB=DPB mil
TP=TP mil
TV=TV mil
H={ H1,H2,H3,H4} mil
Er={Er1,Er2,Er3,Er4}
Rho=Rho
TopCap=Inside Board with Pad
BotCap=Inside Board with Pad
ACC=Default

Figure 14. Schematic

6. Series connection of two vias can be implemented if the first VIAM BotCap parameter is "Inside Board with Cap"
and the second VIAM TopCap parameter is "Inside Board no Cap". These settings avoid pad doubling.

7. Sometimes it may be beneficial if a via is connected to a coplanar waveguide line running across the ground plane.
To provide this connection set either TopCap or BotCap to "Inside Antipad no Pad". This option sets the via cap as
it appears in "Basic stackup" and assumes that capture cap impact at this end is low. To account for pad inside antipad
(see the "Topology" section) set TopCap/BotCap either to "Inside Antipad with Pad" or to "Inside Board & Antipad
with Pad".

8. In general, you can create a stack of vias using the two previous recommendations. If the impact of pads inside antipads
is neglected, you should select "Inside Antipad no Pad" for stacking; to account for multiple pads inside antipads
stack up several VIAMs with N=1 and apply (in turns) Top/BotCap = "Inside Antipad with Pad" and "Inside Antipad
no Pad".

9. This model uses a disk cache, so if a project contains multiple instances of identical VIAM, only one instance simulates
and saves results to the cache, and all identical (having the same parameter set) VIAM simply fetch these results from
cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data, and any project on the same computer that contains VIAMwith the same
set of parameters reuses the cached data.
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Multiport Single Via in Multilayer Board: VIAM2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

VIAM2models an isolated via in a multilayer printed circuit board. Similar to VIAM, VIAM2 assumes that all dielectric
layers crossed by the via are separated by infinite perfect conducting grounded planes. VIAM2 differs from VIAM in
its ability to attach multiple VIAMC elements representing per-layer coupling between two VIAM2 elements. VIAM2
is a dynamic model; its schematic symbol changes (adds/removes terminals) when the number of board layers changes.
See VIAM for additional details.

Topology

See VIAM.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
1Number of dielectric layersN
WaLengthExternal diameter of via holeDV
LaLengthDiameter of antipadDA
LaLengthDiameter of top capture padDPT
LaLengthDiameter of bottom capture padDPB
TaLengthThickness of capture padTP
{0.1 mm}LengthHeights of dielectric layers (vector)H
{1}Relative dielectric constants of dielectric layers

(vector)
Er

1Via metal bulk resistance relative to goldRho
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside

Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"
TopCap

"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside
Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"

BotCap

"Default"Switch "Default/High"*Acc
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values”
for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. This parameter defines the number of dielectric layers in a multilayered board separated by ground planes (see the
"Basic stackup" figure in the "Topology" section of VIAM). It is important to note that only layers from the "Basic
stackup" are counted toward N. The actual number of layers VIAM2 uses depends on the options selected with the
TopCap and BotCap parameters (see the following details for these parameters.) Note that (contrary to VIAM) VIAM2
does not allow a zero value of N (see "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations".)

DPT, DPB. The diameters of the capture pads attached to the via top end (Port #1) and to the via bottom end (Port #
N+2). Certain options of the TopCap and BotCap parameters imply that the respective pad is missing.

H, Er. These vector parameters define the height and dielectric constant of every dielectric layer in the board setup. Note
that these vectors always include heights and dielectric constants of layers defined by the TopCap and BotCap parameters.
TopCap adds values to the vector head while BotCap adds values to the vector tail. You must provide correct values for
each layer the model uses.

TopCap, BotCap. Each of these switching parameters has four user-selectable options. These options allow the addition
of via caps of various configurations to each via end of the basic multilayer configuration presented in the "Basic stackup"
figure in the "Topology" section.

TopCap defines the configuration of the via cap at Port #1 and BotCap defines the configuration of the via cap at Port
#N+2.

All available configuration/options are presented in the "Topology" section (see VIAM) in figures with corresponding
captions. The "Board Top" option requires the addition of one more value to vectors H and Er in addition to the layer
values needed for "Basic stackup"; the "Inside Board with Pad " and "Inside Board no Pad" options require the addition
of two more values to vectors H and Er; the "Inside Antipad no Pad" option does not add any values to H and Er because
it actually leaves the via end "as is" in "Basic stackup."

Note that TopCap and BotCap can be set independently to different options. The size of vectors H and Er are defined by
both selected options.

Acc. The default value of this parameter excludes the contribution of higher modes into the via model. Setting Acc=High
adds the evaluation of series representing the contribution of higher modes and slightly increases simulation time. In
most cases Acc=Default provides sufficient accuracy but for very long vias crossing many dielectric layers Acc=High
might be beneficial. Note that the value of Acc should match the value of Acc set for attached VIAMC elements.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of layers N in the Basic Stackup must be 1<=N<=30. Note that N=0 is forbidden for VIAM2 but allowed
for VIAM.

2. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in each layer over all frequency sweep. The heights
of all layers are checked for normal operation below the cutoff frequency of the higher mode propagating in respective
parallel-plate waveguide. If the evaluation frequency exceeds the cutoff threshold the model generates an error and
reports the highest sweep frequency allowed for the specified separation between ground planes.

Implementation Details

The via is modeled as a set of segments contained within ground-separated dielectric layers. Each segment is modeled
as cylindrical antenna dipole radiating between perfectly conducting parallel plates. Modeling techniques used are based
on publications [1]-[4]. Via cap capacitance is treated by means of a quasi-static FEM technique based on [5], [6]. Port
reference planes are located at the centers of capture pads. Port #1 is associated with the top end of the via and Port #N+2
is associated with the bottom end of the via. Port #2..#N+1 are coupling ports. The only element that should be connected
to any of these ports is VIAMC (see the example in the "Recommendations for Use" section).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

1. If no coupling, VIAMC elements are connected to Ports #2..#N+1, then VIAM2 behaves similar to the VIAM element.

2. To provide the most accurate evaluation of coupling, all VIAM2 elements connected with VIAMC elements must
have identical parameters DV, DA, and Acc.

3. Restriction N>=1 (at least one dielectric layer bounded by two ground planes) is mandatory because each VIAMC
element evaluates coupling due to TMo mode propagating in the respective layer. VIAM2 assumes that this coupling
is predominant and neglects coupling between via caps (see VIAM, VIAMD).

4. Building a network of coupled vias requires one VIAMC element per layer, per each pair of VIAM2 elements included
in a coupled set of vias. For efficiency, a good practice may be to create separate subcircuits for each layer and connect
VIAM2 elements to subcircuits using named connectors (NCONN) and named ports (PORT_NAME). See the following
example.

5. This model uses a disk cache, so if a project contains multiple instances of identical VIAM2 only one instance simulates
and saves results to the cache, and all identical (having the same parameter set) VIAM2 elements simply fetch these
results from cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data, and any project on the same computer that contains VIAM2
with the same set of parameters reuses the cached data.

The following example demonstrates how coupling between vias in a PCB may affect coupling between signal traces.
In this example, three edge-coupled traces on top of a PCB board connect to three edge-coupled striplines inside the
board. The board is comprised of four FR-4 layers. Ground planes separate dielectric layers and the bottom of the board
is also metallized. Microstrips and striplines are connected with three blind vias. Note that captions reside under the
figures.
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Figure 1. Via Cross View
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Figure 2. Via Top View

The following are material properties and dimension denotations (dimensions in mils). t1, t2 etc. are loss tangents.
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Figure 3. Dimensions in mils
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Figure 4. Schematic: Three coupled lines
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Subcircuit "Blind Vias Coupled"

Figure 5. Subcircuit with coupled vias

Simulation results demonstrate losses for cases where vias are not accounted for, when vias are accounted for but coupling
between vias is neglected, and when coupling between vias is factored in.
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Figure 6. Simulation results: S41 in dB - Insertion loss
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Figure 7. Simulation results: S61 in dB - Coupling loss
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Multilayer PCB Via with Multiple Connections: VIAM3

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Summary

VIAM3models a via with multiple connections in a multilayer PCB defined by a user-supplied stackup (air layers above
and under dielectiric stack are expected to be present in the stackup). VIAM3 is a dynamic model, its symbol size is
defined by a number of connections. This model assumes that all dielectric layers crossed by the via (excluding dielectric
layers carrying dedicated signal trace layers) are separated by infinite perfect conducting grounded planes. Each ground
plane has an antipad and the via passes through the center of each antipad. Capture pads are located at each trace layer;
you select PCB trace layers where the via connects to the board. The environment of each capture pad is controlled by
model and stackup parameters. Model parameters allow implementation of all typical via configurations: through, buried,
and blind.

Multilayer via analysis is based on the theory of a long cylindrical antenna excited by a frill of magnetic current radiating
in a parallel plate waveguide, and on the theory of monopole radiating into a parallel plate waveguide. This model also
uses quasi-static FEM analysis for accurate evaluation of capture cap capacitances in various environmental configurations.
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Topology
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Figure 4. Configuration On_Sig. Buried via

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
On_GndSelection of via configuration (Switch

On_Gnd/On_Sig)
Gnd_Sig

4Number of connectionsNC
1Number of trace layer of connection #nCLi, i=1..NC -

number of via
connection

WaLengthExternal diameter of via holeDV
LaLengthDiameter of antipadDA
LaLengthDiameter of capture padDP
LaLengthDiameter of top (bond) capture padDPT
1Trace layer at via top endViaTop
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
4Trace layer at via bottom endViaBot
TaLengthAverage thickness of trace metalTP
1Average trace metal bulk resistance relative to goldRho
DefaultAccuracy of evaluation of via segment formulation

(Switch Default/High)
Acc*

STACKUP1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSTACKUP
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values”
for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Gnd_Sig. This is a selector/switch that allows you to choose from two configurations of arrangement of PCB trace layers
available for setting the connection to a via.

First configuration (On_Gnd) implies that all trace layers are located only on ground planes and each via segment
crossing the ground plane is surrounded by an annular antipad; so every signal trace (including top and bottom trace
layers) that connects to the via capture pad crosses the respective antipad at least once. This configuration is selected by
setting GnD_Sig = On_Gnd (see Figure 1).

Second configuration (On_Sig) allows the signal traces connecting to the via capture pads to be located either on ground
planes or on dedicated signal layers. Similar to the first configuration, every connecting signal trace located on the
ground plane needs to cross the antipad to reach the capture pad. On the contrary, a dedicated signal later allows the
connecting signal trace to reach the via capture pad directly. This configuration stipulates the predefined sequence order
of ground planes and dedicated signal layers, namely, that ground plane trace layers alternate with dedicated signal layers.
In this configuration, each dedicated signal layer (except top and bottom trace layers) must be sandwiched between two
adjacent dielectric layers. Two ground planes must be placed on the top and bottom of this sandwich. Similar to the first
configuration, these ground planes are also available for setting via connections. Note that top and bottom trace layers
are assumed to be dedicated signal layers. This configuration is selected by setting GnD_Sig = On_Sig (see Figure 2, 3,
and 4).

NC. Defines the total number of via connections to the board at various trace layers. Note that the permissible value of
NC is limited by the ViamTop and ViaBot parameters.

CLn. This dynamic parameter contains a number of trace layer where the n-th connection to a via is implemented. You
must specify CLn for each of NC connections. The number of connection trace layers must be listed in strictly ascending
order from via top to via bottom. Duplicates are not allowed in this list.

DP, DPT. DP is the diameter of all inner (inside board) capture pads. DPT is the diameter of a bond pad located on the
top/bottom trace layer. Note that the diameter of inner pad DP is limited by antipad diameter DA, while this limitation
does not apply to the diameter of a bond pad DPT. DPT may be specified to any value that satisfy demand of bonding
technology.

ViaTop, ViaBot. ViaTop is the uppermost trace layer crossed by the via and ViaBot is the lowest trace layer crossed by
the via. If NT = 7 is the total number of PCB trace layers , then:

1. ViaTop = 1, ViaBot = 7 defines a through via;
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2. ViaTop = 3 , ViaBot = 7 or ViaTop = 1, ViaBot = 3 defines a blind via;

3. ViaTop = 3, ViaBot = 5 defines a buried via.

TP. The average metal thickness of trace layers.

Rho. The average metal bulk resistance (relative to gold) of trace layers and via barrel.

Acc. In certain situations setting Acc = High may improve the accuracy of via modeling, but in most cases Acc = Default
provides adequate accuracy.

STACKUP. VIAM3 uses stackup in place of a traditional substrate, and gets from the stackup total number of the
trace/dielectric layers and material parameters of dielectric layers, namely hicknesses and dielectric constants for each
layer.

Stackup Parameters tab contains multiple secondary parameters describing contents and material properties of PCB
dielectric stackup. VIAM3 uses vector parameters DieT (thicknesses of dielectric layers), DieInd (index into material
table), and ErZ (relative dielectric constants of dielectric materials). Note that first and last entries of vector DieT should
be thicknesses of air layers above and under PCB dielectric stack (thicknesses of air layers do not affect simulation
results). Presence of these air layers should be reflected both in DieT and DieInd. VIAM3 calculates number of dielectric
layers ND as the size of vector DieT less 2 and number of trace layers as ND + 1. The average values of PCB trace
thicknesses and bulk resistances of trace and via barrel metals are provided by the TP and Rho parameters.

EXAMPLE.

>Let us assume that our PCB has 21 dielectric layers, 4 dielectric materials (diel1, diel2, etc.) and 4 trace metal materials
(met1, met2, etc.) and this is our MatName vector:

MatName = {"Perfect Conductor","Air","Approx Open","Inf
WG","met1","diel1","met2","diel2","met3","diel3","met4","diel4"}

This is our DieT vector:

DieT = { 1500,70,150,150,150,150,150,150,150,80,70,80,70,80,150,150,150,150,150,150,150,70,1500 } microns

Note that first and last entries of DieT are air layers.

This is how vector ErZ should look:

ErZ = { 1,1,1,1,1,4,1,4.3,1,4.3,1,4.3 }

Vector ErZ design is based on vector MatName, namely, first 4 entries are mapped as 1, 1, 1, 1 in place of first 4 entries
of MatName: "Perfect Conductor","Air","Approx Open", and "Inf WG". Other enries map metal and dielectric names
by setting 1 in place of metal name and respective relative dielectric constant in place of dielectric name. Note that
dielectric constants of our 4 dielectric dielectric materials are stored in 0-based vector, so they are ErZ[5] = 4, ErZ[7] =
4.3, ErZ[9]=4.3, and ErZ[11]=4.3.

Vector DieInd provides mapping of dielectric layer thicknesses to dielectric constants. VIAM3 expects that size of DieInd
is equal to the size of DieT and contains 0-based indices of dielectric materials in vectors MatName and vector ErZ.

DieInd = { 1,5,7,9,7,9,7,9,7,11,5,11,5,11,7,9,7,9,7,9,7,5,1 }.

Note that first and last entries of DieInd may have arbitrary values (usually 0 or 1).
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For example, in DieT thickness of dielectric layer #6 is located at the position #6 (actual layer number counting from
top air layer). VIAM3 looks at DieInd element located at the same position #6 (this is DieInd[5]) and finds that index is
equal to 9. Finally, VIAM3 uses content of ErZ[9] as dielectric constant of dielectric layer #6. Thus, we found out that
dielectric layer #6 has thickness 150 microns and dielectric constant 4.3.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Number of via connections (NC) must be less than or equal to ViaBot - ViaTop + 1.

2. Numbers of connection trace layers must be listed in strictly ascending order from via top to bottom, now duplicates
allowed.

3. VIAM3 expects one air layer above and one air layer under the PCB dielectric stackup. Note that thicknesses of air
layers do not affect simulation results.

4. Diameter of the inner capture pad (DP) must be less than the diameter of the antipad (DA). No limit is applied to the
bond (top or bottom) capture pad (DPT).

5. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in each layer over all frequency sweeps. The heights
of all layers are checked for normal operation below the cutoff frequency of the higher mode propagating in respective
parallel-plate waveguide. If the evaluation frequency exceeds the cutoff threshold, the model generates an error and
reports the highest sweep frequency allowed for the specified separation between ground planes.

Implementation Details

The via is modeled as a set of segments contained within ground-separated dielectric layers. Each segment is modeled
as a cylindrical antenna dipole radiating between perfectly conducting parallel plates. Modeling techniques used are
based on publications [1]-[4]. Via cap capacitance is treated by means of a quasi-static FEM technique based on [5] and
[6]. Port reference planes are located at the centers of the capture pads.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The following are examples of via implementation per various settings of the configuration parameter Gnd_Sig. Note
that in the "Topology" section, dashed lines in the figures indicate the boundaries of dielectric layers where the signal
trace layers are located, and bold black horizontal rectangles indicate ground planes (where signal traces may also be
located). The following designates the total number of stackup trace layers as NT.

Note that names "board top cap" and "inside board cap" are used below to describe specifics in electromagnetic modeling
of various via parts.

1. Setting Gnd_Sig = On_Gnd assumes that all trace layers are located on ground planes, and all capture pads are inside
antipads (see "Topology", Figure 1)

2. Setting Gnd_Sig = On_Sig, ViaTop = 1, and ViaBot = NT assumes that ground plane trace layers alternate with
dedicated signal layers and the via is a through via (see "Topology", Figure 2). A through via automatically accepts
"board top caps" on the top and bottom of the pad stack. These caps model end via segments and end bond pads as
elements of microstrip transmission lines (see "Topology", Figure 2).

3. Setting Gnd_Sig = On_Sig, ViaTop = 1, and ViaBot < NT (or ViaTop > 1 and ViaBot = NT) assumes that ground
plane trace layers alternate with dedicated signal layers and the via is a blind via (see "Topology", Figure 3). A blind
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via automatically accepts one "board top cap" on top and an "inside board cap" on the bottom (or "inside board top
cap" on top and "board top cap" on bottom) of the pad stack. The board top cap is similar to the one a through via
has. The inside board cap models the end via segment as a monopole radiating into the parallel-plane waveguide. (see
"Topology", Figure 3).

4. Setting Gnd_Sig = On_Sig, ViaTop > 1, and ViaBot < NT assumes that ground plane trace layers alternate with
dedicated signal layers and the via is a buried via (see "Topology", Figure 4). A buried via automatically accepts one
"board top cap" on top and an "inside board cap" on bottom (or "inside board cap" on top and "board top cap" on
bottom) of the pad stack. The board top cap is similar to the one a through via has. The inside board cap models the
end via segment as a monopole radiating into the parallel-plane waveguide. (see "Topology", Figure 4).

5. On simulation , VIAM3 outputs information about connection layers specified by the CLn parameters (for Gnd_Sig
= On_Sig only). This information helps you to verify if the trace layer assigned by the CLn parameter is a ground
plane or dedicated signal layer.

6. VIAM3 uses a disk cache, so if a project contains multiple instances of identical VIAM3, only one instance simulates
and saves results to the cache, and all identical (having the same parameter set) VIAM3 simply fetch these results
from the cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data, and any project on the same computer that contains VIAM3
with the same set of parameters reuses the cached data.
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Lump Coupling between Vias in Multilayer Board: VIAMC

Symbol

Summary

VIAMC represents a lump coupling between two similar vias in a multilayer printed circuit board. Coupling is evaluated
as electromagnetic interference between sections of two vias confined within a user-selected dielectric layer from the
board stackup. You can select any layer sandwiched between two ground planes because coupling evaluation is based
on interaction of the single TMomode propagating along a parallel-plate waveguide made by two adjacent ground planes.
VIAMC can be used only in conjunction with the VIAM2 element and it must attach to dedicated coupling ports of
VIAM2. See VIAM2 for additional details.

Topology

See VIAM2.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
WaLengthExternal diameter of via holeDV
LaLengthDiameter of antipadDA
0.1 mmLengthHeight of dielectric layerH
1Relative dielectric constant of dielectric layerEr
"Default"Switch "Default/High"*Acc

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values”
for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

H, Er. These parameters define the height and dielectric constant of the dielectric layer selected from the board stackup.

Acc. The default value of this parameter excludes the contribution of higher modes into the via model. Setting Acc=High
adds the evaluation of series representing the contribution of higher modes and slightly increases simulation time. In
most cases, Acc=Default provides sufficient accuracy but for very long vias crossing many dielectric layers Acc=High
might be beneficial. Note that the value of Acc should match the value of Acc set for attached VIAM2 elements.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in the selected layer over all frequency sweep. The
height and dielectric constant of the layer are checked for cutoff frequency of the higher mode propagating in the
respective parallel-plate waveguide. Usually, this cutoff frequency has an order of hundred(s) gigahertz. Specifics of
VIAMC implementation demand the cutoff frequency to be over 10 GHz. If for any reason (most possibly user error)
cutoff frequency is below 10 GHz, VIAMC issues an error message and stops simulation.
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Implementation Details

Implementation of this element constitutes a lumped approximation of electromagnetic coupling between two identical
vias comprised of via segments confined to a single dielectric layer. This coupling is evaluated in absence of other vias
(similar to the VIAMD element).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

1. VIAMC must connect only to side (coupling) ports of VIAM2 elements.

2. To provide accurate evaluation of coupling all elements, VIAM2 elements connected with VIAMC elements must
have identical DV, DA, and Acc parameters and values.

3. Building a network of coupled vias requires one VIAMC element per layer, per each pair of VIAM2 elements included
in a coupled set of vias. For efficiency, a good practice may be to create separate subcircuits for each layer and connect
VIAM2 elements to subcircuits using named connectors (NCONN) and named ports (PORT_NAME). For more
information, see the example in VIAM2.

4. This model uses a disk cache, so if a project contains multiple instances of identical VIAMC only one instance
simulates and saves results to the cache, and all identical (having the same parameter set) VIAMC elements simply
fetch these results from the cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data, and any project on the same computer that
contains VIAMC with the same set of parameters reuses the cached data.

References

[1] Qizheng Gu, Y. Eric Yang, andM. Ali Tassoudji, "Modeling and Analysis of Vias inMultilayered Integrated Circuits,"
IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory and Tech., vol. 41, February 1993, pp. 206-214

[2] Qizheng Gu, M.Ali Tassoudji et. al., "Coupled Noise Analysis for Adjacent Vias in Multilayered Digital Circuits,"
IEEE Trans. on Circ. and Syst., vol. 41, December 1994, pp. 796-804

[3] B. Tomasic and A. Hessel, "Linear Array of Coaxially Fed Monopole Elements in a Parallel Plate Waveguide," IEEE
Trans. on Antennas and Prop., vol. 36, April 1988, pp. 449-462

[5] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[6] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Differential Vias in Multilayer Board: VIAMD

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

VIAMDmodels a pair of identical coupled vias in a multilayer printed circuit board. This model assumes that all dielectric
layers crossed by vias are separated by infinite perfect conducting grounded planes. Each ground plane has two antipads
and vias pass through the center of each antipad. Capture pads are located at the via ends. The environment of each
capture pad is user-controlled via model parameters. These parameters implement all typical via configurations: Thru,
buried, and blind. You can take a pad out from one or both via ends and implement a series connection of several vias.

It is imperative for vias to cross at least one dielectric layer with ground planes with an antipad at the top and bottom.

Multilayer via analysis is based on the theory of long cylindrical antenna excited by a frill of magnetic current radiating
in a parallel plate waveguide and on the theory of monopole radiating into a parallel plate waveguide. This model also
uses quasi-static FEM analysis for accurate evaluation of capacitances of complex conducting configurations in a
multilayered dielectric.

Topology

Gnd

Gnd

Antipad

Layer #1

Layer #2

S

DV

Er1

Er2

H1

H2

Via

DA

DA

DA

Figure 1. Basic stackup
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DP

To “Basic stackup”

Figure 2. Option "Board Top"
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DV
Er2 H2

DP

Layer #2

H1

Gnd

To “Basic stackup”

Figure 3. Option "Inside Board with Pad"
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Figure 4. Option "Inside Board No Pad"
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Figure 4_1. Option "Inside Antipad no Pad"

DV

DA
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DP

Figure 4_2. Option "Inside Antipad with Pad"
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DV

DA

To “Basic stackup”

DP

GndLayer #1

Figure 4_3. Option "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad"

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PKG1TextElement IDID
1Number of dielectric layersN
WaLengthExternal diameter of via holeDV
LaLengthDiameter of antipadDA
LaLengthDiameter of top capture padDPT
LaLengthDiameter of bottom capture padDPB
LaLengthDistance between via axesS
TaLengthThickness of capture padTP
{0.1 mm}LengthHeights of dielectric layers (vector)H
{1}Relative dielectric constants of dielectric layers

(vector)
Er

1Via metal bulk resistance relative to goldRho
"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside

Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"
TopCap

"Board Top"LengthSwitch "Board Top"/"Inside Board with Pad/Inside
Board No Pad/Inside Antipad No Pad"

BotCap

"Default"Switch "Default/High"*Acc
"No"Switch "No/Yes"*Update_Pad_in_Antipad

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values”
for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

N. This parameter defines the number of dielectric layers in a multilayered board separated by ground planes (see the
"Basic stackup" figure in the "Topology" section). NOTE: Only layers from the "Basic stackup" are counted toward N.
The actual number of layers VIAM uses depends on the options selected with the TopCap and BotCap parameters (see
the following details for these parameters.) Note that VIAM does not allow a zero value of N (see "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations".)

DPT, DPB. The diameters of the capture pads attached to the via top ends (Ports #1 and #3) and to the via bottom ends
(Ports #2 and #4). Certain options of the TopCap and BotCap parameters imply that the respective pad is missing.

H, Er. These vector parameters define the height and dielectric constant of every dielectric layer in the board setup. Note
that these vectors always include heights and dielectric constants of layers defined by the TopCap and BotCap parameters.
TopCap adds values to the vector head while BotCaps adds values to the vector tail. You must provide correct values
for each layer the model uses.

TopCap, BotCap. Each of these switching parameters has four user-selectable options. These options allow the addition
of via caps of various configurations to each via end of the basic multilayer configuration presented in the "Basic stackup"
figure in the "Topology" section.

TopCap defines the configuration of the via caps at Ports #1 and #3 and BotCap defines the configuration of the via caps
at Ports #2 and #4.

All available configuration/options are presented in the "Topology" section in figures with corresponding captions. The
"Board Top" option requires the addition of one more value to vectors H and Er in addition to the layer values needed
for "Basic stackup". The "Inside Board with Pad " and "Inside Board no Pad" options require the addition of two more
values to vectors H and Er. The "Inside Antipad no Pad" option does not add any values to H and Er because it leaves
the via end "as is" in the "Basic stackup." The "Inside Antipad with Pad" and "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad" options
insert a capture pad inside the top or bottom antipad; "Inside Antipad with Pad" (as well as "Inside Antipad no Pad") do
not add any values to H and Er. The "Inside Board & Antipad with Pad" option requires the addition of one more value
to vectors H and Er in addition to the layer values needed for "Basic stackup".

Note that TopCap and BotCap can be set independently to different options. The size of vectors H and Er are defined by
both selected options.

Acc. The default value of the Acc parameter excludes the contribution of higher modes into the via model. Setting
Acc=High adds the evaluation of series representing the contribution of high modes and slightly increases simulation
time. In most cases Acc=Default provides sufficient accuracy, but for very long vias crossing many dielectric layers and
for tightly coupled vias (small S), Acc=High might be beneficial.

Update_Pad_in_Antipad. This parameter has an effect only if the TopCaP or BotCap parameter values are either "Inside
Antipad with Pad" or "Inside Board&Antipad with Pad". The default value of the parameter Update_Pad_in_Antipad=No
neglects the contribution of excess inductance of a pad located inside antipad. Setting Update_Pad_in_Antipad=Yes adds
this excess inductance, improving accuracy at higher frequencies but slightly increasing simulation time due to use of
the involved numerical algorithms. At lower frequencies (for example, less than 4-5 GHz for a typical PCB) the default
value of "Update_Pad_in_Antipad" is sufficient, but at higher frequencies Update_Pad_in_Antipad=Yes might be
beneficial.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of layers N in Basic stackup must be 1<=N<=30. Note that N=0 is not allowed for VIAMD.
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2. This model assumes that only dominant mode TMo propagates in each layer over all frequency sweep. The heights
of all layers are checked for normal operation below the cutoff frequency of the higher mode propagating in respective
parallel-plate waveguide. If the frequency exceeds the cutoff threshold the model generates an error and reports the
highest sweep frequency allowed for the specified separation between ground planes.

Implementation Details

The via is modeled as a set of segments contained within ground-separated dielectric layers. Each segment is modeled
as cylindrical antenn dipole radiating between perfectly conducting parallel plates. Modeling techniques used are based
on publications [1]-[4]. Via cap capacitance is treated by means of a quasi-static FEM technique based on [5], [6]. Port
reference planes are located at the centers of capture pads. Ports #1 and #3 are associated with the top end of the via and
ports #2 and #4 are associated with the bottom end of the via.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

See examples of various via implementations in the VIAM model documentation (note that examples for N=0 are not
valid for VIAMD).

This model uses a disk cache, so if a project contains multiple instances of identical VIAMD only one instance simulates
and saves results to the cache, and all identical (having the same parameter set) VIAMD simply fetch these results from
cache. Note that the cache keeps saved data and any project on the same computer that contains VIAMD with the same
set of parameters reuses the cached data.

References

[1] Qizheng Gu, Y. Eric Yang, andM.Ali Tassoudji, "Modeling and Analysis of Vias inMultilayered Integrated Circuits,"
IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory and Tech., vol. 41, February 1993, pp. 206-214

[2] Qizheng Gu, M.Ali Tassoudji et al, "Coupled Noise Analysis for Adjacent Vias in Multilayered Digital Circuits,"
IEEE Trans. on Circ. and Syst., vol. 41, December 1994, pp. 796-804

[3] B.Tomasic and A. Hessel, "Linear Array of Coaxially Fed Monopole Elements in a Parallel Plate Waveguide," IEEE
Trans. on Antennas and Prop., vol. 36, April 1988, pp. 449-462

[4] M. Goldfarb and R. Pucel, "Modeling Via Hole in Microstrip," IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Lett., vol. 1, June
1991, pp. 135-137

[5] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[6] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Round Wire Inductor (Closed Form): WIRE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWire lengthL
WaLengthWire diameterDia
RhoaMetal resistivity relative to goldRho

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

This component models a length of conductor having a round section. The model is implemented as a lumped element
series inductor and resistor whose values are derived from the dimensions of the wire.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] Wadell, Brian C. Transmission Line Design Handbook, Artech House 1991.
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Round Bond Wire Over Substrate: WIRE1

Symbol

Summary

WIRE1 models a round bond wire connecting two conducting pads or microstrip lines. The model takes into account
substrate proximity and the wire's arc shape

Structure

Substrate
MSUB

H

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWire length (distance between pads)L
WaLengthWire diameterD
WaLengthWire midpoint elevation over the substrateH
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

H. The wire has an arc shape and H is the height of its summit point.

L. L is the shortest straight distance between points where wire is affixed to the pads

Implementation Details

This model is based on a quasi-static electromagnetic analysis described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several of these elements, the electromagnetic analyses are
cached; (saved and reused in later analyses). Thus, the first analysis of a circuit containing multiple bond wires takes
longer than subsequent analyses.
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NOTE: The quasi-static electromagnetic models use lengthy numerical algorithms which may lead to a noticeable
increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If wire elevation is very small in comparison with the substrate thickness, simulation time may also increase noticeably.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

Recommendations for Use

For a wide range of substrate and wire parameters, the closed-form model WIRE2 may provide accuracy approaching
that of WIRE1. However, the analysis of WIRE2 is based on an assumption that H is large relative to the substrate
thickness, soWIRE2 issues a warning if the wire is placed too close to the substrate. WIRE1 may be useful for validation
of designs using WIRE2.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Round Bond Wire or Ribbon Over Substrate with Optional Cover: WIRE1C

Symbol

Summary

WIRE1C allows to model either round bond wire or flat ribbon that connects two conducting pads or microstrip lines.
The model takes into account substrate proximity and the wire's arc shape. WIRE1C also differs from WIRE1 in that it
uses substrate with optional cover MSUBC instead of MSUB. MSUBC allows to place/remove PEC cover above the
bond wire/ribbon .

Topology

HW

COVER

HC
ErC,TandC Dia(or TR)

ErC,TandC

L

Substrate MSUBCEr,Tand

WIRE/RIBBON

Figure 1. Side view
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SW

SW

PAD PAD

WALL(optional)

WALL(optional)

WIRE/RIBBON

Figure 2. Top view

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWire length (distance between pads)L
WaLengthWire /ribbon midpoint elevation over the substrateHW
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
"Round wire"TextSwitch Wire/Ribbon specification modeWIRE_OR_RIBBON
40 μmTextDiameter of round bond wire (only if value of parameter

WIRE_OR_RIBBON is "Round wire")
DIA

200 μmTextWidth of flat ribbon (only if value of parameter
WIRE_OR_RIBBON is "Flat ribbon")

WR

50 μmTextWidth of flat ribbon (only if value of parameter
WIRE_OR_RIBBON is "Flat ribbon")

TR

MSUBC1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

H. The wire has an arc shape and H is the height of its summit point.

L. L is the shortest straight distance between points where wire is affixed to the pads.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes WIRE1C to
behave likeWIRE1; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the substrate;
Option "Metallic box" confines the wire /ribbon into the enclosure with PEC walls. The top PEC wall is at the height
HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate, and the side walls are at a
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distance SW from each side of wire. Material parameters ErC and TandC are permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric
filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Minimal allowed HC (elevation of metallic cover above substrate) is limited by HW (wire midpoint elevation over the
substrate) and Dia (for round wire) or TR (for flat ribbon) (See Topology). The following limitations are imposed by
common sense (cover should not touch wire) and by the specifics of EM quasi-static technique used for modeling:

If WIRE_OR_RIBBON = "Round wire":

HC > HW + 0.83*Dia

If WIRE_OR_RIBBON = "Flat ribbon":

HC > HW + 1.053*TR

Implementation Details

This model is based on a quasi-static electromagnetic analysis described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several of these elements, the electromagnetic analyses are
cached; (saved and reused in later analyses). Thus, the first analysis of a circuit containing multiple bond wires takes
longer than subsequent analyses.

NOTE: The quasi-static electromagnetic models use lengthy numerical algorithms which may lead to a noticeable
increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If wire elevation is very small in comparison with the substrate thickness, simulation time may also increase noticeably.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

Recommendations for Use

For a wide range of substrate and wire parameters, the closed-form model WIRE2 may provide accuracy approaching
that of WIRE1C (at switch WIRE_OR_RIBBON = "Round wire" and substrate MSUBC parameter Cover="No cover")
. However, the analysis of WIRE2 is based on an assumption that H is large relative to the substrate thickness, so WIRE2
issues a warning if the wire is placed too close to the substrate. WIRE1C may be useful for validation of designs using
WIRE2.

Parameters of substrateMSUBC: Cover, HC, ErC, and TandC control positioning of metallic cover andmaterial parameters
of dielectric material surrounding the wire (see Topology and details in MSUBC documentation).
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[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
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Round Bond Wire Over Substrate: WIRE2

Symbol

Summary

WIRE2 models a round bond wire connecting two conducting pads or microstrip lines. Model accounts for substrate
proximity and is valid for wire reasonably elevated over the substrate.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWire length (distance between pads)L
WLengthWire diameterD
WLengthWire midpoint elevation over the substrateH
1Metal resistivity relative to GoldRho
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The wire elevation H should exceed 0.3 times the substrate's thickness. The model issues a warning if this limitation is
violated.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

Recommendations for Use

According to reference [1], for best accuracy the wire elevation H should be large. However, for a wide range of substrate
and wire parameters WIRE2 provides good accuracy in comparison to the more complicated and more time consuming
model WIRE1. If you are concerned about the accuracy when small values of H are used, you should use WIRE1 for
validation.

References

[1] Kuester, E.F, Chang, D.C., "Propagating Modes Along a Thin Wire Located Above a Grounded Dielectric Slab",
IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory and Tech., Vol MTT-25 No.12, December 1977, pp. 1065-1069
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Bipolar Transistor (Closed Form): BIP

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

1(B)

2(C)

3(E)

CC

GC

IC=AIe
CERE

RBLE

IeLE

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
B1TextElement IDID
0.8Magnitude of DC current gain (alpha)A
0 nsTimeCurrent gain time delayT
0 GHzFrequency-3dB frequency for current gainF
0 pFCapacitanceCollector capacitanceCC
0 SConductanceCollector conductanceGC
1 ohmResistanceBase resistanceRB
0 nHInductanceBase inductanceLB
0 pFCapacitanceEmitter capacitanceCE
1 ohmResistanceEmitter resistanceRE
0 nHInductanceEmitter inductanceLE
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Implementation Details

Implements a bipolar junction transistor with DC gain specified by A.

The frequency-dependent gain A(f) is given by:

A( f ) = {A e− j2πft

1 + j( fF )
F > 0

Ae− j2πft F = 0

NOTES:

1. A must be in the range 0 < A < 1

2. F must be greater than or equal to 0

3. Assumed to be noiseless.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Bipolar Transistor Beta Controlled (Closed Form): BIPB

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

1(B)

2(C)

3(E)

CC

GC

IC=b(f)Ib
CERE

RBLB

RELLE

Ib

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
B1TextElement IDID
100Magnitude of DC current gain (beta)B
0 DegAngleCurrent gain phase offsetA
0 nsTimeCurrent gain time delayT
0 pFCapacitanceCollector capacitanceCC
0 SConductanceCollector conductanceGC
1 ohmResistanceBase resistanceRB
0 nHInductanceBase inductanceLB
0 pFCapacitanceEmitter capacitanceCE
1 ohmResistanceEmitter resistanceRE
0 nHInductanceEmitter inductanceLE
1 ohmResistanceEmitter load resistanceREL
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Implementation Details

Implements a bipolar junction transistor with DC gain specified by B.

The frequency-dependent current gain β(f) is given by

β( f ) = Be− j(2πfT−A)

NOTES:

1. B must be greater than zero.

2. Assumed to be noiseless.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Field Effect Transistor (Closed Form): FET

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Vc

1(gate)

2(drain)

3(source)RS

RDSCDSG(f)VCCDC

RI

GGSCGS

CDG

+

-

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F1TextElement IDID
0.1 SConductanceMagnitude of transconductance at DC (beta)G
0 nsTimeTime delay of the transconductanceT
0 GHzFrequencyRoll off frequency of the transconductanceF
0 pFCapacitanceGate to source capacitanceCGS
1 SConductanceGate to source conductanceGGS
1 ohmResistanceChannel resistanceRI
0 pFCapacitanceDrain to gate capacitanceCDG
0 pFCapacitanceDipole layer capacitanceCDC
0 pFCapacitanceDrain to source capacitanceCDS
100 ohmResistanceDrain to source resistanceRDS
0 ohmResistanceSource resistanceRS
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Implementation Details

Implements a FET transistor with DC transconductance specified by G.

The frequency-dependent transconductance G(f) is given by

G( f ) = {G e− j2πft

1 + j( fF )
F > 0

Ge− j2πft F = 0

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

1. Assumed to be noiseless.
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Hybrid-Pi Bipolar Transistor (Closed Form): HYBPI

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Topology

1(B)

CMU

CPI
+

_

RPIVpi

RMU RC

GVpi

RE 3(E)

2(C)

RB

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
B1TextElement IDID
0.1 SConductanceMagnitude of transconductanceG
0 nsTimeTransit timeT
0 pFCapacitanceBase to emitter capacitance (PI)CPI
10 ohmResistanceBase to emitter resistance (PI)RPI
0 pFCapacitanceBase to collector capacitance (MU)CMU
1000 ohmResistanceBase to collector resistance (MU)RMU
1 ohmResistanceBase resistanceRB
1 ohmResistanceCollector resistanceRC
1 ohmResistanceEmitter resistanceRE
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

1. Assumed to be noiseless.

2. RPI must be greater than zero.

3. RMU must be greater than zero.
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Pin Diode Chip Model (Closed Form): PIN

Symbol

Topology

1

LS

2

RJ

CJ CB

RS

CG

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
D1TextElement IDID
0 pFCapacitanceJunction capacitanceCJ
1000 ohmResistanceJunction resistanceRJ
1 ohmResistanceDiode series resistanceRS
0 nHInductanceBond wire inductanceLS
0 pFCapacitanceBy-pass capacitanceCB
0 pFCapacitanceExternal capacitanceCG

Implementation Details

Implements a chip diode.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Restrictions

1. Assumed to be noiseless.
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Pin Diode Packaged Model (Closed Form): PIN2

Symbol

Topology

1

LS

2

RJ

CJ

RS

CP

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
D1TextElement IDID
0 pFCapacitanceJunction capacitanceCJ
1000 ohmResistanceJunction resistanceRJ
1 ohmResistanceDiode series resistanceRS
0 nHInductanceBond wire inductanceLS
0 pFCapacitancePackage capacitanceCP

Implementation Details

Implements a packaged PIN diode.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Restrictions

1. Assumed to be noiseless.
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Lumped Element
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Flat Circular Spiral Wire Inductor: AIRIND

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a flat round spiral inductor made of the wire of a cylindrical cross-section. This model
allows you to either place the inductor in a free space or to place it above a perfect electrical ground. The modeling
approach is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances and resistances between all spiral turns.

Topology

1 2

SDia

R

H
Optional ground

Dia
Rho

S

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSP1TextElement IDID
3Number of turns (>=1)NT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
25 umLengthWire diameterDia
100 umLengthSpacing between turns (centers of wires)S
15 umLengthInside radius of innermost turn (measured from center of

spiral to the wire centerline)
R

15 umLengthInductor elevation above optional groundH
1Wire metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
No groundSwitch "No ground/Ground"Gnd
6Number of linear segment per turn*Nseg

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. The number of spiral turns forming the inductor. NT is equal to the number of times the wire intersects the horizontal
center line of the inductor (except for the innermost crossing at port 2 - see "Topology") plus the fraction of the turn
from the last intersection to port 1. For example, "Topology" presents an inductor with NT=3.5.

R. The radius of the innermost turn (measured from the spiral center to the wire centerline).

H. The inductor elevation above optional ground, measured from the wire centerline. If Gnd is set to "No ground" the
model ignores this parameter.

Gnd. Toggles between "No ground" and "Ground." "Ground" makes the model use parameter H.

Nseg. The number of linear wire segments a model uses to approximate a single spiral turn (see "Implementation Details").
Nseg must be greater than or equal to 6.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NT should greater than or equal to 1.

2. Models check that Nseg ≥6.

3. The inductor size (diameter D0 measured along the inductor horizontal centerline) may be evaluated as D0 =
2R+2S(NT-1)+S+Dia

Implementation Details

Each spiral turn is broken into Nseg linear wire segments and the model evaluates self and mutual RLC parameters of
all segments (including the image wire segments if Gnd is set to "Ground").This model controls the length of each
segment and issues an error message if the wire diameter Dia exceeds the length of any segment . This model accounts
for a skin effect and partly for radiation loss.

Note that port 1 is assigned to external end point of a spiral and Port 2 is assigned to internal end point of a spiral.

Recommendations for Use

AIRIND predicts the frequency behavior of a wire inductor below and in the vicinity of the first self-resonance frequency.
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User discretion is advised if AIRIND issues a warning about segment length being too small. This model assumes that
each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament which means Lseg >>. Thus, very short (relative to wire diameter)
segments may cause additional errors. A warning message containing a segment number displays if Lseg<6*Dia. All
segments with numbers less than violating are also in violation. Usually those segments belong to a few internal turns,
so you get an approximate estimation of percentage of segments with reduced accuracy.

Table of conversion AWG (AmericanWire Gauge) to millimeters (for those who prefer wire gauge for denoting wire
diameter).

Wire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWG

0.1007380.4547252.05312
0.08969390.4049261.82813
0.07987400.3606271.62814
0.07112410.3211281.45015
0.06334420.2859291.29116
0.05641430.2546301.15017
0.05023440.2268311.02418
0.04473450.2019320.911619
0.03983460.1798330.811820
0.03547470.1601340.722921
0.03160480.1426350.643822
0.02813490.1270360.573323
0.02505500.1131370.510624

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "AirInductor" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The 3D layout displays the shapes as round wires.

This model has a layout-only parameter that controls how the layout cell draws. You access the parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Number of linear
segments

Integer32NSeg

approximating one
spiral turn.
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Capacitor (Closed Form): CAP

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextNameID
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal capacitor.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Capacitor with Frequency-dependent Capacitance, Parasitic and Loss: CAPQP

Symbol

Summary

CAPQP models a capacitor with user-specified frequency dependence of capacitance and loss. Frequency dependencies
are specified as lookup tables (vectors) in model parameters. This model uses interpolation to obtain parameter values
at each project evaluation frequency.

Equivalent Circuit

R(f)

C(f)

Rq(f)=Q(f)/(2PI*f*C(f))

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CAP#TextNameID
{1}FrequencyVector of frequencies at which C, Q, and R are specified.F
LiaCapacitanceCapacitance (vector)C
{1000}ScalarQuality factor (vector)Q
CaParasitic

inductance
InductanceL

{0}ResistanceSeries resistance (vector)R
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which L, Q, and R parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified in
ascending order.
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C. Vector of series capacitance C(f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in capacitance project units. You
must specify each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Q. Vector of quality factor; specifies series resistance Rq (f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). You must specify
each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L. Parasitic inductance (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section).

R. Vector of shunt resistance R(f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in resistance project units. You must
specify each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The size of vector parameters C, Q, and R must be equal to the size of frequency vector F.

2. If the project evaluation frequency is out of range of frequencies in F, then C, Q, and R parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. You can specify the vector in three ways: First, by entering it as a right side value of model parameter, for example
R={100,102,110,113,120}; second, by specifying the vector elsewhere in the equation; and third, by specifying the
vector in a column or row of a text file. The third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specifying the
C, Q, and R parameters at a single location. For example, you can create a capqp.txt file containing space separated
columns of C, Q, and R. The first column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing the project
default frequency units demands manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and
name it, for example, CAPQP_1. Now you can specify, for example, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("CAPQP_1"),4)
so that the values of vector R are copied to the model from column 4 of capqp.txt imported under the name capqp_1.
If you prefer to deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("CAPQP_1"),2).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. Your project default units may differ from those in your data file. If this happens,
you must scale input values, multiplying the call of function Col or Row by a scaling coefficient. For example, if your
project uses capacitance in picofarads and the data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance data from
column 2 of data file CAPQP_1 such as: C= 1e+12*Col(datafile("CAPQP_1"),2).

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a series connection of lossy capacitor and frequency-dependent resistor. Parasitic inductance
is in series with a lossy capacitor.

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of C, Q, and R parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied lookup tables via parameters. If the project evaluation frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F, then C, Q, and R parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Time transient analysis is sensitive to the number of frequency points. Also, time domain measurements may be inaccurate
due to non-causal behavior of the model at specified parameter values.
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Capacitor with Q (Closed Form): CAPQ

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

1 2

C

G

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextNameID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC
0Q at FQQ
0 GHzFrequencyFreq at which Q is determinedFQ
1Scaling exponent for QALPH
LosslessVector text

(pull-down)
DC modelingDCMod

Parameter Details

DCMod. Specifies the DC behavior of the model. Lossless indicates that the model is modeled as an ideal capacitor at
DC. Lossy indicates that loss is taken into account at DC.
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Implementation Details

Implements a capacitor with frequency-dependent Q.

Q( f ) = Q(
f
FQ)

ALPH

The admittance of the capacitor is given by:

Y = G + jB = 2πfC( 1
Q( f ) + j)

(QC = B
G = 2πfC

G or G = 2πfC
QC )

In these equations, f is the simulation frequency.

NOTE: FQ must be greater than or equal to zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Coilcraft Inductor (Closed Form): CCIND

Symbol

Topology

1 2

R1

L

C

Rvar

R2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextElement IDID
1 ohmResistanceResistance in series with CR1
1 ohmResistanceResistance in series with inductanceR2
1 pFCapacitanceResonating capacitanceC
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
1e-6Frequency-dependent resistance coefficientK

Implementation Details

Modeled as an equivalent circuit (above) where

Rvar = K · f

and f is the simulation frequency in Hz. See the Coilcraft website for a detailed model description.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Coilcraft Power Chip Inductor (Closed Form): CCIND2

Symbol

Topology

1 2

RP

L

CRS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextElement IDID
1 ohmResistanceResistance in series with L and CRS
1 ohmResistanceResistance in parallel with L and CRP
1 pFCapacitanceResonating capacitanceC
1 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

This element is modeled as an equivalent circuit (shown above).

See the Coilcraft website for a detailed model description.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Restrictions

CCIND2 was based on measured data taken in the frequency range from 100 kHz to the self-resonant frequency of the
inductor. Simulation results outside of this frequency range should be used with caution. Contact Coilcraft for additional
information.
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Chip Capacitor - 3D EM Cell (Closed Form): CHCAP_EM

Symbol

Summary

This element should only be used in 3D EM documents. The intent of this model is to create a 3D parameterized cell for
a chip capacitor for 3D EM analysis. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with Cadence®
Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextNameID
40 umLengthPlate lengthL
40 umLengthPlate widthW
2 umLengthThickness of filling dielectricD
2 umLengthPlate thicknessT
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
1Relative dielectric constant of filling dielectricEr
0Loss tangent of filling dielectricTand
""Filling dielectric name for 3D EM cell*DIE_NAME
"Horizontal plates"Horizontal plates/Vertical plates*Orientation

Layout

This element does not have a layout that can be used in schematic layout. When you first use this layout cell, a layer
named "CHCAP_EM" is added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model
layer mapping, you can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software. The parameters of the model fully define a parallel plate capacitor.
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Multiplate Chip Capacitor - 3D EM Cell: CHCAP2_EM

Symbol

Summary

CHCAP2_EM is a dynamic model of a multiplate ceramic chip capacitor. You can specify the number of interdigitally
stacked metal plates, arrange plates and select dielectric properties, and set size and properties of contact pads.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. It is intended to create a 3D parameterized cell for a multiplate chip
capacitor for 3D EM analysis. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™
3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

T

MG

WG

Plates

Side contact

Сontact pad
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LC

L W

TC

D

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
5Number of platesN
2 mmLengthLength of plates (less contact thickness)L
2 mmLengthWidth of platesW
0.1 mmLengthInterdigital gap between plate tip and side contactWG
0.08 mmLengthPlate side recess into capacitorMG
0.2 mmLengthThickness of dielectric layersD
0.02 mmLengthPlate thicknessT
1.0Plate metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
10Relative dielectric constant of filling dielectricEr
1e-4Loss tangent of filling dielectricTand
0.3 mmLengthLength of contact padLC
0.1 mmLengthThickness of contact padTC
1.0Contact pad metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
""Filling dielectric name for 3D EM cell*DIE_NAME

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

N. Specifies the total number of interdigitally stacked plates.

L. Specifies the length of the capacitor (thickness of side contacts excluded), (see the "Topology" section).

WG. Specifies the interdigital gap between the plate end and the side contact (see the "Topology" section).

MG. Specifies the recess of the plate side into the dielectric (see the "Topology" section).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of dielectric layers inside the capacitor is N+1. A metal plate sits on top of each layer (except the top
layer). Half of the plates connect to the left contact pad; the rest of the plates connects to the right contact pad.

2. The total length of contact pads 2*LC cannot be greater than 0.95*L.

3. A 3D cell sets the lower cap on T and TC values equal to 0.1 micron.

4. The DIE_NAME (hidden) parameter may be used to assign different dielectric materials to multiple instances of
CHCAP2_EM.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "CHCAP2_EM"
is added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you
can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Chip Capacitor (Closed Form): CHIPCAP

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

1 2

C

G

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextNameID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC
0QQ
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which Q is evaluatedFQ
0 GHzFrequencySeries-resonant frequencyFR
1Exponent for scaling QALPH
LosslessVector text

(pull-down)
DC modelingDCMod

Parameter Details

DCMod. Specifies the DC behavior of the model. Lossless indicates that the model is an ideal capacitor at DC. Lossy
indicates that loss is taken into account at DC.
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Parameter Notes

Entering zero (or leaving the default value) for FQ or Q makes the loss resistance infinite.

Entering zero for FR or C makes the series inductance zero.

Implementation Details

Implements a chip capacitor with frequency-dependent Q.

Q( f ) = Q(
f
FQ)

ALPH

L = 1
(2π · FR)2 ·C

The impedance of the capacitor is given by:

Z = 1
2πfC( 1

Q( f ) + j)
+ j2π f L

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

1. C, Q, FR, and FQ must be greater than or equal to zero.
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Advanced Chip Capacitor Model (Closed Form): CHIPCAP2

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

1 2

Cp

LC

Rp

Rs

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextNameID
1.0 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC
0.0QQ
0.0Dielectric loss tangentTAND
0.0 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which Q is evaluatedFQ
0.0 GHzFrequencySeries-resonant frequencyFRS
0.0 GHzFrequencyParallel-resonant frequencyFRQ
1.0Exponent for scaling QALPH

Parameter Details

FQ and Q. Entering zero (or leaving the default value) makes the loss resistance infinite.

FRS or C. Entering zero makes the series inductance zero.

FRP. Entering zero makes Cp zero.
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Implementation Details

CHIPCAP2 is an advanced chip capacitor model, which includes several important phenomena:

• Finite, frequency-dependent Q

• Series and parallel resonance

• Dielectric losses.

These phenomena are evident in real, chip capacitors, and thus should be included in a meaningful model.

Unlike CHIPCAP, the dominant effect in determining the Q is series resistance; this is usually the case with chip capacitors.
Thus, the Q of CHIPCAP2 scales more correctly with frequency than CHIPCAP. For this reason, using CHIPCAP2 is
recommended in new designs.

The Q is scaled as

Q( f ) = Q(FQf )ALPH

where

Q = 1
2πFQRsC

When ALPH=1 (the default),

Q( f ) = 1
2π f RsC

The inductance is

L = 1
(2π · FRS)2 ·C

and the capacitance that accounts for parallel resonance, Cp,, is

C p =
1

ωp
2Leq

where ωp=2π·FRP. Leq is the equivalent inductance,

ωpLeq = ωpL −
1
ωpC

From these expressions, Cp can be expressed as

C p =
C

ωp
2

ωs
2 − 1
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

1. C, Q, FRS, FRP, and FQ must be greater than or equal to zero.

2. FRP must be greater than FRS.
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Simple Chip Capacitor (Closed Form): CHIPCAPS

Symbol

Summary

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextNameID
100 umPlate lengthL
40 umPlate widthW
2 umThickness of filling dielectricD
2 umPlate thicknessT
1Metal resistivity relative to goldRho
1Relative dielectric constant of filling dielectricErF
0Loss tangent of filling dielectricTandF

Substrate definitionMSUB
""Filling dielectric name for 3D EM cell*DIE_NAME
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Toroidal Coil Inductor (Closed Form): CIND

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextElement IDID
1Number of turnsN
1 nHInductanceInductance indexAL

Implementation Details

Inductance calculated as

L = N2 · AL

N , AL > 0

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Air Wound Coil: COIL

Symbol

Summary

COIL models an air core wire coil using closed form approximation for frequency-dependent resistance and inductance
of cylindrical wire.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IND1TextNameID
4ScalarNumber of turnsN
5 mmLengthCoil inner radiusR
5 mmLengthCoil lengthL
1ScalarBulk resistance of wire metal normalized to goldRho
"Diameter"TextWire diameter specification modeDIA_AWG
40 mkm/"26" (the
default value

TextDiameter/AWG of coil wire (name depends on the value of
parameter DIA_AWG)

DIA or AWG

depends on the
value of parameter
DIA_AWG)

Parameter Details

L. Represents a longitudinal length of a coil.

DIA_AWG. This is a switch that allows you to specify wire diameter according to user preferences: In project length
units (for example, microns, or millimeters) or in American Wire Gauge (AWG).

Diameter/AWG. The name and value of the last parameter of COIL changes dynamically depending on the value of
parameter DIA_AWG. If DIA_AWG=Diameter then the name of the last parameter becomes "Diameter" and you can
enter any value in project length units; if DIA_AWG=AWG then the name of the last parameter becomes "AWG" and
you can select the AWG number from a drop-down list.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The value of parameter L should be greater than or equal to N*Diameter where Diameter is the wire diameter. This
model corrects L if L is less than N*Diameter.

2. Minimal value of inner radius R is 0.25 mm. If you specify R<0.25 mm then COIL internally sets R=0.25 mm.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a series connection of lumped inductor and lumped frequency-dependent resistor.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

COIL is more accurate if L >0.7*R and if L does not exceed by much the product N*Diameter, (if coil is relatively tightly
wound).
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Crystal Resonator (Closed Form): CRYSTAL

Symbol

Summary

CRYSTAL is a linear model of a crystal using a series RLC resonator in parallel with a static capacitance (see the
equivalent circuit). This model calculates the motional inductance, from the series resonant frequency and the motional
capacitance.

Equivalent Circuit

1 2

C0

L1 R1C1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CR1TextElement IDID
.025GHzSeries Resonant FrequencyFs
50ohmMotional ResistanceR1
2e-4pFMotional CapacitanceC1
2pFStatic CapacitanceC0
2.026e8nHComputed Motional InductanceL1

Parameter Details

Fs, R1, C1, and C0. These values are typically given in the data sheet.

L1. This is a calculated, uneditable parameter.
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Implementation Details

This element is implemented as an aggregate model of an SLRC element in shunt with a capacitor. The motional
inductance, L1 is calculated from the series resonant frequency Fs, and the motional capacitance, C1.

L1 = 1
(2πFs)

2 ·C1

References

[1] J.R. Vig, "Quartz Crystal Resonators and Oscillators: A Tutorial." US Army Communications Command Attn:
AMSEL-RD-C2-PT, Jan. 2001, pp. 3-20-3-23.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Pair of Coupled Circular Wire Solenoids: CSOLIND

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

This circuit component models a pair of electromagnetically coupled circular solenoids (optionally tapered) made of the
wire of a cylindrical cross-section and situated above infinite perfectly conducting ground. The modeling approach is
based on evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances between all spiral turns.

Topology

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

Inductor #1

Inductor #2

Ground
H1

H2

Y2

X2

Inductor axis

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IND1TextElement IDID
5Number of turns of solenoid #1 (>=1)NT1
5Number of turns of solenoid #2(>=1)NT2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
25 umLengthWire diameterDia
500 umLengthStart diameter of solenoid #1 (measured between wire

centerlines)
DS1

500 umLengthStart diameter of solenoid #2 (measured between wire
centerlines)

DS2

250 umLengthEnd diameter of solenoid #1(measured between wire
centerlines)

DE1

250 umLengthEnd diameter of solenoid #2 (measured between wire
centerlines)

DE2

80 umLengthPitch of solenoid #1 (measured between wire centerlines
along solenoid axis)

PS1

80 umLengthPitch of solenoid #2 (measured between wire centerlines
along solenoid axis)

PS2

300 umLengthElevation of solenoid #1 above groundH1
300 umLengthElevation of solenoid #2 above groundH2
1500 umLengthX-position of solenoid #2 relative to solenoid #1X2
0 umLengthY-position of solenoid #2 relative to solenoid #1Y2
0DegreesSolenoid #1 angle of rotation about local X-axisRotX1
0DegreesSolenoid #2 angle of rotation about local X-axisRotX2
0DegreesSolenoid #1 angle of rotation about local Y-axisRotY1
0DegreesSolenoid #2 angle of rotation about local Y-axisRotY2
0DegreesSolenoid #1 angle of rotation about local Z-axisRotZ1
0DegreesSolenoid #2 angle of rotation about local Z-axisRotZ2
8Solenoid #1 number of linear segments per turn*Nts1
8Solenoid #2 number of linear segments per turn*Nts2
1Wire metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
1Relative dielectric constant of encasing material*Er
0Loss tangent of encasing material*Tand

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT1, NT2 The numbers of spiral turns forming solenoids.

Dia. The diameter of solenoid wire.

DS1, DS2, DE1, DE2.Respectively, the start and end diameters of a tapered solenoid (solenoid spiral starts at the bottom).
This model checks if DE<=DS and issues an error message if this condition does not hold.

PS1, PS2. The axial distance (measured along the solenoid axis) between wire centerlines of two adjacent spiral turns
(pitch). For cylindrical and tapered solenoids, this model checks if the distance between adjacent turns measured along
the cone/cylinder generatrix is greater than Dia.
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H1, H2. The elevation of the solenoid start point (see "Topology") above ground.

RotX1, RotX2, RotY1, RotY2, RotZ1, RotZ2. The tilt of solenoid axes is controlled by these angles. RotX1, RotX2
rotate the solenoid axis about local axis X; RotY1, RotY2 rotate the solenoid axis about axis Y; RotZ1, RotZ2 rotate the
solenoid about local axis Z (see "Topology" for a definition of local axes). Rotation angles are positive when rotations
appear counter-clockwise and the axis about which rotations occur points toward the observer. This model tracks the
position of all conducting parts and issues an error if a combination of specified parameters makes a solenoid(s) touch
ground or another solenoid. Changes made to the solenoid angular position reflect on its image on the 3D Layout view.

Nts1, Nts2. The number of linear wire segments a model uses to approximate a single spiral turn (see "Implementation
Details"). Nseg must be greater than or equal to 6.

Er, Tand. Parameters of material used for optional encasing. The defaults are Er=1, Tand=0.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NT should be greater or equal to 1.

2. Model checks that Nts≥6.

3. Model checks if DE≤DS.

4. This model checks PS for each inductor. Note that PS is an "axial pitch" (the distance between turn wire centerlines
measured along the inductor axis). For conical solenoids this model checks "external pitch" (the distance between
turn wire centerlines measured along the cone generatrix). This external pitch must be greater than Dia.When DE=DS,
axial and external pitches are equal in value.

Implementation Details

Each spiral turn is broken into Nts linear wire segments and the model evaluates self and mutual RLC parameters of all
segments including the image wire segments (due to ground pesence).This model controls the length of each segment
and issues an error message if the length of any segment exceeds the wire diameter Dia or warning if segment length is
too small (see Recomenadtions for Use). This model accounts for a skin effect and partly for radiation loss.

Recommendations for Use

Note that Port 1 is assigned to the start point of inductor #1 and Port 2 is assigned to the end point of inductor #1 (start
point at the bottom and end point at the top). The same is true for ports 3 and 4 attached to inductor #2.

This model predicts the frequency behavior of the following solenoids and in the vicinity of the first self-resonance
frequency.

User discretion is advised if this model issues a warning about segment length being too small. CSOLIND assumes that
each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament, which means Lseg >>Dia. Thus, very short (relative to wire
diameter) segments may cause additional errors. This model issues a warning message if Lseg<6*Dia. This message
contains the segment number. All segments with numbers greater than that in violation are also in violation. If DE<DS,
segments in violation often belong to a few top turns. You get an approximate estimation of the percentage of segments
with reduced accuracy.

Table of conversion AWG (AmericanWire Gauge) to millimeters (for those who prefer wire gauge for denoting wire
diameter).
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Wire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWG

0.1007380.4547252.05312
0.08969390.4049261.82813
0.07987400.3606271.62814
0.07112410.3211281.45015
0.06334420.2859291.29116
0.05641430.2546301.15017
0.05023440.2268311.02418
0.04473450.2019320.911619
0.03983460.1798330.811820
0.03547470.1601340.722921
0.03160480.1426350.643822
0.02813490.1270360.573323
0.02505500.1131370.510624

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "Solenoid" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The 2D layout displays a circle the size of the DS parameter plus the
Dia size. The 3D layout displays the shapes as a solenoid.

This model has a layout only parameter that controls how the layout cell draws. You access the parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Number of linear
segments

Integer32NSeg

approximating one
spiral turn.
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Inductor (Closed Form): IND

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
0 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal inductor.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Inductor with Optional Coupling (Closed Form): INDK

Symbol

K

1 2

Summary

INDK implements an ideal inductor with an option to include coupling to other INDK elements. The coupling is modeled
by other elements (INDM or K) connected between the "K" ports of two INDK elements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

The INDK element implements an ideal inductor with the option to be mutually coupled to other INDK elements. The
coupling between two INDK elements can be represented by using one of two elements: the INDM element, which
represents the mutual inductance between the two INDK elements, or the K element, which represents the coupling
coefficient. If nothing is connected to the "K" port of the INDK element, the inductor is considered ideal.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show how these elements are typically used. Figure 3 shows how to model mutual coupling between
more than two inductors.
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K

1 2

INDK
ID=L3
L=2 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L1
L=1 nH

L
1

L
2

K

INDM
ID=M1
M=1 nH

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

Figure 1. Typical use of the INDK and INDM elements to model mutual coupling between two inductors. The INDM
element is used to model the mutual coupling between the two INDK elements by specifying an actual mutual inductance.

K

1 2

INDK
ID=L3
L=2 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L1
L=1 nH

L
1

L
2

K

K
ID=K1
K=0.5
L1=L@1 nH
L2=L@2 nH

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

Figure 2. Typical use of the INDK and K elements to model mutual coupling between two inductors. The K element is
used to model the mutual coupling between the two INDK elements by specifying the coupling coefficient, K, and the
inductances of the two coupled inductors.
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K

1 2

INDK
ID=L3
L=2 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L1
L=1 nH

L
1

L
2

K

INDM
ID=M1
M=1 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L2
L=1 nH

L1 L2
K

INDM
ID=M2
M=1 nH

L
1

L
2

K

INDM
ID=M3
M=1 nH

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=5
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=6
Z=50 Ohm

Figure 3. Typical use of the INDK and INDM elements to model mutual coupling between more than two inductors. K
elements could also be used in place of the INDM elements.
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Mutual Inductance (Closed Form): INDM

Symbol
L1

L2
K

Summary

INDM is used to represent the mutual coupling between inductors (INDK elements).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceMutual inductanceM

Implementation Details

The INDM element represents the mutual coupling between inductors. This element is meant to be used between two
INDK elements and should be connected to the "K" ports of those elements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The following figure shows a typical use of INDM.

K

1 2

INDK
ID=L3
L=2 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L1
L=1 nH

L
1

L
2

K

INDM
ID=M1
M=1 nH

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

Use of the INDK and INDM elements to model mutual coupling between two inductors. The INDM element is used to
model the mutual coupling between the two INDK elements by specifying an actual mutual inductance.
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Inductor With Q (Closed Form): INDQ

Symbol

Topology

1 2RL

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
0QQ
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which Q is evaluatedFQ
1Scaling factor for QALPH
LosslessVector text

(pull-down)
DC modelingDCMod

Parameter Details

DCMod. Specifies the DC behavior of the model. Lossless indicates that the model is modeled as an ideal inductor at
DC. Lossy indicates that loss is taken into account at DC.

Implementation Details

Implements an inductor with frequency-dependent Q.

Q( f ) = Q(
f
FQ)

ALPH

The impedance of the inductor is given by:

Z = R + jX = 2πfL( 1
Q( f ) + j)

(QL = X
R = 2πfL

R or R = 2πfL
QL )
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

FQ must be greater than or equal to zero.
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Inductor With Q (Closed Form): INDQ2

Symbol

Topology

1 2RL

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
50QQ
0 .1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which Q is evaluatedFQ
ConstantLoss mode*MODE
0DC resistanceRDC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE.Defines howR behaves as a function of frequency. Choose "Constant", "Proportional to sqrt(freq)", "Proportional
to freq", or "Proportional to sqrt(freq), constant L".

RDC. The DC resistance (the value of R at 0 Hz). It is used only for the three frequency-dependent modes, not for
"Constant" mode.

Implementation Details

Implements an inductor with frequency-dependent Q.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

FQ must be greater than or equal to zero.
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Inductor with Frequency-dependent Inductance, Parasitic and Loss: INDQP

Symbol

Summary

INDQP models an inductor with user-specified frequency-dependence of inductance and loss. Frequency dependencies
are specified as lookup tables (vectors) in model parameters. This model uses interpolation to obtain parameter values
at each project evaluation frequency.

Equivalent Circuit

R(f)

L(f) Rq(f)=2PI*f*L(f)/Q(f)

C

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IND#TextNameID
{1}FrequencyVector of frequencies at which L, Q, and R are specifiedF
LiaInductanceInductance (vector)L
{1000}ScalarQuality factor (vector)Q
CaParasitic

capacitance
CapacitanceC

{0}ResistanceSeries resistance (vector)R
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which L, Q, and R parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified in
ascending order.

L. Vector of series inductance L(f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in inductance project units. You must
specify each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.
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Q. Vector of quality factor; specifies series resistance Rq (f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). You must specify
each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Parasitic capacitance (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section).

R. Vector of series resistance R(f) (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in resistance project units. You must
specify each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The size of vector parameters L, Q, and R must be equal to the size of frequency vector F.

2. If the project evaluation frequency is out of range of frequencies in F, then L, Q, and R parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. You can specify the vector in three ways: First, by entering it as a right side value of the model parameter, for example
R={100,102,110,113,120}; second, by specifying the vector elsewhere in the equation; and third, by specifying the
vector in a column or row of a text file. The third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specifying L, Q,
and R parameters at a single location. For example, you can create the file indqp.txt containing space separated columns
of L, Q, and R. The first columnmust represent frequency in project units (note that changing project default frequency
units demands manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and name it, for
example, INDQP_1. Now you can specify, for example, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("INDQP_1"),4) so that
values of vector R are copied to the model from column 4 of file indqp.txt imported under the name indqp_1. If you
prefer to deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("INDQP_1"),2).

4. If your project uses a text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. Your project default units may differ from those in your data file. If this happens,
you must scale input values, multiplying the call of function Col or Row by a scaling coefficient. For example, if your
project uses inductance in nanohenries and the data file contains data in microhenries you may get inductance data
from column 2 of the data file INDQP_1 such as: L= 1e+3*Col(datafile("INDQP_1"),2).

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a series connection of lossy inductor and frequency-dependent resistor. A parasitic capacitor
shunts a lossy inductor.

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of L, Q, and R parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied lookup tables via parameters. If the project evaluation frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F, then L, Q, and R parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Time transient analysis is sensitive to the number of frequency points. Also, time domain measurements may be inaccurate
due to non-causal behavior of the model at specified parameter values.
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Inductor with Series Resistive Loss and Optional Coupling (Closed Form):
INDRK

Symbol

K

1 2

Summary

INDRK implements an ideal inductor in series with a resistor with an option to include coupling to other INDRK and/or
INDK elements. The coupling is modeled by other elements (INDM, INDK, or INDRM) connected between the "K"
ports of two INDRK (or INDK) elements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
0 ohmResistanceResistorR
1 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

The INDRK element implements an ideal inductor in series with the resistor and with the option to be mutually coupled
to other INDRK/INDK elements. The coupling between two INDRK/INDK elements can be represented by using one
of three elements: the INDM element, which represents the mutual inductance between the two INDRK/INDK elements,
the INDRM element, which represents the mutual inductance with resistive loss between the two INDRK/INDK elements,
or the K element, which represents the coupling coefficient. If nothing is connected to the "K" port of the INDK element,
the inductor L is considered ideal (in series with the resistor R.)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

See "Recommendations for Use" for the INDK model.
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Mutual Inductance with Resistive Loss (Closed Form): INDRM

Symbol
L1

L2
K

Summary

INDRM is used to represent the mutual coupling between inductors if resistive coupling loss is present (INDK elements).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextNameID
0 ohmResistanceMutual resistanceR
0 nHInductanceMutual inductanceM

Implementation Details

The INDRM element represents the mutual coupling between inductors. Parameter R represents the optional lossy
coupling that exists, for example, in coupled Tx lines (R is in series with M). This element is meant to be used between
two INDK elements and should be connected to the "K" ports of those elements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The following figure shows the typical use of INDK and INDMelements to model mutual coupling between two inductors.

K

1 2

INDK
ID=L1
L=600 nH

L
1

L
2

K

INDRM
ID=RM1
R=0.1 Ohm
M=100 nH

K

12

INDK
ID=L2
L=600 nH

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
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The INDRM element is used to model the mutual coupling between the two INDK elements by specifying an actual
mutual inductance and resistance.
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Inductor Coupling Coefficient (Closed Form): K

Symbol
L1

L2
K

Summary

K is used to represent the mutual coupling between inductors (INDK elements).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
K2TextNameID
0Coupling CoefficienctK
L@1 nHInductor 1 Value*L1
L@2 nHInductor 2 Value*L2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

K represents the mutual coupling between inductors. This element is for use between two INDK elements and should
be connected to the "K" ports of those elements. The mutual inductance is calculated as:

M = K · L1 · L2

where M is the mutual inductance, K is the coupling coefficient, L1 is the inductance connected at port 1, and L2 is the
inductance connected at port 2.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Figure 1 shows how this element is typically used.
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1 2
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ID=L3
L=2 nH

K
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Figure 1. Typical use of the INDK and K elements to model mutual coupling between two inductors. The K element is
used to model the mutual coupling between the two INDK elements by specifying the coupling coefficient, K, and the
inductances of the two coupled inductors.
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Grounded Resistor (Closed Form): LOAD

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Z1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceLoad impedanceZ

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 10 Inductors: MUC10

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmInductanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 6L6
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 6R6
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 7L7
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 7R7
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 8L8
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 8R8
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 9L9
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 9R9
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 10L10
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 10R10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 6K1_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 7K1_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 8K1_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 9K1_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 10K1_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 6K2_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 7K2_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 8K2_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 9K2_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 10K2_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 6K3_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 7K3_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 8K3_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 9K3_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 10K3_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 6K4_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 7K4_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 8K4_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 9K4_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 10K4_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 6K5_6
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 7K5_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 8K5_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 9K5_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 10K5_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 7K6_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 8K6_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 9K6_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 9K6_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 8K7_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 9K7_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 10K7_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 8 and 9K8_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 8 and 10K8_10
0Coupling coefficient between coils 9 and 10K9_10

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 11 is the output port for 10 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil i, i=1,
...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

where

j ≠ i

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Restrictions

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 2 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC2

Symbol
1

2

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2

Implementation Details

Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Lossless Mutually Coupled Coils, 2 Inductors (Closed Form):
MUC2_M

Symbol
1

2

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by theMutually Coupled Coils 2 Inductors (Closed Form) (MUC2) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 nHInductanceMutual inductanceM

Implementation Details

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 3 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC3

Symbol
1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3

Implementation Details

Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 4 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 5 is the output port for 4 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0
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Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 5 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC5

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
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Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 6 is the output port for 5 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 6 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC6

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 6L6
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 6R6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 6K1_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 6K2_6
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 6K3_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 6K4_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 6K5_6

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 7 is the output port for 6 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 7 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC7

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 6L6
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 6R6
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 7L7
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 7R7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 6K1_6
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 7K1_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 6K2_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 7K2_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 6K3_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 7K3_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 6K4_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 7K4_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 6K5_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 7K5_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 7K6_7

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 8 is the output port for 7 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 8 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 6L6
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 6R6
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 7L7
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 7R7
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 8L8
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 8R8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 6K1_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 7K1_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 8K1_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 6K2_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 7K2_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 8K2_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 6K3_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 7K3_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 8K3_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 6K4_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 7K4_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 8K4_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 6K5_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 7K5_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 8K5_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 7K6_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 8K6_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 8K7_8

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 9 is the output port for 8 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0
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Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils 9 Inductors (Closed Form): MUC9

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 1L1
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 1R1
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 2L2
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 2R2
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 3L3
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 3R3
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 4L4
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 4R4
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 5L5
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 5R5
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 6L6
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 6R6
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 7L7
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 7R7
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 8L8
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 8R8
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coil 9L9
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coil 9R9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 2K1_2
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 3K1_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 4K1_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 5K1_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 6K1_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 7K1_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 8K1_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 1 and 9K1_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 3K2_3
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 4K2_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 5K2_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 6K2_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 7K2_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 8K2_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 2 and 9K2_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 4K3_4
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 5K3_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 6K3_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 7K3_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 8K3_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 3 and 9K3_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 5K4_5
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 6K4_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 7K4_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 8K4_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 4 and 9K4_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 6K5_6
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 7K5_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 8K5_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 5 and 9K5_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 7K6_7
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 8K6_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 6 and 9K6_9
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 8K7_8
0Coupling coefficient between coils 7 and 9K7_9
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Coupling coefficient between coils 8 and 9K8_9

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. So for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and 10 is the output port for 9 coils. Vci is the voltage across coil I, I=1, ...,N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Li > 0

Ri > 0

−1 < K ij < 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mutually Coupled Coils: N Inductors (Closed Form): MUCN

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
2Number of coilsN
1 nHInductanceSelf-inductance of coils(vector of N size)L
0 ohmResistanceResistance of coils(vector of N size)R
0Coupling coefficient between coil #1 and coils #2 to #N (vector

of N-1 size)
K1toN

0Coupling coefficient between coil #2 and coils #3 to #N (vector
of N-2 size)

K2toN

0Coupling coefficient between coil #N-1 and coil #N (vector of 1
size)

KN-1toN

Parameter Details

K1toN, K2toN...KN-1toN. These dynamic vector parameters contain user-defined coupling coefficients between coils.
The number of these parameters is N-1. Vector KitoN contains coupling coefficients between coil #i and coils from #i+1
to #N. The size of these vectors decreases as i increases. For example, if N=5 then KitoN vectors contain coupling
coefficients K_ij:

K1toN = {K_12, K_13, K_14, K_1_5}

K2toN = {K_23, K_24, K_25}

K3toN = {K_34, K_35}

K4toN = {K_45}

MUCN checks the actual size of each vector and displays an error message if the actual size differs fromwhat is expected.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Number of coils N must comply with restriction: 2≤N≤100.

2. Coil inductance must be positive: Li >0, i=1…N

3. Coil resistance must be non-negative: Ri ≥0, i=1...N

4. Coupling coefficient between coils #i and #j must comply with restriction: -1≤K_ij≤1

Implementation Details

Pin numbers for each coil are assigned by the convention i = coupled port and N+i= output port for each coil, N = number
of coils. For example for coil 1, 1 is the coupled port and N+1 is the output port. Vci is the voltage across coil #i, i=1…N:

V ci = (Ri + jωLi) ⋅ I i +∑
j=1

N
jωM i jI j

where

i < j, j ≤ N, i ≠ j

M ij = K ij · Li · L j

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Resistive Pi-Pad (Closed Form): PIPAD

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceInput impedanceZ1
50 ohmResistanceOutput impedanceZ2
0 dBDBAttenuation in DBDB

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal attenuator. Z1 and Z2 specify the input and output resistances. If port 2 is terminated in Z2 then
port 1 will be matched to Z1. Likewise if port 1 is terminated in Z1 then port 2 will be matched to Z2. Both resistances
must be greater than zero.

DB specifies the attenuation in dB. The absolute value of DB is always used, and must be greater than DBmin defined
below.

DBmin = 10 · log10(Amin)

where, for

Z1 > Z2

Amin = 2
Z1
Z2(1 + 1 − Z2Z1 ) − 1

Z2 > Z1

Amin = 2
Z2
Z1(1 + 1 − Z1Z2 ) − 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Parallel LC (Closed Form): PLC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LC1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Parallel inductance and capacitance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Parallel LC with Q (Closed Form): PLCQ

Symbol

Topology

1 2R L

C

G

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LC1TextElement IDID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC
0Quality factor for capacitorQC
0 GHzFrequencyReference frequency for QCFQC
1Scaling factor for QcALPHC
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
0Quality factor for inductorQL
0 GHzFrequencyReference frequency for QLFQL
1Scaling factor for QLALPHL
LosslessVector text

(pull-down)
DC modelingDCMod
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Parameter Details

DCMod. Specifies the DC behavior of the model. Lossless indicates that the model is modeled as an ideal capacitor in
parallel with an ideal inductor at DC. Lossy indicates that loss is taken into account at DC.

Implementation Details

QL( f ) = Q(
f

FQL)
ALPHL

QC( f ) = Q(
f

FQC)
ALPHC

The admittance of the resonant circuit is given by:

Y = 2π f C( 1
QC( f ) + j) +

1
2π f L( 1

QL( f ) + j)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Parallel RC (Closed Form): PRC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RC1TextNameID
1000 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Parallel ideal resistor and capacitor.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Parallel RL (Closed Form): PRL

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RL1TextNameID
1000 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

Parallel inductance and resistance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Parallel RLC (Closed Form): PRLC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RLC1TextNameID
1000 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Parallel resistance, inductance and capacitance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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QFN MMIC Package: QFN_EM

Symbol

Summary

QFN_EM is a QFN MMIC package model. You can specify the number of leads, lead pitch, overmolding, the method
of singulation, materials and other package parameters and properties.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. It is intended to create a 3D parameterized cell for quad-flat no-leads
(QFN) for 3D EM analysis. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D
FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

X-side

SLX

Y-side

SLY

WL
LL

TL

TLW

TLL

GPX

PY

LJ
WJ

QXQY
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HM
EXANG

TMA
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TLA

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ICTextElement IDID
5 mmLengthPackage X size (for reference only)QX
5 mmLengthPackage Y size (for reference only)QY
5Number of X side leadsNLX
5Number of Y side leadsNLY
0.65 mmLengthLead pitch on X sideSLX
0.65 mmLengthLead pitch on Y sideSLY
0.3 mmLengthLead widthWL
0.8 mmLengthLead LengthLL
0.2 mmLengthLead and die pad metal thicknessTL
0.5 mmLengthWidth of lead T-extensionTLW
0.4 mmLengthlength of lead T-extensionTLL
0.2 mmLengthDistance between lead and die padG
3 mmLengthDie pad X sizePX
3 mmLengthDie pad Y sizePY
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.9 mmLengthOvermold (package) heightHM
0.9 mmLengthThickness of package walls (air cavity with lead option)TMA
0.9 mmLengthThickness of package lid (air cavity with lead option)TLA
0.7Leadframe metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRhoL
1.1Package lead metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRhoLD
4Relative dielectric constant of overmold dielectricErP
0.001Loss tangent of overmold dielectricTandP
4.6Relative dielectric constant of lid dielectricErLD
0.0037Loss tangent of lid dielectricTandLD
0.6 mmLengthLength of corner jumperLJ
0.3 mmLengthWidth of corner jumperWJ
0AngleAngle of punch press excisionEXANG
CopperTextLeadframe metal name for 3D EM cellMETL_NAME
AluminumTextPackage lid metal name for 3D EM cellMETL_NAME
OMoldTextOvermold dielectric name for 3D EM cellOMOLD_NAME
GlassTextLid dielectric name for 3D EM cellLIDD_NAME
Lidframe onlyTextSwitch Full package/Lidframe onlyTestPack
SawTextSingulation method switch Saw/PunchSingul
No air cavityTextSwitch No air cavity/Air cavity with lid/Air cavity w/o lidAirCav
Dielectric lidTextSwitch Dielectric lid/Metal lidLidMtr

Parameter Details

QX, QY. Parameters QX and QY specify overall package dimensions and are only for reference. Pcell calculates the
actual dimensions from other parameters:

Qx = Px + 2LL + 2G

Qy = Py + 2LL + 2G

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "QFNPACK" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Resistor (Closed Form): RES

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
R1TextNameID
1 ohmResistanceResistanceR

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal resistor.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Resistance With Noise Temperature: REST

Symbol

T
1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IN1TextElement IDID
1 ohmResistanceResistanceR
0 DegKTemperatureTemperature for noise calculationT

Implementation Details

The noise current density is given by:

in2
Δ f = 4 ·KT ·

1
R

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Series LC (Closed Form): SLC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LC1TextNameID
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Series inductance and capacitance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Series LC with Q (Closed Form): SLCQ

Symbol

Topology

1 2
R L

C

G

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LC1TextElement IDID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC
0Quality factor for capacitorQC
0 GHzFrequencyReference frequency for QCFQC
1Scaling factor for QcALPHC
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
0Quality factor for inductorQL
0 GHzFrequencyReference frequency for QLFQL
1Scaling factor for QLALPHL
LosslessVector text

(pull-down)
DC modelingDCMod

Parameter Details

DCMod. Specifies the DC behavior of the model. Lossless indicates that the model is modeled as an ideal capacitor in
series with an ideal inductor at DC. Lossy indicates that loss is taken into account at DC.

Implementation Details

QL( f ) = Q(
f

FQL)
ALPHL
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QC( f ) = Q(
f

FQC)
ALPHC

The impedance of the resonant circuit is given by:

Z = 2π f L( 1
QL( f ) + j) +

1
2π f C( 1

QC( f ) + j)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Circular Wire Solenoid: SOLIND

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a circular solenoid (optionally tapered) made of the wire of a cylindrical cross-section
situated either in free space (air) or above infinite perfectly conducting ground. The modeling approach is based on
evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances and resistances between all spiral turns.

Topology

DS

DE

PS

End point

Start point
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Ground

RotAng

H

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IND1TextElement IDID
10Number of turns (>=1)NT
25 umLengthWire diameterDia
500 umLengthStart diameter of solenoid (measured between wire

centerlines)
DS

500 umLengthEnd diameter of solenoid (measured betweenwire centerlines)DE
100 umLengthPitch of solenoid (measured between wire centerlines along

solenoid axis)
PS

100 umLengthElevation of solenoid above optional groundH
0DegreesRotation angle (meridional tilt) of solenoid axis relative to

normal to ground
RotAng

1Wire metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
No groundSwitch "No ground/Ground"Gnd
6Number of linear segment per turn*Nseg

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. The number of spiral turns forming the solenoid.
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Dia. The diameter of solenoid wire.

DS, DE. Respectively, the start and end diameters of a tapered solenoid. Model checks if DE<=DS and issues an error
message if this condition does not hold.

PS. The axial (measured along solenoid axis) distance between wire centerlines of two adjacent spiral turns (pitch).

H. Elevation of start point of solenoid (see Topology) above ground. If Gnd="No ground" this parameter is not used

RotAng. Tilt of solenoid axis (and elevation H) make sense only if Gnd is set to "Ground". If Gnd="No ground" RotAng
is not used. Model keeps track of position of all conducting parts and issues an error if combination of specified H,
RotAng, DS and Dia makes solenoid to touch ground. Changes made to solenoid angular position reflect on respective
image on 3D layout view.

Nseg. The number of linear wire segments a model uses to approximate a single spiral turn (see "Implementation Details").
Nseg must be greater than or equal to 6.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NT should be greater or equal to 1.

2. Model checks that Nseg≥6.

3. Model checks if DE≤DS.

Implementation Details

Each spiral turn is broken into Nseg linear wire segments and the model evaluates self and mutual RLC parameters of
all segments (including the image wire segments if Gnd is set to "Ground").This model controls the length of each
segment and issues an error message if the length of any segment exceeds the wire diameter Dia. This model accounts
for a skin effect and partly for radiation loss.

Recommendations for Use

Note that port 1 is assigned to the start point of a spiral and Port 2 is assigned to end point of a spiral (see positions of
start and end points on Topology).

This model predicts the frequency behavior of the solenoid below and in the vicinity of the first self-resonance frequency.

User discretion is advised if SOLIND issues a warning about segment length being too small. This model assumes that
each segment is represented by infinitely thin filament which means Lseg >>Dia. Thus, very short (relative to wire
diameter) segments may cause additional errors. Awarningmessage containing a segment number displays if Lseg<6*Dia.
All segments with numbers greater than violating are also in violation.WhenDE<DS segments in violation often belong
to a few top turns, so you get an approximate estimation of percentage of segments with reduced accuracy.

Table of conversion AWG (AmericanWire Gauge) to millimeters (for those who prefer wire gauge for denoting wire
diameter).

Wire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWG

0.1007380.4547252.05312
0.08969390.4049261.82813
0.07987400.3606271.62814
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Wire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWGWire diameter
(mm)

AWG

0.07112410.3211281.45015
0.06334420.2859291.29116
0.05641430.2546301.15017
0.05023440.2268311.02418
0.04473450.2019320.911619
0.03983460.1798330.811820
0.03547470.1601340.722921
0.03160480.1426350.643822
0.02813490.1270360.573323
0.02505500.1131370.510624

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "Solenoid" is
added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you can
assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The 2D layout displays a circle the size of the DS parameter plus the
Dia size. The 3D layout displays the shapes as a solenoid.

This model has a layout only parameter that controls how the layout cell draws. You access the parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then clicking
the Parameters tab.

DescriptionUnitsValueName
Number of linear
segments

Integer32NSeg

approximating one
spiral turn.
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Series RC (Closed Form): SRC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RC1TextNameID
1 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Series ideal resistor and capacitor. This element is preferable to the use of separate elements, as it eliminates a node.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Series RL (Closed Form): SRL

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RL1TextNameID
1 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 nHInductanceInductanceL

Implementation Details

Series inductance and resistance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Series RLC (Closed Form): SRLC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
RLC1TextNameID
1 ohmResistanceResistanceR
1 nHInductanceInductanceL
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitanceC

Implementation Details

Series inductance, resistance and capacitance for use in high Q circuits.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Resistive T-Pad (Closed Form): TEEPAD

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID
50 ohmResistanceInput impedanceZ1
50 ohmResistanceOutput impedanceZ2
0 dBDBAttenuation in DBDB

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal attenuator in the same manner as PIPAD.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Thin Film Capacitor (Closed Form): TFC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement NameID
20 umLengthConductor widthW
20 umLengthConductor lengthL
1 umLengthDielectric thicknessT
1Relative dielectric constantER
0Metal bulk resistivity normalized to gold (NOT USED IN

THIS MODEL)
RHO

0Dielectric loss tangentTAND

Implementation Details

This component models a thin film capacitor. This model accounts for fringing capacitance. Current implementation of
TFC ignores parameter RHO.

Layout

The TFC layout object obtains its drawing layer information from the LPF file that is loaded for the project. The drawing
layers are defined within a block that begins with $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN and $CAP_DEFINE_END, respectively (see
“The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on working with LPF files). If this block is not defined, the
capacitor is drawn on the Default layer (if the Default layer is not defined, it is drawn on the first layer that is defined in
Layer Setup).

References

[1] I. Hurt, "A Computer-Aided Design for Hybrid Circuits," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and
Manufacturing Technology, vol.CHMT-3, Feb.1988, pp. 294-304.
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Idealized Admittance Inverter: YINV

Symbol
J

Summary

YINV represents an idealized admittance J-inverter intended for use in filter synthesis.

Equivalent Circuit

jJ

-jJ -jJ

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
YI1TextNameID
0.02 SConductanceInverter parameterJ

Parameter Details

J. Parameter J has a dimension of conductance and represents an imaginary part of pure reactive frequency-independent
admittances making a PI-circuit (see "Equivalent Circuit" where j is an imaginary unit).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Complex Frequency Dependent Resistor (Closed Form): ZFREQ

Symbol

Summary

ZFREQ provides computation of circuit parameters for a general complex resistor whose behavior in the frequency
domain is governed by a user-supplied table of real part R and imaginary part X.

Equivalent Circuit

1 2jX(f)R(F)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Z1TextNameID
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which R, X are specifiedF
50ResistanceVector of RR
0ResistanceVector of XX

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R and X parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified in
ascending order.

R. Vector of active (real) resistance (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in project resistance units per meter.
You must specify each vector entry at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

X. Vector of reactive (imaginary) resistance (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) specified in project resistance units
per meter. Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The sizes of vector parameters R and X must be equal to the size of frequency vector F.

2. To provide sufficient accuracy of interpolation (see the "Implementation Details" section) parameters F, R, and X
must contain a reasonable number of data points (typically >=10).

3. You can specify a vector in three ways:

• Entered as a right-side value of a model parameter, for example R={100,102,110,113,120}
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• Specified elsewhere in an equation

• Specified in a column or row of a text file. This provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of R and
X parameters in a single location. You can create, for example, a Load.txt file containing space separated columns of
R and X. The first column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing the project default frequency
units demands manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and name it, for
example, ZFREQ1. Now you can specify parameter F as F = Col(datafile("ZFREQ1"),1). The values of vector F are
copied to the model from column 1 of the Load.txt file, which was imported under the name ZFREQ1. If you prefer
to arrange your data by row, use F = Row(datafile("ZFREQ1"),1).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of R and X parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F, then R and X parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding
vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Idealized Impedance Inverter: ZINV

Symbol
K

Summary

ZINV represents an idealized impedance K-inverter intended for use in filter synthesis.

Equivalent Circuit

jK

-jK -jK

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ZI1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceInverter parameter.K

Parameter Details

K. Parameter K has a dimension of impedance and represents an imaginary part of pure reactive frequency-independent
impedances making a PI-circuit (see "Equivalent Circuit" where j is an imaginary unit).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dual Power Sampler (Closed Form): DPWRSMP

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50Port resistanceR

Implementation Details

Simulates a frequency-independent, lossless, directional coupler. The 4-port S parameters are given below.

S = [0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
Inserting this element into a circuit and connecting resistors to port 3 and port 4 provides a way to sample voltage or
power. The resistors should have the same value as R.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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(Obsolete) Gamma Probe (Closed Form): GPROBE

Symbol

V

I

1 2

1 2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Gamma Probe (Closed Form) (GPROBE2).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XF1TextElement IDID
0.0001Current sense resistanceRsense

Parameter Details

Rsense. This value must be nonzero, however it can be made small enough such that the probe circuit may be considered
lossless.

Implementation Details

The gamma probe (GPROBE) element is an insertable element that is placed on the input and output pins of active
devices. When placed, it is invisible to the circuit so that the through-signal path is not disturbed. This probe calculates
the two reflection coefficients for the node into which it is inserted (Gamma 1 looks to the left and Gamma 2 looks to
the right). The reflection coefficients themselves can be plotted, but the main thing to view is the STAB_GPmeasurement,
which is the product of the two reflection coefficients. If this product is greater than 1 at any frequency or load (or source
pull point), then the device is unstable.

The stabilitymeasurements STAB_GP and STAB_GPN and the internal gammameasurementsGAM1_GP andGAM2_GP
require that the excitation ports (connected to nodes 1 and 2) are specified as part of the measurement. You must also
specify the ports connected to the voltage and current sampling terminals of the GPROBE element for these measurements
(the measurement requires that ports be placed on the V and I nodes of the GPROBE element).

You should use GPROBE in circuits without feedback across the active devices. If this feedback is present, GPROBEM
may provide better accuracy. See “Performing Internal Stability Analysis” for more information on the operation of
GPROBE. Implementation details of GPROBEM (GPROBE is analogous) can be found in the document listed in
"References" (see Fig.3); this document is available for download from the Cadence® AWR® Knowledge Base (search
for GPROBEM).

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
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the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

References

[1] C. Campbell and S. Brown "Modified S-Probe Circuit Element for Stability Analysis" (white paper)
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Gamma Probe (Closed Form): GPROBE2

Symbol

1 2

1 2

Summary

GPROBE2 establishes a reference plane where it is inserted into the signal path, and offers a means of determining the
reflection coefficients required for internal stability measurements. It otherwise acts like a short circuit, so it does not
affect the behavior or layout of the circuit in any way.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GP1TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

The gamma probe (GPROBE2) element is an insertable element that should be connected in series with the input and
output pins of active devices in multi-stage circuits. When connected, it is invisible to the circuit so that the through-signal
path is not disturbed. This probe calculates the two reflection coefficients at the reference plane where it is inserted
("looking out" of each of its own nodes). The reflection coefficients themselves can be plotted, but the primarymeasurement
to view is the STAB_GP2, which is a function of the product of the two reflection coefficients. If this measurement is
greater than 1 at any frequency or load (or source pull point), then the circuit may be unstable. See “Performing Internal
Stability Analysis” for more information on the operation and use of GPROBE2, and internal stability analysis in general.

NOTE: The GPROBE and GPROBEM elements are now obsolete and should be replaced with the GPROBE2 element.
The new approach is much more efficient as no new ports are needed in the schematic.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

References

[1] C. Campbell and S. Brown "Modified S-Probe Circuit Element for Stability Analysis" (white paper)
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(Obsolete) Modified Gamma Probe (Closed Form): GPROBEM

Symbol

1 2

VI

VN2VN1

1 2

3 4

56

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Gamma Probe (Closed Form) (GPROBE2). The GPROBEM element
is similar to the GPROBE element. However, the GPROBE element may give incorrect results in certain cases. This
modified element attempts to correct these errors.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GP2TextElement IDID
0.0001ResistanceCurrent sense resistanceRsense
1e+009ResistanceOpen circuit resistanceRlarge

Parameter Details

Rsense. This value must be nonzero, however it can be made small enough such that the probe circuit may be considered
lossless.

Rlarge. This value can be made arbitrarily large such that ports attached to nodes VN1, VN2 do not load the probe
circuit.

Implementation Details

GPROBEM is used to measure the internal reflection coefficients at the reference plane. The modified gamma probe
GPROBEM element is an insertable element that is placed on the input and output pins of active devices. When placed,
GPROBEM is invisible to the circuit so that the through-signal path is not disturbed. This probe calculates the two
reflection coefficients Gamma 1 and Gamma 2 for the node into which it is inserted (Gamma 1 looks to the left and
Gamma 2 looks to the right). The reflection coefficients themselves can be plotted, but the main thing to look at is the
STAB_GPMmeasurement, which is the product of the two reflection coefficients. If this product is greater than 1 at any
frequency or load (or source pull point) then the device is unstable.

The stability measurements STAB_GPM and STABN_GPM require that the ports connected to the voltage and current
sampling terminals of the GPROBEM element are specified for these measurements (the measurement requires that ports
be placed on the V and I nodes of the GPROBEM). The same is true for VN1 and VN2 nodes (voltage sampling terminals
respectively on the side of node 1 and the side of node 2).

GPROBEM provides better accuracy than GPROBE in circuits with feedback across the active devices that are being
tested. See “Performing Internal Stability Analysis” for more information on the operation of GPROBE (the operation
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of GPROBEM is similar). Implementation details can be found in the document listed in "References" (see Fig.3); this
document is available for download from the Cadence® AWR® Knowledge Base (search for GPROBEM).

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.

References

[1] C. Campbell and S. Brown "Modified S-Probe Circuit Element for Stability Analysis" (white paper)
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Current Meter: I_METER

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
AMP1TextCurrent meter nameID

Implementation Details

When this current meter is inserted into a circuit path it measures the total current through the meter which is a sum of
the DC, and forward- and reverse-traveling current. You can use I_METER with Itime and Iharm measurements (see
“Time Domain Current: Itime ” and “Frequency Domain Current: Iharm ”), as well as other Nonlinear Current
measurements.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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Current Meter: I_METER2

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

I_METER2 measures the current through pins 1 and 2 and sets the voltage of the 3rd pin equal to the measured current.
I_METER2 is equivalent to an ideal current-controlled voltage source with zero input and output resistances and unity
gain. This element is useful in transient co-simulation that is modeled in Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS)
communications and radar systems design software using the NL_S_ENV system block. The output signals of the
NL_S_ENV block are the port voltages of the selected ports in the circuit schematic. To make a circuit schematic current
available as a signal in the system simulation, it can be measured using I_METER2, and the 3rd pin should be connected
to an output port. The port impedance does not load the circuit being measured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IM1TextCurrent meter nameID

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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DC Current/Voltage Curve Tracer: IVCURVE

Symbol

Swp Step

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IV1TextElement IDID
0 VVoltageSwept voltage start valueVSWEEP_start
4 VVoltageSwept voltage stop valueVSWEEP_stop
1 VVoltageSwept voltage step valueVSWEEP_step
0 VVoltageStepped voltage start valueVSTEP_start
4 VVoltageStepped voltage stop valueVSTEP_stop
1 VVoltageStepped voltage step valueVSTEP_step

Implementation Details

Produces a swept voltage for I-V curve trace measurements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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DC Current Driven Curve Tracer: IVCURVEI

Symbol

Swp Step

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IV1TextElement IDID
0 VVoltageSwept voltage start valueVSWEEP_start
4 VVoltageSwept voltage stop valueVSWEEP_stop
1 VVoltageSwept voltage step valueVSWEEP_step
0 mACurrentStepped current start valueISTEP_start
10 mACurrentStepped current stop valueISTEP_stop
2 mACurrentStepped current step valueISTEP_step

Implementation Details

Produces a swept voltage while stepping the current. This element is useful for I-V characterization of current-controlled
devices such as bipolar transistors.

Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect results if
injecting current into a large resistance. You can change the value of the resistance by choosing Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then clicking the AWR Sim tab. In the Convergence Aids section, edit
the Series source resistance value.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Measurement Probe: M_PROBE

Symbol

Summary

M_PROBE identifies an element terminal for voltage and current measurements of all kinds. You must place it on an
element terminal-- it does not measure voltage in the middle of a wire. The advantage of using M_PROBE is that after
simulation, you can drag it around a schematic to display the same measurement at different element terminals, without
editing a measurement or requiring a new simulation. To move theM_PROBEwithout dragging, right-click it and choose
Dynamic Probe, then click any node or terminal to move it there, or double-click on a SUBCKT block to open the
lower-level circuit and click to place the probe there. Press the Esc key to exit dynamic mode.

Some measurements such as VTimeD can use two M_PROBEs. To make both of the probes dynamic at the same time,
select one probe, Shift-click the next one, right-click and choose Dynamic Probe. The first probe moves to the position
of the mouse click and the second probe moves to the same relative location. If the second probe is not placed where
you want it, Shift-click at the desired location.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VP1TextMeasurement Probe nameID

Implementation Details

In the following schematic, the M_PROBE is at the input voltage source.

Click and drag the M_PROBE to move it to a new location to update graphs.
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In current measurements, current flowing into the selected element terminal is positive, unless the element is a voltage
or current source.

If you set transient simulation options to save results only at meters, the M_PROBE is NOT included in this list since
you can change its location without requiring a new simulation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

In circuit schematics, do not use "pin-to-pin" connections at element terminals where current is measured. In the previous
example, you should space the elements apart and connect them by wires for current measurements. The M_PROBE
current measurement are ambiguous if the desired element terminal is at the same location as one or more others.
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Analyze Nonlinear Noise: NLNOISE

Symbol

Summary

NLNOISE instructs the simulator to compute noise in a nonlinear circuit following large-signal analysis. See “Noise
Analysis” for noise analysis details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1Noise control nameID
2Output portPortTo
1Input portPortFrom
0.1 GHzFrequencyNoise freq. startNFstart
0.2 GHzFrequencyNoise freq. endNFend
5Number of points in noise freq. sweepNFsteps
LINEARSweep typeSwpType
{1}Tone index of large signal excitation*LSTone
2Tone index of noise signal excitation*SSTone
4Sampling factor*OverSamp
0.001Drop tolerance for matrix sparcification*SparseTol

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PortTo and PortFrom. Noise figure is computed with respect to these ports. The noise spectral density measurement
computes noise at PortTo.

NFstart, NFend, and NFsteps. Specify the sideband frequencies, relative to the large signal harmonics, at which to
measure noise. See the following figure.

SwpType. Determines the spacing between the frequency steps. Allowable sweep types are linear (LINEAR) and
logarithmic (LOG).

LSTone. Lists the large signal tone(s) in the harmonic balance simulation whose sideband noise is to be taken into
account. The value of this parameter is either "{1}" or "{1,2}". If the harmonic balance simulation includes lowmagnitude
tone(s) like the RF input to a mixer, then a separate test bench schematic should be used for nonlinear noise analysis, in
which the low- power harmonic balance tone(s) are removed. For more details, see “Noise Analysis”.

SSTone. Assigns a tone number to the frequency list specified by NFstart, NFend, and NFsteps. This should be the
largest tone number in LSTone plus 1.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Analyze Nonlinear Stability Properties: NLSTABILITY

Symbol

Summary

NLSTABILITY instructs the simulator to analyze stability in a nonlinear circuit following large-signal analysis. See
“Nonlinear Internal Stability Analysis” for nonlinear stability analysis details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1Stability control nameID
0.1 GHzFrequencySmall-signal frequency startFstart
0.2 GHzFrequencySmall-signal frequency endFend
5Number of points in small-signal frequency sweepFsteps
LINEARSweep typeSwpType

Parameter Details

Fstart and Fend. Define the small-signal frequency range.

SwpType. Allowable sweep types are linear (LINEAR) and logarithmic (LOG).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Oscillator Analysis Probe: OSCAPROBE

Symbol

A

Summary

OSCAPROBE initiates a large-signal oscillator simulation. See “Nonlinear Oscillator Analysis” for the recommended
placement of OSCAPROBE and for details of oscillator analysis.

Equivalent Circuit

OSCAPROBE is an ideal source in series with an ideal impedance element. The impedance presents an open circuit at
all frequencies other than the fundamental frequency of oscillation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1Element IDID
1 GHzInitial guess at oscillation frequency ( APLAC only)a*F0
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency range startFstart
2 GHzFrequencyFrequency range endFend
200Max numb. of freq. points in searchFsteps

Guess at mag. of probe voltage ( APLAC only)a*VpMag
Guess at ph. of probe voltage (not used)a*VpPh

8VoltageMaximum mag of probe voltage in search*VpMax
40VoltageMaximum number of voltage steps in searchVsteps
200Max number of iterations for oscillator analysis*Iter
1Convergence parameter for oscillator analysis*Damp
1Tone index for oscillation frequency (not implemented)*Tone
1e-3Frequency relative tolerance (not used)a*Ftol
1e-6Perturbation factor*Pert

Number of harmonics in initial search*InitHarm
1Solution method: Samanski=0, NNES=1*NLMethod
5Sweep iteration to start extrapolation at (large number to turn

off)
*IterExtrapSweep
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MinMaxOptimization method used to find the oscillation conditions

(APLAC only). Try changing this parameter if oscillation
conditions are not found.

*OptMethod

YesTransient analysis kick*TranKick
aElements designated as "not used" are manipulated by the simulator during oscillator analysis. Their values have no effect on simulation.

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

See “Nonlinear Oscillator Analysis” for the theory behind oscillator analysis and for a detailed discussion of the oscillator
probe and its parameters.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Analyze Oscillator Noise: OSCNOISE

Symbol

Summary

OSCNOISE instructs the simulator to compute oscillator phase noise following large-signal oscillator analysis.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1OscillatorID
1e-6 GHzFrequencyNoise freq. start (offset from large signal)OFstart
1e-3 GHzFrequencyNoise freq. end (offset from large signal)OFend
5Number of points in sweepOFsteps
LOGSweep typeSwpType
2Sampling factor*OverSamp
0.001Drop tolerance for matrix sparsification*SparseTol
{1,2}Harmonics for noise computationHarm
NoCompute conversion noise*ConversionNoise

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OFstart andOFend.Define the noise frequency range. For oscillators, noise is specified as an offset from the large-signal
frequency.

SwpType. Allowable sweep types are linear (LINEAR) and logarithmic (LOG).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Oscillator Open-Loop Test Element (Closed Form): OSCTEST

Symbol
1 2

34

Summary

OSCTEST is used to determine loop gain in oscillator design and to break the feedback loop of an oscillator in the forward
direction, at the fundamental frequency. When this is done, a source at port 3 is used to replace the feedback signal and
the feedback itself is measured at port 4. This allows you to determine the open-loop gain of the circuit under large-signal
conditions.

The following figure illustrates the use of OSCTEST. A large-signal excitation is applied to port 1, and the large signal
S-parameter S21, at the fundamental frequency is monitored. The cutoff frequency FC must be set to any value between
the fundamental frequency and the second harmonic. When the excitation is weak, |S21| must be greater than unity, or
the circuit will not oscillate. As the excitation level is increased, |S21| decreases as the circuit enters saturation, and at
some frequency and some excitation level, |S21| = 1 and its phase is zero. This point corresponds to the oscillation
frequency, and the output power under these conditions is the oscillator's output power.

Before OSCTEST can be used under large-signal conditions, an initial small-signal design of the oscillator should be
made. The circuit should be adjusted so that |S21| > 1 and its phase is zero, under small-signal conditions, at the desired
frequency of oscillation. As the excitation is increased, the frequency of zero phase shift changes, and it may be necessary
to "tweak" the design to keep it on the right frequency.

1 2

34

12

Fe edbackFe edback

Parameters

DefaultUnits TypeDescriptionName
O1TextElement IDID
1.0 GHzFrequencyf1 < fc < 2*f1*FC
50 ohmResistancePort 1 and 2 impedance*Z0

* indicates a secondary parameter

Equations

At frequencies below FC, OSCTEST has the following S-parameters:
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S12 = S41 = S23 = 1.0 ∠ 0

At frequencies above FC, the S-parameters are

S12 = S21 = S41 = 1.0 ∠ 0

All other S-parameters are zero.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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Oscillator Open-Loop Element Differential Excitation: OSCTEST2

Symbol

+

-

+

-

1 2

34

5 6

Summary

OSCTEST2 is a type of directional coupler useful for loop gain computation in oscillators. It presents a short circuit
everywhere except at a specified frequency (or range of frequencies) near the intended frequency of oscillation. OSCTEST2
is a more general form of OSCTEST, to which it degenerates when terminals 5 and 6 are grounded. It is more general
than OSCTEST in the sense that it may be used to compute open-loop gain in differential oscillators.

Topology

1 2

34

OSCTEST

o o
1:n1

XFMR

o o
1:n1

XFMR

1 2
6

34

5

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
OD1TextElement IDID
_FREQ*1e-9GhzLoop frequencyFC
50ohmPort impedance*Z0

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

The easiest way to specify FC is to utilize the built-in variable _FREQ (for linear simulations) or _FREQH1 (for large-signal
simulations). Note that _FREQ is a number (or array of numbers) equal to the project frequency in Hz, so if FC is specified
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in user units (GHz by default) the FC entrymust be scaled appropriately (_FREQ*1e-9). If Schematic Dependent Parameters
Use Base Units is selected on the Project Options dialog box Schematic/Diagrams tab, no scaling is necessary since
parameter FC will automatically be calculated in base (MKS) units.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To compute loop gain, break the loop so that the large arrow points in the direction of forward gain, as in the following
figure.

+
-

+
-

1 2

34

5 6

OSCTEST2

FC=
ID=

_FREQ GHz
OD1

GAIN

R=
F=
S=
A=
ID=

50 Ohm
10 GHz
6
10 dB
U1

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
1

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
2

The S21 parameter of the circuit should equal the open-loop S21 of the GAIN stage.
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(Obsolete) Oscillator Tuning Probe: OSCTPROBE

Symbol

T

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Oscillator Analysis Probe (OSCAPROBE) to simulate oscillators,
then optimize any number of parameters to achieve the desired oscillation frequency (OSC_FREQ measurement). The
details for OSCTPROBE are maintained here for backward compatibility.

OSCTPROBE initiates the tuning mode of oscillator analysis, whereby a circuit parameter is varied such that the circuit
oscillates at a specified frequency.

Equivalent Circuit

OSCTPROBE is an ideal source in series with an ideal impedance element. The impedance presents an open circuit at
all frequencies other than the fundamental frequency of oscillation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1Element IDID
1 GHzFrequencyTarget frequency of oscillationFreq
<type>.<id>.<param>Tuning parameter(<type>.<id>.<param>)Par
0aLower parameter constraint (optional, mks)*Par_low
0aUpper parameter constraint (optional, mks)*Par_high

Guess at mag. of probe voltage (not used)b*VpMag
Guess at ph. of probe voltage (not used)b*VpPh

3 VVoltageMaximum probe voltage in search (optional)*VpMax
15VoltageMaximum number of voltage points in searchVsteps
200Max number of iterations for oscillator analysis*Iter
1Convergence parameter for oscillator analysis*Damp
1e-3Frequency relative tolerance (not used)b*Ftol

a Parameter values are entered in MKS units.
b Elements designated as "not used" are manipulated by the simulator in the course of oscillator analysis. Their values have no effect on simulation.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

See “Nonlinear Oscillator Analysis” for the theory behind oscillator analysis.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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General Power Meter (3-port): P_METER3

Symbol
W

V

I1 2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextElement IDID

Implementation Details

When this current meter is inserted into a circuit path it can simultaneouslymeasure DC, and forward- and reverse-traveling
current. You can use P_METER3with Ptime and Pharmmeasurements, as well as other Nonlinear Power measurements.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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Power Sampler (Closed Form): PWRSMP

Symbol

1 2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
50Port resistanceR

Implementation Details

Simulates a frequency-independent, lossless, directional coupler. The 3-port S parameters are given below.

S = [0 1 0
1 0 0
1 0 0

]
Inserting this element into a circuit and connecting a resistor to port 3 provides a way to sample voltage or power. The
resistor should have the same value as R.

Layout

This element uses a special layout cell for a short circuit. The layout cell allows the elements connected on either side
of the element to look through this element. For example, when a MLIN is hooked to a TFCM (capacitor) model and
the project has bridge code configured, the line draws the proper interconnect between the line and the cap. If this element
is placed between the line and the cap, the layout still draws the same.

You typically do not assign artwork cells to these items.
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Stability Probe: STAB_PROBE

Symbol

Summary

STAB_PROBE identifies a stability probe that can be used to gather data for STAN stability analysis.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SP1TextStability Probe NameID
YesStore STAN dataSTAN
CurrentProbe typeTYPE
NoDifferential ProbeDIFFERENTIAL

Implementation Details

The probe TYPE defines what type of excitation the probe delivers to the circuit in the small signal analysis done at the
large signal operating point. A Current TYPE is an open circuit in HB analysis and current source in small signal analysis.
A Voltage TYPE is a short circuit in HB analysis and voltage source in small signal analysis. The probe can be made
differential so you can add a series voltage probe.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage Meter: V_METER

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VM1TextVolt meter nameID

Implementation Details

When connected between two nodes, this voltage meter measures the differential voltage between them. You can use
V_METER with Vtime and Vharm measurements, as well as other Nonlinear Voltage measurements.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage Meter: V_METER2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

V_METER2measures the voltage between pins 1 and 2 and sets the voltage of the 3rd pin equal to the measured voltage.
V_METER2 is equivalent to an ideal voltage-controlled voltage source with infinite input resistance and zero output
resistance and unity gain. This element is useful in transient co-simulation that is modeled in Cadence® Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software using the NL_S_ENV system block. The output
signals of the NL_S_ENV block are the port voltages of the selected ports in the circuit schematic. To make a circuit
schematic voltage available as a signal in the system simulation, it can be measured using V_METER2, and the 3rd pin
should be connected to an output port. The port impedance does not load the circuit being measured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VM1TextVolt meter nameID

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Noise Voltage Meter: V_NSMTR

Symbol

Summary

V_NSMTR is used to define the node (when the other end is connected to ground) or the node pair at which to calculate
the noise voltage or perform other nonlinear noise measurements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VNS1TextVolt meter nameID
V1TextAC Input source IDInpSrc

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Nonlinear noise measurements are calculated at the ports or at the nodes (node pairs) denoted by V_NSMTR. To display
a nonlinear noise measurement at the port of the circuit, you do not need to use V_NSMTR. V_NSMTR is primarily
used for linear AC noise analysis, or to enable the display of nonlinear noise voltage measurements at the nodes other
than the ports of the circuit.

The InpSrc parameter applies to AC noise analysis. It identifies the AC input source at which the equivalent input noise
is measured (for example, the NOISEI measurement).
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Voltage Probe: V_PROBE

Symbol

Summary

V_PROBE measures voltage at a node.

Equivalent Circuit

V_PROBE is a grounded voltmeter (V_METER)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VP1Element IDID

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Airbridge with Optional Insulating Layer (Closed Form): ABRIDGE

Symbol

Summary

ABRIDGE models a flat bond wire or a conducting strip (bridge) connecting two conducting pads or microstrip lines.
Wire connects to pads by means of two cylindrical vias. Model accounts for insulating dielectric layer under the bridge
and for underlying substrate.

Topology
L

D D HEr

Substrate
MSUB

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthBridge conductor widthW
LaLengthBridge conductor lengthL
WaLengthVia diameterD
WaLengthVia/Insulating layer heightH
1Dielectric constant of insulating layerEr
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

ABRIDGE uses closed form models MLIN (microstrip line) and VIA, so all limitations of these models apply to
ABRIDGE.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Microstrip Rectangular Differential Inductor (EM Quasi-Static): DIFRIND

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

DIFRIND models a rectangular differential microstrip inductor/transformer with a center tap. This model is based on an
evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances and resistances between all parallel segments; this evaluation is
based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines. The center tap is
implemented as an underpass bridge that is common for GaAs designs. A differential inductor may replace two inductors
joined by a common AC ground in differential amplifier or oscillator circuits.
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Topology (2D image of DIFRIND)

Port #1
L1

L2

Port #2

W

Port #3
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PU PU

DU

3D image of DIFRIND
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Cross-section of underpass strip and overpassing section of inductor winding

Bridge

Inductor

HU

Underpass

Equivalent Circuit
M

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
INDTextElement IDID
3Number of turns(>=3, odd value only)N
80 umLengthSize of inductor horizontal side (w/ cross-over gap)L1
155 umLengthSize of inductor vertical side (w/o cross-over gap)L2
10 umLengthWidth of inductor windingsW
5 umLengthSpacing between inductor windingsS
20 umLengthGap for cross-over between windingsZ
1 umLengthThickness of underpass metalTU
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoU
10 umLengthWidth of underpassWU
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 umLengthHeight of dielectric above underpassHU
0 umLengthLength of underpass extension beyond inductor outlineLU
30 umLengthLength of underpass horizontal shoulderPU
15 umLengthLength of underpass vertical shoulder that extends beyond

inductor outline
DU

1Relative dielectric constant of dielectric above underpassErU
0Loss tangent of dielectric above underpassTandU
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of turns/windings forming the differential inductor. Actually, the differential inductor comprises two
connected sub-inductors; each winding comprises two halves, each belonging to a different sub-inductor. Sub-inductors
connect at port #3. The number of windings N is limited to odd values only and must be greater or equal to 3. This model
runs a layout feasibility check before performing calculations.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. N >=3

2. N takes only odd values. Even values of N result in a layout that differs from the layout assumed for the current
implementation of DIFRIND: This happens because even N mandates the location of port 3 at the same side of the
inductor where ports 1 and 2 are located (odd N places port 3 at the opposite side). The proximity of all ports makes
GaAs (and similar technologies) design relatively complicated; it also may result in undesirable stray coupling between
inputs.

3. This model checks the underpass horizontal shoulder width PA to verify it is small enough to contact the top of the
innermost winding (see "Topology") and if PA is large enough to prevent the underpass vertical shoulder to span the
cross-over gap Z (see "Topology").

4. This model checks the sizes of internal openings because you may specify N, W, and S so that all windings cannot
be squeezed into dimensions L1 and/or L2.

5. The Accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1 ≤ Acc ≤ 10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
increase in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several DIFRIND inductors, cache is implemented for this
model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
(characteristics of coupled lines) for each inductor instance are stored in the disk cache. Each inductor model checks this
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cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the disk cache, saving
substantially on their recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (say, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially exceed
the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this particular case, time saving due to cachingmay be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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RFIC Microstrip Line (FEM Quasi-Static): FM1LIN

Symbol

Summary

FM1LINmodels a section of microstrip line situated either atop or within insulating layers located on top of a conducting
substrate. This stack is typical for many RFIC manufacturing technologies. A backing ground plane is always present.
Optional perfectly conducting straps may be placed at both sides of line at arbitrary level to model lateral ground. FM1LIN
can account for presence of conducting (high-doped) layer between insulating layers and conducting substrate.

Topology

H3

H2

H1

Substrate (Si licon)
Er3, Tand3, Sig3

PEC ground strap

PEC ground

GndLevel

H_HDL

PEC ground strap

Silicon Oxide
Er2, Tand2

Passivation
Er1, Tand1

Air

Optional high-doped Si layer
Er3, Tand3, Cond_HDL

GndGap GndWid

W

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductorW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MRFSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps presence (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer presence atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDLl
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*H_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MRFSUB. See the MRFSUB documentation. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3
on the cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

SaveToFile. The parameter is hidden by default and set to No. You can toggle this parameter to Yes and No. When set
to Yes, the model creates a text file (the default is "model_name.txt") at the current project location. This text file contains
characteristic impedances, propagation constants, effective dielectric constants, and values of RLGC line parameters at
each project frequency. Each row contains respective values computed at the frequency specified in the first column
(frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

FM1LIN creates a text file that contains complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo), Im(Zo), complex effective dielectric
constant Re(Eeff), Im (Eff) (see the traditional effective dielectric constant in column 12), and Loss (dB/m) in columns
2-6. Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains the propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that column
12 contains the traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. The total number of columns
in the file is 12.

The created text file might be linked or imported to a project as a data file, and the frequency behavior of any of the
above parameters may be viewed using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always
in GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other measurements placed on the same graph; thus, it may
be best to place the data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to FM1LIN.TXT. You can change the file name for each model
instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to an overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note
that the conductor must stay within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1.

2. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1, Tand1=0. Assign a value to H1 that well exceeds T to avoid
an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation" layer (see
"Implementation Details").

Implementation Details

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with the quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFIC's most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM
solver ([1]); it comprises a mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The
mesher generates a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including a cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
timemay escalate because specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens
due to an error in the parameter specification that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.
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The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of an electric current across conductors cross-section and
contours of magnetic potential. Note that this model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details
of skin effect and current crowding.

This figure demonstrates the distribution of an electric field and equipotential lines. Note how the closely located ground
straps affect field distribution.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.
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NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and deletes them subsequently. There may be several dozen files, and they
may use up to 100 MB of disk space, so make sure your hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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2 RFIC Coupled Microstrip Lines (FEM Quasi-Static): FM2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

FM2CLIN models a section of two edge-coupled microstrip lines situated either atop or within insulating layers located
on top of a conducting substrate. This stack is typical for many RFIC manufacturing technologies. A backing ground
plane is always present. Optional perfectly conducting straps may be placed at both sides of the line at an arbitrary level
to model lateral ground. FM2CLIN can account for the presence of a conducting (high-doped) layer between insulating
layers and the conducting substrate.

Topology

H3

H2

H1

Substrate (Si licon )
Er3, Tand3, Sig3

PEC ground strap

PEC ground

GndLevel

H_HDL

PEC ground strap

Silicon Oxide
Er2, Tand2

Passivation
Er1, Tand1

Air

Optional high -doped Si laye r
Er3, Tand3, Cond_HDL

GndGap GndWid

W1 W2S

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor #1W1
WaLengthWidth of conductor #2W2
WaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MRFSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps presence (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NoHigh-doped layer presence atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDLl
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*H_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MRFSUB. See the MRFSUB documentation. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3
on the cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

SaveToFile. The parameter is hidden by default and set to No. You can toggle this parameter to Yes and No. When set
to Yes, the model creates a text file (the default is "model_name.txt") at the current project location. This text file contains
characteristic impedances, propagation constants, effective dielectric constants, and values of RLGC line parameters at
each project frequency. Each row contains respective values computed at the frequency specified in the first column
(frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

This model implies that in the general case (W1 ≠W2), two modes, namely, C and P exist in a modeled structure (see
[2]). Note that in a symmetrical structure (W1=W2) C-mode corresponds to even mode and P-mode corresponds to odd
mode.

FM2CLIN outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2), Re(Zp2),
Im(Zp2), complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), Im(EeffP) (see traditional effective
dielectric constants in columns 38, 39), and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m) to columns 2-15.
Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in respective order. Columns 32-37 contain
Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, BetaP where Rc is the ratio of C - mode voltage in the second line to C - mode
voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P-mode case (see details in [3], section 4.3.1); BetaC and BetaP are
propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note that columns 38 and 39 contain traditional effective dielectric
constants ErC_Eff and ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number of columns in the text file is 39.

The text file that is created might be linked or imported to a project as a data file and frequency behavior of any previously
mentioned parameter may be viewed using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always
in GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence®Microwave Office® software measurements
placed on the same graph; thus, you may prefer to place the aforementioned data measurements on a separate dedicated
graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to FM2CLIN.TXT. You can change the file name for each model
instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to an overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note
that the conductor must stay within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1.
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2. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1, Tand1=0. Assign a value to H1 that well exceeds T to avoid
an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation" layer (see
"Implementation Details").

Implementation Details

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with the quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFIC's most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM
solver ([1]); it comprises a mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The
mesher generates a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including a cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
timemay escalate because specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens
due to an error in the parameter specification that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of an electric current across a conductor cross-section and
contours of magnetic potential (conductors are at 1A of impressed current each). Note that this model provides mesh
fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and current crowding.

This figure demonstrates the distribution of an electric field and equipotential lines (conductors are at potentials 1 and
0). Note how the closely located ground strap affects field distribution.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.
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4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may use up to 100 MB of disk space, so ensure that your hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html

[3]R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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(Obsolete) Circular Spiral RFICMicrostrip Inductor (FEMQuasi-Static): FMCIND

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Circular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static) (FMCIND2)
element. This circuit component models an RFIC microstrip circular spiral inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor
is located atop an insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of self
and mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all spiral turns. The calculation of these
circuit parameters is based on an accurate FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip circular rings arranged on/into
the dielectric (silicon oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional
ground straps surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of the optional conducting (high-doped) layer between
insulated layers and the substrate.

Topology

W

R

LB

WBGndGap

GndGap

GndGap

GndWid

S

Port 1 Port 2 Near exit
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Cross-sectional Views

H3

H2

H1

Substrate (Silicon)
Er3, Tand3, Sig3

PEC ground strap

Underpass

PEC ground

GndLevel

H_HDL

HB
TB

PEC ground strap

Silicon Oxide
Er2, Tand2

Flatpassivation
Er1, Tand1

Conformingpassivation

Air

Optional high-doped Si layer
Er3, Tand3, Cond_HDL

T

Via

Figure 1. Suspended underpass (CMOS RFIC)

H3

H2

H1

Substrate(GaAs)
Er3, Tand3, Sig3=0

Underpass

PEC ground

HB

TB

Insulationabove
Underpass(Air)
ErB, TandB

PassivationEr1, Tand1

Air

Substrate(GaAs)
Er2=Er3,Tand2=Tand3

Figure 2. On-substrate underpass (GaAs RFIC)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
3Number of turnsNT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
2 umLengthConductor spacingS
20 umLengthInternal radius of a spiralRI
Far exitUnderpass exits toward near/far side of spiral (Switch "Near

exit/Far exit")
UExit
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SuspendedUnderpass floats in insulating oxide/sits immediately on

substrate surface (Switch "Suspended/On-substrate underpass)
UPass

10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrate/Height of

inductor above underpass (Switch "Suspended/On-substrate
underpass)

HB

0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1 umRelative dielectric constant of dielectric above underpass

(used only if UPass="On-substrate")
ErB

1 umLoss tangent of dielectric above underpass (used only if
UPass="On-substrate")

TandB

1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps present (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer present atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDL
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*H_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Switch Flat

passivation/Conforming passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. Number of turns NT must provide an integer number of half-turns, that is 1, 1.5,2, 2.5 etc. Model accepts any value
for NT in the range 1..50 but if NT does not provide integer number of half-turns model changes NT to closest suitable
value and issues a warning.

UExit. This switch allows direction of the underpass either to the nearest turn (Near exit, see Topology) or to span the
internal opening before "diving" under the conducting turns (Far exit).

UPass. This switch allows to select inductor design. Setting "Suspended underpass" (see Cross-sectional Views, Figure
1) implies that all inductor turns are located atop of insulating dielectric (oxide) and underpass is "floating" in oxide
above substrate surface. Setting "On-substrate underpass" (see Cross-sectional Views, Figure 2) implies that substrate
is non-conductive, all inductor turns sit immediately on the substrate, portion of turn metal is elevated above substrate
and makes a kind of arc above the underpass trace.

HB. Depends on UPass setting.
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UPass = "Suspended substrate": Height of the underpass is the distance between the substrate top (top of high-doped
layer if present) and the bottom of the underpass conductor.

UPass = "On-substrate underpass":HB is essentially elevation of portion of inductor turns above underpass.

ErB, TandB. Usage depends on UPass setting.

UPass = "Suspended substrate": model just ignores ErB and TandB.

UPass = "On-substrate underpass": ErB and TandB represent characteristics of material filling spacing between arched
inductor turns and underpass strip (often air).

LB. The length of the extension of underpass conductor beyond the external edge of inductor body.

MRFSUB. See the MRFSUB documentation. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3
on the cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

H1, H2, Er1, Er2, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3. Settings of these parameters depend on setting of switch UPass.

UPass = "Suspended substrate": said parameters must be set as shown on Cross-sectional Views, Figure 1.

UPass = "Suspended substrate": said parameters must be set as shown on Cross-sectional Views, Figure 2. If substrate
height is Hsub than it is recommended to set H2=0.25*Hsub, H3=0.75*Hsub (user must make sure that H2+H3=Hsub).
Make sure also that Er2=Er3=ErSub,Tand2=Tand3=TandSub where ErSub, TandSub are substrate characteristics.

IsGndStrap. IsGndStrap=Yes installs additional (to backing ground plane) lateral ground implemented as ground straps
around inductor (see topology). IsGndStrap=No makes model use only backing ground plane. Latter value of this switch
makes model to ignore parameters GndGap, GndWid, GndLevel. IsGndStrap must be left at default value "No" if
parameter UPass="On-substrate underpass".

IsHDL. IsHDL=Yes converts upper portion of substrate into high-doped layer. This layer has height H_HDL, dielectric
constant Er3, loss tangent Tand3, and conductance Cond_HDL. Is_HDL=Nomakes model to ignore parameters H_HDL
and Cond_HDL. IsHDL must be left at default value "No" if parameter UPass="On-substrate underpass".

PassWrap. Default value "Flat passivation" provides flat passivation layer covering inductor turns. Value "Conforming
passivation" makes thin passivation layer to conform cross-sectional contour as shown at Cross-sectional Views, Figure
1.

HP. This parameter is ignored if PassWrap="Flat passivation", else HP provides thickness of passivation layer that covers
the gap between turns. Model implies that passivation layer has the same thickness at sides and bottom of the gap
(Cross-sectional Views, Figure 1).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 1 ≤ NT ≤ 50

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note that
the conductor must stay confined within passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1

3. Selection PassWrap=Yes makes the passivation layer to conform the conductor contour (See Cross-sectional Views,
Figure 1). Note that PassWrap=Yes makes passivation thickness vary: on the conductor top it equals H1-T, at the
valley between the conductors (both sides and bottom) the passivation thickness is Hp. Models limits the width of
this valley (gap between passivation dielectric walls) at 0.1 micron.
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4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1 and Tand1=0. Assign a reasonable value to H1 that well
exceeds T to avoid an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation"
layer (see "Implementation Details").

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2=1.

6. Setting UPass="On-substrate" implies that inductor is located on non-conducting lossy substrate, switch IsGndStrap
set to "No ground straps", switch IsHDL set to "No HDL", sum of H2 and H3 is equal to substrate height, material
characteristics of layer H2 are identical to those of layer H3. Passivation switch PassWrap can be set to any desirable
option.

Implementation Details

Spiral is treated as a set of concentric rings connected in series with each other and with capacitively coupled strip
underpass. Problem is solved as axisymmetric 2D layout of interacting lossy thick metal traces sitting atop of insulation
layer. Underpass is treated as a lossy thick transmission line running inside insulation layer (alternatively, underpass
may be placed atop of substrate). Entire stackup has conducting substrate underneath of insulating layer.

Lateral grounds are optional and are implemented as PEC infinitely thin rings (ring shape is mandatory due to axial
symmetry of layout); user can place them arbitrary within insulation layer).

Passivation layer may be made either flat or conformal.

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. An FEM engine is partially based on a FEMM solver
([1]); it comprises mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: An electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher
generates mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
time may escalate because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate an overly dense mesh. Commonly,
this happens due to an error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across a conductor cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and
current crowding.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may take up to 100 MB of disk space, so make sure that your project hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Circular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static): FMCIND2

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models an RFICmicrostrip circular spiral inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor is located
atop an insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual
inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all spiral turns. The calculation of these circuit parameters
is based on an accurate FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip circular rings arranged on/into the dielectric (silicon
oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional ground straps
surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of the optional conducting (high-doped) layer between insulated layers
and the substrate. Simulation speed-up tools include disk cache and AFS (Advanced Frequency Sweep).

Topology
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Cross-sectional Views
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Figure 1. Suspended Underpass (CMOS RFIC)
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Figure 2. On-substrate Underpass (GaAs RFIC)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
3Number of turnsNT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
2 umLengthConductor spacingS
20 umLengthInternal radius of a spiralRI
Far exitUnderpass exits toward near/far side of spiral (Switch "Near

exit/Far exit")
UExit
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SuspendedUnderpass floats in insulating oxide/sits immediately on

substrate surface (Switch "Suspended/On-substrate underpass)
UPass

10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrate/Height of

inductor above underpass (Switch "Suspended/On-substrate
underpass)

HB

0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1 umRelative dielectric constant of dielectric above underpass

(used only if UPass="On-substrate")
ErB

1 umLoss tangent of dielectric above underpass (used only if
UPass="On-substrate")

TandB

1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps present (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer present atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDL
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*H_HDL
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Switch Flat

passivation/Conforming passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
UseAFSUse/Do not use AFS for model speed up (Switch

UseAFS/NoAFS)
UseAFS

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. Number of turns; must represent an integer number of half-turns that is equal to 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and so on. This model
accepts any value for NT in the range 1..50 but if NT does comply with the above limitation the model changes NT to
the closest suitable value and issues a warning.

UExit. This switch allows the direction of the underpass either to the nearest turn (Near the exit, see the "Topology"
section) or to span the internal opening before "diving" under the conducting turns (Far exit). Certain combinations of
UExit and NT values are prohibited (see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section).

UPass. This switch allows you to select the inductor design. Setting "Suspended underpass" (see "Cross-sectional Views",
Figure 1) implies that all inductor turns are located atop insulating dielectric (oxide) and that the underpass is "floating"
in oxide above the substrate surface. Setting "On-substrate underpass" (see "Cross-sectional Views", Figure 2) implies
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that the substrate is non-conductive, all inductor turns sit immediately on the substrate, and the portion of turn metal is
elevated above the substrate and makes an arc above the underpass trace.

HB. Usage depends on the UPass setting:

UPass=Suspended substrate - Height of the underpass is the distance between the substrate top (top of high-doped layer
if present) and the bottom of the underpass conductor.

UPass=On-substrate underpass - HB is essentially the elevation of the portion of inductor turns above the underpass.

ErB, TandB. Usage depends on UPass setting:

UPass=Suspended substrate - the model ignores ErB and TandB.

UPass=On-substrate underpass - ErB and TandB represent the characteristics of material filling spacing between arched
inductor turns and the underpass strip (often air).

LB. The length of the extension of underpass conductor beyond the external edge of the inductor body.

MRFSUB. See MRFSUB. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3 in
"Cross-sectional Views" are MRFSUB respective parameters.

H1, H2, Er1, Er2, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3. Settings depend on the setting of switch UPass:

UPass=Suspended substrate - parameters must be set as shown in "Cross-sectional Views" Figure 1.

UPass=Suspended substrate - parameters must be set as shown in "Cross-sectional Views" Figure 2. If the substrate
height is Hsub then you should set H2=0.25*Hsub and H3=0.75*Hsub (you must make sure that H2+H3=Hsub). Ensure
also that Er2=Er3=ErSub,Tand2=Tand3=TandSub where ErSub and TandSub are substrate characteristics.

IsGndStrap. "Yes" installs additional (to backing ground plane) lateral ground implemented as ground straps around
the inductor (see the "Topology" section). "No" makes the model use only a backing ground plane. The latter value of
this switch makes the model ignore parameters GndGap, GndWid, and GndLevel. This parameter must be left at the
default value "No" if parameter UPass=On-substrate underpass.

IsHDL. "Yes" converts the upper portion of the substrate into a high-doped layer. This layer has height H_HDL, dielectric
constant Er3, loss tangent Tand3, and conductance Cond_HDL. "No" makes this model ignore parameters H_HDL and
Cond_HDL. IsHDL must be left at the default value "No" if parameter UPass=On-substrate underpass.

PassWrap. The default value "Flat passivation" provides a flat passivation layer covering inductor turns. "Conforming
passivation" makes a thin passivation layer to conform the cross-sectional contour as shown in "Cross-sectional Views"
Figure 1.

HP. This parameter is ignored if PassWrap=Flat passivation, otherwise HP provides the thickness of passivation layer
that covers the gap between turns. This model implies that the passivation layer has the same thickness at the sides and
bottom of the gap (see "Cross-sectional Views" Figure 1).

UseAFS. This model can optionally use Advanced Frequency Sweep (UseAFS is the default setting). If UseAFS=NoAFS
then this model simulates at each frequency point from the specified frequency sweep. If UseAFS=UseAFS then this
model does not simulate at each frequency point; instead, it simulates at several automatically selected frequency points
and uses the results to obtain a very accurate frequency-dependent approximation valid through the entire frequency
sweep. See the specifics regarding AFS interaction with disk cache in the "Implementation Details" section.
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Layout cell NSeg. Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has parameter NSeg (to edit NSeg, select the
corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the
Parameters tab). NSeg defines the order of regular circumscribed polygon used to draw the spiral shape. The default
value is 64. Larger values of Nseg (up to 6000 allowed) make the contour smoother at the cost of slower drawing. Also,
low values of Nseg may cause variation of dimensions W and S of the drawn spiral. In this case increasing Nseg will
allow to obtain accurate representation of intended design. Note that lower limit of Nseg is 64 and upper limit of Nseg
is 6000.

Layout cell BrGap (since v7.51). You should select the FMCIND2 layout cell on the Layout tab of the Element Options
dialog box. The layout cell of this model has parameter BrGap (to edit BrGap select the corresponding layout shell,
right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab). This
parameter is valid only for certain line types, like Plated Metal Line, when the inductor body is comprised of two metals
(top and bottom) connected by a via along all windings, and the bridge is built on the bottom metal. In this case, the
bridge conductor may be short-circuited by windings at the bottom metal level. To avoid this, this layout cell provides
a gap in the bottommetal to allow the bridge to exit from the inductor center untouched. BrGap is a user-defined extension
to the width of this gap (the default is 5 microns). You should use the layout 3D view to check the actual gap width. In
rare cases when parameter W is small and BrGap is relatively large, approximately half of the internal winding may be
stripped of the bottommetal; in this case decreasing BrGap may help to restore the bottommetal back to internal winding.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 1<=NT<=50

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to overly thin T (see the "Implementation Details" section).
Note that the conductor must stay confined within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less
than 0.95*H1.

3. Selection PassWrap=Yes makes the passivation layer conform to the conductor contour (see "Cross-sectional Views"
Figure 1). Note that PassWrap=Yes makes passivation thickness vary: on the conductor top it equals H1-T, at the
valley between the conductors (both sides and bottom) the passivation thickness is Hp. Models limit the width of this
valley (gap between passivation dielectric walls) at 0.1 micron.

4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1 and Tand1=0. Assign a reasonable value to H1 that well
exceeds T to avoid an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation"
layer (see the "Implementation Details" section).

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2=1.

6. Setting UPass=On-substrate implies that the inductor is located on a non-conducting lossy substrate, IsGndStrap is
set to "No ground straps", IsHDL is set to "No HDL", the sum of H2 and H3 is equal to the substrate height, and the
material characteristics of layer H2 are identical to those of layer H3. Passivation switch PassWrap can be set to any
desirable option.

7. FMCIND2 does not allow you to use frequency-dependent model material parameter Cond_HDL and substrate
material parameters Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3.

8. Certain combinations of NT and UExit are not allowed. This model does not allow the bridge to cross port 1, and
changes the bridge exit to avoid this crossing (a warning is issued and the layout displays the actual bridge position).
If NT=n (n is an integer) then Near Exit is prohibited; if you set UExit=Near Exit, the model resolves this conflict by
pointing the bridge "south" between Near Exit and Far Exit (Far Exit may add excessive bridge length). If NT=n+1/2,
then Far Exit is prohibited; if you set UExit=Far Exit then this model overrides and sets UExit=Near Exit.

Implementation Details

The spiral is treated as a set of concentric rings connected in series with each other and with a capacitively coupled strip
underpass. The problem is solved as an axisymmetric 2D layout of interacting lossy thick metal traces sitting atop an
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insulation layer. The underpass is treated as a lossy thick transmission line running inside an insulation layer (alternatively,
the underpass may be placed atop a substrate). The entire stackup has a conducting substrate underneath an insulating
layer.

Lateral grounds are optional and are implemented as PEC infinitely thin rings (the ring shape is mandatory due to the
axial symmetry of layout); you can place them arbitrarily within the insulation layer).

The Passivation layer can be either flat or conformal.

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with the quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. An FEM engine is partially based on a FEMM solver
([1]); it comprises the mesher ([1]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher
generates mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
timemay escalate because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate an overly dense mesh. This commonly
occurs due to an error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across a conductor cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that this model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect
and current crowding.

Disk Cache and AFS

Depending on the setting of UseAFS, the model caches either model Y-matrices at each sweep frequency
(UseAFS=NoAFS) or frequency-dependent approximation (UseAFS=UseAFS).

If UseAFS=NoAFS then all frequencies in a sweep are part of cache search criteria. This means that all subsequent runs
of identical models at the same frequency sweep use disk cache for speed-up. However, if even one frequency differs
from those in a cache (or one frequency is added to the sweep) this model runs full-blown simulation.

When UseAFS=UseAFS this model includes first and last (extreme) sweep frequencies along with model parameters in
the cache search criteria. This means that once approximation results are written to the cache, all subsequent sweeps with
arbitrary frequency step and identical extreme frequencies are served with AFS approximation obtained from the cache
without the need to run AFS again. However, any sweep with even one extreme frequency distinct from those in the
cache demands a new run of the AFS engine.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. The mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute to total mesh
size because the size of a mesh cell inside a conductor is governed by the value of skin depth at the highest simulation
frequency. Mesh does not vary with frequency, so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent
mesh results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE:The implementation of FEM Quasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may take up to 100 MB of disk space, so make sure that your project hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Microstrip Linewith ExtendedRange of Design Parameters (FEMQuasi-Static):
FMLINX

Symbol

Summary

FMLINXmodels a section of microstrip line situated either atop or within insulating layers located on top of an optionally
conducting substrate. The substrate is backed with a ground plane. FMLINX stays operational for very wide as well as
very narrow conductors, provides accurate results for conductors with thickness exceeding width, and works with
conducting substrates. This model does not account for non-TEM dispersion effects.

FMLINX is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional
analysis based on the Finite ElementsMethod (FEM). For a detailed discussion of the X-models see “EM-basedModels
(X-models) ”. The Quasi-static FEM technique provides an accurate solution in the presence of a conducting/lossy
dielectric stack at a price of a longer processor time spent on 2Dmeshing and solution of large systems of linear equations.
FMLINX gains outstanding computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Topology
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T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductorW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MRFSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
0AutoFill DataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter. You can set it to an arbitrary value that complies with the restrictions
listed in the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section.

MRFSUB. Substrate parameters are listed in the description ofMRFSUB.AllMRFSUB parameters are fixed parameters
for FMLINX. Changes made to these parameters may cause a new table autofill if Cadence® Microwave Office®
software does not find a matching table for the specified set of MRFSUB parameters.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a secondary (hidden by default) input which allows you to specify that the entire
interpolation table should be filled automatically at the current values. To initiate this filling process, set this parameter
to 1. During normal operation, you should set this parameter to zero. To access the hidden parameter, double-click the
schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. FMLINX implies that ratio W/(H2+H3) lies within a predefined range of 0.001 ≤ W/(H2 + H3) ≤ 5. Outside of this
range, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning. FMLINX considers that the absolute minimal
value of conductor width Wmin=0.02 micron, so at W/(H2+H3) equal to the smallest value 0.001, the total value of
H2+H3 must be less than or equal to 20 microns. So, if H2+H3<20 micron FMLINX displays an error message.

2. Changes made to fixed parameters T, Rho, H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3 may initiate
an autofill of a new table (the FMLINX*.EMX file in the EM_Models folder) if FMLINX does not find a matching
table. The autofill procedure may take a while due to large conductor widths that might be involved in the process,
particularly if H2+H3 is large (for example, at H2+H3=640 micron maximum W is 5*640=3200 micron). Cadence
recommends keeping tabs on created tables. A good practice is to give them meaningful names that help to identify
the design for which the particular table was created.

3. FMLINX sets a cap to conductor thickness at 0.1 micron due to possible meshing problems.

4. To model classic microstrip line on the substrate with parameters H_sub, Er_sub, and Tand_sub, you must set Er1=1,
H1>T, Tand1=0, Er2=Er3=Er_sub, Tand2=Tand3=Tand_sub, and Sig3=0, and provide H2+H3=Hsub.

5. Try not to set H1 very close to T (if your design allows) because a very thin gap between the conductor top and
boundary H1/Air may cause very fine mesh.

6. The layer with parameters H1, Er1, and Tand1 is indented to serve as a protection layer.

7. For conductive substrate, some insulation between the conductor and substrate must be provided via the layer with
parameters H2, Er2, and Tand2.

Implementation Details

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with the quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFIC's most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM
solver ([1]); it comprises a mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The
mesher generates a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including a cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
timemay escalate because specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens
due to an error in the parameter specification that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the distribution of magnetic field in the vicinity of the conductor with W<<T and
contours of magnetic potential.
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This figure demonstrates the distribution of an electric field in the vicinity of the conductor withW<<T and equipotential
contours.

This X-model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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(Obsolete) Octagonal Spiral RFIC Microstrip Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static):
FMOCIND

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Octagonal Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static) (FMOCIND2)
element. This circuit component models an RFICmicrostrip octagonal spiral inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor
is located atop an insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of self
and mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all spiral turns. The calculation of these
circuit parameters is based on an accurate FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip lines arranged on/into the
dielectric (silicon oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional
ground straps surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of the optional conducting (high-doped) layer between
insulated layers and the substrate.

Topology
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Cross-sectional View
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
3Number of turnsNT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
2 umLengthConductor spacingS
20 umLengthInternal diameter measured between internal edge of contact

pad of Port 2 and edge of opposite spiral segment
D

Far exitUnderpass exits toward near/far side of spiral (Switch "Near
exit/Far exit")

UExit

10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrate/Height of

inductor above underpass (Switch "Suspended/On-substrate
underpass)

HB

0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps present (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer present atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDL
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*H_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Switch Flat

passivation/Conforming passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. Number of turns NT must provide an integer number of quarter-turns, that is 1, 1.25, 1.5 etc. Model accepts any
value for NT in the range 1..50 but if NT does not provide integer number of quarter-turns model changes NT to the
closest suitable value.

UExit. This switch allows direction of the underpass either to the nearest turn (Near exit, see Topology) or to span the
internal opening before "diving" under the conducting turns (Far exit).

HB.Height of the underpass is the distance between the substrate top (top of high-doped layer if present) and the bottom
of the underpass conductor.

LB. The length of the extension of underpass conductor beyond the external edge of inductor body.

MRFSUB. See the MRFSUB documentation. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3
on the cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

sGndStrap. IsGndStrap=Yes installs additional (to backing ground plane) lateral ground implemented as ground straps
around inductor (see topology). IsGndStrap=No makes model use only backing ground plane. Latter value of this switch
makes model to ignore parameters GndGap, GndWid, GndLevel.

IsHDL. IsHDL=Yes converts upper portion of substrate into high-doped layer. This layer has height H_HDL, dielectric
constant Er3, loss tangent Tand3, and conductance Cond_HDL. Is_HDL=Nomakes model to ignore parameters H_HDL
and Cond_HDL.

PassWrap. Default value "Flat passivation" provides flat passivation layer covering inductor turns. Value "Conforming
passivation" makes thin passivation layer to conform cross-sectional contour as shown at Cross-sectional View.

HP. This parameter is ignored if PassWrap="Flat passivation", else HP provides thickness of passivation layer that covers
the gap between turns. Model implies that passivation layer has the same thickens at sides and bottom of the gap
(Cross-sectional View).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 1 ≤ NT ≤ 50

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note that
the conductor must stay confined within passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1

3. Selection PassWrap=Yes makes the passivation layer to conform the conductor contour (See Cross-sectional View).
Note that PassWrap=Yes makes passivation thickness vary: on the conductor top it equals H1-T, at the valley between
the conductors (both sides and bottom) the passivation thickness is Hp. Models limits the width of this valley (gap
between dielectric walls) at 0.1 micron.
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4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1 and Tand1=0. Assign a reasonable value to H1 that well
exceeds T to avoid an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation"
layer (see "Implementation Details").

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2=1.

Implementation Details

Lateral grounds are optional and are implemented as PEC infinitely thin strips surrounding inductor (see Topology); user
can place them arbitrary within insulation layer).

Passivation layer may be made either flat or conformal.

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. An FEM engine is partially based on a FEMM solver
([1]); it comprises mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: An electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher
generates mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
time may escalate because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate an overly dense mesh. Commonly,
this happens due to an error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across a conductor cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and
current crowding.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may take up to 100 MB of disk space, so make sure that your project hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Octagonal Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static): FMOCIND2

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models an RFIC microstrip octagonal spiral inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor is
located atop an insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of self
and mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all spiral turns. The calculation of these
circuit parameters is based on an accurate FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip lines arranged on/into the
dielectric (silicon oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional
ground straps surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of the optional conducting (high-doped) layer between
insulated layers and the substrate. Simulation speed up tools include disk cache and AFS (Advanced Frequency Sweep).

Topology
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Cross-sectional View
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T

Via

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
3Number of turnsNT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
2 umLengthConductor spacingS
20 umLengthInternal diameter measured between internal edge of contact

pad of Port 2 and edge of opposite spiral segment
D

Far exitUnderpass exits toward near/far side of spiral ("Near exit/Far
exit")

UExit

10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrateHB
0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps present (No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer present atop of substrate (No/Yes)*IsHDL
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*H_HDL
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Flat passivation/Conforming

passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
UseAFSUse/Do not use AFS for model speed up (UseAFS/NoAFS)UseAFS

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. Number of turns NT must provide an integer number of quarter-turns, that is 1, 1.25, 1.5 etc. This model accepts
any value for NT in the range 1..50 but if NT does not provide an integer number of quarter-turns the model changes NT
to the closest suitable value.

UExit.Allows the direction of the underpass either to the nearest turn (Near exit, see the "Topology" section) or to span
the internal opening before "diving" under the conducting turns (Far exit).

HB.Height of the underpass is the distance between the substrate top (top of high-doped layer if present) and the bottom
of the underpass conductor.

LB. The length of the extension of underpass conductor beyond the external edge of inductor body.

MRFSUB. See MRFSUB. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3 on the
cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

IsGndStrap. IsGndStrap=Yes installs additional (to backing ground plane) lateral ground implemented as ground straps
around the inductor (see the "Topology" section). IsGndStrap=No makes this model use only a backing ground plane.
This value makes the model ignore the GndGap, GndWid, and GndLevel parameters.

IsHDL. IsHDL=Yes converts the upper portion of substrate into a high-doped layer. This layer has height H_HDL,
dielectric constant Er3, loss tangent Tand3, and conductance Cond_HDL. Is_HDL=Nomakes themodel ignore parameters
H_HDL and Cond_HDL.

PassWrap. The default value "Flat passivation" provides a flat passivation layer covering inductor turns. Setting this to
"Conforming passivation" makes a thin passivation layer to conform to the cross-sectional contour as shown in the
Cross-sectional View.

HP. This parameter is ignored if PassWrap="Flat passivation", otherwise HP provides the thickness of the passivation
layer that covers the gap between turns. This model implies that the passivation layer has the same thickness at the sides
and bottom of the gap (see the Cross-sectional View).

UseAFS.Thismodel can optionally use Advanced Frequency Sweep (UseAFS is the default setting). If UseAFS="NoAFS"
than this model simulates at each frequency point from the specified frequency sweep. If UseAFS="UseAFS" then this
model does not simulate at each frequency point; instead, it simulates at several automatically selected frequency points
and uses results to obtain very accurate frequency-dependent approximation valid through entire frequency sweep. See
the specifics regarding AFS interaction with disk cache in the "Implementation Details" section.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 1 ≤ NT ≤ 50

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note that
the conductor must stay confined within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1.
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3. Selection PassWrap=Yes makes the passivation layer to conform the conductor contour (See Cross-sectional View).
Note that PassWrap=Yes makes passivation thickness vary: on the conductor top it equals H1-T, at the valley between
the conductors (both sides and bottom) the passivation thickness is Hp. Models limits the width of this valley (gap
between dielectric walls) at 0.1 micron.

4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1 and Tand1=0. Assign a reasonable value to H1 that well
exceeds T to avoid an overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation"
layer (see the "Implementation Details" section).

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2=1.

6. FMOCIND2 does not allow to use frequency-dependent model material parameter Cond_HDL and substrate material
parameters Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3.

Implementation Details

Lateral grounds are optional and are implemented as PEC infinitely thin strips surrounding inductor (see Topology); user
can place them arbitrary within insulation layer).

Passivation layer may be made either flat or conformal.

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. An FEM engine is partially based on a FEMM solver
([[1]); it comprises mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: An electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher
generates mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
time may escalate because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate an overly dense mesh. Commonly,
this happens due to an error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across a conductor cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and
current crowding.

Disk cache and AFS.

Depending on the UseAFS setting, this model caches either model Y-matrices at each sweep frequency
(UseAFS="NoAFS") or frequency-dependent approximation (UseAFS="UseAFS").

If UseAFS="NoAFS" then all frequencies in a sweep are the part of cache search criteria. This means that all subsequent
runs of identical models at the same frequency sweep will use disk cache for speed up. However, if even one frequency
differs from those in a cache (or one frequency added to sweep) model will run full blown simulation.
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There is a certain specific in the way how model treats cache in case UseAFS="UseAFS". Model includes first and last
(extreme) sweep frequencies along with model parameters into cache search criteria. This means that once approximation
results had been written to cache all subsequent sweeps with arbitrary frequency step and identical extreme frequencies
will be served with AFS approximation obtained from cache without need to spend time on running AFS again. However,
any sweep with even one extreme frequency distinct from those in cache will demand new run of AFS engine.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may take up to 100 MB of disk space, so make sure that your project hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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(Obsolete) Rectangular Spiral RFIC Microstrip Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static):
FMRIND

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Rectangular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static) (FMRIND2)
element. This circuit component models an RFIC microstrip rectangular inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor
is located atop the insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of
self and mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all segments. Calculation of these circuit
parameters is based on an accurate 2D FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip lines arranged on/into the dielectric
(silicon oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional ground straps
surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of a conducting (high-doped) layer between insulated layers and the
substrate.
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Cross-sectional View
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Via

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngle of underpass departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrateHB
0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps presence (Switch No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer presence atop of substrate (Switch No/Yes)*IsHDLl
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*H_HDL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Switch Flat

passivation/Conforming passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming an inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see above). If the LN value is too large the model
automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If the LN value is
too small the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. The angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of underpass departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90,
180 and 270 are allowed for AB. The Zero angle has an underpass that is parallel to L1 and goes to the opposite direction.
The angle is measured counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

The underpass is not allowed to overlap the last segment. If this happens, the model changes AB so that the underpass
departs in the opposite direction.

Important: The layout cell overrides the setting for AB and sets the underpass exit to the opposite direction if overlapping
occurs.

HB. The height of the underpass is the distance between the upper substrate boundary (the top of the high-doped layer
if present) and the bottom of the underpass conductor.

LB. This is the length of the part of underpass conductor that sticks out from the external edge of conducting turns.

MRFSUB. See the MRFSUB documentation. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Sig3
on the cross-sectional view above are MRFSUB respective parameters.

Out90deg (Layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell of this model has an Out90deg parameter (to edit values
of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click on it and choose Shape Properties >Parameters).
Setting this parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides connection to an external
circuit via a right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero means that the orientation of a face at
port 2 provides an"in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit. The default value is zero. Setting it to a nonzero
value (for example, to 1) doesn't affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend component is added automatically.
You can attach any bend model to port 2 if needed.
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HP. This parameter is ignored if PassWrap="Flat passivation", else HP provides thickness of passivation layer that covers
the gap between turns. Model implies that passivation layer has the same thickens at sides and bottom of the gap
(Cross-sectional View).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from condition LNMAX
>0 (see "Parameter Details").

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to an overly thin T (see "Implementation Details"). Note
that the conductor must stay within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than 0.95*H1.

3. Selection PassWrap=Yes makes the passivation layer skirt the conductor contour. Note that when PassWrap=Yes the
passivation thickness varies: on the conductor top it equals H1-T; at the valley between conductors (both sides and
bottom) passivation thickness is 1/3*(H1-T).

4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1=1 and Tand1=0. Set H1 large enough (H1>>T) to avoid an
overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation" layer (see "Implementation
Details").

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2=1.

Implementation Details

2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable solution
for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM solver ([1]);
it comprises a mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher generates
a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method consumes a
reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run timemay escalate
because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens due to an
error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across conductors cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that the model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and
current crowding.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute into total mesh
size because size of a mesh cell inside conductor is governed by value of skin depth at the highest simulation frequency.
Mesh does not vary with frequency so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent mesh
results in improved stability and consistency but with some sacrifice in solution time.

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may use up to 100 MB of disk space, so ensure that your hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Rectangular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static): FMRIND2

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models an RFIC microstrip rectangular inductor with a strip underpass. The inductor is located
atop the insulating dielectric and covered with a passivation layer. This model is based on an evaluation of self and
mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances between all segments. Calculation of these circuit
parameters is based on an accurate 2D FEM quasi-static model of coupled microstrip lines arranged on/into the dielectric
(silicon oxide) layer above the conducting substrate. This model accounts for the passivation layer, optional ground straps
surrounding the inductor, and for the presence of a conducting (high-doped) layer between insulated layers and the
substrate. Simulation speed-up tools include disk cache and AFS (Advanced Frequency Sweep).
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Cross-sectional View
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Via

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngleAngle of underpass departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrateHB
0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MRFSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMRFSUB
NoGround straps presence (No/Yes)*IsGndStrap
10LengthDistance between ground strap and inductance edge*GndGap
10LengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
10LengthHeight of ground strap above substrate*GndLevel
NoHigh-doped layer presence atop of substrate (No/Yes)*IsHDLl
700Siemens/mBulk conductance of high-doped layer*Cond_HDL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2 umLengthHeight of high-doped layer*H_HDL
Flat passivationFlat/Conforming passivation (Flat passivation/Conforming

passivation)
*PassWrap

2 umLengthThickness of conforming passivation layer between turns*HP
UseAFSUse/Do not use AFS for model speed up (UseAFS/NoAFS)UseAFS

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming an inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see LNMAX). If the LN value is too large the model
automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If the LN value is
too small the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. The angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of underpass departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90,
180 and 270 are allowed for AB. The Zero angle has an underpass that is parallel to L1 and goes in the opposite direction.
The angle is measured counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

The underpass is not allowed to overlap the last segment. If this occurs, the model changes AB so that the underpass
departs in the opposite direction. NOTE:: The layout cell overrides the setting for AB and sets the underpass exit to the
opposite direction if overlapping occurs.

HB. The height of the underpass is the distance between the upper substrate boundary (the top of the high-doped layer
if present) and the bottom of the underpass conductor.

LB. The length of the part of underpass conductor that sticks out from the external edge of conducting turns.

MRFSUB. See MRFSUB. Note that notations H1, H2, H3, Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3 in
"Cross-sectional View" are MRFSUB respective parameters.

Out90deg (Layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell of this model has an Out90deg parameter (to edit these
parameter values select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options
dialog box, then click the Parameters tab). Setting this parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face
at port 2 provides a connection to an external circuit via a right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter
to zero means that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides an "in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit.
The default value is zero. Setting it to a nonzero value (for example, to 1) does not affect the electrical properties of the
model; no bend component is added automatically. You can attach any bend model to port 2 if needed.
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HP. This parameter is ignored if the PassWrap parameter is "Flat passivation", otherwise HP provides the thickness of
the passivation layer that covers the gap between turns. This model implies that the passivation layer has the same
thickness at the sides and bottom of the gap (See the "Cross-sectional View" section).

UseAFS. This model can optionally use Advanced Frequency Sweep ("UseAFS" is the default). If UseAFS is set to
"NoAFS" then this model simulates at each frequency point from the specified frequency sweep. If UseAFS is set to
"UseAFS", then this model does not simulate at each frequency point; instead, it simulates at several automatically
selected frequency points and uses results to obtain a very accurate frequency-dependent approximation valid through
the entire frequency sweep. For information about AFS interaction with a disk cache, see the "Implementation Details"
section.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see the "Parameter Details" section).

2. There are no limits on T except possible aggravations due to an overly thin T (see the "Implementation Details"
section). Note that the conductor must stay within the passivation layer so the conductor thickness T must be less than
0.95*H1.

3. When PassWrap is set to Yes, the passivation layer skirts the conductor contour and the passivation thickness varies:
on the conductor top it equals H1-T; at the valley between conductors (both sides and bottom) the passivation thickness
is 1/3*(H1-T).

4. To exclude passivation, set MRFSUB parameters Er1 to 1 and Tand1 to 0. Set H1 large enough (H1>>T) to avoid an
overly thin air layer between the top of the conductor and the top of the mock "passivation" layer (see the
"Implementation Details" section).

5. To model a suspended MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) inductor, set Er2 to 1.

6. FMRIND2 does not allow the use of the Cond_HDL frequency-dependent model material parameter and substrate
material parameters Er1, Er2, Er3, Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, and Sig3.

Implementation Details

2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable solution
for RFICs most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM solver ([1]);
it comprises a mesher ([2]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The mesher generates
a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including the cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method consumes a
reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run timemay escalate
because some specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens due to an
error in parameter specifications that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of current across conductors cross-section (conforming
passivation). Note that the model provides mesh fine enough (and large enough) to reveal small details of skin effect and
current crowding.
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Disk Cache and AFS.

Depending on the UseAFS setting, FMRIND2 caches either model Y-matrices at each sweep frequency (UseAFS is
"NoAFS") or frequency-dependent approximation (UseAFS is "UseAFS").

If UseAFS is "NoAFS" then all frequencies in a sweep are part of the cache search criteria. This means that all subsequent
runs of identical models at the same frequency sweep use disk cache for increased speed. However, if even one frequency
differs from those in a cache (or one frequency is added to sweep) this model runs a full-blown simulation.

When UseAFS is "UseAFS", this model includes the first and last (extreme) sweep frequencies along with the model
parameters in the cache search criteria. This means that once approximation results are written to the cache, all subsequent
sweeps with arbitrary frequency step and identical extreme frequencies are served with AFS approximation obtained
from the cache without needing to run AFS again. However, any sweep with even one extreme frequency distinct from
those in the cache initiates a new run of the AFS engine.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute to the total mesh
size because the size of a mesh cell inside a conductor is governed by the value of the skin depth at the highest simulation
frequency. Mesh does not vary with frequency, so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent
mesh results in improved stability and consistency, but with some sacrifice in solution time.
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NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may use up to 100 MB of disk space, so ensure that your hard drive has sufficient free space.

References

[1] FEMM (by David Meeker) home page: https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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General Multilayer Conducting Substrate Coupled Lines (FEM Quasi-Static):
GFMCLIN

Symbol
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Summary

GFMCLIN models a section of several (1 to 50) edge- and/or offset-broadside- coupled microstrip lines arranged within
unshielded or shielded (optional upper cover) stratified inhomogeneous substrate. Substrate layers have arbitrary heights
and are made of various materials; optionally the substrate may be suspended. A backing ground plane is always present.
GFMCLIN can account for the presence of optional metallic side walls in conjunction with a metallic cover, and for the
trapezoidal shape of conductors cross-section. You can apply a solder mask over the top layer of conductors. GFMCLIN
can also model a surface finish made of metal with magnetic properties, and account for the presence of magnetic substrate
layers. This model has the option of modeling frequency-dependence of substrate permeability. Simulation speed-up
tools include disk cache and AFS (Advanced Frequency Sweep).

GFMCLIN implements the Finite Element Method (FEM) quasi-static modeling technique. GFMCLIN is a dynamic or
scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as input so the model and its schematic symbol expands/shrinks as the number
of lines increases/decreases.

GFMCLIN differs from GMCLIN as follows:

• Allows you to specify conductance for dielectric layers.

• Allows you to specify bulk resistivity for each metal layer (GMCLIN assigns identical Rho to all metal layers).

• Allows you to place side walls of metallic enclosure at unequal distances from a conductor structure.

• Accounts for actual distribution of current density inside a conductor.

• Solves for line parameters at each frequency from frequency sweep (GMCLIN interpolates frequency behavior between
higher and lower frequency points).

• Allows placement of additional lateral (coplanar) grounds to model an RFIC environment.

• Allows modeling of magnetic substrates with frequency-dependent permeability of substrate layers as well as magnetic
surface finish.
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Topology
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Definitions of SW and SWRight depend on the presence/absence of ground straps.
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SW SWRight

HC

Definition of positive etch undercut (spacing S is defined as the difference between offsets).

W1 S W2

Undercut

Definition of negative etch undercut (spacing S is defined as the difference between offsets).

W1 S W2

Undercut
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Configuration of optional conformal solder mask. Case undercut≥0.

W1

Hsm

W2

W2S

Configuration of optional conformal solder mask over the surface finish metal. Case undercut≥0.

W1

Hsm

W2S

Hsf

Configuration of optional conformal solder mask. Case undercut<0.

W1

Hsm

W2S

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor lengthL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"NoGround straps"Switch "IsGndStrap"=No Ground Straps/Ground Straps*IsGndStrap
10 micronLengthDistance between ground strap and adjacent conductor*GndGap
10 micronLengthWidth of ground strap*GndWid
1 micronLengthHeight of ground strap above backing ground*GndHeight
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

"UseAFS"Switch "UseAFS"=UseAFS/NoAFSUseAFS
"No undercut"Switch “UseUnd”=No undercut/Use undercut*UseUnd
“No conformal
solder mask”

Switch “IsSldMask“=No conformal solder mask/Conformal
solder mask

*IsSldMask

10 micronLengthThickness of conformal solder mask layer*Hsmt
1Relative dielectric constant of conformal solder mask layer*Ersm
0Loss tangent of solder mask layer*TDsm
“No surface finish”Switch “IsSldMask“=No surface finish/Yes surface finish

mask
*IsSurFin

10 micronLengthThickness of surface finish metal*Hsf
1Resistivity of surface finish metal normalized to gold*Rhosf
1Real part of relative permeability of surface finish metal*MusfP
0Imaginary part of relative permeability of surface finishmetal*MusfPP
“Not magnetic
substrate”

Switch “IsMagSub“=Not magnetic substrate/Magnetic
substrate

*IsMagSub

1 GHzFrequency sweep of substrate relative Mu*FreqProf
1Frequency profile of substrate relative Mu (real part)*SubMurF
1Frequency profile of substrate relative Mu (imaginary part)*SubMuiF
0Permissions to applyMu frequency profile to substrate layers*SubCntrl
"Substrate Mu
constant vs
frequency"

Switch "IsSubF" = Substrate Mu constant vs
frequency/Substrate Mu varies vs frequency

*IsSubF

WaLengthWidth of conductor No iWi, i=1..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthOffset of conductor No iOffsi, i=1..nn-
number of lines

1Number of layer containing conductor No iCLi, i=1..nn-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Intelligent Cells
(iCells)” for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

See GMnCLIN andGMCLIN for a detailed description of themajority of the GFMCLIN parameters. Parameters specific
to GFMCLIN (or used differently) are described as follows:

GMSUB: RhoV. GFMCLIN uses the Rho parameter differently than the GMnCLIN and GMCLIN models do. Instead,
GFMCLIN gets information about conductor resistivity from the vector parameter RhoV. This parameter contains bulk
resistivity (relative to gold) for the conductor metal specified for each dielectric layer. GFMCLIN waits for the RhoV
vector to contain an entry for each dielectric layer, even for layers that do not carry conductors. Thus, the length of the
RhoV vector must be equal to N if the substrate is grounded. If the substrate is suspended, RhoV must have N+1 entries.

GMSUB: Sigma. This vector parameter specifies the conductances of materials used for dielectric layers. Sigma must
supply conductance for each dielectric layer (except the suspended substrate air layer under the substrate, so the total
number of entries for Sigma must always be N).

GMSUB: SigmaC. Specifies the conductance of the dielectric that makes the layer under the metallic cover (if present).

GMSUB: SW and SWRight.GFMCLIN uses these parameters only if the GMSUBCover parameter is "Metallic Box";
all other values of Cover make SW and SWRight irrelevant. See the last two figures under the "Topology" section for
more information on how GFMCLIN interprets SW and SWRight.

If IsGndStrap is "NoGround Straps," GFMCLIN considers SW as the distance from the left edge of the leftmost conductor
to the left sidewall of the metallic box/enclosure. SWRight is the distance from the right edge of the rightmost conductor
to the right sidewall.

If IsGndStrap is "Ground Straps," GFMCLIN interprets SW as the distance from the left edge of the left ground strap to
the left sidewall of the metallic box/enclosure. SWRight is the distance from the right edge of the right ground strap to
the right sidewall.

Note that the SW and SWRight parameters may have different values (GMnCLIN considers the distances to the left and
right side walls identical and equal to SW).

GMSUB: Undercut parameter. GFMCLIN optionally uses this vector parameter to apply its values as etch undercuts
to conductors on each layer. Etch undercut specifies non-rectangular (trapezoidal) distortion of conductor cross-section
due to manufacturing errors. Undercut may take positive, zero, and negative values (see the figures in "Topology"). All
conductors that belong to the same layer have an identical undercut equal to the corresponding entry of vector Undercut.
Note that conductor width is always defined as the top side of a cross-sectional trapezoid. Spacing between adjacent
conductors is measured between the closest top vertices of respective trapezoids. See the restriction on the Undercut
value in "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations". Note that the vector parameter Undercut must contain exactly
N entries if the GMSUBGnd parameter is "Grounded Substrate", and exactly N+1 entries if Gnd is "Suspended Substrate".
This model does not check length and does not use the contents of the GMSUB Undercut parameter if the UseUnd
parameter is "No undercut".

GMSUB: MuP, MuPP. These vector parameters specify the real (MuP) and imaginary (MuPP) parts of permeabilities
of materials used for dielectric layers. If control parameter IsMagSub = "Non-magnetic substrate" (default) then parameters
MuP and MuPP are not used. If control parameter IsMagSub = "Magnetic substrate" then MuP and MuPP must supply
permeabilities for each dielectric layer (except the suspended substrate air layer under the substrate, so the number of
entries for MuP and MuPP must always be N).

OffsX. The relative horizontal offset of the conductor #X left edge from the left edge of the left-most conductor. All
offsets must be positive. Offset of the left-most conductor (or conductors) may be set to zero. GFMCLIN looks for the
smallest offset and subtracts it from other offsets. The left edge of the left-most conductors marks a reference plane to
determine the distance to lateral ground straps and optional metallic sidewalls.
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CL1. Specifies the number of the layer that carries the conductor on top of it. If the conductor protrudes upward into
layer #m (it occupies the lower part of layer #m but sits on layer #m+1), you must set CL1 to m+1. If the conductor has
a negative thickness and is recessed into layer #m (it occupies the upper part of layer #m), you must set CL1 to m.

IsGndStrap. This switch either places ("Ground Straps") or does not place ("No Ground Straps") identical perfectly
conducting straps (lateral grounds) at both sides of the conductor structure. The default is "No Ground Straps".

GndGap. The distance between the left edge of the left-most (or right edge of the right-most) conductor and lateral
ground strap (if present). If IsGndStrap is set to "No Ground Strap" the value of this parameter is irrelevant.

GndWid. The width of the lateral ground straps (if present). If IsGndStrap is set to "No Ground Strap" the value of this
parameter is irrelevant.

GndHeight. The height of the lateral ground straps (if present) above the backing ground. If IsGndStrap is set to "No
Ground Strap" the value of this parameter is irrelevant.

SaveToFile. This parameter is hidden by default and set to No. You can toggle the parameter to Yes. If you select Yes,
GFMCLIN creates a text file named default model_name.txt at the current project location. This text file contains a table
of values of RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the frequency
specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same if N>2 (see the description of the text file structure for N=1 in
GM1LIN).

The model outputs RLGC matrices to a table of rows and columns. The total number of columns in the table is 4*N*N,
where N is the number of lines. All columns are numbered.

Each row of this table starts with the frequency value in GHz. Entries of each RLGC matrix at this frequency are placed
column-wise one after another in a single row, so that all columns of every RLGC matrix can be found in this row. Thus,
entries of R-matrix go first in the row in this order: R11, R21, R31.. RN1. Now goes the second column: R12, R22,
R32,..RN2 and so on. Column-wise entries of L-matrix are located after R-matrix . Entries of G-matrix follow entries
of L-matrix and entries of C-matrix complete the row.

GFMCLIN at N=2 implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]), and places additional columns in the
output text file. Note that if a system of coupled lines is fully symmetrical (as it might be for edge-coupled microstrip
lines; whereas broadside coupled microstrip lines are always asymmetrical), C mode corresponds to even mode and P
mode corresponds to odd mode.

GFMCLIN at N=2 outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2),
Re(Zp2), Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), Im(EeffP) (find traditional
effective dielectric constants in columns 38, 39), and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m) to columns
2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in corresponding order (see above).
Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, and BetaP; where Rc is ratio of C mode voltage in the
second line to C mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P mode (see details in [2], section 4.3.1) and BetaC
and BetaP are propagation constants of C and Pmodes in Rad/m. Note that columns 38 and 39 contain traditional effective
dielectric constants ErC_Eff and ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number of columns in the output
text file is 39.

You can link or import the created text file to a project as a data file and view the frequency behavior of any of the above
parameters using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always in GHz, so these
measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence®Microwave Office®measurements placed on the same graph;
you may prefer to place these data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.
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FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to gfmclin.txt. You can change the file name for each model
instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

UseAFS. This model can optionally use Advanced Frequency Sweep (UseAFS is the default setting of this switch). If
UseAFS is "NoAFS" the model simulates at each frequency point from the specified frequency sweep. If UseAFS is
"UseAFS" the model does not simulate at each frequency point. Instead, it simulates at several automatically selected
frequency points and uses results to obtain very accurate frequency-dependent approximation for each entry of RLGC
matrix valid through the entire frequency sweep. See "Implementation Details" for the specifics regarding Advance
Frequency Sweep (AFS) interaction with disk cache. See also restriction on usage of UseAFS parameter with magnetics
in "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations".

UseUnd. This parameter specifies if the model uses the GMSUB vector parameter Undercut (previously described). The
model does not check length and does not use the contents of the GMSUB Undercut parameter if the UseUnd parameter
is "No undercut".

IsSldMask, Hsm, Ersm, TDsm. Conductors on top of a dielectric stack can be covered by a conformal dielectric layer
that does not belong to the regular dielectric stack. This layer is called “solder mask,” a common term used in the PCB
industry. Any material used as a conformal passivation layer fits as well. The IsSldMask parameter informs the model
if the Hsm, Ersm, TDsm parameters are relevant or not. Note that a solder mask can be applied only to conductors that
sit on top of a dielectric stack, and only if their thickness is positive (they are not recessed but stick out of the dielectric).
If the model cannot find conductors eligible for the solder mask application it does not apply the solder mask. See the
restriction on the Hsm value in the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section.

IsSurFin, Hsf, Rhosf, MusfP, MusfPP. Conductors on top of a dielectric stack may have a protective coating called
surface finish. Popular PCB surface finish ENIG (Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold) contains nickel that exhibits
noticeable magnetic properties. GFMCLIN allows you to add a single protectivemetal layer to top conductors (for ENIG,
the presence of a very thin top protective gold layer is neglected) if IsSurfFin = "Surface finish metal," and specify its
parameters: thickness (Hsf), relative resistivity (Rhosf), and relative complex magnetic permeability MusfP+J*MusfPP
(here P and PP stand for one and two primes - standard denotations for real and imaginary part of permeability). Note
that surface finish can be applied only to conductors that sit on top of a dielectric stack, and only if their thickness is
positive (they are not recessed but stick out upward from dielectric). If the model cannot find top conductors eligible for
surface finish application it does not apply the surface finish at all. See also restriction on usage of UseAFS parameter
with magnetics in "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations".

IsMagSub. Informs the model if GMSUB parameters MuP andMuPP are relevant. If IsMagSub = "Magnetic substrate,"
then the model checks vectors MuP and Mupp (real and imaginary parts of relative permeabilities) for errors and applies
their values to material properties of substrate dielectric layers. If IsMagSub = "Non-magnetic substrate" then the model
applies default free space permeability values to all substrate dielectric layers. See also restriction on usage of UseAFS
parameter with magnetics in "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations".

FreqProf, SubMurF, SubMuiF, SubCntrl. These parameters provide frequency-dependent permeability for selected
substrate layers. Vector parameters FreqProf, SubMurF, and SubMuiF combined define Mu (permeability) frequency
profile: FreqProf is a frequency sweep (valid only for substrate permeabilities), SubMurF and SubMuiF are values of
real and imaginary parts of substrate permeabilities specified at FreqProf frequencies. Note that only a soleMu frequency
profile is allowed, meaning that all layers to which this profile applies are assumed made of the same material. Entries
of vector SubCntrl should be either 1 or 0: SubCntrl[k] =1 grants permission to apply the Mu frequency profile to
permeability of layer #k; SubCntrl[k] =0 prohibits applying the Mu frequency profile to permeability of layer #k.

Note that the sizes of vectors SubMurF and SubMuiF must be equal to the size of vector FreqProf; and the size of vector
SubCntrl must be equal to the number of substrate layers.
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IsSubF. Informs the model if the permeability frequency profile is relevant. If IsSubF="Substrate Mu constant vs
frequency" then permeabilities of all substrate layers are assumed constant vs frequency. If IsSubF="Substrate Mu varies
vs frequency" then the model attempts to apply the permeability frequency profile specified by parameters FreqProf,
SubMurF, and SubMuiF to selected substrate layers; layer selection is provided by the SubCntrl parameter entries.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. Number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

3. See detailed information on parameter restrictions and recommendations in GMnCLIN under "Conductor Numbering
and Disposition". The GMFCLIN, GMnCLIN, and GMCLIN models are very particular about correct conductor
numbering.

4. Do not use very small (for example, below 0.1) values of RhoV (bulk resistivity of conductors in layers, vector
parameter of GMSUB) and Rhosf (bulk resistivity of surface finish metal) because GFMCLIN cannot model perfect
conductors and may have issues with metals of very low bulk resistivity. To provide high accuracy of modeling current
distribution inside the conductors, maximum mesh cell size is proportional to the metal skin depth at the highest
frequency of the frequency sweep. Skin depth is proportional to the square root of bulk resistivity so mesh may contain
millions of cells for low resistivity metals. Extremely big mesh may result in a long simulation time and lead to other
computational issues.

5. Do not use infinitely thin conductors and conductors with a thickness less than 0.1 micron.

6. Do not use excessively big (for example, above 20) values of real/imaginary parts of surface finish metal permeability
MusfP and MusfPP, because GFMCLIN may have difficulties with very big mesh. To provide high accuracy of
modeling current distribution inside the conductors, maximum mesh cell size is proportional to the metal skin depth
at the highest frequency of the frequency sweep. If magnetic surface finish is present, skin depth is inversely proportional
to the square root of surface finish metal permeability so large values of permeability may contribute to the creation
of multimillion cell mesh. Extremely big mesh may result in a long simulation time and lead to other computational
issues.

7. If UseAFS is "UseAFS" and GFMCLIN cannot obtain approximation data from a disk cache, AFS approximation is
activated. AFS needs to perform a simulation at seven frequency points minimum, so a frequency sweep must have
at least seven frequency points. If the number of frequency points is less than seven the model stops and issues a
corresponding error message. If UseAFS is "UseAFS" and GFMCLIN successfully gets data from a disk cache, it
uses cached approximation data at each specified frequency point even if the number of frequency points is less than
seven. If UseAFS is "NoAFS" the model performs calculations at each frequency point.

8. Note that the option UseAFS="UseAFS" is incompatible with the use of magnetic properties (IsSurFin="Surface
finish metal" and/or IsMagSub="Magnetic substrate"); this model always simulates magnetics at each point of the
frequency sweep.

9. The absolute value of the undercut for each layer is capped at W/2 (where W is conductor width) if the undercut is
negative. A positive undercut is limited by the maximum etch factor EF (defined as EF=Undercut(i)/T where T is
conductor thickness,Undercut(i) is the i-th entry of vector parameter Undercut, and i is the layer number) at EF≤2.95.
This value is defined by the abilities of the FEM mesher to cope with fine mesh that develops at small acute angle
adjoining the trapezoid base.

Mesh in the vicinity of the trapezoid base (shown density plot of magnetic field) where etch factor = 2.7.
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10. Positive undercut also limits permissible values of minimal spacings between adjacent conductors on the same layer
because conductor offsets (and accordingly, spacings) are measured to (between) top cross-sectional vertices (see
the figures in "Topology"). GFMCLIN issues an error message if the distance between adjacent base vertices of
neighboring conductors gets less that 0.1 micron. The same occurs for the minimum allowable values of the GndGap
parameters and the GMSUB SW and SWRight parameters.

11. The application of a "solder mask" onto an existing top-layer layout may limit the minimal spacing allowed between
adjacent conductors. This limitation comes from drawing limitations that imply an "inverse trapezoid" shape of the
solder mask layer between conductors and disallows the "V-notch" shape when the top horizontal part of the solder
mask layer between conductors vanishes (see the following figure). If said limitation is met, GFMCLIN issues an
error message such as: "Spacing #1 in layer #1 must be greater than 0.1 micron (also check undercut and optional
solder mask)." Note that if no solder mask parameters effect specified spacing, the error message does not mention
the solder mask. Typically, this occurs with a thick solder mask layer and relatively small spacing specified and may
be interpreted as a recommendation to substitute a flat layer for a conformal layer (to set IsSldMask to “No solder
mask” and merely add a flat solder mask layer to dielectric stack).

Limiting case (a V-notch in the solder mask layer with a horizontal stretch missing) for spacing between adjacent
conductors if a solder mask is present.

12. If the thickness of the conformal mask layer Hsm exceeds five thicknesses of the top layer conductors (if any), the
model issues a warning: "Conformal solder mask requested. Solder mask thickness Hsm is greater than 5T (five
conductor thicknesses) so conformal fit is not feasible. Additional flat top layer may provide same results as conformal
layer." This is an explicit recommendation to substitute a flat layer for a conformal layer, that is, to set IsSldMask to
"No solder mask" and merely add a flat solder mask layer to the dielectric stack.
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13. GMFCLIN allows "interdigital" positioning of conductors that belong to adjacent layers so that they all take up space
within a common dielectric layer (see the following figure). GMCLIN does not allow this arrangement because it
checks the total height of conductors and compares it to the height of the dielectric layer Hk into which they protrude,
not paying attention to their lateral offset.

Conductor belongs to
layer #k and hasnegative
thickness

Conductor belongs to
layer #k+1and has
positivethickness

Layer # k+1

Layer # k

Hk

GFMCLIN allows this layout while GMnCLIN and GMCLIN consider it a user error.

14. Permeability frequency profile parameters FreqProf, SubMurF, and SubMuiF may be defined as data file(s) as well
as scripting equations. Use equation functions col() or row () to read the profile from the data file. To use scripting
equations you need to place scripting function calculating (and returning) vectors SubMurF and SubMuiF into the
project scripting module named "Equations". You can reference these functions in schematic equations (see “Using
Scripted Equation Functions” ).

Implementation Details

GFMCLIN implementation is based on the FEM technique described in [1] and applied to quasi-static approximation
of Maxwell equations. It accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is included partly as
frequency-dependence contribution that comes from losses (substrate polarization and eddy current loss, conductor
resistive loss). Non-TEM dispersion is not included.

The 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) in conjunction with the quasi-static problem formulation provides a very stable
solution for RFIC's most common dimensions and frequency range. The FEM engine is partially based on the FEMM
solver ([3]); it comprises a mesher ([4]) and two independent solvers: an electrical solver and a magnetic solver. The
mesher generates a mesh that covers the entire cross-section including a cross-section of conductors. Usually, this method
consumes a reasonable amount of computing resources; however, in certain situations memory consumption and run
timemay increase because specified dimensions force the mesher to generate overly dense mesh. Commonly, this happens
due to an error in the parameter specification that results in creation of extremely narrow layers.

Another cause may also result in fine mesh. Generally, the densest mesh is concentrated in the vicinity (and within)
conductors. This is intentional because a model accurately defines fields inside conductors and sets the smallest mesh
cell size inside the conductor to a value proportional to either the skin depth of the conductor metal at the highest evaluation
frequency or to the minimal cross-sectional dimension, whichever is less. If you specify, for example, a gold conductor
with cross-sectional dimensions of 10x1 microns, at the highest frequency 20 GHz, you can presume the mesh will be
of reasonable size. Setting the conductor width to 2000 microns or the highest frequency to 200 GHz may substantially
hinder the modeling process, however.

The following figure demonstrates the typical distribution of an electric current across a conductor cross-section and
contours of magnetic potential (conductors are at 1A of impressed current each). Note that this model provides mesh
fine enough (and large enough) to reveal the small details of skin effect and current crowding.
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The following figure demonstrates the distribution of an electric field and equipotential lines (conductors are at potentials
1 and 0). Note how the closely located ground strap affects field distribution.

Eventually, the model extracts RLGC per-unit-length matrices from computed electric and magnetic fields and uses them
to obtain external circuit parameters.

Disk Cache and AFS

Depending on the setting of the UseAFS switch, the model caches either RLGC matrices at each sweep frequency
(UseAFS is "NoAFS") or frequency-dependent approximations for each RLGC matrix entry (UseAFS is "UseAFS").

If UseAFS is "NoAFS" then all frequencies in a sweep are part of the cache search criteria and all subsequent runs of
identical models at the same frequency sweep use disk cache for speed-up. However, if even one frequency differs from
those in a cache (or one frequency added to a sweep) the model runs a full simulation.

When UseAFS is "UseAFS" the model includes first and last (extreme) sweep frequencies along with model parameters
into cache search criteria. Once approximation results are written to cache, all subsequent sweeps with arbitrary frequency
step and the same extreme frequencies are handled with AFS approximation obtained from the cache without needing
to run AFS again. Any sweep with even one extreme frequency distinct from those in the cache results in running the
AFS engine.

Layout

The project LPF must contain some structures with predefined names for each dielectric layer populated with conductors
(note that every conductor has the number of the assigned dielectric layer specified in the respective parameter CLn,
where n is the conductor number). Structure names must be based on the template ML_LINE_X, where X is equal to
the number of the dielectric layer. All conductors that belong to layer X are comprised of material layers described in
ML_LINE_X.
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For example, if GMCLIN defines seven conductors, substrate GMSUB defines eight dielectric layers, and conductors
are distributed over dielectric layers in accordance with the following table:

CL valueConductor #
11
22
33
34
35
66
67

From the table you can see that conductor #1 sits on dielectric layer #1, conductor #2 sits on dielectric layer #2, conductors
#3, #4, and #5 are on layer #3, and conductors #6 and #7 sit on layer #6. This arrangement indicates that only layers #1,
2, 3, and 6 are populated with conductors and you need to specify structures ML_LINE_1, ML_LINE_2, ML_LINE_3,
and ML_LINE_6.

If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to each conductor #n the linetype index equal to the value of the corresponding
parameter CLn, that is equal to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to conductor #n.

Recommendations for Use

See the GMnCLIN "Recommendation for Use" section for details and usage examples.

Computation time substantially grows with mesh size. Mesh inside conductors may heavily contribute to total mesh size
because the size of a mesh cell inside a conductor is governed by the value of skin depth at the highest simulation
frequency. Mesh does not vary with frequency, so the same fine mesh works at lower frequencies. Frequency-independent
mesh results in improved stability and consistency, but with some sacrifice in solution time.

Note that AFSmay dramatically reduce simulation time for sweeps that contain hundreds or even thousands of frequency
points (AFS is incompatible with the use of magnetic properties).

NOTE: The implementation of FEMQuasi-Static models relies on temporary intermediate text files. This model creates
these files temporarily in the project directory and subsequently deletes them. There may be several dozen files and they
may use up to 100 MB of disk space, so ensure that your hard drive has sufficient free space.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads saved RLGC text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance, or conductance units different from GHz, Ohm, Henry, or Siemens, you may need to scale input values
manually.

How to use frequency-dependent substrate permeabilities (Mu frequency profile)

To use frequency-dependent substrate permeabilities, you must first set general magnetic substrate permission:
IsMagSub="Magnetic substrate". Next you need to set permission to apply the Mu frequency profile IsSubF="Substrate
Mu varies vs frequency". Fill entries of substrate vector parametersMuP andMuPP (Mu constant vs frequency) including
entries for layers intended for use with frequency-dependent permeabilities (use any values for respective entries, for
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example MuP=1 and MuPP=0). For permitted (see the following details on the SubCntrl role) layers, profile values
overwrite values specified by MuP and MuPP anyway. Fill vector parameters that define the Mu frequency profile:
FreqProf, SubMurF, SubMuiF, SubCntrl. You should fill out all SubCntrl entries (the number of SubCntrl entries must
be equal to the number of all substrate layers). A non-zero value of SubCntrl entry #k is a permission to overwrite
permeability of substrate layer #k by theMu frequency profile. A zero value of SubCntrl entry means that the permeability
of the respective layer keeps the value specified by substrate parameters MuP and MuPP. Note that only a sole Mu
frequency profile is allowed-- all layers to which this profile applies are assumed made of the same material.

Relation between frequency sweep and Mu frequency profile

If the entire frequency sweep is within FreqProf range then the model silently interpolates real and imaginary values of
Mu using SubMurF and SubMuiF as lookup tables. If first and/or last sweep frequencies are out of the FreqProf range,
then GFMCLIN issues a respective warning and extrapolates beyond the FreqProf range as a constant value equal either
to the first and/or last FreqProf entries.

References
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Single Line on General Multilayer Substrate (EM Quasi-Static): GM1LIN

Symbol

Summary

GM1LIN models a section of single microstrip line arranged within an unshielded or shielded (top cover is optional)
stratified inhomogeneous substrate. Substrate layers have arbitrary heights and are made of various materials; optionally
the substrate may be suspended. Backing ground plane is always present. GM1LIN can account for the presence of
optional metallic side walls in conjunction with a metallic cover (metallic enclosure). This model can evaluate the metal
surface roughness effect using surface profile height "Rgh" specified via substrate GMSUB.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductorW
1Conductor #1 layer numberCL1
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"No"Save/Do not Save Data to Text File*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

GMSUB.Multilayer substrate parameters are listed in GMSUB model description. Substrate is comprised of layered
substrate itself, optional metallic cover, backing ground plane and optional air layers separating substrate from backing
ground plane (suspended substrate) and from cover (covered substrate). Optional metallic side walls are available in
conjunction with metallic cover. Optional top and bottom air layers are specified by means of corresponding switches
included as GMSUB parameters (see GMSUB description, parameter switches Cover and Gnd). GMSUB implies that
thickness of conductors on each layer is specified via vector parameter T. All conductors on the same layer have similar
thickness. This thickness may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have a corresponding entry in vector T
even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. GM1LIN checks if the length of vector T is equal to the number of
dielectric layers that might carry conductors. Surface roughness is specified by the "Rgh" parameter (RMS height of
surface profile). If Rgh=0, then evaluation of the roughness effect is skipped.

CL1. Parameter CL1 specifies the number of layer that carries the conductor atop of it. It means that if conductor protrudes
upward into layer #m (that is, it takes some bottom space from layer #m) but sits onto the layer #m+1, parameter CL1
must be set to value m+1. If the conductor has negative thickness and is recessed into the layer #m (that is, takes some
top space from layer #m), parameter CL1 must be set to value m.

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

SaveToFile. Parameter is hidden by default and set to No. User can toggle this parameter to Yes and No. If Yes is selected
model creates a text file (named by default model_name.txt) at the current project location. This text file contains table
of values of RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the frequency
specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m). Model GM1LIN creates
file gm1lin.txt that contains complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo), Im(Zo), complex effective dielectric constant
Re(Eeff), Im (Eff) (please find traditional effective dielectric constant in column 12), and Loss (dB/m) in columns 2-6.
Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that column 12
contains traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. Total number of columns in file
gm1lin.txt is 12.

Created text file might be linked or imported to project as a data file and frequency behavior of any above mentioned
parameter may be viewed using the proper data measurement. Note that first column (frequency) is always in GHz so
these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence® Microwave Office® software measurements placed
on the same graph; thus, user might prefer to place aforementioned data measurements on separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to GM1LIN.TXT. User can change file name for each model
instance to arbitrary name with length of file name not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1<Acc<10. Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

3. Number of dielectric layers must include only those layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers are
enumerated from top to bottom. Note that if GMSUB switch parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic
B ox" the topmost layer adjacent to cover is not included in count; likewise, if substrate switch parameter Gnd is set
to "Suspended Substrate" the bottom air layer is not included in count. Actually, layer number 0 may be displayed in
error messages, e.g. in case when substrate is covered and thickness of conductor atop the layer #1 exceeds 95% of
thickness of layer located above layer #1, message refers to this "undercover" layer as layer #0.
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4. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate. User supplies conductor thickness for each
layer that may carry conductors (see description of vector parameter T in GMSUB documentation). See also below
paragraph 4 regarding thickness of conductor in case of suspended substrate. Proceed with caution setting fictitious
thicknesses for layers that do not actually carry conductors: excessive thickness may cause error message if it exceeds
95% of thickness of adjacent dielectric layer. To keep on the safe side you may set these thicknesses to zero.

5. If substrate is suspended, (N+1)th entry of thicknesses vector T (see substrate parameters) refers to conductor that is
expected to be located at the bottom surface of layer N; model automatically assigns negative thickness to this
conductor. It means that such a conductor extends downwards from the bottom surface of the substrate.

6. If GMSUB switch Cover is set to "Metallic Box" it means that conductor and substrate are confined within metallic
enclosure. Top cover is placed at distance HC (sets in GMSUB) above dielectric layer #1, bottom ground plane is
always present (position defined by GMSUB parameters Gnd and HB, see GMSUB documentation), and left and
right side walls are offset by value of GMSUB parameter SW from respectively left and right edges of line conductor.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included. Evaluation of the surface roughness impact is based on the improved
Hammerstad formula [2],[3].

Layout

The project LPF must contain a structure with a predefined name for the dielectric layer that carries a conductor. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information on adding structures to LPF files. The structure name must be based
on the templateML_LINE_X, where X is equal to the number of the dielectric layer specified with GMSUB (for example,
ML_LINE_2 or ML_LINE_23). The conductor is comprised of material layers described in the structure ML_LINE_X.

If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to the conductor the linetype index equal to the value of the CL1 parameter (equal
to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to the conductor). This means the LPF file must contain linetypes definitions
for each dielectric layer and these definitions must be listed in strict order corresponding to the order of dielectric layers
from top to bottom of the dielectric stack.

Recommendations for Use

Primary RLGC parameters as well as characteristic line parameters might be of interest for circuit designer; however,
Microwave Office single line models do not cater this information to user explicitly. GM1LIN models accommodate
unique opportunity to obtain exhaustive information about values of line parameters at any frequency from operational
frequency range. Due to the fact that GM1LIN may be configured to represent any EM Quasi-Static model of a single
line (exceptMM1LIN that allows conductive substrate) it also may be used as means of extracting additional information
not available directly from such models as MEMLIN, SEMLIN, S1LIN etc. See documentation on substrate GMSUB
for examples of implementation of commonly used single layer configurations (microstrip, stripline, suspended, inverted,
etc.)

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text file: If a project that reads saved text file uses frequency, resistance, inductance
or conductance units different from GHz, ohm, henry or siemens you may need to scale input values manually.
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Multiple Coupled Lines onGeneral Multilayer Substrate (DynamicModel) (EM
Quasi-Static): GMCLIN

Symbol
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Summary

GMCLIN models a section of several (2 to 50) edge and/or offset broadside coupled microstrip lines arranged within
unshielded or shielded (upper cover is optional) stratified inhomogeneous substrate. Substrate layers have arbitrary
heights and are made of various materials; optionally the substrate may be suspended. A backing ground plane is always
present. GMCLIN can account for the presence of optional metallic side walls in conjunction with a metallic cover.

GMCLIN implements the samemodeling techniques as theGM2CLIN throughGM16CLINmodels. In addition, GMCLIN
is a dynamic or scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as input so the model and its schematic symbol expand/shrink
as the number of lines increase/decrease. This model can evaluate the metal surface roughness effect using the surface
profile height "Rgh" specified via substrate GMSUB.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WaLengthWidth of conductor #nWi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthOffset of conductor #nOffsi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

1Number of layer containing conductor #nCLi, i=2..nn-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Intelligent Cells
(iCells)” for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

See GMnCLIN for a detailed description of GMCLIN parameters. GMCLIN differs from GMnCLIN in parameter order
only: For GMnCLINmodels, the L, Acc, GMSUB, Save to File, and FileName parameters follow the widths (Wi), offsets
(Offsi), and layers that conductors belong to (CLi) parameters; for GMCLIN models, the L, Acc, GMSUB, Save to File,
and FileName parameters precede the Wi, Offsi, and CLi parameters.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. Number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

3. Surface roughness restriction:

GMnCLIN implies that Rho is identical across the conductor layers; as is surface roughness, Rgh. Rgh should not
exceed half of the conductor thickness. If this occurs GMnCLIN issues a warning.

4. To learn about restrictions and recommendations common for GMCLIN and GMnCLIN, see GMnCLIN.

Implementation Details

• Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

• To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
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width is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases the
model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

• Evaluation of the surface roughness impact is based on the improved Hammerstad formula [3],[4].

Layout

The project LPF must contain some structures with predefined names for each dielectric layer populated with conductors
(note that every conductor has the number of the assigned dielectric layer specified in the respective parameter CLn,
where n is the conductor number). See “Structure Type Definitions” for more information on adding structures to LPF
files. Structure names must be based on the template ML_LINE_X, where X is equal to the number of the dielectric
layer. All conductors that belong to layer X are comprised of material layers described in ML_LINE_X.

For example, if GMCLIN defines 7 conductors, substrate GMSUB defines 8 dielectric layers, and conductors are
distributed over dielectric layers in accordance with the following table:

CL valueConductor #
11
22
33
34
35
66
67

Per the table you see that conductor #1 sits on dielectric layer #1, conductor #2 sits on dielectric layer #2, conductors
#3, #4, and #5 are on layer #3, and conductors #6 and #7 sit on layer #6. This arrangement indicates that only layers #1,
2, 3, and 6 are populated with conductors, and you need to specify structures ML_LINE_1, ML_LINE_2, ML_LINE_3,
and ML_LINE_6.

If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to each conductor #n the linetype index equal to the value of the corresponding
parameter CLn, that is equal to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to conductor #n. This means the LPF file must
contain linetypes definitions for each dielectric layer and these definitions must be listed in strict order corresponding
to order of dielectric layers from top to bottom of dielectric stack.

Recommendations for Use

See this section in GMnCLIN for details. The section also includes examples of usage.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different fromGHz, ohm, henry or siemens, you may need to scale input values manually.
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Asymmetric Tapped Multiple Coupled Lines on General Multilayer Substrate
(Dynamic Model) (EM Quasi-Static): GMCLINAT
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Summary

GMCLINAT is intended for use in tapped interdigital filters. GMCLINAT models three cascaded sections of several (2
to 50) edge and/or offset broadside coupled microstrip lines with two tap ports attached between sections (see GMCLIN).

This model is based on GMCLIN, uses the same substrate GMSUB, and has the same parameters (except section lengths)
as GMCLIN.

GMCLINAT has an advantage over cascading three GMCLIN models because it runs three times faster.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor length of 1st sectionL1
LaLengthConductor length of 2nd sectionL2
LaLengthConductor length of 3rd sectionL3
1Accuracy parameterAcc
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WaLengthWidth of conductor #nWi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthOffset of conductor #nOffsi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

1Number of layer containing conductor #nCLi, i=2..nn-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Intelligent Cells
(iCells)” for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

See GMCLIN for a detailed description of GMCLINAT parameters. GMCLINAT differs from GMCLIN only in length
parameters.

L1. Length of the front section between input ports (Ports 1..3 in "Equivalent Circuit") and the first tap port (Port 7 in
"Equivalent Circuit").

L2. Length of the middle section between the first and second tap ports (Ports 7 and 8 in "Equivalent Circuit").

L3. Length of the tail section between second tap port and output ports (Ports 4..6 in "Equivalent Circuit").

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

3. To learn about restrictions and recommendations common for GMCLIN, GMnCLIN, andGMCLINAT, see GMnCLIN.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

You can set any section length (L1, L2 or L3) equal to zero. For example, setting L2=0 converts an asymmetric tapped
line into a symmetric tapped line (see GMCLINST).

See this section in GMnCLIN for details. The section also includes examples of usage.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2]R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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Symmetric Tapped Multiple Coupled Lines on General Multilayer Substrate
(Dynamic Model) (EM Quasi-Static): GMCLINST
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Summary

GMCLINST is intended for use in tapped interdigital filters. GMCLINST models two cascaded sections of several (2 to
50) edge and/or offset broadside coupled microstrip lines with two tap ports attached between sections (see GMCLIN
for a detailed summary).

This model is based on the GMCLIN model; it uses the same substrate GMSUB and has the same parameters (except
section lengths).

GMCLINAT has an advantage over cascading two GMCLIN models because it runs twice as fast.
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Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor length of 1st sectionL1
LaLengthConductor length of 2nd sectionL2
1Accuracy parameterAcc
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WaLengthWidth of conductor #nWi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthOffset of conductor #nOffsi, i=2..nn-
number of lines

1Number of layer containing conductor #nCLi, i=2..nn-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

See GMCLIN for a detailed description of GMCLINST parameters. GMCLINST differs fromGMCLIN only in its length
parameters.

L1. Length of front section between the input ports (Ports 1..3 in "Equivalent Circuit") and tap port.

L2. Length of tail section between the second tap port and output ports (Ports 4..6 in "Equivalent Circuit").

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

3. For more information about restrictions and recommendations common for GMCLIN, GMnCLIN, and GMCLINST,
see GMnCLIN .

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

See this section in GMnCLIN for details. The section also includes examples of usage.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2]R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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Multiple Coupled Lines on General Multilayer Substrate (n=2 to 16) (EM
Quasi-Static): GMnCLIN
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Summary

GMnCLIN models a section of several (2 to 16) edge- and/or offset broadside-coupled microstrip lines arranged within
unshielded or shielded (optional upper cover) stratified inhomogeneous substrate. Substrate layers have arbitrary heights
and are made of various materials; optionally the substrate may be suspended. A backing ground plane is always present.
GMnCLIN models can account for the presence of optional metallic side walls in conjunction with a metallic cover
(metallic enclosure). This model can evaluate the metal surface roughness effect using surface profile height "Rgh"
specified via substrate GMSUB.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor #nWi, i=2..nn-

number of lines
WaLengthOffset of conductor #nOffi, i=2..nn-

number of lines
1Number of layer containing conductor #nCLi, i=2..nn-

number of lines
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB
"No"Switch "Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GMSUB.Multilayer substrate parameters are listed in the GMSUBmodel description. The substrate is comprised of the
layered substrate itself, an optional metallic cover, a backing ground plane and optional air layers separating the substrate
from the backing ground plane (suspended substrate) and from the cover (covered substrate). Optional metallic side walls
are available in conjunction with the metallic cover. Optional top and bottom air layers are specified by means of
corresponding switches included as GMSUB parameters (see the GMSUB model Cover and Gnd parameters). GMSUB
implies that the thickness of conductors on each layer is specified via vector parameter T. All conductors on the same
layer have a similar thickness. This thickness may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have a corresponding
entry in vector T even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. This model checks if the length of vector T is equal
to the number of dielectric layers that might carry conductors. Surface roughness is specified by the "Rgh" parameter
(RMS height of surface profile). If Rgh=0, then evaluation of the roughness effect is skipped.
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OffsX. The relative horizontal offset of the conductor #X left edge from the left edge of the left-most conductor. All
offsets must be positive. Offset of the left-most conductor (or conductors) may be set to zero. The model looks for the
smallest offset and subtracts it from other offsets. The left edge of the left-most conductors marks a reference plane to
determine the distance to optional metallic side walls.

See the "Topology" section and the example explained in the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section.

CL1. Specifies the number of the layer that carries the conductor on top of it. If the conductor protrudes upward into
layer #m (that is, it occupies some lower part of layer #m but sits on layer #m+1), CL1 must be set to value m+1. If the
conductor has a negative thickness and is recessed into layer #m (that is, it occupies the upper part of layer #m), CL1
must be set to m.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If it is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

SaveToFile. This parameter is hidden by default and set to No. You can toggle the parameter to Yes or No. If Yes is
selected, the model creates a text file (named default model_name.txt) at the current project location. This text file contains
a table of values of RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the
frequency specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for GMnCLIN models, n>2 (see the description of the text file
structure in GM1LIN). All models output RLGC matrices to columns that immediately follow the frequency column.
Entries of each matrix are placed column-wise; the first column is first: R11, R21, R31.. Rn1; and then the second column:
R12, R22, R32,..Rn2. The total number of columns in the file is 4*n*n+1, where n is the number of lines.

The GM2CLIN model implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns to
the gm2clin.txt file. Note that if a system of coupled lines is fully symmetrical (as might be the case of edge-coupled
microstrip lines; whereas, broadside coupled microstrip lines are always asymmetrical), C-mode corresponds to even
mode and P-mode corresponds to odd mode.

GM2CLIN outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2), Re(Zp2),
Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), Im(EeffP) (traditional effective
dielectric constants are in columns 38, 39), and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m) to columns 2-15.
Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in corresponding order (see above). Columns
32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, BetaP; where Rc is the ratio of C-mode voltage in the second
line to C-mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P-mode (see details in [2], section 4.3.1) and BetaC and
BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note that columns 38 and 39 contain traditional effective
dielectric constants ErC_Eff, ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number of columns in the gm2clin.txt
file is 39.

The created text file might be linked or imported to a project as a data file and frequency behavior of any above mentioned
parameter may be viewed using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always in GHz
so these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence®Microwave Office® software measurements placed
on the same graph; you may prefer to use these data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to model name.txt. For example, the GM1LIN model saves
parameters to a gm1lin.txt file and GM7CLIN saves its parameters to a gm7clin.txt file. You can change the file name
for each model instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Arrangement and numbering of layers:
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1. Total number of layers cannot exceed 30.

2. Conductors are assumed located on top of dielectric layers.

3. The number of dielectric layers must include only those layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers
are enumerated from top to bottom. Note that if the Cover parameter is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic Box" the
topmost layer adjacent to the cover is excluded from the count; likewise, if the substrate Gnd parameter is set to
"Suspended Substrate," the bottom air layer is not included in the count. For example, for a simple suspended (covered
or uncovered) substrate you must set N=1. Nevertheless, conductors that extend downwards into the bottom air layer
belong to layer N+1 and the corresponding CLn parameter must be set to N+1 (in the case of a simple suspended
substrate, to 2). Layer number 0 might be displayed in error messages (when a substrate is covered and the thickness
of conductors on top of layer #1 exceeds 95% of the thickness of the layer located above layer #1), this message refers
to this "undercover" layer as layer #0.

Conductor numbering and disposition:

• Conductors are numbered from left to right in each layer first; after completion, numbering in the upper layer continues
in the next layer (see the "Topology" section).

The arrangement in the first figure in the "Topology" section is an example. This model implies that all conductors in
layer 1 are numbered from left to right as 1 and 2; a single conductor on layer 2 is number 3; conductors on layer 3
are numbered 4 and 5; conductor on layer 4 is 6. The CLn and Offn parameters must be arranged in corresponding
order, that is, CL1 = 1, CL2 = 1 (two conductors on layer 1), CL3 = 2 (one conductor on layer 2) , CL4 =3, CL5 =3
(two conductors on layer 3), CL6 = 4 (one conductor on layer 4). The suggested numbering scheme is mandatory;
wrong numbering causes errors.

• The numbering of conductors displayed in error messages may vary. Note that the conductor number in messages
such as "Offset of conductor 3 must be greater than zero" is always the conductor order number according to the
numbering above. Certain error messages, however, that mention layer number refer to the relative conductor number
on the corresponding layer. For example, the message "Thickness of strip #1 on layer #6 exceeds 95% of thickness
of layer #5" implies that the leftmost strip (#1 on layer 6) on the dielectric layer 6 is almost as thick as the upper
adjacent layer 5.

Thickness of conductors:

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). A
negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate. You supply the conductor thickness for
each layer that may carry conductors (see the description of the T parameter in GMSUB). It is implied that all conductors
located on top of the same dielectric layer have the same thickness. Use caution when setting fictitious thicknesses
for layers that do not actually carry conductors. Excessive thickness may cause an error message if it exceeds 95% of
the thickness of the adjacent dielectric layer. As a precaution you may set these thicknesses to zero.

If the substrate is suspended, the (N+1)th entry of thicknesses vector T (see the substrate parameters) refers to conductors
that are expected to be arranged over the bottom surface of layer N. These conductors actually belong to layer N+1. This
model automatically assigns a negative thickness to these conductors, so they extend downward from the bottom surface
of the substrate and are recessed into air layer N+1 (see conductor 6 in the "Topology" section).

Conductor offsets and side walls:

• The Offs1 and Offs2 parameters have a reference plane located at the left edge of the left-most conductor (see the
"Topology" section where the second figure shows four conductors confined in a metallic enclosure ). In this setup,
conductor #3 is the left-most one, thus you should set Offs3 to zero. The position of the reference plane can be described
as X=0, defining X as a horizontal axis looking to the right and originating at the left edge of the left-most conductor
#3. All offsets must be referenced to position X=0.
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• If the GMSUB Cover parameter is set to "Metallic Box", conductors and substrate are confined within a metallic
enclosure. The top cover is placed at the distance HC (a GMSUB parameter) above dielectric layer #1, and the bottom
ground plane is always present (as defined by the GMSUB Gnd and HB parameters).

• The left side wall, in terms of coordinate X, is located at X=-SW. The right side wall is offset by the distance SW from
the right edge of the rightmost conductor #4 and is located at X=Offs4+W4+SW. This disposition provides symmetrical
placement of conductor setup between the side walls of the enclosure.

Other restrictions:

1. GMnCLIN implies that Rho is identical across the conductor layers.

2. Surface roughness Rgh (specified in substrate GMSUB) is also identical across the conductor layers. Rgh should not
exceed half of the conductor thickness. If this occurs GMnCLIN issues a warning.

3. The Accuracy parameter (Acc) is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
increase in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

4. The Offn parameter has an upper limit. If any pair of conductors' Offn/W ratio (W is the largest width in the pair)
exceeds 200, GMnCLIN issues a warning.

Implementation Details

• GMnCLIN implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It computes matrices of
per-unit-length RLGC parameters and uses them to evaluate circuit parameters of coupled lines.

• This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included (in part of
frequency-dependence of output parameters due to the presence of frequency-dependent losses).

• Evaluation of the surface roughness impact is based on the improved Hammerstad formula [3],[4].

Recommendations for Use

Primary RLGC parameters as well as characteristic line parameters might be of interest to a circuit designer; however,
Microwave Office coupled line models do not provide this information explicitly. GMnCLIN models accommodate a
unique opportunity to obtain exhaustive information about the values of line parameters at any frequency from the
operational frequency range. Because GMnCLIN can be configured to represent any EM Quasi-Static model of coupled
lines (except MM2LIN which allows conductive substrate) you may also use it as a means of extracting additional
information not available directly from such models as MnCLIN, SnCLIN, SBCPL, MEM2LIN, SEM2LIN etc. See
GMSUB for examples of implementation of commonly used single layer configurations.

For GM2CLINmodels only: C- and P-modes propagating in two coupled lines might swap their places at certain frequency
points. This swap displays as an abrupt change in the curves representing the measurements based on a text file generated
by the GM2CLIN model. This problem is handled in the model by checking the abrupt "steps" in frequency dependence
of Re (Rc) and swapping modes back. Unfortunately, if two adjacent frequency points are way off, the values of Re(Rc)
may differ more than 40% (the threshold that is hardcoded in the model) and unwanted swap may occur resulting in dips
on smooth curves (usually occurring at relatively low frequencies). To remove these dips, simply make the frequency
mesh finer in their vicinity.

The following is an example of two configurations of a microstrip broadside coupler:

Configuration #1. Metal traces are printed and etched separately on the top sides of sheets made of top and bottom
dielectric materials; the bottom metal extends upward.
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W1

W2

1
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4

GM2CLIN
ID=TL1
W1=1.1 mm
W2=0.6 mm
Offs1=0 mm
Offs2=0.25 mm
CL1=1
CL2=2
L=30 mm
Acc=1
F0=1 GHz

GMSUB
N=2
Er={ 3.38,4.2 }
Tand={ 0.002,0.002 }
H={ 0.2,0.8 } mm
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=1 mm
HB=1 mm
T={ 0.03,0.03 } mm
Rho=1
Cover=No Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB1

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm

Configuration #2. Metal traces are printed and etched on both sides of a sheet of top dielectric; this dielectric was installed
on top of the bottom dielectric; the bottom metal extends downward.

W1

W2

1
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3

4

GM2CLIN
ID=TL1
W1=1.1 mm
W2=0.6 mm
Offs1=0 mm
Offs2=0.25 mm
CL1=1
CL2=2
L=30 mm
Acc=1
F0=1 GHz

GMSUB
N=2
Er={ 3.38,4.2 }
Tand={ 0.002,0.002 }
H={ 0.2,0.8 } mm
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=1 mm
HB=1 mm
T={ 0.03,-0.03 } mm
Rho=1
Cover=No Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB1

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT
P=4
Z=50 Ohm
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The second configuration differs from the first only by the sign of the second entry of vector T (a GMSUB parameter).

The following is a more sophisticated implementation of a multilayer dielectric stack:

Configuration #1. This configuration looks like the configuration in the previous example. Both conductors "float" into
the homogeneous dielectric; the dielectric is broken into three layers to provide a specified arrangement of conductors.

GMSUB

Name=
Gnd=

Cover=
Rho=

T=
HB=
HC=

TandC=
ErC=
H=

Tand=
Er=
N=

GMSUB2
Grounded substrate
No Cover
1
{T1,T1,T2} um
200 um
200 um
0
1
{H1,H2,H3} um
{ 0,0,0 }
{Er1,Er1,Er1}
3

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

GM2CLIN

F0=
Acc=

L=
CL2=
CL1=

Offs2=
Offs1=
W2=
W1=
ID=

1 GHz
1
1000 um
3
2
0 um
(W2-W1)/2 um
W2 um
W1 um
TL2

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
1

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
2

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
3

PORT

Z=
P=

50 Ohm
4

W2=100

Er1=3.4

W1=100

Er2=2.5

H2=100
H1=100

HN1=20.
HN2=20

T1=5
T2=5

H3=100

H1

H2

H3

W1

W2

T1

T2

Layer #1

Layer #2

Layer #3

1r

1r

1r

ε

ε

ε

Configuration #2. This configuration is an update of configuration #1 of this example. It appeared necessary to place
additional dielectric layers made of different material (for example, glue or resin) on top of each conductor. The distances
H1, H2, and H3 must remain the same. The problem that arises if you try to place these additional layers is that you
cannot merely arrange a layer on top of a metal conductor, because a metal cannot occupy vertically more than 95% of
a layer thickness into which it protrudes. GMnCLIN issues an error message because the modeling algorithm allows
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only a single horizontal edge of a conductor to coincide or to be in the immediate vicinity of the boundary between
dielectrics. To work around this problem you need to rework the layout and create one which applies negative thickness
to both conductors. The following figures show how you might implement this workaround. Note how the components
of vectors H and T are specified in terms of layer and conductors thickness.
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GM2CLIN

F0=
Acc=
L=

CL2=
CL1=
Offs2=
Offs1=
W2=
W1=
ID=

1 GHz
1
1000 um
5
3
0 um
(W2-W1)/2 um
W2 um
W1 um
TL2

GMSUB

Name=
Gnd=

Cover=
Rho=

T=
HB=
HC=

TandC=
ErC=
H=

Tand=
Er=
N=

GMSUB1
Grounded substrate
No Cover
1
{T1,0,-T1,0,-T2} um
200 um
200 um
0
1
{H1-T1-HN1,HN1,H2-T2-HN2+T1,HN2,H3+T2} um
{ 0,0,0,0,0 }
{Er1,Er2,Er1,Er2,Er1}
5
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4

W2=100
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W1=100

Er2=2.5

H2=100
H1=100
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T2=5
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ε
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NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small when compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably increase. You should avoid large ratios for SW/Hstack and HC/Hstack (Hstack is the total height of a dielectric
stack plus optional HC and HB) with GFMnCLIN and GMCLIN models due to a possible reduction in accuracy. You
should not set these ratios above 30-40.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text file: If a project that reads saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different fromGHz, ohm, henry or siemens you may need to scale input values manually.

Layout

The project LPF must contain some structures with predefined names for each dielectric layer populated with conductors
(note that every conductor has the number of the assigned dielectric layer specified in the respective CLn parameter,
where n is the conductor number). Structure names must be based on the template ML_LINE_X, where X is equal to
the number of the dielectric layer. All conductors that belong to layer X are comprised of material layers described in
ML_LINE_X.
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For example, if GMCLIN defines seven conductors, substrate GMSUB defines eight dielectric layers, and conductors
are distributed over dielectric layers in accordance with the following table:

CL valueConductor #
11
22
33
34
35
66
67

From the table you see that conductor #1 sits on dielectric layer #1, conductor #2 sits on dielectric layer #2, conductors
#3, #4, and #5 are on layer #3, and conductors #6 and #7 sit on layer #6. This arrangement indicates that only layers #1,
2, 3, and 6 are populated with conductors and you need to specify structures ML_LINE_1, ML_LINE_2, ML_LINE_3,
and ML_LINE_6.

If the structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to each conductor #n the linetype index equal to the value of the corresponding
parameter CLn, that is equal to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to conductor #n. Therefore, the LPF file must
contain linetypes definitions for each dielectric layer and they must be listed in the same order as the dielectric layers
from the top to the bottom of the dielectric stack.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2] R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.

[3] E.O. Hammerstad (edited by F. Bekkadal), Microstrip handbook,Trondheim: Norwegian Institute of Technology,
1985

[4] S.P. Morgan, Jr., "Effects of surface roughness on eddy current losses at microwave frequencies," J. Appl. Phys.,
vol. 20, 1949, pp. 352-362
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Lange Coupler Manifold (Static Solution): LMAN

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

LMAN models transitions (metal manifolds) between microstrip feeding lines and the body of a Lange coupler. LMAN
is intended for use in conjunction with theMLANGE2 (Microstrip Lange Coupler, EMQuasi-Static) element. The layout
of the two models match.

Equivalent Circuit

1 2

3 4

L L

L L

C

C

Ccoup
To feeds To Lange
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Topology

WL WL

Manifold

JumperW S

S

Edge
WM WM

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XV1TextElement IDID
4ScalarNumber of Lange coupler fingersN
WaLengthLange coupler finger widthW
WaLengthSpacing between Lange coupler fingersS
WaLengthWidth of feeding microstrip lineWL
WaLengthWidth of manifold side attached to Lange couplerWM
MSUBbTextSubstrate DefinitionMSUB
0LengthHeight of manifold edge (layout parameter only)Edge

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Parameter Details

N, W, S. These parameters are used to calculate the size of the manifold side attached to the Lange coupler. They are
also used in the layout cell to calculate the positions of faces that provide connection to Lange fingers (see the "Topology"
section).

Edge. The electrical model does not use this parameter. This parameter is set in Layout View only. To set the Edge,
right-click the LMAN shape in the Layout View, choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then
click the Parameters tab. Set the Edge to the desired value.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Parameter N must be even and within range 4≤N≤16.

2. Parameter WL must be equal to the width of the microstrip line attached to the manifold.

3. Parameter WM defines the side of the manifold attached to the Lange coupler. WM must be big enough to provide a
connection to all fingers attached to the manifold (see the "Topology" section). The minimal value of WM is equal
to WMmin = 2[N/4](W+S)+Wwhere [] is the integer. If WM<WMmin, then the model sets WM=WMmin and issues
a warning.

Implementation Details

Capacitances C, Ccoup, and inductance L (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section) are evaluated usingMethod ofMoments.
Implementation is based on a static Green's function technique in conjunction with approximation of Green's function
in the spectral domain. Polarization and conductive losses are not included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several manifolds, cache is implemented for this model.
During the first evaluation of schematic capacitances for each manifold, instances are stored in memory cache and saved
to the hard drive. Each manifold model in every new schematic/project checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate manifolds copy the manifold capacitances from memory cache, saving substantial recalculation time.

LMAN assumes that both parts of the manifold have a triangular shape. Setting the Edge parameter to a nonzero value
modifies the manifold shape in layout, but has no effect on calculated electrical parameters. The layout cell sets the
maximum limit on the value of Edge at WL/2.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

LMAN is intended for use in conjunction withMLANGE2. LMANprovides a layout matching the layout ofMLANGE2.

The implementation of this element relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to an increase in simulation
time for schematics that employ many differing instances of LMAN.
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2 Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static): M2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor 1 width - Nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 1 width - Nodes 2&&4W2
WaLengthGap width 1&&2S
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two edge coupled microstrip lines.

The parameters W1, W2 (strip widths), S (gap between strips), and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default
length units.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1≤Acc≤10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater
than 10 it sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy of model
parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time. As a rule of
thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter MSUB specifies the microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of
the transmission line. If blank, a default is used.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Asymmetric Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (Closed Form): MACLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor 1 width - nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width = nodes 2&&4W2
40 umLengthGap width conductors 1&&2S
LaLengthPhysical lengthL
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two edge coupled asymmetrical microstrip lines.

The parameters W1, W2 (strip widths), S (gap between strips), and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default
length units. The parameter MSUB specifies the microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used.

NOTE:

This model has two implementations: basic implementation andmodified implementation. Basic implementation provides
frequency-dependent behavior that matches reference [1]; unfortunately, formulation [1] is not very good in low frequency
and DC region. Modified implementation improves low frequency and DC behavior but demonstrates frequency behavior
somehow different from those of basic implementation at frequencies below 10 GHz. For example, model may
underestimate total loss if dielectric loss substantially exceeds conductor loss. MACLIN is not intended for modeling
substrates with very large loss tangents (say, above 0.02): Loss of this magnitude should be modeled by EMQuasi-Static
models.

How to switch between implementations

Right-click on schematic that contain MCLIN model(s), select Options from pull-down menu, than select Modeling
Options tab, go to pull-down list "Model compatibility version".

To set all MCLIN models in this schematic to basic implementation select Version 5.53 from pull-down list.
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To set all MCLINmodels in this schematic to modified implementation select Version 6.0 or Version 6.5 from pull-down
list.

Note that switch also affects MCLIN, MCFIL, SCLIN.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Modified implementation of MACLIN better works in time-domain than basic implementation; however, in critical
time-domain designs EM Quasi-Static models like GM2CLIN are preferable.

References

[1] R.Mongia, I.Bahl, and P.Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits. Boston: Artech House, 1999, ch.4.

[2] P.K. Ikalainen and G.L. Matthaei, "Wideband, Forward-Coupling Microstrip Hybrids With High Directivity," IEEE
Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-35, Aug. 1987, pp. 719-725
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form): MBEND

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Bend Mitered 90deg (EM Based) (MBEND90X) element
if ANG is set to "90 Deg", otherwise it is replaced by the Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed
Form) (MBENDA) element.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

180°-ANG

L

Parameters

MBEND$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of bendANG
0Miter sizeM
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
reference planes for the nodes are indicated by the dashed lines. The width of the line at both nodes is given by W. The
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amount of bend is given by ANG. The bend is mitered according to M, defined as M = x/d with the dimensions related
by

d − x = 2 ·W · (1 − M)

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1] B. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Handbook, p. 294,1991.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend Mitered 50% Mitered 90deg Bend (Closed Form):
MBEND2

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Bend Mitered 90deg (EM Based) (MBEND90X) or
Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form) (MBENDA) element.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
reference planes for the nodes are indicated by the dashed lines. The width of the line at both nodes is given by W. The
right-angle bend is 50% mitered, that is, chamfered so that line of cut has 45 degrees skew.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1]M.Kirschning, R.H.Jansen, andN.H.L.Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling ofmicrostrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE Microwave Theory Tech. Symp. Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered 90deg (Closed Form): MBEND3

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Bend Mitered 90deg (EM Based) (MBEND90X) or
Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form) (MBENDA) element.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

L

Parameters

MBEND3$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
reference planes for the nodes are indicated by the dashed lines. The width of the line at both nodes is given by W. The
right-angle bend is optimally mitered, with the dimensions related by
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L
W = 2 · (1.04 + 1.3ε−1.35wb)

d − x = 2 ·w − L2

with the following restrictions

W
b ≥ 25

εr ≤ 25

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1] B. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Handbook, p. 291,1991.
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Microstrip Bend Mitered 90deg (EM Based): MBEND90X

Symbol

Topology

1W

2

d

x

L

Parameter

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
0Miter fraction (0-0.9)M
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. The intelligent version of this model automatically assumes this width is equal to the attached models at that node.
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Implementation Details

This model implements an X-model of theMicrostrip 90xMitered Bend. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models,
see “Schematics and System Diagrams”. This model does not include the effects of dielectric, conductor or radiation
losses.

The bend is mitered according to M, defined as M = x/d with the dimensions related by

d − x = 2 ·w · (1 − M)

When M < 0.5, the reference planes of the bend touch at the inside corner. However, when M > 0.5, these planes are
pushed away from the corner, as shown in the previous figure. The distance between the inside corner of the bend and
its reference planes will be zero, unless M > 0.5, in which case it is

w · ((2 ·M) − 1)

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

ErNom ≤ 16.0; Recommended0.25 ≤ W/H ≤ 8 Recommended
ErNom ≥ 1 ; Required0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax

a Recommended
(100*|ErNom-ErNom|)/ErNom ≤ 10; Recommended0 ≤ M ≤ 0.99 Required
(100*|ErNom-ErNom|)/ErNom ≤ 20; RequiredM ≤ 0.90 Recommended

aFmax(3)= The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity.

Fmax dynamic frequency limit is displayed to the user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Importantly, this recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a
given substrate definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency Limitations”
for more information.

In this table, H and ErNom are MSUB parameters.
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Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

This model was developed under research performed at CadenceDesign Systems, Inc. and the details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form): MBENDA

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

MBENDA$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

Miter (M) is computed as a function of Angle and W/H.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of bendANG
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Restrictions

0 ≤ ANG ≤ 120 Recommended

T/W ≤ 0.1 Recommended

W/H ≥ 0.25 Required

ωr ≤ 16.0 Recommended
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1 ≤ ωr Required

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an optimum Miter of an arbitrary angled bend in the Microstrip signal conductor. The
model assumes a Quasi TEMmode of propagation matched to aMicrostrip line of width (W) and incorporates the effects
of dielectric and conductive losses. The basis of the model is a curve fit of experimentally determined optimum miters
at specific angles within the specified range. At this time, the optimal miter percentage must be interpolated from the
following table. The parameter W (Strip Width) is a dimension entered in the default length units. The parameter MSUB
specifies the Microstrip Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line.
M = 100 (x/d)

120 Deg90 Deg60 Deg30 Deg0 DegW/H
98%75%45%12%0%0.5
92%63%41%19%0%1.0
79%56%31%7%0%2.0

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

Wadell, Brian C. "Transmission Line Design Handbook" Artech House 1991, pp. 294-296
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend Unmitered 90deg (Closed Form): MBENDR

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Bend Mitered 90deg (EM Based) (MBEND90X) or
Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form) (MBENDA) element.

Topology

1W

2

Parameters

MBENDR$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
reference planes for the nodes are indicated by the dashed lines. The width of the line at both nodes is given by W. The
right-angle bend is not mitered.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1] B. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Handbook, p. 289,1991.
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Microstrip Bend, Unmitered 90deg, UnequalWidths (EMBased): MBENDRWX

Symbol

Summary

MBENDRWX models an umitered right bend of microstrip. Lines connected to MBENDRWX may have different
widths.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” .

This model does not include the effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that the conductor thickness
is zero.

MBENDRWX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with
the following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user specified; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1
2

W1

W2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ Port 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ Port 2W2
Seeb,cTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Conductors widths are independent parameters.

MSUB. Substrate parameters are listed in the description of the MSUB model.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MBENDRWX implies that the ratio Wmax/H lies within a predefined range of 0.25 ≤ Wmax/H ≤ 8 and the ratio
Wmin/H lies within a predefined range of 0.2 ≤ Wmin/Wmax ≤ 1 (H is substrate thickness, Wmax = max(W1,W2),
Wmin =min(W1,W2)). Also, model implies thatWmin/H ≥ 0.005 . Outside of these ranges, MBENDRWX extrapolates
output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Bend is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to the ports are located as shown in
Topology.

3. Nominal dielectric constant ErNom is fixed parameter. Cadence®MicrowaveOffice® software provides pre-generated
(pre-filled) tables for a several typical values of MBENDRWX fixed parameter. Changes to any fixed parameter may
start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. Changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not
instigate the tables filling because MBENDRWX always implies that Tand=0 and Rho=1.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate MSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for a substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. You should allow several
hours (the actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Microstrip Branch-Line Coupler (Aggregate): MBLCOUP

Symbol

C/L

1

2

3

4

Summary

MBLCOUP models microstrip branch-line coupler (90o hybrid). Model is a general one, i.e. it allows arbitrary lengths
and widths of feeding lines as well as of series and shunt arms.

Topology

1

2

3

4

W1 W2
W4

W3 W5

L1

2

2
L 3

2
L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at ports 1 and 2W1
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at port 3 and 4W2
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1 and 2W3
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1,3 and 2,4W4
WaLengthWidth of the Iine connecting ports 3 and 4W5
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 1,3 and 2,4L1
LaLengthLength of the Line connecting ports 1 and 2L2
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 3 and 4L3
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

L1. Series arm connecting ports 1,3 and series arm connecting ports 2,4 have the same length L1.

L2. Full length of shunt arm connecting ports 1 and 2.

L3. Full length of shunt arm connecting ports 3 and 4.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MBLCOUP uses MLIN and MSTEP (microstrip line and microstrip step of width) models, so all limitations of these
models are applicable to MBLCOUP.

2. For equal split 3 dB coupler (equal power split and 90 0 phase shift between ports 3 and 4):

W1=W2=W3=W5;

L1=L2=L3=λeff/4; (quarter of effective wavelength)

W4 provides characteristic impedance of series branches equal to 1/√2 times characteristic impedance of feeding
lines.

3. Branch-line coupler with L2=L3 and L2≠L3 may provide more feasible design (see Reference [2]).

Implementation Details

MBLCOUP implies that coupler is mirror symmetrical relative to horizontal axis (see Topology).

Recommendations for Use

Feeding lines at ports may have different characteristic impedances. This is provided by proper choice of width parameters
W1, W2 (see Topology).

To ensure specified power split, matching, isolation and phase shift between branched lines parameters may be derived
in accordance with the recommendations in References [1], [2]. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice
or use them for circuit optimization.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Mongia, R., Bahl,I.J. and Bhartia P., RF and microwave coupled-line couplers, Artech House Inc., Norwood, MA,
1999, pp. 243-247
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[2] Toker, C., Saglam, M., Ozme, M. and Gunalp, N.,"Branch-Line Couplers Using Unequal Line Lengths," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-49, April 2001, pp. 718-721
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Coupled Microstrip Line Section for Filters (Closed Form): MCFIL

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextDevice IDID
WaLengthConductor widthsW
40 umLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. This is
a non-floating line. This is a coupled line model with the end effect included for the open ended line. One side of each
coupled line is the ground plane.

W is the width of the line (the widths of the two lines must be the same), S is the width of the gap between the lines, and
L is the physical length (in length units, not the electrical length in degrees).

This model is most accurate in the following ranges (where H is the substrate thickness):

0.1 < W/H < 10

0.1 < S/H < 10

1 < εr < 18

Outside these ranges, the accuracy degrades gracefully, and the results may still be useful. Therefore, no error message
is displayed if these limits are exceeded.

NOTE:

This model has two implementations: basic and modified. Basic implementation provides frequency-dependent behavior
that matches reference [1]; unfortunately, formulation [1] is not very good at low frequency and DC region. Modified
implementation improves low frequency and DC behavior but demonstrates frequency behavior somehow different from
those of basic implementation at frequencies below 10 GHz. For example, the model may underestimate total loss if
dielectric loss substantially exceeds conductor loss. MCFIL is not intended for modeling substrates with exorbitant loss
tangents (for example, above 0.02): Loss of this magnitude should be modeled by EM quasi-static models.
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To switch between implementation, right-click the schematic that contains the MCFIL model(s), choose Options, then
on the AWR Sim tab, specify the Model compatibility version.

To set all MCFIL models in this schematic to basic implementation, select Version 5.5.

To set all MCFIL models in this schematic to modified implementation, select Version 6.0 or Version 6.5.

Note that this selection also affects MCLIN, MACLIN, and SCLIN models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Modified implementation of MCFIL is specifically recommended for use in time-domain designs.

Reference

[1]M. Kirschning and R. H. Jansen, "AccurateWide-Range Design Equations for the Frequency-Dependent Characteristic
of Parallel Coupled Microstrip Lines," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-32, p. 83, 1984.

[2] D. Kajfez, Z. Paunovic, and S. Pavlin, "Simplified Design of Lange Coupler," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,
Vol. MTT-26, Oct., 1978, p. 806.

[3] N. Alexopoulos and S. Maas, "Characteristics of Microstrip Directional Couplers on Anisotropic Substrates," IEEE
Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-30, No. 8, pp. 1267-70 (Aug., 1982).
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Circular Microstrip Inductor Without Bridge: MCINDN

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a microstrip round spiral inductor without a bridge. You are free to implement any bridge
model to attach port 2 to an external circuit. This model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances,
capacitances and resistances between all spiral turns.

Topology

R

W

S

1
x

2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSP1TextElement IDID
3.5Number of turns (>=1)NT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
15 umLengthInside radius of innermost turnR
MSUBaTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

NT. This is the number of spiral turns forming an inductor. NT is equal to the number of times the conductor intersects
the axis X (except for the innermost crossing at port 2 - see "Topology") plus the fraction of turn from the last intersection
to port 1. For example, "Topology" displays an inductor with NT=3.5.

R. This is a minimal radius of the inner side of the innermost turn.
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Layout cell NSeg: Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has parameter NSeg (to edit NSeg, select the
corresponding layout cell, right- click it and choose Shape Properties > Parameters). NSeg defines the order of regular
circumscribed polygon that is used to draw the spiral shape. The default value is 64. Larger values of Nseg (up to 6000
allowed) make the contour smoother at the cost of slower drawing. Also, low values of Nseg may cause variation of
dimensions W and S of the drawn spiral. In this case increasing Nseg will allow to obtain accurate representation of
intended design. Note that lower limit of Nseg is 64 and upper limit of Nseg is 6000.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NT should not be less than 1

2. Model accuracy may decline if ratio W/S exceeds 5

3. The inductor size (diameter D0 measured along axis X) may be evaluated as:

D0 = 2R + 2(W + S)NT − 0.5(W + S)

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip inductors, cache is implemented for this
model. During the first evaluation of the schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters for each inductor
instance are stored in the memory cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate
inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

For new projects, you should use layout cell MCINDN2. To do so, select the MCINDN2 layout cell on the Layout tab
of the Element Options dialog box.
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References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2] A.Niknejad, R.Meyer, "Analysis, design, and optimization of spiral inductors and transformers for Si RF IC's" IEEE
Journal of Solid Circuits, vol.33, No 10, 1998, pp. 1470-1481.
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Circular Microstrip Inductor With Strip Bridge (EM Quasi-Static): MCINDS

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a microstrip round spiral inductor with a strip bridge. This model is based on evaluation
of self and mutual inductances, capacitances and resistances between all spiral turns. The bridge conductor crosses the
inductor on its top and is capacitively coupled to all intersected turns.

Topology

R

W

S

1
LB

2

x

WB

AB

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSP1TextElement IDID
3.5Number of turns (>=1)NT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
15 umLengthInside radius of innermost turnR
0 degAngleAngle of bridge departureAB
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
0LengthLength of bridge extension beyond inductorLB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

NT. The number of spiral turns forming the inductor. NT is equal to the number of times the conductor intersects the
axis X (except for the innermost crossing at port 2 - see the "Topology" section) plus the fraction of turn from the last
intersection to port 1. For example, the "Topology" section displays an inductor with NT=3.5.

R. A minimal radius of the inner side of the innermost turn.

AB. Angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of bridge departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90, 180 and
270 values are allowed. A zero angle has a bridge that is parallel to axis X and departs to the axis X positive direction;
a 180-degree bridge departs in the opposite direction. Angle AB is measured counterclockwise. Any intermediate value
of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

LB. The bridge extension length from the outer conductor edge.

HB, EPSB, and TDB. These parameters characterize the dielectric layer that insulates the bridge from the inductor.

Layout cell NSeg. Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has the NSeg parameter (to edit NSeg, select
the corresponding layout cell, right- click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click
the Parameters tab). NSeg defines the order of regular circumscribed polygon that is used to draw the spiral shape. The
default value is 64. Larger values of Nseg (up to 6000 allowed) make the contour smoother at the cost of slower drawing.
Also, low values of Nseg may cause variation of dimensions W and S of the drawn spiral. In this case increasing Nseg
will allow to obtain accurate representation of intended design. Note that lower limit of Nseg is 64 and upper limit of
Nseg is 6000.

Layout cell BrGap (since v7.51). You should select the MCINDS2 layout cell on the Layout tab of the Element Options
dialog box. The layout cell of this model has parameter BrGap (to edit BrGap select the corresponding layout cell,
right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab.) This
parameter is valid only for certain line types, like Plated Metal Line, when the inductor body is comprised of two metals
(top and bottom) connected by a via along all windings, and the bridge is built on the bottom metal. In this case, the
bridge conductor may be short-circuited by windings at the bottom metal level. To avoid this, the layout cell provides a
gap in the bottommetal to allow the bridge to exit from the inductor center untouched. BrGap is a user-defined extension
to the width of this gap (the default is 5 microns). You should use the layout 3D view to check the actual gap width. In
rare cases when parameter W is small and BrGap is relatively large, approximately half of the internal winding may be
stripped of the bottommetal; in this case decreasing BrGap may help to restore the bottommetal back to internal winding.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NT should not be less than 1

2. This model allows an arbitrary value of NT>1, but you should use the integer number of turns plus the integer number
of quarter turns because the layout cell uses NT rounded to a quarter of a turn and the model checks to determine if
the bridge crosses port 1 in the layout (see restriction number 5).

3. Model accuracy may decline if ratio W/S exceeds 5.

4. The inductor size (diameter D0 measured along axis X) may be evaluated as:

D0 = 2R + 2(W + S)NT − 0.5(W + S)
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5. Certain combinations of NT and AB are not allowed after v7.51. This model does not allow the bridge to cross port
1 and changes AB to avoid this crossing (a warning displays and the layout displays the actual bridge position if (and
only if) you select layout cell MCINDS2. To this end, this model rounds NT to a quarter of a turn (just to evaluate the
position of port 1 in the layout, the actual NT stays intact) and makes its choice: If NT=n (n is integer) then AB=0 is
prohibited; if 0 is specified the model sets AB=270. If NT=n+1/2, then AB=180 is prohibited and the model sets
AB=0. If NT=n+1/4, then AB=90 is off limits and the model sets AB=0. If NT=n+3/4, then AB=270 is prohibited
and the model sets AB=0.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip inductors, a cache is implemented for this
model. During the first evaluation of the schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters for each inductor
instance are stored in the memory cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate
inductors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2] A.Niknejad, R.Meyer, "Analysis, design, and optimization of spiral inductors and transformers for Si RF IC's" IEEE
Journal of Solid Circuits, vol.33, No 10, 1998, pp. 1470-1481.
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Symmetric Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (Closed Form): MCLIN

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
40 umLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. This is
a non-floating line. One side of each coupled line is the ground plane.

W is the width of the line (the widths of the two lines must be the same), S is the width of the gap between the lines, and
L is the physical length (i.e., in length units, not the electrical length in degrees).

This model is most accurate in the following ranges (where H is the substrate thickness):

0.1 < W/H < 10

0.1 < S/H < 10

1 < εr < 18

Outside these ranges, the accuracy degrades gracefully, and the results may still be useful. Therefore, no error message
is given if these limits are exceeded.

Important

This model has two implementations: basic implementation andmodified implementation. Basic implementation provides
frequency-dependent behavior that matches reference [1]; unfortunately, formulation [1] is not very good in low frequency
region and at DC. Modified implementation improves low frequency and DC behavior but demonstrates frequency
behavior somehow different from those of basic implementation at frequencies well below 10 GHz: It can underestimate
loss. Usually, difference is small but some loss-critical design like coupled line bandpass filters in 1-2 GHz range may
be too optimistic in passband loss prediction. Also, modified implementation may underestimate total loss if dielectric
loss substantially exceeds conductor loss.
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To switch between implementation, right-click the schematic that contains the MCLIN model(s), choose Options, then
on the AWR Sim tab, specify the Model compatibility version.

To set all MCLIN models in this schematic to basic implementation, select Version 5.5.

To set all MCLIN models in this schematic to modified implementation, select Version 6.0 or Version 6.5.

Note that this selection also affects MACLIN, MCFIL, and SCLIN models.

Circuit Model Synthesis

MCLIN supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value. Note that for coupled lines, you choose between the even and odd modes for synthesis targets.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Basic implementation is recommended for frequency-domain applications.

Modified implementation is recommended for time-domain applications.
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MCLIN (both implementations) is not intended for modeling substrates with very large loss tangents (say, above 0.02):
Loss of this magnitude should be modeled by EM Quasi-Static models (M2CLIN, GM2CLIN).

In critical frequency-domain and time-domain applications EM Quasi-Static models like M2CLIN or GM2CLIN are
preferable.

Reference

[1]M. Kirschning and R. H. Jansen, "AccurateWide-Range Design Equations for the Frequency-Dependent Characteristic
of Parallel Coupled Microstrip Lines," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-32, p. 83, 1984.
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Microstrip Cross - Junction (Closed Form): MCROSS

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Topology
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Parameters

MCROSS$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 3W3
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 4W4
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

A junction of four microstrip lines. The reference planes for the junction are the ends of the respective lines; that is, the
reference plane at any node is the side of the widest of the lines connected to that node. MSUB indicates the name of the
MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model does not provide rotation symmetry of results; it is fully symmetrical relative to the axis connecting terminals
2 and 4. A higher degree of accuracy may be reached using the MCROSS2 or MCROSSX models.

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.
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Microstrip Cross - Junction (Closed Form): MCROSS2

Symbol
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Topology

1 3

4

W4

W3W1

2
W2

Equivalent Circuit

IND
ID=L1

IND
ID=L2

IND
ID=L3

IND
ID=L4

IND
ID=L5

CAP
ID=C1

CAP
ID=C2

CAP
ID=C3

CAP
ID=C4

PORT
P=1

PORT
P=2

PORT
P=3

PORT
P=4

Parameters

MCROSS2$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 3W3
WaLengthConductor width @ Node 4W4
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Where Wx is W1, W2, W3, or W4:

• Error Limits

• Wx > 0

• T > 0

• H > 0

• Er <= 50

• Warning Limits

• 0.02 <= Wx/H <= 8.0

Implementation Details

A junction of four microstrip lines. The reference planes for the junction are the ends of the respective lines; that is, the
reference plane at any node is the side of the widest of the lines connected to that node. MSUB indicates the name of the
MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] K. C. Gupta, R. Garg, I. J. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, Microstrip Lines and Slotlines, 2nd ed., Artech House, Mass., 1996.
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Microstrip Cross Junction (Closed Form): MCROSSX

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Topology

W1W1

W4

W2

Port 1
Ref Plane

Port 2
Ref Plane

Port 3
Ref Plane

Port 4
Ref Plane

Parameters

MCROSSX$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node1&3W1
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 2W2

LengthConductor Width @ Node 3 (layout only)*W3
W1aLengthConductor Width @ Node 4W4
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0IntegerAutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

The intelligent version of this model automatically assumes these widths are equal to the attached models at that node.

Implementation Details

This model implements an X-model of the microstrip Cross-junction. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models
see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”. This model does not include the effects of dielectric, conductor or radiation
losses, nor does it account for the effect of conductor thickness. Further, this model assumes that the widths at Port 1
and 3 are equal to W1.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

W1, W2, W4 and FrequencyIndependent Parameters:
MSUB H- Substrate HeightScalable Parameters:
MSUB Er NominalFixed Parameters:
ErStatistical Parameters:

εr nominal ≤ 16.0 Recommended0.25 ≤ Wwidest/H ≤ 4 Required
1 ≤ εr nominal Required0.25 ≤ Wothers/Wwidest ≤ 1
(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 10% Recommended0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax Recommended
(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 20% Required

Wwidest = The largest dimension of W1, W2, and W4

Wothers = W1,W2, and W4 excluding Wwidest
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FWmax=The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity. This dynamic
frequency limit is displayed to the user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use. Importantly, this
recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given substrate
definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the discontinuity is
approaching the frequencywheremultiplemodes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency Limitations” for more information.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

Thismodel was developed under research performed at CadenceDesign Systems, Inc., and the details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Meander Microstrip Line with Radiused Corners: MCTRACE

Symbol

Summary

The MCTRACE element is a microstrip line that can be routed by graphically editing the element in the layout view.
The model of the element is constructed by cascading curved microstrip bends (implemented either as MCURVE or
MCURVE2) and microstrip lines (MLIN). You can specify what implementation of curved bend is used.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthCalculated center line lengthL
RadaLengthRadius of curvature of centerlineR
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
Changed in LayoutLengthBend position array*DB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Changed in LayoutAngleBend angle array (degrees)*RB
"Closed Form"Switch between curved bend implementations: "Closed

Form"/"EM Based"
BImp

1Number of higher modes. Effective if BImp="EM Based"NHM
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NHM. The number of higher modes accounted for in the equivalent model of curved waveguide with magnetic walls
(see MCURVE2).

R. ("Topology" denotes it as Rad) A radius of the conductor centerline (the conductor is located symmetrically between
the arcs of the internal radius R-W/2 and the external radius R+W/2).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The internal radius of the curved bend (R-W/2) should not be less than or equal to zero, so the model disallows setting
the radius as R <=W/2.

2. If BImp="EMBased" then for the NHMparameter, MCTRACE accepts values in the range of 0≤NHM≤10. Generally,
the default value of NHM=1 provides reasonable accuracy and a short computation. To improve accuracy, you may
increase NHM to 3 at the expense of a longer computation. NHM >3 is not recommended due to the increased
computational time without a gain in accuracy.

3. If BImp="EMBased" then for certain combinations of conductor widthW and evaluation frequency, model may issue
a warning: "EM Based curved bend model selected. Model operates above higher-mode cutoff frequency. Simulation
results may be wrong in this region." To eliminate this message, you should reduce the upper limit of the frequency
sweep.

4. For large values of R, MTRACE provides results consistent with a stretch of straight microstrip line of equal length;
however, very large values of R are not recommended. This model limits the ratio R/W to 500.

5. If L < 2*DB or DB < 2*R, then the internal radius of the curved bend shrinks to be able to fit between the two straight
segments of the MCTRACE.

Implementation Details

If BImp="Closed Form" curved bend is modeled as a section of straight microstrip line with corrected length (similar to
MCURVE).

If BImp="EMBased" curved bend is modeled as a section of curved rectangular waveguide with magnetic walls (similar
to MCURVE2).

In general, graphical editing of MCTRACE is done using mouse commands and is exactly the same as MTRACE2.
Double-clicking the element activates the blue grab diamonds used for manipulating the bends and lines.

One significant difference is noticeable when altering theMCTRACE element compared toMTRACE2. ForMCTRACE,
the model parameter, L, is altered when graphically altering the trace, such as adding or changing bends. In practice, the
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layout length (defined as follows) remains constant during these operations, while the center line length (parameter L)
changes due to the shortening effect caused by the introducing or modifying curves.

Layout Length

Centerline Length (L)

MCTRACE
Element

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: If BImp="EM Based" NHM >3 may result in a longer computation and is generally not recommended.

References

[1] Weisshaar, A., Tripathi, V.K. "Perturbation Analysis and Modeling of Curved Microstrip Bends," IEEE Trans. on
MTT, Vol. 38, No. 10, October 1990, pp.1449-1454.

[2] Levin, L. et al, Electromagnetic waves and curved structures, London: Peter Peregrinus Ltd, 1977.

[3] Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures, Ed. by T. Itoh, New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 1989, Chapter 7.
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Microstrip Radiused Corner (Closed Form): MCURVE

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

MCURVE$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
40 umaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegaAngleAngle of bendANG
50 umLengthRadius of curvature to centerlineR
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
reference planes for the nodes are indicated by the dashed lines. The width of the line at both nodes is given by W. The
amount of bend is given by ANG.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.
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3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] B. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Handbook, p. 297,1991.
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Curved Microstrip Bend (EM Mode-Matching): MCURVE2

Symbol

Summary

MCURVE2 models a stretch of microstrip line curved along a circular arc. Modeling is based on a mode matching
technique that provides better accuracy than the MCURVE model, although at the expense of a longer computation.

MCURVE2$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, and their advantages and limitations.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 degAngleAngle of bendANG
LaLengthRadius of curvature to centerlineR
1Number of higher modesNHM
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

Parameter Details

NHM. The number of higher modes accounted for in the equivalent model of curved waveguide with magnetic walls.

R. ("Topology" denotes it as Rad) A radius of the conductor centerline (the conductor is located symmetrically between
the arcs of the internal radius R-W/2 and the external radius R+W/2).
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. To avoid a decrease in accuracy, radius R should not be less than conductor width W, so MCURVE2 issues a warning
if R <=W.

2. For the NHM parameter, MCURVE2 accepts values in the range of 0 ≤ NHM ≤ 10 . Generally, the default value of
NHM=1 provides reasonable accuracy and a short computation. To improve accuracy, you may increase NHM to 3
at the expense of a longer computation. NHM>3 is not recommended due to the increased computational time without
a gain in accuracy.

3. For certain combinations of conductor width W and evaluation frequency model may issue a warning: "MCURVE2
operates above the higher-mode cutoff frequency. Simulation results may be wrong in this region." To eliminate this
message, you should reduce the upper limit of the evaluation frequency range.

4. MCURVE2may lose accuracy if curvature of bend is too big, that is, ratio R/W is too small. Best accuracy is achieved
if R/W ≥ 2.

5. For large values of R, MCURVE2 provides results consistent with a stretch of straight microstrip line of equal length;
however, very large values of R are not recommended. This model limits the ratio R/W to 500.

Implementation Details

This model was implemented after publications [1] and [2]. Two fundamental approximations are used:

• Propagation in the microstrip line is modeled as propagation in a rectangular waveguide with lateral magnetic walls
(see the advantages and limitations of this method in [3].)

• The perturbation technique is applied to obtain modes of curved rectangular waveguide (see [2]).

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: NHM >3 results in a long computation and generally is not recommended

References

[1] Weisshaar, A., Tripathi, V.K. "Perturbation Analysis and Modeling of Curved Microstrip Bends," IEEE Trans. on
MTT, Vol. 38, No. 10, October 1990, pp.1449-1454.

[2] Levin, L. et al, Electromagnetic waves and curved structures, London: Peter Peregrinus Ltd, 1977.
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[3] Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures, Ed. by T. Itoh, New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 1989, Chapter 7.
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Multitrace Curved Coupled Microstrip Bend (Average-potential Method):
MCURVEN

Symbol

R1

R2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MCURVENmodels a set of short coupled microstrip lines curved along circular arcs. Each microstrip arc is approximated
by a set of thin straight segments and an RLGC network is built using the Average-potential technique in conjunction
with the approximation of static Green's functions. The RLGC network represents coupling between all curved microstrip
lines and accounts for resistive and dielectric losses.

MCURVEN is a dynamic or scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as input so the model and its schematic symbol
expands/shrinks as the number of lines increases/decreases.
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Topology

Port 4Port 5Port 6

S1

S2

RN W3
W2

W1

Port 2

Port 3

ANG

Port 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
1ScalarNumber of conductorsN
90 degAngleAngle of bendANG
30 micronsLengthMinimal trace radiusRN
6ScalarNumber of straight segments per conductorNseg
MSUBaTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
10 micronLengthWidth of conductor # iWi, i=1..N
20 micronLengthSpacing between edges of conductors # i and #i+1Si, i=1..N-1

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

Parameter Details

RN. Radius of the internal conductor (minimal length) centerline. Conductors are numbered from external conductor
down to internal.

Si. Spacing between adjacent edges of the conductor #i and conductor #i+1. Note that spacing (like conductors) are
numbered from external conductor down to internal.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Conductors should not overlap; ensure that Si> 0 is always true.

2. MCURVEN may lose accuracy if the bend is too tight or the conductor width is too big. This model targets bends,
not buses, and is recommended for modeling narrow and relatively short curved traces, for example 2<R/W<10, so
it is not as accurate when R/W>10.

Implementation Details

• Each curve is represented by a set of Nseg straight filament segments connected in series. All segments are coupled
through capacitive and inductive networks. The average-potential technique developed for this model extends
formulations from [1] to the case of a grounded dielectric substrate.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MCURVEN targets bends, not buses, so modeling of narrow (W/R<0.5) relatively short (R/W<10) traces is recommended.

References

[1] Grover, F.W., Inductance Calculations, Mineola, New York: Dover Publishing, 2004

[2] Bahl, I.J., Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 2003
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Radial Stub Double Shunt (Closed Form): MDRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Radial Stub, Double Shunt (Closed Form) (MDRSTUB2) element.

Topology

Ro

W

Theta

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Implementation Details

This circuit component models a double-shunt "butterfly" radial stub on a single layer substrate (series stubs should be
modeled with MRSTUB). Both stubs are of the same size.The model is a two port through element. The parameters W
(width of the input microstrip), Wg (width of crossing of stub and microstrip line), and Ro (outer radius) are dimensions
entered in the default length units. Theta is a radial stub angle entered in degrees. The parameter MSUB specifies the
substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line and substrate characteristics.
If blank, a default is used. The model is valid up to its second open-circuit resonance and for 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 180.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] S.L. March, "Analyzing lossy radial-line stubs," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-33, March 1985,
pp. 269-271

[2] F.Giannini, R.Ruggieri, and J.Vrba, "Shunt-connected microstrip radial stubs", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,
vol. MTT-34, March 1986, pp. 363-366
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Radial Stub, Double Shunt (Closed Form): MDRSTUB2

Symbol

Summary

MDRSTUB2models a double-shunt "butterfly" microstrip radial stub that shunts microstrip line. Both stubs are the same
size. The model is a two-port through element.

Topology

Ro

W

Theta

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WaLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Theta must be within the range 9o ≤ Theta ≤ 160o.

2. Model is feasible if

(RO − Wg
2sin(Theta / 2))/ RO > 0.001

.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on cascading multiple segments of lossy microstrip transmission lines described in [1].
It accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectrics. Radiation loss is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MDRSTUB2 replaces the MDRSTUB element, which is obsolete.

References

[1] B.C.Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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2 Embedded Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static): MEM2LIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Topology

W 2

H1

H2

H3

H4

1

2

3

4

1H1

H2

H3

H4

W1

S ε

ε

ε

ε

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor 1 width - Nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width - Nodes 2&4W2
40 umLengthGap width conductors 1&2S
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB4#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB4

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bIf only one MSUB4 is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB4 substrate definitions are present, the user
must specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two coupled microstrip lines embedded into a four layered substrate.

The parameters W1, W2 (strips widths), S(spacing between lines) and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the
default length units.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1≤AccParam≤10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
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of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter MSUB4 specifies the four-layer microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Conductors are implied to reside at the boundary between
layer 2 and layer 3.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the layer 3.

MEM2LINmay be used to implement various kinds of coupled striplines: buried, coated, inverted, and suspended simply
by selecting relevant dielectric constants and thicknesses.

Covered microstrip line may be implemented with SEM2LIN (embedded coupled striplines).

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendation

When implementing suspended, coated etc. lines don't make, if possible, thickness of any layer too small in comparison
with other layers: the calculation time may noticeably grow.

Warning

The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to
the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Embedded Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static): MEMLIN

Symbol

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB4#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB4

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of single microstrip line embedded into four layered substrate.

The parameters W (strip widths) and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default length units.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter MSUB4 specifies the four-layer microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Conductor is implied to reside on the boundary between
layer 2 and layer 3.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the layer 3.
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MEMLIN may be used to implement various kinds of microstrip lines: buried, coated, inverted, and suspended simply
by selecting relevant dielectric constants and thicknesses.

Covered microstrip line may be implemented with SEMLIN (embedded stripline).

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTES: It is recommended that when implementing suspended, coated etc. lines, do not make, if possible, the thickness
of any layer too small in comparison with other layers or the calculation time may noticeably grow.

The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to
the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Gap in Conductor (Closed Form): MGAP

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Gap (EMQuasi-Static) (MGAP2) or Microstrip Gap (EM
Based) (MGAPX) element.

Parameters

MGAP$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL#aTextNameID
WbLengthConductor widthW
WbLengthGap widthS
MSUBcTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional TL Element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

W (width of microstrip conductor), S (length of the gap) are entered in the default length units.

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.

Model is represented by a symmetric π-circuit comprising two frequency-independent capacitances; it provides accuracy
about 7% accurate in the ranges

0.1 < S/W < 1.

2.5 < εr < 10

where εr is the substrate relative permittivity.

NOTE: This model is considered obsolete due to low accuracy; MGAP2 is recommended for use instead MGAP.

Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two microstrip or stripline
elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the S parameter. Since there is no layer to draw,
linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

References

[1] R. Garg, I.Bahl, "Microstrip Discontinuities," International Journal of Electronics, vol. 45, No. 1, 1978, pp. 81-87.
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Microstrip Gap (EM Quasi-Static): MGAP2

Symbol

Topology
S

W W

Parameters

MGAP2$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL#aTextNameID
WbLengthConductor WidthW
WbLengthGap WidthS
MSUB1cTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional TL Element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

W (width of microstrip conductor), S (length of the gap) are entered in the default length units.

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.

This model is valid within the following ranges (where H is the substrate thickness):

0.5 < W/H < 2.5

0.1 < S/H < 1

1 < εr < 216

Model is represented by a symmetric π-circuit comprising two frequency-independent capacitances. Model is EM-based
because capacitance values are interpolated over the data collected with electromagnetic simulation at a single frequency
point; model is quasi-static because this frequency is low enough to allow capacitance approximation and dispersion is
not accounted for.
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Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two microstrip or stripline
elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the S parameter. Since there is no layer to draw,
linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.
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Microstrip Gap (EM Based): MGAPX

Symbol

Summary

The MGAPX element models the electrical characteristics of a gap in the signal conductor for a microstrip transmission
line system. The model is based upon multiple full wave electromagnetic simulations performed on the present substrate
configuration. As the results of these EM simulations are stored, these lengthy simulations only have to be performed
once.

MGAPX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly specified by the user; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

S

WW

Port 1
Reference

Plane

Port 2
Reference
Plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0.05 ≤ S/H ≤ 1.0 Recommended

2. 0.1 ≤ W/H ≤ 4.0 Recommend

Implementation Details

MGAPX is implemented as an EM-basedmodel, or "X-model". An X-model is based on stored full-wave EM simulations
and is the most accurate of models available. See “EM-basedModels (X-models) ” for a detailed discussion of X-models,
their advantages, and their limitations.

Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two microstrip or stripline
elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the S parameter. Since there is no layer to draw,
linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Inverted Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static): MI1LIN

Symbol

Summary

MI1LIN models a section of single microstrip line with a conductor strip placed on the lower surface of a suspended
substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model description.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. Accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable
growth of computation time. As a rule of thumb, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set
Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Inverted Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static): MI2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MI2LIN models sections of two-edge coupled asymmetric microstrip lines with conductor strips placed on the lower
surface of a suspended substrate (the suspended substrate is a single-layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded
plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor 1 Width - Nodes 1&13W1
WaLengthConductor 2 Width - Nodes 2&14W2
WaLengthConductor 3 Width - Nodes 3&15W3
WaLengthConductor 4 Width - Nodes 4&116W4
WaLengthConductor 5 Width - Nodes 5&17W5
WaLengthConductor 6 Width - Nodes 6&18W6
WaLengthConductor 7 Width - Nodes 7&19W7
WaLengthConductor 8 Width - Nodes 8&20W8
WaLengthConductor 9 Width - Nodes 9&21W9
WaLengthConductor 10 Width - Nodes 10&22W10
WaLengthConductor 11 Width - Nodes 11&23W11
WaLengthConductor 12 Width - Nodes 12&24W12
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 1&2S1
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 2&3S2
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 3&4S3
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 4&5S4
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 5&6S5
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 6&7S6
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 7&8S7
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 8&9S8
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 9&10S9
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 10&11S10
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthGap Width Conductors 11&12S11
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MPSUB. See MPSUB for a list of suspended substrate parameters.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeably
increased computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
A negative thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small compared to another layer, simulation time may also noticeably grow.
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M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor (Aggregate): MICAP

Symbol

Summary

MICAP models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that has an emphasized transverse metallic strip connecting fingers at
both input ports. MICAP takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction
between all fingers.

MICAP$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology
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WWP

W1 W2
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2W2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP$ iCell model.

W2. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP$ iCell model.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4 ≤N≤ 16. You should use the MICAP1 model instead for all capacitors with N=2
and N=3.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. MICAP does not impose restrictions on thickness except for the
requirement to be non-negative.

3. Being an aggregate model, MICAP comprises multiple component elements including several Microstrip Tee -
Junctions (MTEE). Correct usage ofMTEE imposes certain limitations on ratios of widths of conductors (W) to height
of a substrate (H). MTEE provides the highest accuracy if ratio W/H of all MICAP conductors (W, W1, W2, andWP)
is greater than 0.2.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a microstrip interdigital capacitor with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

MICAP accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width steps at ports.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying lengths. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

This model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of width WP
connecting fingers at both ports. If this is not so, and one or both widths of feeding lines exceed 50% of capacitor width,
you should use theMICAP1model. MICAP1 is geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into microstrip
line having a width equal to that of the capacitor.

MICAP accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking for
its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover (Aggregate): MICAPC

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MICAPC models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that has an emphasized transverse metallic strip connecting fingers
at both input ports. MICAPC differs fromMICAP in that it uses substrate with optional coverMSUBC instead ofMSUB.
MSUBC allows to place/remove PEC cover or box above the microstrip lines. MICAPC takes advantage of the EM
Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction between all fingers.

MICAPC$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology
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WWP

W1 W2
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1W1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2W2
MSUB1CaTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the MICAPC$ iCell model.

W2. This parameter is secondary for the MICAPC$ iCell model.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MICAPC to
behave likeMICAP; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the substrate;
Option "Metallic box" confines capacitor into the enclosure with PEC cover as top and side PECwalls parallel to fingers.
The top PEC is at the height HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate,
and the side walls are at a distance SW from extreme left/right conductors. Material parameters ErC and TandC are
permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4 ≤N≤ 16. You should use the MICAPC model instead for all capacitors with N=2
and N=3.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. MICAPC does not impose restrictions on thickness except for
the requirement to be non-negative.

3. Being an aggregate model, MICAPC comprises multiple component elements including several Microstrip Tee -
Junctions (MTEE). Correct usage ofMTEE imposes certain limitations on ratios of widths of conductors (W) to height
of a substrate (H). MTEE provides the highest accuracy if ratio W/H of all MICAPC conductors (W, W1, W2, and
WP) is greater than 0.2.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a microstrip interdigital capacitor with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

MICAPC accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width steps at ports.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying lengths. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of width WP
connecting fingers at both ports. If this is not so, and one or both widths of feeding lines exceed 50% of capacitor width,
you should use the MICAP1C model. MICAP1C is geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into
microstrip line having a width equal to that of the capacitor.

MICAPC accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking for
its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor, (No Steps at Ports) (EMQuasi-Static): MICAP1

Symbol

Summary

MICAP1 models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines without width steps. Model takes
advantage of EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to consider interaction between all fingers.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1 (Read-Only parameter)W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (Read-Only parameter)W2
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Parameters W1, W2 are read-only (output) parameters, represent the capacitor total width at ports 1 and 2 and
are evaluated in the model as N(W + S)-S.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 2 ≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters.Model doesn't impose restrictions on thickness except requirement
to be non-negative.

Implementation Details

EMQuasi Static technique allows user to model microstrip interdigital capacitor with wide range of conductor thicknesses.

This model accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width step at one port.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that connect to feeding microstrip line without width
step. If this is not the case and the emphasized metallic strip that connects end of fingers at input ports is present at both
sides (or at one side) it is recommended that model MICAP (or MICAP2) is used instead MICAP1. MICAP is geared
toward interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines having widths that are small comparing to capacitor width
(less than 50% of capacitor width); MICAP2 has width step only at one port.

The model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors cache is implemented
for this model. It means that during the first evaluation of schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are being stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache saving substantially on their
recalculation.
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Layout recommendation: The MICAP1 layout cell does not draw any lines between the tips of fingers because it implies
that the fingers protrude directly from the ends of lines attached to MICAP1 ports. You can evaluate the widths of these
lines either using a simple formula (see "Parameter Details") or using the values of the MICAP1 output parameters W1
and W2.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover, (No Steps at Ports) (EM
Quasi-Static): MICAP1C

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MICAP1C models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines without width steps. MICAP1C
differs from MICAP1 in that it uses substrate with optional cover MSUBC instead of MSUB. MSUBC allows to
place/remove PEC cover or box above the microstrip lines. Model takes advantage of EM Quasi-Static coupled lines
approach to consider interaction between all fingers.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1 (Read-Only parameter)W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (Read-Only parameter)W2
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Parameter Details

W1, W2. Parameters W1, W2 are read-only (output) parameters, represent the capacitor total width at ports 1 and 2 and
are evaluated in the model as N(W + S)-S.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MICAP1C to
behave likeMICAP1; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the substrate;
Option "Metallic box" confines capacitor into the enclosure with PEC cover as top and side PECwalls parallel to fingers.
The top PEC is at the height HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate,
and the side walls are at a distance SW from extreme left/right conductors. Material parameters ErC and TandC are
permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 2 ≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters.Model doesn't impose restrictions on thickness except requirement
to be non-negative.

Implementation Details

EMQuasi Static technique allows user to model microstrip interdigital capacitor with wide range of conductor thicknesses.

This model accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width step at one port.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that connect to feeding microstrip line without width
step. If this is not the case and the emphasized metallic strip that connects end of fingers at input ports is present at both
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sides (or at one side) it is recommended that model MICAPC (or MICAP2C) is used instead MICAP1C. MICAPC is
geared toward interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines having widths that are small comparing to capacitor
width (less than 50% of capacitor width); MICAP2C has width step only at one port.

The model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors cache is implemented
for this model. It means that during the first evaluation of schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are being stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache saving substantially on their
recalculation.

Layout recommendation: TheMICAP1C layout cell does not draw any lines between the tips of fingers because it implies
that the fingers protrude directly from the ends of lines attached to MICAP1C ports. You can evaluate the widths of these
lines either using a simple formula (see "Parameter Details") or using the values of the MICAP1C output parameters W1
and W2.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor, (Step at Port 1, No Step at Port 2) (EM
Quasi-Static): MICAP2

Symbol

Summary

MICAP2models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines with a width step at port 1 and without
a width step at port 2. The capacitor should have an emphasized metallic strip connecting the ends of fingers at port 1.
MICAP2 takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction between all fingers.

MICAP2$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (Read-Only parameter)W2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP2$ iCell model.

W2. A read-only (output) parameter that represents the capacitor total width at ports 2, and is evaluated in the model as
N(W + S)-S.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4 ≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. MICAP2 does not impose restrictions on thickness except for the
requirement to be non-negative.

3. Being an aggregate model, MICAP2 comprises multiple component elements including several Microstrip Tee -
Junctions (MTEE). Correct usage ofMTEE imposes certain limitations on ratios of widths of conductors (W) to height
of a substrate (H). MTEE provides the highest accuracy if ratio W/H of all MICAP2 conductors (W, W1, W2, and
WP) is greater than 0.2.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a microstrip interdigital capacitor with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

This model accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width step at one port.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of width WP
connecting fingers at port 1. Capacitor and microstrip line have the same width at port 2. This model is convenient for
modeling capacitors grounded at port 2. If W1exceeds 50% of the capacitor width you should use the MICAP1 model.
MICAP1 is geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into microstrip line having a width equal to that
of the capacitor. You should also use MICAP1 for all capacitors with N=2 and N=3.

This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic, themost time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in a memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on
their recalculation.

Layout recommendation: The MICAP2 layout cell does not draw any lines between the tips of fingers at port 2 because
it implies that the fingers protrude directly from the ends of the attached line. You can evaluate the width of this line
either using a simple formula (see the "Parameter Details" section) or using the value of output parameter W2.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover, (Step at Port 1, No Step
at Port 2) (EM Quasi-Static): MICAP2C

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MICAP2C models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines with a width step at port 1 and
without a width step at port 2. The capacitor should have an emphasized metallic strip connecting the ends of fingers at
port 1. MICAP2C takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction between all
fingers.

MICAP2C$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (Read-Only parameter)W2
MSUBC1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP2C$ iCell model.

W2. A read-only (output) parameter that represents the capacitor total width at ports 2, and is evaluated in the model as
N(W + S)-S.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MICAP2C to
behave likeMICAP2; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the substrate;
Option "Metallic box" confines capacitor into the enclosure with PEC cover as top and side PECwalls parallel to fingers.
The top PEC is at the height HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate,
and the side walls are at a distance SW from extreme left/right conductors. Material parameters ErC and TandC are
permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4 ≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. MICAP2C does not impose restrictions on thickness except for
the requirement to be non-negative.

3. Being an aggregate model, MICAP2C comprises multiple component elements including several Microstrip Tee -
Junctions (MTEE). Correct usage ofMTEE imposes certain limitations on ratios of widths of conductors (W) to height
of a substrate (H). MTEE provides the highest accuracy if ratio W/H of all MICAP2C conductors (W, W1, W2, and
WP) is greater than 0.2.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a microstrip interdigital capacitor with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

This model accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width step at one port.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of width WP
connecting fingers at port 1. Capacitor and microstrip line have the same width at port 2. This model is convenient for
modeling capacitors grounded at port 2. If W1exceeds 50% of the capacitor width you should use the MICAP1C model.
MICAP1C is geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into microstrip line having a width equal to that
of the capacitor. You should also use MICAP1C for all capacitors with N=2 and N=3.

This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic, themost time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in a memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on
their recalculation.

Layout recommendation: TheMICAP2C layout cell does not draw any lines between the tips of fingers at port 2 because
it implies that the fingers protrude directly from the ends of the attached line. You can evaluate the width of this line
either using a simple formula (see the "Parameter Details" section) or using the value of output parameter W2.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor: MICAP3

Symbol

Summary

MICAP3 models a microstrip interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines without width steps at ports and uses
a closed-form approximations.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1 (Read-Only parameter)W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (Read-Only parameter)W2
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Parameters W1, W2 are read-only (output) parameters, represent the capacitor total width at ports 1 and 2 and
are evaluated in the model as N(W + S)-S.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be N≥ 2. Model and layout cell do not restrict the upper limit of N, but user discretion
is advised. Generally, target capacitance is not expected to exceed 1 pF.

2. Model does not account for gap G between finger tips and traverse lines (see Topology) but implies that G has the
same order of magnitude as spacing between adjacent fingers S. Layout cell of MICAP3 has additional parameter G
which allows user to modify G on layout only.

Implementation Details

Model is represented by a Pi-circuit with symmetrical shunt capacitors and series RC circuit.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The model should be used for microstrip interdigital capacitors that connect to feeding microstrip line without width
step. If this is not the case and the emphasized metallic strip that connects fingers at input ports is present at both sides
(or at one side) it is recommended that model MICAP (or MICAP2) is used instead MICAP3. MICAP is geared toward
interdigital capacitor that connects to microstrip lines having widths that are small comparing to capacitor width (less
than 50% of capacitor width); MICAP2 has width step only at one port.

This model sacrifices high accuracy for high speed of computations and is convenient for automatic and manual
optimization. It also does not set explicitly the upper limit of fingers number (however, large number of fingers may
cause the noticeable phase shift of field distribution along capacitor width and invalidate some assumptions made for
this model). For more reliable results usage of time consuming but more accurate model MICAP1 is recommended.

The model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout recommendation: The layout cell of MICAP3 does not draw any lines between the tips of fingers because it
implies that the fingers protrude directly from the ends of lines attached to MICAP3 ports. You can evaluate the widths
of these lines either using a simple formula (see "Parameter Details") or using the values of MICAP3 output parameters
W1 and W2.

References

[1] Mongia, R., Bahl, I. and Bhartia P., RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House Inc., Norwood, MA,
1999, pp.370-372
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Microstrip Lange Coupler (Closed Form): MLANG

Symbol
1

2 4

3

Summary

MLANGmodels themultiline interdigital Lange coupler based onN edge-coupledmicrostrip lines (closed form technique).
MLANG features an improved layout cell and can be used in conjunction with LMAN (Lange Coupler Manifold).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthFinger widthW
WaLengthWidth of gap between fingersS
LaLengthFinger lengthL
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0LengthGap between open end of shortened finger and manifold

(layout parameter only)
Gap

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Parameter Details

N. Number of fingers

W.Width of the fingers (the widths of all the fingers must be the same).

S.Width of gaps between the fingers ( must be identical).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model is most accurate in the following ranges (where H is the substrate thickness and ε is the substrate dielectric
constant):

0.1<W/H<10

0.1<S/H<10

1<εr<18

Outside these ranges, the accuracy degrades gracefully, and the results may still be useful, so no error message is
displayed if these limits are exceeded. Do not use this model for two-strip couplers; use MCLIN or M2CLIN instead.
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2. The Gap parameter defines the distance between the open end of a shortened finger and the edge of the manifold (see
the "Topology" section of MLANGE2). This parameter has no effect on the electrical characteristics of MLANG.
You can set the Gap value in the Layout View only. To set the Gap, right-click the MLANG shape, choose Shape
Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab. Set the Gap to the desired value.

Implementation Details

MLANG uses closed form representation from [2] and formulations for odd/even impedances of coupled microstrip lines
from [1].

This is a lossless element, dispersion is included.

Note that theMLANG symbol has terminal numbering that differs from those of the obsolete elementMLANGE, namely
terminal numbers 3 and 4 are swapped. This numbering matches terminal numbering of the MLANGE2 element. If
terminal 1 is input, then 2 is coupled, 3 is isolated, and 4 is direct.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MLANG can be used in conjunction with the LMAN element, which provides a layout intended to match the MLANG
layout.

References

[1] M. Kirschning, R. Jansen, "Accurate Wide-Range Design Equations for the Frequency-Dependent Characteristics
of Parallel Coupled Microstrip Lines", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-32, 1984, p. 83-90.

[2] D. Kajfez, Z. Paunovic, S. Pavlin, "Simplified Design of Lange Coupler", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,
vol. MTT-26, 1978, pp. 806-808.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Lange Coupler (Closed Form): MLANGE

Symbol
1

2 3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Lange Coupler (Closed Form) (MLANG) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
4Number of stripsN
WaLengthConductor widthsW
WaLengthGap widthsS
LaLengthConductor LengthsL
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This component models the multiline interdigital Lange coupler based on N edge-coupled microstrip lines.

N is the number of strips, W is the width of the strips (the widths of all the strips must be the same), S is the width of
the gaps between the strips (which also must be identical), and L is the physical length of lines. W, S, and L are entered
in the default length units.

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.

This model is most accurate in the following ranges (where H is the substrate thickness):

0.1<W/H<10

0.1<S/H<10

1<εr<18

Outside these ranges, the accuracy degrades gracefully, and the results may still be useful. Therefore, no error message
is given if these limits are exceeded. Do not use this model for two-strip couplers; use MCLIN or M2CLIN instead.

This is a lossless element, dispersion is included.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.Kirschning, R.Jansen, "Accurate Wide-Range Design Equations for the Frequency-Dependent Characteristics of
Parallel Coupled Microstrip Lines,", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-32, 1984, p. 83-90.

[2] D. Kajfez, Z.Paunovic, S.Pavlin, "Simplified Design of Lange Coupler,", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol.
MTT-26, 1978, pp. 806-808.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Lange Coupler (EM Quasi-Static): MLANGE1

Symbol
1

2 3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Lange Coupler (EM Quasi-Static) (MLANGE2) element.
MLANGE1models the multiline interdigital Lange coupler based on multiple edge-coupled microstrip lines. This model
accurately accounts for coupling of lines with arbitrary thickness.

Topology

WJ

W

S

L

1

2

4

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TLTextElement IDID
4Number of linesN
WaLengthLine widthW
WaLengthSpacing between linesS
LaLengthLength of coupled linesL
WaLengthWidth of jumperWJ
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2.
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WJ. The width of a jumper (flat bond ribbon, bond wire) connecting fingers. For bond wire having diameter D, set
WJ=2D.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Number of finger N should be even and within the range 4≤N≤16. .

2. The accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of the noticeable growth of
computation time. In general, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1

3. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectrics. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MLANGE1 elements, cache is implemented for this
model. During the first evaluation of a schematic, the most time-consuming intermediate parameters for eachMLANGE1
instance are stored in memory cache. Each MLANGE1 model checks this cache to look for its duplicate. Duplicate
models copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Lange Coupler (EM Quasi-Static): MLANGE2

Symbol
1

2 4

3

Summary

MLANGE2models the multiline interdigital Lange coupler based on multiple edge-coupled microstrip lines. This model
accurately accounts for coupling of lines with arbitrary thickness. MLANGE2 features an improved layout cell and you
can use it in conjunction with the LMAN (Lange Coupler Manifold) element.

Topology

L

W

S

1

2

3

4

L/2 Gap

WJ

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TLTextElement IDID
4Number of linesN
WaLengthLine widthW
WaLengthSpacing between linesS
LaLengthLength of coupled linesL
WaLengthWidth of jumperWJ
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthThickness of jumperTJ
1ScalarBulk resistivity of jumper metal normalized to goldRhoJ
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0LengthGap between open end of shortened finger and manifold

(layout parameter only)
Gap

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if a schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2.

WJ, TJ. The width and thickness of a jumper (MLANGE2 uses the model of a flat metal ribbon) connecting fingers. To
use for the jumpers bond wire of diameter D, set WJ and TJ to provide equality of cross-sectional perimeters. To do so,
set WJ=TJ=T and define T(D) with the equation π*D = 4*T.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of finger N should be even and within the range 4≤N≤16.

2. The accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of the noticeable growth of
computation time. In general, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1

3. This component does not impose restrictions on conductor thickness.

4. The Gap parameter defines the distance between the open end of a shortened finger and the edge of the manifold (see
the "Topology" section). This parameter has no effect on the electrical characteristics of MLANGE2. You can set the
Gap value in the Layout View only. To set the Gap, right-click theMLANG2 shape, choose Shape Properties to display
the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab. Set the Gap to the desired value.

5. The RIBBON element used to model junctions may issue warnings regarding the values of parameters WJ, TJ, and/or
RhoJ. RIBBON expects that 0.01≤WJ/TJ≤100, RhoJ≤100 and displays a warning if values are out of range.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1], which accounts for losses in metal
and in substrate dielectrics. Dispersion is partly included.

Note that the MLANGE2 symbol has terminal numbering that differs from those of the obsolete element MLANGE1,
namely terminal numbers 3 and 4 are swapped. If terminal 1 is input, then 2 is coupled, 3 is isolated, and 4 is direct.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to
a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

You can use MLANGE2 in conjunction with the LMAN element. LMAN provides a layout intended to match the layout
of MLANGE2.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multi-conductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Lange Coupler with Optional Cover (EMQuasi-Static): MLANGE2C

Symbol
1

2 4

3

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MLANGE2Cmodels themultiline interdigital Lange coupler based onmultiple edge-coupledmicrostrip lines.MLANGE2C
differs from MLANGE2 in that it uses a substrate with optional cover MSUBC instead of MSUB. MSUBC allows you
to place/remove a PEC cover or box above the microstrip lines. This model accurately accounts for coupling of lines
with arbitrary thickness. MLANGE2C features an improved layout cell and can be used in conjunction with the LMAN
(Lange Coupler Manifold) element.

Topology

L

W

S

1

2

3

4

L/2 Gap

WJ

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TLTextElement IDID
4Number of linesN
WaLengthLine widthW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthSpacing between linesS
LaLengthLength of coupled linesL
WaLengthWidth of jumperWJ
WaLengthThickness of jumperTJ
WaLengthElevation of jumper above substrate (used only if cover or

box is in place)
HJ

1ScalarBulk resistivity of jumper metal normalized to goldRhoJ
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUBC1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC
0LengthGap between open end of shortened finger and manifold

(layout parameter only)
Gap

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if a schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2.

WJ, TJ. The width and thickness of a jumper (MLANGE2C uses the model of a flat metal ribbon) connecting fingers.
To use for the jumpers bond wire of diameter D, set WJ and TJ to provide equality of cross-sectional perimeters. To do
so, set WJ=TJ=T and define T(D) with the equation π*D = 4*T.

HJ. The elevation of a jumper above the substrate connecting fingers. This parameter is used by a model only if a cover
is in place (MSUBC parameter Cover = "Metallic cover" or "Metallic box").

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives you an opportunity to choose
between "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover", and "Metallic box" options. "No cover" makes MLANGE2C behave
likeMLANGE2; "Metallic cover" places a PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the substrate; "Metallic
box" confines the Lange coupler into the enclosure with the PEC cover as top and side PEC walls parallel to fingers.
The top PEC is at the height HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate,
and the side walls are at a distance SW from extreme left/right conductors. Material parameters ErC and TandC are the
permittivity and loss tangent of the dielectric filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N should be even and within the range 4≤N≤16.

2. The accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value increases the density of mesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of the noticeable growth of
computation time. In general, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

3. This component does not impose restrictions on conductor thickness.

4. If MSUBC parameter Cover = "No cover" then the RIBBON element used to model jumpers may issue warnings
regarding the values of parameters WJ, TJ, and/or RhoJ. RIBBON expects that 0.01≤WJ/TJ≤100, RhoJ≤100 and
displays a warning if values are out of range.

5. If MSUBC parameter Cover = "Metallic cover" or "Metallic box," then the element WIRE1C (option
WIRE_OR_RIBBON= "Flat ribbon") used tomodel jumpers instead of RIBBONmay issue an error message regarding
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the values of parameters T, HC, TJ, and HJ. Minimal allowed HJ (elevation of jumper ribbon above the substrate) is
limited by T (conductor thickness). Minimal allowed HC (elevation of cover above substrate) is limited by HJ (jumper
ribbonmidpoint elevation over the substrate) and TJ (jumper ribbon thickness). The following limitations are imposed
by common sense (the cover should not touch the jumper) and by the specifics of EM quasi-static techniques used
for modeling:

HJ > 1.053*T

HC > HJ + 1.053*TJ

6. The Gap parameter defines the distance between the open end of a shortened finger and the edge of the manifold (see
the "Topology" section). This parameter has no effect on the electrical characteristics of MLANGE2C. You can set
the Gap value in the Layout View only. To set the Gap, right-click the MLANG2C shape, choose Shape Properties
to display the Cell Options dialog box, then click the Parameters tab. Set the Gap to the desired value.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1], which accounts for losses in metal
and in substrate dielectrics. Dispersion is partly included.

Note that the MLANGE2C symbol has terminal numbering that differs from those of the obsolete element MLANGE1,
namely terminal numbers 3 and 4 are swapped. If terminal 1 is input, then 2 is coupled, 3 is isolated, and 4 is direct.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates a 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to
a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

You can use MLANGE2C in conjunction with the LMAN element. LMAN provides a layout intended to match the
layout of MLANGE2C.
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[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
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Open Microstrip Line With End Effect (Closed Form): MLEF

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Parameters are the same as for MLIN.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1] M. Kirshning, R. H. Jansen, and N. H. L. Koster, Elec. Ltrs., Vol. 17, p. 123, 1981.
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Open Microstrip Line with End Effect (EM Base): MLEFX

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MO1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model implements an X-model of the microstrip open ended line. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models
see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” . This model does not include the effects of dielectric, conductor or radiation
losses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εrnominal ≤ 16 Recommended0.05 ≤ W/H ≤ 8 Recommended
1 ≤ εrnominal Required0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax

a Recommended
(100*|εr-εrnominal|)/εrnominal ≤ 10% Recommended(100*|εr-εrnominal|) ≤ 20% Required

aThe frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed to the
user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use. Importantly, this recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the
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largest width in the discontinuity for a given substrate definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing
the discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See the section marked "Upper Frequency Limitations" in
the General Discussion of the X-models.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Microstrip Line (Closed Form): MLIN

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MSUB. This parameter specifies the microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters
of the transmission line. You can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material
from any schematic.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a length of Microstrip Transmission Line. The model assumes a Quasi-TEM mode of
propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses. The parametersW (StripWidth) and L (Strip
Length) are lengths entered in the default length units.

Circuit Model Synthesis

MLIN supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:
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1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

0.02 ≤ W/H ≤ 20 recommended

T/W ≤ 0.7 recommended

T/H ≤ 0.5 recommended

εr ≤ 16 recommended

1 ≤ εr required

Tand ≥ 0 required

0 ≤ Rho ≤ 1000 required

0 ≤ Rho ≤ 100 recommended

References

[1] E. Hammerstad and O. Jensen, IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, p. 407, 1980.

[2] I. J. Bahl and D. K. Trivedi, "A Designer's Guide to Microstrip Line," Microwaves, p. 174, May, 1977.
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[3] S. March, "Microstrip Packaging: Watch the Last Step," Microwaves, p. 83, Dec., 1981.

[4] R. Pucel, D. J. Masse, and C. P. Hartwing, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-16, p. 342, 1968.

[5] G. Wells and P. Pramanick, Int. J. Microwave and mmWave Computer-Aided Design, Vol. 5, p. 287, 1995.
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(Obsolete) Open Microstrip Line Without End Effect (Closed Form): MLOC

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Open Microstrip Line With End Effect (Closed Form) (MLEF) or
Open Microstrip Line with End Effect (EM Base) (MLEFX) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Parameters are the same as for MLIN.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Reference

[1] M. Kirshning, R. H. Jansen, and N. H. L. Koster, Elec. Ltrs., Vol. 17, p. 123, 1981.
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Shorted Microstrip Line without End Effect (Closed Form): MLSC

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Parameters are the same as for MLIN.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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2-Layer (Protective Layer/Substrate)Microstrip Line (EMQuasi-Static): MM1LIN

Symbol

Summary

MM1LINmodels a section of single microstrip line having a conductor strip placed on the upper surface of a two-layered
substrate. Lower layer of the substrate may have conductive loss.

Topology

H2

1 , Tand1

2 , Tand2, Sig2

W

H1 ε

ε

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1 ≤Acc ≤ 10 . Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

3. Substrate parameters Tand1, Tand2 (loss tangents for upper and lower layers) should not exceed 3.0; substrate parameter
Sig2 (bulk conductance of the lower layer) shouldn't exceed 3 S/m.
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Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectrics. Polarization loss (Tand1,Tand2) are allowed in both substrate layers. Conductive loss is allowed in
lower layer only. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This element may be used to model microstrip line over semiconductor substrate insulated with oxide or another
semiconductor. For example,MM1LINmaymodel microstrip line on SiO2/Si substrate or on GaAs/Si substrate. However,
model impose limitations on allowed level of polarization and conductive losses, that is, for instance, only high resistance
silicon (HRS) substrates may be modeled.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Two-layer Edge (Protective Layer/Substrate) Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static): MM2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MM2CLIN models section of two edge coupled microstrip lines placed on the upper surface of a two-layered substrate.
Lower layer of the substrate may have conductive loss.

Topology

H2

1 , Tand1

2 , Tand2, Sig2

W1

H1

W2

S

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor 1W1
WaLengthWidth of conductor 2W2
LaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details

Parameter Details

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

3. Substrate parameters Tand1, Tand2 (loss tangents for upper and lower layers) should not exceed 3.0; substrate parameter
Sig2 (bulk conductance of the lower layer) shouldn't exceed 3 S/m.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectrics. Polarization loss (Tand1,Tand2) are allowed in both substrate layers. Conductive loss is allowed in
lower layer only. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This element may be used to model microstrip line over semiconductor substrate insulated with oxide or another
semiconductor. For example,MM2LINmaymodel microstrip line on SiO2/Si substrate or on GaAs/Si substrate. However,
this model imposes limitations on the allowed level of polarization and conductive losses, for instance, only high resistance
silicon (HRS) substrates may be modeled.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Two-Layer Broadside CoupledMicrostrip Lines (EMQuasi-Static): MMBCPL

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MMBCPL models a section of broadside coupled microstrip lines arranged at the two opposite surfaces of a top layer
of two-layered substrate. The lower line may be displaced laterally relative to the left edge of the upper line.

Topology

W1

W2

Offs

Layer 1

Layer 2

TSwitch= T2=T

W1

W2

Offs

Layer 1

Layer 2

TSwitch= T2= -T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop conductor widthW1
WaLengthBottom conductor widthW2
LaLengthConductor lengthL
LaLengthHorizontal offsetOffs
1Accuracy parameterAcc
T2=TBottom Conductor Thickness T2= T or T2= -TTSwitch
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB21bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB2
TOP_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for top conductorSNAME1
BOT_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for bottom conductorSNAME2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MSUB2. Two-layer substrate. Parameters are listed in the MSUB2 model description.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

TSwitch. Defines how the bottom conductor protrudes: upward or downward. Direction is defined by a combination of
the sign of parameter T and the value of TSwitch. TSwitch="T2=T" T>0 makes both conductors extend their thickness
upward; TSwitch="T2=T" and T<0makes them extend downward. Setting TSwitch="T2=-T"makes the bottom conductor
extend the opposite direction relative to the top conductor (if T>0 it extends downward, if T<0 it extends upward.) The
default is T>0 and TSwitch="T2=T". See the "Topology" section where two possible layouts are displayed.

Offs. Offs is a relative horizontal offset of the lower line left edge from the left edge of the upper line. Offs may be
positive (the lower line is displaced to the right), zero (both lines are aligned) or negative (the lower line is displaced to
the left).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations. The accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of an increase in computation time.
Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. MMBCPL does not impose restrictions on conductor thickness (the thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). If
thickness parameter T (see the MPSUB parameters) is positive, MMBCPL implies that both strips are leveled up over
the corresponding layer boundaries. If T is negative, MMBCPL reassesses the upper strip into the lower layer and
extends the lower strip conductor body downward.

3. Substrate parameters Tand1 and Tand2 (loss tangents for upper and lower layers) should not exceed 3.0; the substrate
parameter Sig2 (bulk conductance of the lower layer) should not exceed 3 S/m.

4. SNAME1 and SNAME2 are for layout only and have no effect on the electrical performance.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

When you specify SNAME1 and SNAME2, the structures with corresponding names are identified in a
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of
the missing structure is drawn on the error layer. The structure named SNAME1 must contain a text line starting with
the line type name used for the top conductor. A structure named SNAME2 must contain a text line starting with the line
type name used for the bottom conductor. In a structure named SNAME1=TOP_TRACE and SNAME2= BOT_TRACE
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with line type names "Top Copper" and "Bot Copper", you need to add the following code to the LPF file (user defined
line types may contain any number of layers; structures must contain only one text line):

$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Top Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_1" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Bot Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_2" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "TOP_TRACE"

"Top Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "BOT_TRACE"

"Bot Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Note that text inside structures contains the line type names in quotation marks followed by three blank separated zeros.

Recommendations for Use

MMBCPL may be used to model microstrip line over semiconductor substrate insulated with oxide or another
semiconductor. For example, MMBCPL may model microstrip line on SiO2/Si substrate or on GaAs/Si substrate.
However, this model imposes limitations on the allowed level of polarization and conductive losses (for instance, only
high resistance silicon (HRS) substrates may be modeled).

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably increase.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Radial Stub on Multilayer Substrate, Double Shunt (EM Quasi-Static):
MMDRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

MMDRSTUB models a double-shunt "butterfly" microstrip radial stub that shunts microstrip line. Both stubs are the
same size. This model is a two-port through element.

Topology

Ro

W

Theta

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WaLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductorNL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W. The conductor width of the connecting microstrip line on multilayer substrate GMSUB. Note that the connecting
line must be located on the same substrate layer (specified by parameter NL).

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and the
HB parameter specifies its height.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• Theta must be within the range 9° ≤ Theta ≤ 160°.

• Note that the substrate GMSUB's Cover parameter allows you to model the effect of either PEC substrate cover (Cover
= "Metallic Cover") or PEC enclosure (cover + side walls). A secondary substrate parameter SW allows you to control
the separation of the right-most/left-most conductor from the respective side wall. Conductor separations from the left
and from the right wall are assumed equal.

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness T (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed in the substrate.

• If substrate parameter Gnd = "Grounded substrate" then the number of the substrate layer carrying conductor NL must
be within limits 1≤NL≤N, where N is a number of dielectric layers in the substrate stackup. If Gnd = "Suspended
substrate" then NL must be within the limits 1≤NL≤N+1. Setting NL = N + 1 implies that the taper line is located on
the air layer underlying the dielectric stack. To enable the conductor (at NL = N + 1) to jut downwards (from the
dielectric stack bottom), conductor thickness T should be made negative (T<0).

• GMSUB parameter T. T specifies thickness of the stub metal. Note that the GMSUB parameter T is actually a vector,
but MMDRSTUB uses only the first entry of this vector so you may enter the value of T as a scalar. It is important
that the connecting line is located at the same layer (specified by parameter NL). In a multilayer stack configuration
often it is convenient to have a separate GMSUB instance for MMDRSTUB.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed from a cascaded series of constant width microstrip transmission lines. Model implementation
is based on an EM Quasi-Static technique[1]. The number of sections used is frequency-dependent and is constant as a
function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. This model assumes a Quasi-TEM mode of propagation and
incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

• The layout cell has a local parameter NSECT that specifies the number of points used for drawing a curved outline of
radial stub. The default value of NSECT is 64.

• Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] B. C. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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Microstrip Gap on Multilayer Substrate (Static Solution): MMGAP

Symbol

Summary

MMGAP models a gap in microstrip line on multilayered substrate GMSUB.

Topology
S

W W

Parameters

MMGAP$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL#aTextNameID
WbLengthConductor WidthW
WbLengthGap WidthS
1ScalarNumber of dielectric layer carrying conductorsNL
GMSUB1cTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional TL Element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one GMSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple GMSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Parameter Details

GMSUB.. Defines the stackup of dielectric layers. Any dielectric layer may carry a microstrip conductor on its top.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. GMSUB. Supplies parameters for the multilayer dielectric substrate: The number of layers Nlayer, conductor thickness
T, conductor metal properties, the presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The
GMSUBCover parameter allows the addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting
the Gnd parameter to "Suspended substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The
elevation gap is filled with air and the HB parameter specifies its height.

2. The number of dielectric layer carrying conductors (NL) must comply with the rules of numbering GMSUB layers.
Parameter NL sets the number of the dielectric layer (specified at GMSUB) that carries a gap conductor on top. If the
GMSUBCover parameter is set to "Metallic Cover" and the gap conductor is on top of the dielectric stack, then NL=1
(the dielectric layer just under the cover is not included in the count). If the GMSUB GND parameter is set to
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"Suspended Substrate" and the gap conductor is on the bottom of the dielectric stack, then NL=N+1, where N is the
number of layers in the dielectric stack specified by the GMSUB N parameter.

3. MMGAP does not use GMSUB parameter T.

Implementation Details

This model is represented by a symmetric π-circuit comprising two frequency-independent capacitances. The modeling
solution is static because operational frequency is assumed to be low enough to allow capacitance approximation;
dispersion and conductor thickness are not accounted for.

Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two multilayer microstrip or
stripline elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the G parameter. Since there is no layer
to draw, linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.
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Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor onMultilayer Substrate (Aggregate): MMICAP

Symbol

Summary

MMICAPmodels a multilayer microstrip interdigital capacitor that has an emphasized transverse metallic strip connecting
fingers at both input ports. All conductors making up the capacitor may be placed on any dielectric layer from substrate
stackup. MMICAP takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction between
all fingers.

MMICAP$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

G

S

WWP

W1 W2

L

WP

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1 (for layout cell only)W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2 (for layout cell only)W2
1Number of dielectric layer carrying conductorsNL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GMSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP$ iCell model.

W2. This parameter is secondary for the MICAP$ iCell model.

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate: The number of layers Nlayer, conductor thickness T,
conductor metal properties, the presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB
GMSUB Cover parameter allows the addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting
the Gnd parameter to "Suspended substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The
elevation gap is filled with air and the HB parameter specifies its height. Note that the GMSUB T parameter is a vector.
Although MMICAP uses only one entry of T for all conductors, all Nlayer entries must be filled (Nlayer+1 in case of
Gnd set to "Suspended substrate").

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 2 ≤N≤ 16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. MMICAP does not impose restrictions on thickness except for
the requirement to be non-negative.

3. Parameters W1 and/or W2 have no effect on simulation results, they are provided for layout drawing only. However,
neither of them should exceed capacitor width, namely N*(W+S)-S.

4. The number of dielectric layer carrying capacitor conductors NL must comply with the rules of numbering GMSUB
layers. Parameter NL sets the number of the dielectric layer (specified at GMSUB) that carry capacitor conductors
on top. If the GMSUB Cover parameter is set to "Metallic Cover" and the capacitor is on top of the dielectric stack,
then NL=1 (the dielectric layer just under the cover is not included in the count). If the GMSUB GND parameter is
set to "Suspended Substrate" and the capacitor is on the bottom of the dielectric stack, then NL=N+1, where N is the
number of layers in the dielectric stack specified by the GMSUB N parameter.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a microstrip interdigital capacitor on multilayer substrate with a
wide range of conductor thicknesses. Capacitor position within the substrate layers is specified by layer number NL.

MMICAP accounts for the effect of phase shift along the microstrip line that connects fingers. It also includes the effect
of the presence of width steps at ports.

To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward the conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across the conductor. If the conductor
width is prohibitively large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to the edge. In these rare cases
the model may display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MMICAP accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several microstrip interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking for
its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Radial Stub Series on Multilayer Substrate (EM Quasi-Static):
MMRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

MMRSTUB models a microstrip radial stub on multi-layered substrate GMSUB. MMRSTUB terminates a microstrip
line. The stub is connected to a single node at the reference plane. The substrate may be suspended, covered by a metal
cover, or placed into a metal enclosure.

Topology

W

Theta

Ro

reference
planeRi

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWidth of connecting microstrip line on multilayer substrateW
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductorNL
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Parameter Details

W. The conductor width of the connecting microstrip line on multilayer substrate GMSUB. If needed, you can easily
obtain the inner radius Ri from the specified microstrip width W and the stub angle Theta:

Ri =
W

2sin(Theta / 2)

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and the
HB parameter specifies its height.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• Theta must be within the range 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 160.

• Note that the substrate GMSUB's Cover parameter allows you to model the effect of either PEC substrate cover (Cover
= "Metallic Cover") or PEC enclosure (cover + side walls). A secondary substrate parameter SW allows you to control
the separation of the right-most/left-most conductor from the respective side wall. Conductor separations from the left
and from the right wall are assumed equal.

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness T (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

• If substrate parameter Gnd = "Grounded substrate" then the number of the substrate layer carrying conductor NL must
be within limits 1≤NL≤N, where N is a number of dielectric layers in the substrate stackup. If Gnd = "Suspended
substrate" then NL must be within the limits 1≤NL≤N+1. Setting NL = N + 1 implies that the stub is located on the
air layer underlying the dielectric stack. To enable the conductor (at NL = N + 1) to jut downwards (from the dielectric
stack bottom), conductor thickness T should be made negative (T<0).

• GMSUB parameter T. T specifies thickness of the stub metal. Note that the GMSUB parameter T is actually a vector,
but MMRSTUB uses only the first entry of this vector so you may enter the value of T as a scalar. It is important that
the connecting line is located at the same layer (specified by parameter NL). In a multilayer stack configuration often
it is convenient to have a separate GMSUB instance for MMRSTUB.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed from a cascaded series of constant width microstrip transmission lines. Model implementation
is based on an EM Quasi-Static technique[1]. The number of sections used is frequency-dependent and is constant as a
function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. This model assumes a Quasi-TEM mode of propagation and
incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.
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See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

• The layout cell has a local parameter NSECT. This parameter specifies the number of points used for drawing a curved
outline of radial stub. The default value of NSECT is 64.

• Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

This is an Cadence® Developed Model. The reference for the straight section microstrip line follows:

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Microstrip Radial Stub Shunt on Multilayer Substrate (EM Quasi-Static):
MMSRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

MMSRSTUB models a single microstrip radial stub on multilayer substrate that shunts microstrip line (on multilayer
substrate as well). This model is a two-port through element.

Topology

Theta

Ro

W

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
STaTextNameID
LbLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WbLengthConductor widthW
WbLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductorNL
GMSUBcTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional ST element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
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Parameter Details

W. The conductor width of the connecting microstrip line on multilayer substrate GMSUB. Note that the connecting
line must be located on the same substrate layer (specified by parameter NL).

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and the
HB parameter specifies its height.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• Theta must be within the range 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 160.

• Note that the substrate GMSUB's Cover parameter allows you to model the effect of either PEC substrate cover (Cover
= "Metallic Cover") or PEC enclosure (cover + side walls). A secondary substrate parameter SW allows you to control
the separation of the right-most/left-most conductor from the respective side wall. Conductor separations from the left
and from the right wall are assumed equal.

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness T (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed in the substrate.

• If substrate parameter Gnd = "Grounded substrate" then the number of the substrate layer carrying conductor NL must
be within limits 1≤NL≤N, where N is a number of dielectric layers in the substrate stackup. If Gnd = "Suspended
substrate" then NL must be within the limits 1≤NL≤N+1. Setting NL = N + 1 implies that the taper line is located on
the air layer underlying the dielectric stack. To enable the conductor (at NL = N + 1) to jut downwards (from the
dielectric stack bottom), conductor thickness T should be made negative (T<0).

• GMSUB parameter T. T specifies thickness of the stub metal. Note that the GMSUB parameter T is actually a vector,
but MMSRSTUB uses only the first entry of this vector so you may enter the value of T as a scalar. It is important
that the connecting line is located at the same layer (specified by parameter NL). In a multilayer stack configuration
often it is convenient to have a separate GMSUB instance for MMSRSTUB.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed from a cascaded series of constant width microstrip transmission lines. Model implementation
is based on an EM Quasi-Static technique[1]. The number of sections used is frequency-dependent and is constant as a
function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. This model assumes a Quasi-TEM mode of propagation and
incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

• The layout cell has a local parameter NSECT. This parameter specifies the number of points used for drawing a curved
outline of radial stub. The default value of NSECT is 64.

• Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] B. C. Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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TaperedMicrostrip Line onMultilayer Substrate (EMQuasi-Static): MMTAPER

Symbol

Summary

MMTAPER models a segment of inhomogeneous microstrip line on multilayered substrate GMSUB. The width of
microstrip tapers smoothly between ports. This model allows linear and exponential width tapers. The substrate may be
suspended, covered by a metal cover, or placed into a metal enclosure.

Topology

Parameters

MMTAPER$ is aMicrostrip iCell and has noW1 orW2 parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MT1NameID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
LaaLengthLength of taperL
1Number of the substrate layer carrying conductorNL
TMSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionGMSUB
LinearLinear/Exponential switchTaper

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

GMSUB. Supplies parameters for multilayer dielectric substrate, conductor thickness, conductor metal properties, the
presence/absence of metallic cover, and the cover height above the substrate. The GMSUB Cover parameter allows the
addition/elimination of an infinite metallic plate acting as a cover/shield. Setting the Gnd parameter to "Suspended
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substrate" allows elevation of the dielectric stack above the backing ground. The elevation gap is filled with air and the
HB parameter specifies its height.

Taper. This parameter provides two options. The "Linear" option provides linear taper, that is, an outline of the strip is
a trapezoid. The "Exponential" option provides exponential taper, that is, an outline of the strip is trapezoid-like with
longitudinal sides made with concave exponents.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• Note that the substrate GMSUB's Cover parameter allows you to model the effect of either PEC substrate cover (Cover
= "Metallic Cover") or PEC enclosure (cover + side walls). A secondary substrate parameter SW allows you to control
the separation of the right-most/left-most conductor from the respective side wall. Conductor separations from the left
and from the right wall are assumed equal.

• This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness T (it may be zero, positive, or negative). Negative
thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

• If substrate parameter Gnd = "Grounded substrate" then the number of the substrate layer carrying conductor NL must
be within limits 1≤NL≤N, where N is a number of dielectric layers in the substrate stackup . If Gnd = "Suspended
substrate" then NL must be within the limits 1≤NL≤N+1. Setting NL = N + 1 implies that the taper line is located onto
the air layer underlying the dielectric stack. To enable the conductor (at NL = N + 1) to jut downwards (from the
dielectric stack bottom), conductor thickness T should be made negative (T<0).

• GMSUB parameter T. T specifies thickness of the taper line metal. Note that the GMSUB parameter T is actually a
vector, but MMTAPER uses only the first entry of this vector so you may enter the value of T as a scalar. It is important
that the connecting line is located at the same layer (specified by parameter NL). In a multilayer stack configuration
often it is convenient to have a separate GMSUB instance for MMTAPER.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed from a cascaded series of constant width microstrip transmission lines. Model implementation
is based on an EM Quasi-Static technique[1]. The number of sections used is frequency-dependent and is constant as a
function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. This model assumes a Quasi-TEM mode of propagation and
incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

The layout cell has a local parameter NUM_EXP_POINT that is valid if Taper=Exponential. This parameter specifies
the number of points used for drawing a curved outline of exponential taper. The default value of NUM_EXP_POINT
is 50.

References

This is an Cadence® Developed Model. The reference for the straight section Microstrip line follows:

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Multiple Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static): MNCLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

W3

Wn-1

Wn

1

2

3

n-1

n

n+1

n+2

n+3

2n-2

2n

Summary

MNCLIN models a section of several (1 to 50) edge coupled/single microstrip lines arranged on a single-layer substrate.
A backing ground plane is always present. MNCLIN implements the same modeling techniques as the
M2CLIN,...M16CLIN models. In addition, MNCLIN is a dynamic or scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as
input parameters so the model and its schematic symbol expands/shrinks as the number of lines increases/decreases. This
model uses disk cache to speed up simulation.

Topology
S1

H

W1

,tan

W2 WnSn-1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionMSUB
"No""Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WaLengthWidth of conductor No iWi, i=1..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthSpacing between conductors No i and No i+1Si, i=1..n-1n-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

See MxCLIN for a detailed description of MNCLIN parameters. MNCLIN differs from MXCLIN in parameter order
only: ForMXCLINmodels, the L, Acc, andMSUB parameters follow the widths (Wi) and spacings(Si); for theMNCLIN
model, the L, Acc, MSUB, Save to File, and FileName parameters precede the Wi and Si parameters.

SaveToFile. This parameter is hidden by default and set to "No". You can toggle the parameter to "Yes" or "No". If set
to "Yes", the model creates a text file (namedMnCLIN.txt) at the current project location. This text file contains a table
of values of per-unit-length RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed
at the frequency specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for n>2. All models output RLGCmatrices to columns that immediately
follow the frequency column. Entries of each matrix are placed column-wise; the first column is first: R11, R21, R31..
Rn1; and then the second column: R12, R22, R32,..Rn2 etc. The total number of columns in the file is 4*n*n+1, where
n is the number of lines.

If N=2, MNCLIN implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns in the
text file. Note that if a system of coupled lines is fully symmetrical (as might be the case with edge-coupled microstrip
lines) C-mode corresponds to even mode and P-mode corresponds to odd mode.

For N=2,MNCLIN outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2),
Re(Zp2), and Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), and Im(EeffP) (see
traditional effective dielectric constants in columns 38, 39); and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m)
to columns 2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in corresponding order (see
the previous). Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, and BetaP; where Rc is the ratio of C -
mode voltage in the second line to C - mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P-mode (see details in [2],
section 4.3.1) and BetaC and BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note that column 38 and 39
contain traditional effective dielectric constants ErC_Eff and ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number
of columns in the file is 39 (at N=2).

If N=, MNCLIN creates a file that contains complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo) and Im(Zo), complex effective
dielectric constant Re(Eeff) and Im (Eff) (see traditional effective dielectric constant in column 12), and Loss (dB/m) in
columns 2-6. Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that
column 12 contains traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. Total number of columns
in the file is 12 (at N=1).

The created text file might be linked or imported to a project as a data file and you can view the frequency behavior of
any above mentioned parameter using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always in
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GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence® Microwave Office® software measurements
placed on the same graph; you may prefer to place these data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to modelMnCLIN.TXT. You can change the file name for each
model instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

2. For more information about restrictions and recommendations common to MNCLIN and MXCLIN, see MxCLIN.

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It computes matrices of
per-unit-length RLGC parameters and uses them to evaluate circuit parameters of coupled lines. This model saves
frequency-independent RLGC matrices to disk cache. Before calculation of RLGC matrix models, it checks to see if
the disk cache contains data that has been saved earlier with the same set of input parameters. If a match is found, the
model reads RLGC matrices from a disk cache and saves time on their calculation. If no match is found, the model
calculates RLGC matrices and places a new record into the disk cache. All subsequent runs of any project containing
this model with the identical set of input parameters use the disk cache for speed up.

2. This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included (in part of frequency
dependence of output parameters due to presence of frequency dependent losses).

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

See MxCLIN for details.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different fromGHz, ohm, henry or siemens, you may need to scale input values manually.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2] R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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Multiple EdgeCoupledMicrostrip Lineswith Optional Cover (EMQuasi-Static):
MNCLINC

Symbol
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Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MNCLINCmodels a section of several (1 to 50) edge coupled/single microstrip lines arranged on a single-layer substrate.
MNCLINC differs from MNCLIN in that it uses substrate with optional cover MSUBC instead of MSUB. MSUBC
allows to place/remove PEC cover above the microstrip lines. A backing ground plane is always present. MNCLINC is
a dynamic or scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as input parameters so the model and its schematic symbol
expands/shrinks as the number of lines increases/decreases. This model uses disk cache to speed up simulation.

Topology
S1

H

W1

,tan

W2 WnSn-1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUBC1bTextSubstrate DefinitionMSUBC
"No""Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WaLengthWidth of conductor No iWi, i=1..nn-
number of lines

WaLengthSpacing between conductors No i and No i+1Si, i=1..n-1n-
number of lines
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

See MxCLIN for a detailed description of MNCLINC parameters. MNCLINC differs fromMXCLIN in parameter order
only: ForMXCLINmodels, the L, Acc, andMSUB parameters follow thewidths (Wi) and spacings(Si); for theMNCLINC
model, the L, Acc, MSUBC, Save to File, and FileName parameters precede the Wi and Si parameters.

SaveToFile. This parameter is hidden by default and set to "No". You can toggle the parameter to "Yes" or "No". If set
to "Yes", the model creates a text file (namedMnCLINC.txt) at the current project location. This text file contains a table
of values of per-unit-length RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed
at the frequency specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

1

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for n>2. All models output RLGCmatrices to columns that immediately
follow the frequency column. Entries of each matrix are placed column-wise; the first column is first: R11, R21, R31..
Rn1; and then the second column: R12, R22, R32,..Rn2 etc. The total number of columns in the file is 4*n*n+1, where
n is the number of lines.

If N=2, MNCLINC implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns in the
text file. Note that if a system of coupled lines is fully symmetrical (as might be the case with edge-coupled microstrip
lines) C-mode corresponds to even mode and P-mode corresponds to odd mode.

For N=2,MNCLINC outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2),
Re(Zp2), and Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), and Im(EeffP) (see
traditional effective dielectric constants in columns 38, 39); and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m)
to columns 2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in corresponding order (see
the previous). Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, and BetaP; where Rc is the ratio of C -
mode voltage in the second line to C - mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P-mode (see details in [2],
section 4.3.1) and BetaC and BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note that column 38 and 39
contain traditional effective dielectric constants ErC_Eff and ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number
of columns in the file is 39 (at N=2).

If N=1, MNCLINC creates a file that contains complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo) and Im(Zo), complex effective
dielectric constant Re(Eeff) and Im (Eff) (see traditional effective dielectric constant in column 12), and Loss (dB/m) in
columns 2-6. Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that
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column 12 contains traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. Total number of columns
in the file is 12 (at N=1).

The created text file might be linked or imported to a project as a data file and you can view the frequency behavior of
any above mentioned parameter using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always in
GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence® Microwave Office® software measurements
placed on the same graph; you may prefer to place these data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.

FileName. This parameter is secondary and is set to modelMnCLINC.TXT.You can change the file name for each model
instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MNCLINC to
behave like MNCLIN; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the
substrate; Option "Metallic box" confines coupled lines into the enclosure with PEC walls parallel to conductors. The
top PEC wall is at the height HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate,
and the side walls are at a distance SW from extreme left/right conductors. Material parameters ErC and TandC are
permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

2. For more information about restrictions and recommendations common to MNCLINC and MXCLIN, see MxCLIN.

3. Minimal allowed value of parameter HC (elevation of metallic cover above substrate) is limited by parameters T
(thickness of conductor metal). The following limitation is imposed by common sense (cover should not touch
conductors) and by the specifics of EM quasi-static technique used for modeling:

HC>1.053*T

Implementation Details

1. Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It computes matrices of
per-unit-length RLGC parameters and uses them to evaluate circuit parameters of coupled lines. This model saves
frequency-independent RLGC matrices to disk cache. Before calculation of RLGC matrix models, it checks to see if
the disk cache contains data that has been saved earlier with the same set of input parameters. If a match is found, the
model reads RLGC matrices from a disk cache and saves time on their calculation. If no match is found, the model
calculates RLGC matrices and places a new record into the disk cache. All subsequent runs of any project containing
this model with the identical set of input parameters use the disk cache for speed up.

2. This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included (in part of frequency
dependence of output parameters due to presence of frequency dependent losses).

3. To apply Method of Moments for analysis, a quasi-static model creates 1D mesh covering contours of all conductors.
The mesh is made of linear segments (pulses) of varying length. The length of a pulse is relatively big at the conductor
center; it decreases toward conductor edges to reveal the charge distribution across conductor. If the conductor width
is too large it may cause the pulse size to approach zero for pulses close to edge. In these rare cases the model may
display a “Length of pulse #nnn equal to zero” error message.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

See MxCLIN for details.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different fromGHz, ohm, henry or siemens, you may need to scale input values manually.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2] R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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Octagonal Spiral Inductor (Average Potential Method): MOCTIND

Symbol

Summary

MOCTIND models a microstrip octagonal spiral inductor with a strip underpass/overpass. It is intended for modeling
octagonal inductors on alumina and GaAs substrates. The inductor is located on the top of a ground-backed dielectric
substrate. This model is based on evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, admittances, and resistances
between all spiral turns. These equivalent circuit parameters are obtained using the average potential method in conjunction
with the approximation of static Green's functions.

MOCTIND has a big speed advantage over the FEM based FMOCIND.

Topology

D

LB

WS

WB
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Bridge-Overpass

HB Inductor

Bridge

Inductor

HB

Bridge -Underpass

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
3Number of turnsNT
10 umLengthConductor widthW
2 umLengthConductor spacingS
20 umLengthInternal diameter measured between internal edge of contact

pad of Port 2 and edge of opposite spiral segment
D

Far exitUnderpass exits toward near/far side of spiral ("Near exit/Far
exit")

UExit

10 umLengthWidth of underpass conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of underpass conductor above substrate/Height of

inductor above underpass ("Suspended/On-substrate
underpass")

HB

0 umLengthLength of underpass conductor extension beyond inductorLB
1 umLengthThickness of underpass conductorTB
1Relative dielectric constant of dielectric under overpass bridgeErB
1Loss tangent of dielectric under overpass bridgeTandB
1Underpass metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
OverpassTextSwitch Overpass/Underpass*BrMode
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NT. Number of turns NT must provide an integer number of quarter-turns, that is 1, 1.25, 1.5 etc. This model accepts
any value for NT in the range 1..50 but if NT does not provide an integer number of quarter-turns the model changes NT
to the closest suitable value.

UExit.Allows the direction of the underpass either to the nearest turn ("Near exit", see the "Topology" section) or to
span the internal opening before "diving" under the conducting turns ("Far exit").

HB.Height of the underpass is the distance between the substrate top (top of high-doped layer if present) and the bottom
of the underpass conductor.

LB. The length of the extension of underpass conductor beyond the external edge of inductor body.

BrMode. This switch defines the position of the bridge connected to port 2 relative to the inductor metal (see the
"Topology" section). The Overpass value makes the model imply that the bridge runs above the inductor windings and
is separated from the inductor's metal by deposited dielectric or air. The Underpass value implies that the bridge runs on
the top of the substrate while the inductor windings form arcs above the bridge; thus, the bridge actually runs under
windings and makes the underpass (GaAs specific).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1 ≤ NT ≤ 50

Implementation Details

The Average-potential technique developed for this model is a generalization of formulations derived in [1] for the case
of grounded dielectric substrate.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] Grover, F.W., Inductance Calculations, Mineola, New York: Dover Publishing, 2004

[2] Bahl, I.J., Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave Circuits, Norwood, MA: Artech House, 2003
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Microstrip Open Circuit with End Effect (Closed Form): MOPEN

Symbol

Parameters

MOPEN$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell nor does it use line types to determine its layout. The element models
an open end effect.
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Microstrip Open End Effect (EM Base): MOPENX

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MO1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0AutoFill DataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model implements an X-model of the microstrip open-ended line. For more X-model information see “ EM-based
Models (X-models) ”. This model does not include the effects of dielectric, conductor or radiation losses.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell nor does it use line types to determine its layout. The element models
an open end effect.

Restrictions

εr ≤ 16.0 Recommended0.05 ≤ W/H ≤ 8 Recommended
1 ≤ εrnominal Required0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax Recommended
(100*|εr-εrnominal|)/εrnominal ≤ 10 Recommended(100*|εr-εrnominal|) ≤ 20 Required

Fmax= The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity. This dynamic
frequency limit is displayed to the user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use. Importantly, this
recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given substrate
definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the discontinuity is
approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See the section marked "Upper Frequency
Limitations" in the General Discussion of the X-models.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without Airbridge/Underpass (EM
Quasi-Static): MRINDNB2

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a microstrip rectangular inductor without airbridge at port 2. You can implement any
model of bridge to attach port 2 to an external circuit. This model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances,
capacitances, and resistances between all parallel segments, which in turn is based on an accurate quasi-static model of
an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines. MRINDNB2 is an updated version of MRINDNBR; the update
provides better compliance with transient simulation requirements.

Topology
L3

L1

S

W
LN

L2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than W/2. If you define
too small a value of LN, the model automatically sets LN to W/2 and issues a warning.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

In90deg, Out90deg (layout cell parameter only): Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has In90deg and
Out90deg parameters (to edit these parameter values select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape
Properties). On the Parameters tab of the dialog box that displays, setting these parameters to a nonzero value means that
the location of faces at the junction either at port 1 (In90deg) or at port 2 (Out90deg) provides a connection to an external
circuit via a right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting these parameters to zero means that the location of a face at
the corresponding junction provides an "in line" connection to an external circuit. Default values are zeros. Setting it to
nonzero values (for example, to 1) doesn't affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend component is added
automatically and you must attach the model of bend to the corresponding port at schematics.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).

2. The Acc parameter is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger values of Acc increase the density of themesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly from increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeable increase
in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDNB2 inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in a disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
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exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R. H. Jansen, N. H .L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without Airbridge/Underpass with Optional
Cover (EM Quasi-Static): MRINDNBC

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

This circuit component models a microstrip rectangular inductor without airbridge at port 2. You can implement any
model of bridge to attach port 2 to an external circuit. MRINDNBC differs from MRINDNB2 in that it uses substrate
with optional cover MSUBC instead of MSUB. MSUBC allows to place/remove PEC cover above the inductor. As well
as MRINDNB2, this model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances
between all parallel segments, which in turn is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of
edge-coupled microstrip lines.

Topology
L3

L1

S

W
LN

L2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
MSUBC1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing simulation.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than W/2. If you define
too small a value of LN, the model automatically sets LN to W/2 and issues a warning.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

In90deg, Out90deg (layout cell parameter only): Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has In90deg and
Out90deg parameters (to edit these parameter values select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape
Properties). On the Parameters tab of the dialog box that displays, setting these parameters to a nonzero value means that
the location of faces at the junction either at port 1 (In90deg) or at port 2 (Out90deg) provides a connection to an external
circuit via a right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting these parameters to zero means that the location of a face at
the corresponding junction provides an "in line" connection to an external circuit. Default values are zeros. Setting it to
nonzero values (for example, to 1) doesn't affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend component is added
automatically and you must attach the model of bend to the corresponding port at schematics.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MRINDNBC to
behave like MRINDNB2; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the
substrate; Option "Metallic box" confines inductor into the enclosure with PEC walls. The top PEC wall is at the height
HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate, and the side walls are at a
distance SW from each side of inductor. Material parameters ErC and TandC are permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric
filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).

2. The Acc parameter is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger values of Acc increase the density of themesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly from increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeable increase
in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.
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3. Minimal allowed value of parameter HC (elevation of metallic cover above substrate) is limited by parameters T
(thickness of winding conductor metal). The following limitation is imposed by common sense (cover should not
touch inductor winding) and by the specifics of EM quasi-static technique used for modeling:

HC>1.053*T

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDNB2 inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in a disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R. H. Jansen, N. H .L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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(Obsolete) Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without Bridge (EMQuasi-Static):
MRINDNBR

Symbol

Summary

This OBSOLETE circuit component models a microstrip rectangular inductor without bridge at internal port 2. It is
replaced by the RectangularMicrostrip Inductor without Airbridge/Underpass (EMQuasi-Static) (MRINDNB2) element.
You can implement any model of bridge to attach port 2 to an external circuit. MRINDNBR is based on evaluation of
self- and mutual-inductances, capacitances, and resistances between all parallel segments, which is based on an accurate
quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines.

Topology
L3

L1

S

W
LN

L2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than W/2. If you define
too small a value of LN, the model automatically sets LN to W/2 and issues a warning.

In90deg, Out90deg. (Layout cell): Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has parameters In90deg,
Out90deg (to edit values of these parameters, select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties).
On the Parameters tab of the dialog box that displays, setting these parameters to nonzero values means that the location
of faces at the junction either at port 1 (In90deg) or at port 2 (Out90deg) provides connection to an external circuit via
right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting these parameters to zero means that the location of the face at the
corresponding junction provides an "in line" connection to an external circuit. The default values are zeros. Setting to
nonzero values (for example, to 1) does not affect electrical properties of the model. No bend component is added
automatically and you must attach the model of bend to the corresponding port at schematics.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDNBR inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in memory cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its
duplicate. Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (say, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially exceed
the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this particular case, time saving due to cachingmay be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N.H.L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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(Obsolete) RectangularMicrostrip Inductor with Strip Bridge (EMQuasi-Static):
MRINDSB2

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Strip Bridge (EMQuasi-Static)
(MRINDSB3) element. MRINDSB2 models a microstrip rectangular inductor with strip bridge. This model is based on
an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances and resistances between all parallel segments, which in turn
is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines. MRINDSB2 is an
updated version of MRINDSBR. The update provides better compliance with transient simulation requirements.
MRINDSB2 also features a switch parameter to allow an underpass bridge for GaAs designs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngleAngle of bridge departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
0 umLengthLength of bridge extension beyond inductorLB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
OverpassTextSwitch Overpass/UnderpassBrMode
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS
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LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see above). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If you
define too small a value of LN the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. Angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of the bridge departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90, 180
and 270 are allowed. A zero angle has a bridge that is parallel to L1 and goes to the opposite direction. Angle is measured
counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

MRINDSB2 does not allow the bridge to overlap the last segment. If this occurs, the model changes AB so that the
bridge departs in the opposite direction (this is made for correct evaluation of the capacitance coupling between bridge
and inductor segments).

NOTE:: The layout cell does not reflect a change in bridge orientation in version 5.53 and earlier versions. From version
6.53 forward, a new version of layout cell overrides the setting for AB and sets the bridge exit to the opposite direction
if overlapping occurs. By default, projects created in version 5.53 and earlier versions use an old version layout cell;
while new projects created in 6.53 and later use a new layout cell. You can update the layout cell assigned toMRINDSB2
by double-clicking the model symbol in the schematic window, and selecting either the new layout cell (MRINDSBR2)
or the old layout cell (MRINDSBR) on the Layout tab.

You should not allow the bridge to cross the first segment (the length of this segment is controlled by parameter L1) due
to parasitic coupling between input and output and possible issues with layout. If MRINSB2 discovers this intersection
it issues a warning and a recommendation to review inductor layout.

BrMode. This switch defines the position of the bridge connected to port 2 relative to the inductor metal (see "Topology").
The Overpass value makes the model imply that the bridge runs above the inductor windings and is separated from the
inductor's metal by deposited dielectric or air. The Underpass value implies that the bridge runs atop of the substrate
while the inductor windings form arcs above the bridge; thus, the bridge actually runs under windings and makes the
underpass (GaAs specific).

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 1.

Out90deg (layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell for this model has a Out90deg parameter (to edit values
of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click it and choose Shape Properties/Parameters). Setting this
parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides a connection to an external circuit
via right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero means that the orientation of a face at port 2
provides an"in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit. The default value is zero. Setting this to a nonzero value
(say, to 1) doesn't affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend component is added automatically. You can attach
any bend model to the port 2 if needed.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see above).

2. Accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.
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Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDSB2 inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in the disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its
duplicate. Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the disk cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (say, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially exceed
the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this particular case, time saving due to cachingmay be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N.H.L.Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Strip Bridge (EM Quasi-Static):
MRINDSB3

Symbol

Summary

MRINDSB3 models a microstrip rectangular inductor with strip bridge. The bridge conductor is capacitively coupled to
all crossed segments.This model is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances
between all parallel segments, which in turn is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of
edge-coupledmicrostrip lines. MRINDSB3 is an updated version ofMRINDSBR. The update provides better compliance
with transient simulation requirements. MRINDSB3 also features a switch parameter to allow an underpass bridge for
GaAs designs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngleAngle of bridge departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
0 umLengthLength of bridge extension beyond inductorLB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
OverpassTextSwitch Overpass/UnderpassBrMode
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS
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LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If you
define too small a value of LN the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. Angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of the bridge departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90, 180
and 270 are allowed. A zero angle has a bridge that is parallel to L1 and goes to the opposite direction. Angle is measured
counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

MRINDSB3 does not allow the bridge to overlap the last segment. If this occurs, the model changes AB so that the
bridge departs in the opposite direction (this is made for correct evaluation of the capacitance coupling between bridge
and inductor segments).

MRINDSB3 does not allow the bridge to cross the first segment (the length of which is controlled by parameter L1)
due to parasitic coupling between input and output and possible issues with layout. If MRINSB3 discovers this intersection,
it displays an error and a message recommending review of the inductor layout.

BrMode. This switch defines the position of the bridge connected to port 2 relative to the inductor metal (see "Topology").
The Overpass value makes the model imply that the bridge runs above the inductor windings and is separated from the
inductor metal by deposited dielectric or air. The Underpass value implies that the bridge runs atop the substrate while
the inductor windings form arcs above the bridge; thus, the bridge actually runs under windings and makes the underpass
(GaAs specific).

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

Out90deg. (layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell for this model has a Out90deg parameter (to edit values
of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties). On the Parameters tab
of the dialog box that displays, setting this parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face at port 2
provides a connection to an external circuit via right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero means
that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides an "in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit. The default value
is zero. Setting this to a nonzero value (for example, to 1) does not affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend
component is added automatically. You can attach any bend model to the port 2 if needed.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).

2. The Acc parameter is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger values of Acc increase the density of themesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly from increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeable increase
in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDSB3 inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in a disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the disk cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.
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Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multi-conductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N.H.L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method", IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Strip Bridge and Optional Cover (EM
Quasi-Static): MRINDSBC

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

MRINDSBC models a microstrip rectangular inductor with strip bridge. The bridge conductor is capacitively coupled
to all crossed segments. MRINDSBC differs from MRINDSB3 in that it uses substrate with optional cover MSUBC
instead of MSUB. MSUBC allows to place/remove PEC cover above the inductor. As well as MRINDSN3, this model
is based on an evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances between all parallel segments,
which in turn is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines. Similar
to MRINDSB3, MRINDSBC features a switch parameter to allow an underpass bridge for GaAs designs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngleAngle of bridge departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
0 umLengthLength of bridge extension beyond inductorLB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
OverpassTextSwitch Overpass/UnderpassBrMode
1Accuracy parameter*Acc
MSUBC1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUBC

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS
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LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing simulation.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If you
define too small a value of LN the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. Angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of the bridge departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90, 180
and 270 are allowed. A zero angle has a bridge that is parallel to L1 and goes to the opposite direction. Angle is measured
counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

MRINDSBC does not allow the bridge to overlap the last segment. If this occurs, the model changes AB so that the
bridge departs in the opposite direction (this is made for correct evaluation of the capacitance coupling between bridge
and inductor segments).

MRINDSBC does not allow the bridge to cross the first segment (the length of which is controlled by parameter L1)
due to parasitic coupling between input and output and possible issues with layout. If MRINSB3 discovers this intersection,
it displays an error and a message recommending review of the inductor layout.

BrMode. This switch defines the position of the bridge connected to port 2 relative to the inductor metal (see "Topology").
The Overpass value makes the model imply that the bridge runs above the inductor windings and is separated from the
inductor metal by deposited dielectric or air. The Underpass value implies that the bridge runs atop the substrate while
the inductor windings form arcs above the bridge; thus, the bridge actually runs under windings and makes the underpass
(GaAs specific).

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 1.

Out90deg. (layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell for this model has a Out90deg parameter (to edit values
of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties). On the Parameters tab
of the dialog box that displays, setting this parameter to a nonzero value means that the orientation of a face at port 2
provides a connection to an external circuit via right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero means
that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides an "in line" (no bend) connection to an external circuit. The default value
is zero. Setting this to a nonzero value (for example, to 1) does not affect the electrical properties of the model; no bend
component is added automatically. You can attach any bend model to the port 2 if needed.

MSUBC cover related parameters: Cover, HC, ErC, TandC, SW. Parameter Cover gives user an opportunity to chose
between options "No cover" (default),""Metallic cover', and "Metallic box". Option "No cover" makes MRINDSBC to
behave like MRINDSB3; Option "Metallic cover" places PEC grounded infinite plane at the elevation HC above the
substrate; Option "Metallic box" confines inductor into the enclosure with PEC walls. The top PEC wall is at the height
HC above the substrate, the bottom wall is represented by the grounded side of a substrate, and the side walls are at a
distance SW from each side of inductor. Material parameters ErC and TandC are permittivity and loss tangent of dielectric
filling under the cover.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous section).

2. The Acc parameter is limited to 1≤ACC≤10. Larger values of Acc increase the density of themesh used in computations.
The accuracy of model parameters may improve slightly from increasing Acc, at the expense of a noticeable increase
in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.
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3. Minimal allowed value of parameter HC (elevation of metallic cover above substrate) is limited by parameters T
(thickness of winding conductor metal), TB (thickness of bridge conductor metal), and HB (thickness of bridge
dielectric layer). The following limitation is imposed by common sense (cover should not touch neither inductor
winding nor the strip bridge) and by the specifics of EM quasi-static technique used for modeling:

HC > 1.053*T+HB+TB

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDSBC inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in a disk cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from the disk cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multi-conductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N.H.L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method", IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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(Obsolete) Rectangular Microstrip Inductor Strip Bridge (EM Quasi-Static):
MRINDSBR

Symbol

Summary

This OBSOLETE circuit component models a microstrip rectangular inductor with strip bridge. It is replaced by the
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Strip Bridge (EM Quasi-Static) (MRINDSB3) element. MRINDSBR is based on
evaluation of self and mutual inductances, capacitances, and resistances between all parallel segments, which is based
on accurate quasi-static model of arbitrary number of edge coupled microstrip lines.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
0 degAngleAngle of bridge departureAB
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
10 umLengthWidth of bridge strip conductorWB
2 umLengthHeight of bridge dielectricHB
0 umLengthLength of bridge extension beyond inductorLB
1Relative dielectric constant of bridge dielectricEPSB
0Loss tangent of bridge dielectricTDB
1 umLengthThickness of bridge stripTB
1Bridge metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoB
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than (W+WB)/2. If you
define too small a value of LN, the model automatically sets LN to (W+WB)/2 and issues a warning.

AB. Angle AB (degrees) defines the direction of bridge departure from the end of the last segment. Only 0, 90, 180 and
270 are allowed for AB. A zero angle has a bridge that is parallel to L1 and goes to the opposite direction. Angle is
measured counterclockwise. Any intermediate value of AB is set to the closest acceptable value.

Bridge is not allowed to overlap the last segment. If this occurs, the model changes AB so that the bridge departs in the
opposite direction (this is made only for evaluation of capacitance coupling between bridge and inductor segments).

NOTE: The layout cell does not reflect a change in bridge orientation in version 5.53 and earlier versions. Starting with
version 6.53, a new version of layout cell overrides the setting for AB and sets the bridge exit to the opposite direction
if overlapping occurs. By default, projects created in version 5.53 and earlier versions use the old version of the layout
cell. Projects created in 6.53 and later use the new layout cell by default. You can update the layout cell assigned to this
model. To do so, double-click the model symbol in the Schematic window to open the Element Options dialog box for
the model, click the Layout tab and select either MRINDSBR2 as a new layout cell or MRINDSBR as the old layout cell.

Out90deg (Layout cell parameter only): Note that the layout cell for this model has parameter a Out90deg parameter
(to edit values of this parameter select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties). On the
Parameters tab of the dialog box that displays, setting this parameter to nonzero means that the orientation of a face at
port 2 provides a connection to an external circuit via right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting this parameter to zero
means that the orientation of a face at port 2 provides an "in line" (no bend) connection to external circuit. The default
value is zero. Setting this to a nonzero value (for example, to 1) does not effect the electrical properties of the model; no
bend component is added automatically. You can attach any bend model to the port 2 if needed.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDSBR inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. This means that during the first evaluation of the schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each inductor instance are being stored in memory cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its
duplicate. Duplicate inductors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

Note that the model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, the time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

Caution: The implementation of EMQuasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M. B. Bazdar, A. R. Djordjevic, R. F. Harrington, and T. K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters
for multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42,
July 1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N. H. L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method", IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Wire Bridge (EM Quasi-Static):
MRINDWBR

Symbol

Summary

This circuit component models a microstrip rectangular inductor with wire bridge at an internal port. MRINDWBR is
based on an evaluation of self- and mutual-inductances, capacitances, and resistances between all parallel segments,
which is based on an accurate quasi-static model of an arbitrary number of edge-coupled microstrip lines.

Topology

L3

L1

S

W
LN

L2

Inductor

Substrate
MSUB

HW

LW

Wire bridge

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
15Number of linear segments (>=4)NS
80 umLengthLength of first segmentL1
155 umLengthLength of second segmentL2
165 umLengthLength of third segmentL3
35 umLengthLength of last segmentLN
10 umLengthConductor widthW
5 umLengthConductor spacingS
500 umLengthWire ridge lengthLW
20 umLengthDiameter of bridge wireDiaW
500 umLengthWire bridge heightHW
1Bridge wire bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoW
MSUB1aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

NS. The number of linear conductor segments forming the inductor. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX.
The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition LNMAX >0, where

LNMAX = L2-(NS-2)(W+S)/2 for even NS

LNMAX = L3-(NS-3)(W+S)/2 for odd NS

The layout feasibility check is run before performing calculations.

LN. The length of the last segment LN should not exceed LNMAX (see previous). If you define too large a value of LN,
the model automatically sets LN to LNMAX and issues a warning. LN also should not be less than W/2. If you define
too small a value of LN, the model automatically sets LN to W/2 and issues a warning.

LW. The distance between bridge wire attachment points (see Wire bridge in the "Topology" section). LW should be
large enough to allow the bridge to reach an attachment point beyond the inductor boundary.

HW. The maximal height of the wire bridge above the substrate.

In90deg, Out90deg. (Layout cell): Note that the corresponding layout cell of this model has In90deg and Out90deg
parameters (to edit these parameters, select the corresponding layout cell, right-click and choose Shape Properties to
display the Cell Options dialog box). On the Parameters tab, setting these parameters to nonzero values means that the
location of faces at the junction either at port 1 (In90deg) or at port 2 (Out90deg) provides connection to an external
circuit via a right (90deg) bend. Correspondingly, setting these parameters to zero means that the location of the face at
the corresponding junction provides an "in line" connection to an external circuit. The default values are zeros. Setting
these to nonzero values (for example, to 1) does not affect the electrical properties of the model. No bend component is
added automatically and you must attach the model of bend to the corresponding port at schematics.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NS should be greater than 4 and less than NSMAX. The value of NSMAX can be evaluated from the condition
LNMAX >0 (see previous).
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2. You should enter a sufficient value of LW to provide a bridge long enough to reach an attachment point beyond the
inductor boundary.

Implementation Details

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several MRINDWBR inductors, cache is implemented for
this model. During the first evaluation of a schematic, the most time-consuming intermediate parameters for each inductor
instance are stored in memory cache. Each inductor model checks this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate inductors
copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache, saving substantially on their recalculation.

Note that this model caches only frequency-independent characteristics of coupled lines, but recalculates the large
equivalent circuit network (derived from coupled line characteristics) at each swept frequency. Thus, if the number of
swept frequency points is large (for example, 300) the total time spent on equivalent circuit evaluation may substantially
exceed the time for evaluation of coupled line characteristics. In this case, time saving due to caching may be relatively
moderate.

This model does not account for coupling between bridge wire and inductor segments. However, the wire bridge is
substrate-aware, so the HW parameter may affect MRINDWBR performance.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228

[2]M. Kirschning, R.H. Jansen, N.H.L. Koster, "Measurement and computer-aidedmodeling of microstrip discontinuities
by an improved resonator method," IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1983, pp. 495-497.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Rat-Race Coupler (Aggregate): MRRCOUP

Symbol

C/L
1 2

3 4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Rat-Race Coupler (Aggregate) (MRRCOUP2) element.
MRRCOUP models microstrip rat-race coupler (180o hybrid). Model is a general one, i.e. it allows arbitrary lengths and
widths of feeding lines as well as of all sections of the ring lines.

Topology

2

3

4

1

W1

W2

L1

W3

W4

W5

2
2

L

3
2

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at ports 1 and 2W1
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at port 3 and 4W2
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1 and 2W3
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1,3 and 2,4W4
WaLengthWidth of the Iine connecting ports 3 and 4W5
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 1,3 and ports 2,4L1
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 1 and 2 (about 3/4 w/len)L2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 3 and 4L3
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

L1. Line connecting ports 1,3 and line connecting ports 2,4 have the same length L1.

L2. Full length of line connecting ports 1 and 2.

L3. Full length of line connecting ports 3 and 4.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MRRCOUP uses MCURVE and MTEE (microstrip arc line and microstrip T- junction) models, so all limitations of
these models are applicable to MRRCOUP.

2. For equal split 3 dB coupler (equal power split and 180 0 phase shift between ports 3 and 4):

W1=W2;

W3=W4=W5

L1=L3=λeff/4;(quarter of effective wavelength)

L2=3λeff/4

W3,W4, and W5 provide characteristic impedance of corresponding lines equal to √2 times characteristic impedance
of feeding lines.

Implementation Details

MRRCOUP implies that coupler is mirror symmetrical relative to horizontal axis (see Topology).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Feeding lines at ports may have different characteristic impedances. This is provided by proper choice of width parameters
W1, W2 (see Topology).

To ensure specified power split, matching, isolation and phase shift between branched lines parameters may be derived
in accordance with the recommendations in References [1]. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice
or use them for circuit optimization.
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[1] Mongia, R., Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., RF and microwave coupled-line couplers, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999,
pp. 260-264
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Microstrip Rat-Race Coupler (Aggregate): MRRCOUP2

Symbol

C/L
1 2

3 4

Summary

MRRCOUP2 models a microstrip rat-race coupler (180o hybrid). MRRCOUP2 is a general model; it allows arbitrary
lengths and widths of feeding lines and sections of the ring lines.

Topology

2

3

4

1

W1

W2

L1

W3

W4

W5

2
2

L

3
2

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at ports 1 and 2W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 3 and 4W2
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1 and 2W3
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 1,3 and 2,4W4
WaLengthWidth of the line connecting ports 3 and 4W5
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 1,3 and ports 2,4L1
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 1 and 2 (about 3/4 w/len)L2
LaLengthLength of the line connecting ports 3 and 4L3
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

L1. Line connecting ports 1,3 and line connecting ports 2,4 have the same length L1.

L2. Full length of line connecting ports 1 and 2.

L3. Full length of line connecting ports 3 and 4.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MRRCOUP2 uses MCURVE and MTEE (microstrip arc line and microstrip T- junction) models, so all limitations
of these models apply to MRRCOUP2.

2. For equal split 3 dB coupler (equal power split and 180o phase shift between ports 3 and 4):

W1=W2;

W3=W4=W5

L1=L3=λeff/4; (quarter of effective wavelength)

L2=3λeff/4

W3,W4, andW5 provide characteristic impedance of corresponding lines equal to √2 times the characteristic impedance
of feeding lines.

Implementation Details

MRRCOUP2 implies that a coupler is mirror symmetrical relative to the horizontal axis (see the "Topology" section).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Feeding lines at ports may have different characteristic impedances. This is provided by proper choice of width parameters
W1, W2 (see the "Topology" section).

To ensure the specified power split, matching, isolation and phase shift between branched lines, parameters may be
derived in accordance with the recommendations in Reference [1]. However, you may set parameters to values of your
choice or use them for circuit optimization.

NOTE:The MRRCOUP element is considered obsolete due to errors in port numbering; MRRCOUP2 is recommended
for use.
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[1] Mongia, R., Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., RF and microwave coupled-line couplers, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999,
pp. 260-264
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form): MRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by theMicrostrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form) (MRSTUB2W) element.

Topology

W

Theta

Ro

reference
planeRi

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST#aTextNameID
LbLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
LbLengthInner radius of the stubRi
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUBcTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional ST element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a series radial stub on a single layer substrate. This stub is recommended for use as a
termination (shunt stubs should be modeled with MSRSTUB or MDRSTUB). The parameters Ri (inner radius) and Ro
(outer radius) are dimensions entered in the default length units.Theta is a radial stub angle entered in degrees. The
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parameterMSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission
line and substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The stub is connected to a single node at the reference plane.

Inner radius Ri can be easily obtained from known microstrip width W:

Ri =
W

2sin(Theta / 2)

The model is valid up to its second open-circuit resonance and for 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 180.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] S.L. March, "Analyzing lossy radial-line stubs," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-33, March 1985,
pp. 269-271

[2] F.Giannini, R.Ruggieri, and J.Vrba, "Planar circuit analysis of microstrip radial stub", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech., vol. MTT-32, December 1984, pp. 1652-16551
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form): MRSTUB2

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by theMicrostrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form) (MRSTUB2W) element.
MRSTUB2 models a microstrip radial stub that terminates a microstrip line. The stub is connected to a single node at
the reference plane.

Topology

W

Theta

Ro

reference
planeRi

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthInner radius of the stubRi
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Ri. The inner radius Ri can be easily obtained from the specified microstrip width W and stub angle Theta:
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Ri =
W

2sin(Theta / 2)

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Theta must be within the range 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 160.

2. This model is feasible if (RO-Ri)/RO > 0.01 .

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on cascading multiple segments of lossy microstrip transmission lines described in [1].
It accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectrics. Radiation loss is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MRSTUB2 replaces the MRSTUB element, which is obsolete.

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] B.C.Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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Microstrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form): MRSTUB2W

Symbol

Summary

MRSTUB2W models a microstrip radial stub that terminates a microstrip line. The stub is connected to a single node at
the reference plane.

Topology

W

Theta

Ro

reference
planeRi

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
LaLengthWidth of connecting microstrip lineW
LaLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W. The conductor width of the connecting microstrip line. If needed, the inner radius Ri can be easily obtained from the
specified microstrip width W and the stub angle Theta:
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Ri =
W

2sin(Theta / 2)

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Theta must be within the range 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 160 .

2. This model is feasible if (Ro-Ri)/Ro > 0.01 .

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on cascading multiple segments of lossy microstrip transmission lines described in [1].
It accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectrics. Radiation loss is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MRSTUB2W replaces the MRSTUB element, which is obsolete. MRSTUB2W is also recommended for use instead of
MRSTUB2 because MRSTUB2W is easily accessible for measuring the W parameter, while MRSTUB2 relies on the
less convenient internal radius Ri.

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] B.C.Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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Suspended Substrate Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static): MS1LIN

Symbol

Summary

MS1LIN models a section of single microstrip line with a conductor strip placed on the upper surface of a suspended
substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in MPSUB model description.

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1 ≤ Acc ≤ 10. Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Suspended Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static Based): MS1LINX

Symbol

Summary

MS1LINX models a section of single microstrip line with a conductor strip placed on the upper surface of a suspended
substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on Method of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based
Models (X-models) ” . EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the samemethod as that used in theMS1LIN, however, MS1LINX
gains large computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SeebTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

Acc. The input parameter Acc is an accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis,
and can range from 1 to 10. This value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and
parameter Autofill is set to 1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow down the filling process.
M1LINX does not use Acc in normal, table-based interpolation mode.

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model description.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, set this parameter equal to 1. During normal
operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double-clicking on the
schematic element.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MS1LINX implies that the ratio W/H1 (H1 is substrate thickness) lies within a predefined range 0.05 ≤ W/H1 ≤ 18.5
. Outside of this range, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracy Acc are fixed parameters. Cadence®Microwave Office®
software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values ofMS1LINX fixed parameters. Changes to any fixed
parameter may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length of which depends on the Acc value.
You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

3. The dielectric constant Er of substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; a larger deviation demands a new fill of the model tables.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for substrate dielectric constants different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you need to set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

If you wish to implement values outside of the specified range of W/H1 (see Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations), you can use the MS1LIN element.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static):
MS2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MS2CLIN models section of two edge coupled asymmetric microstrip lines on a suspended substrate, that is, on a single
layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor 1W1
WaLengthWidth of conductor 2W2
LaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in MPSUB model description.

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.
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Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static
Based): MS2CLINX

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MS2CLINX models a section of two symmetric edge coupled microstrip lines with conductor strips placed on the upper
surface of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the infinite grounded
plane).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on Method of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based
Models (X-models) ” . EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the same method as that used in the MS2CLIN, however,
MS2CLINX gains large computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SeebTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

S. Spacing between conductors is an independent parameter.

Acc. The input parameter Acc is an accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis,
and can range from 1 to 10. This value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and
parameter Autofill is set to 1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow the filling process.
MS2CLINX does not use Acc in normal, table-based interpolation mode.
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MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model description.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MS2CLINX implies that the ratio W/H1 lies within the predefined range of 0.05≤W/H1≤18 and the ratio S/H1 lies
within the predefined range of 0.025≤S/H1≤70 (H1 is substrate thickness) Outside of these ranges, the model
extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracy Acc are fixed parameters. Cadence®Microwave Office®
software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of MS2CLINX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length of which depends on the Acc
value. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

3. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

If you want to implement values outside of the specified ranges of W/H1, S/H1 (see Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations), you can use the MS2CLIN element.
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2 SuspendedSubstrate BroadsideCoupledMicrostrip Lines (EMQuasi-Static):
MSBCPL

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MSBCPL models a section of broadside coupled microstrip lines located at the two opposite surfaces of a suspended
substrate. The lower line may be displaced laterally relative to the left edge of the upper line.

Topology
W1

W2

Offs

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthUpper conductor widthW1
WaLengthLower conductor widthW2
LaLengthConductor lengthL
LaLengthHorizontal offset of lower lineOffs
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
TOP_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for top conductorSNAME1
BOT_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for bottom conductorSNAME2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it automatically
defaults to 2.
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Offs. Offs is a relative horizontal offset of lower line left edge from the left edge of the upper line. Offs may be positive
(lower line is displaced to the right), zero (both lines are aligned) or negative (lower line is displaced to the left)

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations. The accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable increase in computation
time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). If
thickness parameter T (see MPSUB parameters) is positive, MSBCPL implies that the upper strip is leveled up over
the substrate and the lower strip is leveled down toward the ground plane. If T is negative, both strips are recessed
into the substrate.

3. SNAME1 and SNAME2 are for layout only and have no effect on the electrical performance.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

When you specify SNAME1 and SNAME2, the structures with corresponding names are identified in a
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of
the missing structure is drawn on the error layer. A structure named SNAME1 must contain a text line starting with the
line type name used for the top conductor. A structure named SNAME2 must contain a text line starting with the line
type name used for the bottom conductor. In a structure named SNAME1=TOP_TRACE and SNAME2= BOT_TRACE
with line type names "Top Copper" and "Bot Copper", you need to add the following code to the LPF file (user-defined
line types may contain any number of layers; structures must contain only one text line):

$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Top Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_1" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Bot Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_2" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "TOP_TRACE"

"Top Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "BOT_TRACE"

"Bot Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Note that text inside structures contains line type names in quotation marks followed by three blank separated zeros.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably increase.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
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2 Suspended Substrate Broadside CoupledMicrostrip Lines (EMQuasi-Static
Based): MSBCPLX

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

MSBCPLX models a section of two equal width broadside coupled microstrip lines with conductor strips placed on the
top and bottom surfaces of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the
infinite grounded plane). Lateral offset is allowed for the bottom line.

MSBCPLX is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of an EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on Method of Moments. For a detailed discussion of X-models see “ EM-based Models
(X-models) ”. EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the samemethod as that used in theMSBCPLmodel, however,MSBCPLX
gains large computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Topology

H1

H2W
T

Substrate

Air

W

Offs

Er

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductors widthW
WaLengthOffset of bottom conductorsOffset
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SeebTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill
TOP_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for top conductorSNAME1
BOT_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for bottom conductorSNAME2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

Offs. The offset of the bottom conductor is an independent parameter.

Acc. The input parameter Acc is an accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis,
and can range from 1 to 10. This value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and
if Autofill is set to 1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow the filling process. MSBCPLX
does not use Acc in normal, table-based interpolation mode.

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model description.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To initiate this filling process, this parameter should be set to 1. During normal operation, this parameter
should be set to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double-clicking the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSBCPLX implies that the ratio W/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H1≤18 and the ratio Offs/H1 lies
within a predefined range of 0.025≤S/H1≤70 (H1 is substrate thickness). Outside of these ranges, the model extrapolates
output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracy Acc are fixed parameters. Cadence®Microwave Office®
software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of MSBCPLX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length of which depends on the Acc
value. You can change any fixed parameter to create the corresponding tables.

3. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. This means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; a larger deviation demands a new fill of the model tables.

4. SNAME1 and SNAME2 are for layout only and have no effect on the electrical performance.

Implementation Details

Thismodel was developed under research performed at CadenceDesign Systems, Inc. The full details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

When you specify SNAME1 and SNAME2, the structures with corresponding names are identified in a
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of
the missing structure is drawn on the error layer. The structure named SNAME1 must contain a text line starting with
the line type name used for the top conductor. A structure named SNAME2 must contain a text line starting with the line
type name used for the bottom conductor. In a structure named SNAME1=TOP_TRACE and SNAME2= BOT_TRACE
with line type names "Top Copper" and "Bot Copper", you need to add the following code to the LPF file (user defined
line types may contain any number of layers; structures must contain only one text line):

$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Top Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_1" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Bot Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_2" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "TOP_TRACE"

"Top Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "BOT_TRACE"

"Bot Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Note that text inside structures contains line type names in quotation marks followed by three blank separated zeros.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for a speed increase, you should expect small errors resulting from the interpolation, and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

If you want to implement values outside of the specified ranges of W/H1, Offs/H1 (see the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section), you can use the MSBCPL element.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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SuspendedSubstrateMicrostrip Bend,Mitered 90deg (EMBased): MSBND90X

Symbol

Summary

MSBND90X models a mitered bend of microstrip line placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended
substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the infinite grounded plane).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” .

This model does not include the effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness
is zero.

MSBND90X$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with
the following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user specified; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Miter fraction (0-0.9)M
Seeb,cTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary Parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

M. Parameter M (miter) is an independent parameter. M is defined as (see Topology)

M = x
d

. Other relations that hold for a right mitered bend are:

d = W 2

;

L = 2x

d − x = 2 ·W · (1 − M)

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the model description.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSBND90X implies that the ratio W/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.25 ≤ W/H1 ≤ 16 and M lies within a
predefined range of 0 ≤ M ≤ 0.9125 (H1 is substrate thickness). Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates
output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Bend is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in Topology
.

3. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of MSBND90X fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand and Rho do
not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create the corresponding tables.
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5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models accounts for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time is dependent on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Suspended Substrate Microstrip Cross - Junction Bend (EM Based):
MSCROSSX

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Summary

MSCROSSXmodels the cross junction of microstrip lines placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended
substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above an infinite grounded plane and separated from it with an air layer).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see the “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” .

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

MSCROSSX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with
the following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.
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Topology

W1W1

W4

W2

Port 1
Ref Plane

Port 2
Ref Plane

Port 3
Ref Plane

Port 4
Ref Plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 1W1
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 2W2
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 3 (model always sets W3=W1;

layout allows any W3)
*W3

WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 4W4
MPSUBbcTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

Parameter Details

W1, W2, W4. Conductors widths are independent parameters.

W3.MSCROSSX does not use this parameter, it always sets W3=W1. However, layout cells read this parameter so it
affects the layout.
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MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSCROSSX implies that the ratio Wwidest/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.25 ≤ Wwidest/H1 ≤ 16 where
Wwidest is the maximum value of W1, W2, and W4 (H1 is substrate thickness); it also implies that the ratio
Wothers/Wwidest lies within a predefined range of 0.2 ≤ Wothers/Wwidest ≤ 1 where Wothers are all values of W1,
W2, W4 excludingWwidest. (Note that W3=W1). Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters
and issues a warning.

2. MSCROSSX is modeled as four-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in
the Topology section.

3. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of MSCROSSX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand and Rho do
not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models accounts for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Microstrip Transverse Slit (Closed Form): MSLIT

Symbol

Summary

MSLIT models a segment of microstrip line with a transverse slit cut in the middle of the segment. This model accounts
for additional resistive loss caused by the slit.

Topology

W

L

Port 1 Port 2

LS

WS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LbLengthConductor lengthL
LbLengthSlit lengthLS
WaLengthSlit widthWS
MSUB#cTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

L. The slit is cut at equal distance L/2 from conductor ends.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Slit length LS cannot exceed 0.9W
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2. Slit width WS cannot exceed 0.9L

Implementation Details

MSLIT accounts for slit excess inductance [1]. It also accounts for frequency-dependent excess resistance introduced
by the slit (a modified technique based on [2]).

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The selection of the L parameter requires attention. The recommended value of L is in the range of 10..20WS.
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Microstrip Pair of Open Stubs: MSOP

Symbol

Summary

MSOP models two microstrip open stubs attached back-to-back with two ports, allowing connection of two microstrip
lines.

Topology

WS

LS

Port 1

Port 2

W2

W1

D1 D2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthStub widthWS
LbLengthStub total lengthLS
LbLengthDisplacement of port #1 from stub centerD1
LbLengthDisplacement of port #2 from stub centerD2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at port #1W1
WaLengthWidth of feeding line at port #2W2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

L. This is a total length of two equal length open stubs attached back-to-back.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Port displacement D1 and D2 can be positive and negative. For port 1, positive/negative displacement means that port
1 is on the left/right side of the stub center; for port 2, positive/negative displacement means that port 2 is on the
right/left side of the stub center.

Implementation Details

MSOP is implemented as a network of microstrip segments connected via microstrip tees.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model accounts for metal and dielectric losses and can be used as a component of filters and phase shifters.
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Microstrip Open Ended Effect (EM Based): MSOPENX

Symbol

Summary

MOPENX models an effect of the open end of a microstrip line placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate
(suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the infinite grounded plane). This model should be used
in conjunction with any suitable microstrip suspended line model.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include the effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness
is zero.

MOPENX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MO#aTextElement IDID
WbLengthConductor widthW
See c dTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

a# is automatically incremented as additional MO element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
d Modify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSOPENX implies that the ratio W/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.05 ≤ W/H1 ≤ 16 , where H1 is substrate
thickness. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. An open end is modeled as a one-port discontinuity. The reference plane corresponding to the port is located at the
edge of the open end of the line attached to this port; MSOPENX adds a small stretch of suspended microstrip line.

3. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of MSOPENX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand and Rho do
not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. This means that models account for a relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, actually,
to the line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric
in use. Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for
a given substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell nor does it use line types to determine its layout. The element models
an open end effect.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Radial Stub Shunt (Closed Form): MSRSTUB

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by theMicrostrip Radial Stub Series (Closed Form) (MSRSTUB2) element.

Topology

Theta

Ro

W

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
STaTextNameID
LbLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WbLengthConductor widthW
WbLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUBcTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional ST element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a single shunt radial stub on a single layer substrate (series stubs should be modeled with
MRSTUB). The model is a two port through element. The parameters W (width of the input microstrip), Wg (width of
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crossing of stub and microstrip line), and Ro (outer radius) are dimensions entered in the default length units.Theta is a
radial stub angle entered in degrees. The parameterMSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross
sectional parameters of the transmission line and substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The model is valid
up to its second open-circuit resonance and for 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 180.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] S.L. March, "Analyzing lossy radial-line stubs," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-33, March 1985,
pp. 269-271

[2]F.Giannini, R.Ruggieri, and J.Vrba, "Shunt-connectedmicrostrip radial stubs", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,
vol. MTT-34, March 1986, pp. 363-366
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Microstrip Radial Stub Shunt (Closed Form): MSRSTUB2

Symbol

Summary

MSRSTUB2models a single microstrip radial stub that shunts microstrip line. This model is a two-port through element.

Topology

Theta

Ro

W

Wg

reference plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
STaTextNameID
LbLengthOuter radius of the stubRo
WbLengthConductor widthW
WbLengthWidth of crossing of stub and microstrip lineWg
90 DegAngleAngle of the stubTheta
MSUBcTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

a# is automatically incremented as additional ST element ID's are added to the schematic.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
cIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Theta must be within the range 9 ≤ Theta ≤ 160.
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2. This model is feasible if

(RO − Wg
2sin(Theta / 2))/ RO > 0.001

.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on cascading multiple segments of lossy microstrip transmission lines described in [1].
It accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectrics. Radiation loss is not included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

MSRSTUB2 replaces the MSRSTUB element, which is obsolete.

References

[1] B.C.Wadell, Transmission Line Design Book, Artech House, Boston-London, 1991, pp.306-307
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Suspended Substrate Microstrip Step In Width with Offset (EM Based):
MSSTEPX

Symbol

Summary

MSSTEPX models a step in width at the asymmetric junction of two microstrip lines placed on the top surface of a
suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the infinite grounded plane). This
model allows a relative offset of lines.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

MSSTEPX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

Offset
W1

W2

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthCenter-line offset dimensionOffset
MPSUBbcTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Conductors widths are independent parameters.

Offset. Offset is an independent parameter.

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSTEPX implies that the ratio Wmax/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.125 ≤ Wmax/H1 ≤ 16 , the ratio
Wmin/Wmax lies within a predefined range of 0.05 ≤ Wmin/Wmax ≤ 1 , and Offset/Wmax lies within a predefined
range of 0 ≤ Offset/Wmax ≤ 0.5 , where H1 is substrate thickness, Wmax is maximum value of W1, W2; and Wmin
is the minimum value of W1, W2. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a
warning.

2. MSSTEPX is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in
the Topology section.

3. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for a several typical values of MSSTEPX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand and Rho do
not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that the recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Suspended Substrate Microstrip Tee - Junction (EM Based): MSTEEX

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

MSTEEX models a T-junction of three microstrip lines placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended
substrate is a single layer substrate elevated above the infinite grounded plane).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

MSTEEX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1 2

3

W3

W2W1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MT1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ node 3W3
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionMPSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2, W3. Conductors widths are independent parameters.

MPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the MPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1. During normal operation, this
parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. MSTEEX implies that the ratio Wwidest/H1 lies within a predefined range of 0.25 ≤Wwidest/H1 ≤ 16 where Wwidest
is the maximum value of W1, W2, and W3 (H1 is substrate thickness); it also implies that the ratio Wothers/Wwidest
lies within a predefined range of 0.2 ≤Wothers/Wwidest/H1 ≤ 1 where Wothers are all values of W1, W2, W3 excluding
Wwidest. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Tee is modeled as three-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
Topology section.

3. Substrate thickness H1, substrate elevation above ground H2, nominal dielectric constant ErNom, dielectric tangent
Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of MSTEEX fixed parameters. Changes to any
fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand and Rho do
not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of substrate MPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Microstrip Step in Width (Closed Form): MSTEP

Symbol

Parameters

MSTEP$ is a Microstrip iCell with no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The step
is the reference plane. W1 and W2 are the widths of the connecting microstrips.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] G. Kompa, "Design of Stepped Microstrip Components," The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. 48, p. 53, 1978.

[2] B. C. Wadell, Transmission-Line Design Handbook, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1991.
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[3] R. K. Hoffman, Handbook of Microwave Integrated Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1987.
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Step in Width (Mode Matching): MSTEP2

Symbol
FW

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Step in Width (Closed Form) (MSTEP) or Microstrip
Step In Width Offset (EM Based) (MSTEPX) element.

Topology

Parameters

MSTEP2$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of line @ port 1W1
WaLengthWidth of line @ port 2W2
4# of higher order modesModes
MSUB#bTextMicrostrip substrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Themodel assumes a Quasi-TEMmode of incident and reflected propagating waves and also calculates the stored energy
in higher order evanescent waves. The model is based on the Full Wave Solution of an equivalent parallel plate wave
guide impedance step and incorporates the frequency-dependent nature of the parasitic inductance and capacitance and
further incorporates the effects of dispersion. The model does not incorporate the resistive effects due to radiation or
dielectric and conductive losses. The parameters W1 and W2 (Strip Widths) are lengths entered in the default length
units. The parameterMSUB specifies theMicrostrip Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters
of the transmission line. The Modes parameter (Number of Higher Order Modes) indicates the number of modes to sum
to determine the amount of stored energy in the junction. As the number of modes increase, the accuracy and calculation
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time increases. Further, as the aspect ratio (W1/W2) deviates away from unity (1) the number of modes required for a
given accuracy increases.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εr ≤ 16.0 Recommended0.05 ≤ W1 or 2/H ≤ 20 Recommended
1 ≤ εr RequiredT/Wmin ≤ 0.5 Recommended
0.05 ≤ W1/W2 ≤ 20 RecommendedT/H ≤ 0.5 Recommended

1 ≤ Modes ≤ 20 Recommended

References

[1]Menzel,W. andWolff, I. "AMethod of Calculating the Frequency Dependent Properties ofMicrostrip Discontinuities"
IEEE Trans. On MTT Vol.25 pp.,107-112 February 1977

[2] Chu, T.S., Itoh, T. and Shih, Y.C. "Comparative Study of Mode-Matching Formulations for Microstrip Discontinuity
Problems" IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[3] Chu, T.S. and Itoh, T. "Analysis of Microstrip Step Discontinuity by the Modified Residue Calculus Technique"
IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[4] Gupta, K.C. "Microstrip Lines and Slotlines" Artech 1996 pp.190

[5] Itoh, Tatsuo, "Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures" John Wiley & Sons
Inc. 1989 p. 466-472
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(Obsolete) Offset Microstrip Step Width (Mode Matching): MSTEPO

Symbol
FW

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Step In Width Offset (EM Based) (MSTEPX) element.

Topology

Parameters

MSTEPO$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
0 umLengthCenterline offset dimensionOffset
8# of Higher order modesModes
MSUB#bTextMicrostrip substrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Themodel assumes a Quasi-TEMmode of incident and reflected propagating waves and also calculates the stored energy
in higher order evanescent waves. The model is based on the Full Wave Solution of an equivalent parallel plate wave
guide impedance step and incorporates the effects of dispersion and the frequency-dependent nature of the parasitic
inductance and capacitance. The model does not incorporate the resistive effects due to radiation or dielectric and
conductive losses. The parameters W1, W2 (Strip Widths) and Offset are lengths entered in the default length units. The
parameter MSUB specifies the Microstrip Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line. The Modes parameter (Number of Higher Order Odd and Even order Modes) indicates the number of
modes to sum to determine the amount of stored energy in the junction. The amount of energy stored in the higher modes
is increased due to the ability of the asymmetric step to excite odd ordered modes. As the number of modes increases,
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the accuracy and calculation time increases. Further, as the aspect ratio (W1/W2) deviates away from unity (1) the number
of modes required for a given accuracy increases.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εr ≤ 16.0 Recommended0.05 ≤ W1 or 2/H ≤ 20 Recommended
Offset ≤ |W1 - W2|/2T/Wmin ≤ 0.5 Recommended
0.05 ≤ W1/W2 ≤ 20 RecommendedT/H ≤ 0.5 Recommended

1 ≤ Modes ≤ 30 Recommended

References

[1]Menzel,W. andWolff, I. "AMethod of Calculating the Frequency Dependent Properties ofMicrostrip Discontinuities"
IEEE Trans. On MTT Vol.25 pp.,107-112 February 1977

[2] Chu, T.S., Itoh, T. and Shih, Y.C. "Comparative Study of Mode-Matching Formulations for Microstrip Discontinuity
Problems" IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[3] Chu, T.S. and Itoh, T. "Analysis of Microstrip Step Discontinuity by the Modified Residue Calculus Technique"
IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[4] Gupta, K.C. "Microstrip Lines and Slotlines" Artech 1996 pp.190

[5] Itoh, Tatsuo, "Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures" John Wiley & Sons
Inc. 1989 p. 466-472
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Microstrip Step In Width Offset (EM Based): MSTEPX

Symbol

Summary

MSTEPXmodels a step in width at the asymmetric junction of two microstrip lines. Model allows relative offset of lines.

This model is constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using the results of a EM analysis based onMethod
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see the “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

MSTEPX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly specified by the user; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

Offset
W1

W2

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthCenterline offset dimensionOffset
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Offset/Wwidest ≤ 0.5 Recommended0.05 ≤ W1&W2 ≤ 8.0 Recommended
εr nominal ≤ 16 Recommended0.05 ≤ W1/W2 ≤ 20 Recommended
1 ≤ εr nominal Required0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax
(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 20% Required(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 10% Recommended

Fmax: The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity. This dynamic
frequency limit is displayed to the user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use. Importantly, this
recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given substrate
definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the discontinuity is
approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See the section marked "Upper Frequency
Limitations" in the General Discussion of the X-models.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Cadence® Microwave Office®
software user must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several
hours (actual time depends on the computer that runs Microwave Office software) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters have been restricted.

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.
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Tapered Microstrip Line (Closed Form): MTAPER

Symbol

Summary

MTAPER models a segment of inhomogeneous microstrip line. The width of microstrip tapers smoothly between ports.
This model allows linear and exponential width tapers.

Topology

Parameters

MTAPER$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no W1 or W2 parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MT1NameID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaaLengthConductor Width @ node 2W2
LaaLengthLength of taperL
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
LinearLinear/Exponential switchTaper
DefaultDefault/Interpolation switchMethod

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Taper. This parameter provides two options. The Linear option provides linear taper, that is, an outline of the strip is a
trapezoid. The Exponential option provides exponential taper, that is, an outline of the strip is trapezoid-like with
longitudinal sides made with concave exponents.
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Method.This parameter provides two options.When the Default option is selected, themodel breaks the tapered conductor
intomultiple constant width sections and calculates transmission line characteristics for each section.When the Interpolation
option is selected, the model breaks the tapered conductor into a small number of constant width sections and creates
lookup tables for transmission line parameters using width as an argument. Transmission line characteristics for multiple
sections are evaluated by means of interpolation in these tables. The Interpolation option speeds up MTAPER and may
be beneficial for tuning and optimization. Note that interpolation may slightly degrade accuracy, so user discretion is
advised.

Also note that selecting Method=Interpolation has no effect on time-domain simulations.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

εr ≤ 16.0 Recommended0.05 ≤ W1 or 2/H ≤ 20 Recommended
1 ≤ εr RequiredT/Wmin ≤ 0.5 Recommended
Tand ≥ 0 RequiredT/H ≤ 0.5 Recommended
Ang ≤ 45 degs or L ≥ |W1 -W2|/2Rho ≤ 100 Recommended

Implementation Details

This model is constructed out of a cascaded series of constant widthMicrostrip transmission lines. The number of sections
used is frequency-dependent and is constant as a function of the length divided by the guided wavelength. This model
assumes a Quasi-TEMmode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses and dispersion.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The layout cell has a local parameter NUM_EXP_POINT that is valid if Taper=Exponential. This parameter specifies
the number of points used for drawing a curved outline of exponential taper. The default value of NUM_EXP_POINT
is 50.

References

This is an Cadence® Developed Model. The references for the straight section Microstrip line follow:

[1] E. Hammerstad and O. Jensen, IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, p.407, 1980.
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[2] I. J. Bahl and D. K. Trivedi, "A Designer's Guide to Microstrip Line," Microwaves, p. 174, May, 1977.

[3] S. March, "Microstrip Packaging: Watch the Last Step," Microwaves, p. 83, Dec., 1981.

[4] R. Pucel, D. J. Masse, and C. P. Hartwing, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT 16, p. 342, 1968.

[5] G. Wells and P. Pramanick, Int. J. Microwave and mmWave Computer-Aided Design, Vol. 5, p. 287, 1995.
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Tapered Microstrip Line Synthesized to Match (Klopfenstein, Exponential,
Triangular): MTAPER2

Symbol

Summary

MTAPER2 provides synthesis of three types of matching lines based on selected tapered distribution of characteristic
impedance: Exponential, Triangular, and Klopfenstein. The width of microstrip tapers smoothly between ports. Synthesis
of optimal taper shape is initiated by setting the initial value of synthesized parameter L (taper length) to zero.

Topology

Ro RL

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MT1NameID
1 GHzFrequencyLower passband edgeFp
50 OhmResistanceInput impedance @ node 1Ro
100 OhmResistanceLoad impedance @ node 2RL
0 (replaced by
synthesized value)

LengthLine lengthL

0.1Absolute value of maximum reflection coefficient (voltage)Rmax
ExponentialSwitch between characteristic impedance distribution types

(Klopfenstein, Exponential, Triangular)
Taper

30Number of straight microstrip segments per wavelengthNseg
5 umLengthMinimal allowed conductor widthW_min
5000 umLengthMaximal allowed conductor widthW_max
MSUB#aTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
Replaced by
synthesized value

LengthWidth of line at Port#1 (synthesized value)W1

Replaced by
synthesized value

LengthWidth of line at Port#2 (synthesized value)W2

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

L. Input/output taper length. Any non-zero value of L is used as actual taper length. Input non-zero value does not provide
optimal taper length. Setting L=0 provides immediate calculation of optimal taper length. MTAPER2 updates L on the
schematic in-place with correct optimal value. See "Recommendations for Use" for details.

Fp. Desired lower frequency of matching passband.

Ro, RL. Desired input impedance (real) Ro and specified load impedance (real) RL.

Rmax. Desired absolute value of maximal reflection coefficient.

Taper. Provides three options: Exponential, Triangular, and Klopfenstein. These options specify the type of characteristic
impedance distribution along the line (see [1], [2]).

W_min, W_max. Used to verify feasibility of specified values of parameters Ro and RL. W_min and W_max might be
respectively minimal and maximal widths allowable by the device fabrication technology or any other user-specified
values. MTAPER2 uses MSUB parameters to calculate characteristic impedances Zmin(W_max) and Zmax(W_min).
If either Ro<Zmin or RL>Zmax then MTAPER2 interrupts the synthesis/simulation and issues an error message with
recommendations for how to change Ro and/or RL.

W1,W2. Synthesized values of conductor widths at port #1 and port #2. You can use these to automatically match widths
of connected microstrip lines (single or coupled). To provide this match width of microstrip line connected to taper,
specify port #1 as W1@pin, where pin is the number of the connected line terminal. For line connected to taper port#2,
width matching is provided if the connected line width is specified as W2@pin.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Ro must be less than RL (Ro<RL). If Ro>RL then MTAPER2 interrupts the synthesis/simulation and issues an error
message prompting you to review parameters Ro and RL.

2. Ro should not be too close to RL. If RL>R0 and RL-R0<0.1 ohm then MTAPER2 interrupts the synthesis/simulation
and issues an error message prompting you to review parameters Ro and RL.

3. To build Klopfenstein taper for the specified reflection coefficient Rmax, Rmax should be less than 0.5log(RL/Ro).
If this is not true, MTAPER2 interrupts the synthesis/simulation and issues an error message prompting you to review
parameters Rmax, Ro, and RL.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed of a cascaded series of constant width microstrip transmission lines. It assumes a quasi-TEM
mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric, conductive losses, and dispersion.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.
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See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The first time you place MTAPER2 on a schematic, it is created with the set of default parameters. If MSUB is on the
schematic, taper shape synthesis and taper layout pcell code run immediately and try to provide an initial optimal taper
configuration. The optimal taper length displays as a value of parameter L. To simulate the synthesized configuration
click the Analyze button on the toolbar.

Any forthcoming changes of any MTAPER2 parameter, particularly non-zero L and Rmax, initiate a new synthesis run
and new layout cell generation. However, the resulting configuration is not optimal and does not warrant specified Rmax
at minimum L.

The only way to obtain optimal configuration is to issue the special command: Manual setting parameter L to
zero.

By setting L=0 you order MTAPER2 to calculate the minimal/optimal length of the taper line. The recalculated value of
L replaces the zero value of the L parameter on the schematic, synthesizes the optimal taper shape, and updates the shape
in the (previously) opened layout window. All of this occurs before simulation starts. Click the Analyze button on the
toolbar to run the simulation. The simulation code uses the synthesized optimal taper line.

Remember to reset L=0 after switching the types of characteristic impedance distributionwith the Taper parameter
or after updating any parameter value.

The input value of Rmax is used only after you set L=0 to initiate synthesis and calculate optimal length. For a non-zero
lengthMTAPER2 recalculates Rmax internally (the value of Rmax on the schematic stays unchanged) and uses the new
Rmax value to create non-optimal taper configuration.

Note that synthesis of Klopfenstein taper does not provide start and end conductor widths that exactly correspond to the
specified Ro and RL. This is by design (see [2]). Smaller ratios RL/Ro and smaller Rmax generate start and end widths
that provide a better match to Ro and RL.

References

[1] R.W. Klopfenstein, "A transmission Line Taper of Improved Design," Proc. IRE, vol. 44, January 1956, pp. 31-35

[2] D.M. Pozar, Microwave Engineering, ch. 5, sect. 5.8, 4th ed. New York: Wiley, 2012
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Microstrip Tee - Junction (Closed Form): MTEE

Symbol
1 2

3

Topology

1 2

3

W3

W2W1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ node 3W3
MSUBbTextSubstrate nameMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

MSUB indicates the name of the MSUB element to use for substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. The
"through" line is connected to nodes 1 and 2. Node 3 is the "side" line. The reference planes for the junction are the ends
of the respective lines; that is, the reference planes for ports 1 and 2 are the two sides of the line connected to node 3.
Similarly, the reference plane for node 3 is the side of the widest of the lines connected to ports 1 and 2. The step in
width between nodes 1 and 2 must occur at the midpoint of the width of port 3, and the "through" lines must have the
same center line.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] E. Hammerstad, IEEE MTT-S Symp. Dig., p. 54, 1981.
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Microstrip T- Junction (EM Based): MTEEX

Symbol
1 2

3

Topology

1 2

3

W3

W2W1

Parameters

MTEEX$ is a Microstrip iCell and has no parameters. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MT1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ node 3W3
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
0IntegerAutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. The intelligent version
of this model automatically assumes these widths are equal to the attached models at that node. See the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide for
details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model implements an X-model of the microstrip T-junction. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “
EM-based Models (X-models) ” . This model does not include the effects of dielectric, conductor or radiation losses,
nor does it account for the effect of conductor thickness.

W1, W2, W3, W4 and FrequencyIndependent Parameters:
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MSUB H- Substrate HeightScalable Parameters:
MSUB Er NominalFixed Parameters:
ErStatistical Parameters:

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εr nominal ≤ 16 Recommended0.25 ≤ Wwidest/H ≤ 4 Required
1 ≤ εr nominal Required0.2 ≤ Wothers/Wwidest ≤ 1
(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 10% Recommended0 ≤ Frequency ≤ Fmax Recommended
(100*|εr-εr nominal|)/εr nominal ≤ 20% Required

Wwidest = The largest dimension of W1,W2,W3,W4

Wothers = W1,W2,W3,W4 excluding Wwidest

Fmax= The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the discontinuity.

This dynamic frequency limit is displayed to the user via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Importantly, this recommended frequency limit will change as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a
given substrate definition. The frequency limit warns the user that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequencywheremultiple modes can propagate. See the sectionmarked "Upper Frequency
Limitations" in the General Discussion of the X-models.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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(Obsolete) Meander Microstrip Line (Closed Form): MTRACE

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Microstrip Meander Line 2 (Closed Form) (MTRACE2) element.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

ANG

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaAngleCenter line lengthL
2Bend type:(1)Unmitered(2)mitered(3)opt miterBtype
0Miter for type=mM
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

LengthBend position array*DB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Bend angle array (degrees)*RB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The MTRACE element is a microstrip line that can be routed by graphically editing the element in the layout view. The
model of the element is constructed by cascading microstrip bends, MBENDs, and microstrip lines, MLINs. The Btype
parameter for the element specifies the type of MBEND used.

ElementDescriptionBtype
MBEND M=0Unmitered1
MBENDArbitrary Miter2
MBENDAOptimal Miter3

See MBEND and MLIN for details about the models.

In general, graphical editing of the MTRACE element is accomplished using mouse commands. Double-clicking on the
element activates blue diamonds that are used to manipulate the bends and lines.

On one straight segment there are three diamonds. The outside diamonds control the length of the segment while the
middle diamond controls bend manipulation. The diamonds are manipulated by placing the mouse over the diamond to
activate an arrow cursor.

To move the diamond, click it and hold down the mouse button while dragging the cursor to another position. Release
the mouse button when you reach the desired position. This series of command is abbreviated as Select Drag&Drop.

To add a bend, select the MTRACE element in the layout view. Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond. Before the
mouse button is released an outline of the new MTRACE displays.

The completed bend is shown in the following figure.
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There are three options when moving a bend to a new position while keeping the overall length constant. The first two
options refer to moving a bend on one of the end segments. The third option refers to moving a middle segment between
two bends.

Option 1: When moving an end segment, the two segments attached to the bend being moved take up the slack in length
while the other segment is kept constant. Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of an end segment. An outline of the
new bend position displays.

The following is the new bend position with overall length constant.

Option 2: Hold down Ctrl + Shift, and then Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of an end segment. This option is
the opposite of Option 1. The slack in the length is taken up by the segments not being moved. Note that the end segment
that is moving is constant in length while the other two segments have changed.

The new bend position for Option 2 is shown below.
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Option 3: When moving a middle segment between two bends, the middle segment always stays constant while the end
segments vary in length. Use the same commands as in Option 1 to move a middle segment.

Moving a bend position while changing the overall length can only be done bymoving the end segments of theMTRACE
when there are two bends or less in the layout. When changing the length of an MTRACE and moving a bend position,
the segment being moved remains at a constant length while the other segment attached to the bend varies in length. To
move a bend and change the length, press the Shift key and Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of the end segment.
Note the change in length of the middle segment while the end segment has a constant length.

The following is the new change in length and bend position.

When there are more than two bends in the MTRACE you can change the bend position and the length in a "trombone"
action. Use the Shift key and Select Drag&Drop procedure on an interior segment of the MTRACE. Note that the middle
section length remains constant while the other two segments vary in length.
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To add a bend after the initial bend has been added, press the Ctrl key and Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond between
the two bends. The outline of the new bend is shown as follows.

The following is the final MTRACE with the new bend.

To rotate the end segment of an MTRACE. Press the Ctrl key and Select Drag&Drop the end of an MTRACE that has
at least one bend in it.

When grid snap is on, the angle of rotation will only be placed on a Snap angle increment as specified in the Layout
Options dialog box Layout tab in the Rotation Snap option. (Select Options > Layout Options to open the Layout
Options dialog box.)

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Microstrip Meander Line 2 (Closed Form): MTRACE2

Symbol

Summary

MTRACE2 improves on theMTRACE element as described in the "Implementation Details" section.MTRACE2 should
be used in future projects in place of MTRACE, which is now classified as obsolete.

Topology

1W

2

d
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ANG

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
L2AngleCenter line lengthL
2Bend type: (1) Unmitered (2) Mitered (3) Opt MiterBtype
1.0Miter length-to-line width ratioM
SUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
{0}cLengthBend position array*DB
{0}4Bend angle array (degrees)*RB
From backVector text

(pull-down)
Reclaim mode*RC

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.
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bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
cVector values are determined dynamically in the layout view of the schematic.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Btype. Bend type. For an 'optimally mitered' bend type, the substrate height must be known in order to calculate the
optimal miter. If a substrate cannot be associated with the element, a default value of 100 um is used to calculate the
optimal miter.

M.Miter length-to-line width ratio. This differs from the obsolete MTRACE element, for which M represented the miter
fraction. Using a miter length-to-width ratio allows for miter fractions that are different at each bend (if their angles are
different). This more closely resembles optimal miters and eliminates rendering problemswhen the bend angle is extremely
shallow.

This parameter is ignored if BType = 3 (optimally mitered).

RC. Reclaim mode. During graphical editing, this parameter defines from which segment(s) slack is added or removed
from the trace.

• From back (default)

• Other options to be added in future versions.

RB andDB. These parameters are meant to be used internally by the model.Manually editing the RB and DB parameters
is not recommended; the MTRACE2 element should only be changed by graphically editing the layout cell.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0.0 ≤ M ≤ 4.0.

2. 0.02 ≤ W/H ≤ 20 recommended

3. T/W ≤ 0.7 recommended

4. T/H ≤ 0.5 recommended

5. εr ≤ 16 recommended

6. 1 ≤ εr required

7. Tand ≥ 0 required

8. 0 ≤ Rho ≤ 1000 required

9. 0 ≤ Rho ≤ 100 recommended

Implementation Details

MTRACE2 Improvements

MTRACE2 is an improvement to the MTRACE element.

The following summarizes the MTRACE problems MTRACE2 fixed:

1. For the 'optimally mitered' bend type (BType = 3), the layout did not actually draw an optimal miter; a miter fraction
of 0.7 was always used. However, it was being electrically modelled correctly.
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2. For a non-90 degree bend, the miter fraction used to electrically model the bend was incorrect.

3. For multilayer traces (e.g. most MMIC traces), the offsets were not handled correctly along non-90 deg bends.

4. If the lengths of the end sections were too short, the miter fractions were changed to accommodate this, e.g. they did
not represent the user-specified miter fraction.

Additional Information

MTRACE2 is a microstrip line that can be routed by graphically editing the element in the layout view. The model of
the element is constructed by cascading microstrip bends, mitered bends, and microstrip lines, MLINs. The Btype
parameter for the element specifies the type of mitered bend used.

ElementDescriptionBtype
MBEND with M=0Unmitered1
MBENDArbitrary Miter2
MBENDAOptimal Miter3

See MBEND and MLIN for details.

In general, graphical editing of the MTRACE2 element is accomplished with the mouse. Double-clicking the element
activates blue diamonds that you use to manipulate the bends and lines.

On one straight segment there are three diamonds. The outside diamonds control the length of the segment while the
middle diamond controls bend manipulation. The diamonds are manipulated by placing the mouse over the diamond to
activate an arrow cursor.

To move the diamond, click it and hold down the mouse button while dragging the cursor to another position. Release
the mouse button when you reach the desired position. This series of movements is abbreviated as "Select Drag&Drop".

To add a bend, select the MTRACE2 element in the Layout View. Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond. Before you
release the mouse button an outline of the new MTRACE2 displays.

The completed bend is shown in the following figure.
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There are three options when moving a bend to a new position while keeping the overall length constant. The first two
options refer to moving a bend on one of the end segments. The third option refers to moving a middle segment between
two bends.

Option 1: When moving an end segment, the two segments attached to the bend being moved take up the slack in length
while the other segment is kept constant. Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of an end segment. An outline of the
new bend position displays.

The following is the new bend position with overall length constant.

Option 2: Press Ctrl + Shift, and then Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of an end segment. This option is the opposite
of Option 1. The slack in the length is taken up by the segments not being moved. Note that the end segment that is
moving is constant in length while the other two segments have changed.

The new bend position for Option 2 is shown in the following figure.
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Option 3: When moving a middle segment between two bends, the middle segment always stays constant while the end
segments vary in length. Use the same commands as in Option 1 to move a middle segment.

Moving a bend position while changing the overall length can only be accomplished by moving the end segments of
MTRACE2 when there are two bends or less in the layout. When changing the length of an MTRACE2 and moving a
bend position, the segment being moved remains at a constant length while the other segment attached to the bend varies
in length. To move a bend and change the length, press the Shift key and Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond of the
end segment. Note the change in length of the middle segment while the end segment has a constant length.

The following is the new change in length and bend position.

When there are more than two bends in MTRACE2 you can change the bend position and the length in a "trombone"
action. Press the Shift key and Select Drag&Drop an interior segment of the MTRACE2. Note that the middle section
length remains constant while the other two segments vary in length.
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To add a bend after the initial bend is added, press the Ctrl key and Select Drag&Drop the middle diamond between the
two bends. The outline of the new bend is shown in the following figure.

The following is the final MTRACE2 with the new bend.

To rotate the end segment of an MTRACE2 press the Ctrl key and Select Drag&Drop the end of an MTRACE2 that has
at least one bend in it..

When the grid snap is on, the angle of rotation is only placed on a Snap angle increment as specified in the Layout Options
dialog box Layout tab in Rotation Snap . (Choose Options > Layout Options to open the Layout Options dialog box.).

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Microstrip Differential Line (Closed Form): MTRACED

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Summary

MTRACED is a set of cascaded segments of edge-coupled microstrip lines and microstrip bends arranged at angles
relative to each other. You can route this line graphically by editing the element in the Layout View. This line may be
beneficial for design of differential transmission lines.

Topology

Port 2

Port 3

Lb

ANG

x

d

W

W

S

Trace #1

Trace #2

Port 1

Port 4

Bend
entrance
segment

Bend exit
segment

RB(1)
Bend #1

Bend # 2

DB(1)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
L1LengthCenter line lengthL
2Bend type: (1) "Unmitered", (2) "Mitered", or (3) "OptMiter"Btype
1.0Miter length-to-width ratio (L/W)M
SUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0}cLengthBend position array*DB
{0}cAngleBend angle array (degrees)*RB
LaLengthGap width conductors 1&&2S
"Closed Form"Technique used to compute p.u.l parameters of Tx linesMethod

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the “Default
Values” for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
cVector values are determined dynamically in the Layout View of the schematic.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

L. Total length of the line measured along the central line of trace #1 (see the "Topology" section).

Btype. Bend type. For an "Opt miter" bend type, the substrate height must be known in order to calculate the optimal
miter. If a substrate cannot be associated with the element, a default value of 100 um is used to calculate the optimal
miter.

M.Miter length-to-line width ratio (Lb/W, see the "Topology" section). Using a miter length-to-width ratio allows for
miter fractions (defined as x/d, see the "Topology" section) that are different at each bend (if their angles are different).
This more closely resembles optimal miters and eliminates rendering problems when the bend angle is extremely shallow.

This parameter is ignored if BType = 3 ("Opt miter").

RB and DB. RB contains central line lengths of trace segments between bends along trace #1 starting from the entrance
segment of bend #1. Note that the length of the last segment is equal to the difference between total line length L and
the sum of all DB entries. DB contains the angle positions of the exit segment (see the "Topology" section) for each bend
relative to the horizontal axis. These parameters are for internal use by the model.Manually editing the RB and DB
parameters is not recommended; you should only change the MTRACED element by graphically editing the layout cell.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0.0 ≤ M ≤ 4.0.

2. It is preferable to have layout option "Rotation Snap" set to 90°. This will warrant correct layout. Other settings of
"Rotation Snap" are also acceptable but they may make layout prone to distortions.

Implementation Details

MTRACED is a microstrip line that you can route by graphically editing the element in the Layout View. The model of
the element is constructed by cascading microstrip bends, microstrip lines, and edge-coupled microstrip lines. The Btype
parameter specifies the type of mitered bend used.

In general, you can graphically edit the MTRACED element using mouse commands. Double-clicking the element
activates blue diamonds you can use to manipulate the bends and lines.

See the MTRACE2 documentation for a detailed description of the graphic editing process.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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(Obsolete) Multi-Layer Meander Microstrip Line (Configurable): MTRACEM

Symbol

Summary

There is no active replacement for this OBSOLETE element. MTRACEM is a user-configurable, multi-layer meander
trace. This model is similar to the single-layerMTRACEmodel, except that the electrical models used for the transmission
lines and discontinuities, as well as how their layout cells are rendered, are user-defined using an Element Process Utility.
A multilayer substrate, NSUB, must be present in the project to use this model. Contact Cadence® for more information
about how to set up a customized Element Process Utility.

This model is available with MWO-228, MWO-328, and ANO-xx9 configurations only.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
NSUB#aTextSubstrate definitionNSUB
2Network node count*NC
{0}XY-point array*XY
{1}From index array*FR
{40}Segment width array*WS
{0}Segment line type array*LT
1Implemented*Impl
{0}Line model type (vector - length equal to number of lines)*LM Type
{0}Discontinuity model types (vector - length equal to number

of discontinuities)
*DM Type

{0}Model parameter 1 - see Help (vector*ARG1
{0}Model parameter 2 - see Help (vector)*ARG2
{0}Model parameter 3 - see Help (vector)*ARG3
{0}Model parameter 4- see Help (vector)*ARG4
Level 3
-Distributed (tx
lines only)

Net modeling level*ModLvl

EM ExtractorEM extractor*EmExt
aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

There are additional parameters associated with this model that are not included in the previous table. These parameters
display on the Parameters tab of the Element Options dialog box and are set and used by the model; they are not intended
for user editing.

Implementation Details

MTRACEM is a "smart" aggregate model whose aggregated elements are assembled dynamically. Based on the particular
configuration, MTRACEM automatically figures out which models to aggregate. For example, MTRACEM can figure
out whether a straight section of transmission line should be considered microstrip, stripline, embedded microstrip, etc.
and aggregate the appropriate transmission line model. Similarly, it can determine whether a discontinuity should be a
via, bend, taper, etc. and aggregate the appropriate discontinuity model. MTRACEM uses two things to determine what
a model should be: the NSUB substrate definition and the Element Process Utility that is specified by the ProcUtil
parameter of the NSUB. Contact Cadence for information about setting up a customized Element Process Utility. You
can also see the NSUB documentation for more information.

MTRACEM must always start and end with a transmission line section. Also, line sections and discontinuities must
alternate (for example, line-discontinuity-line-discontinuity-line).

Layout

This element is considered obsolete. You should use iNets and the ACE simulator to obtain the same functionality.

Recommendations for Use

The following steps must be complete before you can use MTRACEM correctly:

1. Place an MTRACEM element in the schematic.

2. Place an NSUB substrate in the schematic (or in the Global Definitions window).

3. Specify the Element Process Utility by setting the "ProcUtil" parameter on the NSUB.

4. Set the remaining NSUB parameters so that they correspond to the specified process utility (ideally, the MTRACEM
is used in conjunction with a process library. In this case, an NSUB can be set up and included with the library as an
XML component, so no user set-up is necessary- the XML NSUB element can simply be dropped into the schematic
and used as is).

5. Import the LPF file associated with the Element Process Utility.

If any of these steps are not complete, error messages may result during electrical simulation and the layout may not
render correctly.

Graphical Editing:

The following information is also found in the AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide .

In general, you use the mouse to edit multilayer trace elements. Double-clicking an element activates blue diamonds that
manipulate the bends and lines.
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On one straight segment there are three diamonds. The outside diamonds control the length of the segment and the middle
diamond controls bend manipulation. The diamonds are manipulated by placing the mouse over the diamond to activate
an arrow cursor.

To move the diamond, click and drag the arrow cursor to another position and then release the mouse button.

Add a Bend

To add a bend to any line segment, select the multilayer trace element in the Layout View. While holding down the Shift
key, click and drag the middle diamond to another position and then release the mouse button. Before you release the
mouse button an outline of the new multilayer trace displays.

The following figure shows the completed bend.

Moving a Line Segment

When moving a segment in a multiple segment trace, the length of the segment being moved always stays constant while
the other segments may vary in length. Click and drag the middle diamond of the segment between the two bends to
another position and then release the mouse button. The following two figures illustrate moving an interior segment.

The following two figures illustrate moving an end segment.
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The following figure shows the new length and bend position.

When there are more than two bends in themultilayer trace you can change the bend position and the length in a "trombone"
action. Simply click and drag the middle diamond of an interior segment to another position and then release the mouse
button. Note in the following two figures that the middle section length remains constant while the other two segments
vary in length.

Rotate a Segment

To rotate the end segment of a multilayer trace, press Ctrl and click and drag the end of a multilayer trace that has at least
one bend in it.
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When grid snap is on, the angle of rotation is only placed on a Snap angle increment as specified on the Layout Options
dialog box Layout tab in the Rotation Snap option. (Choose Options > Layout Options to open the Layout Options dialog
box.)

Multilayer Trace Routing

You can route the multilayer trace layout cell using the TRACE routing command. The TRACE routing command routes
the multilayer trace from a center line path that is drawn with the mouse (or by using coordinate entry). The TRACE
routing starts by double-clicking the multilayer trace to put it into edit mode. When the multilayer trace is in edit mode,
the grab diamonds are visible (NOTE: For an iNet, the only diamonds that are not eligible for TRACE routing are the
diamonds that display at a junction of three or more segments).
Double-click one of the diamonds to start TRACE routing.

Multilayer TRACE Routing at the Start Point

If the TRACE routing is started at the beginning of a path, a center line path can be drawn as shown in the following
figure. If you press the Tab key or Space bar while drawing the center line, a Coordinate Entry dialog box opens to allow
coordinate entry of the center line points. You can also use gravity points when drawing the center line. You draw the
center line by clicking at each of the desired vertex points, and complete it by double-clicking for the last point, or clicking
on the same point twice.

After the center line path drawing is complete, the multilayer trace element routes itself to the center line path. The
routing is not always exactly on the center line because there are other constraints that may need to be satisfied. Note
that performing a route at the starting path point completely replaces the old trace.
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Multilayer TRACE Routing at the End Point

If the TRACE routing is started at the end of a path, the center line path that is drawn is appended to the existing path.

Multilayer TRACE Routing at an Interior Point

If the TRACE routing is started at an interior point, one of two things occurs, depending on where the routing ends. If
the routing ends at another existing diamond, the portion of the trace between the starting and ending diamonds is replaced
with the path specified by the new routing. This allows for replacing interior segments without affecting other segments
of the trace.
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If the routing ends at a point that is not already part of the existing trace, the portion of the trace after the starting diamond
is replaced with the path specified by the new routing. This allows for replacing a trace past a certain point without
affecting the beginning segments of the trace.

Multilayer TRACE Routing on Multiple Line Types

The multilayer trace can be routed to multiple line types. When you double-click a diamond to start the routing, note
that the cursor displays delta x, delta y, length, and line type. To change the line type while routing, press the Shift key,
then use the mouse wheel to scroll through all of the possible line types. If the routing begins at a diamond that is located
at an intersection of two different line types, the line type that initially displays next to the cursor is the line type of the
segment that goes into the diamond.
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The 3D view of the layout shows that after routing on multiple line types, the proper transitions (vias in this case) are
added.

Multilayer TRACE Manual Editing

You can edit the components that make up the multilayer trace. To display the dialog box for editing, right-click on the
layout object in the Layout View and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.
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The Lines tab displays all of the individual line segments that make up the trace or net in a grid format. Each row of the
grid represents a single line segment and its properties, including line type, line width, line length, and model type. Model
Type is the type of model to use to electrically model the particular line segment. For example, if an Element Process
Utility specifies two possibilities for a line segment, such as a closed-formmodel and an EM-based model, you can select
which one to use.

In the Discontinuity column each line segment is paired with the discontinuity that exists at the end of the line segment.
To see the direction for a particular segment, click on the line segment row in the grid and observe the layout. A red
arrow displays over the line segment and points from the start to end. The following figure shows the arrow that displays
on the fourth line segment when you click the fourth row in the grid:

To edit the properties of a discontinuity at the end of a line segment, click on the button in the Discontinuity column for
that particular line segment to display the Discontinuity Properties dialog box.

Here you can edit the parameters associated with the discontinuity. The discontinuity model type is similar to the line
segment model type previously discussed, except that it applies to a discontinuity instead of a line segment.
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U-turn (180-degrees) Microstrip Bend: MUBEND

Symbol

Summary

MUBENDmodels an interconnect between the ends of two adjacent coupled microstrip transmission lines. It comprises
two right-angle mitered microstrip bends connected with a transmission line. Its primary use is as a component of hairpin
microstrip filters.

MUBEND$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See the “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

W WS

X

D

Port #1 Port #2
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of bendsW
SaLengthGap between bendsS
0ScalarBends miterM
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

M.Miter M is defined as D/X (see "Topology") and its value cannot exceed 0.5.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Note that the maximum value of miter M is 0.5. This model issues an error if M>0.5. This cap is installed to avoid
overlapping of bends if the value of parameter S is too small.

2. Parameter W refers to both ports of MUBEND; MUBEND is intended to connect microstrip lines of equal width.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a series connection of right-angle mitered microstrip bend, microstrip line, and another
right-angle mitered microstrip bend.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model is intended to provide a convenient means for designing coupled line structures like hairpin filters. You can
use it, however, with any type of microstrip lines. The only limitation is a requirement of equal width of attached lines.
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Cylindrical One Port Via with Microstrip Pad (Closed Form): MVIA1P

Symbol

Summary

MVIA1Pmodels a microstrip short at the end of a transmission line. It is an aggregate model comprised of a transmission
line and a transmission line open-end effect, with a via to ground at the junction of the two transmission line elements.
The result is a square pad with a via in the middle.

Equivalent Circuit

MLIN
ID=TL1
W=W mil
L=W/2 mil

MLEF
ID=TL2
W=W mil
L=W/2 mil

VIA1P
ID=V1
D=D mil
H=H mil
T=T mil
RHO=RHO

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1Element IDID
40umHole diameterD
LPF defaultLengthSubstrate thicknessH
LPF defaultLengthMetal thicknessT
LPF defaultLengthPad widthW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRHO

Structure name from LPF file, empty string uses VIA,
DEFINE, BEGIN from LPF file.

*SNAME

Substrate definitionMSUB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Parameter W should match the width of the transmission line connected to MVIA1P. Otherwise, you can use any of the
MSTEP family of junctions to model the change in line width.

Implementation Details

MVIA1P is implemented as a series combination of MLIN and MLEF, with VIA1P at the transmission line junction.

Layout

VIA models draw according to the SNAME parameter setting on the via, as configured in the LPF. If this parameter is
left blank the via definition in the LPF is used to define the via layers. See “Via Definitions” for details. This typically
works well if there is only one via type in the design. If you need to have different via layers, the best approach is to
create structures in the LPF for each type, then set the SNAME parameter to match the structure name in the LPF. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information.

Recommendations for Use

When using this model, keep in mind the physical nature of the square pad surrounding the via. You will effectively add
a length to the targeted transmission line equal to W/2, which is the distance the signal sees in the MVIA1P before
encountering the via. The element connected to MVIA1P should, therefore, be shortened by W/2 if electrical length is
critical.
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Multiple Edge CoupledMicrostrip Lines (EMQuasi-Static) (X=3 to 16): MXCLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

W3

Wn-1

Wn

1

2

3

n-1

n

n+1

n+2

n+3

2n-2

2n

Summary

This set of circuit components models sections of multiple edge coupled microstrip lines on a single-layer dielectric
substrate. The model name includes the number of coupled lines (>=3): M3CLIN, M4CLIN and so on, up to M16CLIN.
A backing ground plane is always present.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
W1LengthWidth of microstrip lineW1
W1LengthWidth of microstrip lineW2
W1LengthWidth of microstrip lineWn, n=3..XX -

number of lines
W1LengthSpacing between linesS1
WaLengthSpacing between linesSn, n=2..XX -

number of lines
LaLengthPhysical lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUBbTextSubstrate nameMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.
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These circuit components model sections of multiple edge coupled microstrip lines. M3CLINmodels three edge coupled
microstrip lines, M4CLIN - four, M5CLIN - five, M6CLIN - six, and so on up toM16CLIN. Two edge coupled microstrip
lines are modeled by M2CLIN; Help for this model is provided separately.

The parameters W1 ..WX (strip widths), S1.. SX (gaps between strips), and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the
default length units. Here X stands for the number of coupled lines that is different for each model.

The Acc parameter is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable growth of computation
time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The MSUB parameter specifies the microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters of
the transmission line. If blank, a default is used.

These components do not impose restrictions on conductor thickness (the thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The components account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Cross-over of Two of Orthogonal Microstrip Lines (EMQuasi-Static): MXOVER

Symbol
1

2 3

4

Summary

MXOVER models a region where two microstrip lines overlap. Model implies that microstrip lines are orthogonal, are
in general of unequal width and situated on adjacent dielectric layers.

Topology

W1

W2

1

3

42

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop conductor widthW1
WaLengthBottom conductor widthW2
1Accuracy parameterAcc
MSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionMSUB2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1 ≤ Acc ≤ 10 . Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). If
thickness parameter T (see parameters of MPSUB) is negative conductors are recessed into the underlying dielectric
layer.

3. Substrate parameters Tand1, Tand2 (loss tangents for upper and lower layers) should not exceed 3.0; substrate parameter
Sig2 (bulk conductance of the lower layer) shouldn't exceed 3 S/m.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. Polarization loss (Tand1,Tand2) are
allowed in both substrate layers. Conductive loss is allowed in lower layer only. Dispersion is partly included

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several crossovers cache is implemented for this model. It
means that during the first evaluation of schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters for each crossover
instance are being stored in memory cache. Each crossover model checks this cache looking for its duplicate. Duplicate
crossovers copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache saving substantially on their recalculation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

It is implied that microstrip lines are located on two-layered substrate. The upper strip is on the top surface of the upper
layer; the lower strip is on the top surface of the lower layer. Reference planes for ports are shown on Topology in
dot-and-dash lines.

This element may be used to model crossover on semiconductor substrate insulated with oxide or another semiconductor.
However, model impose limitations on allowed level of polarization and conductive losses, that is, for instance, only
high resistance silicon (HRS) substrates may be modeled.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow. However, reuse of cached crossovers alleviates this problem.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Cross-over of Two Microstrip Lines (Static Solution): MXOVER2

Symbol

Summary

MXOVER2models a coupling between twomicrostrip lines located on different layers of dielectric stack and intersecting
at an angle (not parallel). MXOVER2 is a two-port element, representing coupling between lines as lumped capacitance.
You can specify a dielectric stack via the GMSUB substrate element and set the numbers of dielectric layers carrying
coupled microstrip lines.

Equivalent Circuit
Top line Top line

Bottom line Bottom line

MXOVER2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
XV1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop conductor widthWT
WaLengthBottom conductor widthWB
1AngleAngle between conductors (≥ 30 degrees)ANG
1ScalarLayer number of top conductorCLT
2ScalarLayer number of bottom conductorCLB
GMSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionGMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

CLT, CLB.. Parameters CLT and CLB set the numbers of dielectric layers (specified at GMSUB) that carry microstrip
conductors on their top. If the GMSUB Cover parameter is set to "Metallic Cover" and the top microstrip line is on top
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of the dielectric stack, then CLT=1 (the dielectric layer under the cover is not included in the count). If the GMSUB
GND parameter is set to "Suspended Substrate" and the bottom microstrip line is on the bottom of the dielectric stack,
then CLB=N+1, where N is the number of layers in the dielectric stack specified by the GMSUB N parameter.

T, Tand, Rho, SW, SWRight, SigmaC, Sigma, RhoV.MXOVER2 does not use these GMSUB parameters, however,
the same substrate may be in use by other schematic elements, so these parameters may still need correct settings.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Parameter ANG must be in the range 30≤ANG≤150 degrees.

2. Parameter CLB must exceed parameter CLT at least by 1.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on static Green's function technique in conjunction with approximation Green's function
in a spectral domain. Capacitance is evaluated using Method of Moments. Polarization and conductive losses are not
included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several crossovers, cache is implemented for this model.
During the first evaluation of schematic capacitances for each crossover, instances are stored in memory cache and saved
to the hard drive. Each crossover model in every new schematic/project checks this cache looking for its duplicate.
Duplicate crossovers copy the crossover capacitances from memory cache, saving substantial recalculation time.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

The implementation of this element relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to an increase in simulation
time for schematics that employ many differing instances of MXOVER2.
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Single Line on Stratified Homogeneous Substrate (EM Quasi-Static): PC1LIN

Symbol

Summary

PC1LIN models a section of single microstrip line arranged within unshielded or shielded (upper cover is optional)
stratified homogeneous (PCB/LTCC/HTCC) substrate. Substrate layers have arbitrary heights and are made of the same
material; optionally the substrate may be suspended. Backing ground plane is always present. PC1LIN can account for
presence of optional metallic side walls in conjunction with metallic cover.

Topology

Layer N+1Air
1a

HC

H(1)

H(2)

H(N)

HB

Layer 1

Layer N

W

,tanCC

,tan,

ε δ

ε δ

ε =

σ

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductorW
1Number of layer containing conductorCL1
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
PCSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionPCSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

PCSUB.Multilayer substrate parameters are listed for PCSUB. The Substrate is comprised of layered PCB (/LTCC/HTCC)
substrate (this implies that all layers are made of the same material but have various heights), an optional metallic cover,
backing ground plane and optional air layers separating the substrate from the backing ground plane (suspended substrate)
and from the cover (covered substrate). Optional metallic side walls are available in conjunction with the metallic cover.
Optional top and bottom air layers are specified by means of corresponding switches included as PCSUB parameters.
PCSUB implies that the thickness of conductors on each layer is specified via vector parameter T. All conductors on the
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same layer have the same thickness; this thickness may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have a
corresponding entry in vector T even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. This model checks if the length of
vector T is equal to the number of dielectric layers that might carry conductors.

CL1. Specifies the number of the layer that carries the conductor atop of it. If the conductor protrudes upward into layer
#m (that is, it takes some space from layer #m) but lays onto the layer #m-1, you must set parameter CL1 to value m-1.
If the conductor has negative thickness and is recessed into the layer #m (that is, it takes some space from layer #m),
you must set parameter CL1 to value m.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1 ≤ Acc ≤ 10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
growth in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. The number of dielectric layers must include only those layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers
are numbered from top to bottom. Note that if the switch parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" the topmost layer
adjacent to the cover is not included in the count; likewise, if the substrate switch parameter Gnd is set to "Suspended
Substrate" the bottom air layer is not included in the count. Layer number 0 may display in error messages, for example,
when the substrate is covered and the thickness of the conductor atop the layer #1 exceeds 95% of the thickness of
the layer located above layer #1, this message refers to this "undercover" layer as layer #0.

3. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). A
negative thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate. You specify the conductor thickness for
each layer that may carry conductors (see the PSUB model vector parameter T). Note also the following information
on thickness of conductor in the case of suspended substrate. Be cautious setting fictitious thicknesses for layers that
do not actually carry conductors: excessive thickness may prompt an error message if it exceeds 95% of the thickness
of an adjacent dielectric layer. To avoid this error you may set these thicknesses to zero.

4. If the substrate is suspended, (N+1)th entry of thicknesses vector T refers to the conductor that is expected to be
located at the bottom surface of layer N. This model automatically assigns a negative thickness to this conductor, so
the conductor extends downwards from the bottom surface of the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

The project LPF must contain a structure with a predefined name for the dielectric layer that carries a conductor. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information on adding structures to LPF files. The structure name must be based
on the templateML_LINE_X, where X is equal to the number of the dielectric layer specified with GMSUB (for example,
ML_LINE_2 or ML_LINE_23). The conductor is comprised of material layers described in the structure ML_LINE_X.

If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to the conductor the linetype index equal to the value of parameter CL1, that is
equal to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to the conductor. That means the LPF file must contain linetypes
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definitions for each dielectric layer and these definitions must be listed in strict order corresponding to the order of
dielectric layers from top to bottom of the dielectric stack.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Multiple Coupled Lines on Stratified Homogeneous Substrate (n=2 to 10) (EM
Quasi-Static): PCnCLIN

Symbol
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Summary

PCnCLIN models a section of several (2 to 10) edge and/or offset broadside coupled microstrip lines arranged within
unshielded or shielded (optional upper cover) stratified homogeneous (PCB/LTCC/HTCC) substrate. Substrate layers
have arbitrary heights and are made of the same material; optionally the substrate may be suspended. A backing ground
plane is always present. PCnCLIN models can account for the presence of optional metallic side walls in conjunction
with a metallic cover.

Topology
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HB Layer N+1Air
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Layer 1

Layer N
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor #1W1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthWidth of conductor #nWn, n=2..xx-

number of lines
WaLengthOffset of conductor #1Offs1
WaLengthOffset of conductor #nOffsn, n=2..xx-

number of lines
1Number of layer containing conductor #1CL1
1Number of layer containing conductor #nCLn, n=2..xx-

number of lines
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
PCSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionPCSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

PCSUB.Multilayer substrate parameters are listed for PCSUB. The substrate is comprised of layered PCB/LTCC/HTCC
substrate (this implies that all layers are made of the same material but have various heights), an optional metallic cover,
backing ground plane and optional air layers separating the substrate from the backing ground plane (suspended substrate)
and from the cover (covered substrate). Optional metallic side walls are available in conjunction with the metallic cover.
Optional top and bottom air layers are specified by means of corresponding switches included as PCSUB parameters.
PCSUB implies that the thickness of conductors on each layer is specified via vector parameter T. All conductors on the
same layer have similar thickness; this thickness may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have a corresponding
entry in vector T even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. This model checks if the length of vector T is equal
to the number of dielectric layers that might carry conductors.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

Offn. A relative horizontal offset of the conductor #n left edge from the left edge of the left-most conductor. The offset
of the left-most conductor (or conductors) might be set to zero. Offn must always be positive.

CLn. Specifies the number of the layer that carries the conductor #n on top of it. If the conductor protrudes upward into
layer #m (that is, takes some space from layer #m) but lays onto the layer #m-1, you must set CLn to the value m-1. If
the conductor has negative thickness and is recessed into the layer #m (that is, takes some space from layer #m), you
must set CLn to value m.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
growth of computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (the thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
A negative thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate. You specify the conductor thickness
for each layer that may carry conductors (see the PSUB model vector parameter T). It is implied that all conductors
located on top of the same dielectric layer have the same thickness. See number 7 below regarding the thicknesses of
conductors in the case of a suspended substrate. Be cautious when setting fictitious thicknesses for layers that do not
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actually carry conductors. Excessive thickness may prompt an error message if it exceeds 95% of the thickness of the
adjacent dielectric layer. You can set these thicknesses to zero to prevent errors.

3. The Offn parameter has an upper limit. If for any pair of conductors the ratio Offn/W (W is the largest width in the
pair) exceeds 200, PCnCLIN issues an error warning.

4. Conductors are numbered from left to right and from top to bottom (see "Topology"). It is assumed that conductors
are located on top of dielectric layers.

5. The numbering of conductors displayed in error messages may vary. Note that conductor numbers in messages such
as "Offset of conductor 3 must be greater than zero" is always the conductor order number according to paragraph 4
above. However, certain error messages that mention layer number refer to the relative conductor number on the
corresponding layer. For example, "Thickness of strip #1 on layer #6 exceeds 95% of thickness of layer #5" implies
that the left-most strip (#1 on layer 6) on the dielectric layer 6 is almost as thick as the upper adjacent layer 5.

6. The number of dielectric layers must include only those layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers
are numbered from top to bottom. Note that if the switch parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" the top-most
layer adjacent to the cover is not included in the count; likewise, if the substrate switch parameter Gnd is set to
"Suspended Substrate", the bottom air layer is not included in the count. Layer number 0 may display in error messages,
for example, when the substrate is covered and the thickness of conductors atop the layer #1 exceeds 95% of the
thickness of the layer located above layer #1, this message refers to this "undercover" layer as layer #0.

7. If the substrate is suspended, the (N+1)th entry of thicknesses vector T refers to conductors that are expected to be
arranged over the bottom surface of layer N. PCnCLIN automatically assigns a negative thickness to these conductors,
so they are extended downwards from the bottom surface of the substrate (see conductors 6 and 7 in "Topology").

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in the metal
and in the substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

The project LPF must contain some structures with predefined names for each dielectric layer populated with conductors
(note that every conductor has the number of the assigned dielectric layer specified in the respective parameter CLn,
where n is the conductor number). See “Structure Type Definitions” for more information on adding structures to LPF
files. Structure names must be based on the template ML_LINE_X, where X is equal to the number of the dielectric
layer. All conductors that belong to layer X are comprised of material layers described in ML_LINE_X.

For example, if model GMCLIN defines seven conductors, substrate GMSUB defines eight dielectric layers, and
conductors are distributed over dielectric layers in accordance with the following table:

CL valueConductor #
11
22
33
34
35
66
67
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From the table you see that conductor #1 sits on dielectric layer #1, conductor #2 sits on dielectric layer #2, conductors
#3, #4, and #5 are on layer #3, and conductors #6 and #7 sit on layer #6. This arrangement indicates that only layers #1,
2, 3, and 6 are populated with conductors and you need to specify structures ML_LINE_1, ML_LINE_2, ML_LINE_3,
and ML_LINE_6.

If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of the missing structure is drawn on the error layer.

Note that the number of dielectric layers (and X in ML_LINE_X) defined in GMSUB cannot exceed 30.

Note also that the layout cell assigns to each conductor #n the linetype index equal to the value of the corresponding
parameter CLn, that is equal to the number of the dielectric layer assigned to conductor #n. That means the LPF file must
contain linetypes definitions for each dielectric layer and these definitions must be listed in strict order corresponding
to the order of dielectric layers from top to bottom of the dielectric stack.

Recommendations for Use

See this section in GMnCLIN for details. The section also includes usage examples.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) RFIC Microstrip Line (FEM Quasi-Static): SIG1LNX

Symbol

Summary

There is no active replacement for this OBSOLETE element. SIG1LNXmodels a section of single microstrip line (signal
trace) with a conductor strip placed onto the surface of a dielectric layer incorporated into the multilayer dielectric stack
(substrate definition NSUB). This model assumes the presence of infinite lateral grounds (backing ground is also modeled)
to account for additional return paths in the on-chip environment.

This model is constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using the results of an EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). For a more detailed discussion of X-models, see “
EM-based Models (X-models) ” . The Quasi-Static FEM technique provides an accurate solution in the presence of a
conducting/lossy dielectric stack, at the expense of a longer processor time spent on 2Dmeshing and solving large systems
of linear equations. SIG1LNX gains a computational speed increase due to the table-based interpolation.

SIG1LNX is intended to work within iNets.

Topology
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SIG1LNX topology is primarily that of NSUB. The first tab of the NSUB Element Options dialog box allows you to
create/edit dielectric stackup as well as assign default line parameters to selected dielectric layers. Placing NSUB in the
Global Definitions folder (in the Project Browser) provides access to NSUB from both schematics and layout environments.

Layer N

Layer 1

Layer 3

Sg SgW

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Backing ground
(PEC)

T

Equivalent Topology

Layer N (Silicon substrate )

Equivalent upper dielectric layer (oxide + passivation )

Equivalent lower dielectric layer (oxide)

Sg SgW

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of lineW
1Line number (assigned in NSUB properties)TL
WaLengthSpacing between lateral ground and conductor*Sg
LaLengthLine lengthL
SeebTextSubstrate definitionNSUB
NoSwitch defines if highly doped layer (HDL) is in place.

Choices: No/Yes
*IsHDL

2 micronsLengthThickness of highly doped layer (HDL)*H_HDL
700S/mBulk conductance of highly doped layer (HDL)*Cond_HDL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AutoFill DataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter. This is the actual (modeled) line width; it is not related or associated
in any way with the default line width found in NSUB properties (see the following TL parameter details).

TL. The line number. The TL parameter defines the height position of the modeled line in the dielectric stack as well as
the material properties of the conductor metal.

The line number must be selected from the "Line #" column of the "Lines" table located on the Stackup tab in the NSUB
Element Options dialog box (see "Topology"). You can view NSUB properties by double-clicking the NSUB element
on a schematic, or by right-clicking the model name in the bottom window of the Elements Browser and choosing
Properties. The Insert, Move up, Move Down, and Remove buttons allow you to create as many lines as needed and
place them on top of any layer from a previously created stackup. You create a "Layers" stackup filling table (just above
the "Lines" table in the dialog box) by editing cell content as needed and using the Insert and Remove buttons.

SIG1LNX uses TL to get conductor thickness and bulk relative conductance of conductor metal (normalized to gold)
from the corresponding cells of the "Lines" table (the model ignores the Default Width column). SIG1LNX also gets the
layer number from the same table: SIG1LNX calculates the stackup height (measured up from the stackup bottom) of
the top surface of this layer and takes it as stack height of the line conductor bottom.

Certain lines might be located on layers that are off limits for SIG1LNX (see "Parameter Restrictions").

Sg. The secondary parameter. Sg is an independent parameter that defines the offsets of lateral infinitely wide perfect
conducting (PEC) grounds (see "Topology"). You can tweak Sg to model the impact of the actual grounding environment.

NSUB. Substrate parameters are listed in the NSUB description. Note that all layers can have arbitrary loss tangent and
bulk conductance.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1. During normal operation, this
parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double- clicking on the schematic element.

IsHDL. Parameter IsHDL may take two values: either No or Yes. Default "No" means that no additional (to stack of
NSUB) layer is present; "Yes" means that additional layer (presumably, highly doped Si) takes some height down from
the top of the bottom layer (it is implied that last layer is a silicon substrate). This layer is not included in dielectric stack
defined by NSUB.

H_HDL. Parameter H_HDL represents thickness of additional highly doped layer. If switch IsHDL is set to "No" (default)
SIG1LNX ignores this parameter.

Cond_HDL. Parameter Cond_HDL represents bulk conductance of additional highly doped layer in Siemens/meter. If
switch IsHDL is set to "No" (default) SIG1LNX ignores this parameter.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SIG1LNX implies that the ratio W/H lies within a predefined range of 0.05 ≤ W/H ≤ 5 and that the ratio Sg/H lies
within a predefined range of 0.05 ≤ Sg/H ≤ 10 (H is the total thickness of all dielectric layers stacked above the bottom
layer). Outside of this range, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. The total thickness of all layers above the line conductor and the total thickness of all layers below the line conductor
are fixed parameters; the same as the average dielectric constant and average loss tangent. The relative conductor
bulk resistance Rho and the conductor thickness T are also fixed parameters. Cadence®Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of SIG1LNX fixed parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter
may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length of which may vary. You can change any
fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

3. The change of line number (TL) causes autofill only if the new line is located on a different stackup layer.

4. SIG1LNX limits the smallest conductor thickness to 0.1 micron due to possible meshing problems.

5. SIG1LNX does not accept lines located directly on the surface of the bottom layer, nor lines located on top of the
upper layer of the dielectric stack.

6. A very large spread of thicknesses among layers that comprise the dielectric stack may cause the creation of very
large meshes (for example, the number of nodes may exceed 40,000; common meshes contain 2,000 - 5,000 nodes).
These huge meshes may slow down autofill and even cause numerical failures. The average autofill times (less than
30 minutes on 2.8 GHz P4) are reached for substrates 100-600 microns thick, and total thickness of silicon oxide 5-15
microns. The thickness of oxide above the conductor and below the conductor should be about 1 micron. It is only
the total thickness of the layers above and the total thickness of the layers below the conductor that matter, because
actual meshing is applied to this equivalent topology (see "Equivalent Topology").

7. The actual frequency range for which tables are generated is linked to the first cut-off frequency of the modeled line.
This frequency is approximately evaluated as the cut-off frequency of the same line immersed into an oxide stack
over a PEC surface. To provide generation of tables valid in the frequency range of a 0-100 GHz model, the total
height of oxide above silicon substrate should be in the 5-20 micron range.

Implementation Details

SIG1LNX implies that only the bottom layer (substrate) of a dielectric stack has non-zero conductance. Non-zero
conductance of any layer above the bottom layer is ignored. Losses of all layers both above and below the line conductor
are averaged; the same as dielectric constants. Actually, SIG1LNX reduces a general NSUB structure to a thick lossy
conductor sandwiched between two dielectric (presumably, oxide) layers above the third (presumably, silicon substrate)
layer (see "Equivalent Topology").

The solution and implementation of FEM quasi-static technology is made possible due to partial use of the FEMM (Finite
Element Method Magnetic) code developed by David Meeker [1]. Meshing for FEMM is provided by the Triangle
program developed by Jonathan Shewchuk [2].

This X-model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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[1] David Meeker home page: http://femm.foster-miller.net/~dmeeker/ Follow this link for information:
http://femm.foster-miller.net/Archives/readme.htmFEMMManual: http://femm.foster-miller.net/Archives/doc/manual.pdf

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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(Obsolete) RFICEdge-CoupledSymmetricMicrostrip Lines (FEMQuasi-Static):
SIG2LNX

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

There is no active replacement for this OBSOLETE element. SIG2LNXmodels a section of two symmetric edge-coupled
microstrip lines (signal traces) with a conductor strips placed onto the surface of a dielectric layer incorporated into the
multilayer dielectric stack (substrate definition NSUB). This model assumes the presence of infinite lateral grounds
(backing ground is also modeled) to account for additional return paths in the on-chip environment.

This model is constructed as an X-model (Table Based Interpolation) using the results of an EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). For a more detailed discussion of X-models, see “
EM-based Models (X-models) ” . The Quasi-Static FEM technique provides an accurate solution in the presence of a
conducting/lossy dielectric stack, at the expense of a longer processor time spent on 2Dmeshing and solving large systems
of linear equations. SIG2LNX gains a computational speed increase due to the table-based interpolation.

SIG2LNX is intended to work within iNets.
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Topology

SIG2LNX topology is primarily that of NSUB. The first tab of the NSUB Element Options dialog box allows you to
create/edit dielectric stackup as well as assign default line parameters to selected dielectric layers. Placing NSUB in the
Global Definitions folder (in the Project Browser) provides access to NSUB from both schematics and layout environments.

Layer N

Layer 1

Layer 3

Sg SgW

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Backing ground
(PEC)

T
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Equivalent Topology

Layer N

Layer 1

Layer 3

Sg Sg

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Lateral ground
(PEC)

Backing ground
(PEC)

T

W WS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of linesW
WaLengthSpacing between linesS
1Line number (assigned in NSUB properties)TL
WaLengthSpacing between lateral ground and conductor*Sg
LaLengthLine lengthL
SeebTextSubstrate definitionNSUB
NoSwitch defines if highly doped layer (HDL) is in place.

Choices: No/Yes
*IsHDL

2 micronsLengthThickness of highly doped layer (HDL)*H_HDL
700S/mBulk conductance of highly doped layer (HDL)*Cond_HDL
0AutoFill DataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W.Model implies that conductors have equal width. Conductor width W is an independent parameter. This is the actual
(modeled) line width; it is not related or associated in any way with the default line width found in NSUB properties (see
the following TL parameter details).

S. Spacing between conductors edges.Spacing S is an independent parameter. This is the actual (modeled) line width; it
is not related or associated in any way with the default line width found in NSUB properties (see the following TL
parameter details).

TL. The line number. The TL parameter defines the height position of the modeled line in the dielectric stack as well as
the material properties of the conductor metal. Both conductors are located at the same height position and have similar
material properties.
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The line number must be selected from the "Line #" column of the "Lines" table located on the Stackup tab in the NSUB
Element Options dialog box (see "Topology"). You can view NSUB properties by double-clicking the NSUB element
on a schematic, or by right-clicking the model name in the bottom window of the Elements Browser and choosing
Properties. The Insert, Move up, Move Down, and Remove buttons allow you to create as many lines as needed and
place them on top of any layer from a previously created stackup. You create a "Layers" stackup filling table (just above
the "Lines" table in the dialog box) by editing cell content as needed and using the Insert and Remove buttons.

SIG2LNX uses TL to get conductor thickness and bulk relative conductance of conductor metal (normalized to gold)
from the corresponding cells of the "Lines" table (the model ignores the Default Width column). SIG2LNX also gets the
layer number from the same table: SIG2LNX calculates the stackup height (measured up from the stackup bottom) of
the top surface of this layer and takes it as stack height of the line conductor bottom.

Certain lines might be located on layers that are off limits for SIG2LNX (see "Parameter Restrictions").

Sg. The secondary parameter. Parameter Sg is an independent parameter. It defines the offsets of lateral infinitely wide
perfect conducting (PEC) grounds (see "Topology"). You can tweak Sg to model the impact of the actual grounding
environment.

NSUB. Substrate parameters are listed in the NSUB description. Note that all layers can have arbitrary loss tangent and
bulk conductance.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1. During normal operation, this
parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double- clicking on the schematic element.

IsHDL. Parameter IsHDL may take two values: either No or Yes. Default "No" means that no additional (to stack of
NSUB) layer is present; "Yes" means that additional layer (presumably, highly doped Si) takes some height down from
the top of the bottom layer (it is implied that last layer is a silicon substrate). This layer is not included in dielectric stack
defined by NSUB.

H_HDL. Parameter H_HDL represents thickness of additional highly doped layer. If switch IsHDL is set to "No" (default)
SIG1LNX ignores this parameter.

Cond_HDL. Parameter Cond_HDL represents bulk conductance of additional highly doped layer in Siemens/meter. If
switch IsHDL is set to "No" (default) SIG1LNX ignores this parameter.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SIG2LNX implies that the ratio W/H lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H≤5 and ratio S/H lies within a
predefined range of 0.01≤S/H≤5 Ratio Sg/H lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤Sg/H≤10 (H is the total thickness
of all dielectric layers stacked above the bottom layer). Outside of this range, this model extrapolates output parameters
and issues a warning.

2. The total thickness of all layers above the line conductor and the total thickness of all layers below the line conductor
are fixed parameters; the same as the average dielectric constant and average loss tangent. The relative conductor
bulk resistance Rho and the conductor thickness T are also fixed parameters. Cadence®Microwave Office® software
provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of SIG2LNX fixed parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter
may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length of which may vary. You can change any
fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

3. The change of line number (TL) causes autofill only if the new line is located on a different stackup layer.

4. SIG2LNX limits the smallest conductor thickness to 0.1 micron due to possible meshing problems.
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5. SIG2LNX does not accept lines located directly on the surface of the bottom layer, nor lines located on top of the
upper layer of the dielectric stack.

6. A very large spread of thicknesses among layers that comprise the dielectric stack may cause the creation of very
large meshes (for example, the number of nodes may exceed 40,000; common meshes contain 2,000 - 5,000 nodes).
These huge meshes may slow down autofill and even cause numerical failures. The average autofill times (less than
30 minutes on 2.8 GHz P4) are reached for substrates 100-600 microns thick, and total thickness of silicon oxide 5-15
microns. The thickness of oxide above the conductor and below the conductor should be about 1 micron. It is only
the total thickness of the layers above and the total thickness of the layers below the conductor that matter, because
actual meshing is applied to this equivalent topology (see "Equivalent Topology").

7. The actual frequency range for which tables are generated is linked to the first cut-off frequency of the modeled line.
This frequency is approximately evaluated as the cut-off frequency of the same line immersed into an oxide stack
over a PEC surface. To provide generation of tables valid in the frequency range of a 0-100 GHz model, the total
height of oxide above silicon substrate should be in the 5-20 micron range.

Implementation Details

SIG2LNX implies that only the bottom layer (substrate) of a dielectric stack has non-zero conductance. Non-zero
conductance of any layer above the bottom layer is ignored. Losses of all layers both above and below the line conductor
are averaged; the same as dielectric constants. Actually, SIG2LNX reduces a general NSUB structure to a thick lossy
conductor sandwiched between two dielectric (presumably, oxide) layers above the third (presumably, silicon substrate)
layer (see "Equivalent Topology").

The solution and implementation of FEM quasi-static technology is made possible due to partial use of the FEMM (Finite
Element Method Magnetic) code developed by David Meeker [1]. Meshing for FEMM is provided by the Triangle
program developed by Jonathan Shewchuk [2].

This X-model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] David Meeker home page: http://femm.foster-miller.net/~dmeeker/ Follow this link for information:
http://femm.foster-miller.net/Archives/readme.htmFEMMManual: http://femm.foster-miller.net/Archives/doc/manual.pdf

[2] Jonathan Richard Shewchuk. Triangle. A Two-Dimensional Quality Mesh Generator and Delaunay Triangulator.
Follow this link for information and download: http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html
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Single Shielded CMOS Line (EM Quasi-Static): SIGCMOS

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

SIGCMOSmodels single metallic strip of rectangular cross-section located inside the dielectric stack in presence of side
and bottom shielding strips. Model allows to remove/install side shields. The structure of model parameters is tailored
to standard CMOS process.

Topology
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Ground Plane
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of Signal ConductorW
5 micronsLengthWidth of Side Shield ConductorWS
5 micronsLengthSpacing between Signal and Side Shield ConductorsS
YesSide Shield is in Place No/YesIsSide
M7Signal Conductor is on level M7/M6/..M2SigLev
M6Bottom Shield Conductor is on level M6/M5/..M1BShldLev
7Number of Metal LevelsNlev
LaLengthConductor LengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
4.1Dielectric Constant of Silicon Oxide*ErOxide
0Loss Tangent of Silicon Oxide*TdOxide
3.4Dielectric Constant of First Top Passivation Layer*ErPass1
0Loss Tangent of First Top Passivation Layer*TdPass1
7.0Dielectric Constant of Second Top Passivation Layer*ErPass2
0Loss Tangent of Second Top Passivation Layer*TdPass2
2.0LengthHeight (Thickness) of First Top Passivation Layer*Hpass1
0.5LengthHeight (Thickness) of Second Top Passivation Layer (Nitride)*Hpass2
1.0LengthHeight (Thickness) of Third Top Passivation Layer (Oxide)*Hpass3
17.5LengthStack Height of M7Metal Top*Hm7
11.5LengthStack Height of M6 Metal Top*Hm6
5.5LengthStack Height of M5 Metal Top*Hm5
4.5LengthStack Height of M4 Metal Top*Hm4
3.5LengthStack Height of M3 Metal Top*Hm3
2.5LengthStack Height of M2 Metal Top*Hm2
1.5LengthStack Height of M1 Metal Top*Hm1
3.0LengthThickness of M7Metal*Tm7
3.0LengthThickness of M6 Metal*Tm6
0.5LengthThickness of M5 Metal*Tm5
0.5LengthThickness of M4 Metal*Tm4
0.5LengthThickness of M3 Metal*Tm3
0.5LengthThickness of M2 Metal*Tm2
0.5LengthThickness of M1 Metal*Tm1
1.47Bulk Resistance of Metallization Relative to Gold*Rho

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IsSide. If this switch is set to Yes side shielding conductors are in place; setting it to No removes side shields and leaves
a signal conductor and bottom shield only.

SigLev. This switch allows user to attribute particular metal level to signal conductor and side shields. Placing conductors
on certain level provides assignment of Hsig (see Topology) to preset value from available set of stack heights of metal
levels; Tsig (see Topology) also gets assigned to predefined thickness value. Actual values of Hsig, Tsig may also be
affected by parameter Nlev (see Nlev explanations below).

BShldLev. This switch allows user to attribute particular metal level to the bottom shield conductor. Placing conductors
on certain level provides assignment of Hbot (see Topology) to preset value from available set of stack heights of metal
levels; Tbot (see Topology) also gets assigned to predefined thickness value. Actual values of Hsig, Tsigmay may also
be affected by parameter Nlev (see Nlev explanations below). Model implements sanity checks and checks availability
of selected metal levels.

Nlev. Nlev provides actual number of metal levels used in particular CMOS process. Model implies that maximum
available number of metal layers is 7 and 4<=Nlev<=7 (content of metal stack for each value of Nlev is shown on
Topology). It also implies that elevation of level M7 over M6 and elevation of M6 over M5 is constant for all values of
Nlev (in most CMOS processes M7 and M6 are relatively thick metal layers used for power buses and passive high Q
elements). Model also implies that all stack heights specified as model parameters are heights of top surfaces of each
metal measured from ground plane (see Topology). Thus, changing Nlev changes actual value of Hm5 and actual values
of Hm6, Hm7 because any setting Nlev<7 removes one or several metal levels belowM5 from the stack (see Topology).
Nlev also limits availability of metal level selections done via SigLev and BShldLev. For example, if Nlev=4 than only
M7, M6, and M5 are available for SigLev and, correspondingly, only M6, M5, and M4 are available for BshldLev. The
table below lists all feasible combinations of metal levels and demonstrates how actual Hm5, Hm6, and Hm7 are evaluated
for each value of Nlev.

Actual Hm7Actual Hm6Actual Hm5AllowedBShldLevAllowed SigLevNlev
*Hm2+D7*Hm2+D6*Hm2M6, M5, M1M7, M6, M54
*Hm3+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm3M6, M5, M2, M1M7, M6, M5, M25
*Hm4+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm4M6, M5, M3, M2,

M1
M7, M6, M5,
M3,M2

6

*Hm5+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm5M6, M5, M4, M3,
M2, M1

M7, M6, M5, M4,
M3, M2

7

where D6=*Hm6 -*Hm5 and D7=*Hm7 -*Hm5. Asterisk refers to model parameters values.

ErPass1, TdPass1, ErPass2, TdPass2.Model implies that CMOS process protects stack of interconnects with three
passivation layers. ErPass1, TdPass1, ErPass2, TdPass2 are material parameters of top two passivation layers counting
from top. The third from top passivation layer is silicon oxide.

Hpass1, Hpass2, Hpass3. These parameters are thicknesses (not stack heights) of top three passivation layers.

m1..Hm7. CMOS process specific stack heights of metal levels. Hm1..Hm7 are referenced to the ground plane and
measured up to the top of the corresponding metal layer.These parameters are secondary (hidden by default) and must
be set to process specific values before modeling.
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Tm1..Tm7.CMOS process specificmetal thicknesses of metal levels. These parameters are secondary (hidden by default)
and must be set to process specific values before modeling.

Rho.Model implies that the samemetal is used at all metal levels. Rho is a ratio of metal bulk resistance to bulk resistance
of gold. Default value is provided for aluminum.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Available selections of SigLev and BShldLev are limited to those feasible for the specified Nlev; these restriction
may cause error messages if user selects SigLev /BSldLev incompatible with the available set of metal levels (see
table on Topology).

2. The following restrictions must be met: Tbot<0.95Hbot Tsig<0.95(Hsig-Hbot) If they are violated model issues
corresponding error messages.

3. Ground plane location. Model does not account for substrate properties because it is implied that bottom shield
effectively isolates signal conductor from substrate influence. Thus, ground plane might be placed at the oxide/substrate
boundary.

Implementation Details

Shielding conductors are implied to be connected by vias all the way along the line length and attached to a single port
3. This connection is ideal and vias are not modeled.

Model does not account for silicon substrate properties because it is implied that bottom shield effectively isolates signal
conductor from substrate influence.

Width of bottom shield is affected by parameters WS, S even if IsSig=No. Wbottom is always W+2(WS+S) so WS and
S might be used to control Wbottom.

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coupled Shielded CMOS Line (EM Quasi-Static): SIGCMOS2

Symbol

W

W
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5

Summary

SIGCMOS2models two symmetric edge coupled metallic strips of rectangular cross-section located inside the dielectric
stack in presence of side and bottom shielding strips. Model allows to remove/install side shields. The structure of model
parameters is tailored to standard CMOS process.

Topology
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
5 micronsLengthWidth of Signal ConductorW
5 micronsLengthWidth of Side Shield ConductorWS
5 micronsLengthSpacing between Signal ConductorsSC
5 micronsLengthSpacing between Signal and Side Shield ConductorsS
YesSide Shield is in Place No/YesIsSide
M7Signal Conductor is on level M7/M6/..M2SigLev
M6Bottom Shield Conductor is on level M6/M5/..M1BShldLev
7Number of Metal LevelsNlev
1000 micronsLengthConductor LengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
4.1Dielectric Constant of Silicon Oxide*ErOxide
0Loss Tangent of Silicon Oxide*TdOxide
3.4Dielectric Constant of First Top Passivation Layer*ErPass1
0Loss Tangent of First Top Passivation Layer*TdPass1
7.0Dielectric Constant of Second Top Passivation Layer*ErPass2
0Loss Tangent of Second Top Passivation Layer*TdPass2
2.0LengthHeight (Thickness) of First Top Passivation Layer*Hpass1
0.5LengthHeight (Thickness) of Second Top Passivation Layer (Nitride)*Hpass2
1.0LengthHeight (Thickness) of Third Top Passivation Layer (Oxide)*Hpass3
17.5LengthStack Height of M7Metal Top*Hm7
11.5LengthStack Height of M6 Metal Top*Hm6
5.5LengthStack Height of M5 Metal Top*Hm5
4.5LengthStack Height of M4 Metal Top*Hm4
3.5LengthStack Height of M3 Metal Top*Hm3
2.5LengthStack Height of M2 Metal Top*Hm2
1.5LengthStack Height of M1 Metal Top*Hm1
3.0LengthThickness of M7Metal*Tm7
3.0LengthThickness of M6 Metal*Tm6
0.5LengthThickness of M5 Metal*Tm5
0.5LengthThickness of M4 Metal*Tm4
0.5LengthThickness of M3 Metal*Tm3
0.5LengthThickness of M2 Metal*Tm2
0.5LengthThickness of M1 Metal*Tm1
1.47Bulk Resistance of Metallization Relative to Gold*Rho
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IsSide. If this switch is set to Yes side shielding conductors are in place; setting it to No removes side shields and leaves
two signal conductors and bottom shield only.

SigLev. This switch allows user to attribute particular metal level to signal conductors and side shields. Placing conductors
on certain level provides assignment of Hsig (see Topology) to preset value from available set of stack heights of metal
levels; Tsig (see Topology) also gets assigned to predefined thickness value. Actual values of Hsig, Tsig may also be
affected by parameter Nlev (see Nlev explanations below).

BShldLev. This switch allows user to attribute particular metal level to bottom shield conductor. Placing conductors on
certain level provides assignment of Hbot (see Topology) to preset value from available set of stack heights of metal
levels; Tbot (see Topology) also gets assigned to predefined thickness value. Actual values of Hsig, Tsigmay may also
be affected by parameter Nlev (see Nlev explanations below). Model implements sanity checks and checks availability
of selected metal levels.

Nlev. Nlev provides actual number of metal levels used in particular CMOS process. Model implies that maximum
available number of metal layers is 7 and 4<=Nlev<=7 (content of metal stack for each value of Nlev is shown on
Topology). It also implies that elevation of level M7 over M6 and elevation of M6 over M5 is constant for all values of
Nlev (in most CMOS processes M7 and M6 are relatively thick metal layers used for power buses and passive high Q
elements). Model also implies that all stack heights specified as model parameters are heights of top surfaces of each
metal measured from ground plane (see Topology). Thus, changing Nlev changes actual value of Hm5 and actual values
of Hm6, Hm7 because any setting Nlev<7 removes one or several metal levels belowM5 from the stack (see Topology).
Nlev also limits availability of metal level selections done via SigLev and BShldLev. For example, if Nlev=4 than only
M7, M6, and M5 are available for SigLev and, correspondingly, only M6, M5, and M4 are available for BshldLev. The
table below lists all feasible combinations of metal levels and demonstrates how actual Hm5, Hm6, and Hm7 are evaluated
for each value of Nlev.

Actual Hm7Actual Hm6Actual Hm5AllowedBShldLevAllowed SigLevNlev
*Hm2+D7*Hm2+D6*Hm2M6,M5,M1M7,M6,M54
*Hm3+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm3M6,M5,M2,M1M7,M6,M5,M25
*Hm4+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm4M6,M5,M3,M2,M1M7,M6,M5,M3,M26
*Hm5+D7*Hm3+D6*Hm5M6,M5,M4,M3,M2,M1M7,M6,M5,M4,M3,M27

where D6=*Hm6 -*Hm5 and D7=*Hm7 -*Hm5. Asterisk refers to model parameters values.

ErPass1, TdPass1, ErPass2, TdPass2.Model implies that CMOS process protects stack of interconnects with three
passivation layers. ErPass1, TdPass1, ErPass2, TdPass2 are material parameters of top two passivation layers counting
from top. The third from top passivation layer is silicon oxide.

Hpass1, Hpass2, Hpass3. These parameters are thicknesses (not stack heights) of top three passivation layers.

Hm1..Hm7. CMOS process specific stack heights of metal levels. Hm1..Hm7 are referenced to the ground plane and
measured up to the top of the corresponding metal layer.These parameters are secondary (hidden by default) and must
be set to process specific values before modeling.

Tm1..Tm7.CMOS process specificmetal thicknesses of metal levels. These parameters are secondary (hidden by default)
and must be set to process specific values before modeling.
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Rho.Model implies that the samemetal is used at all metal levels. Rho is a ratio of metal bulk resistance to bulk resistance
of gold. Default value is provided for aluminum.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Available selections of SigLev and BShldLev are limited to those feasible for the specified Nlev; these restriction
may cause error messages if user selects SigLev /BSldLev incompatible with the available set of metal levels (see
table on Topology).

2. If SC and/or S are very large compared toW orWSmodel issues a warning that for very large gaps between conductors
model accuracy may degrade.

3. The following restrictions must be met: Tbot<0.95Hbot Tsig<0.95(Hsig-Hbot) If they are violated model issues
corresponding error messages.

4. Ground plane location. Model does not account for substrate properties because it is implied that bottom shield
effectively isolates signal conductor from substrate influence. Thus, ground plane might be placed at the oxide/substrate
boundary

Implementation Details

Shielding conductors are implied to be connected by vias all the way along the line length and attached to a single port
5. This connection is ideal and vias are not modeled.

Model does not account for silicon substrate properties because it is implied that bottom shield effectively isolates signal
conductor from substrate influence.

Width of bottom shield is affected by parameters WS, S even if IsSig=No. Wbottom is always SC+2(WS+W+S) so WS
and S might be used to control Wbottom.

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1]. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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(Obsolete) Single CMOS Microstrip Line Over Conducting Substrate (EM
Based): SIGCMOSX

Symbol

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element. SIGCMOSX models section of single microstrip line arranged
inside the layer of silicon oxide over the conducting silicon substrate. This model is constructed as an EM Based (Table
Based Interpolation) model using the results of a 2D Finite Element Method analysis. Applicability of this model is
limited to several predefined configurations.

Topology

HS
T

W

H1

H2

1 4.1

2 11.9
2 7.41Sm

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductorW
WaStack height of signal conductor above boundary

oxide/substrate
HS

LaLengthLine lengthL
MSUB21bTextSubstrate DefinitionMSUB2
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MSUB2. Two-layer substrate parameters are listed in MSUB2 model description. Note that all MSUB2 parameters are
fixed parameters (see Implementation Details section below) and must be set by user in accordance with the table in the
section Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations).
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W. Parameter W is independent parameter, that is, in can be set to any value within the specified limits (see section
Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations).

HS. Stack height of metal level the conductor belongs to is a fixed parameter. It must be set to one of the predefined
values listed in the table in the section Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations.

AutoFill. Secondary parameter which in vast majority of EMBasedmodels controls the initiation of the Autofill operation;
in these models AutoFill allows the user to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at the
current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set to one (1). During normal operation, this
parameter should be set to zero (0). Access to the hidden parameter can be accomplished by double-clicking on the
schematic element. This model keeps Autofill just for consistency sake: the current version of SIGCMOSX does not
accept AutoFill=1 so Autofill must always be equal to zero.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Substrate parameters T, Sig2 and model parameter HS must belong to one of five predefined sets presented in the
following table:

Sig2HSTSet No
7.41 S/m1.11 micron0.31 micron1
7.41 S/m3.75 micron0.31 micron2
7.41 S/m9 micron1.25 micron3
7.41 S/m13.65 micron4.0 micron4
013.65 micron4.0 micron5

2. The rest of substrate parameters must be set to the following values:

• H1=15 microns

• H2 = 6 microns

• Er1 = 4.1

• Er2 = 11.9

• Tand1 = 0

• Tand2 = 0

• Rho = 1.19

3. Model parameter W should be within 1.5 microns <W<28.5 microns. Model extrapolates results outside this interval.

4. Frequency range is recommended 0.5 GHz<f<106 GHz. Model extrapolates results outside this interval.

5. No limitations on parameter L.

Implementation Details

This model is constructed as an EM-Based model (table Based Interpolation) using the results of a 2-D cross-sectional
analysis based upon the Finite ElementsMethod. For a more detailed discussion of the EM-Basedmodels see “EM-based
Models (X-models) ” (Element Catalog Supplementary Information).
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE:Default values of substrate parameters are not acceptable for this model; after placing the new substrate instance
on the schematic user must set substrate parameters to the allowed values.

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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U-turn (180-degrees) Stripline Bend: SUBEND

Symbol

Summary

SUBEND models an interconnect between the ends of two adjacent coupled stripline transmission lines. It comprises
two right-angle non-mitered stripline bends connected with a transmission line. Its primary use is as a component of
hairpin stripline filters.

SUBEND$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See the “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

W WS

X

D

Port #1 Port #2
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of bendsW
SaLengthGap between bendsS
0ScalarBends miter (not used by this model)M
SSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

M.Miter M is defined as D/X (see "Topology") and its value cannot exceed 0.5. Note that current version of SUBEND
does not support non-zero values of M (bends are non-mitered) and model always assumes M=0.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. This model assumes that M=0 and ignores parameter M. However, the layout cell reflects changes in parameter M.

2. Parameter W refers to both ports of SUBEND; SUBEND is intended to connect striplines of equal width.

Implementation Details

This model is implemented as a series connection of right-angle non-mitered stripline bend, stripline, and another
right-angle non-mitered stripline bend.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model is intended to provide a convenient mean for designing coupled line structures like hairpin filters. You can
use it, however, with any type of striplines. The only limitation is a requirement of equal width of attached lines.
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Coated Microstrip Line with Trapezoidal Cross-section and Solder Mask
Overlay - 3D EM Cell: TCMLIN_EM

Symbol

Summary

TCMLIN_EM is a model of a segment of microstrip line with an optional trapezoidal cross-section and optional dielectric
coating representing a solder mask overlay. You can select the shape of cross-section, setting the sign and value of the
cross-sectional undercut. You can use this model to explore the impact of etching/plating tolerances on the electrical
performance of PCB/IC, simultaneously accounting for the effect of the solder mask. Multiple instances of TCMLIN_EM
can be used to create a set of coated coupled microstrip lines.

This element is for use in 3D EM documents only. It is intended to create a 3D parameterized cell for a coated microstrip
line with trapezoidal cross-section and solder mask overlay for 3D EM analysis. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for
details on using 3D pCells with Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Topology

LWTS

SS2
SS1

W

Und

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IC1TextElement IDID
100 umLengthWidth of conductor (top side)W
1000 umLengthLength of conductorL
10 umLengthConductor thicknessT
15 umLengthEtching undercutUnd
1.0Bulk resistance of conductor metal normalized to goldRho
10 umLengthSolder mask thicknessTS
50 umLengthSolder mask left shoulderSS1
50 umLengthSolder mask right shoulderSS2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
3Relative dielectric constant of solder maskErS
1e-3Loss tangent of solder maskTandS
No solder maskSwitch "No solder mask/Solder mask overlay"IsSolderMask
""Filling dielectric name for 3D EM cell*DIE_NAME

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Specifies the top side of a cross-sectional trapezoid (see the "Topology" section).

Und. Specifies how the bottom side of a cross-sectional trapezoid differs from the top side. If Und>0 (see the "Topology"
section), then the bottom side equals W + 2*Und; if Und<0, then the bottom side equal W - 2*|Und| where |Und| is an
absolute value.

SS1, SS2. Shoulders of solder mask overlay SS1 and SS2 are measured from the downward projection of the trapezoid
top side onto the bottom side (see the "Topology" section).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Minimal allowable value of W, T, and TS is equal to 0.1 micron.

2. TCMLIN_EM sets the lower cap on SS1 and SS2 equal to Und if Und >0

3. You can use the DIE_NAME (secondary) parameter to assign different dielectric materials to multiple instances of
TCMLIN_EM.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, a layer named "TCMLIN_EM"
is added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer mapping, you
can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer.

3D EM Layout

This element has a layout cell specifically for Analyst 3D EM layouts. See “Using 3D EM Elements ” for details on
using 3D pCells with Analyst software.
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Thin Film Capacitor with Step Discontinuity (Closed Form): TFC2

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TFC1TextNameID
WaLengthWidthW
LaLengthLengthL
TaLengthDielectric thicknessT
EraDielectric constantER
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to gold (NOT USED IN

THIS MODEL)
RHO

0Dielectric loss tangentTAND
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1*W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2*W2
MSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a thin film capacitor.

The parameters W (width), L (length), and T (thickness) are dimensions entered in the default length units.

RHO is a metal bulk resistivity (normalized to gold - seeMSUB) of capacitor plates (the current implementation of TFC2
ignores this parameter). Parameters ER and TAND apply to the dielectric between capacitor plates.

This model accounts for fringing capacitance.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-codedmodel layers.When you first use this layout cell, layers named "Metal0", "Metal1",
and "MIM" are added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer
mapping, you can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The full size of the capacitor is drawn on the "Metal0"
layer. The "MIM" is drawn inset 3um on each side from "Metal0" and the "Metal1" layer is drawn inset 5um from
"Metal0". You can control these offsets. If you want more control, you can use the TFCM or TFC elements.
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References

[1] Hurt, J. and Mohr, C. "A Computer-Aided Design System for Hybrid Circuits", Components, Hybrids, and
Manufacturing Technology, Vol. 3, Issue 4, Dec.1980, pp. 525-535. See also, IEEE Trans. on Components, Packaging,
and Manufacturing Technology, Parts A, B, C.
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Thin Film Capacitor for MMIC: TFCM

Symbol

Topology

W1 W2

D1 L D2

D1

D1

W

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextDevice IDID
WaLengthCapacitor widthW
WaLengthCapacitor lengthL
0CapacitanceComputed capacitanceC
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1(bottom plate)W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2(bottom plate)W2
2umLengthTop plate inset from bottom plateD1
2umLengthTop plate inset at bottom connectionD2
0Capacitance per area (Farads/meter 2)CA
0ResistanceSeries resistanceRS
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a thin film MMIC capacitor. The parameters W, L, W1, W2, D1, D2 are dimensions
entered in the default length units. CA is a capacitance per area, must be entered only in Farads/sq. meter. RS is a series
resistance, must be entered in resistance units. The parameter MSUB specifies the substrate element, which defines
additional cross sectional parameters and substrate characteristics. If blank, a default is used. This model accounts for
the width steps at the bottom and top connections and phase shift due to the component's final electrical length. This
component features a special synthesis ability. It means that the computed capacitance is permanently displayed on the
schematic and is automatically updated in response to modification of affecting parameters.
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Layout

The TFCM layout object obtains its drawing layer information from the LPF file that is loaded for the project. The
drawing layers are definedwithin a block that beginswith $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN and $CAP_DEFINE_END, respectively
(see “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on working with LPF files). If this block is not defined, the
capacitor is drawn on the Default layer (if the Default layer is not defined, it is drawn on the first layer that is defined in
Layer Setup).

When SNAME is specified, the structure is identified in a $STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. When
SNAME is empty, the TFCMP layout cell uses the $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN section of the LPF file, as previous.

When defining $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN or $STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN in the LPF file, there are flags that control the
layout cell. The following are flags for control of faces and area pins for each layer:

• Flag 0: default behavior, no change

• Flag 1: face 1 on layer

• Flag 2: face 2 on layer

• Flag 3: face 1 and 2 on layer

• Flag 5: area pin on layer, face 1

• Flag 6: area pin on layer, face 2
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Polygon Thin Film Capacitor for MMIC (Closed Form): TFCMP

Symbol

Summary

TFCMP models a thin film MMIC capacitor. The shape of the capacitor can be any non-self-intersecting polygon.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextDevice IDID
0.0 pFCapacitanceComputed capacitance (read-only)C
0.0Capacitance per area (F/m^2)CA
0.0 ohmResistanceSeries resistanceRS
MSUBaTextSubstrate definitionMSUB
WbLengthXY-point array*XY

Structure name from LPF file. Empty string uses
CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN from LPF file.

*SNAME

0.0Capacitance per perimeter length (Farads/meter). Empty
value means 0.0.

CP

aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The polygon that defines the shape of the capacitor must not be self-intersecting.

2. SNAME is for layout and has no effect on the electrical performance.

Implementation Details

The capacitance is computed as a sum of two capacitances. The first capacitance is obtained by multiplying the value of
the CA parameter (in Farads per squaremeter) by the area of the polygon; the second capacitance is obtained bymultiplying
the value of the CP parameter (in Farads per meter) by the perimeter of the polygon. The computed capacitance is
permanently displayed on the schematic as a read-only parameter and is automatically updated in response to modification
of the CA and CP parameters or the polygon shape in the layout.

Layout

The TFCMP layout object obtains its drawing layer information from the LPF file that is loaded for the project. The
drawing layers are definedwithin a block that beginswith $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN and $CAP_DEFINE_END, respectively
(see “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on working with LPF files). If this block is not defined, the
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capacitor is drawn on the Default layer (if the Default layer is not defined, it is drawn on the first layer that is defined in
Layer Setup).

When SNAME is specified, the structure is identified in a $STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. When
SNAME is empty, the TFCMP layout cell uses the $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN section of the LPF file, as previous.

When defining $CAP_DEFINE_BEGIN or $STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN in the LPF file, there are flags that control the
layout cell. The following are flags for control of faces and area pins for each layer:

• Flag 0: default behavior, no change

• Flag 1: face 1 on layer

• Flag 2: face 2 on layer

• Flag 3: face 1 and 2 on layer

• Flag 5: area pin on layer, face 1

• Flag 6: area pin on layer, face 2

The shape of the polygon is modified in the layout by graphically drawing the outline of the polygon using the mouse.
The following figures illustrate how to reshape a rectangular capacitor into a hexagon.

Double-click the capacitor layout object to activate the black diamond drag handles that allow you to manipulate the
polygon.

Double-click on one of the diamonds at a vertex to activate the reshape command.

Use the mouse to trace out the desired shape by clicking at each vertex.
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Double-click to finish the polygon.

Connecting objects can connect to any side of the polygon.
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(Obsolete) Thin Film Resistor Distributed Lossy Line Model (Closed Form):
TFR

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Thin Film Resistor Distributed Lossy Line Model (Closed Form)
(TFR2) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaumLengthResistor widthW
LaumLengthResistor lengthL
50Sheet (surface) resistivityRS
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling sheet resistivityF
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a thin film resistor as a lossy microstrip line with the complex characteristic impedance.

The parameters W (width), and L (length) are dimensions entered in the default length units. The parameter MSUB
specifies microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. If
blank, a default is used.

If parameter F is set to zero, then sheet resistance RS stays constant with respect to frequency. This holds true if thickness
of the resistive film that makes resistor body is less than skin depth.

If thickness of resistive film exceeds skin depth the sheet resistance RS may be scaled with frequency in accordance with
the formula:

RS( f )) = RS(F)
f
F

User can activate this scaling by setting F≠0 . In this case F should be evaluated by user in advance as

FGHz =
25.33

(σ ⋅ 10−7) ⋅ tmicrons2
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where σ - bulk conductivity of the resistive film in S/m and t - thickness of the resistive film in microns. If F is set in
accordance with this formula scaling of RS is implemented only for F >f; for f<F RS stays constant.

Note that you must enter the actual value of parameter F in default frequency units.

For most cases frequency F is very large (for example, hundreds gigahertz) and setting F=0 is the best choice.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is included.

Layout

The layout for this cell has hard-coded model layers. When you first use this layout cell, layers named "NiCr" and
"Metal1" are added to your drawing layer and model layer list (if they are not already there). Using the model layer
mapping, you can assign these layers to draw on any drawing layer. The resistor material is drawn on the "NiCr" model
layer and the resistor pad is drawn on the "Metal1" model layer. The metal overlap of the resistor is hard-coded as 3 um
and the resistor material extends 3 um under the metal pad, therefore, the metal pad length is 6 um and the width is the
width of the resistor plus 6 um.

References

[1] E. Hammerstad and O. Jensen, "AccurateModels forMicrostrip Computer-Aided Design," IEEEMTT-S International
Microwave Symposium Digest, 1980, pp. 407-409.
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Thin Film Resistor Distributed Lossy Line Model (Closed Form): TFR2

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaumLengthResistor widthW
La umLengthResistor lengthL
50Sheet (surface) resistivityRS
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling sheet resistivityF
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a thin film resistor as a lossy microstrip line with the complex characteristic impedance.
TFR2 is intended to replace the TFR model. The TFR model has a pad overlap of the resistive material by 3um on each
side, so the layout draws 6um smaller than actually specified. This is a small error in PCB or other similar processes,
but the error is large for integrated circuit processes. The newmodel draws the resistive material the exact length specified
in the model. Additional layout only parameters control how the pad for the resistors draw.

The parameters W (width), and L (length) are dimensions entered in the default length units. The MSUB parameter
specifies microstrip substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters of the transmission line. If
blank, a default is used.

If parameter F is set to zero, then sheet resistance RS stays constant with respect to frequency. This is true if the thickness
of the resistive film that makes the resistor body is less than skin depth.

If the thickness of the resistive film exceeds skin depth, the sheet resistance RSmay be scaled with frequency in accordance
with the formula:

RS( f )) = RS(F)
f
F

You can activate this scaling by setting F≠0. In this case you should evaluate F in advance as

FGHz =
25.33

(σ ⋅ 10−7) ⋅ tmicrons2

where σ - bulk conductivity of the resistive film in S/m and t - thickness of the resistive film in microns. If F is set in
accordance with this formula, scaling of RS is implemented only for F >f; for f<F RS stays constant.

Note that you must enter the actual value of parameter F in default frequency units.
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Generally, frequency F is very large (for example, hundreds of gigahertz) and setting F=0 is the best choice.

TFR2 accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is included.

Layout

The layout for this cell has its model layers hard-coded. To draw the layout, you must add layers named "NiCr" and
"Metal1" to your model layer list (if they don't already exist). After these are defined in the model layer, you can assign
them to draw on any draw layer. The resistor material is drawn on the "NiCr" model layer and the resistor pad is drawn
on the "Metal1" model layer.

For more information on making new model layers, see “Layer Mapping”.

This model has several layout only parameters that control how the pad draws. You access these parameters by selecting
the item in the layout, right-clicking and choosing Shape Properties, then clicking the Parameters tab.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
6umLayoutTotal length of the overlap pad.PADL
3umLayoutPad width extension, draws this much wider than the W of

the resistor on each side.
PADEXT

3umLayoutTotal length that resistor material overlaps the pad.PADOV

References

[1] E. Hammerstad and O. Jensen, "AccurateModels forMicrostrip Computer-Aided Design," IEEEMTT-S International
Microwave Symposium Digest, 1980, pp. 407-409.
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Thin Film Resistor for MMIC (Closed Form): TFRM

Symbol

Topology

W1

LL1 L2

W W2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextDevice IDID
WaLengthResistor widthW
La umLengthResistor lengthL
0ResistanceComputed resistanceR
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthResistor input pad lengthL1
WaLengthResistor output pad lengthL2
1Sheet resistivity (ohms/square)RS
0.0002Contact resistance per width (ohms*meter)RC
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling resistanceF
MSUBbTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one MSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple MSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a thin film MMIC resistor. A thin film resistor is treated as a lossy microstrip line with
the complex characteristic impedance.

The W, L, L1, and L2 parameters are dimensions entered in the default length units. W1 and W2 are the width of the
lines connecting to this model. These parameters do not change the width of the resistor pads; the pads are modeled with
the W of the resistor. RS is a sheet resistance of resistor body and must be entered in ohms per square units. RC is an
ohmic resistance per width of contact pads and must be entered in ohms*meters units. Resistance of pads is evaluated
as 2*RC/W.

If the F parameter is set to zero, then sheet resistance RS stays constant with respect to frequency. This is true if the
thickness of the resistive film that makes the resistor body is less than skin depth.
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If the thickness of the resistive film exceeds the skin depth, the sheet resistance RS may be scaled with frequency in
accordance with the formula:

RS( f )) = RS(F)
f
F

You can activate this scaling by setting F≠0. In this case, you should evaluate F in advance as

FGHz =
25.33

(σ ⋅ 10−7) ⋅ tmicrons2

where σ - bulk conductivity of the resistive film in S/m and t - thickness of the resistive film in microns. If F is set in
accordance with this formula, scaling of RS is implemented only for F >f; for f<F RS stays constant.

Note that you must enter the actual value of the F parameter in default frequency units.

Typically, frequency F is very large (for example, hundreds of gigahertz) and setting F=0 is the best choice.

The MSUB parameter specifies the substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters and substrate
characteristics. If blank, a default is used. This model accounts for the width steps at the connections, phase shift due to
the component's final electrical length, losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is included. This component
features a special synthesis ability; the computed DC resistance is permanently displayed on the schematic and is
automatically updated in response to the modification of affecting parameters.

Layout

The drawing layers for this element are controlled by settings in the .LPF file loaded into the program. Since this element
is used for MMIC processing, two different types of layouts are possible depending on the value of sheet resistance (RS)
set in the model. For RS less than 50, the layout layers are specified by the following block in the .LPF file:

$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "Tan Resistor"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Tantalum" -2e-06 4e-06 1
"Thick Metal" 0 5e-06 0

$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Any layers and offsets can be set for this structure, but it must have the name "Tan Resistor".

For RS greater than or equal to 50, the layout layers are specified by the following block in the .LPF file:
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "Mesa Resistor"

! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Mesa" -6e-06 5e-06 0
"Source Drain"0 5e-06 0
"Thick Metal" -2e-06 5e-06 0
"Nitride Etch"-4e-06 4e-06 0

$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Any layers and offset can be set for this structure, but it must be named "Mesa Resistor"
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Wilkinson Equal Power Split Divider Chip Resistor Aggregate: WILKE1

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

WILKE1 models Wilkinson equal power split divider/combiner based on microstrip line models (closed form). Model
implies that load resistor is frequency-independent chip resistor.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthFeeding line width at ports 1,2, and 3W
WaLengthWidth of branched linesW1
LaLengthLength of branched linesL1
100ohmResistor impedanceR
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Choice of parameter W1 should provide characteristic impedance of branched lines that is √2 times greater than the
characteristic impedance of the feeding lines

2. Length of branched lines L1 should be about quarter wavelength of microstrip line having width W1.

3. Impedance of load resistor R should be twice the characteristic impedance of feeding lines at ports 1,2, and 3

Implementation Details

WILKE1 uses closed form models MLIN (microstrip line) and MTEE (T-junction of microstrip lines), so all limitations
of these models are applicable to WILKE1.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

To provide equal power split, matching and maximum isolation between branched lines parameters must comply with
the above recommendations. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice or use them for circuit optimization.

References

[1] Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., Microwave solid state circuit design, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y, 1988, pp. 214-222
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Wilkinson Equal Power Split Divider Thin Film Resistor Aggregate: WILKE2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

WILKE2 models equal Wilkinson power split divider/combiner based on microstrip line models (closed form). Model
implies that load resistor is frequency-dependent thin film resistor.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthFeeding line width at ports 1,2, and 3W
WaLengthWidth of branched linesW1
LaLengthLength of branched linesL1
WaLengthThin film resistor widthWR
LaLengthThin film resistor lengthLR
100ohm/squareSheet (surface) resistivity of thin film resistorRS
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling sheet resistivityFR
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Choice of parameter W1 should provide characteristic impedance of branched lines that is √2 times greater than the
characteristic impedance of the feeding lines

2. Length of branched lines L1 should be about quarter wavelength of microstrip line having width W1.

3. Impedance of load resistor R should be twice the characteristic impedance of feeding lines at ports 1,2, and 3

4. See recommendations how to choose frequency for scaling sheet resistivity in TFRmodel description. For most cases
setting F=0 is the best choice.

Implementation Details

WILKE2 uses closed form models MLIN (microstrip line) and MTEE (T-junction of microstrip lines), so all limitations
of these models are applicable to WILKE2.
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Load resistor is modeled with TFR model. This model represents thin film resistor as a lossy microstrip line with the
complex characteristic impedance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To provide equal power split, matching and maximum isolation between branched lines parameters must comply with
the above recommendations. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice or use them for circuit optimization.

References

[1] Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., Microwave solid state circuit design, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y, 1988, pp. 214-222
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Wilkinson Unequal Power Split Divider Chip Resistor Aggregate: WILKN1

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

WILKN1modelsWilkinson unequal power split divider/combiner based on microstrip line models (closed form). Model
implies that load resistor is frequency-independent chip resistor.

Topology

W

W1

W2

W3

W4

L1

L2

L3

L4

R

1
2

3

W

W1

W2

W3

W4

L1

L2

L3

L4

R

1
2

3

W5

W6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthFeeding line width at port 1W
WaLengthWidth of branched line to port 2W1
WaLengthWidth of branched line to port 3W2
WaLengthWidth of matching line at port 2W3
WaLengthWidth of matching line at port 3W4
WaLengthFeeding line width ap port 2W5
WaLengthFeeding line width ap port 3W6
LaLengthLength of branched line to port 2L1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthLength of branched lIne to port 3L2
LaLengthLength of matching line to port 2L3
LaLengthLength of matching line to port 3L4
50ohmResistor impedanceR
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Choice of parameters L1, L2, L3, and L4 should provide quarter wavelength of microstrip lines having width W1,
W2, W3, and W4.

Implementation Details

WILKN1 uses closed form models MLIN (microstrip line) and MTEE (T-junction of microstrip lines), so all limitations
of these models are applicable to WILKN1.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

WILKN1 incorporates matching lines L3, L4 and width steps at all ports (see Topology). To provide additional matching
at port 1 user may choose to add matching line and width step (e.g. MLIN and MSTEP models) before port 1.

Feeding lines at ports may have different characteristic impedances. This is provided by proper choice of width parameters
W, W5, and W6 (see Topology).

To ensure specified power split, matching and maximum isolation between branched lines parameters may be derived
in accordance with recommendations in Reference [1]. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice or use
them for circuit optimization.

References

[1] Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., Microwave solid state circuit design, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y, 1988, pp. 214-222
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Wilkinson Unequal Power Split Divider Thin Film Resistor Aggregate:WILKN2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

WILKN2modelsWilkinson unequal power split divider/combiner based on microstrip line models (closed form). Model
implies that load resistor is frequency-dependent thin film resistor.

Topology

W

W1

W2

W3

W4

L1

L2

L3

L4

R

1
2

3

W

W1

W2

W3

W4

L1

L2

L3

L4

R

1
2

3

W5

W6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthFeeding line width at port 1W
WaLengthWidth of branched line to port 2W1
WaLengthWidth of branched line to port 3W2
WaLengthWidth of matching line at port2W3
WaLengthWidth of matching line at port 3W4
WaLengthFeeding line width at port 2W5
WaLengthFeeding line width a port 3W6
LaLengthLength of branched line to port 2L1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthLength of branched lIne to port 3L2
LaLengthLength of matching line to port 2L3
LaLengthLength of matching line to port 3L4
WaLengthThin film resistor widthWR
LaLengthThin film resistor lengthLR
100ohm/squareSheet (surface) resistivity of thin film resistorRS
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling sheet resistivityFR
MSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionMSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Choice of parameters L1, L2, L3, and L4 should provide quarter wavelength of microstrip lines having width W1,
W2, W3, and W4.

2. See recommendations how to choose frequency for scaling sheet resistivity in TFRmodel description. For most cases
setting F=0 is the best choice.

Implementation Details

WILKN2 uses closed form models MLIN (microstrip line) and MTEE (T-junction of microstrip lines), so all limitations
of these models are applicable to WILKN2. Load resistor is modeled with TFR model. This model represents thin film
resistor as a lossy microstrip line with the complex characteristic impedance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

WILKN2 incorporates matching lines L3, L4 and width steps at all ports (see Topology). To provide additional matching
at port 1 user may choose to add matching line and width steps (e.g. MLIN and MSTEP models) in front of port 1.

Feeding lines at ports may have different characteristic impedances. This is provided by proper choice of width parameters
W, W5, and W6 (see Topology).

To ensure specified power split, matching and maximum isolation between branched lines parameters may be derived
in accordance with the recommendations in Reference [1]. However, user may set parameters to values of his choice or
use them for circuit optimization.

References

[1] Bahl,I.J., and Bhartia P., Microwave solid state circuit design, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y, 1988, pp. 214-222
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Angelov HEMT Model: ANGELOV

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

RI

Id
CDS

RDSF

CDSF

2(drain)

3(source)

LDRD

RS

RGD
CGD

CGSVgs
+

_

RGLG

1(gate)

LS

Vdg

+

_

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
AF1TextDevice IDID
1I/V polynomial coefficientP1
0I/V polynomial coefficientP2
0I/V polynomial coefficientP3
0Soft breakdown polynomial coefficientB1
0Soft breakdown polynomial coefficientB2
1 VVoltageSubthreshold voltage parameterVDB
-1 VVoltageGate voltage at peak GmVPK
1Drain I/V knee parameterALPHA
0Drain-source resistance parameterLAMBDA
50 mACurrentCurrent at peak GmIPK
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delayTAU
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameterCGS0
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.P10
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.P11
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.P20
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.P21
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameterCGD0
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.P30
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.P31
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.P40
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.P41
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.P400
1e-17 mACurrentGate diode current parameterISG
1Gate diode ideality factorNG
1e+06 VVoltageGate breakdown voltageBVG
1 ohmResistanceGate resistanceRG
1 ohmResistanceSource resistanceRS
1 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistanceRI
1 ohmResistanceDrain resistanceRD
0.01 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistanceRGD
300 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistanceRDSF
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequencyCDSF
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitanceCDS
27 DegCTemperatureTemperatureTNOM
0 nHInductanceSource inductanceLS
0 nHInductanceGate inductanceLG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductanceLD
1Gate width scale factorAFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

Id = Ipk · AFAC · (1 + tanh(Ψ ))(1 + λ ·V d)tanh(α ·V d)

where

Ψ = P1 ·V gf + P2 ·V gF
2 + P3 ·V gF

3

Breakdown is modeled by modifying Vg as follows:
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V gr = V g + B1(V d − V db) + B2(V d − V db)
2 − VPK

The B1 and B2 terms are not in the original model. They promote a simpler expression for soft breakdown.

Capacitances

Cgs = AFAC ·CGS0(1 + tanh(φ1))(1 + tanh(φ2))

φ1 = P10 + P11 ·V g

φ2 = P20 + P21 ·V dg

Cgd = AFAC ·CGD0(1 + tanh(φ3))(1 − P400 · tanh(φ4))

φ3 = P30 + P31 ·V g

φ4 = P40 + P41 ·V dg

Charge Functions

Qgs = AFAC ·CGS0(1 + tanh(φ2))[V g +
1
P11log(cosh(φ1))]

Qgd = AFAC ·CGD0(1 + tanh(φ3))[V dg −
P400
P41 log(cosh(φ4))]

Gate-to-drain and gate-to-source diodes are modeled by PNIV (diode junction) elements.

Parameter Scaling

RGG = RG · AFAC
NFING2

RDD = RD
AFAC

RSS = RS
AFAC

RII = RI
AFAC

RDSFF = RDSF
AFAC

CDSS = CDS · AFAC

CDSFF = CDSF · AFAC
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NOTES:

1. Vdg and Vgs polarity are chosen to be consistent with Angelov's report. (See References.)

2. The parasitic gate, source, and drain inductances are not scaled. These represent the inductive parasitics of pads,
on-chip interconnects, and bond wires which, in general, do not scale in any predictable way.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] I. Angelov, "Chalmers Nonlinear HEMT and MESFET Model Extraction Procedure, Part A," Chalmers University
of Technology, Dept. of Microwave Technology, Report no. 25, July, 1996.

[2] I. Angelov, "Chalmers Nonlinear HEMT and MESFET Model Extraction Procedure, Part B," Chalmers University
of Technology, Dept. of Microwave Technology, Report no. 26, November, 1996.
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Second Generation Angelov (Chalmers) Model: ANGELOV2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

This is a further development of the well known Angelov/Zirath/Rorsman, or Chalmers, model. It is especially good for
use with HEMT devices, but is also useful for MESFETs. Angelov2 includes improved capacitance and breakdown
modeling, as well as modeling of thermal effects.

Although this model is similar in many ways to the original Angelov model, it is not identical, and, in general, parameters
for the earlier model cannot be used in this one.

Equivalent Circuit

S

Qgd
RgLg

D

Ld
CpdCpd

Rd

1.0

Cds

Crf

IRd(Vg,Vd)

LsRs

Vd
+

_
Id(Vg,Vd)

Rgd

Vgd
+

_

Vg
+
_

Ri

Qgs

Cgdp

CgspCpg Cpg

G

Parameters

Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
AF1TextDevice IDID
50maCurrent at peak Gm*IPK
1.0I/V polynomial coefficient*P1
0I/V polynomial coefficient*P2
0I/V polynomial coefficient*P3
0I/V polynomial coefficient*P4
0I/V polynomial coefficient*P5
0I/V polynomial coefficient*P6
0P1 term*B1
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
3.0P1 term*B2
-0.2 VVoltageGate voltage at peak Gm in sat*VPKS
-0.4 VGate voltage at peak Gm near 0 Vds*VPK0
2.0Drain I/V knee parameter*ALPHR
0Drain I/V knee parameter at saturation*ALPHS
0Drain-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA
0Surface breakdown parameter*LAMSB
5.0VoltageThreshold voltage for breakdown*VTR
0.0Surface breakdown parameter*VSB2
0TimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
0CapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameter*CGS0
0CapacitanceLinear part of Cgs*CGSP
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.*PC10
1.0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.*PC11
0Polynomial coef. to model peaked Cgs*PC110
0Polynomial coef. to model peaked Cgs*PC111
1Term to model peaked Cgs (1= no peaking)*ADIV
0Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.*PC20
0.5Gate-source capacitance polynomial coef.*PC21
0CapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameter*CGD0
0CapacitanceLinear part of Cgd*CGDP
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.*PC30
0.5Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.*PC31
0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.*PC40
1.0Gate-drain capacitance polynomial coef.*PC41
0CapacitanceFixed drain-source capacitance (not scaled)*CDS0
0CapacitanceScalable drain-source capacitance*CDSW
0CapacitanceGate-pad parasitic capacitance (not scaled)*CPG
0CapacitanceDrain-pad parasitic capacitance (not scaled)*CPD
10-20 ACurrentGate diode current parameter*ISG
1.0Gate diode ideality factor*NG
1.0 ωResistanceGate resistance*RG
1.0 ωResistanceSource resistance*RS
1.0 ωResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RI
1.0 ωResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1.0 ωResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
300 ωResistanceRF drain-source resistance parameter*RCW
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
10-6 FCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CRF
0.0InductanceSource inductance (not scaled)*LS
0.0InductanceGate inductance (not scaled)*LG
0.0InductanceDrain inductance (not scaled)*LD
0.1Thermal resistance C/W*RTH
25 CTemperatureTemperature at which parameters were extracted*TEX
25 CTemperatureBaseplate temperature*TEMP
1 mSTimeThermal time constant*TAU_TH
0Thermal IDS IPK coefficient*TCIPK
0Thermal IDS P1 coefficient*TCP1
0Thermal CGS0 coefficient*TCCGS0
0Thermal CGD0 coefficient*TCCGD0
0Thermal RCW coefficient*TCRCW

Thermal CRF coefficient*TCCRF
Maximum temperature increase (C) in self-heating*DTMAX
Minimum device temperature*TMIN

1.0Gate-width scale factorAFAC
1.0Number of fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This is a further development of the well known Angelov/Zirath/Rorsman, or Chalmers, model. It is especially good for
use with HEMT devices, but is also useful for MESFETs. Angelov2 includes improved capacitance and breakdown
modeling, as well as modeling of thermal effects.

Although this model is similar in many ways to the original Angelov model, it is not identical, and, in general, parameters
for the earlier model cannot be used in this one.

Equations:

Below are the equations for this model.

Drain current

The drain current is given by

Id(V g, V d) = IPK(1 + tanh(Ψ ))tanh(αV d)(1 + LAMBDA ·V d)

where

Ψ = P1m(V g − V pk) + P2(V g − V pk)
2 + P3(V g − V pk)

3 + · · ·
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and

α = ALPHR + ALPHS(1 + tan(Ψ ))

P1m = P1(1 + B1 / cosh
2(B2 · V d))

V pk = VPK0 + (VPKS − VPK0)tanh(ALPHS · V d)

Many of the above parameters are related directly to the peak current and transconductance of the device. See the
references for the original Angelov model for further information.

Soft Breakdown

When breakdown is included, the above expressions are modified as

Id(V g, V d) = IPK(1 + tanh (Ψ)) tanh (αV d)(1 + LAMBDA ⋅ V d + LAMSB ⋅ e
Vdg−VTR)

V pk = VPK0 + (VPKS − VPK0)tanh(ALPHA · V d) − VSB2 · (V dg − VTR)
2

Capacitances

The model uses a capacitance formulation to determine the reactive gate-to-source and gate-to-drain currents. This
approach allows the model to be consistent with time-domain (SPICE) formulations. In this implementation, the gate
charge is formulated as a single function of gate and drain voltages, so the gate current is

Ig =
∂Qg
∂V g

dVg
dt +

∂Qg
∂V gd

dVgd
dt

The first term in the above equation represents gate-to-source current, and the second, gate-to-drain current. This approach
simplifies parameter extraction, because no transcapacitances are needed and the charge derivatives are identical to the
small-signal capacitance.

The resulting capacitance functions are given by the following expressions:

Cgs1(V g, V d) = ADIV · CGS0(1 + tanh(PC20 + PC21 · V d)) · (1 · 0 + tanh(PC10 + PC11 · V g))

Cgs2(V g, V d) = (1 − ADIV)CGS0(1 + tanh(PC20 + PC21 · V d)) · (1 · 0 + tanh(PC110 + PC111 · V g))

Cgs(V g, V d) =
∂Qg
∂V g

+ Cgs1 + Cgs2

and

Cgd(V g, V d) =
∂Qg
∂V gd

= CGD0(1 + tanh(PC30 + PC31 ·V d)) · (1 · 0 + tanh(PC40 + PC41 · V gd))
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The parameter ADIV is used to account for a peak and decrease in capacitance, with increasing gate bias voltage, that
sometimes is observed in pHEMTs. In most cases, ADIV = 1 and the expressions are symmetrical. It is important to
recognize that this capacitance formulation is entirely different from the original Angelov model, and the parameters of
the original model are not transferable to this one.

Drain Dispersion

The model uses a simple approach to account for nonlinear, frequency-sensitive drain-to-source resistance, often called
drain dispersion. The drain-to-source resistance is described by a current source having the following I/V characteristic:

IRd(V gV d) =
(1 + tanh(Ψ ))

RCW V d

where

Ψ

is given by (2). The parameter RCW, which has units of resistance, is only approximately the drain-to-source resistance
in current saturation; it is best viewed as a model parameter used to fit the measured small-signal drain-source resistance.

This element has a large inductor in parallel to provide a return for dc currents generated in the element and to force its
dc voltage to be zero under all conditions.

Thermal Model

The thermal model modifies the parameters IPK, P1, CGS0, CGD0, RCW, and CRF as follows:

CGS0 → CGS0 · (1 + TCCGS0 · ΔT)

CGD0 → CGD0 · (1 + TCCGD0 · ΔT)

IPK → IPK · (1 + TCIPK · ΔT)

P1 → P1 · (1 + TCP1 · ΔT)

RCW → RCW · (1 − TCRCW· ΔT)

CRF → CRF · (1 − TCCRF · ΔT)

where

ΔT = T − TEX

and T is the instantaneous temperature, determined from an electrothermal equivalent circuit. The electrothermal circuit
consists of a thermal resistance and capacitance. The total power dissipation in the device, not just the drain dissipation,
is used to determine temperature. The temperature coefficients are chosen so that, in most cases, they will be positive
quantities; however, occasionally one or more may be negative.

RCW and CRF. The temperature dependence of RCW and CRF requires some explanation. In general, RCW (the RF
drain-to-source resistance) decreases with temperature so, for accurate power-amplifier analysis, its temperature dependence
should be included. Although CRF is a nonphysical component, it models the transition between the DC and RF
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drain-to-source resistance regions. This transition increases in frequency as temperature increases, so CRF should be
made temperature dependent when necessary to model this phenomenon. In circuits where there are no frequency
components near the transition frequency (which is usually on the order of 1 KHz to 1 MHz), this phenomenon need not
be modeled, so TCCRF can be set to zero.

The temperature increase, ΔT, is calculated from an electrothermal equivalent circuit consisting of a thermal resistance,
RTH, and a capacitance, C. C is calculated from the thermal time constant, TAU_TH. = RTH AzA C. ΔT is limited to
300 C in a numerically acceptable manner. The power used to calculate ΔT includes all RF and DC power dissipated in
the device, not just the drain dissipation.

AWR Extensions

In the original model, ΔT was temperature in Celsius degrees. In the AWR® implementation, it is as shown above.
Setting MDLFLAG=0 changes this to the original formulation, in effect setting TEX = 0 C.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

There are no references for this model. This model was implemented before publishing. The above information comes
from personal communication from Prof. Angelov. The breakdown modeling is a joint effort of I. Angelov and S. Maas.

For further information about the model, contact Cadence Technical Support.
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(Obsolete) Advanced Compatible Angelov HEMT Model: ANGELOV2C
This version of the Angelov/Zirath/Rorsman (Chalmers) model is designed to be compatible with other implementations.
This model is similar to the ANGELOV2 model.

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Advanced Compatible Angelov HEMT Model (ANGELOV2C2)
element.

Equivalent Circuit

S

Qgd
RgLg

D

Ld

Rd

1.0

Cds

Crf

IRd(Vg,Vd)

LsRs

Vd
+

_
Id(Vg,Vd)

Rgd

Vgd
+

_

Vg
+
_

Ri

Qgs

Cgdp

Cgsp

G

Parameters

Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
AC1TextDevice IDID
0IntegerIds model selectorIdsmod
0IntegerIgs/Igd model selectorIgmod
2IntegerCapacitance model selectorCapmod
0.050CurrentCurrent at maximum transconductance*Ipk0
-0.2VoltageGate voltage at maximum transconductance*Vpks
0.2VoltageDelta gate voltage at peak transconductance*Dvpks
1.0Coefficient for channel current*P1
0Coefficient for channel current*P2
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0Coefficient for channel current*P3
0.1Saturation parameter*Alphar
1.0Saturation parameter*Alphas
0.8VoltageKnee voltage parameter*Vkn
0Channel length modulation term*Lambda
0Channel length modulation term*Lambda1
0Coefficient for Lambda*Lvg
0Coefficient for P1 dependence on Vds*B1
3.0Coefficient for P1 dependence on Vds*B2
0Soft breakdown parameter*Lsb0
20VoltageThreshold voltage term for breakdown*Vtr
0VoltageSurface breakdown parameter*Vsb2
0CapacitanceDrain-to-source capacitance (linear)*Cds
0CapacitanceGate-to-source capacitance term*Cgspi
0CapacitanceGate-to-source capacitance coefficient*Cgs0
0CapacitanceGate-to-drain capacitance term*Cgdpi
0CapacitanceGate-to-drain capacitance coefficient*Cgd0
0CapacitanceExternal gate-to-drain capacitance*Cgdpe
0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P10
1.0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P11
0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P20
0.2Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P21
0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P30
0.2Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P31
0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P40
1.0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P41
0Capacitance polynomial coefficient*P111
5e-4CurrentGate forward conductance saturation current*Ij
0.0Gate dc current parameter*Pg
1.4Gate current ideality factor*Ne
0.7VoltageGate dc current parameter*Vjg
0ResistanceGate series resistance*Rg
0ResistanceDrain series resistance*Rd
0ResistanceGate-to-source intrinsic series resistance*Ri
0ResistanceSource series resistance*Rs
0ResistanceGate-to-drain series resistance*Rgd
0InductanceGate series inductance (not scaled with AFAC)*Lg
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0InductanceDrain series inductance (not scaled with AFAC)*Ld
0InductanceSource series inductance (not scaled with AFAC)*Ls
0TimeTime delay*Tau
1.0e-3ResistanceMinimum value of Rc*Rcmin
0.0ResistanceResistance of frequency-dependent output conductance*Rcin
0.0CapacitanceCapacitance of frequency-dependent output conductance*Crfin
0.0ResistanceThermal resistance*Rth
0.0 1CapacitanceThermal capacitance*Cth
0.0Temperature coefficient for Ipk0 parameter*Tcipk0
0.0Temperature coefficient for P1 parameter*Tcp1
0.0Temperature coefficient for Cgs0 parameter*Tccgs0
0.0Temperature coefficient for Cgd0 parameter*Tccgd0
0.0Temperature coefficient for Lsb0 parameter*Tclsb0
0.0Temperature coefficient for Crc parameter*Tcrc
0.0Temperature coefficient for Crf parameter*Tccrf
25 CTemperatureParameter measurement temperature*Tnom
FalseBooleanSelf-heating flagSelft
0IntegerNoise model selectorNoimod
0.5Gate noise coefficient*NoiseR
1.0Drain noise coefficient*NoiseP
0.9Gate-drain noise correlation coefficient*NoiseC
0.0FrequencyFlicker noise corner*Fnc
0.0Flicker noise constant*Kf
1.0Flicker noise exponent*Af
1.0FrequencyFlicker noise frequency exponent*Ffe
25 CTemperatureGate noise temperature*Tg
25 CTemperatureDrain noise temperature coefficient*Td
0.1Drain noise temperature coefficient*Tdl
1.0Noise fitting term*Tmn
0.0Flicker noise coefficient*Klf
0.0FrequencyGeneration-recombination noise corner frequency*Fgr
1.0Flicker noise frequency exponent*Np
0.1 mmLengthEffective gate noise width*Lw
300TemperatureMaximum temperature increase (C) in self-heating*DTMAX
10TemperatureMinimum device temperature*TMIN
1.0Gate-width scale factorAFAC
1.0Number of gate fingers scale factorNFING
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This default value is preserved for compatibility, but it is a poor choice. If Rth is nonzero, Cth should be given a large
value to prevent convergence problems.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

ANGELOV2C is a version of the ANGELOV2 model that is compatible with other implementations. This model is not
identical to the original ANGELOV2 model and should be used only where compatibility is needed.

A few characteristics of the model are unique to Cadence AWR®. The model scales according to gate width and number
of gate fingers in the usual manner (see other FET models for examples). The default values of AFAC and NFING
provide compatibility with other implementations. The temperature of the device is limited by DTMAX and TMIN during
harmonic-balance iterations to prevent ill-conditioning when self-heating is used. You should set these in such a way
that it is impossible, for example, for temperature coefficients to make a parameter (say, a resistance) change sign at
these extreme temperatures.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

There are no references for this model. This model was implemented before publishing. The above information comes
from personal communication from Prof. Angelov.

For further information about the model, contact Cadence Technical Support.
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Advanced Compatible Angelov HEMT Model: ANGELOV2C2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

ANGELOV2C2 provides a single entry point to several versions of the well knownAngelov/Zirath/Rorsman or Chalmers
model and versions derived from it[1]. It currently supports four different versions. The first version corresponds to the
Chalmers model, with all its recent additions focusing on supporting GaN FETs[2], as defined in version 1.7 of
angelov_gan.va. The second and third versions are implementations of ADS's Angelov model, as described by the
equations in the ADS documentation. The third version of the model is a refinement of the second version and it
incorporates further modifications to increase compatibility with ADS's version of the model. The third version is
recommended when you are interested in reproducing the behavior found in ADS's Angelov model. The fourth version
corresponds to version 1.12 of the Chalmers model, as defined in version 1.12 of angelov_gan.va. These four modes of
operation are controlled by the COMPAT parameter "angelov_gan 1.6", "ADS", "ADS2", or "angelov_gan 1.12" options,
respectively. This model is conceived for compatibility. Compatibility in the Chalmers modes of operation ("angelov_gan
1.6" and "angelov_gan 1.12") is guaranteed with any other model based on the same Verilog-A definitions.

The Angelov model is especially good for use with HEMT devices, but is also useful for MESFETs. It includes improved
capacitance and breakdownmodeling, as well as modeling of thermal effects and noise. In addition, the Chalmers version
of the model is particularly suitable for modeling GaN FETs. Although ANGELOV2C2 is similar in many ways to its
predecessors ANGELOV and ANGELOV2, it is not identical, and in general, you cannot use parameters for the earlier
models in this model.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
AC1TextDevice IDID
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0IntegerIds model selectorIdsmod
0IntegerIgs/Igd model selectorIgmod
2IntegerCapacitance model selectorCapmod
0.050ACurrentCurrent at maximum

transconductance
*Ipk0

-0.2VVoltageGate voltage at maximum
transconductance

*Vpks

0.2VVoltageDelta gate voltage at peak
transconductance

*Dvpks

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 1.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.8

Polynomial coefficient for
channel current

*P1

0Polynomial coefficient for
channel current

*P2

0Polynomial coefficient for
channel current

*P3

0.1Saturation parameter*Alphar
1.0Saturation parameter*Alphas
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.8
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
4.0

VoltageKnee voltage parameter*Vkn

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.001

Channel length modulation
parameter

*Lambda

0Channel length modulation
parameter

*Lambda1

0Coefficient for Lambda
parameter

*Lvg

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.1

Coefficient for P1
dependence on Vds

*B1

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 3.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
4.0

Coefficient for P1
dependence on Vds

*B2
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0Soft breakdown parameter*Lsb0
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 20.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
50.0

VoltageThreshold voltage term for
breakdown

*Vtr

0VoltageSurface breakdown parameter*Vsb2
0CapacitanceDrain-to-source capacitance

(linear)
*Cds

0CapacitanceGate-to-source capacitance
term

*Cgspi

0CapacitanceGate-to-source capacitance
coefficient

*Cgs0

0CapacitanceGate-to-drain capacitance
term

*Cgdpi

0CapacitanceGate-to-drain capacitance
coefficient

*Cgd0

0CapacitanceExternal gate-to-drain
capacitance

*Cgdpe

0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P10

1.0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P11

0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P20

0.2Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P21

0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P30

0.2Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P31

0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P40

1.0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P41

0Capacitance polynomial
coefficient

*P111

0.5mACurrentGate forward conductance
saturation current

*Ij

Gate dc current parameter*Pg
Gate current ideality factor*Ne

VoltageGate dc current parameter*Vjg
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.05

ResistanceGate series resistance*Rg

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.05

ResistanceDrain series resistance*Rd

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.05

ResistanceGate-to-source intrinsic series
resistance

*Ri

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.05

ResistanceSource series resistance*Rs

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.05

ResistanceGate-to-drain series
resistance

*Rgd

0InductanceGate series inductance*Lg
0InductanceDrain series inductance*Ld
0InductanceSource series inductance*Ls
0TimeTime delay*Tau
1.0e3 ohmResistanceMinimum value of Rc*Rcmin
1.0e4 ohmResistanceResistance of

frequency-dependent output
conductance

*Rc

0CapacitanceCapacitance of
frequency-dependent output
conductance

*Crf

1.0e5 ohmResistance of
frequency-dependent input
conductance

*Rcin

0.0CapacitanceCapacitance of
frequency-dependent output
conductance

*Crfin
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
1.0e3 ohmResistance of

frequency-dependent input
conductance

*Rdel

0.0CapacitanceCapacitance of
frequency-dependent output
conductance

*Cdel

Polynomial coeff Kbgate for
freq dep input cond [1/V]

*Kbgate

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.001

ResistanceThermal resistance*Rth

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.0001

CapacitanceThermal capacitance*Cth

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
-0.002

Linear temperature
coefficient for Ipk0 parameter

*Tcipk0

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
-0.002

Linear temperature
coefficient for P1 parameter

*Tcp1

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.002

Linear temperature
coefficient for Cgs0
parameter

*Tccgs0

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.002

Linear temperature
coefficient for Cgd0
parameter

*Tccgd0

0.0Linear temperature
coefficient for Lsb0
parameter

*Tclsb0

0.0Linear temperature
coefficient for Rc parameter

*Tcrc

0.0Linear temperature
coefficient for Crf parameter

*Tccrf
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0.0Linear temperature

coefficient for Rs parameter
*Tcrs

25 CTemperatureParameter measurement
temperature

*Tnom

25 CTemperatureSimulation temperature*Temp
OffSelf-heating flag (Off, On)Selft
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
1

IntegerNoise model selectorNoimod

0.5Gate noise coefficient*NoiseR
1.0Drain noise coefficient*NoiseP
0.9Gate-drain noise correlation

coefficient
*NoiseC

0.0FrequencyFlicker noise corner*Fnc
0.0Flicker noise constant*Kf
1.0Flicker noise exponent*Af
1.0e-9GHzScalarFlicker noise frequency

exponent
*Ffe

25 CTemperatureGate noise temperature*Tg
25 CTemperatureDrain noise temperature*Td
0.1Drain noise temperature

coefficient
*Td1

1.0Noise fitting term*Tmn
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
1.0e14

Flicker noise coefficient*Klf

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
6.0e4

FrequencyGeneration-recombination
noise corner frequency

*Fgr

If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 1.0
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
0.3

Flicker noise frequency
exponent

*Np
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
If COMPAT="ADS" or
"ADS2", 0.01
If COMPAT="angelov_gan
1.6" or "angelov_gan 1.12",
1.0e-4

LengthEffective gate noise width*Lw

1.0Scaling factor*MULT
OnNoise flag (Off, On)*NFLAG
0.2Surface breakdown model

parameter
*Ebd

1.0Gate breakdown parameter*Kbdgate
0.5Gate breakdown exponent*Pbdg
0.0ResistanceVariable Drain ohmic

resistance
*Rd2

20.0VoltageGate drain breakdown
voltage

*Vbdgd

5.0VoltageGate source breakdown
voltage

*Vbdgs

0.0Polynomial coefficient for
capacitance

*P222

ADS2Compatibility flag (Chalmers,
ADS)

COMPAT

0.5Junction capacitance
coefficient

*m

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

Most of this model's parameters originate in ADS's Angelov model or in Chalmer's Verilog-A definition of it. Only a
few parameters are unique to the ANGELOV2C2 model: MULT, COMPAT and NFLAG. MULT is a scaling factor.
COMPAT allows switching between the three modes of operation, "Chalmers", "ADS", and "ADS2". NFLAG is used
to enable/disable the noise of this model. Unlike the comprehensive parameter list in the "Parameters" section, only those
parameters corresponding to a given COMPAT value are displayed with the element. Parameters appearing without a
default value in the "Parameters" section are calculated parameters, or the default value depends on the setting of the
compatibility flag. Although the model supports self-heating in all of its modes of operation, the thermal node is only
externally available when COMPAT is set to "angelov_gan 1.12".

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] I. Angelov, H. Zirath, and, N. Rorsman "Validation of a Nonlinear TransistorModel by Power SpectrumCharacteristics
of HEMT's and MESFET's", IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory Tech., pp. 1046-1052, May 1995
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Modeling of GaN FET", IEICE Transactions, pp. 1225-1233. 2010
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AURIGA_M6: AURIGA_M6

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

TheAURIGA_M6model provides advanced characterization forDepletion or EnhancementmodeMESFETs, GaNHEMTs,
and other variations of the MESFET family. Its enhanced IV and capacitor modeling observes the Charge Conservation
rule. AURIGA_M6 becomes symmetric at Vds = 0 when used for SWITCHmodelling. It is accurate under a wide range
of operating conditions, including passive applications (switches, mixers), and high voltage applications (power amplifiers).

Topology

S

Cgd

RgLg

D
Ld

Cds

Igd

Igs

Ri

Cgs

Rgg

G

Rd

Rdb

Cdb

Ids

Rs

Ls

Cgg

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MF1TextDevice IDID
0Amplifier or Switch mode*SWX
1.00E-03CurrentBreakdown current*IK
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
500VoltageBreakdown voltage*Vb0
0Cds coef*Vgs9
0CapacitanceCds-Vds slope*c4
-0.03Cds-Vds slope exponent*a3
0Cds-Vds slope exponent*a4
9.50E-13CapacitanceCds-Vds slope*c3
0Cds-Vds slope exponent*a5
1.00E-13Cgd constant*Cgd
1.27E-12CapacitanceCgs at peak*Cg1
2.16E-12CapacitanceCgs at pinch off*Cg0
9.56E-12CapacitanceCgs at Vgs max*Cg2
0.1Cgs slope (0,1) to Vdg*K4
0.87Cgs slope (0,1) to Vgs*K1
0.1Cgs slope (1,2) to Vdg*K6
2.474Cgs slope (1,2) to Vgs*K2
2Cgs swing (0,1) to Vdg*K3
2Cgs swing (1,2) to Vdg*K5
1.1Constant port of gate I/V exponent*E
1.00E+06ResistanceConvergence factor*Rdrain
1.00E-11CapacitanceDispersion Capacitance*Cdb
0.3Dispersion Resistance factor*Vgs8
1.96E-11InductanceDrain Inductance*LD
0.63ResistanceDrain Resistance*RD
0.204CurrentDrain saturation current at zero Vgs*IDSS
6ResistanceDrain Source Dispersion Resistance*alpha2
0ResistanceDrain Source Dispersion Resistance*alpha3
1.5ResistanceDrain Source Dispersion Resistance*beta2
0ResistanceDrain Source Dispersion Resistance*beta3
4.10E-14CapacitanceDrain-Source Capacitance*Cds
35Exponential coef of GD diode*AFAB
30.6Exponential coef of GS diode*AFAG
5Gate Charge factor*K7
0.3Gate Charge factor*K8
2.5Gate Charge factor*Vgd1
4.53E-11InductanceGate Inductance*LG
1.3ResistanceGate Resistance*RG
3.25E-12SecondsGate-drain time delay*T
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Gate-width scale factorAFAC
1.5Ids slope adjustments at high Vds*x1
0.5Ids slope adjustments at high Vds*x2
60Ids slope adjustments at high Vds*x3
60Ids slope adjustments at high Vds*x4
-0.00112IDSS Temperature coef*Tcoef
1Inductance scale factorAL
1.5Input Dispersive Loss factor*beta
6Input Dispersive Loss factor*alpha
0.3Input Dispersive Loss factor*Vgs7
1.00E-11CapacitanceInput Loss Capacitance*Cgg
0ResistanceIntrinsic Resistance*Ri
0.055IV Frequency Calculation factor*M
5IV Frequency Calculation factor*P
3IV Frequency Calculation factor*R
0.8IV Frequency Calculation factor*Vgs3
0IV Frequency Calculation mode*FRX
0.34VoltageIV function (Vgsd)*Vgs2
4IV function (Vgsd) factor*C
0.28IV function (Vgsd) factor*D
2KG*B
10Knee current cupression (f)*y1
0Knee current cupression (f)*y2
1Knee current cupression (f)*y3
-1Knee current cupression (f)*y4
0Knee current cupression (fVgsi)*aa
1Knee current cupression (fVgsi)*bb
0Knee current cupression (fVgsi)*cc
0.5VoltageKnee current cupression drain voltage*VDD
297TemperatureNomial Temperature*Tnom
297TemperatureOperational TemperatureTemp
0.5VoltagePinch off voltage function at large Vds*N
-0.02Pinch-off slope*GAM
-1.1VoltagePinch-off voltage*VP
0.23Residual slope of drain I/V in saturated region*ds
20ResistanceResistance for breakdown Current*Rb0
0.0113Rs, Rd Temperature coef*TcoefR
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2.80E-16CurrentSaturation current of GD diode*IB0
5.00E-17CurrentSaturation current of GS diode*IG0
0.56NOneSlope of drain I/V in linear region*SL
1.7Slope of drain I/V in saturated region (a)*G
1.8Slope of drain I/V in saturated region (a)*H
1Slope of drain I/V in saturated region (SS)*q
1Slope of drain I/V in saturated region (SS)*SK
1.1Slope of drain I/V in saturated region (SS)*Vgs1
1.76E-11InductanceSource Inductance*LS
1.00E-06InductanceSource PRL Inductance*Lsdb
0ResistanceSource PRL Resistance*Rsdb
0.914251ResistanceSource Resistance*RS
-0.969VoltageVgs between Cgs0 and Cgs1*Vgs4
-0.207VoltageVgs between Cgs1 and Cgs2*Vgs5
0VoltageVgs offset*Vgss
0Xsl*x5
1Xsl*x6

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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BSIM3 MOSFET Model: BSIM3

Symbol

G

D

S

SS
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4
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Summary

The Cadence® BSIM3 element is the successor of the BSIM3V322 and BSIM3V322P elements. Unlike BSIM3V322
and BSIM3V322P, which implement a single version of the BSIM3 model, version 3.22, the BSIM3 model supports
versions 3.2, 3.21, 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24.

The Cadence BSIM3 model supports HSPICE Automatic Model Selection. Automatic Model Selection, also known as
binning, allows for the definition of MOSFET parameter sets over specific ranges of lengths and widths. This is
accomplished by implementing the BSIM3 element in terms of block (data) and instance (model) elements, BSIM3d
and BSIM3m, respectively. Parameters L and W, along with a few other parameters are placed in instance element,
BSIM3m, whereas the remaining BSIM3 parameters are located in the BSIM3d block element. Parameters in the block
element are, in general, arrays of data. The data arrays corresponding to parameters LMIN, LMAX,WMIN andWMAX
define intervals, which in turn, determine what range of L and W a specific entry in a parameter array corresponds to.
As a result, setting the values of L and W in a BSIM3m element automatically selects the appropriate values from the
BSIM3d block element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
BS1TextElement IDID
0.5e-6mLengthGate LengthL
10e-6mLengthGate WidthW

LengthLength bias accounts
for masking and
etching effects

*XL

LengthWidth bias accounts for
masking and etching
effects

*XW

LengthDrain diffusion
perimeter

*PD

LengthSource diffusion
perimeter

*PS

Drain area, m^2*AD
Source area, m^2*AS
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
No. of squares in drain
area

*NRD

No. of squares in
source area

*NRS

300.15KTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP
300.15KTemperatureExtraction temperature*TNOM
3.22Model version*VERSION
1Mobility model

selector
*MOBMOD

0Capacitance model
selector

*CAPMOD

0Parameter value check*PARAMCHK
21: UCB units for

doping & temp; 0: All
MKS (legacy)

*UCBUNITS

0Non Quasi Static
model flag

*NQSMOD

Noise model selector*NOIMOD
Noise OnNoise flag*NFLAG

VoltageThreshold V @ Vbs=0*VTH0
VoltageFlat-band voltage*VFB

First-order body effect
coef

*K1

Second-order body
effect coef

*K2

80Narrow width coef*K3
0Body-effect coef of K3*K3B
2.5e-6Narrow width param*W0
1.74e-7Lateral nonuniform

doping param
*NLX

-3VVoltageMinimum
bulk-substrate bias for
body effect calculation

*VBM

2.2First coef of short
channel effect on Vth

*DVT0

0.53Second coef of short
channel effect on Vth

*DVT1

-0.032Body-bias coef of short
channel effect on Vth

*DVT2
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
01st coef of narrow

width effect on Vth
(m^-1)

*DVT0W

5.3e62nd coef of narrow
width effect on Vth
(m^-1)

*DVT1W

-0.032Body coef of narrow
width effect on Vth

*DVT2W

Mobility (cm^2/Vsec)*U0
2.25e-9First-order mobility

degradation coef (m/V)
*UA

5.87e-19Second-order mobility
degradation coef
[(m/V)^2]

*UB

Body effect mobility
degradation coef

*UC

8.0e4Sat velocity (project
length units/sec)

*VSAT

1Bulk charge effect coef
for channel length

*A0

0Gate bias coef of
ABULK (V^-1)

*AGS

0Bulk charge effect coef
for channel width

*B0

0Bulk charge effect
width offset

*B1

-0.047Body bias coef of bulk
charge effect (V^-1)

*KETA

0First nonsaturation
Effect Param (V^-1)

*A1

1Second nonsaturation
factor

*A2

0Parasitic resistance per
unit width

*RDSW

0Body effect coef of
RDSW

*PRWB

0Gate-bias effect coef of
RDSW

*PRWG

1Width offset fromWeff
for Rds calc

*WR

0Width offset fitting
param from IV w/out
bias

*WINT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0Width offset fitting

prarm from IV w/out
bias

*LINT

0Coef of Weff gate
dependence (m/V)

*DWG

0Coef of Weff body
dependence (m/V^0.5)

*DWB

-0.08Offset voltage in
subthreshold region

*VOFF

1Subthreshold swing
factor

*NFACTOR

0.08DIBL coef in
subthreshold region

*ETA0

-0.07Body coef for
subthreshold DIBL
effect (1/V)

*ETAB

DIBL coef exponent in
subthreshold region

*DSUB

0Interface trap
capacitance (F/m^2)

*CIT

2.4e-4DS channel coupling
cap (F/m^2)

*CDSC

0Body bias sensitivity of
CDSC (F/Vm^2)

*CDSCB

0Drain sensitivity of
CDSC (F/Vm^2)

*CDSCD

1.3Channel length
modulation

*PCLM

0.39First output res DIBL
param

*PDIBLC1

0.0086Second output res
DIBL param

*PDIBLC2

0Body effect DIBL
correction param
(V^-1)

*PDIBLCB

0.56L dependence DIBL
correction in Rout

*DROUT

4.24e8First substrate current
body effect param
(V/m)

*PSCBE1

1e-52nd substrate current
body effect (m/V)

*PSCBE2
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0Gate dependence of

Early voltage
*PVAG

0.01Effective Vds param*DELTA
0Poly gate doping

(cm^-3)
*NGATE

0First param of impact
ionization current
(m/V)

*ALPHA0

0Isub parameter for
length scaling (1/V)

*ALPHA1

30Second param of
impact ionization
current

*BETA0

0Source-drain sheet res
per sq

*RSH

0Sidewall sat current
(A/m)

*JSW

1e-4S/D jcn saturation
current per area
(A/m^2)

*JS

0.1S/D to bulk diode
limiting current (Not
implemented)

*IJTH

1Charge-partitioning
selector

*XPART

S-G overlap cap per
length (F/m)

*CGSO

D-G overlap cap per
length (F/m)

*CGDO

B-G overlap cap per
length (F/m)

*CGBO

5e-4Bottom jcn cap per area
(F/m^2)

*CJ

0.5CJ grading coef*MJ
0.33S&D side jcn grading

coef
*MJSW

5e-10S&D side jcn cap (Proj
cap units/m^2)

*CJSW

Source drain/gate
sidewall jcn cap coef
(Proj cap units/m)

*CJSWG

CJSWG grading coef*MJSWG
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
1CJSW built-in voltage*PBSW
1S&D Bottom jcn

built-in voltage
*PB

Source drain/gate
sidewall jcn cap
built-in voltage

*PBSWG

0Light doped S-G region
overlap (F/m)

*CGSL

0Light doped D-G
region overlap (F/m)

*CGDL

0.6Coef for light-doped
region

*CKAPPA

Fringing field
capacitance (F/m)

*CF

0.1e-6Const term for
short-channel model

*CLC

0.6Exp term for
short-channel model

*CLE

Length offset fitting
param for CV

*DLC

Width offset fitting
param for CV

*DWC

-1Flat-band voltage
param forCAPMOD=0
only

*VFBCV

1CV param in vgsteff
for weak to strong
inversion

*NOFF

0CV param in vgsteff
for weak to strong
inversion

*VOFFCV

1Exponential coef for
charge thickness in
CAPMOD=3

*ACDE

15Coef for gate-bias
dependent surface
potential

*MOIN

5Elmore constant for the
channel

*ELM

0Coef of length
dependence for width
offset

*WL
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
1Power of length

dependence for width
offset

*WLN

0Coef of width
dependence for width
offset

*WW

1Power of width
dependence for width
offset

*WWN

0Coef of length &width
cross term for width
offset

*WWL

0Coef of length
dependence for length
offset

*LL

1Power of length
dependence for length
offset

*LLN

0Coef of width
dependence for length
offset

*LW

1Power of width
dependence for length
offset

*LWN

0Coef of length and
width cross term for
length offset

*LWL

Coef of length
dependence foe CV
length offset

*LLC

Coef of width
dependence for CV
length offset

*LWC

Coef of length and
width dependence for
CV length offset

*LWLC

Coef of length
dependence for CV
width offset

*WLC

Coef of width
dependence for CV
width offset

*WWC
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
Coef of length &width
dependence for CV
width offset

*WWLC

-1.5Mobility temp
exponent

*UTE

-0.11Temp coef for
threshold voltage

*KT1

0Channel length
dependence of Vth coef
(Vm)

*KT1L

0.022Body bias coef of Vth*KT2
4.31e-9Temp coef of UA*UA1
7.61e-18Temp coef of UB*UB1

Temp coef of UC*UC1
3.3e4Temp coef of

saturation velocity
*AT

0Temp coef of RDSW*PRT
1Emission coef of

junction
*NJ

3Junction current temp
exponent coef

*XTI

0Temp coef of PB*TPB
0Temp coef of PBSW*TPBSW
0Temp coef of PBSWG*TPBSWG
0Temp coef fo CJ*TCJ
0Temp coef of CJSW*TCJSW
0Temp coef of CJSWG*TCJSWG

(Noise parameter A)*NOIA
(Noise parameter B)*NOIB
(Noise parameter C)*NOIC

4.1e7(Saturation electric
field parameter)

*EM

1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise frequency

exponent
*EF

0Flicker noise
coefficient

*KF

1.5e-8Oxide thickness (m)*TOX
TOX at which params
were extracted (m)

*TOXM
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
1.5e-7Junction depth (m)*XJ

Body-effect coef near
the surface

*GAMMA1

Body-effect coef in the
bulk

*GAMMA2

1.7e17Channel doping
concentration (cm^-3)

*NCH

Substrate doping
concentration (cm^-3)

*NSUB

VBS at which the
depletion region equals
XT

*VBX

Doping depth*XT
0mLengthMinimum channel

length for which the
model is valid

*LMIN

1mLengthMaximum channel
length for which the
model is valid

*LMAX

0mLengthMinimum channel
width for which the
model is valid

*WMIN

1mLengthMaximum channel
width for which the
model is valid

*WMAX

1Units of size
parameters in binning
approach

*BINUNIT

1Gate-width linear scale
factor

*MULT

0YesLength/ width/ product*AGS
0YesLength/ width/ product*AT
0YesLength/ width/ product*KETA
0YesLength/ width/ product*A0
0YesLength/ width/ product*B0
0YesLength/ width/ product*U0
0YesLength/ width/ product*UA
0YesLength/ width/ product*UB
0YesLength/ width/ product*UC
0YesLength/ width/ product*UC1
0YesLength/ width/ product*VSAT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0YesLength/ width/ product*VTH0
0YesLength/ width/ product*K1
0YesLength/ width/ product*K2
0YesLength/ width/ product*K3
0YesLength/ width/ product*K3B
0YesLength/ width/ product*W0
0YesLength/ width/ product*VOFF
0YesLength/ width/ product*VOFFCV
0YesLength/ width/ product*CIT
0YesLength/ width/ product*ETA0
0YesLength/ width/ product*ETAB
0YesLength/ width/ product*PCLM
0YesLength/ width/ product*PDIBLC2
0YesLength/ width/ product*PSCBE1
0YesLength/ width/ product*KT1
0YesLength/ width/ product*KT2
0YesLength/ width/ product*UTE
0YesLength/ width/ product*UA1
0YesLength/ width/ product*UB1
0YesLength/ width/ product*CGSL
0YesLength/ width/ product*CGDL
0YesLength/ width/ product*RDSW
0YesLength/ width/ product*XJ
0YesLength/ width/ product*NGATE
0YesLength/ width/ product*NSUB
0YesLength/ width/ product*NCH
0YesLength/ width/ product*NLX
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT0
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT1
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT2
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT0W
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT1W
0YesLength/ width/ product*DVT2W
0YesLength/ width/ product*DSUB
0YesLength/ width/ product*VBM
0YesLength/ width/ product*B1
0YesLength/ width/ product*A1
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0YesLength/ width/ product*A2
0YesLength/ width/ product*PRWG
0YesLength/ width/ product*PRWB
0YesLength/ width/ product*WR
0YesLength/ width/ product*NFACTOR
0YesLength/ width/ product*CDSC
0YesLength/ width/ product*CDSCD
0YesLength/ width/ product*CDSCB
0YesLength/ width/ product*PDIBLC1
0YesLength/ width/ product*PDIBLCB
0YesLength/ width/ product*DROUT
0YesLength/ width/ product*PSCBE2
0YesLength/ width/ product*PVAG
0YesLength/ width/ product*DELTA
0YesLength/ width/ product*ALPHA0
0YesLength/ width/ product*ALPHA1
0YesLength/ width/ product*BETA0
0YesLength/ width/ product*CKAPPA
0YesLength/ width/ product*CF
0YesLength/ width/ product*CLC
0YesLength/ width/ product*CLE
0YesLength/ width/ product*VFBCV
0YesLength/ width/ product*DWG
0YesLength/ width/ product*DWB
0YesLength/ width/ product*KT1L
0YesLength/ width/ product*PRT
0YesLength/ width/ product*GAMMA1
0YesLength/ width/ product*GAMMA2
0YesLength/ width/ product*VBX
0YesLength/ width/ product*XT
0YesLength/ width/ product*VFB
0YesLength/ width/ product*NOFF
0YesLength/ width/ product*ACDE
0YesLength/ width/ product*MOIN
1Temperature model

selector
*TLEV
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
1Capacitance

temperature model
selector

*TLEVC

1.16Energy gap at 0 K/n0.0
< EG

*EG

0First bandgap
correction factor

*GAP1

0Second bandgap
correction factor

*GAP2

Surface potential*PHI
0PHI temperature

coefficient
*PTC

0Capacitance model
selector

*DCAP

1000Maximum device
current (for improving
convergence)

*IMAX

Area calculation
method

*ACM

0HSPICE-style area and
perimeter calculations

*CALCACM

LengthLength of heavy doped
diffusion contact

*HDIF

LengthLateral diffusion into
channel

*LD

LengthLength of light
diffusion region

*LDIF

Additional drain
contact resistance

*RDC

Additional source
contact resistance

*RSC

Drain resistance*RD
Source resistance*RS
Channel width shrink
factor

*WMLT

Channel length shrink
factor

*LMLT

Noise model selector*NLEV
Channel thermal noise
coefficient

*GDSNOI

1Model compatibility
selector

*COMPAT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
LengthReference distance

from OD edge to poly
*SA0

LengthReference distance
from OD edge to poly

*SB0

LengthDistance fromODedge
to poly

*SA

LengthDistance fromODedge
to poly

*SB

LengthStress effect length
parameter

*WLOD

LengthStress effect mobility
degradation/

*KU0

enhancement
coefficient

LengthVTH0 related K2 shift
factor

*STK2

LengthVTH0 related ETA0
shift factor

*STETA0

Length dependence of
KU0

*LKU0

Width dependence of
KU0

*WKU0

Product dependence of
KU0

*PKU0

Temperature parameter
for U0 stress effect

*TKU0

Length parameter for
U0 stress effect

*LLODKU0

Width parameter for
U0 stress effect

*WLODKU0

Length parameter for
VTH stress effect

*LLODVTH

Width parameter for
VTH stress effect

*WLODVTH

Threshold shift
parameter for stress
effect

*KVTH0

Length dependence of
KVTH0

*LKVTH0

Width dependence of
KVTH0

*WKVTH0

Product dependence of
KVTH0

*PKVTH0
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
Stress effect K2 shift
modification factor

*LODK2

Stress effect ETA0
shift modification
factor

*LODETA0

Stress effect saturation
velocity degradation/
enhancement parameter

*KVSAT

YesLength/ width/ product*ELM
1Device TypeTYPE
0Spice Flicker noise

model selector
*FLKMOD

LengthLength of Drain
Diffusion Region

*LDDR

LengthLength of Source
Diffusion Region

*LSDR

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd. Here g,d,s and b correspond
to the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify branch related operating point
information, (branch voltages, currents, etc.)

DescriptionParameter
Threshold voltagevth (Voltage)
Drain-source saturation voltagevdsat (Voltage)
Common-source transconductancegm (Conductance)
Common-source output conductancegds (Conductance)
Body-transconductancegmbs (Conductance)
Substrate currentIsub(Current)

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (Capacitance)

Drain-substrate junction capacitancecjd (Capacitance)
Source-substrate junction capacitancecjs (Capacitance)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)
Gm/Idsgmoverid (None)
Common-source output resistancero (Resistance)

∂Qg
∂V s

Cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d

Cgd (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qg
∂V g

Cgtot (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b

Cbtot (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d

Cdtot (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s

Cstot (Capacitance)

Unity small-signal current-gain frequencyft (Frequency)

.

Implementation Details

Parameter TYPE controls whether the device is N, or P channel; which is reflected by the device symbol. BSIM3 is
based on the source code released by the BSIM Research Group at UC Berkeley. However, many parameters have been
added to support HSPICE and Spectre enhancements to Berkeley's original model. These extensions, among others,
include a variety of ways to compute junction areas and perimeters. HSPICE Area Calculation Methods (ACM) 0, 2,
3,10, 12 and 13 are all supported.

The NFLAG and COMPAT parameters are unique to the Cadence implementation. The NFLAG parameter turns the
device noise On or Off. COMPAT, the compatibility selection flag, takes three different values: HSPICE, AWR and
SPECTRE. The HSPICE and Spectre values emulate HSPICE and Spectre implementations of the BSIM3 model,
respectively. Parameters for which there is no default value listed in the table above, obtain their value from formulas.
In many instances the default value depends on the compatibility flag setting.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Berkeley BSIM3V322 MOSFET ver. 3.2.2: BSIM3V322

Symbol

G

D

S

SS
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the BSIM3 MOSFET Model (BSIM3) element.

Equivalent Circuit

S

Cgd

B

Vgs
Cgs

G

Cbg

I(Vgs,Vds)

D

+

_

_
Vds
+

Vgd
+

_

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
BS1TextElement IDID
0.5umLengthGate LengthL
10umLengthGate WidthW

LengthLength bias accounts for masking and etching
effects

XL
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
LengthWidth bias accounts for masking and etching

effects
XW

LengthDrain diffusion perimeterPD
LengthSource diffusion perimeterPS

Drain area (m^2)AD
Source area (m^2)AS
No. of squares in drain areaNRD
No. of squares in source areaNRS

27CTemperatureParameter Extraction temperatureTNOM
27CTemperatureDevice temperatureTEMP

Model version (must be 3.1 or 3.22)VERSION
1Mobility model selectorMOBMOD
0Capacitance model selectorCAPMOD
0Parameter value checkPARAMCHK
21: UCB units for doping & temp; 0: AII MKSUCBUNITS
0Non Quasi Static model FlagNQSMOD
2: BSIM-Flicker
BSIM-channel

Supported only in HSPICE simulationsNOIMOD

Noise OnNoise flagNFLAG
VYESThreshold V @ Vbs=0VTH0
VYESFlat-band voltageVFB

YESFirst order body effect coefficientK1
YESSecond order body effect coefficientK2

80.0YESNarrow width coefficientK3
0.0YESBody effect coefficient of k3K3B
2.5e-6YESNarrow width parameterW0
1.74e-7YESLateral non-uniform doping parameterNLX
-3.0VVYESMax. applied body bias in Vth calculationVBM
2.2YESFirst coefficient of short-channel effect on VthDVT0
0.53YESSecond coefficient of short-channel effect on VthDVT1
-0.032YESBody-bias coefficient of short-channel effect on

Vth
DVT2

0.0YESFirst coefficient of narrow width effect on Vth
(m^ -1)

DVT0W

5.3e6YESSecond coefficient of narrow width effect on Vth
(m^ -1)

DVT1W

-0.032YESBody-bias coefficient of narrow width effect VthDVT2W
670YESMobilityU0
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
2.25E-9YESFirst-order mobility degradation coefficient (m/V)UA
5.87E-19YESSecond-order mobility degradation coefficient

[(m/V)^2]
UB

YESBody effect mobility degradation coefficientUC
8.0E4YESSaturation velocity (project length units/sec)VSAT
1.0YESBulk charge effect coefficient for channel lengthA0
0.0YESGate bias coefficient of ABULK (V^-1)AGS
0.0YESBulk charge effect coefficient for channel widthB0
0.0YESBulk charge effect width offsetB1
-0.047YESBody-bias coefficient of bulk charge effect (V^-1)KETA
0.0YESFirst non-saturation effect parameter (V^-1)A1
1.0YESSecond non-saturation factorA2
0.0YESParasitic resistance per unit widthRDSW
0YESBody effect coefficient of RDSWPRWB
0YESGate bias effect coefficient of RDSWPRWG
1.0YESWidth Offset from Weff for Rds calculationWR
0.0Width offset fitting parameter from I-V without

bias
WINT

0.0Width offset fitting parameter from I-V without
bias

LINT

0.0YESCoefficient of Weff's gate dependence (m/V)DWG
0.0YESCoefficient of Weff' body dependence (m/V^0.5)DWB
-0.08YESOffset voltage in the subthreshold regionVOFF
1.0YESSubthreshold swing factorNFACTOR
0.08YESDIBL coefficient in subthreshold regionETA0
-0.07YESBody coefficient for subthreshold DIBL effect

(1/V)
ETAB

YESDIBL coefficient exponent in subthreshold regionDSUB
0.0YESInterface trap capacitance (F/m^2)CIT
2.4E-4YESDrain/Source to channel coupling capacitance

(F/Vm^2)
CDSC

0.0YESBody-bias sensitivity of CDSC (F/Vm^2)CDSCB
0.0YESDrain-bias sensitivity of CDSC (F/Vm^2)CDSCD
1.3YESChannel length modulationPCLM
0.39YESFirst output resistance DIBL parameterPDIBLC1
0.0086YESSecond output resistance DIBL parameterPDIBLC2
0.0YESBody-effect DIBL correction parameters (V^-1)PDIBLCB
0.56YESL dependence DIBL correction in RoutDROUT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
4.24E8YESFirst substrate current body effect parameter (V/m)PSCBE1
1.0E-5YESSecond substrate current body effect parameter

(m/V)
PSCBE2

0.0YESGate dependence of Early voltagePVAG
0.01YESEffective Vds parameterDELTA
0YESPoly gate doping (cm^-3)NGATE
0YESThe first parameter of impact ionization current

(m/V)
ALPHA0

0.0YESIsub parameter for length scaling (1/V)ALPHA1
30YESThe second parameter of impact ionization currentBETA0
0.0Source drain sheet resistance per squareRSH
0.0Side wall saturation current (A/m)JSSW
1.0E-4Source drain junction saturation current per area

(A/m^2)
JS

0.1Source drain to bulk diode limiting current (Not
implemented)

IJTH

0.0Charge partitioning selectorXPART
1.0Area scale factorAFAC

Source-gate overlap capacitance per length (F/m)CGS0
Drain-gate overlap capacitance per length (F/m)CGD0

0.0Gate bulk overlap capacitance per unit length
(F/m)

CGB0

5.0e-4Bottom junction capacitance per area (F/m^2)sCJ
0.5CJ grading coefficientMJ
0.33Source/Drain side junction grading coefficientMJSW
5.E-10Source/Drain side junction capacitance (Proj cap

units/m^2)
CJSW

Source/Drain gate side wall junction capacitance
coefficient (Proj cap units/m)

CJSWG

CJSWG grading coefficientMJSWG
1.0CJSW built-in voltagePBSW
1.0Source/Drain bottom junction built-in voltagePB

Source/Drain gate side wall junction built-in
voltage

PBSWG

0.0Light doped source-gate region overlap (F/m)CGS1
0.0Light doped drain-gate region overlap (F/m)CGD1
0.6YESCoefficient for lightly doped regionCKAPPA

YESFringing field capacitance (F/m)CF
0.1E-6YESConstant term for the short channel modelCLC
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
0.6YESExponential term for the short channel modelCLE

Length offset fitting parameter from C-VDLC
Width offset fitting parameter from C-VDWC

-1YESFlat-band voltage parameter (for capMod=0 only)VFBCV
1.0YESCV parameter in Vgsteff, for weak to strong

inversion
NOFF

0.0YESCV parameter in Vgsteff, for week to strong
inversion

VOFFCV

1.0YESExponential coefficient for charge thickness in
CAPMOD=3

ACDE

15.0YESCoefficient for the gate-bias dependent surface
potential

MOIN

5Elmore constant of the channelELM
0.0Coefficient of length dependence for width offsetWL
1.0Power of length dependence of width offsetWLN
0.0Coefficient of width dependence for width offsetWW
1.0Power of width dependence of width offsetWWN
0.0Coefficient of length and width cross term for

width offset
WWL

0.0Coefficient of length dependence for length offsetLL
1.0Power of length dependence for length offsetLLN
0.0Coefficient of width dependence for length offsetLW
1.0Power of width dependence for length offsetLWN
0.0Coefficient of length and width cross term for

length offset
LWL

Coefficient of length dependence for CV length
offset

LLC

Coefficient of width dependence for CV length
offset

LWC

Coefficient of length and width dependence for
CV length offset

LWLC

Coefficient of length dependence for CV width
offset

WLC

Coefficient of width dependence for CV width
offset

WWC

Coefficient of length and width dependence for
CV width offset

WWLC

-1.5YESMobility temperature exponentUTE
-0.11YESTemperature coefficient for threshold voltageKT1
0.0YESTemperature coefficient for threshold voltageKT1L
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
0.022YESBody-bias coefficient of VthKT2
4.31E-9YESTemperature coefficient for UAUA1
-7.61E-18YESTemperature coefficient for UBUB1

YESTemperature coefficient for UCUC1
3.3E4YESTemperature coefficient of saturation velocityAT
0.0YESTemperature coefficient for RDSWPRT
1.0Emission coefficient of junctionNJ
3.0Junction current temperature exponent coefficient

(Not implemented)
XTI

0.0Temperature coefficient of PB (Not implemented)TPB
0.0Temperature coefficient of PBSW (Not

implemented)
TPBSW

0.0Temperature coefficient of PBSWG (Not
implemented)

TPBSWG

0.0Temperature coefficient of CJ (Not implemented)TCJ
0.0Temperature coefficient of CJSW (Not

implemented)
TCJSW

0.0Temperature coefficient of CJSWG (Not
implemented)

TCJSWG

Noise parameter ANOIA
Noise parameter BNOIB
Noise parameter CNOIC

4.1e7Saturation electric field parameterEM
1.0Flicker noise exponentAF
1.0Flicker noise frequency exponentEF
0.0Flicker noise coefficientKF
1.5e-8Oxide thicknessTOX

Tox at which parameters are extracted (m)TOXM
1.5e-7YESJunction Depth (m)XJ

YESBody-effect coefficient near the surfaceGAMMA1
YESBody-effect coefficient in the bulkGAMMA2
YESChannel doping concentration (cm^-3)NCH
YESSubstrate doping concentration (cm^-3)NSUB
YESVBS at which the depletion region width equals

XT
VBX

YESDoping depthXT
1Temperature model selectorTLEV
1Capacitance temperature model selectorTLEVC
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnable?DescriptionName
1.16Energy gap at 0 KEG
0.0First bandgap correction factorGAP1
0.0Second bandgap correction factorGAP2

Surface potentialPHI
0.0PHI temperature coefficientPTC
0.0(Not Implemented)LMIN
1.0(Not Implemented)LMAX
0.0(Not Implemented)WMIN
1.0(Not Implemented)WMAX
1 (microns)Units of size parameters in binning approachBINUNIT
1Capacitance model selectorDCAP
1e6 mACurrentMaximum device currentIMAX

Area calculation methodACM
0HSPICE-style area and perimeter calculationsCALCACM

LengthLength of heavy doped diffusion contactHDIF
LengthLateral diffusion into channelLD
LengthLength of light diffusion regionLDIF

Additional drain contact resistanceRDC
Additional source contact resistanceRSC
Drain resistanceRD
Source resistanceRS
Channel width shrink factorWMLT
Channel length shrink factorLMLT
Noise model selectorNLEV
Channel thermal noise coefficientGDSNOI

AWRModel compatibility selector: HSPICE, AWR®,
or Spectre.

COMPAT

Implementation Details

BSIM3V322 is the Cadence® Microwave Office® software implementation of version 3.2.2 of the BSIM3 model,
developed at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB), as an industry-wide standard MOSFET model. The model
conforms to the description in the defining document, Ref. [1] (except for obvious errors; see Special Implementation
Notes). Additional information on the BSIM model, although not current, can be found in Ref. [2] and [3].

The Microwave Office software implementation attempts to be as close to the UCB SPICE implementation as possible.
However, the following parameters have been added to support HSPICE enhancements to Berkeley's original model:
PHI, XL, XW, AFAC (M in HSPICE), TLEV, TLEVC, PTC, EG, GAP1, GAP2, DCAP, ACM, CALCACM, HDIF,
LD, LDIF, RDC, RSC, RD, RS, WMLT, LMLT, NLEV, and GDSNOI.
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The NFLAG and COMPAT parameters are unique to the MWOffice implementation. The flag NFLAG turns the device
noise On and Off. COMPAT, the compatibility selection flag, can take three different values: HSPICE, AWR and
SPECTRE. The HSPICE and Spectre values emulate HSPICE and Spectre implementations of the BSIM3, version 3.2.2
model, respectively. Parameters LMIN, WMAX, WMIN, and LMAX are not implemented or mapped to HSPICE.

This model is mapped to HSPICE as an NMOS M-device with parameters LEVEL and VERS set to 49, and 3.22,
respectively. Noise, binning and HSPICE Area Calculation Methods (ACM values of 0,2,10 and 12) are supported by
the model. Those parameters supporting binning are indicated in the table above.

CALCULATED DEFAULTS: BSIM3 has a set of rather involved conditions for calculating the default values of
certain parameters. These calculated defaults are used when a value is "not given" (not provided in the list of parameters).
In a netlist simulator, like SPICE, it is a simple matter to neglect to provide a parameter; however, in a graphics-oriented
user interface, all parameters are automatically listed. Thus, in Microwave Office, "not given" is equivalent to leaving
the field empty. The default values of the following parameters are calculated within the model in case their corresponding
fields are left empty.

Details of the Calculated Default ValueParameter
Calculated from VFB.VTH0
Calculated from VTH0 if VTH0 is specified; otherwise,
VFB = -1.0

VFB

Calculated from GAMMA1 AND GAMMA2, if specified.K1, K2
Calculated from Cox and NCH.GAMMA1, GAMMA2
Calculated fromGAMMA1 and Cox; if these are not given,
defaults to 1.7e23 m-3.

NCH

Calculated from NCH and XT.VBX
Calculated from DLC. If DLC is not given or results in a
negative capacitance, calculated from XJ and Cox.

CGS0

Calculated from DLC. If DLC is not given or results in a
negative capacitance, calculated from XJ and Cox.

CGD0

Calculated from DWC and Cox.CGB0
CJSW.CJSWG
PBSWPBSWG
MJSWMJSWG
Calculated from TOXCF
WINTDLC
WINTDWC
mobMod=1,2: -4.65e-11mobMod=3: -0.0465UC
DROUTDSUB
LLLLC
LWLWC
LWLLWLC
WLWLC
WWWWC
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Details of the Calculated Default ValueParameter
WWLWWLC
mobMod=1, 2:-5.6E-11mobMod=3: -0.056UC1
TOXTOXM
6.0E16 cm^3NSUB
Calculated from PHI, NCH and XT.VBX
1.55E-7 mXT
Computed from NCH.PHI
0.0 mXL
0.0 mXW
0.0 m^2AS
0.0 m^2AD
0.0 mPS
0.0 mPD
1.0NRD
1.0NRS
(NMOS) 670(PMOS) 250U0
(NMOS) 1e20(PMOS) 9.9e18NOIA
(NMOS) 5e4(PMOS) 2.4e3NOIB
(NMOS) -1.4e-12(PMOS) 1.4e-12NOIC
10ACM
0.0 mHDIF
0.0 mLD
0.0 mLDIF
0.0RDC
0.0RSC
0.0RD
0.0RS
1.0WMLT
1.0LMLT
1.0GDSNOI

NOTE: Cox cannot be specified independently in BSIM3, as it can in other MOSFET models. Cox is calculated as
COX = εδX / TOX where εδX = 3.9ε0

UNITS: Ref. [1] indicates that this model uses an unfortunate choice of units for the input parameters. Most units are in
the MKS system, but a few, which are traditionally in other units, are entered in those units. The UCBUNITS parameter
allowed you to circumvent this problem by making you choose a value for this parameter, which indicated whether the
units were defined as in [1] (UCBUNITS=1) or are all MKS (UCBUNITS=0). The UCBUNITS parameter no longer
has a meaning and has become read-only for compatibility purposes. Parameters TEMP, TNOM, U0, NSUB, NGATE
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and NCH, whose value depended on the setting of UCBUNITS, works differently now. Parameters TEMP and TNOM
are interpreted according to the project units setting. Parameter NCH is always interpreted in cm-3. The units corresponding
to parameters U0, NSUB, NGATE are assessed from the corresponding parameter value. NSUB and NGATE are
interpreted in cm-3 if their values are smaller than 1e20 and 1e23, respectively, and in m-3 otherwise. U0 is considered
in cm2/vs if it is greater than 1, and in m2/vs otherwise.

Most units in BSIM3 are treated as scalar values; (they are not converted to project units). This is slightly different from
most Microwave Office models; it is done because most parameters, in this very complex model are not expected to be
entered or manipulated by the circuit designer. A very few parameters that may be manipulated, such as L and W, do
have project units. See the Parameters table to determine the units of any parameter.

Equations

Equations for the BSIM3V322 model are too extensive to be repeated here. See Ref. [1] for this information.

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd. Here g,d,s and b correspond
to the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify branch related operating point
information, (branch voltages, currents, etc.)

DescriptionParameter
Threshold voltagevth (Voltage)
Drain-source saturation voltagevdsat (Voltage)
Common-source transconductancegm (Conductance)
Common-source output conductancegds (Conductance)
Body-transconductancegmbs (Conductance)
Substrate currentIsub(Current)

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (Capacitance)

Drain-substrate junction capacitancecjd (Capacitance)
Source-substrate junction capacitancecjs (Capacitance)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)
Gm/Idsgmoverid (None)
Common-source output resistancero (Resistance)

∂Qg
∂V s

Cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d

Cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V g

Cgtot (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b

Cbtot (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d

Cdtot (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qs
∂V s

Cstot (Capacitance)

Unity small-signal current-gain frequencyft (Frequency)

Special Implementation Notes

Note that much of the information in Ref. [1] is invalid, either because of typographical errors, or simple disagreement
with the actual UC Berkeley (UCB) SPICE implementation of the model. In all cases, the SPICE source code
implementation is the standard. The equations in Ref. [1] have been carefully checked against the SPICE BSIM3V3.2.2
source code, and where discrepancies between the documentation and code existed, the SPICE source code has been
viewed as the correct version. Conversely, we have identified possible errors in the SPICE source code, but in all cases
these were minor and rarely affect calculations. They have been reported to UC Berkeley and may be addressed in a
future revision of the model. Berkeley's original implementations also suffered from discontinuities in the derivatives of
various charge elements at the vds=0 boundary. This problem is corrected in the current implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

Ref. [1] is the "official" UCB description of this model. It has a large number of errors, frequently serious ones. Ref. [2]
presents a good treatment of the model, but it also contains a few typographical errors and does not cover the later
versions. Ref. [3] is current, very accurate and has served as a guide for this implementation. Ref. [1] is available at
http://www-device.eecs.berkeley.edu/~bsim3/get.html/.

[1]W. Liu et al., BSIM3V3.2.2MOSFETModel User's Manual, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences,
University of California, Berkeley CA 94720, USA, 1999.

[2] Y. Cheng and C. Hu, MOSFET Modeling & BSIM3 User's Guide, Norwell, MA: Kluwer, 1999.

[3] William Liu, MOSFETModels for Spice Simulation, Including BSIM3v3 and BSIM4, Wiley-IEEE, February 2001.
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(Obsolete) BSIM3 Ver. 3.2.2 P-Channel MOSFET Model: BSIM3V322P

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the BSIM3 MOSFET Model (BSIM3) element.

Equivalent Circuit

This model is the same as the BSIM3V322 model, except that the orientation of the currents in all the voltage controlled
current sources comprising the model are reversed and the threshold voltage has opposite sign.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of BSIM3V322 except for the default values of the following parameters.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
250Mobility (cm/V sec or m/V)U0
9.9e18Noise parameter ANOIA
2.4e3Noise parameter BNOIB
1.4e-12Noise parameter CNOIC

Implementation Details

Except for its P-nature, this model is equivalent to its N-channel counterpart (BSIM3V322). This model is mapped into
HSPICE as a PMOS M-device with parameters LEVEL, ACM and VERS set to 49, 10 and 3.22, respectively.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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BSIM4 MOSFET Model: BSIM4

Symbol
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Summary

The Cadence® BSIM4 element is based on the UC Berkeley BSIM4 model. Versions 4.4 and 4.5 are supported. The
BSIM4 model explicitly addresses many issues in modeling sub-0.13 micron technology and RF high-speed circuit
simulation. The BSIM4 model has major improvements and additions over BSIM3v3 such as:

• Accurate new model of the intrinsic input resistance for both RF, high-frequency analog, and high-speed digital
applications

• Flexible substrate resistance network for RF modeling

• New accurate models for channel thermal noise and noise partitioning for the induced gate noise

• Non-Quasi-Static (NQS) model that is consistent with the Rg-based RF model

• Accurate gate direct tunneling model

• Comprehensive and versatile geometry-dependent parasiticsmodel for various source/drain connections andmulti-finger
devices

• Asymmetrical and bias-dependent source/drain resistance, either internal or external to the intrinsic MOSFET at user
discretion

• Quantum mechanical charge-layer-thickness model for both IV and CV

• More accurate mobility model for predictive modeling

• Gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) current model

• Improved unified flicker (1/f) noise model, which is smooth over all bias regions and considers the bulk charge effect

• Different diode IV and CV characteristics for source and drain junctions

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeBinningDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
1Device typeTYPE
294.15DegKTemperatureParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
294.15DegKTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP
1Noise flag*NFLAG
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinningDescriptionName
5e-6Channel width (m)*W
5e-6Channel length (m)*L
1Number of device fingers*NF
0Minimum number of device fingers*MIN

Area of source diffusion (m^2)*AS
Area of drain diffusion (m^2)*AD
Perimeter of source diffusion (m)*PS
Perimeter of drain diffusion (m)*PD

1Number of squares of source diffusion*NRS
1Number of squares of drain diffusion*NRD
0Distance between OD edge to poly of one side*SA
0Distance between OD edge to poly of the other

side
*SB

0Distance between neighbor fingers*SD
0Diffusion resistance and contact model flag*RGEOMOD
0Mobility model selector*MOBMOD
1Units of size parameters in binning approach*BINUNIT
1Parameter value check flag*PARAMCHK
2Intrinsic charge model*CAPMOD
1Diode model selector*DIOMOD
0Bias-dependent D/S model selector*RDSMOD
0Transient NQS flag*TRNQSMOD
0AC NQS flag*ACNQSMOD
0Rbody flag*RBODYMOD
0Rgate flag*RGATEMOD
1Perimeter model selector*PERMOD
0geometry flag*GEOMOD
1Flicker noise model selector*FNOIMOD
0Thermal noise model selector*TNOIMOD
0Gate-to-channel tunneling model selector*IGCMOD
0Gate-to-substrate tunneling model selector*IGBMOD
0Temperature mode selector*TEMPMOD
30e-10Nominal get oxide thickness for gate dielectric

tunneling current model only
*TOXREF

30e-10Electrical gate oxide thickness (m)*TOXE
Electrical gate oxide thickness (m)*TOXP
TOXE at which parameters were extracted (m)*TOXM
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DefaultUnit TypeBinningDescriptionName
0Difference between electrical and physical gate

oxide thickness (m)
*DTOX

3.9Gate dielectric constant*EPSROX
2.4e-4Source/drain and channel coupling capacitance

(F/m^2)
*CDSC

0Body-bias dependence of cdsc (F/m^2*v)*CDSCB
0Drain-bias dependence of cdsc (F/m^2*v)*CDSCD
0Interface trap parameter for subthreshold swing

(F/m^2)
*CIT

1Subthreshold swing coefficient*NFACTOR
0.15e-6Source/drain junction depth (m)*XJ
8.0e4Carrier saturation velocity at tnom (m/s)*VSAT
1Nonuniform depletion width effect coefficient*A0
0Gate-bias dependence of Abulk (F/m^2*V)*AGS
0No-saturation coefficient*A1
1No-saturation coefficient*A2
3.3e4Temperature coefficient for vsat (m/s)*AT
-0.047Body-bias coefficient for non-uniform depletion

width effect (1/V)
*KETA

6e16Substrate doping concentration (cm^-3)*NSUB
1.7e17Channel doping concentration (cm^-3)*NDEP
1e20Source-drain dropping concentration (cm^-3)*NSD
0Poly-gate doping concentration (cm^-3)*NGATE

Body-effect coefficient near the surface*GAMMA1
Body-effect coefficient in the bulk*GAMMA2
Threshold voltage transition body voltage*VBX

-3Maximum applied body voltage*VBM
1.55e-7Doping depth (m)*XT

Body-effect coefficient*K1
-0.11Temperature coefficient for threshold voltage (V)*KT1
0Temperature coefficient for threshold voltage

(v*m)
*KT1L

0.022Temperature coefficient for threshold voltage*KT2
Charge-sharing parameter*K2

80Narrow width coefficient*K3
0Narrow width coefficient*K3B
1.74e-7Lateral non-uniform doping at Vbs=0*LPE0
0Lateral non-uniform doping effect on K1*LPEB
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DefaultUnit TypeBinningDescriptionName
0First coefficient of drain-induced Vth shift for

long-channel pocket devices (m)
*DVTP0

0Second coefficient of drain-induced Vth shift for
long-channel pocket devices (1/V)

*DVTP1

2.5e-6Narrow width coefficient*W0
2.2First coefficient of short-channel effects*DVT0
0.53Second coefficient of short-channel effects*DVT1
-0.032Body-bias coefficient of short-channel effects

(1/V)
*DVT2

0First coefficient of narrow-width effects*DVT0W
5.3e6Second coefficient of narrow-width effects (1/m)*DVT1W
-0.032Body-bias coefficient of narrow-width effects*DVT2W
0.56DIBL effect on output resistance coefficient*DROUT

DIBL effect in subthreshold region*DSUB
Threshold voltage at zero body bias for
long-channel devices

*VTH0

Exponent for mobility degradation of mobmod=2*EU
First-order mobility reduction coefficient (m/v)*UA

1e-9Temperature coefficient for ua (m/v)*UA1
1e-19Second-order mobility reduction coefficient

(m^2/v^2)
*UB

-1e-18Temperature coefficient for ub (m^2/v^2)*UB1
Body-bias dependence of mobility (m/v^2)*UC
Temperature coefficient for uc (m/v^2)*UC1
Low-field surface mobility at tnom (cm^2/V*S)*U0

-1.5Mobility temperature exponent*UTE
-0.08Threshold voltage offset (V)*VOFF
0Channel-length dependence of Voff (V)*VOFFL
0Vgsteff fitting parameter for moderate inversion

condition
*MINV

0Effect of pocket implant on Rout degradation
(V/m^0.5)

*FPROUT

0Effect of pocket implant on Rout degradation
(1/V)

*PDITS

0Channel-length of drain-inducedVth shift on Rout
(1/V)

*PDITSD

0Channel-length of drain-inducedVth shift on Rout
(1/m)

*PDITSL

0.01Effective drain voltage smoothing parameter (v)*DELTA
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200Zero bias LDD resistance per unit width for

RDSMOD=0
*RDSW

0LDD resistance per unit width at high Vgs and
zero Vbs for RDSMOD=0

*RDSWMIN

0LDD resistance per unit width at high Vgs and
zero Vbs for RDSMOD=1

*RDWMIN

0LDD resistance per unit width at high Vgs and
zero Vbs for RDSMOD=1

*RSWMIN

100Zero bias LDD resistance per unit width for
RDSMOD=1

*RDW

100Zero bias LDD resistance per unit width for
RDSMOD=1

*RSW

1Gate-effect coefficient for Rds (1/V)*PRWG
0Body-effect coefficient for Rds (v^-0.5)*PRWB
0Temperature coefficient for Rds (ohm*m)*PRT
0.08DIBL coefficient subthreshold region*ETA0
-0.07Body-bias dependence of et0 (1/V)*ETAB
1.3Channel length modulation coefficient*PCLM
0.39First coefficient of drain-induced barrier lowering*PDIBL1
0.0086Second coefficient of drain-induced barrier

lowering
*PDIBL2

0Body-effect coefficient for DIBL (1/V)*PDIBLB
4.24e8First coefficient of substrate current body effect

(v/m)
*PSCBE1

1e-5Second coefficient of substrate current body effect
(m/v)

*PSCBE2

0Gate dependence of Early voltage*PVAG
1Width offset for parasitic resistance*WR
0Gate-bias dependence of channel width (m/v)*DWG
0Body-bias dependence of channel width (m/v^0.5)*DWB
0Bulk charge coefficient due to narrowwidth effect

(m)
*B0

0Bulk charge coefficient due to narrowwidth effect
(m)

*B1

0Substrate current impact ionization coefficient
(m/v)

*ALPHA0

0Substrate current impact ionization coefficient
(1/V)

*ALPHA1

0Pre-exponential coefficient for GIDL (1/ohm)*AGIDL
2.3e9Exponential coefficient for GIDL (v)*BGIDL
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0.5Exponential coefficient for GIDL (V^3)*CGIDL
0Non-uniform vertical doping effect on surface

potential
*PHIN

0.8Fitting parameter for band bending for GIDL (V)*EGIDL
Parameter for lgcs and lgcd*AIGC
Parameter for lgcs and lgcd*BIGC
Parameter for lgcs and lgcd (1/V)*CIGC
Parameter for lgs and lgd*AIGSD
Parameter for lgs and lgd*BIGSD
Parameter for lgs and lgd (1/V)*CIGSD

0.43Parameter for lgb in accumulation*AIGBACC
0.054Parameter for lgb in accumulation*BIGBACC
0.075Parameter for lgb in accumulation (1/V)*CIGBACC
0.35Parameter for lgb in inversion*AIGBINV
0.03Parameter for lgb in inversion*BIGBINV
0.006Parameter for lgb in inversion (1/V)*CIGBINV
1Source/drain overlap length for lgs and lgd*NIGC
3Parameter for lgb in inversion*NIGBINV
1Parameter for lgb in accumulation*NIGBACC
1Exponent for the gate oxide ratio*NTOX
1.1Parameter for lgb in inversion (V)*EIGBINV
1Vds dependence of lgcs and lgcd*PIGCD
1Factor for the gate oxide thickness in source/drain

overlap regions
*POXEDGE

12Parameter for distributed channel-resistance effect
for NQS models

*XRCRG1

1Parameter to account for the excess channel
diffusion resistance for NQS models

*XRCRG2

0Velocity overshoot coefficient (m/s)*LAMBDA
Thermal velocity (m/s)*VTL

3Velocity back scattering coefficient*XN
5e-9Velocity back scattering coefficient (m)*LC
1.5Coefficient of channel-length dependence of total

channel thermal noise
*TNOIA

3.5Coefficient of channel-length dependence of total
channel thermal noise

*TNOIB

0.577Thermal noise coefficient A*RNOIA
0.5164Thermal noise coefficient B*RNOIB
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1Noise factor for short-channel devices for

TNOIMOD=0 only
*NTNOI

0Flatband voltage offset parameter (V)*VFBSDOFF
0Length reduction parameter offset (m)*LINTNOI
1e-6Reference distance between od edge to poly of

one side (m)
*SAREF

1e-6Reference distance between od edge to poly of the
other side (m)

*SBREF

0Length parameter for stress effect (m)*WLOD
0Mobility degradation/ enhancement coefficient

for stress effect (m)
*KU0

0Saturation velocity degradation/ enhancement
parameter for stress effect

*KVSAT

0Threshold shift parameter for stress effect (v*m)*KVTH0
0Temperature coefficient of ku0*TKU0
0Length parameter for u0 stress effect*LLODKU0
0Width parameter for u0 stress effect*WLODKU0
0Length parameter for Vth stress effect*LLODVTH
0Width parameter for Vth stress effect*WLODVTH
0Length dependence of ku0*LKU0
0Width dependence of ku0*WKU0
0Cross-term dependence of ku0*PKU0
0u0 length dependence of kvth0*LKVTH0
0u0 width dependence of kvth0*WKVTH0
0Cross-term dependence of kvth0*PKVTH0
0k2 shift factor related to vth0 change (m)*STK2
1k2 shift modification factor for stress effect*LODK2
0eta0 shift factor related to vth0 change (m)*STETA0
1eta0 shift modification factor for stress effect*LODETA0
30Substrate current impact ionization exponent (1/V)*BETA0

Limiting current in forward bias region (A) (Not
implemented)

*IJTHDFWD

0.1Limiting current in forward bias region (A) (Not
implemented)

*IJTHSFWD

Limiting current in reverse bias region (A) (Not
implemented)

*IJTHDREV

0.1Limiting current in reverse bias region (A) (Not
implemented)

*IJTHSREV

Limiting current in forward bias region*XJBVD
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1Limiting current in forward bias region*XJBVS

Breakdown voltage (V)*BVD
10Breakdown voltage (V)*BVS
0Bottom trap-assisted saturation current density

(A/m)
*JTSS

Bottom trap-assisted saturation current density
(A/m)

*JTSD

0STI sidewall trap-assisted saturation current
density (A/m^2)

*JTSSWS

STI sidewall trap-assisted saturation current
density (A/m^2)

*JTSSWD

0Gate-edge sidewall trap-assisted saturation current
density (A/m)

*JTSSWGS

Gate-edge sidewall trap-assisted saturation current
density (A/m)

*JTSSWGD

20Non-ideality factor for JTSS and JTSD*NJTS
20Non-ideality factor for JTSSWS and JTSSWD*NJTSSW
20Non-ideality factor for JTSSWGS and JTSSWGD*NJTSSWG
0.02Power dependence of JTSS on temperature*XTSS

Power dependence of JTSD on temperature*XTSD
0.02Power dependence of JTSSWS on temperature*XTSSWS

Power dependence of JTSSWD on temperature*XTSSWD
0.02Power dependence of JTSSWGS on temperature*XTSSWGS

Power dependence of JTSSWGD on temperature*XTSSWGD
0Temperature coefficient for NJTS*TNJTS
0Temperature coefficient for NJTSSW*TNJTSSW
0Temperature coefficient for NJTSSWG*TNJTSSWG
10Bottom trap-assisted voltage dependent parameter*VTSS

Bottom trap-assisted voltage dependent parameter*VTSD
10STI sidewall trap-assisted voltage dependent

parameter
*VTSSWS

STI sidewall trap-assisted voltage dependent
parameter

*VTSSWD

10Gate-edge sidewall trap-assisted voltage dependent
parameter

*VTSSWGS

Gate-edge sidewall trap-assisted voltage dependent
parameter

*VTSSWGD

Flat-band voltage*VFB
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1e-12Conductance in parallel with each of the five

substrate resistances to avoid potential numerical
instability

*GBMIN

50Resistance connected between db and b nodes*RBDB
50Resistance connected between b and b nodes*RBPB
50Resistance connected between sb and b nodes*RBSB
50Resistance connected between b and s nodes*RBPS
50Resistance connected between b and d nodes*RBPD
0Overlap capacitance between gate and

lightly-doped source region
*CGSL

0Overlap capacitance between gate and
lightly-doped drain region (F/m)

*CGDL

0.6Coefficient of bias-dependent overlap capacitance
for the source side

*CKAPPAS

Coefficient of bias-dependent overlap capacitance
for the source side (V)

*CKAPPAD

Coefficient of bias-dependent overlap capacitance
for the source side (F/m)

*CF

0.1e-6Constant term for the short channel model (m)*CLC
0.6Intrinsic capacitance fitting parameter*CLE

Delta W for capacitance model (m)*DWC
Delta L for capacitance model (m)*DLC

0Width variation due to masking etching (m)*XW
0Length variation due to masking and etching (m)*XL

Source/drain overlap length for lgs and lgd (m)*DLCIG
Offset of the S/D junction width*DWJ

-1Flat-band voltage for capmod=0*VFBCV
1Exponential coefficient for charge thickness in

CAPMOD=2 for accumulation and depletion
regions (m/v)

*ACDE

15Exponential coefficient for charge thickness for
accumulation and depletion regions (1/V)

*MOIN

1Transition parameter*NOFF
0CV parameter in VgsteffCV for weak to strong

inversion (V)
*VOFFCV

0Distance from S/D contact center to the gate edge
(m)

*DMCG

Distance from S/D contact center to the isolation
edge in the channel-length direction (m)

*DMCI
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0Distance from S/D contact center to the gate edge

(m)
*DMDG

0DMCG of test structures (m)*DMCGT
0Distance from the gate contact to the channel edge

(m)
*XGW

0Offset of the gate length due to variations in
patterning (m)

*XGL

0.1Gate electrode diffusion sheet resistance*RSHG
1Number of gate contacts*NGCON
0Temperature coefficient for cj (1/C)*TCJ
0Temperature coefficient for pb (V/C)*TPB
0Temperature coefficient for cjsw (1/C)*TCJSW
0Temperature coefficient for pbsw (V/C)*TPBSW
0Temperature coefficient for cjswg (1/C)*TCJSWG
0Temperature coefficient for pbswg (V/C)*TPBSWG

yesLength, width, product*CDSC
yesLength, width, product*CDSCB
yesLength, width, product*CDSCD
yesLength, width, product*CIT
yesLength, width, product*NFACTOR
yesLength, width, product*XJ
yesLength, width, product*VSAT
yesLength, width, product*A0
yesLength, width, product*AGS
yesLength, width, product*A1
yesLength, width, product*A2
yesLength, width, product*AT
yesLength, width, product*KETA
yesLength, width, product*NSUB
yesLength, width, product*NDEP
yesLength, width, product*NSD
yesLength, width, product*NGATE
yesLength, width, product*GAMMA1
yesLength, width, product*GAMMA2
yesLength, width, product*VBX
yesLength, width, product*VBM
yesLength, width, product*XT
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yesLength, width, product*K1
yesLength, width, product*KT1
yesLength, width, product*KT1L
yesLength, width, product*KT2
yesLength, width, product*K2
yesLength, width, product*K3
yesLength, width, product*K3B
yesLength, width, product*LPE0
yesLength, width, product*LPEB
yesLength, width, product*DVTP0
yesLength, width, product*DVTP1
yesLength, width, product*W0
yesLength, width, product*DVT0
yesLength, width, product*DVT1
yesLength, width, product*DVT2
yesLength, width, product*DVT0W
yesLength, width, product*DVT1W
yesLength, width, product*DVT2W
yesLength, width, product*DROUT
yesLength, width, product*DSUB
yesLength, width, product*VTH0
yesLength, width, product*UA
yesLength, width, product*UA1
yesLength, width, product*UB
yesLength, width, product*UB1
yesLength, width, product*UC
yesLength, width, product*UC1
yesLength, width, product*U0
yesLength, width, product*UTE
yesLength, width, product*VOFF
yesLength, width, product*MINV
yesLength, width, product*FPROUT
yesLength, width, product*PDITS
yesLength, width, product*PDITSD
yesLength, width, product*DELTA
yesLength, width, product*RDSW
yesLength, width, product*RDW
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yesLength, width, product*RSW
yesLength, width, product*PRWB
yesLength, width, product*PRWG
yesLength, width, product*PRT
yesLength, width, product*ETA0
yesLength, width, product*ETAB
yesLength, width, product*PCLM
yesLength, width, product*PDIBL1
yesLength, width, product*PDIBL2
yesLength, width, product*PIDBLB
yesLength, width, product*PSCBE1
yesLength, width, product*PSCBE2
yesLength, width, product*PVAG
yesLength, width, product*WR
yesLength, width, product*DWG
yesLength, width, product*DWB
yesLength, width, product*B0
yesLength, width, product*B1
yesLength, width, product*ALPHA0
yesLength, width, product*ALPHA1
yesLength, width, product*BETA0
yesLength, width, product*AGIDL
yesLength, width, product*BGIDL
yesLength, width, product*CGIDL
yesLength, width, product*PHIN
yesLength, width, product*EGIDL
yesLength, width, product*AIGC
yesLength, width, product*BIGC
yesLength, width, product*CIGC
yesLength, width, product*AIGSD
yesLength, width, product*BIGSD
yesLength, width, product*CIGSD
yesLength, width, product*AIGBACC
yesLength, width, product*BIGBACC
yesLength, width, product*CIGBACC
yesLength, width, product*AIGBINV
yesLength, width, product*BIGBINV
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yesLength, width, product*CIGBINV
yesLength, width, product*NIGC
yesLength width, product*NIGBINV
yesLength, width, product*NIGBACC
yesLength, width, product*NTOX
yesLength, width, product*EIGBINV
yesLength, width, product*PIGCD
yesLength, width, product*POXEDGE
yesLength, width, product*XRCRG1
yesLength, witch, product*XRCRG2
yesLength, width, product*LAMBDA
yesLength, width, product*VTL
yesLength, width, product*XN
yesLength, width, product*VFBSDOFF
yesLength, width, product*EU
yesLength, width, product*VFB
yesLength, width, product*CGSL
yesLength, width, product*CGDL
yesLength, width, product*CKAPPAS
yesLength, width, product*CKAPPAD
yesLength, width, product*CF
yesLength, width, product*CLC
yesLength, width, product*CLE
yesLength, width, product*VFBCV
yesLength, width, product*ACDE
yesLength, width, product*MOIN
yesLength, width, product*NOFF
yesLength, width, product*VOFFCV

Non LDD region source-gate overlap capacitance
per unit channel width (F/m)

*CGSO

Non LDD region drain-gate overlap capacitance
per unit channel width

*CGDO

Non LDD region substrate-gate overlap
capacitance per unit channel width (F/m)

*CGBO

0Charge partition number. Use 0.0 for 40/60, 0.5
for 50/50, or 1.0 for 0/100

*XPART

0Source/drain diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
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1e-4Bottom junction reverse saturation current density

(A/m^2)
*JSS

0Isolation-edge sidewall reverse saturation current
density (A/m)

*JSWS

0Gate-edge sidewall reverse saturation current
density (A/m)

*JSWGS

1Bottom junction built-in potential (V)*PBS
0.5Bulk junction bottom grading coefficient*MJS
1Isolation-edge sidewall junction built-in potential

(V)
*PBSWS

0.33Isolation-edge sidewall junction capacitance
grading coefficient

*MJSWS

5e-4Zero bias bottom junction capacitance per unit
area (F/m^2)

*CJS

5e-10Zero-bias junction sidewall capacitance density
(F/m)

*CJSWS

1Bulk-Source junction emission coefficient*NJS
Gate-edge sidewall junction built-in potential (V)*PBSWGS
Gate-edge sidewall junction grading coefficient*MJSWGS
Zero-bias gate-side junction capacitance density
(F/m)

*CJSWGS

3Bulk-Source junction saturation current
temperature exponent

*XTIS

Bottom junction reverse saturation current density
(A/m^2)

*JSD

Isolation-edge sidewall reverse saturation current
density (A/m)

*JSWD

Gate-edge sidewall reverse saturation current
density (A/m)

*JSWGD

Bottom junction built-in potential (V)*PBD
Bulk junction bottom grading coefficient*MJD
Isolation-edge sidewall junction built-in potential
(V)

*PBSWD

Isolation-edge sidewall junction capacitance
grading coefficient

*MJSWD

Zero bias bottom junction capacitance per unit
area (F/m^2)

*CJD

Zero-bias junction sidewall capacitance density
(F/m)

*CJSWD

Bulk-Source junction emission coefficient*NJD
Gate-edge sidewall junction built-in potential (V)*PBSWGD
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Gate-edge sidewall junction grading coefficient*MJSWGD
Zero-bias gate-side junction capacitance density
(F/m)

*CJSWGD

Bulk-Source junction saturation current
temperature exponent

*XTID

0Lateral diffusion for one side (m)*LINT
0Length dependence of delta L*LL

Length dependence of delta L for CV*LLC
1Length exponent of delta L*LLN
0Width dependence of delta L*LW

Width dependence pf delta L for CV*LWC
1Width exponent for delta L*LWN
0Area dependence of delta L*LWL

Area dependence of delta L for CV*LWLC
0Minimum channel length for which the model is

valid (m)
*LMIN

1Maximum channel length for which the model is
valid (m)

*LMAX

0Width reduction for one side (m)*WINT
0Length dependence of delta W*WL

Length dependence of delta W for CV*WLC
1Length exponent of delta W*WLN
0Width dependence of delta W*WW

Width dependence of delta W for CV*WWC
1Width exponent of delta W*WWN
0Area dependence of delta W*WWL

Area dependence of delta W for CV*WWLC
0Minimum channel width for which the model is

valid (m)
*WMIN

1Maximum channel width for which the model is
valid (m)

*WMAX

Flicker noise parameter A*NOIA
Flicker noise parameter B*NOIB

8.75e9Flicker noise parameter C*NOIC
4.1e7Saturation field (V/m)*EM
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*EF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
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1Model compatibility selector*COMPAT
4.4Model versionVERSION
0.0Integral of the first distribution function for

scattered well dopant
*SCA

0.0Integral of the second distribution function for
scattered well dopant

*SCB

0.0Integral of the third distribution function for
scattered well dopant

*SCC

0.0Distance to a single well edge*SC
0.0Zero bias threshold voltage variation*DELVTO
1e14yesCoulomb scattering factor of mobility*UD
0.0yesTemperature coefficient of ud*UD1
0.0yesChannel length linear factor of mobility*UP
1e-8yesChannel length exponential factor of mobility*LP
0.0yesTemperature parameter for vfbsdoff*TVFBSDOFF
0.0yesTemperature parameter for voff*TVOFF
50Body resistance RBPS scaling*RBPS0
0.0Body resistance RBPS L scaling*RBPSL
0.0Body resistance RBPS W scaling*RBPSW
0.0Body resistance RBPS NF scaling*RBPSNF
50Body resistance RBPD scaling*RBPD0
0.0Body resistance RBPD L scaling*RBPDL
0.0Body resistance RBPD W scaling*RBPDW
0.0Body resistance RBPD NF scaling*RBPDNF
100Body resistance RBPBX scaling*RBPBX0
0.0Body resistance RBPBX L scaling*RBPBXL
0.0Body resistance RBPBX W scaling*RBPBXW
0.0Body resistance RBPBX NF scaling*RBPBXNF
100Body resistance RBPBY scaling*RBPBY0
0.0Body resistance RBPBY L scaling*RBPBYL
0.0Body resistance RBPBY W scaling*RBPBYW
0.0Body resistance RBPBY NF scaling*RBPBYNF
100Body resistance RBSBX scaling*RBSBX0
100Body resistance RBSBY scaling*RBSBY0
100Body resistance RBDBX scaling*RBDBX0
100Body resistance RBDBY scaling*RBDBY0
0.0Body resistance RBSDBX L scaling*RBSDBXL
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0.0Body resistance RBSDBX W scaling*RBSDBXW
0.0Body resistance RBSDBX NF scaling*RBSDBXNF
0.0Body resistance RBSDBY L scaling*RBSDBYL
0.0Body resistance RBSDBY W scaling*RBSDBYW
0.0Body resistance RBSDBY NF scaling*RBSDBYNF
0.0Coefficient for SCB*WEB
0.0Coefficient for SCC*WEC
0.0yesThreshold shift factor for well proximity effect*KVTH0WE
0.0yesK2 shift factor for well proximity effect*K2WE
0.0yesMobility degradation factor for well proximity

effect
*KU0WE

1e-6Reference distance to calculate SCA, SCB and
SCC

*SCREF

0.0Flag for WPE model (WPEMOD=1 to activate
this model

*WPEMOD

Operating Points

The following letter pairs are used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd. Here, g, d, s and b correspond to
the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify branch related operating point
information such as branch voltages and currents.

DescriptionParameter
Threshold voltagevth (Voltage)
Drain-source saturation voltagevdsat (Voltage)
Common-source transconductancegm (Conductance)
Common-source output conductancegds (Conductance)
Body-transconductancegmbs (Conductance)

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (Capacitance)
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∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (Capacitance)

Drain-substrate junction capacitancecjd (Capacitance)
Source-substrate junction capacitancecjs (Capacitance)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is N or P channel, which is reflected by the device symbol. The NFLAG
and COMPAT parameters are unique to the AWR implementation. The NFLAG parameter allows you to turn the device
noise On or Off. COMPAT, the compatibility selection flag, takes three different values: HSPICE, AWR, and SPECTRE.
The HSPICE and Spectre values emulate HSPICE and Spectre implementations of the BSIM4 model, respectively.
Parameters without default values listed in the previous table get their values from formulas. In many instances, the
provided default value depends on the compatibility flag setting. The VERSION parameter allows selecting between
versions 4.4 and 4.5 of BSIM4.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Summary

The Cadence® BSIM6 element implements the latest bulk MOSFETmodel from the BSIMGroup. "The model provides
excellent accuracy compared to measured data in all regions of operation. It features model symmetry valued for analog
and RF applications while maintaining the strong support and performance of the BSIMmodel valued for all applications
since 1996." BSIM6 is Verilog-A based and implements version 1.0.

See the BSIM6 model website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of component models.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the BSIM6 model specification/standard.

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
X2TextElement IDID
1.0Version selectorVERSION
NMOSDevice typeTYPE
27TemperatureTemperature at which

params were extracted
TNOM

_TEMPTemperatureAmbient temperatureTEMP
0Geo dependent

parasitics model
GEOMOD

0Geometry-dependent
source/drain resistance

RGEOMOD

0Use Bias-independent
Overlap Capacitances

COVMOD

0Internal s/d resistance
model

RDSMOD

0Turn off GIDL CurrentGIDLMOD
0Gate resistance model

selector
RGATEMOD

0Distributed body R
model

RBODYMOD
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0Turn off Igc, Igs and

Igd
IGCMOD

0Turn off IgbIGBMOD
0Thermal noise model

selector
TNOIMOD

1Number of fingersNF
1Whether PS/PD (when

given) include
gate-edge perimeter

PERMOD

0Minimize either D or SMINZ
1Number of gate

contacts
NGCON

Operating Points

Operating point information is identical to that found in the Verilog-A definition of the model.

Implementation Details

This model is only supported for Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator measurements. The TYPE parameter controls
whether the device is NMOS or PMOS. The extraction and simulation temperatures are controlled using the TNOM and
TEMP parameters, respectively. Parameter default and truncation values are identical to those found in the Verilog-A
definition of the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] https://awrcorp.com/support/help.aspx?id=55
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BSIMSOI MOSFET Model: BSIMSOI

Symbol
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Summary

The Cadence® BSIMOI element is a MOSFET model for SOI (Silicon-On-Insulator) circuit design. This model is
formulated on top of the BSIM3 framework. It shares the same basic equations with the bulk model so that the physical
nature and smoothness of BSIM3v3 are preserved. BSIMSOI is Verilog-A based and implements version 4.4.

See the BSIM model website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of component models.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the BSIMSOI model specification/standard.

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
4.4Version selectorVERSION
NMOSDevice typeTYPE
g d s e pNumber of terminals

exposed
TERMS

27TemperatureTemperature at which
params were extracted

TNOM

_TEMPTemperatureAmbient temperatureTEMP

Operating Points

You can access operating point information, as defined by the active Verilog-A based component model.

Implementation Details

This model is only supported for Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator measurements.
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The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NMOS or PMOS and the TERMS parameter controls which terminals
are exposed. You can select five different values: "g d s", "g d s e", "g d s e p", "g d s e p b", and "g d s e p b t". The
terminal names are the same as those used in the Verilog-A definition of the model. The current setting of any of these
parameters is reflected by the device symbol. The extraction and simulation temperatures are controlled using the TNOM
and TEMP parameters, respectively. Parameter default and truncation values are identical to those found in the Verilog-A
definition of the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] http://www-device.eecs.berkeley.edu/bsim/
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Curtice FET Model (IV Only): CFET

Symbol

1

2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F1TextName used to identify the FETID
0.5A0 coefficientA0
0.3A1 coefficientA1
-0.05A2 coefficientA2
-0.03A3 coefficientA3
0BetaBeta
1GammaGamma
0Time delayTau
1VdoVdo
-2.5VtVt

Implementation Details

CFET is a Curtice FET model consisting only of the controlled current source. It is intended for testing and model
building. The CURTICE model should be used for ordinary analysis.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Chalmers Heterostructure Barrier Varactor Diode Model: CHAL_HBV

Symbol

Summary

The HBV diode is a unipolar device which consists of a symmetric layer structure. An undoped high band gap material
(barrier) is sandwiched between twomoderately n-doped, low band gapmaterials. The barrier prevents electron transport
through the structure. When the diode is biased a depleted region builds up, causing a nonlinear capacitance voltage
characteristic. For more information about the HBV's, see [1] .

An epitaxial layer structure of an N-barrier HBV is shown in the following figure.

Equivalent Circuit

The model of the HBV consists of a parasitic series resistance in series with a shunt- connected voltage dependent
capacitance and conductance. L and Cp model parasitic elements, for example the airbridge and pad-to-pad capacitance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1TextElement IDID
HBV1um^2Device areaA
0.02nmBarrier thicknessb
0.0035nmUndoped spacer layer thicknesss
9.6e-11F/mDielectric constant in the barrier materialepsb
1.13e-10F/mDielectric constant in the modulation layerepsd
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
250nmLength of the modulation layer1
4Number of barriersN
8e22m^-3Doping concentration in the modulation layerNd
10ΩParasitic series resistanceRs
26.85KDevice temperatureT
170A/(m^2K^2)An empirical constant (I-V)a
4.2e6V/mAn empirical constant (I-V)E0
0.17eVAn empirical constant (I-V)Fib
0pFParasitic pad-to-pad capacitanceCp
0nHSeries inductance (to model airbridge inductance)L

Implementation Details

C-V Characteristic

An accurate quasi-empirical expression for the C-V characteristic of a homogeneously doped HBV is described in [2].

The voltage across the nonlinear capacitor is expressed as a function of its charge as:

V (Q) = N( bQεbA
+ 2 sQεdA

+ sign(Q)[
Q2

2qNdεdA
2 +

4KT
q (1 − e

−
∣Q∣

2LDAqNd)])

where Q is the charge stored in the HBV and LD is the extrinsic Debye length:

LD =
KTεd
q2Nd

The C-V characteristic for an HBV is symmetrical and the following figure shows the C-V characteristic for a typical
HBV with the Chalmers model.
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I/V Characteristic

The following figure shows the current density versus applied voltage for a typical AlGaAsHBV.

The current through the heterojunction barrier as a function of temperature and voltage can be described as:

I(Eb) = A · a ·T
2 · sinh(

Eb
E0
) · e

−(φb/KT)

where Eb is the electric field in the barrier and is expressed as a function of the voltage across the capacitor [2] as:

Eb(V ) = sign(V ) · qNd
bεd + 2sεb

εb
2 [ 1 +

2εdεb
2 ∣ V ∣

NqNd(bεd + 2sεb)
2 − 1]

This IV-model is accurate when the thermionic emission dominates. To neglect the influence of leakage current, set a=0.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] J. Stake, "Varactors," in Modern Microwave and RF Handbook, M.Golio, Ed.: CRC press, 2001.

[2] L.Dillner, J.Stake, and E.Kollberg, "Modeling of the heterostructure barrier varactor diode," presented at Int.
Semiconductor Device Symp., Charlottesville, December 1997.

[3] J.Stake, L.Dillner, S.H.Jones, C.M.Mann, J.Thornton, J.R.Jones,W.L.Bishop, and E.L.Kollberg, "Effects of self-heating
on planar heterostructure barrier varactor diodes," IEEE Transaction on Electron Devices, Vol.45, No.11, pp.2298-2303,
1998
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(Obsolete) Curtice Cubic Nonlinear FET Model: CURTICE

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Curtice Cubic Nonlinear FET Model (CURTICE3) element.

Equivalent Circuit

S

Cgd

Vgs
Cgs

G

D

+

_

Vgd
+

_

Ls

LdRd

Rs

Rc

Crf

CdsRds0Vd
+

_
I(Vgs,Vds)

Rin

Rf

Rgd

Rf

Cgd0

Cgs0

RgLg

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CF1TextDevice IDID
0Subthreshold conduction parameter*BETA
2Drain I/V knee parameter*GAMMA
3 VVoltageVds at which subthreshold effects begin*VOUTO
-1 VVoltagePinch-off voltage*VTO
0.065Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*A0
0.0140Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*A1
0.013Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*A2
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*A3
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001 ohmResistance(Not implemented)*R1
0.001 ohmResistance(Not implemented)*R2
1e+06 VVoltageGate-channel breakdown voltage (pos.)*VBO
1 VVoltageGate-source capacitance built-in voltage*VBI
1e+06 ohmResistanceGate-diode forward-bias resistance*RF
1e-11 mACurrentGate-conduction diode current parameter*IS
1Gate-conduction diode ideality factor*N
1e+06 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDS
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that sets the RF Rds break freq*CRF
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RIN
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance at 0V*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance at 0V*CGDO
0.5Gate-capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0 pFCapacitanceFixed gate-source capacitance*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceFixed gate-drain capacitance*CGD
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0DC drain-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
1e+06 hmResistanceConstant drain-source resistance*RDSO
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise freq. exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

1Gate-width scale factorAFAC
1Number of gate fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTES:
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1. Use MKS units for parameters that have Scalar units. These are not adjusted to the default units of the project.

2. Parasitic inductances are not scaled.

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

The equations for the Curtice model are as follows:

Id = AFAC(A0 + A1 · V 1 + A2 · V 1
2 + A3 · V 1

3) · (1 + LAMBDA · V ds)Tanb(GAMMA · V ds)

where

V 1 = V gs(t − TT)(1 − BETA(V ds − VOUTO))

V1 is limited to V1 > VTO in the following manner:

V 1 → VT0 + 0 · 5(V 1 − VTO + (V 1 − VTO)
2 + δ )

where δ = 0.0025 VTO. This equation guarantees that the transconductance decreases smoothly to zero below pinchoff.

The form of these equations does not guarantee that the channel pinches off at V1 = VTO. If the drain I/V function does
not pinch off properly, porr convergence may result. In MWOffice, the A0 and A1 parameters are modified to guarantee
proper pinchoff characteristics when the original values do not do so. This may result in differences betweenMWOffice's
results and other simulators using the Curtice model.

Capacitance

The nonlinear gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances, Cgs0 and Cgd0, are modeled as PNCAP elements. See PNCAP
for the equations.

Gate Diodes

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain diodes are modeled as PNIV elements. The equations are listed in the description
of SDIODE.

Parameter Scaling

RG → RG · AFAC
(NFING)2

RD → RD
AFAC

RS → RS
AFAC

Rin →
Rin

AFAC
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Rgd →
Rgd

AFAC

Rrf →
Rrf

AFAC

Rds →
Rds

AFAC

Rds0 →
Rds0
AFAC

Crf → Crf · AFAC

Cds → Cds · AFAC

Cgs → Cgs · AFAC

Cgd → Cgd · AFAC

The drain current and nonlinear capacitances are scaled in proportion to AFAC on exit from the subroutines that calculate
them. Their parameters are not scaled individually.

Parasitic inductances LG, LS, and LD are not scaled.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] Curtice, W. R., "A Nonlinear GaAs FET Model for Use in the Design of Output Circuits for Power Amplifiers,"
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-33, 1985, p. 1383.
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Curtice Quadratic FET Model: CURTICE2

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

CURTICE2 implements the Curtice-Quadratic GaAsFETmodel as described in [1]. Contact Technical Support for AWR
Products for additional information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CF1TextDevice IDID
1ScalerIds Model (not used)*IDSMOD
-2.0VoltagePinch-off voltage*VTO
1.0E-4ScalerTransconductance*BETA
0ScalerChannel length modulation*LAMBDA
2.0ScalerI/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0TimeTransit time under the gate*TAU
25TemperatureTemperature at which model parameters were determined*TNOM
0ScalerIds Temperature coefficient*IDSTC
0ScalerVTO temperature coefficient*VTOTC
0ScalerDrain current exponent temperature coefficient*BETATCE
1E-3ResistanceGate-to-source resistance*RIN
1E6ResistanceGate-to-source forward bias resistance*RF
1Scaler0=none, 1=linear, 2=pn junction*GSCAP
0CapacitanceGate-source zero-bias capacitance*CGS
0CapacitanceGate-drain zero-bias capacitance*CGD
1E-3ResistanceGate-to-drain resistance*RGD
1Scaler0=none, 1=linear, 2=pn junction*GDCAP
0.5ScalerDepletion cap linearization parameter*FC
1E-3ResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1E-3ResistanceGate resistance*RG
1E-3ResistanceSource resistance*RS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0InductanceDrain inductance*LD
0InductanceGate inductance*LG
0InductanceSource inductance*LS
0CapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0CapacitanceCapacitance that sets the RF Rds break freq*CRF
1.0E6ResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RC
1Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GSFWD
0Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GSREV
0Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GDFWD
1Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GDREV
1E6ResistanceApproximate breakdown resistance*R1
1E-3ResistanceResistance relating breakdown voltage to channel current*R2
0.85VoltageGate-source capacitance built-in voltage*VBI
1.0E6VoltageBreakdown voltage*VBR
1.0VoltageBreakdown potential*VJR
1.0E-14CurrentGate-conduction diode current parameter*IS
1.0E-14CurrentGate reverse saturation current*IR
0Current(Not implemented)*IMAX
3.0ScalerTemperature term for saturation current*XTI
1.11ScalerEnergy gap for temperature effect on IS*EG
1.0ScalerGate-conduction diode ideality factor*N
1.0Scaler1/F noise corner*FNC
0.5CapacitanceGate noise param*R
1.0CapacitanceDrain noise param*P
0.9CapacitanceNoise correlation*C
0Time(Not implemented)*TAUMDL
25TemperatureDevice Temperature*TEMP
1.0ScalerGate-width scale factorAFAC
1.0ScalerNumber of gate fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

Most parameters are consistent with the model description in [1]. There are some parameters, however, that are unique
to the AWR implementation of the model: The AFAC and NFING parameters are used to specify the device geometry
and correspond to the area and number of fingers, respectively.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] W. R. Curtice, A MESFET model for use in the design of GaAs integrated circuits, IEEE Trans Microwave Theory
Tech , vol. MTT-28, pp. 448-456, May 1980.

[2] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Advanced Curtice Quadratic FET Model with Noise: CURTICE2ADV

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

CURTICE2ADV implements the Curtice-Quadratic GaAsFET model [1] with all of the extensions found in ADS's
Advanced Curtice2 Model. Contact Technical Support for AWR Products for additional information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CF1TextDevice IDID
1ScalerIds Model (not used)*IDSMOD
-2.0VoltagePinch-off voltage*VTO
1.0E-4ScalerTransconductance*BETA
0.0ScalerChannel length modulation*LAMBDA
2.0ScalerI/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0TimeTransit time*TAU
0Time(Not implemented)*TAUMDL
25TemperatureTemperature at which model parameters were determined*TNOM
0ScalerIds Temperature coefficient*IDSTC
0ScalerTransconductance degradation coefficient*UCRIT
2.0ScalerVg-VTO exponent*VGEXP
-0.01ScalerPinch-off coefficient for Vds*GAMDS
0ScalerVTO temperature coefficient*VTOTC
0ScalerBeta exponent temperature coefficient*BETATCE
1E-3ResistanceGate to source resistance*RGS
1E6ResistanceGate to source forward bias resistance*RF
1Scaler0=none, 1=linear, 2=pn junction*GSCAP
0CapacitanceGate-source zero-bias capacitance*CGS
0CapacitanceGate-drain zero-bias capacitance*CGD
1Scaler0=none, 1=linear, 2=pn junction*GDCAP
0.5ScalerDepletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1E-3ResistanceGate to drain resistance*RGD
1E-3ResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1E-3ResistanceGate resistance*RG
1E-3ResistanceSource resistance*RS
0InductanceDrain inductance*LD
0InductanceGate inductance*LG
0InductanceSource inductance*LS
0CapacitanceDrain to source capacitance*CDS
1.0E6ResistanceRF drain to source resistance*RC
0CapacitanceCapacitance that sets the RF Rds break freq*CRF
1Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GSFWD
0Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GSREV
0Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GDFWD
1Voltage0=none, 1=linear, 2=diode*GDREV
1E6ResistanceBreakdown resistance*R1
1E-3ResistanceBreakdown voltage to channed current resistance*R2
0.85VoltageGate to source built-in voltage*VBI
1.0E6VoltageBreakdown voltage*VBR
1.0VoltageBreakdown potential*VJR
1.0E-14CurrentDiode reverse saturation current*IS
1.0E-14CurrentGate reverse saturation current*IR
0.0Current(Not implemented)*IMAX
3.0ScalerTemperature term for saturation current*XTI
1.11ScalerEnergy gap for temperature scaling of IS*EG
1.0ScalerDiode ideality factor*N
0.0Frequency1/F noise corner*FNC
0.5ScalerGate noise param*R
1.0ScalerDrain noise param*P
0.9ScalerNoise correlation*C
25TemperatureDevice Temperature*TEMP
1.0ScalerGate width scale factorAFAC
1.0ScalerNumber of gate fingers scale factorNFING
Noise OffScalerNoise Model*NFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

This model is based on ADS's publicly available model documentation, and as such, it has a parameter set and behavior
consistent with ADS's original model. Most parameters are consistent with ADS's implementation of the model. There
are some parameters, however, that are unique to the AWR implementation of the model: The NFLAG parameter allows
enabling/disabling the noise sources of the model. The AFAC and NFING parameters are used to specify the device
geometry and correspond to the area and number of fingers, respectively.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] W. R. Curtice, A MESFET model for use in the design of GaAs integrated circuits, IEEE Trans Microwave Theory
Tech , vol. MTT-28, pp. 448-456, May 1980.

[2] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Curtice Cubic Nonlinear FET Model: CURTICE3

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

The CURTICE3 model implements the Curtice-Cubic GaAsFET model as described in [1]. Contact Technical Support
for AWR Products for additional information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CF1TextDevice IDID
0ScalerSubthreshold conduction parameter*BETA
2ScalerDrain I/V knee parameter*GAMMA
3VoltageVds at which subthreshold effects begin*VOUTO
-1.0VoltagePinch-off voltage*VTO
0.065ScalerGate I/V polynomial coefficient*A0
0.104ScalerGate I/V polynomial coefficient*A1
0.013ScalerGate I/V polynomial coefficient*A2
-0.026ScalerGate I/V polynomial coefficient*A3
0TimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
1E6ResistanceApproximate breakdown resistance*R1
0ResistanceResistance relating breakdown voltage to channel current*R2
1.0E6VoltageGate-channel breakdown voltage (pos.)*VBO
1.0VoltageGate-source capacitance built-in voltage*VBI
1E6ResistanceGate-diode forward-bias resistance*RF
1.0E-14CurrentGate-conduction diode current parameter*IS
1.0ScalerGate-conduction diode ideality factor*N
1.0E6ResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDS
0CapacitanceCapacitance that sets the RF Rds break freq*CRF
1E-3ResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1E-3ResistanceGate resistance*RG
1E-3ResistanceSource resistance*RS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1E-3ResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RIN
0CapacitanceGate-source capacitance at 0V*CGSO
0CapacitanceGate-drain capacitance at 0V*CGDO
0.5ScalerGate-capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0CapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0CapacitanceFixed gate-source capacitance*CGS
0CapacitanceFixed gate-drain capacitance*CGD
26.85TemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0ScalerDC drain-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA
1E-3ResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
1.0E6ResistanceConstant drain-source resistance*RDSO
0InductanceGate inductance*LG
0InductanceSource inductance*LS
0InductanceDrain inductance*LD
2ScalerNoise par: P*P
16.85TemperatureNoise par: gate noise temp*Tg
0ScalerFlicker noise coefficient*KF
1ScalerFlicker noise exponent*AF
1ScalerFlicker noise freq. exponent*FFE
AWR1ScalerNoise model*NFLAG
1ScalerGate-width scale factor (for COMPAT=AWR)AFAC
1ScalerNumber of gate fingers scale factorNFING
enableScalerdisable/enable standard fixup*FIXUP
AWRScalerCompatibility selectorCOMPAT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

Most parameters are consistent with the model description in [1]. There area some parameters, however, that are unique
to the Cadence® implementation of the model. The NFLAG parameter allows enabling/disabling the noise sources of
the model. You can access ADS's extensions to the model by choosing "ADS" as the COMPAT setting.

References

[1] W. R. Curtice and M. Ettenberg, A nonlinear GaAsFET model for use in the design of output circuits for power
amplifiers, IEEE Trans of Microwave Theory Tech , vol. MTT-33, pp. 1383-1394, Dec. 1985.

[2] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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DC Short and RF Open: DCSHORT

Symbol

Implementation Details

Short at DC, open otherwise.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Simple Diode Model: DIODE1

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
D1TextName used to identify the diodeID
1.2Ideality factorNu
22 DegCTemperatureTemperatureT
1e-06 mACurrentSaturation currentIo

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal resistive diode junction having the I-V characteristic

I(V ) = I0(e
qV

Nu·K·T − 1)

where q is electron charge and K is Boltzmann's constant.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Physical Diode Model: DIODE2

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

V+ -

R

C

I(V)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
D1TextName used to identify the diodeID
1.2Ideality factorNu
22 DegCTemperatureTemperatureT
1e-06 mACurrentSaturation currentIo
1 ohmResistanceSeries resistanceR
1 pFCapacitanceJunction capacitanceC

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal diode having the I/V characteristic

I(V ) = I0(e
qV

Nu·K·T − 1)

where q is electron charge and K is Boltzmann's constant. Series resistance R and parallel junction capacitance C are
linear.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) EEBJT2 Bipolar Junction Transistor Model : EEBJT2

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EB1Device IDID
9.53e-12mASaturation current*ISF
1.01e-11mASaturation current*ISR
1Fwd ideality factor*NF
1000000000VFwd Early voltage*VAF
1e15mAFwd current knee*IKF
0mABC leakage current param*ISE
1.5BE leakage ideality factor*NE
1Rev ideality factor*NR
1000000000VRev Early voltage*VAR
1e15mARev current knee*IKR
0mABC leakage current param*ISC
2BC leakage ideality factor*NC
1.48e-13mABE base current param*IBIF
1.06BE base current ideality factor*NBF
6.71e-13mABC base current param*IBIR
1.04BC base current ideality factor*NBR
0.01ohmBase resistance*RB
0.01ohmEmitter resistance*RE
0.01ohmCollector resistance*RC
0pFCJ0 for BE junction*CJE
0.75VBE built-in potential*VJE
0.33BE grading coefficient*MJE
0nsFwd transit time*TF
0Coefficient for bias dependence of TF*XTF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1000000000VVoltage for VBC dependence of TF*VTF
0mAHigh-current parameter for TF*ITF
0Excess phase param; must be degrees*PTF
0pFCJ0 for BC junction*CJC
0.75VBC built-in potential*VJC
0.33BC grade coefficient*MJC
1Fraction of CBC to internal node*XCJC
0nsRev transit time*TR
0pFCJ0 for substrate capacitance*CJS
0.75VBuilt-in potential for substrate cap*VJS
0.33Substrate cap grading coefficient*MJS
0Thermal scaling parameter*XTB
1.11Thermal scaling parameter*EG
3Thermal scaling parameter*XTI
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
0.5Coefficient for forward-bias depletion*FC
0(Not implemented)*TYPE
0(Not implemented)*NK
25DegCTemperature at which params were extracted*TEXT
25DegCTemperature*TNOM
0Burst noise coefficient*KB
1Burst noise exponent*AB
1Burst noise cutoff frequency*FB
0mACollector-substrate current param*ISS
1Collector-substrate ideality factor*NS
0nsCollector-substrate diode storage time*TS
1e-6nHBase inductance*LB
0nHEmitter inductance*LE
0nHCollector inductance*LC
1Area scale factor*AFAC
01=noise is on; 0=noise is turned off*NFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

The EEBJT2 model evolved from the Gummel-Poon and other earlier models. As a result EEBJT2 still maintains lots
of similarities with its predecessors and can be conveniently described by simply stating its differences respect to element
GBJT.With the exception of the equations listed below elements EEBJT2 and GBJT are identical. As the these equations
show, EEBJT2 has completely dropped the basic assumption that the non-leakage base-emitter current can be related to
the collector-emitter current by a simple constant. Also, the base resistance is now linear and there is no splitting of the
base-collector junction capacitance. These two facts translate in a simpler model with generally better convergence
properties than SGPM.

(1)Ibe1 = IBIF ⋅ (exp( V be
NBF ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(2)Ibc1 = IBIR ⋅ (exp( V bc
NBR ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(3)Ic f = ISF ⋅ (exp( V be
NF ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(4)Icr = ISR ⋅ (exp( V bc
NR ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(5)Rb = rB

(6)XCJC = 1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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EEHEMT: EEHEMT

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

EEHEMT implements ADS's EEsof Scalable Nonlinear HEMT model (EE_HEMT1). Contact Technical Support for
AWR Products for additional information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EEHEMT1TextElement IDID
-1.435VoltageThreshold voltage, zero bias*Vto
0.03492ScalerThreshold constant*Gamma
-0.8118VoltageGate-source voltage for maximum gm*Vgo
15.05e-09VoltageNot used*Vdelt
0.1VoltageGate-source voltage where Gamma has no effect*Vch
0.08942ConductancePeak gm*Gmmax
2VoltageOutput voltage where Vo has no effect*Vdso
1.128VoltageDrain-source voltage for current saturation*Vsat
133.2e-18ScalerOutput conductance*Kapa
3.841PowerPower for self-heating, channel to backside*Peff
-10VoltageOnset voltage, subthreshold*Vtso
2.816e-12CurrentReverse saturation current, gate diode junction*Is
1.568ScalerGate diode ideality factor*N
0.587ResistanceChannel resistance, source end*Ris
0.001ResistanceChannel resistance, drain end*Rid
1.018e-12TimeTransit time delay, gate*Tau
34.37e-15CapacitanceCapacitance, drain-source*Cdso
2000ResistanceResistance of dispersion source*Rdb
60e-12CapacitanceCapacitance, trapping-state*Cbs
-1.413VoltageAC threshold voltage, zero bias*VtoAC
0.03512ScalerAC threshold constant*GammaAC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1VoltageNot used*VdeltAC
0.08815ConductanceAC peak gm*GmmaxAC
133.2e-12ScalerAC output conductance*KapaAC
63.69PowerPower for self-heating, channel to backside, AC*PeffAC
-10VoltageOnset voltage, subthreshold, AC*VtsoAC
0.00142ConductanceIdb conductance at Vo = Vdsm*Gdbm
0.08882ScalerControls Vds dependence of Idb*Kdb
1VoltageVoltage where Idb = 0*Vdsm
174.1e-15CapacitanceMaximum capacitance for Vds=Vdso and Vdso>Deltds*C11o
75.36e-15CapacitanceMinimum capacitance for Vds=Vdso*C11th
-1.233VoltageInflection voltage in C11-Vgs characteristic*Vinfl
0.4244VoltageTransition voltage, C11th to C11o*Deltgs
0.5673VoltageTransition voltage, linear to saturation region*Deltds
0.05150ScalerC11-Vds characteristic slope*Lambda
18.41e-15CapacitanceTranscapacitance for Vgs=Vinfl and Vds>Deltds*C12sat
20.39e-15CapacitanceCapacitance, gate drain for Vds>Deltds*Cgdsat
0.03ScalerBreakdown current coefficient*Kbk
15VoltageDrain-gate breakdown voltage*Vbr
2ScalerBreakdown current exponent*Nbr
0.193CurrentOpen channel drain-source current*Idsoc
2.398ResistanceContact resistance, drain*Rd
2.015ResistanceContact resistance, source*Rs
3.074ResistanceMetallization resistance, gate*Rg
75e-06LengthReference unit gate width*UgwRef
2ScalerReference number of gate fingers*NfgRef
-0.4962VoltageVoltage, gm compression for Vds=Vdso*Vco
5VoltageVoltage, gm compression tail-off*Vba
0.4131VoltageTransition voltage, gm roll-off to tail-off*Vbc
1.332e-18ScalerAdds Vds dependence to gm compression onset*Mu
0.09378ScalerSlope of gm compression characteristic*Deltgm
0.07629ScalerAC slope of gm compression characteristic*DeltgmAC
0.07436VoltageTransition voltage, gm saturation to compression*Alpha
1ScalerModel number*Kmod
1005ScalerVersion number*Kver
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Rg*Rgtc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Rd*Rdtc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Rs*Rstc
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Vtso*Vtotc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Gmmax*Gmmaxtc
3.0ScalerSaturation current temperature exponent*Xti
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Vinfl*Vinfltc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for Gamma*Gammatc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for VtoAC*VtoACtc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for GmmaxAC*GmmaxACtc
0ScalerLinear temperature coefficient for GammaAC*GammaACtc
25TemperatureParameter measurement temperature*Tnom
25TemperatureTemperature of environment*Temp
30.29e-12InductanceDrain inductance (not scaled)*Ld
8.163e-12InductanceSource inductance (not scaled)*Ls
45.85e-12InductanceGate inductance (not scaled)*Lg
75e-06LengthNew unit gate widthUgwNew
2ScalerNew number of gate fingersNfgNew
1e-3InductanceShunt inductance parallel to Idb (not scaled)*Lshunt
Noise offScalerNoise model off or on*NOISE
AWRScalerAWR model or ADS model*COMPAT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model is based on ADS's publicly available model documentation, so it has a parameter set and behavior consistent
with ADS's original model. The model has been enhanced to support fully symmetrical behavior, which cannot be found
in ADS's original model. You can access this behavior by choosing "AWR" as the COMPAT setting.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Field Effect Transistor Noise Model (Pospieszalski’s): FETN

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Cpg

Cds

Rs

Rgs.Tg
RgLg

Rds.Td

Cpd

Rd Ld

Ls

Cdg

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
FN1TextElement IDID
24 DegCTemperatureAmbient temperature of the chipTA
-98 DegCTemperatureConstant temperature of RGSTG1
1727 DegCTemperatureFrequency-dependent temperature of RGSTG2
1e-09 GHzFrequencyFrequency-dependent multiplierFN
1727 DegCTemperatureTemperature of RDSTD
0.1 SConductanceFET transconductance*GM
0.25 pFCapacitanceGate to source capacitance*CGS
4 ohmResistanceGate to source resistance*RGS
300 ohmResistanceDrain to source resistance*RDS
0 nsTimeFET transit time*TAU
0.05 pFCapacitanceDrain to source capacitance*CDS
0.05 pFCapacitanceDrain to gate capacitance*CDG
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
1 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.01 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0.1 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
0.2 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0.01 pFCapacitanceGate pad capacitance*CPG
0.01 pFCapacitanceDrain pad capacitance*CPD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Marian W. Pospieszalski, "Modeling of Noise Parameters of MESFET's and MODFET's and Their Frequency and
Temperature Dependence", IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. 37, No. 9, pp. 1340 - 1350,
September 1989.
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Fujii FET Model: FUJII

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Cpg

Cds

Rs

RgLg

Cpds

Rd Ld

Ls

Vgd

D

Cds

Cpgd

Rgd

_

+

Vg
+

_
Igs

Igd
Qgd

QgsCpgs

G

S

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
FF1TextDevice IDID
1Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P1
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P2
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P3
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P4
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P5
0Gate I/V polynomial coefficient*P6
0 VVoltageGate voltage at peak Gm*VPK0
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
50 mACurrentCurrent at peak Gm*IPK
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL1
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL2
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL3
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL4
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL5
0Drain I/V polynomial coefficient*DEL6
0Drain I/V knee parameter*GAMMA
1Drain I/V knee parameter*ALP0
0Drain I/V knee parameter*ALP1
0Drain-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA0
0Drain-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA1
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
0.25 pFCapacitanceGate capacitance parameter (per mm of width)*CGS0
0.15 pFCapacitanceGate capacitance term*CF
0.2 pFCapacitanceGate capacitance term*GCG
2.7 VVoltageGate capacitance range term*DCG
3 VVoltageGate capacitance knee term*DKGS
1e-17 mACurrentGate diode forward current parameter*IG0F
40Gate diode forward exponential parameter*ALPGF
1Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB1
0Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB2
0Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB3
0Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB4
0Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB5
0Gate breakdown polynomial coefficient*PB6
-1 VVoltageGate voltage peak for breakdown*VGSPK
0.001 mACurrentGate diode breakdown current parameter*IG0R
40Gate diode breakdown exponential parameter*ALPGR
1e+06 VVoltageDrain-to-gate breakdown voltage*BVGDPK
1 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
1 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
1 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RGS
1 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
1 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
300 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDSF
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CDSF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPDS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPGS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPGD
0.001 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0.001 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0.001 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
1Gate width, mm (affects only Cgs & Cgd)W
1Gate width scale factorAFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This models offers a capacitance function whose parameters are relatively easy to extract, an improved breakdownmodel,
and an improved I/V model. It is loosely based on the Angelov (Chalmers) model. This model is designed to reproduce
the I/V derivatives correctly; thus, with proper parameter extraction, it should be useful for intermodulation analysis.

Drain current

The drain current is given by

Id(V g, V d) = AFAC(F1(V g, V d) + F2(V d))

where

F1(V g, V d) = IPK(1 + tanh(Ψ ))tanh(αV d)(1 + λV d)

F2(V d) = D1V d + D2V d
2 + ...

Ψ = P1(V g − V pk) + P2(V g − Vpk)
2 + P3(V g − V pk)

3 + ...

α = ALPH0 + ALPH1 ·V g

λ = LAMBDA0 + LAMBDA1 ·V g

V pk = VPK0 + GAMMA·V d

The above expressions are defined for Vd > 0. When Vd < 0,

Id(V g, V d) = AFAC( − (F1(V gd′ − V d) + F2( − V d))
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Breakdown

The current sources Igs and Igd account for both gate rectification and breakdown. The expressions for both sources are
identical. In forward conduction (Vg > 0 or Vgd > 0), the current is given by the diode junction equation:

Igs = IG0 · (exp(ALPHAG ·V g) − 1)

Igd = IG0 · (exp(ALPHAG ·V gd) − 1)

The breakdown current (-Vgd > Vbd or -Vgs > Vbg) is given by

Igs = − IG0R · (exp(ALPHGR · ( − V gs − V bg)) − 1)

Igd = − IG0R · (exp(ALPHGR · ( − V gd − V bd)) − 1)

where Vbg, Vbd are positive quantities and

V bg = BVGDPK · (1 + Ψd)

V bd = BVGDPK · (1 + Ψ g)

Ψd = PG1(V g − VGSPK) + PG2(V g − VGSPK)
2 + PG3(V g − VGSPK)

3 + ...

Ψ g = PG1(V gd − VGSPK) + PG2(V gd − VGSPK)
2 + PG3(V gd − VGSPK)

3 + ...

Capacitances

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain charge functions are symmetrical. They are given by the following expressions:

Qgs (V g, V d) = W · CGS0[V g +
Cfs
Ag

log(cosh(Ag(V g − DCG + DCG · tanh(DksV d))))]

−W · CGS0[
Cfs
Ag

log(cosh(Ag( − DCG + DCG · tanh(DksV d))))]

Qgd(V g, V d) = W · CGS0[V gd +
Cfs
Ag

log(cosh(Ag(V gd − DCG + DCG · tanh(DksV d))))]

−W · CGS0[
Cfs
Ag

log(cosh(Ag( − DCG + DCG · tanh(DksV d))))]

Ag =
GCG

CGS0 ·Cfs

Cfs =
CGS0 − CF
CGS0

Because of the symmetry, one function can be used for both charges.
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Scaling

Resistances, channel current, and linear capacitances are scaled in the standard manner:

Resistances are scaled as 1/AFAC;

Gate resistance, RG, is scaled as AFAC/NFING2;

Capacitances are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Scaling of the nonlinear channel capacitance, Cg, is different from other MW Office models.

CG Scaling

W is the device width in mm, and CGS0 is the capacitance per mm. This capacitance is proportional to W; it is not scaled
by AFAC. If CGS0 is provided as the total capacitance of a particular device, it is correct simply to enter that capacitance
for CGS0 and set W = 1 for the standard device. Then, to scale the device, set W = AFAC. W affects no other model
parameters.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] K. Fujii, Y. Hara, F. M. Ghannouchi, T. Yakabe, and H. Yabe, "A Nonlinear GaAs FET Model Suitable for Active
and Passive MM-Wave Applications," IEICE Trans., vol. E83-A, no. 2, p. 228, Feb., 2000.

[2] K. Fujii, K. Ogawa, and Y. Takano, "The Consideration of Voltage-Controlled Charge Sources Controlled by Two
Voltage Sources for a GaAs MESFET Large-Signal Model," IEIEC Trans., vol. J80-C-I, no. 9, p. 414, Sept. 1997.

[3] K. Fujii, Y. Hara, T. Yakabe and H. Yabe, "Accurate Modeling for Drain Breakdown Current of GaAs MESFETs,"
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 4, p. 516, April, 1999.
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Gummel-Poon NPN BJT: GBJT

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Equivalent Circuit (Vertical)

+ + +

+

+ +

+ +

B
Rb

(1-X)Cbc.depl XCbc.depl Cbc.diff

Cbe.depl Cbe.diff

Ibc1

Ibe1

Ibc2

Ibe2

Ice

S

Csc.depl

E

C

Rc

Re

Csc.diff Isc
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Equivalent Circuit (Lateral)

+ + +

+

+ +

+

+

B
Rb

(1-X)Cbc.depl XCbc.depl Cbc.diff

Cbe.depl Cbe.diff

Ibc1

Ibe1

Ibc2

Ibe2

Ice

Cbs.depl

E

C

Rc

Re
S

Ibs

Cbs.diff

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GP1TextDevice IDID
1e-13 mACurrentSaturation current*IS

CurrentRev BE saturation current*IBE
CurrentRev BC saturation current*IBC

100Fwd current gain*BF
1.0Fwd ideality factor*NF
1e+09 VVoltageFwd early voltage*VAF
1e+15 mACurrentFwd current knee*IKF
0 mACurrentBE leakage current param*ISE
1.5BE leakage ideality factor*NE
1.0Rev current gain*BR
1.0Rev ideality factor*NR
1e+09 VVoltageRev early voltage*VAR
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1e+15 mACurrentRev current knee*IKR
0 mACurrentBC leakage current param*ISC
2.0BC leakage ideality factor*NC
0.01 ohmResistanceBase resistance*RB
0 mACurrentCurrent where RB falls halfway to min*IRB
0.01 ohmResistanceMinimum base resistance*RBM
0.01 ohmResistanceEmitter resistance*RE
0.01 ohmResistanceCollector resistance*RC
0 pFCapacitanceCJ0 for BE junction*CJE
0.75 VVoltageBE built-in potential*VJE
0.33BE grading coefficient*MJE
0 nsTimeFwd transit time*TF
0Coef for bias dependence of TF*XTF
1e+09 VVoltageVoltage for VBC dependence of TF*VTF
0 mACurrentHigh-current parameter for TF*ITF
0Excess phase param; must be degrees*PTF
0 pFCapacitanceCJ0 for BC junction*CJC
0.75VVoltageBC built-in potential*VJC
0.33BC grading coefficient*MJC
1.0Fraction of CBC to internal node*XCJC
0 nsTimeRev transit time*TR
0 pFCapacitanceCJ0 for substrate capacitance*CJS
0.75VVoltageBuilt-in potential for substrate cap*VJS
0.33Substrate cap grading coeff*MJS
0Temperature scaling term for Beta*XTB
1.11Energy gap at T=TNOM*EG
3.0Temperature scaling term*XTI
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1.0Flicker noise exponent*AF
1.0Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
0.5Coef for fwd-bias depletion*FC
0.5Exponent for high-current Beta roll-off*NKF
27 DegCTemperatureNominal temperature (parameter extraction)*TNOM
27 DegCTemperatureSimulation temperature*TEMP
0Burst noise coefficient*KB
1.0Burst noise exponent*AB
1.0Burst noise cutoff frequency*FB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 mACurrentCollector-substrate current param*ISS
1.0Collector-substrate ideality factor*NS
0 nsTimeCollector-substrate diode storage time*TS
1e-06 nHInductanceBase inductance (Not supported anymore)*LB
0 nHInductanceEmitter inductance (Not supported anymore)*LE
0 nHInductanceCollector inductance (Not supported anymore)*LC
0 pFCapacitanceExternal BC constant capacitance*CBCP
0 pFCapacitanceExternal BE constant capacitance*CBEP
0 pFCapacitanceExternal CS constant capacitance*CCSP

Emitter area scale factor*AREA
Base area scale factor*AREAB

onNoise model: on, or, off.*NFLAG
1Multiplicity Parameter*M
0I/V temperature model (0-3)*TLEV
0Capacitance temperature model (0-3)*TLEVC
0Temperature coefficient for CJC*CTC
0Temperature coefficient for CJE*CTE
0Temperature coefficient for CJS*CTS
0First-order temperature coefficient for IKF*TIKF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for IKF*TIKF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for IKR*TIKR1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for IKR*TIKR2
0First-order temperature coefficient for IRB*TIRB1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for IRB*TIRB2
0First-order temperature coefficient for IS*TIS1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for IS*TIS2
0First-order temperature coefficient for ISC*TISC1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for ISC*TISC2
0First-order temperature coefficient for ISE*TISE1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for ISE*TISE2
0First-order temperature coefficient for ISS*TISS1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for ISS*TISS2
0First-order temperature coefficient for RB*TRB1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for RB*TRB2
0First-order temperature coefficient for RC*TRC1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for RC*TRC2
0First-order temperature coefficient for RE*TRE1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Second-order temperature coefficient for RE*TRE2
0First-order temperature coefficient for RS*TRS1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for RS*TRS2
0First-order temperature coefficient for RM*TRM1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for RM*TRM2
0Temperature coefficient for VJE*TVJE
0Temperature coefficient for VJC*TVJC
0Temperature coefficient for VJS*TVJS
0First-order temperature coefficient for BF*TBF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for BF*TBF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for BR*TBR1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for BR*TBR2
0First-order temperature coefficient for TVAF*TVAF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TVAF*TVAF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for TVAR*TVAR1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TVAR*TVAR2
0First-order temperature coefficient for ITF*TITF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for ITF*TITF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for TF*TTF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TF*TTF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for TR*TTR1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TR*TTR2
0First-order temperature coefficient for NF*TNF1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for NF*TNF2
0First-order temperature coefficient for NR*TNR1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for NR*TNR2
0First-order temperature coefficient for NE*TNE1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for NE*TNE2
0First-order temperature coefficient for NC*TNC1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for NC*TNC2
0First-order temperature coefficient for NS*TNS1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for NS*TNS2
0First-order temperature coefficient for MJE*TMJE1

Second-order temperature coefficient for MJE*TMJE2
0First-order temperature coefficient for MJC*TMJC1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for MJC*TMJC2
0First-order temperature coefficient for MJS*TMJS1
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Second-order temperature coefficient for MJS*TMJS2
0First bandgap correction factor*GAP1
0Second bandgap correction factor*GAP2
1Capacitance model selector.*DCAP
SPICE2Base resistance model selector: SPICE2, or, linear.*RBMOD
verticalTransistor geometry: vertical, or, lateral.*SUBS
SPICE2Charge model equation selector: SPICE2, or, alternate.*UPDATE
1000000 mACurrentMaximum device current*IMAX
HSPICEModel compatibility selector: HSPICE, AWR, or Spectre.*COMPAT
autodifferentiationSmall signal model flag: autodifferentiation, or, specialized.*SSFLAG

Collector area scale factor*AREAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: be, bc, ce, bs, sc, and bb. Here be, bc and ce
correspond to the intrinsic base-emitter, base-collector and collector-emitter branches, respectively. bs and sc correspond
to the branches formed by connecting the intrinsic base or collector nodes to the substrate terminal. bb denotes the branch
where the nonliner base resistor is located. The positive node of this branch is connected to the linear base resistor. These
names are used to identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Power dissipationpwr (W)
Ratio of DC collector current to DC base current.betadc (A/A)
Small-signal common-emitter current gain.betaac (A/A)
Common-emitter transconductance.gm (S)
Common-emitter input resistance.rpi (ohm)
Common-emitter output resistance.ro (ohm)
Parasitic base resistance.rx (ohm)
Common-emitter input capacitance.cpi (F)
Common-base output capacitance.cmu (F)
External common-base output capacitance.cmux (F)
Substrate capacitance.csub (F)
Unity small-signal current-gain frequency.ft**(Hz)
Parasitic collector resistance.rc (ohm)
Parasitic emitter resistance.re (ohm)
Parasitic base resistance. Same as rx.rb (ohm)
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Implementation Details

GBJT started as an implementation of the G-device level 1 of SPICE2. It has progressively been enhanced to the point
that it includes now all HSPICE extensions to the original bipolar junction model, together with some other enhancements
by Cadence®. Accordingly, this model is mapped into HSPICE as a G-device with parameter LEVEL set to 1.

Parameters, NFLAG, SSFLAG, RBMOD, and COMPAT, are unique to the Cadence Microwave Office® software
implementation of the bipolar junction transistor. NFLAG's behavior is quite obvious and deserves no further comment.
COMPAT, the compatibility selection flag, can take three different values: HSPICE, AWR and SPECTRE. The HSPICE
and Spectre values are used to emulate the behavior of the G-device level 1 and bjt model in HSPICE and Spectre,
respectively. RBMOD allows the user to replace the complex SPICE2 non-linear base resistor model by a linear one.
The SSFLAG has effect in linear simulations only. It enables the user to toggle between the complete small signal model,
obtained by automatic differentiation of the large signal expressions, and the simpler "specialized" model, as prescribed
by SPICE2, where some of the derivatives are neglected or have been modified.

Except for (1) complete collector-to-substrate diode parameters, CJS, VJS, MJS, ISS, NS, and TS, and (2) the ability to
replace the non-linear base resistor, by a linear one, the equations for the Gummel-Poon model are implemented exactly
as in HSPICE. Terminal inductances LB, LC, and LE are not part of the model anymore. They have to be added externally.
The substrate terminal can be left open-circuited if desired.

The static model equations are presented below.

(7)Ibe1 =
IS
β f

⋅ (exp( V be
NF ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(8)Ibe2 = ISE ⋅ (exp( V be
NE ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)

(9)Ibc1 =
IS
βr
⋅ (exp( V bc

NR ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)
(10)Ibc2 = ISC ⋅ (exp( V bc

NC ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)
(11)Ic f = IS ⋅ (exp( V be

NF ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)
(12)Icr = IS ⋅ (exp( V bc

NR ⋅ VT ) − 1.0)
(13)Ice =

(Ic f − Icr)
qb

(14)qb =
q1
2 ⋅ [1 + (1 + 4q2)nk]

(15)q1 =
1

(1 −
Vbc
Va f

−
Vbe
Var )

(16)q2 =
Ibe1
Ik f

+
Ibc1
Ikr
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(17)Rb = rBM + 3 ⋅ (rB − rBM) ⋅ ( tanz − zztan2z )
(18)z =

−1 + 1 + 144IB / π2IrB
(24 / π) IB / IrB

The location of these current sources and resistance can be easlily identified in either diagram above. The capacitances
in the same diagram follow the capacitance equations presented for elements PNCAP and PNDCAP, with C, Vj, Cd, Ij,
CJ0, VJ, FC, M, and, TF, replaced with Cbe.depl, Vbe, Cbe.diff, Ibe1, CJE, VJE, FC, MJE, and, Tf for the base-emitter
and Cbc.depl, Vbc, Cbc.diff, Ibc1, CJC, VJC, FC, MJC, and, TR base-collector junction capacitances, respectively. The
base-collector depletion capacitance Cbc.depl is divided into extrinsic-base and intrinsic-base fractions with parameter
XCJC.

The effective forward transit time Tf of the base-emitter diffusion capacitance is a funtion of parameters TF, XTF, ITF,
and, VTF and of the current Icf. The reverese transit tim Tr of the base-collector capacitance is specified by parameter
TR and has no dependency on other parameters. An additional delay is introduced to model the distributd phenomena if
parameter PTF is specified.

A complete treatment of the model can be found at [1].

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.

[2] H. K. Gummel and H. C. Poon, "An Integral Charge Control Model of Bipolar Transistors," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol.
49, p. 827, May/June, 1970.

[3] H. C. de Graaf and F. M. Klaasen, Compact Transistor Modelling for Circuit Design, New York: Springer-Verlag,
1990.
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Gummel-Poon 3-Terminal NPN BJT: GBJT3

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

This element is identical to the four-terminal Gummel-Poon NPN BJT model, GBJT, except that its substrate terminal
is connected internally to the emitter terminal. Parameters associated to the substrate have no effect.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of GBJT.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Gummel-Poon 3-Terminal PNP BJT: GBJT3_PNP

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Same as GBJT3, except that all source and diode currents are reversed.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of GBJT. Parameters associated to the substrate have no effect.

Implementation Details

Except for the PNP structure, this model is equivalent to GBJT3, the three-terminal Gummel-Poon NPN BJT model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Gummel-Poon PNP BJT: GBJT_PNP

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Equivalent Circuit

Same as GBJT, except that all diode and source currents are reversed.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of GBJT.

Implementation Details

Except for the PNP structure, this model is equivalent to GBJT, the Gummel-Poon NPN BJT model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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UCSD HBT Model: HBT

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4
S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4
S

C

B

ETh

1

2

3

4

5

S

C

E

B

Th

1

2

3

4

5

Summary

The Cadence® AWR® HBT (Hetero-junction Bipolar Transistor) element implements the HBT model, developed by
UCSD as part of the ARPA High Speed Circuit Design Program. The UCSD HBT model, like the Berkeley BSIM3
model, was conceived as an "industry standard" SPICE model. This model may be described as a revised version of the
standard Gummel-Poon model; where some portions of the model have been enhanced, or, modified to support features
not supported by the original Gummel-Poonmodel; while the remaining has been kept unchanged. Support for breakdown
and self-heating are among the most important new features introduced by this model. Complete documentation for this
model is available in print[1]. The AWR HBT model also supports Agilent's extensions to the original UCSD HBT
model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
UH1TextElement IDID
Noise OnNoise Model*NFLAG
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
1Device area factor (Does not scale parasitic inductors or

capacitors)
*AREA

26.85 CTemperatureReference (extraction) temperature*TNOM
26.85 CTemperatureAmbient temperature*TEMP

TemperatureBase-plate temperature*TBP
offSelf-Heating flag*SELFT
DisabledADS-Extensions flag*EXT_FLAG

ResistanceEmitter resistance*RE
ResistanceIntrinsic collector resistance*RCI
ResistanceExtrinsic collector resistance*RCX
ResistanceIntrinsic base resistance*RBI
ResistanceExtrinsic base resistance*RBX
CurrentCollector-Emitter current: Forward collector saturation

current
*IS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Collector-Emitter current: Forward collector current ideality
factor

*NF

CurrentCollector-Emitter current: Reverse emitter saturation current*ISR
Collector-Emitter current: Reverse emitter current ideality
factor

*NR

CurrentBase-Emitter current: Ideal base-emitter current*ISH
Base-Emitter current: Ideal base-emitter current ideality factor*NH

CurrentBase-Emitter current: Non-ideal base-emitter current*ISE
Base-Emitter current: Non-ideal base-emitter current ideality
factor

*NE

CurrentBase-Collector current: Ideal base-collector saturation current*ISRH
Base-Collector current: Ideal base-collector current ideality
factor

*NRH

CurrentBase-Collector current: Non-ideal base-collector saturation
current

*ISC

Base-Collector current: Non-ideal base-collector current
ideality factor

*NC

Base-Emitter current: Portion of base-emitter current allocated
to extrinsic region

*ABEL

VoltageForward Early voltage*VAF
VoltageReverse Early voltage*VAR
CurrentBase-emitter heterojunction saturation current (BE barrier

effects)
*ISA

Base-emitter heterojunction ideality factor*NA
CurrentBase-collector heterojunction current (BC barrier effects)*ISB

Base-collector heterojunction ideality factor*NB
CurrentSoft knee effect: Transition width in Ic of q3 function*IKDC1

Soft knee effect: slope of q3 function (1/Amp)*IKDC2INV
CurrentSoft knee effect: Critical current at which soft knee effect

occurs at Vcb=VJC
*IKDC3

Soft knee effect: Transition width of Vcb (in inverse voltage)
(1/Volt)

*VKDCINV

Soft knee effect: maximum value of q3*NKDC
Soft knee effect: Exponent of q3 factor in base current*GKDC

CurrentHigh current roll-off in Beta*IK
CapacitanceBase-emitter capacitance: zero-bias capacitance*CJE
VoltageBase-emitter capacitance: built- in voltage*VJE

Base-emitter capacitance: grading factor (0.1<MJE)*MJE
CapacitanceBase-emitter capacitance: maximum value in forward bias*CEMAX
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VoltageBase-emitter capacitance: punchthrough voltage*VPTE

Base-emitter capacitance: grading factor beyond
punchthrough

*MJER

Base-emitter capacitance: ratio between extrinsic and total
base-emitter regions

*ABEX

CapacitanceBase-collector capacitance: zero-bias capacitance*CJC
VoltageBase-collector capacitance: built-in voltage*VJC

Base-collector capacitance: grading factor (0.1<MJC)*MJC
CapacitanceBase-collector capacitance: maximum value in forward bias*CCMAX
VoltageBase-collector capacitance: punchthrough voltage*VPTC

Base-collector capacitance: grading factor beyond
punchthrough

*MJCR

Ratio between extrinsic and total base-collector regions*ABCX
TimeBase transit time: delay through the base*TFB

Base transit time: fraction of base transit time charge allocated
to the base-collector junction

*FEXTB

TimeCollector transit time: low current transit time*TFC0
TimeCollector transit time: high current transit time*TCMIN

0.001ACurrentCollector transit time: midpoint in collector current between
TFC0 and TCMIN

*ITC

0.001ACurrentCollector transit time: transition width in collector current
between TFC0 and TCMIN

*ITC2

Collector transit time: rate of change of TFC0 with Vcb (in
inverse saturation)

*VTC0IVN

VoltageCollector transit time: transition width in Vcb to VMX0
(models velocity saturation)

*VTR0

VoltageCollector transit time: maximum Vcb for TFC0 (models
velocity saturation)

*VMX0

Collector transit time: rate of change of TCMIN with Vbc
(in inverse voltage) (1/Volt)

*VTCMININV

VoltageCollector transit time: transition width in Vcb to VMXMIN
(models velocity saturation)

*VTRMIN

VoltageCollector transit time: maximum Vcb for TCMIN (models
velocity saturation)

*VMXMIN

Collector transit time: rate of change of ITC with Vcb (in
inverse voltage) (1/Volt)

*VTCINV

Collector transit time: rate of change of ITC2 with Vcb (in
inverse voltage) (1/Volt)

*VTC2INV

Collector transit time: fraction of the collector transit time
charge allocated to the base-collector junction

*FEXTC

TimeKirk effect: Kirk effect delay time*TKRK
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CurrentKirk effect: critical current for Kirk effect at Vbc=0*IKRK
CurrentKirk effect: transition width to prevent Ikirk=0 (use sparingly)*IKRKTR
VoltageKirk effect: rate of change of IKRK with Vcb*VKRK

Kirk effect: rate of change of TKRK with Vcb (in inverse
voltage) (1/Volt)

*VKRK2INV

Kirk effect: exponent of kirk effect delay*GKRK
VoltageKirk effect: transition width in Vcb to VKMX*VKTR
VoltageKirk effect: Maximum Vcb for TKRK*VKMX

Kirk effect: fraction of the Kirk effect charge allocated ti the
base-collector junction

*FEXKE

TimeReverse transit time*TR
CapacitanceParasitic/Fringing collector-emitter capacitance*CPCE
CapacitanceParasitic/Fringing base-emitter capacitance*CPBE
CapacitanceParasitic/Fringing base-collector capacitance*CPBC
InductanceParasitic collector inductance*LPC
InductanceParasitic base inductance*LPB
InductanceParasitic emitter inductance*LPE

Temperature exponent for RBI and RBX*XRB
Temperature exponent for RCI and RCX*XRC
Temperature exponent for RE*XRE
Rate of change in temperature of VJE (Volt/K)*TVJE
Rate of change in temperature of VPTE (Volt/K)*TVPE
Rate of change in temperature of VJC (Volt/K)*TVJC
Rate of change in temperature of VPTC (Volt/K)*TVPC

VoltageEffective emitter bandgap parameter*EGE
Rate of change in temperature of NF*TNF
Temperature exponent for IS*XTIS
Temperature exponent for ISH*XTIH
Temperature exponent for ISE*XTIE

VoltageEffective collector bandgap parameter*EGC
Rate of change in temperature of NR*TNR
Temperature exponent for ISR*XTIR
Temperature exponent for ISC*XTIC
Temperature exponent for ISRH*XTIRH
Temperature exponent for IKDC3*XTIK3

VoltageTemperature dependence of ISA*EAA
VoltageTemperature dependence of ISB*EAB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Temperature exponent for TFB*XTFB
Temperature exponent for TCMIN*XTCMIN
Temperature exponent for TFC0*XTFC0
Temperature exponent for ITC*XTITC
Temperature exponent for ITC2*XTITC2
Temperature exponent for TKRK*XTTKRK
Temperature exponent for IKRK*XTIKRK
Temperature exponent for VKRK*XTVKRK
Thermal resistance #1 (Kelvin/Watt)*RTH1
Thermal capacitance #1 (Sec-Amp/Volt)*CTH1
Temperature exponent for Rth1*XTH1
Thermal resistance #2 (Kelvin/Watt)*RTH2
Thermal capacitance #2 (Sec-Amp/Volt)*CTH2
Temperature exponent for Rth2*XTH2
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Burst noise coefficient*KB
Burst noise exponent*AB

FrequencyBurst noise corner frequency*FB
CurrentExplosion current*IMAX

DisabledBreakdown current flag*BKDN
Forward ideal current gain*BF
Reverse ideal current gain*BR

CurrentSaturation current for emitter leakage diode*ISEX
Ideality factor for emitter leakage diode*NEX

CurrentSaturation current for extrinsic BC junction current*ISCX
Ideality factor for extrinsic BC junction current*NCX
Factor to specify avalanche voltage*FA

VoltageC-B breakdown voltage (BVcb0); positive*BVC
Exponent for BC multiplication factors vs. voltage*NBC

CurrentSaturation value for collector-substrate current*ICS
Ideality factor for collector-substrate current*NCS

ResistanceExtrinsic emitter leakage diode series resistance*REX
CapacitanceMin value for intrinsic BC capacitance*CEMIN

Factor for BE capacitance approximation near Vbi*FCE
CapacitanceMin valuer of intrinsic BC capacitance*CCMIN
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Factor for BC capacitance approximation near Vbi*FC

CapacitanceExtrinsic BC capacitance at zero voltage*CJCX
VoltageExtrinsic BC capacitance Vbi*VJCX

Extrinsic base-collector capacitance: grading factor
(0.1<MJCX)

*MJCX

CapacitanceMinimum extrinsic BC capacitance*CXMIN
Factor for partitioning BC capacitance*XCJC

CapacitanceSubstrate depletion capacitance at zero voltage*CJS
VoltageBuilt-in potential for substrate capacitance*VJS

Substrate capacitance: grading factor (0.1<MJS)*MJS
TimeExcess BE transit time*TBEXS
TimeExcess BC transit time*TBCXS
CurrentCritical current for junction capacitance*ICRIT0
VoltageCharacteristic voltage for TFC*VTC
TimeReverse storage time for extrinsic BC diode*TRX

Excess phase factor*FEX
ResistanceThermal resistance*RTH
CapacitanceThermal capacitance*CTH

Exponent for IS temperature dependence*XTI
Exponent for beta temperature dependence*XTB
Coefficient for NE temperature dependence*TNE
Coefficient for NC temperature dependence*TNC
Coefficient for NEX temperature dependence*TNEX

VoltageActivation energy for IS temperature dependence*EG
VoltageActivation energy for ISE temperature dependence*EAE
VoltageActivation energy for ISC temperature dependence*EAC
VoltageActivation energy for ISEX temperature dependence*EAX

Coefficient for REX temperature dependence*XREX
Coefficient for VJCX temperature dependence*TVJCX
Coefficient for VJS temperature dependence*TVJS
Coefficient for TF temperature dependence*XTTF
Coefficient for RTH temperature dependence*XRT

100Maximum temperature rise above heatsink in Celsius degrees*DTMAX
AWRModel compatibility selector*COMPAT

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

Since the model supports both the UCSD original model and Agilent's extensions, the model has a pretty extensive
parameter set. Some parameters are shared by both modes of operation, and, some are exclusive to a particular one.
Agilent's extensions are enabled by choosing the appropriate setting of the EXT_FLAG parameter. The SELFT parameter
controls whether self-heating simulation is supported or not. The self-heating terminal is shown or hidden, accordingly.
The extraction and device temperatures are controlled using the TNOM and TEMP parameters, respectively. The
temperature parameter TBP (Temperature of the Base Plate) enables partial self-heating simulation. This type of operation
is not enabled when the model supports the Agilent extensions. Finally, the TYPE parameter controls whether the device
is a NPN, or, PNP.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

CAUTIONARYNOTE.Whenever self-heating effects do not need to be considered, set the SELFT parameter to "off".
This removes unused self-heating associated branches from the model, resulting in faster execution time. The DTMAX
parameter limits the value of self-heating induced temperature changes during simulation. You should keep this value
as small as possible, provided it does not affect the simulation results.

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: bei, bci, ci, e, bx, cx, bex1, bex2sc, bex, ce, bi,
bcxx, and bcx. These are used to identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)
Breakdown currentIbk (Current)

Intrinsic
∂Ice
∂Vbe

dice_dvbe (Conductance)

Intrinsic
∂Ice
∂Vbc

dice_dvbc (Conductance)

Intrinsic
∂Ibe
∂Vbe

dibe_dvbe (Conductance)

Intrinsic
∂Ibe
∂Vbc

dibe_dvbc (Conductance)

Intrinsic
∂Qbe
∂Vbe

dqbe_dvbe (Capacitance)

Intrinsic
∂Qbe
∂Vbc

dqbe_dvbc (Capacitance)

Intrinsic
∂Qbc
∂Vbe

dqbc_dvbe (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

Intrinsic
∂Qbc
∂Vbc

dqbc_dvbc (Capacitance)

XB-C junction capacitancecbcx (Capacitance)
EXTB-C junction capacitancecbcxx (Capacitance)
Capacitancecsc
Temperaturetemp (Temperature)
Intrinsic base terminal chargeQbb
Intrinsic collector terminal chargeQcc

References

[1] Rudolph, Matthias. Chapter 6, Section 3 in Introduction to Modeling HBTs, Artech House, 2006.
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(Obsolete) UCSD HBT Model: HBT_UCSD

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the UCSD HBT Model (HBT) element with the EXT_FLAG parameter
set to "Disabled". The UCSD HBT model, like the Berkeley BSIM3 model, is designed as an "industry standard" SPICE
model. Its basic concepts are the same as the Gummel-Poon BJT model; capacitances are a combination of diffusion and
depletion components, for example, but the expressions aremore complex. Thismodel includes breakdown and self-heating.

Documentation for this model is available in print[1].

Equivalent Circuit

Qbi
Ibc

B

Qbe
Ibei

Rbx

Qbcxx

Rcx

Rci

Re

E

C

Qcs Ics

S

Ibk

Icc

Ibcx

Rbi

Rex

Ibex

Qbcx

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
UH#1Element IDID
0Flag; 0=no self-heating (T=TOP); 1=self-heating is includedSELFT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Flag; 0=no breakdown; 1=breakdown is includedBKDN
26.85 CTemperatureBase-plate temperatureTBP
26.85 CTemperatureTemperature at which model parameters were extractedTNOM
26.85 CTemperatureBest-guess operating temperatureTOP
10-22CurrentSaturation currentIS
1.0Forward ideality factorNF
1.0Reverse ideality factorNR
1013CurrentCollector EB barrier limiting currentISA
2.0Collector EB barrier ideality factorNA
1013CurrentCollector BC barrier limiting currentISB
2.0Collector BC barrier ideality factorNB
1000.0VoltageForward early voltageVAF
1000.0VoltageReverse early voltageVAR
1013CurrentForward current kneeIK
104Forward ideal current gainBF
104Reverse ideal current gainBR
10-27CurrentSaturation value for nonideal forward base currentISE
2.0Ideality factor for nonideal forward base currentNE
10-27CurrentSaturation current for emitter leakage diodeISEX
2.0Ideality factor for emitter leakage diodeNEX
10-27CurrentSaturation value for intrinsic BC currentISC
2.0Ideality factor for intrinsic BC currentNC
10-27CurrentSaturation current for extrinsic BC junction currentISCX
2.0Ideality factor for extrinsic BC junction currentNCX
0.9Factor to specify avalanche voltageFA
1000.0VoltageC-B breakdown voltage (BVcb0); positiveBVC
8.0Exponent for BC multiplication factor vs. voltageNBC
10-27CurrentSaturation value for collector-substrate currentICS
2.0Ideality factor for collector-substrate currentNCS
0.001ResistanceEmitter resistanceRE
0.001ResistanceExtrinsic emitter leakage diode series resistanceREX
0.001ResistanceExtrinsic base resistanceRBX
0.001ResistanceIntrinsic base resistanceRBI
0.001ResistanceExtrinsic collector resistanceRCX
0.001ResistanceIntrinsic collector resistanceRCI
2e-8CapacitanceBE depletion capacitance at zero voltageCJE
1.6VoltageBE built-in potentialVJE
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.33BE capacitance exponent (0.1<MJE<0.9)MJE
1e-8CapacitanceMin value of intrinsic BC capacitanceCEMIN
0.8Factor for BE capacitance approximation near VbiFCE
2e-8CapacitanceBC depletion capacitance at zero voltageCJC
1.4VoltageBC built-in potentialVJC
0.33BC capacitance exponent (0.1<MJC<0.9)MJC
1e-8CapacitanceMin value of intrinsic BC capacitanceCCMIN
0.8Factor for BC capacitance approximation near VbiFC
2e-8CapacitanceExtrinsic BC capacitance at zero voltageCJCX
1.4VoltageExtrinsic BC capacitance VbiVJCX
0.33Extrinsic BC capacitance exponent (0.1<MJCX<0.9)MJCX
1e-8CapacitanceMinimum extrinsic BC capacitanceCXMIN
1.0Factor for partitioning BC capacitanceXCJC
0.0CapacitanceSubstrate depletion capacitance at zero voltageCJS
1.4VoltageBuilt-in potential for substrate capacitanceVJS
0.5Substrate capacitance exponent (0.1<MJS<0.9)MJS
0.0TimeBase transit timeTFB
0.0TimeExcess BE transit timeTBEXS
0.0TimeExcess BC transit timeTBCXS
0.0TimeCollector forward transit timeTFC0
1000000CurrentCritical current for junction capacitanceICRIT0
0.0CurrentCharacteristic current for TFCITC
0.0CurrentCharacteristic current for TFCITC2
1000.0CurrentCharacteristic voltage for TFCVTC
0.0TimeForward transit time for Kirk effectTKRK
1000.0VoltageCharacteristic voltage for Kirk effectVKRK
1000000CurrentCharacteristic current for Kirk effectIKRK
0.0TimeReverse storage time for intrinsic BC diodeTR
0.0TimeReverse storage time for extrinsic BC diodeTRX
0.0Excess phase factorFEX
10-8ResistanceThermal resistanceRTH
1e6CapacitanceThermal capacitanceCTH
0.0BE flicker noise constantKFN
1.0BE flicker noise exponent for currentAFN
1.0BE flicker noise exponent for frequencyBFN
2.0Exponent for IS temperature dependenceXTI
2.0Exponent for beta temperature dependenceXTB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.0Coefficient for NE temperature dependenceTNE
0.0Coefficient for NC temperature dependenceTNC
0.0Coefficient for NEX temperature dependenceTNEX
1.5Activation energy for IS temperature dependenceEG
0.0Activation energy for ISA temperature dependenceEAA
0.0Activation energy for ISB temperature dependenceEAB
0.0Activation energy for ISE temperature dependenceEAE
0.0Activation energy for ISC temperature dependenceEAC
0.0Activation energy for ISEX temperature dependenceEAX
0.0Coefficient for RE temperature dependenceXRE
0.0Coefficient for REX temperature dependenceXREX
0.0Coefficient for RB temperature dependenceXRB
0.0Coefficient for RC temperature dependenceXRC
0.0Coefficient for VJE temperature dependenceTVJE
0.0Coefficient for VJCX temperature dependenceTVJCX
0.0Coefficient for VJC temperature dependenceTVJC
0.0Coefficient for VJS temperature dependenceTVJS
0.0Coefficient for ITC temperature dependenceXTITC
0.0Coefficient for ITC2 temperature dependenceXTITC2
0.0Coefficient for TF temperature dependenceXTTF
0.0Coefficient for TKRK temperature dependenceXTTKRK
0.0Coefficient for VKRK temperature dependenceXTVKRK
0.0Coefficient for IKRK temperature dependenceXTIKRK
0.0Coefficient for RTH temperature dependenceXRT
1000.0 CTemperatureMaximum temperature rise above heatsink in Celsius degreesDTMAX
1.0Area scale factorAFAC

Parameter Details

DTMAX. A temperature limit used to avert numerical difficulties in the self-heating model. The Cadence® Microwave
Office® implementation also includes a minimum temperature fixed at 100 K (-173 C). You cannot change the minimum
temperature.

TOP and TBP. The estimated device temperature is not listed in the tables in [1] because, in SPICE, the global temperature
parameter is used for this quantity. In Microwave Office software, however, TOP is included in the model's parameter
list, and therefore can be different from the temperature of other parts of the circuit. TOP is your best estimate of device
temperature in operation. It is used for parameters that depend on temperature only weakly, or have only a minor effect
in the model. Including self-heating for such parameters increases the computational overhead of the model, for very
little improvement in accuracy. TOP is essentially the same as the temperature parameter in conventional SPICEmodels,
which employ thermal scaling but not self-heating.
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TBP is the baseplate temperature, which you specify. [1] indicates that you should set this value by applying a voltage
to a fifth, thermal node in the HBT. Microwave Office software does not use this approach, because treating it as a model
parameter is simpler and less error-prone.

CJx and CxMIN. Defaults have been changed to 2·10-20 F for the parameters CJE, CJC, and CJCX; and to 1*10-20 F for
the parameters CEMIN, CCMIN, and CXMIN. The default values of zero, listed in [1], cause divide-by-zero errors.

HB_UCSD contains terms of the form (CJx/CxMIN)(1/MJx), where MJx is typically in the range of 0.33 to 0.50. With
incorrect values for these parameters, it is easy to "crash" such equations. These errors are very difficult to trap without
restricting the use of reasonable parameter values, so you should be aware of this problem and choose parameter values
accordingly.

RTH and CTH.HBT_UCSD provides for a nonlinear thermal resistance, RTH, which is a function of temperature. This
formulation makes the temperature increase, normally the dependent quantity, a function of itself. This could lead to
numerical problems, poor convergence, instability, or other unusual behavior. Although Microwave Office software
attempts to make its models conform to the defining documentation (so SPICE and Microwave Office calculations give
the same results), in this case, Microwave Office software makes RTH a function of TOP, instead of instantaneous device
temperature.

BF and BR. The default values of BF and BR (104) specified in [1] present little problem in most practical cases, but if
the base is biased with a current source (as might happen in the initial stages of a design), and BF/BR use the default
values, bad convergence and strange results are possible. You should be careful to set these parameters to reasonable
values, or make certain that BE leakage currents account for base current correctly.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

If you exceed the following parameter limits, the parameter is modified as necessary to prevent a numerical error. In
general, physically reasonable values are always acceptable.

1. CEMIN > 0.01 CJE.

2. CCMIN > 0.01 CJC.

3. 0.1 < MJx < 0.9, where MJx is any of the parameters beginning with MJ.

4. FC and FCE must be in the range (0.001, 0.999). If either is outside this range, it is set to 0.5.

5. 0.01 < FA < 0.99.

6. Device temperature must be greater than 100 K (-173 C).

Implementation Details

Breakdown and Self-heating

HBT_UCSD includes collector-to-base breakdown and self-heating effects. You should exercise caution in making use
of these effects. Breakdown is a strong nonlinearity which can cause convergence difficulties in a harmonic-balance
simulator. Reference [1] warns that breakdown modeling can cause poor convergence even in time-domain simulators,
and [2] gives some of the reasons. Self-heating also can introduce negative-resistance effects that cause difficult conversion
in harmonic-balance simulation.

You can easily switch these effects on and off with the BKDN and SELFT flag parameters. If SELFT=0, the device
temperature is set to TOP, and unless TOP=TNOM, thermal scaling is still performed.
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Scaling

Scaling is relatively simple:

All charges are scaled in proportion to AFAC;

All resistors are scaled inversely with AFAC;

All currents are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

The model equations are too extensive to include here. See reference [1] for further information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Rudolph, Matthias. Chapter 6, Section 3 in Introduction to Modeling HBTs, Artech House, 2006.

[2] S. Maas, "Ill Conditioning in Self Heating FETModels," IEEEMicrowave and RF Component Letters, March, 2002.
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Anholt HBT Model: HBTRA
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Summary

The Anholt HBT model is a modification of the well known Gummel-Poon model. Although it uses a similar topology,
its expressions for temperature effects and transit time are very different. The model includes self-heating and accounts
for nonreciprocal behavior.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HA1TextDevice IDID
1e-13CurrentForward saturation current*ISF
1e-13CurrentReverse saturation current*ISR
100.0Forward current gain*BF
1.0Forward ideality factor*NF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1.0x109VoltageForward early voltage*VAF
1e12CurrentForward current knee*IKF
0.0CurrentBE leakage current param*ISE
1.5BE leakage ideality factor*NE
1.0Reverse current gain*BR
1.0Reverse ideality factor*NR
1.0x109VoltageReverse early voltage*VAR
10e12CurrentReverse current knee*IKR
0.0CurrentBC leakage current param*ISC
2.0BC leakage ideality factor*NC
0.0CapacitanceCJ0 for BE junction*CJE
0.75VoltageBE built-in voltage*VJE
0.50BE capacitance exponent*MJE
0.0TimeConstant part of the base transit time*TB0
0.0TimeVariable part of the base transit time*TB1
5.0Exponent for the base transit time*NTB
0.0TimeCollector transit time*TC0
1.0x109Saturation velocity parameter for TC*BVS
0.0High-current parameter for the transit time*ITF
0.0DegreesExcess phase param; must be in degrees*PTF
0.0CapacitanceCJ0 for BC junction*CJC
0.75VoltageBC built-in voltage*VJC
0.50BC capacitance exponent*MJC
1.0Fraction of Cbc connected to the internal nodeXCJC
0.0TimeReverse transit timeTR
0.0CapacitanceCJ0 for substrate capacitance*CJS
0.75VoltageBuilt-in voltage of the substrate capacitance*VJS
0.50Substrate capacitance exponent*MJS
0.01ResistanceBase resistance*RB
0.01ResistanceExtrinsic base resistance*RB2
0.01ResistanceEmitter resistance*RE1
0.01ResistanceCollector resistance*RC2
0.0CapacitanceExtrinsic BE capacitance*CBE
0.0CapacitanceExtrinsic BC capacitance*CBC
0.0CapacitanceExtrinsic CE capacitance*CCE
0.0InductanceBase inductance (not scaled)*LB
0.0InductanceEmitter inductance (not scaled)*LE
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.0InductanceCollector inductance (not scaled)*LC
0.5Linearization term for forward-bias depletion capacitance*FC
0.0CurrentCollector-substrate current param*ISS
1.0Collector-substrate ideality factor*NS
0.0TimeCollector-substrate diode storage time*TS
26.85TemperatureTemperature at which parameters were extracted*TNOM
26.85TemperatureBaseplate temperature*TBP
0.0Temperature exponent for diode currents*XTI
0.0BF temperature coefficient*ABF
0.0BR temperature coefficient*ABR
0.0NF temperature coefficient*ANF
0.0NR temperature coefficient*ANR
0.0NE temperature coefficient*ANE
0.0NC temperature coefficient*ANC
0.0NS temperature coefficient*ANS
0.0VoltageBarrier height for ISF thermal modeling*VSF
0.0VoltageBarrier height for ISR thermal modeling*VSR
0.0VoltageBarrier height for ISE thermal modeling*VSE
0.0VoltageBarrier height for ISC thermal modeling*VSC
0.0VoltageBarrier height for ISS thermal modeling*VSS
0.0RB temperature coefficient*ARB
0.0RB2 temperature coefficient*ARB2
0.0RE temperature coefficient*ARE
0.0RE1 temperature coefficient*ARE1
0.0RC2 temperature coefficient*ARC2
0.0CJE temperature coefficient*ACJE
0.0CJC temperature coefficient*ACJC
0.0VJE temperature coefficient*AVJE
0.0VJC temperature coefficient*AVJC
0.0TB0 temperature coefficient*ATB0
0.0TB1 temperature coefficient*ATB1
0.0TB1 temperature coefficient*ATC0
0.0ITF temperature coefficient*AITF
0.001CapacitanceThermal resistance*RTH
1.0CapacitanceThermal capacitance*CTH
1.0Area scale factor*AFAC
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

1. Certain parameters (especially IKF, IKR, VAF, and VAR) are seldom needed in HBTs. These are included to allow
the model to be used for conventional BJTs as well as HBTs. It is essential to note that including such parameters
does not necessarily make the model equivalent to the SPICE Gummel-Poon model.

2. Default parameter values for this model may not be the same as those of the SPICE Gummel-Poon model (GBJT).
Be sure to be aware of differences when porting existing Gummel-Poon model parameters to this model.

3. Be careful specifying temperature coefficients. It is possible to create nonphysical parameters if they are too great.
This is especially true of the NF, NE, NR, and NC parameters.

Implementation Details

SCALING

Resistances, capacitances, and currents are scaled in the usual manner: all resistors are scaled as 1/AFAC; junction
currents and all capacitors are scaled in proportion to AFAC. Inductances LB, LE, and LC are not scaled.

EQUATIONS

The model is fundamentally the same as the Gummel-Poon model used in SPICE, with the addition of allowance for
nonreciprocal behavior, self-heating, and a new expression for transit time as a function of collector voltage and current.
The model also includes common extensions over the expressions in the references.

COLLECTOR CURRENT

The collector current expression in the Gummel-Poon model has been modified to allow for nonreciprocal behavior of
HBT devices. The SPICE parameter IS has been replaced by two parameters, ISF and ISR, that describe forward and
reverse conduction, respectively. The current expression is

Icc =
ISF
Qb

(exp(
qV be

NF.K.T ) − 1) −
ISR
Qb

(exp(
qV be

NR.K.T ) − 1)

Qb is the normalized base charge, as used in the Gummel-Poon model; q is electron charge, K is Boltzmann's constant,
and T is temperature in Kelvin degrees. Note that T varies with power dissipation in the device. ISF and ISR are also
functions of temperature (see below).

TRANSIT TIME

The expression for transit time is

τ f = TB0 + TB1 · exp(
−ITF
Ic

− (ITFIc
)NTB) + TC0

1 + BVS 1 −
V be
VJC

(When Vbc > VJC, the square-root term in is corrected in the same manner as similar terms in depletion capacitances;
the method is identical to the one used in SPICE.) The base-to-emitter diffusion charge is

qdiff = τ f
ISF
Qb

(exp(
qVbe

NF ·K ·T ) − 1)
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Reverse diffusion charge is included in the model; it is part of the "inner" base-to-collector capacitance. In reverse
operation, the transit time is simply TR.

EXCESS PHASE

The PTF parameter is an awkward way of specifying a simple time delay in the base-to-emitter voltage. PTF is defined
as in the SPICE Gummel-Poon model. It must be given in degrees; then, the delay represented by this quantity is

τPTF = PTF · TB0 ·
π
180

THERMAL SCALING

Saturation currents (ISF, ISR, ISE, ISC, ISS) are scaled as follows:

ISX(T) = ISX(TNOM)( T
TNOM)XTIexp(VSXV t

( T
TNOM − 1))

where ISX is one of the parameters above, and VSX is the corresponding voltage parameter.

Other parameters are scaled as

P(T) = P(TNOM) · (1 + AP(T − TNOM))

where P is any of the thermally scaled parameters and AP is the corresponding temperature coefficient. (Be careful using
this capability; see Note 3, above.) T is the instantaneous temperature, which includes effects of self-heating.

SELF-HEATING MODEL

The model uses a conventional electrothermal self-heating model. RTH is the thermal resistance in degrees C per watt
of power dissipation. CTH is the thermal capacitance, defined as

CTH =
τTH
RTH

where tTH is the thermal time constant of the device. CTH should never be set to zero; otherwise, the device temperature
T cycles at the RF frequency. When the time constant is long compared to a period of the excitation waveform, the device
temperature T is

T = Pdiss · RTH + TBP

The power dissipation, Pdiss, includes all power dissipated in the device: DC sources at both the base and collector, as
well as RF dissipation.

TEMPERATURE LIMITS

To prevent numerical difficulties, the device temperature, T, is limited to values greater than 100 K. An abrupt limit at
100 K would introduce convergence difficulties; therefore, the limiting function smooths the temperature in the vicinity
of 100 K. This smoothing function introduces a small error throughout the entire temperature range; the maximum error,
which occurs at 100 K, is approximately 7 K. Above 200K, the error is less than 0.5 K.
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EXTENSIONS

The expression for tf is somewhat different from those in the references. This modified expression, which is common in
industry, provides better accuracy and convergence in harmonic-balance simulators.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R. Anholt et al., "HBT Model Parameter Extractor for SPICE and Harmonic Balance Simulators," IEEE MTT-S
International Microwave Symposium Digest, 1994, p. 1257.

[2] R. Anholt, Electrical and Thermal Characterization of MESFETs, HEMTs, and HBTs, Artech House, Norwood, MA,
1995.
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Summary

HICUM_L0 implements the HICUM Level 0 model, which is a simplified version of the HICUM Level 2 model.
HICUM_L0 is based on the Verilog-A description of the HICUM Level 0 version 1.12 model, which is available at
http://www.iee.et.tu-dresden.de/iee/eb/hic_new/hic_source.html. In terms of complexity and associated computational
effort this model is comparable to the well known SPICE-Gummel-Poon-Model (SGPM). However, HICUM Level 0
has some salient features and differences from SGPMwhich are worthmentioning: amore accurate transit time formulation,
a better collector-emitter-voltage dependence of high current behavior, a more physics-based internal base resistance
description, support for weak avalanche effects, and separate components for back injection current into the emitter and
collector. Parameter temperature dependences, noise, and self-heating are also supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HCM_L0_1TextDevice IDID
27DegCTemperature at which params were extracted*TNOM
_TEMPDegCAmbient temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in parallelMULT
1e-13mAModified saturation current*IS
1Non-ideality collector current coefficient*MCF
1Non-ideality emitter current coefficient*MCR
1000000VForward normalization voltage*VEF
1000000000mAForward DC high-injection roll-off current*IQF
1000000000mAInverse DC high injection roll-off current*IQR
1000000000mAForward DC high current correction*IQFH
1000000Forward DC high current correction*TFH
1e-15mABE saturation current*IBES
1BE non-ideality factor*MBE
0mABE recombination saturation current*IRES
2BE recombination non-ideality factor*MRE
0mABC saturation current*IBCS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1BC non-ideality factor*MBC
1e-8pFZero-bias BE depletion capacitance*CJE0
0.9VBE built-in Voltage*VDE
0.5BE exponent factor*ZE
2.5BE ratio of maximum to zero-bias voltage*AJE
0nsLow-current transit time at Vbc=0*T0
0nsBase width modulation transit time contribution*DT0H
0nsSCR width modulation transit time contribution*TBVL
0nsStorage time in neutral emitter*TEF0
1Exponent factor for emitter transit time*GTE
0nsSaturation time at high current densities*THCS
0.1Smoothing factor for current dependence*AHC
0nsInverse operation storage time*TR
150ohmLow-field collector resistance under emitter*RCI0
0.5VVoltage dividing ohmic and saturation regions*VLIM
100VPush-through voltage*VPT
0.1VSaturation voltage*VCES
1e-8pFInternal BC zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCI0
0.7VInternal BC built-in voltage*VDCI
0.333Internal BC exponent factor*ZCI
100VInternal BC punch-through voltage*VPTCI
1e-8pFExternal BC zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCX0
0.7VExternal BC built-in voltage*VDCX
0.333External BC exponent factor*ZCX
100VExternal BC punch-through voltage*VPTCX
1Internal/external capacitance split factor*FBC
0ohmInternal base resistance value at zero-bias*RBI0
2.5VBase resistance forward normalization voltage*VR0E
1000000VBase resistance reverse normalization voltage*VR0C
0.656Base resistance geometric factor*FGEO
0ohmExternal base series resistance*RBX
0ohmExternal collector series resistance*RCX
0ohmEmitter series resistance*RE
0mASubstrate transistor transfer saturation current*ITSS
1Substrate transistor transfer current non-ideality factor*MSF
0mACS saturation current*ISCS
1CS non-ideality factor*MSC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1e-8pFZero-bias CS depletion capacitance*CJS0
0.3VCS built-in voltage*VDS
0.3CS exponent factor*ZS
100VCS punch-through voltage*VPTS
0pFEmitter-base overlap capacitance*CBCPAR
0pFCollector-base oxide capacitance*CBEPAR
0BC avalanche current exponent factor*EAVL
0BC avalanche current prefactor*KAVL
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
2Flicker noise exponent factor*AF
1.2VBandgap voltage*VGB
1.17VEffective emitter bandgap-voltage*VGE
1.17VEffective collector bandgap-voltage*VGC
1.17VEffective substrate bandgap-voltage*VGS
-0.000102377Coefficient K1 in T-dependent bandgap equation (V/K)*F1VG
0.00043215Coefficient K2 in T-dependent bandgap equation (V/K)*F2VG
0First-order TC of forward transit time*ALT0
0Second-order TC of forward transit time*KT0
3Exponent coefficient in transfer current temperature

dependence
*ZETACT

3.5Exponent coefficient in BE junction current temperature
dependence

*ZETABET

0TC of epi_collector diffusivity*ZETACI
0Relative TC of saturation drift velocity*ALVS
0Relative TC of Vce*ALCES
0TC of internal base resistance*ZETARBI
0TC of external base resistance*ZETARBX
0TC of collector external resistance*ZETARCX
0TC of emitter resistance*ZETARE
0TC of KAVL*ALKAV
0TC of EAVL*ALEAV
0Relative TC of forward current gain*ALB
offSelf-heating supportSELFT
0ohmThermal resistance*RTH
0pFThermal capacitance*CTH
COMPLETEFlag for self-heating calculationFLSH
NPNDevice typeTYPE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NPN or PNP. The SELFT parameter enables/disables the self-heating
modeling capabilities. The current setting of either parameter is immediately reflected by the device symbol. The FLSH,
CTH, and RTH parameters are only visible when self-heating is enabled. The FLSH parameter determines how the
dissipated power calculation is performed.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Operating Points

DescriptionParameter
Avalanche currentIgc (Current)
Feedback transconductancegmu (Conductance)
Transconductancegm (Conductance)
Output conductancego
Output resistancero
Base spreading resistancerx (Resistance)
Feedback capacitancecmu (Capacitance)
Base capacitancecpi (Capacitance)
Base conductancegpi(Resistance)
Base resistancerpi(Resistance)

dic_dvbe(Conductance)
dic_dvbc (Conductance)
dib_dvbe (Conductance)
dib_dvbc (Conductance)

Resistance in bb branchrbi (Resistance)
Resistance in cc branchrci (Resistance)
Resistance in bbp branchrbp (Resistance)
Capacitance in bc branchcjc (Capacitance)
Capacitance in be branchcje (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bex branchcbex (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bcx branchcbcx (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bep branchcbep (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bcp branchcbcp (Capacitance)
AC current amplificationbetaac
DC current amplificationbetadc
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DescriptionParameter
Simulation temperaturetemp (Temperature)
Cutoff frequency approximationft (Frequency)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)

.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model (HICUM_L2A) element.
HICUM Level 2 is a semi-physical compact bipolar transistor model. HICUM is based on an extended and generalized
Integral Charge Control Relation (ICCR). However, in contrast to the original Gummel_Poon model and as well as its
variants, in HICUM the ICCR concept is applied consistently without simplifications and additional fitting parameters.
Quantities like depletion capacitances, transit times and associated charges, which determine the dynamic transistor
behavior, are considered as basic quantities of the model. The important physical and electrical effects taken into account
by HICUM_L2 include: high current effects, emitter current crowding, two and three dimensional collector current
spreading, temperature dependence and self-heating (HICUM_L2_SH and HICUM_L2_SH_P only), weak avalanche
breakdown, tunneling in the base-emitter junction, bandgap differences, substrate transistor, etc.

Compared to the Spice Gummel-Poon model the equivalent circuit of HICUM contains two additional circuit nodes.
Furthermore, the transfer current is not an explicit function of branch voltages an its computation relies on an internal
Newton solver. Due to this additional complexity, simulations using the HICUM_L2 model are in general slower than
those employing the GBJT model. As a result, HICUM_L2 should be used only where the need for accuracy justifies its
complexity, and where parameter libraries are available.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Q1Device IDID
25DegCTemperature at which parameters were extracted*TNOM
25DegCDevice Temperature*TEMP
2e-30GICCR constant (AC)*C10
2e-14Zero-bias hole charge (C)*QPO
1Forward ideality factor*MCF
1e20High-current correction factor*ICH
1Collector minority charge weighting factor in HBTs*HFC
1Emitter minority charge weighting factor in HBTs*HFE
1B-C depletion charge weighting factor in HBTs*HJCI
1B-E depletion charge weighting factor in HBTs*HJEI
0pFInternal B-E zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJEI0
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.9Internal B-E built-in potential*VDEI
0.5Internal B-E grading coefficient*ZEI
2.5Ratio of maximum to zero-bias value of internal B-E

capacitance
*ALJEI

0pFInternal B-C zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCI0
0.7VInternal B-C built-in potential*VDCI
0.4Internal B-C grading coefficient*ZCI
1e20VInternal B-C punch through voltage*VPTCI
0nsLow-current forward transit time*T0
0nsB-C width modulation time constant*DT0H
0nsLow voltage carrier jam time constant*TBVL
0nsNeutral emitter storage time*TEFO
1Neutral emitter storage time current dependence exponent*GTFE
0High current saturation time constant*THCS
0.0Base and collector current dependence smoothing factor*ALHC
0Base and collector partitioning factor*FTHC
0Factor for additional delay time of minority charge*ALIT
0Factor for additional delay time of transfer current*ALQF
150ohmLow field internal collector resistance*RCI0
0.4Vohmic and saturation regime boundary voltage*VLIM
3VCollector punch-through voltage*VPT
0.1VInternal C-E saturation voltage*VCES
0nsStorage time for inverse operation*TR
1e-15mAInternal B-E saturation current*IBEIS
1Internal B-E current ideality factor*MBEI
1e-27mAInternal B-E recombination saturation current*IREIS
2Internal B-E recombination current ideality factor*MREI
1e-13mAInternal B-C saturation current*IBCIS
1Internal B-C current ideality factor*MBCI
0Avalanche current factor*FAVL
0Exponent factor for avalanche current*QAVL
0ohmZero-bias internal base resistance*RBI0
0B-E and B_C space charge modulation correction factor*FDQR0
0.73Emitter current crowding geometry factor*FGEO
0.9055Internal to minority charge ratio*FQI
3.765Scaling factor for collector minority charge (emitter width

direction)
*LATB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.342Scaling factor for collector minority charge (emitter length

direction)
*LATL

0.00207pFPeripheral B-E zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJEP0
1.05VPeripheral B-E built in potential*VDEP
0.4Peripheral B-E grading coefficient*ZEP
2.4Maximum to zero-bias peripheral B-E capacitance ratio*ALJEP
3.72e-18mAPeripheral B-E saturation current*IBEPS
1.015Peripheral B-E current ideality factor*MBEP
1e-27mAPeripheral B-E recombination saturation current*IREPS
2Peripheral B-E recombination current ideality factor*MREP
0mAB-E tunneling saturation current*IBETS
40Exponent factor for tunneling current*ABET
0.005393pFExternal B-C zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCX0
0.7VExternal B-C built in potential*VDCX
0.333External B-C grading coefficient*ZCX
100VExternal B-C punch through voltage*VPTCX
0.00297pFB-C overlap capacitance*CCOX
0.1526Partitioning factor for external B-C capacitance*FBC
4.39e-17mAExternal B-C saturation current*IBCXS
1.03External B-C current ideality factor*MBCX
0.00113pFB-E isolation capacitance*CEOX
0ohmExternal base series resistance*RBX
0ohmEmitter series resistance*RE
0ohmExternal collector series resistance*RCX
0mASubstrate transistor saturation current*ITSS
1Forward ideality factor of substrate transfer current*MSF
1Reverse ideality factor of substrate transfer current*MSR
0nsSubstrate forward transit time*TSF
0mASaturation current of C-S diode*ISCS
1Ideality factor of C-S diode*MSC
0.0364pFC-S zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJS0
0.6VC-S built-in potential*VDS
0.447C-S grading coefficient*ZS
1000VC-S punch-through voltage*VPTS
1e-5ohmSubstrate series resistance*RSU
0pFSubstrate series capacitance*CSU
1.43e-8Flicker noise coefficient*KF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Flicker noise exponent factor*AF
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
1Internal base resistance noise factor*KRBI
1.17VBandgap-voltage extrapolated to 0K*VGB
0.0063Forward current gain relative temperature coefficient*ALB
0First-order relative temperature coefficient of T0*ALT0
0Second-order relative temperature coefficient of T0*KT0
1.6RCI temperature exponent*ZETACI
0.001Saturation velocity relative temperature coefficient*ALVS
0.0004VCES relative temperature coefficient*ALCES
0.588RCI temperature exponent*ZETARBI
0.206RBX temperature exponent*ZETARBX
0.223RCX temperature exponent*ZETARCX
0RE temperature exponent*ZETARE
8.25e-5Relative temperature coefficient for FAVL*ALFAV
0.000196Relative temperature coefficient for QAVL*ALQAV
0ohmThermal resistance*RTH
0pFThermal capacitance*CTH
1Ratio of HF shunt to total internal capacitance*FCRBI
onNoise analysis flag*NFLAG
1Scale factor*MULT
-1External B-C capacitance partitioning factor (not

implemented)
*FBCS

-1000mAIdeal Saturation Current*IS
0.223Epi-layer temperature exponent factor (not implemented)*ZETACX
specializedSmall signal model flag: autodifferentiation, or, specialized.*SSFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Operating Points

The following letter sets have been used to identify the NL branches: ce, be, bc, bb, bex, bcx, sc, and bsx. Here be, bc
and ce correspond to the intrinsic base-emitter, base-collector and collector-emitter branches, respectively. bb denotes
the branch connecting the intrinsic and extrinsic base nodes. bex and bcx correspond to the branches formed by connecting
the emitter or collector nodes to the extrinsic base node. Finally, sc and bsx refer to the branches connecting the substrate
node to the collector or extrinsic base nodes, respectively. These names are used to identify branch related operating
point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Tunneling current.ibet (A)
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DescriptionParameter
Avalanche current.iavl (A)
Internal base-emitter space charge.qjei (Coul)
Internal base-emitter depletion capacitance.cjei (F)
Peripheral base-emitter space charge.qjep (Coul)
Peripheral base-emitter depletion capacitance.cjep (F)
Internal base-collector space charge.qjci (Coul)
Internal base-collector depletion capacitance.cjci (F)
Qjcp.qjcp (A)
Cjcp.cjcp (A)
Qjcx.qjcx (A)
Cjcx.cjcx (A)
Cjcp.cjcp (A)
Qjcx.qjcx (A)
Cjcx.cjcx (A)
Substrate space charge.qjs (Coul)
Substrate capacitance.cjs (F)
Transit Time.tf (s)
Minority charge.qf (Coul)
Internal base-emitter diffusion charge.qdei (F)
Internal base-emitter diffusion capacitance.cdei (F)
Internal base-collector diffusion charge.qdci (F)
Internal base-collector diffusion capacitance.cdci (F)
Hole charge.qp (Coul)
Forward Transfer current.itf (A)
Reverse Transfer current.itr (A)
Transfer current.it (A)
Sfb variable.sfb
Srb variable.srb
Sfc variable.sfc
Src variable.src
Common-emitter transconductance.gm (S)
Common emitter output conductance.si (S)
Internal base resistance.rbi (ohm)
Power dissipation.pwr (W)
Temperature.temp (C)
Unity small-signal current-gain frequency.ft (Hz)
Common-emitter input resistance.rpi (ohm)
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DescriptionParameter
Common-emitter output resistance.ro (ohm)
Parasitic base resistance.rx (ohm)
Common-emitter input capacitance.cpi (F)
Common-base output capacitance.cmu (F)

Implementation Details

Except for subtle differences in the implementation of the Non Quasi Static effects, HICUM_L2 has been implemented
following the HICUM Level 2 original model definition[1] striclty. HICUM_L2 model is mapped into HSPICE as an
NPN G-device with parameter LEVEL set to 8.

Parameters NFLAG and SSFLAG, are unique to the Cadence® Microwave Office® implementation of HICUM Level
2. NFLAG's behavior is quite obvious and deserves no further comment. The SSFLAG has effect in linear simulations
only. It enables the user to toggle between the "specialized" model, where some of the derivatives are neglected or have
been modified, as prescribed in the defining document [1], and the complete small signal model, obtained by automatic
differentiation of the original large signal expressions.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Restrictions

1. Parameters RTH and CTH are used to characterize self-heating effects. They are not supported in HICUM_L2. These
parameters are supported in HICUM_L2_SH and HICUM_L2_SH_P devices only.

2. Parameters ZETACX and FBCS are HSPICE extensions to the model definition and are included for HSPICE
compatibility purposes only. They have no effect in Harmonic balance simulations.

3. For the purpose of Harmonic Balance simulations only, the low-current forward transit time, T0, replaces the total
forward time, t_f, in the expressions used for the modeling of NQS effects.

Reference

[1] Michael Schroter, "HICUM, a scalable physics-based compact bipolar transistor model",
http://www.iee.et.tu-dresden.de/~schroter/Models/hicman.pdf, December 2000
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HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model: HICUM_L2A
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Summary

HICUM_L2A was conceived as a replacement for models HICUM_L2, HICUM_L2_P, HICUM_L2_SH, and
HICUM_L2_SH_P. HICUM_L2A is based on the Verilog-A description of the HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 model,
which is available on the web. The HICUM Level 2 model is a semi-physical compact bipolar transistor model. HICUM
is based on an extended and generalized Integral Charge Control Relation (ICCR). However, in contrast to the original
Gummel-Poon model and its variants, in HICUM the ICCR concept is applied consistently without simplifications or
additional fitting parameters. Quantities like depletion capacitances, transit times and associated charges, which determine
the dynamic transistor behavior, are considered as basic quantities of the model.

The important physical and electrical effects taken into account by HICUM_L2A include: high current effects, emitter
current crowding, 2- and 3-dimensional collector current spreading, temperature dependence and self-heating (SELFT
on), weak avalanche breakdown, tunneling in the base-emitter junction, bandgap differences, substrate transistor, etc.
Compared to the SPICE Gummel-Poon model, the equivalent circuit of HICUM contains two additional circuit nodes.
Furthermore, the transfer current is not an explicit function of branch voltages and its computation relies on an internal
Newton solver. Due to this additional complexity, simulations using the HICUM_L2A model are generally slower than
those employing the GBJT model. As a result, you should use HICUM_L2A only where the need for accuracy justifies
its complexity, and where parameter libraries are available.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HCM L0 1Device IDID
27DegCTemperature at which params were extracted*TNOM
_TEMPDegCAmbient temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in parallelMULT
2e-30GICCR constant*C10
2e-14Zero-bias hole change*QP0
0High-current correction for 2D and 3D effects*ICH
1Emitter minority charge weighting factor in HBTs*HFE
1Collector minority charge weighting factor in HBTs*HFC
1B-E depletion charge weighting factor in HBTs*HJEI
1B-C depletion charge weighting factor in HBTs*HJCI
1e-15mAInternal B-E saturation current*IBEIS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Internal B-E current ideality factor*MBEI
0mAInternal B-E recombination saturation current*IREIS
2Internal B-E recombination current ideality factor*MREI
0mAPeripheral B-E saturation current*IBEPS
1Peripheral B-E current ideality factor*MBEP
0mAPeripheral B-E recombination saturation current*IREPS
2Peripheral B-E recombination current ideality factor*MREP
1Non-ideality factor for III-V HBTs*MCF
0Base-current recombination time constant at B-C barrier for

high forward injection
*TBHREC

1e-13mAInternal B-C saturation current*IBCIS
Internal B-C current ideality factor*MBCI

0mAExternal B-C saturation current*IBCXS
1External B-C current ideality factor*MBCX
0mAB-E tunneling saturation current*IBETS
40Exponent factor for tunneling current*ABET
1Specifies the base node connection for the tunneling current*TUNODE
0Avalanche current factor*FAVL
0Exponent factor for avalanche current*QAVL
0Relative TC for FAVL*ALFAV
0Relative TC for QAVL*ALQAV
0ohmZero bias internal base resistance*RBI0
0ohmExternal base series resistance*RBX
0.6557Factor for geometry dependence of emitter current crowding*FGEO
0Correction factor for modulation by B-E and B-C space

charge layer
*FDQR0

0Ratio of HF shunt to total internal capacitance (lateral NQS
effect)

*FCRBI

1Ratio of internal to total minority charge*FQI
0ohmEmitter series resistance*RE
0ohmExternal collector series resistance*RCX
0mASubstrate transistor transfer saturation current*ITSS
1Forward ideality factor of substrate transfer current*MSF
0mAC-S diode saturation current*ISCS
1Ideality factor of C-S diode current*MSC
0nsTransit time for forward operation of substrate transistor*TSF
0ohmSubstrate series resistance*RSU
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0pFSubstrate shunt capacitance*CSU
1e-8pFInternal B-E zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJEI0
0.9VInternal B-E built-in potential*VDEI
0.5Internal B-E grading coefficient*ZEI
2.5Ratio of maximum to zero-bias value of internal B-E

capacitance
*AJEI

1e-8pFPeripheral B-E zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJEP0
0.9VPeripheral B-E built-in potential*VDEP
0.5Peripheral B-E grading coefficient*ZEP
2.5Ratio of maximum to zero-bias value of peripheral B-E

capacitance
*AJEP

1e-8pFInternal B-C zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCI0
0.7VInternal B-C built-in potential*VDCI
0.4Internal B-C grading coefficient*ZCI
100VInternal B-C punch-through voltage*VPTCI
1e-8pFExternal B-C zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJCX0
0.7VExternal B-C built-in potential*VDCX
0.4External B-C grading coefficient*ZCX
100VExternal B-C punch-through voltage*VPTCX
0Partitioning factor of parasitic B-C cap*FBCPAR
1Partitioning factor of parasitic B-E cap*FBEPAR
0pFC-S zero-bias depletion capacitance*CJS0
0.6VC-S built-in potential*VDS
0.5C-S grading coefficient*ZS
100VC-S punch-through voltage*VPTS
0nsLow current forward transit time in VBC=0V*T0
0nsTime constant for base and B-C space charge layer width

modulation
*DTOH

0nsTime constant for modelling carrier jam at low VCE*TBVL
0nsNeutral emitter storage time*TEF0
1Exponent factor for current dependence of neutral emitter

storage time
*GTFE

0nsSaturation time constant at high current densities*THCS
0.1Smoothing factor for current dependence of base and collector

transit time
*AHC

0Partitioning factor for base and collector portion*FTHC
150ohmInternal collector resistance at low electric field*RCI0
0.5VVoltage separating ohmic and saturation velocity regime*VLIM
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.1VInternal C-E saturation voltage*VCES
0VCollector punch-through voltage*VPT
0nsStorage time for inverse operation*TR
0pFTotal parasitic B-E capacitance*CBEPAR
0pFTotal parasitic B-C capacitance*CBCPAR
0Factor for additional delay time of minority charge*ALQF
0Factor for additional delay time of transfer current*ALIT
0Flag for turning on and off of vertical NQS effect*FLNQS
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
2Flicker noise exponent factor*AF
(-1)Flag for determining where to tag the flicker noise source*CFBE
0Scaling factor for collector minority charge in direction of

emitter width
*LATB

0Scaling factor for collector minority charge in direction of
emitter length

*LATL

1.17VBandgap voltage extrapolated to 0 K*VGB
0First order relative TC of parameter T0*ALT0
0Second order relative to TC of parameter T0*KT0
0Temperature exponent for RCI0*ZETACI
0Relative TC of saturation drift velocity*ALVS
0Relative TC of VCES*ALCES
0Temperature exponent for internal base resistance*ZETARBI
0Temperature exponent of external base resistance*ZETARBX
0Temperature exponent for external collector resistance*ZETARCX
0Temperature exponent of emitter resistance*ZETARE
0Temperature exponent of mobility in substrate transistor

transit time
*ZETACX

1.17VEffective emitter bandgap voltage*VGE
1.17VEffective collector bandgap voltage*VGC
1.17VEffective substrate bandgap voltage*VGS
(-1.023770E-004)Coefficient K1 in T-dependent band-gap equation*F1VG
0.00043215Coefficient K2 in T-dependent band-gap equation*F2VG
3Exponent coefficient in transfer current temperature

dependence
*ZETACT

3.5Exponent coefficient in B-E junction current temperature
dependence

*ZETABET

0Relative TC of forward current gain for V2.1 model*ALB
offSelf-heating supportSELFT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0ohmThermal resistance*RTH
0pFThermal capacitance*CTH
COMPLETEFlag for self-heating calculationFLSH
NPNDevice typeTYPE
0Flag for compatibility with v2.1 model (0=v2.1)*FLCOMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NPN or PNP. The SELFT parameter is used to enable/disable the
Self-Heating modeling capabilities. The current setting of either parameter is immediately reflected by the device symbol.
The FLSH, CTH and RTH parameters are only visible when Self-Heating is enabled. The FLSH parameter determines
how the dissipated power calculation is performed.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc.. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 PNP Transistor: HICUM_L2_P
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model (HICUM_L2A) element.
This is a PNP implementation of the HICUM Level 2, version 2.1 transistor. It is identical to HICUM_L2, except for
being of PNP-type. As a result all diode and source currents and charges are reversed.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of HICUM_L2.

Implementation Details

Same as its NPN counterpart, this model has self-heating disabled. Accordingly, parameters RTH and CTH are disabled.
See HICUM_L2 for information on parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Operating Points

Operating point information is the same as in HICUM_L2.
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(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 NPN Transistor with Self-Heating: HICUM_L2_SH
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model (HICUM_L2A) element.
This is an NPN implementation of the HICUM Level 2, version 2.1 transistor with support for self-heating.

Implementation Details

With the exception of parameters CTH and RTH, which support self-heating, all other parameters behave as in HICUM_L2.
See HICUM_L2 for information on parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Due to the additional complexity associated with modeling self-heating, and additional NL branch and recomputation
of all temperature compensation equations each time the model is evaluated, this model is slower than HICUM_L2.
Consequently, we recommend using this model only when self-heating needs to be accounted for.

Operating Points

Operating point information is the same as in HICUM_L2.
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(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 PNP Transistor with Self-Heating: HICUM_L2_SH_P
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model (HICUM_L2A) element.
This is a PNP implementation of the HICUM Level 2, version 2.1 transistor with support for self-heating.

Implementation Details

With the exception of the CTH and RTH parameters which support self-heating, all other parameters behave as in
HICUM_L2. See HICUM_L2 for information on parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Due to the additional complexity associated with modeling self-heating, (one additional NL branch and recomputation
of all temperature compensation equations each time the model is evaluated), this model is slower than HICUM_L2_P.
Consequently, we recommend using this model only when self-heating must be accounted for.

Operating Points

Operating point information is the same as in HICUM_L2.
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Hiroshima University STARC IGFET Model: HISIM
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Summary

The Cadence® AWR®HISIM element implements Hiroshima University's STARC IGFETModel. HISIM is Verilog-A
based and implements version 251.

HISIM is the first complete surface-potential-based MOSFET model for circuit simulation based on the drift-diffusion
approximation. This modeling approach relies on a unified description of device characteristics for all bias conditions.
All new phenomena such as short-channel and reverse-short-channel effects are included in the surface potential
calculations, causing modifications resulting from the features of these advanced technologies.

See the model website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of component models.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the model specification/standard.

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
M1TextDevice IDID
NMOSDevice TypeTYPE
27TemperatureParameter extraction

temperature
TNOM

_TEMPTemperatureAmbient temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in

parallel
MULT

Operating Points

You can access operating point information, as defined by the active Verilog-A based component model.

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NMOS or PMOS; its setting is reflected by the device symbol. The
extraction and simulation temperatures are controlled using the TNOM and TEMP parameters, respectively. The MULT
parameter determines the number of devices in parallel. The remaining parameter default and truncation values are
identical to those found in the Verilog-A definition of the model.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] http://home.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/usdl/HiSIM2/
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Hiroshima University STARC IGFET Model with High Voltage Extensions:
HISIM_HV
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Summary

The Cadence® AWR® HISIM_HV element implements Hiroshima University's STARC IGFET Model with High
Voltage Extensions. This model extends the application range of the HISIM model to two types of commonly used
structures, LDMOS (laterally diffusedMOS), andHVMOS (symmetrical HighVoltageMOS) devices. Themost important
features of LDMOS/HVMOS devices, which set them apart from conventional MOSFET devices, originate in the drift
region. This additional region enables the device to sustain high voltages. The basic modeling approach is taken from
the HISIM2 model. Additional equations for capturing the drift-region effects are included.

HISIM_HVworks as a single entry point to a family of Verilog-A defined component models. The appropriate Verilog-A
defined component is selected according to the version and number of exposed terminals you specify. Version 2.1.0 is
the latest version this model supports.

See the model website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of component models.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the model specification/standard.
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
M1TextDevice IDID
2.01Version selectorVERSION
NMOSDevice TypeTYPE
g d s bNumber of terminals

exposed
TERMS

27DegCTemperatureParameter extraction
temperature

TNOM

_TEMPTemperatureSimulation temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in

parallel
MULT

Operating Points

You can access operating point information, as defined by the active Verilog-A based component model.

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NMOS or PMOS. The TERMS parameter controls which terminals
are exposed. You can select three different values: "g d s b", "g d s b sub", and "g d s b sub temp". The terminal names
are the same as those used in the Verilog-A definition of the model. The current setting of any of these parameters is
reflected by the device symbol. The VERSION parameter sets the version as "1.2.0" or "2.1.0". The extraction and
simulation temperatures are controlled using the TNOM and TEMP parameters, respectively. The number of devices in
parallel is determined by the MULT parameter. Parameter default and truncation values are identical to those found in
the Verilog-A definition of the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] http://home.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/usdl/HiSIM_HV/
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Philips JUNCAP Model: JUNCAP

Symbol

Summary

The JUNCAPmodel is appropriate for characterizing the behavior of diodes formed by the source, drain, or well-to-bulk
junctions inMOST devices. Themodel is limited to the case of reverse biasing of these junctions. The currents contributions
from the sidewall, bottom, and gate-edge-junctions are considered separately. This allows to include the effects resulting
from differences in the junction doping profiles. Accordingly, the equivalent circuit is comprised of three diode-like
current sources in parallel, one for each of the junctions. Both the diffusion and the generation currents are considered
in the model, each with its own temperature and voltage dependence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PN1TextDevice IDID
25DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
25DegCDevice temperature*TEMP
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
1e-12Diffusion area (m^2)*AB
1umSide-wall length which is not under gate*LS
1umSide-wall length under gate*LG
0VParameter value reference voltage*VR
0.001Bottom saturation current density due to electron-hole

generation (A m^-2)
*JSGBR

0.001Bottom saturation current density due to diffusion from
back-contact (A m^-2)

*JSDBR

0.001Side-wall saturation current density due to electron-hole
generation (A m^-2)

*JSGSR

0.001Side-wall saturation current density due diffusion from
back-contact (A m^-2)

*JSDSR

0.001Gate-edge saturation current density due to electron-hole
generation (A m^-2)

*JSGGR

0.001Gate-edge saturation current density due diffusion from
back-contact (A m^-2)

*JSDGR

1Bottom forward current emission coefficient*NB
1Side-wall forward current emission coefficient*NS
1Gate-edge forward current emission coefficient*NG
0.9VReverse breakdown voltage*VB
1e-12Bottom junction capacitance (Fm^-2)*CJBR
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1e-12Side-wall junction capacitance (Fm^-2)*CJSR
1e-12Gate-edge junction capacitance (Fm^-2)*CJGR
1VBottom junction diffusion voltage*VDBR
1VSide-wall junction diffusion voltage*VDSR
1VGate-edge junction diffusion voltage*VDGR
0.4Bottom junction grading coefficient*PB
0.4Side-wall junction grading coefficient*PS
0.4Gate-edge junction grading coefficient*PG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

The default and restrictions on the range of parameter values is in full compliance with the model definition.

Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a LEVEL 4 D-device. For the complete set of equations see Ref [2].

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] Philips Semiconductor web site, http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/Philips_Models/additional/juncap/.

[2] Philips Semiconductor web site, http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/Philips_Models/additional/m_juncap/.
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Modified Materka FET Model: MATRK

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Ri

RG

Rd

V1

_

+
Vgs
+

_
Igs

Igd
Cgd

Cgs

1(gate)

3(source)Rs

2(drain)

Vdsi

+

_

Ids

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MF1TextDevice IDID
100 mACurrentDrain saturation current at zero Vgs*IDSS
-2 VVoltagePinch-off voltage*VP
0Pinch-off slope parameter*GAM
2Constant part of gate I/V exponent*E
0Dependence of power law on Vgs*KE
0.15Slope of drain I/V in linear region*SL
0Drain Vgs dependence in linear region*KG
0Slope of drain I/V in saturation*SS
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*T
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 mACurrentSaturation current of GS diode*IG0
38.7Exponential coef of GS diode*AFAG
0 mACurrentSaturation current of GD diode*IB0
38.7Exponential coef of GD diode*AFAB
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltage*VBC
0.001 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*R10
0(Not implemented)*KR
0 pFCapacitanceCgs at zero voltage*C10
1.25Inverse of built-in voltage for G-D cap.*K1
0 pFCapacitanceConstant part of Cgs*C1S
0 pFCapacitanceCgd at zero voltage*CF0
1.25Inverse of built-in voltage for G-D cap.*KF
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
2Noise par: P*P
16.85TemperatureNoise par: gate noise temp*Tg
0Flicker noise coefficient*NKF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise freq. exponent*FFE
AWR1Noise model*NFLAG
1No. of fingers scale factor*NFING
1Gate-width scale factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

Ids = AFAC · IDSS(1 + SS
V dsi
IDSS)(1 −

V gsi(t − T)
VPO + GAM·V dsi

)EXPON · tanh(
SL ·V dsi

IDSS · (1 − KG ·V gss(t − T))
)

where

EXPON = E + KE ·V gsi(t − T)

Igs = IG0(e
AFAG·Vgsi − 1)
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Igd = IB0(e
AFAG·Vdsi−V i−VBC − 1)

Ri = {R10(1 − KR ·V gsi) KR ·V gsi < 1.0
0 KR ·V gsi ≥ 1.0

Capacitance

Cgs = { C10
1 − K1 ·V gsi

+ C1S K1 ·V gsi < 0.8

C10 5 + C1S K1 ·V gsi ≥ 0.8

Cgd = { CF0
1 − KF(V 1 − V dsi)

KF · (V 1 − V dsi) < 0.8

CF0 5 KF · (V 1 − V dsi) ≥ 0.8

Parameter Scaling

RG → RG · AFAC
NFING2

RD → RD
AFAC

RS → RS
AFAC

R10 → R10
AFAC

Cgs, Cgd, and the currents Ids, Igs, and Igd are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Motorola Electrothermal MOSFET Model: MET_LDMOS

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Summary

The MET_LDMOS model was developed by Motorola specifically to model LDMOS devices. It includes self-heating.

Equivalent Circuit

Rg

Ggs

GdgCgd

Cgs

G

Rs

+

_I(Vg,Vd)

Rd

Ifwd

Irev

RdiodeCds0

Rds0

Cds
Vd

+
Vg
_

+

_

Vg

D

S

Parameters

The following parameters are included in the MET_LDMOS model implemented in the XML library:

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LD1TextElement IDID
1 ohmResistanceGate resistance at 0C*RG_0
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance temp coef*RG_1
0.1 ohmResistanceSource resistance at 0C*RS_0
0.0001 ohmResistanceSource resistance temp coef*RS_1
1.5 ohmResistanceDrain resistance at 0C*RD_0
0.0015 ohmResistanceDrain resistance temp coef*RD_1
3.5 VVoltageThreshold voltage at 0C*VTO_0
-0.001 VVoltageVT temp coef*VTO_1
-0.02IDS parameter*GAMMA
0.15 VVoltageSubthreshold slope parameter*VST
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.2IDS BETA parameter at 0C*BETA_0
-0.0002BETA temp coef*BETA_1
-0.0025IDS parameter*LAMBDA
1.1IDS parameter*VGEXP
1.5IDS parameter*ALPHA
7 VVoltageIDS parameter*VK
0.9 VVoltageIDS parameter*DELTA
75 VVoltageBreakdown V at 0C and Vgs=0*VBR_0
0.01 VVoltageVBR temp coef*VBR_1
1.5Breakdown parameter*K1
1.15Breakdown parameter*K2
9.5Breakdown parameter*M1
1.2Breakdown parameter*M2
0.001Breakdown parameter*M3
0.5Reverse Ids parameter*BR
0.5 ohmResistanceReverse diode series res at 0C*RDIODE_0
0.001 ohmResistanceRev diode temp coef*RDIODE_1
1e-10 mACurrentRev diode leakage*ISR
1Rev diode ideality*NR
3 VVoltageRev diode threshold voltage*VTO_R
10 ohmResistanceThermal resistance (deg C/W)*RTH
1e+05 ohmResistanceFixed drain-source resistance*RDSO
1e+09 pFCapacitanceCap in series with Rds0*CDSO
100SConductanceGate-source conductance*GGS
100SConductanceGate-drain conductance*GGD
0.001 nsTimeGate transit time*TAU
25 DegCTemperatureTemp at which parameters were measured*TNOM
25 DegCTemperatureHeat-sink (baseplate) temp*TSNK
0.001CGS temp coef*CGST
0.001CDS temp coef*CDST
0CGD temp coef*CGDT
1Thermal capacitance*CTH
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
1Forward diode ideality factor*N
1e-13Forward diode leakage*ISS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2 pFCapacitanceCgs parameter 1*CGS1
1 pFCapacitanceCgs parameter 2*CGS2
-4 VVoltageCgs parameter 3*CGS3
1 pFCapacitanceCgs parameter 4*CGS4
0.25Cgs parameter 5*CGS5
3.5Cgs parameter 6*CGS6
0.4 pFCapacitanceCgd parameter 1*CGD1
0.1 pFCapacitanceCgd parameter 2*CGD2
0.1Cgd parameter 3*CGD3
4 VVoltageCgd parameter 4*CGD4
1 pFCapacitanceCds parameter 1*CDS1
1.5 pFCapacitanceCds parameter 2*CDS2
0.1Cds parameter 3*CDS3
1Area scale factor*AREA
1Gate finger scale factor (inverse of the usual def.)*N_FING
MET_LDMOSNoise model*NFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The MET_LDMOS model is a new LDMOS model, developed by W. Curtice in cooperation with Motorola (see
References). The model includes self-heating, using an electrothermal equivalent circuit.

The model has a number of nice features. The nonlinear capacitances are continuous functions of a single control voltage,
eliminating difficulties with discontinuities. Similarly, the drain I/V characteristic is a continuous, infinitely differentiable
function. These characteristics are responsible, in part, for the model's robust convergence characteristics.

NOTE

Cadence® has implemented two changes from the description in [2]: (1) the elements RDS0 and CDS0 have been
included; and (2) to prevent nonphysical thermal cycling, the default value of CTH is 1.0 F instead of zero.

The definition of N_FING is unusual; it is the ratio of the number of gates of the standard device to the number of gates
of the scaled device:

N−FING =
NGatesstd
NGatesscaled

N_FING is the inverse of the gate-scaling parameter used in most of the other models. The definition of AREA is the
conventional one, however:

AREA =
NGatesscaled
NGatesstd
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Equations

The model equations are too extensive to be repeated here; Ref. [2] is the standard documentation for the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] W. Curtice, J. Pla, D. Bridges, T. Liang, and E. Shumate, "A New Dynamic Electro-Thermal Nonlinear Model for
Silicon RF LDMOS FETs," IEEE International Microwave Symposium Digest of Papers, 1999.

[2] Motorola's Electro Thermal (MET) LDMOS Model, Motorola Internal Report. (No identifying numbers or date;
available by download from
http://www.nxp.com/products/rf/rf-high-power-models:RF_HIGH_POWER_MODELS_HOME_PAGE.)
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Maas-Neilsen FET Model: MNFET

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

RG
CDG

CGS
1(gate)

+

_

Id

RDS

CDSVd
+
Vg
_

2(drain)

3(source)

RD

RS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F11TextFET IdentificationID
1 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
1 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
300 ohmResistanceDrain to source resistance*RDS
1 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.1 pFCapacitanceGate to source capacitance*CGS
0.1 pFCapacitanceGate to drain capacitance*CDG
0.1 pFCapacitanceDrain to source resistance*CDS
-1 VVoltageThreshold (pinchoff) voltage*VT
0.5 VVoltageMaximum gate voltage*VF
0.032Drain current coefficient A0*A0
0.05Drain current coefficient A1*A1
0.05Drain current coefficient A2*A2
0.05Drain current coefficient A3*A3
0.05Drain current coefficient A4*A4
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Drain voltage coefficient*GAMMA

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

For

V g ≤ VT

Id = 0.0

For

V g > VT

Id = (A0 · X rad + A1 · sin(X rad) + A2 · sin(2X rad) + A3 · sin(3X rad) + A4 · sin(4X rad)) · tanh(Γ ·V d)

where

X rad = π
(V g − VT)
(VF − VT)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Philips Level 1102 MOSFET Model: MOS11

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Summary

The Cadence®MOS11 element implements the entire family of PhilipsMOSmodel 11 level 1102 devices, i.e., mos1102e,
mos1102et, mos11020, mos11020t, mos11021 and mos11021t. Element MOS11 is based on the Philips SiMKit 2.2.

MOS Model 11 was developed by Philips as the successor of MOS Model 9. The development goals for MOS Model
11 were:

Suitable for digital, analog and RF

Suitable for modern and future CMOS technologies

Physics based

Number of parameters comparable to MOS Model 9

Simulation time comparable to MOS Model 9

Simple parameter extraction

The best reference for the model equations is the Philips website.[1]

Philips MOS model 11 level 1102, is an updated version of Level 1101, which in turn replaced MOS model 11 Level
1100. Level 1102 uses the same parameter set and parameter scaling relations as Level 1101, but uses slightly different
model equations. The surface potential is calculated iteratively using a second-order Newton-Raphson procedure, resulting
in a more accurate description of surface potential. In addition, a more physical and simpler velocity saturation expression
is used, and as a consequence the saturation voltage expression has changed slightly as well. Source-bulk and drain-bulk
junction diodes are not accounted for in the model and need to be added externally. The model supports Self-Heating
and accounts for thermal noise, induced gate noise and their correlation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
TextElement IDID

0Parameters and
clipping selector

LEVEL

OffSelf-Heating flagSELFT
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
21DegKTemperatureParameter extraction

temperature
*TNOM

_TEMPTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP
Noise OnNoise flag*NFLAG
Gate Thermal Noise
Excluded

Flag for in/exclusion of
introduced gate thermal
noise

*GATENOISE

1Number of devices in
parallel

*MULT

0Difference between the
actual and the

*LVAR

programmed
poly-silicon gate length

4e-8Effective channel
length reduction per
side

*LAP

0Difference between the
actual and the

*WVAR

programmed
field-oxide opening

0.5e-3Coefficient of
temperature
dependence of VFB

*STVFB

0.5Body effect coefficient
for then reference
transistor

*KOR

0.0Coefficient for then
length dependence of
KO

*SLKO

0.0Second coefficient of
then length dependence
of KO

*SL2KO

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
KO

*SWKO

0.95Surface potential at
strong inversion

*PHIBR

-8.50e-4Coefficient of the
temperature
dependency of PHIB

*STPHIB

0.0Coefficient of the
lenngth dependence of
PHIB

*SLPHIB
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Second coefficient of

then length dependence
of PHIB

*SL2PHIB

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
PHIB

*SWPHIB

Gain factor for an
infinite square
transistor

*BETSQ

Exponent of the
temperature

*ETABETR

dependence of the gain
factor

0.0Coefficient of length
dependence of
ETABETR

*SLETABET

0.0Relative mobility
decrease due to first
lateral profile

*FBET1

0.0Characteristic length of
first lateral profile

*LP1

0.0Relative mobility
decrease due to second
lateral profile

*FBET2

0.8e-6Characteristic length of
second lateral profile

*LP2

Coefficient of the
mobility reduction due

*THESRR

to surface roughness
scattering
Exponent of the
temperature
dependence of THESR

*ETASR

Coefficient of the
width dependence of
THESR

*SWTHESR

Coefficient of the
mobility reduction due
to phonon scattering

*THEPHR

Exponent of the
temperature
dependence of THEPH

*ETAPH
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Coefficient of thewidth

dependence of THEPH
*SWTHEPH

Effective field
parameter for

*ETAMOBR

dependence on
depletion/inversion
charge

0.0Coefficient of the
temperature

*STETAMOB

dependence of
ETAMOB

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
ETAMOB

*SWETAMOB

2.0Exponent of field
dependence ofmobility
model

*NU

Exponent of the
temperature

*NUEXP

dependence of
parameter NU
Coefficient of the
series resistance

*THERR

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
THER

*SWTHER

Velocity saturation
parameter due to

*THESATR

optical/acoustic phonon
scattering

1.0Coefficient of length
dependence of
THESAT

*SLTHESAT

1.0Exponent of length
dependence of
THESAT

*THESATEXP

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
THESAT

*SWTHESAT

Coefficient of
self-heating

*THETHR

1.0Exponent of the length
dependence of THETH

*THETHEXP
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Coefficient of thewidth

dependence of THETH
*SWTHETH

1.0e-4Drain-induced barrier
lower parameter

*SDIBLO

1.35Exponent of the length
dependence of BDIBL

*SDIBLEXP

0.0Parameter for
short-channel
subthreshold slope

*MOO

0.0Parameter for
short-channel

*MOR

subthreshold slope per
unit length

1.34Exponent of the length
dependence of MO

*MOEXP

6.25e-3Static feedback
parameter

*SSFR

1.0Coefficient of the
length dependence of
SSF

*SLSSF

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
SSF

*SWSSF

0.01Factor of the channel
length modulation

*ALPR

1.0Coefficient of the
length dependence of
ALP

*SLALP

1.0Exponent of the length
dependence of ALP

*ALPEXP

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
ALP

*SWALP

0.12e-6Minimum effect
channel length in

*LMIN

technology, used for
calculation of
smoothing factor m

6.0Factor of the
weak-avalanche current

*A1R

0.0Coefficient of the
temperature
dependence of A1

*STA1
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Coefficient of the

length dependence of
A1

*SLA1

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
A1

*SWA1

38.0Exponent of the
weak-avalanche current

*A2R

0.0Coefficient of the
length dependence of
A2

*SLA2

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
A2

*SWA2

1.0Factor of the
drain-source voltage

*A3R

above which
weak-avalanche occur

0.0Coefficient of the
length dependence of
A3

*SLA3

0.0Coefficient of the
width dependence of
A3

*SWA3

0.0Gain factor for the
intrinsic gate tunnelling
current in inversion

*IGINVR

Probability factor for
intrinsic gate tunnelling
current in inversion

*BINV

0.0Gain factor for intrinsic
gate tunnelling current
in inversion

*IGACCR

48.0Probability factor in
intrinsic gate tunnelling
current in accumulation

*BACC

0.0Flat-band voltage for
the source/drain
overlap extensions

*VFBOV

0.0Gain factor for
source/drain overlap
gate tunnelling current

*IGOVR
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Gain factor for

gate-induced leakage
current

*AGIDLR

-3.368e-4Coefficient of the
temperature
dependence of BGIDL

*STBGIDL

0.0Factor for the lateral
field dependence of the

*CGIDL

gate-induced leakage
current

3.20e-16Gate overlap
capacitance for a
channel width of 1 um

*COL

1.65e-20Thermal noise
coefficient

*NT

First coefficient of the
flicker noise for a
channel area of 1 um^2

*NFAR

Second coefficient of
the flicker noise of a
channel area of 1 um^2

*NFBR

Third coefficient of the
flicker noise for a
channel area of 1 um^2

*NFCR

0Effective channel width
reduction per side

*WOT

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*KO

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*PHIB

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*BET

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0YesCoefficient for the

geometry independent,
*THESR

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*THEPH

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*ETAMOB

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*THER

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0Numerator of gate
voltage dependent part
of series resistance

*THER1

1Denominator of gate
voltage dependent part
of series resistance

*THER2

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*THESAT

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*THETH

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*SDIBL

length dependence,
width dependence and
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*MO

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*SSF

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

2.5e-2, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*ALP

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.05Characteristic voltage
of channel-length
modulation

*VP

5.0e-2, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*MEXP

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*A1

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*A2

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*A3

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0YesCoefficient for the

geometry independent,
*IGINV

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*BINV

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*IGACC

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

4.8e+1, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*BACC

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*IGOV

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*AGIDL

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*BGIDL

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*CGIDL

length dependence,
width dependence and
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*COX

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*CGDO

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*CGSO

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*NFA

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*NFB

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*NFC

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

5.0e-4, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TVFB

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

-8.5e-4, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TPHIB

length dependence,
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETABET

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETASR

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETAPH

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETAMOB

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TNUEXP

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETAR

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TETASAT

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TA1
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

-3.638e-4, 0.0YesCoefficient for the
geometry independent,

*TBGIDL

length dependence,
width dependence and
length times width
dependence.

-1.05Flat-band voltage at
reference temperature

*VFB

5.0e-01Body-effect factor*KO
9.5e-01Surface potential at the

onset of strong
inversion

*PHIB

Exponent of the
temperature

*ETABET

dependence of the gain
factor
Mobility degradation
parameter due to

*THESR

surface roughness
scattering
Velocity saturation
parameter due to

*THESAT

optical/acoustic phonon
scattering
Exponent of the
temperature

*ETHASAT

dependence of
THESAT
Coefficient of
self-heating

*THETH

0.0Parameter for
(short-channel)
subthreshold slope

*MO

Static-feedback
parameter

*SSF

5.0Smoothing factor*MEXP
0.0Gain factor for intrinsic

gate tunnelling current
in inversion

*IGINV
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
0.0Gain factor for intrinsic

gate tunnelling current
in accumulation

*IGACC

0.0Gain factor for
source/drain overlap
tunnelling current

*IGOV

0.0Gain factor for
gate-induced leakage
current

*AGIDL

41.0Probability factor for
gate-induced drain

*BGIDL

leakage current at
reference temperature
Oxide capacitance for
the intrinsic channel
(*mult)

*COX

First coefficient for the
flicker noise

*NFA

Second coefficient for
the flicker noise

*NFB

Third Coefficient of the
flicker noise

*NFC

Gain factor*BET
Mobility degradation
parameter due to
phonon scattering

*THEPH

Effective field
parameter for

*ETAMOB

dependence on
depletion charge
Coefficient of series
resistance

*THER

Exponent of the
temperature
dependence of THER

*ETAR

Drain-induced barrier
lowering parameter

*SDIBL

2.5e-02Factor of channel
length modulation

*ALP

Factor of the
weak-avalanche current

*A1

Exponent of the
weak-avalanche current

*A2
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DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
Factor of the
drain-source voltage

*A3

above which
weak-avalanche occurs
Mobility degradation
parameter due to

*THESR

surface roughness
scattering
Exponent of the
temperature

*ETASAT

dependence of
THESAT

41Probability factor for
gate-induced drain

*BGIDL

leakage current at
reference temperature

3.2e-9Thickness of gate oxide
layer

*TOX

300Thermal resistance*RTH
3e-9Thermal capacitance*CTH
0Inverse of body-effect

factor of the
poly-silicon gate

*KPINV

Exponent of the
temperature
dependence of THER

*ETAR

2.5Body-effect factor for
the Source/Drain
overlap extensions

*KOV

2e-6Drawn channel length
in the layout. Scale set
by option scale.

*L

1e-5Drawn channel width
in the layout. Scale set
by option scale.

*W

0Temperature
coefficient of the
thermal resistance

*ATH

1Device TypeTYPE

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs, gb and gd. Here g,d,s abd b correspond
to the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify branch related operating point
information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (Capacitance)

Gate-drain overlap capacitancecgdo (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter
Gate-source overlap capacitancecgso (Capacitance)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)
Simulation temperaturetemp (Temperature)
Zero-bias threshold voltagevto (Voltage)
Threshold voltage including back-bias effectsvts (Voltage)
Threshold voltage including back-bias and drain-bias effectsvth (Voltage)
Effective gate drive including back-bias and drain-bias
effects

vgt (Voltage)

Drain saturation voltage at actual biasvdss (Voltage)
Saturation limitvsat (Voltage)
Equivalent Early voltagevearly (Voltage)
Transconductancegm (Conductance)
Substrate transconductancegmb (Conductance)
Output conductancegds (Conductance)
Effective channel width for geometrical modelsweff (Length)
Effective channel length for geometrical modelsleff (Length)
Small signal output resistancerout (Resistance)
Cross-over frequency above which white noise is dominantfknee (Frequency)
Unity gain frequencyfug (Frequency)
Transistor gainu
Body effect parameterkeff
Gain factorbeff
Input-referred RMS white noise voltage densitysqrtsfw
Input-referred RMS white noise voltage density at 1kHzsqrtsff

.

Implementation Details

Parameter TYPE controls whether the device is N, or, P channel. The user can select the desired model level using
parameter LEVEL, which allows selecting between physical geometrical scaling rules (11020), binning geometrical
scaling rules (11021), and the electrical model (1102e). Unlike the comprehensive parameter list above, only those
parameters corresponding to a given level are displayed with the element. Parameter SELFT controls whether Self-Heating
simulation is supported, or, not. The extraction and simulation temperatures correspond to parameters TNOMand TEMP,
respectively; instead of TR and DTA. Parameter default and truncation values are identical as those employed by Philips.
Operating point information also follows Philip's prescription closely.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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References

[1] http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/acrobat_download/other/philipsmodels/m1102.pdf.
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Philips Level 3100 MOSFET Model: MOS31
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Summary

The Cadence® MOS31 element implements Philips MOS model 31 level 3100 devices, i.e., mos3100 and mos3100t.
The Cadence model implementation is based on the SiMKit 2.2.

MOSModel 31 is a physics based transistor model to be used in circuit simulation and IC-design of analogue high-voltage
applications. The model describes the electrical behavior of a junction-isolated accumulation/depletion-type MOSFET.
Themodel is used as the drain extension of high-voltageMOS devices, like the Lateral Double-diffusedMOS (LDMOS),
the Vertical Double-diffused MOS (VDMOS), and the Extended MOS transistors.

The following physical effects are included in MOS Model 31:

• Accumulation and depletion underneath the gate oxide

• Depletion from the substrate (a pn-junction)

• Pinch-off effects

• Velocity saturation

• Temperature scaling

The best reference for the model equations is the Philips website.[1]

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
offSelf- Heating flagSELFT
21DegKTemperatureParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
_TEMPTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
1 ohmResistanceOhmic resistance at zero bias*RON
1 ohmResistanceSpace charge resistance at zero bias*RSAT
10VVoltageCritical drain-source voltage for hot carriers*VSAT
1Velocity saturation coefficient*PSAT
-1VVoltagePinch off voltage at zero gate and substrate voltages*VP
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
-1000000mLengthGate oxide thickness*TOX
1e21Doping level channel (m^ -3)*DCH
1e21Doping level substrate (m^ -3)*DSUB
0.6VVoltageSubstrate diffusion voltage*VSUB
1.2VVoltageBandgap voltage channel*VGAP
0nFCapacitanceGate capacitance at zero bias*CGATE
0nFCapacitanceSubstrate capacitance at zero bias*CSUB
0nsTimeSpace charge transit time of the channel*TAUSC
0Temperature coefficient resistivity of the channel*ACH
300Thermal resistance (K/W)*RTH
3e-9Thermal capacitance (J/W)*CTH
0Temperature coefficient of the thermal resistance*ATH
NDevice TypeTYPE

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs, gb and gd. Here g, d, s and b
correspond to the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify branch related
operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (Capacitance)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (Capacitance)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (Capacitance)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (Capacitance)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (Capacitance)

Gate terminal chargeQg
Bulk terminal chargeQb
Drain terminal chargeQd
Source terminal chargeQs
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)
Simulation temperaturetemp (Temperature)
Transistor gainu
Small signal output resistanceRout (Resistance)
Equivalent Early voltageVearly (Voltage)
Transconductancegm (Conductance)
Bulk transconductancegmb (Conductance)
Output conductancegds (Conductance)
Drain-source current excluding velocity saturationIohm (Current)
Critical current for velocity saturationIhc (Current)
Channel pinch-off voltageVp (Voltage)

.
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Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is N, or, P channel. The extraction and simulation temperatures are
controlled using the TNOM and TEMP parameters, respectively; instead of TR and DTA. The SELFT parameter controls
whether self-heating modeling is enabled or not. Parameter default and truncation values are identical to those employed
by Philips. Operating point information also follows Philip's prescription closely.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1]http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/acrobat_download/other/philipsmodels/m3100.pdf
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Philips Level 903 Geometric N MOSFET Model: MOS9
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Summary

MOS9 is an implementation of the Philips MOS model 9 level 903 device. The model is intended for the simulation of
circuit behavior with emphasis on analogue applications. It provides an excellent description of the electrical characteristics
in all relevant regions of transistor operation. The underlying model is based on the gradual-channel approximation with
a number of first order corrections for small size effects, which allows to describe transistor behavior over a wide range
of channel lengths and widths using just one parameter set. The consistency is maintained by using the same carrier-density
and electrical-field expression in the calculation of all model quantities.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID
21DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
21DegCDevice temperature*TEMP
Noise OnNoise flag*NFLAG
1.1umEffective channel length of reference transistor*LER
20umEffective channel width of reference transistor*WER
-0.22umDifference between actual and programmed poly-silicon gate

lengths
*LVAR

0.1umEffective channel length reduction per side*LAP
-0.025umDifference between actual and programmed filed-oxide

opening
*WVAR

0umEffective channel width reduction per side*WOT
.73VThreshold at zero back-bias of reference transistor*VTOR
-0.0012Threshold voltage temperature of coefficient (VK^-1)*STVTO
-1.35e-7Threshold voltage length dependence first coefficient (Vm)*SLVTO
0Threshold voltage length dependence second coefficient

(Vm^2)
*SL2VTO

VThreshold voltage length dependence third coefficient*SL3VTO
1.3e-7Threshold voltage width dependence coefficient (Vm)*SWVTO
0.65Low back-bias body factor (V^0.5)*KOR
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
-1.3e-7Low back-bias body factor length dependence first coefficient

(V^0.5m)
*SLKO

Low back-bias body factor length dependence second
coefficient (V^0.5m^2)

*SL2KO

2e-9Low back-bias body factor width dependence coefficient
(V^0.5m)

*SWKO

0.11High back-bias body factor (V^0.5)*KR
-2.8e-7High back-bias body factor length dependence first coefficient

(V^0.5m)
*SLK

High back-bias body factor length dependence second
coefficient (V^0.5m^2)

*SLK2

2.75e-7High back-bias body factor width dependence coefficient
(V^0.5m)

*SWK

0.65VStrong inversion surface potential*PHIBR
0.66VTransition voltage for the dual-k factor model*VSBXR
0VSBXR length dependence coefficient (Vm)*SLVSBX
-6.75e-7VSBXR width dependence coefficient (Vm)*SWVSBX
8.3e-5Gain factor for the infinite square transistor (AV^.2)*BETSQ
1.6Gain factor temperature dependence exponent*ETABET

umCharacteristic length of first profile*LP1
Relative mobility decrease due to first profile*FBET1

umCharacteristic length of second profile*LP2
Relative mobility decrease due to second profile*FBET2

0.19Gate induced field mobility reduction coefficient (V^-1)*THE1R
0THE1R temperature dependence coefficient (V^-1K^-1)*STTHE1R
1.4e-7THE1R length dependence coefficient (V^-1m)*SLTHE1R
0THE1R length dependence temperature coefficient

(V^-1mK^-1)
*STLTHE1

THE1R scaling rule selector 0:old, 1:new*GTHE1
-5.8e-8THE1R width dependence coefficient (V^-1m)*SWTHE1
0umCharacteristic drawn gate width, below which dogboning

appears
*WDOG

THE1R geometry dependence coefficient*FTHE1
0.012Back-bias mobility reduction coefficient (V^-.5)*THE2R
0THE2R temperature dependence coefficient (V^-.5K^-1)*STTHE2R
-3.3e-8THE2R length dependence coefficient (V^-0.5m)*SLTHE2R
0THE2R length dependence temperature coefficient

(V^-0.5mK^-0.5)
*STLTHE2

3e-8THE2R width dependence coefficient (V^-0.5m)*SWTHE2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.145Lateral field mobility reduction coefficient (V^-1)*THE3R
-0.00066THE3R temperature dependence coefficient (V^-1k^-1)*STTHE3R
1.85e-7THE3R length dependence coefficient (V^-1m)*SLTHE3R
-6.2e-10THE3R length dependence temperature coefficient

(V^-1mK^-1)
*STLTHE3

2e-8THE3R width dependency coefficient (V^-1m)*SWTHE3
0.145Drain induced threshold shift for large gate drive coefficient

(V^(1-nDS))
*GAM1R

1.6e-7GAM1R length dependence coefficient (V^(1-nDS)m)*SLGAM1
-1e-8GAM1R width dependence coefficient (V^(1-nDS)m)*SWGAM1
0.6GAM1R Vds dependence exponent*ETADSR
0.003Channel length modulation factor*ALPR
0.15ALPR length dependence exponent*ETAALP
-0.00565ALPR length dependence coefficient (m^nALPHA)*SLALP
0.00167ALPR width dependence coefficient*SWALP
0.34VChannel length modulation characteristic voltage*VPR
0.018Zero gate drive drain induced threshold shift coefficient*GAMOOR
2e-14GAMOOR first length dependence coefficient (m^2)*SLGAMOO

GAMOOR second length dependence coefficient*SL2GAMOO
2GAMOOR back-bias dependence exponent*ETAGAMR
0.5Subthreshold slope factor*MOR
0MOR temperature dependence coefficient (K^1)*STMO
0.00028MOR length dependence coefficient (M^0.5)*SLMO
2MOR back-bias dependence exponent*ETAMR
0.42ZET1R length dependence exponent*ZET1R
0.5ZET1R length dependence exponent*ETAZET
-0.39ZET1R length dependence coefficient (m^nGAMMA)*SLZET1
2.1VMOR and GAMOOR Vsb dependence limiting voltage*VSBTR
-4.4e-6VSVTR length dependence coefficient (Vm)*SLVSBT
6Weak-avalanche current factor*A1R
0A1R temperature dependence coefficient (K^-1)*STA1
1.3umA1R length dependence coefficient*SLA1
3umA1R width dependence coefficient*SWA1
38VWeak-avalanche current exponent*A2R
1e-6A2R length dependence coefficient (Vm)*SLA2
2e-6A2R width dependence coefficient (Vm)*SWA2
0.65Weak-avalanche drain-source voltage factor*A3R
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
-0.55umA3R length dependence coefficient*SLA3
0umA1R width dependence coefficient*SWA3
0.025umGate-oxide layer thickness*TOX
3.2e-10Gate overlap capacitance per unit channel width (Fm^-1)*COL
2.44e-20Thermal noise coefficient (J)*NTR
0Flicker noise model selector. 0:old, 1:new*NFMOD
7e-11Flicker noise coefficient (V^2)*NFR

First flicker noise coefficient (V^-1m^-4)*NFAR
Second Flicker noise coefficient (V^-1m^-2)*NFBR
Third Flicker noise coefficient (V^-1)*NFCR

1.5umLay-out drawn channel length*L
20umLay-out drawn channel width*W
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT

Flag for THE3R clipping*THE3MOD

* indicates a secondary parameter

The default and restrictions on the range of parameter values is in full compliance with the model definition.

Operating Point Information

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd

DescriptionParameter
Power.pwr (W)

Transconductance
∂ids
∂ igs .

gm (S)

Bulk transconductance
∂ids
∂vbs .

gmb (S)

Output conductance
∂ids
∂vds .

gds (S)

Threshold voltage including backbias effects.vgt1 (V)
Effective gate drive including backbias and drain effects.vgt2 (V)
Saturation limit.vds1 (V)
Saturation voltage at actual bias.vdss1 (V)

∂Qg
∂V g

cgg (F)

∂Qg
∂V b

cgb (F)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qg
∂V d

cgd (F)

∂Qg
∂V s

cgs (F)

∂Qb
∂V g

cbg (F)

∂Qb
∂V b

cbb (F)

∂Qb
∂V d

cbd (F)

∂Qb
∂V s

cbs (F)

∂Qd
∂V g

cdg (F)

∂Qd
∂V b

cdb (F)

∂Qd
∂V d

cdd (F)

∂Qd
∂V s

cds (F)

∂Qs
∂V g

csg (F)

∂Qs
∂V b

csb (F)

∂Qs
∂V d

csd (F)

∂Qs
∂V s

css (F)

. Here g,d,s abd b correspond to the gate, drain, source and substrate terminals, respectively. These are used to identify
branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a NMOS M-device with parameters LEVEL set to 50, which corresponds to the
Philips MOS model 9 level 902 device, whose parameter set is a subset of the one of the level 903 device. Changing any
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of the parameters not supported by HSPICE into something different than its default value will result in a warning being
issued by the simulator. For the complete set of equations see Ref. [1]

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R.M.D.A. Velghe, D.B.M. Klaassen, and F.M. Klaassen, "Unclassified Report NL-UR 003/94".
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Philips Level 903 Geometric P MOSFET Model: MOS9P

Symbol
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Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the Philips MOS model 9 level 903 device. It is identical to MOS9, except for
being of P-type. As a result all diode and source currents and charges are reversed. See MOS9 for information on its
parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 N MOSFET Model: MOSN1

Symbol
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal N MOSFET (MOSN1A) element.

Implementation Details

This model is identical to MOSN1_4 except that the body (substrate) terminal is connected to the source internally. See
the MOSN1_4 documentation for parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 4-Terminal N MOSFET Model: MOSN1_4

Symbol
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 1 N MOSFET (MOSN1_4A) element.

Equivalent Circuit

Rg

Cgd

Cgs

G +

_ I(Vgs,Vds)
Vds1

Cgb

Rd

2 D

Cbd

3 S

Rs Cbs

4

B

Vgd
+

_

Vgs
_

+

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1N1TextDevice IDID
1 VVoltageThreshold voltage at zero bias*VTO
2*10-5Transconductance parameter*KP
0Bulk-effect parameter*GAMMA
0.6 VVoltageSurface potential*PHI
0Channel-length modulation parameter*LAMBDA
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0 pFCapacitanceBulk-drain capacitance at zero bias*CBD
0 pFCapacitanceBulk-source capacitance at zero bias*CBS
0.8 VVoltageBulk junction built-in voltage*PB
10-11 mACurrentBulk junction current parameter*IS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGDO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate length*CGBO
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain & source diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
0 pFCapacitanceBulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero bias*CJ
0.5Bulk junction grading parameter*MJ
0 pFCapacitanceBulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero bias*CJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameter*MJSW
0 mACurrentBulk junction saturation current per square meter*JS
0.1 umLengthOxide thickness*TOX
0Bulk doping density (cm^-3)*NSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)*NSS
0Gate material flag; metal=0, same=-1, diff=+1*TPG
0 umLengthLateral diffusion length*LD
600Mobility (cm^2/v*s); must not be zero if TOX=0*UO
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
NMOSText(Not implemented)*TYPE
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
1e+06 ohmResistanceDrain-source resistance*RDS
1Bulk PN ideality factor*N
0 nsTimeBulk PN storage time*TT
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
11.7Substrate dielectric constant*ER
3.78Oxide dielectric constant*EOX
1.45*1010Substrate intrinsic carrier concentration (cm^-3)*NI
0Drain flicker (1/f) noise coefficient*KF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise frequency exponent*FFE
100 umLengthGate lengthL
100 umLengthGate widthW
0Source diffusion bottom area m^2AS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Drain diffusion bottom area, m^2AD
0 umLengthSource diffusion perimeterPS
0 umLengthDrain diffusion perimeterPD
0Number of squares in drain area (for RD)NRD
0Number of squares in source area (for RS)NRS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

Parameter Entry

As with the SPICE MOSFET model, parameters can be entered either as electrical parameters or as process parameters.
TOX is used as a flag to determine whether process or electrical parameters are used. If process parameters are entered,
the program calculates macroscopic parameters; the following rules determine how the parameters are used:

If TOX is zero, VTO, KP, GAMMA, and PHI are used directly, and Cox is calculated from

Cox =
KP
UO

In this case, if UO is zero, Cox = 0.

If TOX is not zero, Cox is calculated. Then,

if KP=0, IP is computed;

if NSUB > 0 and PHI = 0, PHI is computed;

if NSUB > 0 and GAMMA = 0, GAMMA is computed;

if NSUB > 0 and VTO = 0, VTO is computed.

I/V Characteristic

The equations for the I/V characteristic are identical to those in SPICE. See [1] for complete information.

Gate Capacitance

The SPICE Level 1 MOSFET model uses the Meyer capacitance model. This model has many problems; see MOSN3,
and its references, for more information on its limitations. Instead we have implemented a simple division scheme to
divide the gate-to-channel charge between the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances.

The gate-source capacitance in normal operation, Qgs, is

Qgs = 0.5Cox(L − 2 · LD)WVgs(1 + tanh(V ds / (VTR)))

where Vgs is the gate-to-source voltage, Vds is the drain-to-source voltage, and Cox is the oxide capacitance. The hyperbolic
tangent provides a smooth transition from normal to inverse operation. The gate-to-drain charge is
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Qgd = 0.5Cox(L − 2 · LD)WVgd(1 + tanh( − V ds / (VTR)))

where Vgd is the gate-to-drain voltage. Note that the same expression can be used for both of these charges.

Drain-Bulk and Source-Bulk Diodes

The diodes are modeled by PNIV elements. See PNIV for the equations. The sidewall capacitance and bottom capacitance
of the drain and source diffusions are modeled separately by PNCAP and PNDCAP elements, respectively.

These parasitic capacitances are calculated exactly as in SPICE. See [1] and the documentation for the SDIODE element
for complete information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.

[2] D. P. Foty, MOSFET Modeling with SPICE: Principles and Practice, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA,
1997.
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SPICE Level 1 N MOSFET: MOSN1_4A

Symbol

G
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Summary

This is an N-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL1 device.
The original Meyer capacitance model has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further
enhancements provide support for the most popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID

VThreshold voltage at zero bias*VTO
Transconductance Parameter*KP
Bulk-effect parameter*GAMMA
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VSurface potential*PHI

0Channel-length modulation parameter*LAMBDA
ohmDrain resistance*RD
ohmSource resistance*RS
pFBulk-drain capacitance at zero bias*CBD
pFBulk-source capacitance at zero bias*CBS

0.8VBulk junction built-in voltage*PB
1e-14Bulk Junction current parameter*IS
0Gate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGSO
0Gate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGDO
0Gate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate length*CGBO

Drain & source diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
Bulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero bias*CJ

0.5Bulk junction grading parameter*MJ
0Bulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero bias*CJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameter*MJSW
0Bulk junction saturation current per square meter*JS
0.1umOxide thickness*TOX
1e15Bulk doping density (cm^-3)*NSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)*NSS
1Gate material flag; metal=0, same =-1, diff=+1*TPG
0umLateral diffusion length*LD

Mobility (cm^2/v*s)*U0
0Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
1Bulk PN ideality factor*N
1Sidewall PN ideality factor*NS
26.85DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
26.85DegCDevice Temperature*TEMP
0Drain flicker (1/F) noise coefficient*KF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise frequency exponent*FFE
100umGate length*L
100umGate Width*W

Source diffusion bottom area m^2*AS
Drain diffusion bottom area, m^2*AD

umSource diffusion perimeter*PS
umDrain diffusion perimeter*PD
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of squares in drain area (for RD)*NRD
1Number of squares in source area (for RS)*NRS
1Drain/source channel charge partition in saturation for charge

models
*XPART

Noise OnNoise Model*NFLAG
BSIM1Capacitance model selector*CAPMOD
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
0Area calculation method*ACM
0umLength of heavily doped diffusion*HDIF
1Width diffusion layer shrink reduction factor*WMLT
um0Length of lightly doped diffusion*LDIF
1Model scaling factor*SCALM
0umLength of variation due to masking and etching*XL
0umChannel length reduction on both sides*DEL
0umWidth variation due to masking and etching*XW
1Length diffusion layer shrink reduction factor*LMLT
1Lateral diffusion length*WD
0Bulk junction saturation current per meter*JSSW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Operating Point Information

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd

DescriptionParameter

Transconductance
∂ids
∂ igs .

gm (S)

Bulk transconductance
∂ids
∂vbs .

gmbs (S)

Output conductance
∂ids
∂vds .

gds (S)

Threshold voltage.vth (V)
Saturation voltage.vdsat (V)

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (F)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (F)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (F)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (F)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (F)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (F)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (F)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (F)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (F)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (F)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (F)

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (F)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (F)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (F)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (F)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (F)

Drain-bulk junction capacitance.cjd (F)
Source-bulk junction capacitance.cjs (F)
Power at operating point.pwr (W)
Gm/Ids.gmoverid (1/V)
Effective betabetaeff
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DescriptionParameter
Substrate currentIsub(A)
Common-source output resistance.ro (ohm)

−
∂Qg
∂V s

Cgs (F)

−
∂Qg
∂V d

Cgd (F)

∂Qg
∂V g

Cgtot

∂Qb
∂V b

Cbtot

∂Qd
∂V d

Cdtot

∂Qs
∂V s

Cstot

Unity small-signal current-gain frequency.ft (Hz)

Here g, d, s, and b correspond to the intrinsic gate, drain, source and substrate nodes, respectively. These are used to
identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

Parameter Details

As with SPICE2 MOST models, parameters can be entered either as electrical parameters or as process parameters, the
former used in computing the prior whenever possible. MOSN1_4A accepts empty strings for most parameters.

ACM. The ACM (Area Calculation Method) parameter is used to select the type of diode model used for the MOSFET
bulk diodes. In ACM=0 the junction area and perimeter are used in determining the capacitance and reverse saturation
current. ACM=2 uses HPSICE-styleMOS diodes. This method supports both lightly-doped and heavily doped diffusions,
which are described by means of parameters LD, LDIF and HDIF.

CAPMOD. This parameter is used to select the capacitance model. Two models are available: BSIM1 and Meyer's
capacitance models. Meyer's capacitance model is only supported in HSPICE simulations.

Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a NMOS M-device with parameters LEVEL and CAPMOD set to 1 and 13,
respectively. CAPMOD equal to 13 invokes the BSIM1 charge model.

Equations

TheMOS1_4A intrinsicmodel combines LEVEL1MOST static and BSIM1Large-Signal Chargemodels. The equations
for both models are described in detail in Ref. [1]. The small signal model is obtained by linearization of the static and
charge large signal model.
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Drain-Bulk and Source-Bulk JUNCTIONS

The current and charge contributions from the sidewall and bottom surfaces of each of these junctions are considered
separately. These parasitic-diode capacitances and currents are calculated exactly as in SPICE2. See [1] for complete
information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal N MOSFET: MOSN1A

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Implementation Details

This is an implementation of the SPICE 2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL1 device, where the
body (substrate) and source terminals have been connected internally. The original Meyer capacitance model has been
replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further enhancements provide support for the most popular
Area CalculationMethods, ACM=0 and ACM=2. SeeMOSN1_4A for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 N MOSFET Model: MOSN2

Symbol

G

D

S

1
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3

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M2P3TextDevice IDID
100umGate lengthL
100umGate widthW
0Source diffusion bottom area m^2AS
0Drain diffusion bottom area, m^2AD
0umSource diffusion perimeterPS
0umDrain diffusion perimeterPD
0Number of squares in drain area (for RD)NRD
0Number of squares in source are (for RS)NRS
0Narrow width factor to adjust thresholdDelta
0Maximum carrier drift velocityVMAX
1Total channel charge coefficientNEFF
1e-6Metallurgical junction depthXJ
1000Critical electric field for mobilityUCRIT
0Transverse field coefficientUTRA
0Exponential coefficient for mobilityUEXP
Spice ModelNoise ModelNFLAG
-0.13388VThreshold voltage at zero bias*VTO
2e-5Transconductance parameter*KP
0.5273Bulk-effect parameter*GAMMA
0.57984VSurface potential*PHI
0Channel-length modulation parameter*LAMBDA
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001ohmDrain resistance*RD
0.001ohmSource resistance*RS
0pFBulk-drain capacitance at zero bias*CBD
0pFBulk-source capacitance at zero bias*CBS
0.8VBulk junction built-in voltage*PB
1e-11mABulk junction current parameter*IS
0pFGate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGSO
0pFGate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGDO
0pFGate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGBO
0.001ohmDrain&Source diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
0pFBulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero bias*CJ
0.5Bulk junction grading parameter*MJ
0pFBulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero bias*CJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameter*MJSW
0mABulk junction saturation current per square meter*JS
0.1umOxide thickness*TOX
1e15Bulk doping density (cm^-3)*NSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)*NSS
1Gate material flag; metal=0, same=-1, diff-+1*TPG
0umLateral diffusion length*LD
0umLateral diffusion length along width*WD
250Mobility (cm^2/v*s); must not be zero if TOX=0*UO
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
PMOS(Not implemented)*TYPE
0.001ohmGate resistance*RG
100000000ohmDrain-source resistance*RDS
1Bulk PN ideality factor*N
0nsBulk PN storage time*TT
26.85DegcParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
26.85DegCDevice temperature*TEMP
11.7Substrate dielectric constant*ER
3.9Oxide dielectric constant*EQX
14500000000Substrate intrinsic carrier concentration (cm^-3)*NI
0Drain flicker (1/f) noise coefficient*KF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise frequency exponent*FFE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 4-Terminal N MOSFET Model: MOSN2_4

Symbol

G

D

S
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4

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element. This is the 4-port version of the MOSN2 model.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of MOSN2.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 3 N MOSFET Model: MOSN3

Symbol

G

D

S
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal N MOSFET (MOSN3A) element.

Implementation Details

This model is identical to MOSN3_4 except that the body (substrate) terminal is connected to the source internally. See
the MOSN3_4 documentation for parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 3 4-Terminal N MOSFET Model: MOSN3_4

Symbol

G

D

S
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4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 3 N MOSFET (MOSN3_4A) element. MOSN3_4 is
an implementation of the Level 3 MOSFET model developed at the University of California, Berkeley, and used in
SPICE2 and SPICE3. The I/V equations are identical to those in SPICE, but the capacitance functions have been modified
to eliminate serious discontinuities and implementation problems in harmonic-balance analysis.

MOSN3 and MOSN3_4 differ only in the substrate (bulk) terminal, terminal 4 in the following figure. MOSN3 is a
three-terminal model.

The MOSN3and MOSN3_4 models are symmetrical.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M3N1TextDevice IDID
0VoltageThreshold voltage at zero biasVTO
0Transconductance parameterKP
0Bulk-effect parameterGAMMA
0VoltageSurface potentialPHI
0ResistanceDrain resistanceRD
0ResistanceSource resistanceRS
0CapacitanceBulk-drain capacitance at zero biasCBD
0CapacitanceBulk-source capacitance at zero biasCBS
0.8VoltageBulk junction built-in voltagePB
10-14CurrentBulk junction current parameterIS
0CapacitanceGate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate widthCGSO
0CapacitanceGate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate widthCGDO
0CapacitanceGate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate lengthCGBO
0ResistanceDrain & source diffusion sheet resistanceRSH
0CapacitanceBulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero biasCJ
0.5Bulk junction grading parameterMJ
0CapacitanceBulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero biasCJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameterMJSW
0CurrentBulk junction saturation current per square meterJS
0.1 umOxide thicknessTOX
0Bulk doping density (cm^-3); must be providedNSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)NSS
0.0Fast surface state density (cm^-2)NFS
+1Gate material flag; aluminum=0, same=-1, diff=+1TPG
0LengthMetallurgical junction depthXJ
0LengthLateral diffusion (L)LD
0LengthLateral diffusion (W)WD
600cm2/VsMobility (cm2/V s); must not be zero if TOX=0UO
0Max drift velocityVMAX
0Flicker noise (1/f noise) coefficient)KF
0Flicker noise (1/f noise) exponential termAF
1.0Flicker noise (1/f noise) frequency exponentFFE
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameterFC
0.5Coefficient of channel charge shareXQC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Width effect on threshold VDELTA
0Mobility modulationTHETA
0Static feedbackETA
0.2Saturation field factorKAPPA
NMOS(Not implemented)TYPE
0ResistanceGate resistanceRG
106ResistanceDrain-source resistanceRDS
1Bulk PN ideality factorN
0TimeBulk PN storage timeTT
27 CTemperatureTemperatureTNOM
11.7Substrate dielectric constantER
3.78Oxide dielectric constantEOX
1.45*1010cm -3Substrate intrinsic carrier concentration (cm-3)NI
100 umLengthGate lengthL
100 umLengthGate widthW
0Source diffusion bottom area m2AS
0Drain diffusion bottom area, m2AD
0LengthSource diffusion perimeterPS
0LengthDrain diffusion perimeterPD
0Number of squares in drain area (for RD)NRD
0Number of squares in source area (for RS)NRS

Parameter Details

The Level 3 MOSFET model follows the SPICE implementation. Differences include the following:

1. Some of the model's default values, listed in SPICE manuals, are not really valid. In particular, the defaults for KP
and PHI are calculated; they are not fixed quantities as the documentation sometimes states.

2. Units in the MW Office implementation of the model may not be the same as SPICE or other implementations. If
model parameters are entered from a library, all parameters are in MKS units and there should be no problems.

3. The Berkeley SPICE3 Level 3 MOSFET model does not include the parameter WD, so it does not modify the gate
width; i.e., Weff = W in all cases. We include WD for compatibility with other implementations that do use WD. The
latter use the conventional correction, Weff = W - 2 WD.

4. The Berkeley SPICE3 implementation uses the Meyer capacitance model. This model is severely flawed. It does not
conserve charge, has discontinuities that affect both accuracy and convergence, and its integration in SPICE3 is
theoretically incorrect. For these reasons, many simulators have implemented the Ward-Dutton model instead of the
Meyer model, as has Cadence. This may introduce differences between SPICE3 and Cadence® Microwave Office®
software calculations. For further information on the Ward-Dutton model and on problems of the Meyer model, see
Ref. [4]. The Ward-Dutton model is also described in [3], which is the standard reference in the SPICE3 MOSFET
model, but the Ward-Dutton model apparently is not implemented in Berkeley SPICE3.
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5. The Level 3MOSFETmodel is an old one, developed before there was a sophisticated understanding of the limitations
of such models, and suffers from many problems. Most of these are associated with the capacitance model. In some
cases, negative gate capacitances can exist, and there can be singularities, at some bias settings. The I/V model has
discontinuous derivatives, which also can cause convergence difficulties under some conditions, especially when the
device switches between the linear and saturation regions.

Because of these problems, the various implementations of the Level 3 MOSFET model have been customized and are
often somewhat different.Wherever discrepancies have occurred, we have attempted tomatch the HSPICE implementation.
If the HSPICE implementation is unclear, we use the Berkeley SPICE3 functions.

Scaling

Equations for the MOSN3 model are too extensive to repeat here. See the references for further information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

Refs. [1] and [2] have multiple errors, but may be useful for general information. Ref. [3] is the standard for this model,
but it implies that the Ward-Dutton capacitance model is used. Ref. [4] presents a good treatment of the model, but it
contains typographical errors.

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Maasobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1988.

[2] D. A. Divekar, FET Modeling for Circuit Simulation, Kluwer, Boston, 1988.

[3] A. Vladimirescu and S. Liu, "The Simulation of MOS Integrated Circuits Using SPICE2," Memorandum no. UCB
M80/7, Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, Feb., 1980.

[4] D. P. Foty, MOSFET Modeling with SPICE: Principles and Practice, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA,
1997.

[5] S. Liu, "A Unified CAD Model for MOSFETs," University of California, Berkeley, Memorandum no. UCB/ERL
M81/31, 20 May, 1981.
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SPICE Level 3 N MOSFET: MOSN3_4A
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Summary

This is a N-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL3 device.
The original Meyer capacitance model has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further
enhancements provide support for the most popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2, and impact
ionization.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID

VThreshold voltage at zero bias*VTO
Transconductance Parameter*KP
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Bulk-effect parameter*GAMMA

VSurface potential*PHI
ohmDrain resistance*RD
ohmSource resistance*RS
pFBulk-drain capacitance at zero bias*CBD
pFBulk-source capacitance at zero bias*CBS

0.8VBulk junction built-in voltage*PB
1e-14Bulk Junction current parameter*IS
0Gate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGSO
0Gate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGDO
0Gate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate length*CGBO

Drain & source diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
Bulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero bias*CJ

0.5Bulk junction grading parameter*MJ
0Bulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero bias*CJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameter*MJSW
0Bulk junction saturation current per square meter*JS
0.1umOxide thickness*TOX
1e15Bulk doping density (cm^-3)*NSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)*NSS
1Gate material flag; metal=0, same =-1, diff=+1*TPG
0umLateral diffusion length*LD

Mobility (cm^2/v*s)*U0
0Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
1Bulk PN ideality factor*N

Sidewall PN ideality factor*NS
26.85DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
26.85DegCDevice Temperature*TEMP
0Drain flicker (1/F) noise coefficient*KF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise frequency exponent*FFE
100umGate length*L
100umGate Width*W

Source diffusion bottom area m^2*AS
Drain diffusion bottom area, m^2*AD

umSource diffusion perimeter*PS
umDrain diffusion perimeter*PD
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of squares in drain area (for RD)*NRD
1Number of squares in source area (for RS)*NRS
1Drain/source channel charge partition in saturation for charge

models
*XPART

Noise OnNoise Model*NFLAG
BSIM1Capacitance model selector*CAPMOD
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
0Area calculation method*ACM
0Static feedback (V^-1)*ETA
0Width effect on threshold voltage*DELTA
0Surface fast state density (cm^-2 V^-1)*NFS
0Mobility modulation (V^-1)*THETA
0Max drift velocity (cm s^-1)*VMAX
0.2Saturation field factor (V^-1)*KAPPA
0umMetallurgical junction depth*XJ
0umLength of heavily doped diffusion*HDIF
0Metal overlap in fringing field (um)*METO
0umLateral diffusion length*WD
1Model scaling factor*SCALM
1Length diffusion layer shrink reduction factor*LMLT
0umLength variation due to masking and etching*XL
0umChannel length reduction on both sides*DEL
1Width diffusion layer shrink reduction factor*WMLT
0umWidth variation due to masking and etching*XW
0Impact ionization current coefficient (V^-1)*ALPHA
0Alpha length sensitivity (umV^-1)*LALPHA
0Alpha width sensitivity (umV^-1)*WALPHA
0VCritical voltage*VCR
0VCR length sensitivity *umV)*LVCR
0VCR width sensitivity (umV)*WVCR
0Portion of impact ionization current associatedwith the source*IIRAT
0ohmDrain resistance due to contact resistance*RDC
0ohmSource resistance due to contact resistance*RSC
0umLength of lightly doped diffusion*LDIF
0Bulk junction saturation current per meter*JSSW

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Operating Point Information

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: ds, bs, bd, gs and gd

DescriptionParameter

Transconductance
∂ids
∂ igs .

gm (S)

Bulk transconductance
∂ids
∂vbs .

gmbs (S)

Output conductance
∂ids
∂vds .

gds (S)

Threshold voltage.vth (V)
Saturation voltage.vdsat (V)

∂Qg
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cgg (F)

∂Qg
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cgb (F)

∂Qg
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cgd (F)

∂Qg
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cgs (F)

∂Qb
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cbg (F)

∂Qb
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cbb (F)

∂Qb
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cbd (F)

∂Qb
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cbs (F)

∂Qd
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

cdg (F)

∂Qd
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

cdb (F)

∂Qd
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

cdd (F)
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DescriptionParameter

∂Qd
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

cds (F)

∂Qs
∂V g , intrinsic charge.

csg (F)

∂Qs
∂V b , intrinsic charge.

csb (F)

∂Qs
∂V d , intrinsic charge.

csd (F)

∂Qs
∂V s , intrinsic charge.

css (F)

Drain-bulk junction capacitance.cjd (F)
Source-bulk junction capacitance.cjs (F)
Power at operating point.pwr (W)
Gm/Ids.gmoverid (1/V)
Effective betabetaeff
Substrate currentIsub(A)
Common-source output resistance.ro (ohm)

−
∂Qg
∂V s

Cgs (F)

−
∂Qg
∂V d

Cgd (F)

∂Qg
∂V g

Cgtot

∂Qb
∂V b

Cbtot

∂Qd
∂V d

Cdtot

∂Qs
∂V s

Cstot

Unity small-signal current-gain frequency.ft (Hz)

. Here g,d,s abd b correspond to the intrinsic gate, drain, source and substrate nodes, respectively. These are used to
identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.
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Parameter Details

As with SPICE2 MOST models, parameters can be entered either as electrical parameters or as process parameters, the
former used in computing the prior whenever possible. MOSN3_4A accepts empty strings for most parameters.

ACM. The ACM (Area Calculation Method) parameter is used to select the type of diode model used for the MOSFET
bulk diodes. In ACM=0 the junction area and perimeter are used in determining the capacitance and reverse saturation
current. ACM=2 uses HPSICE-styleMOS diodes. This method supports both lightly-doped and heavily doped diffusions,
which are described by means of parameters LD, LDIF and HDIF.

CAPMOD. This parameter is used to select the capacitance model. Two models are available: BSIM1 and Meyer's
capacitance models. Meyer's capacitance model is only supported in HSPICE simulations.

Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a NMOS M-device with parameters LEVEL and CAPMOD set to 1 and 13,
respectively. CAPMOD equal to 13 invokes the BSIM1 charge model.

Equations

TheMOS3_4A intrinsicmodel combines LEVEL3MOST static and BSIM1Large-Signal Chargemodels. The equations
for both models are described in detail in Ref. [1]. The small signal model is obtained by linearization of the static and
charge large signal model.

Drain-Bulk and Source-Bulk JUNCTIONS

The current and charge contributions from the sidewall and bottom surfaces of each of these junctions are considered
separately. These parasitic-diode capacitances and currents are calculated exactly as in SPICE2. See [1] for complete
information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal N MOSFET: MOSN3A

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Implementation Details

This is an implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL3 device, where the
body (substrate) and source terminals have been connected internally. The original Meyer capacitance model has been
replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further enhancements provide support for the most popular
Area CalculationMethods, ACM=0 andACM=2, and impact ionization. SeeMOSN3_4A for information on its parameters
and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 P MOSFET Model: MOSP1

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal P MOSFET (MOSP1A) element.

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the level-1 MOSFET, and is identical to MOSN1 except for the P channel. See
MOSN1_4 for parameters and implementation details.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 4-Terminal P MOSFET Model: MOSP1_4

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 1 P MOSFET (MOSP1_4A) element.

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the 4-terminal level-1 MOSFET, and is identical to MOSN1_4 except for the P
channel. See MOSN1_4 for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Level 1 P MOSFET: MOSP1_4A

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL1 device.
The original Meyer capacitance model has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further
enhancements provide support for the most popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2. It is identical to
MOSN1_4A, except for being of P-type. As a result all diode and source currents and charges are reversed. See
MOSN1_4A for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal P MOSFET: MOSP1A

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL1 device,
where the body (substrate) and source terminals have been connected internally. The original Meyer capacitance model
has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further enhancements provide support for the most
popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2. It is identical to MOSN1A, except for being of P-type. As a
result all diode and source currents and charges are reversed. See MOSN1_4A for information on its parameters and
implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 P MOSFET Model: MOSP2

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M2P3TextDevice IDID
100umGate lengthL
100umGate widthW
0Source diffusion bottom area m^2AS
0Drain diffusion bottom area, m^2AD
0umSource diffusion perimeterPS
0umDrain diffusion perimeterPD
0Number of squares in drain area (for RD)NRD
0Number of squares in source are (for RS)NRS
0Narrow width factor to adjust thresholdDelta
0Maximum carrier drift velocityVMAX
1Total channel charge coefficientNEFF
1e-6Metallurgical junction depthXJ
1000Critical electric field for mobilityUCRIT
0Transverse field coefficientUTRA
0Exponential coefficient for mobilityUEXP
Spice ModelNoise ModelNFLAG
-0.13388VThreshold voltage at zero bias*VTO
2e-5Transconductance parameter*KP
0.5273Bulk-effect parameter*GAMMA
0.57984VSurface potential*PHI
0Channel-length modulation parameter*LAMBDA
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001ohmDrain resistance*RD
0.001ohmSource resistance*RS
0pFBulk-drain capacitance at zero bias*CBD
0pFBulk-source capacitance at zero bias*CBS
0.8VBulk junction built-in voltage*PB
1e-11mABulk junction current parameter*IS
0pFGate-source overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGSO
0pFGate-drain overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGDO
0pFGate-bulk overlap capacitance per meter of gate width*CGBO
0.001ohmDrain&Source diffusion sheet resistance*RSH
0pFBulk bottom capacitance per square meter at zero bias*CJ
0.5Bulk junction grading parameter*MJ
0pFBulk junction periphery capacitance per meter at zero bias*CJSW
0.33Bulk junction periphery capacitance grading parameter*MJSW
0mABulk junction saturation current per square meter*JS
0.1umOxide thickness*TOX
1e15Bulk doping density (cm^-3)*NSUB
0Surface state density (cm^-2)*NSS
1Gate material flag; metal=0, same=-1, diff-+1*TPG
0umLateral diffusion length*LD
0umLateral diffusion length along width*WD
250Mobility (cm^2/v*s); must not be zero if TOX=0*UO
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
PMOS(Not implemented)*TYPE
0.001ohmGate resistance*RG
100000000ohmDrain-source resistance*RDS
1Bulk PN ideality factor*N
0nsBulk PN storage time*TT
26.85DegcParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
26.85DegCDevice temperature*TEMP
11.7Substrate dielectric constant*ER
3.9Oxide dielectric constant*EQX
14500000000Substrate intrinsic carrier concentration (cm^-3)*NI
0Drain flicker (1/f) noise coefficient*KF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
1Drain flicker (1/f) noise frequency exponent*FFE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 4-Terminal P MOSFET Model: MOSP2_4

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element. This is the 4-port version of the MOSP2 model.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of MOSP2.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Spice Level 3 P MOSFET Model: MOSP3

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal P MOSFET (MOSP3A) element.

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the level-3 MOSFET, and is identical to MOSN3 except for the P channel. See
MOSN3_4 for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Spice Level 3 4-terminal P MOSFET Model: MOSP3_4

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1
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4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the SPICE Level 3 P MOSFET (MOSP3_4A) element.

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the 4-terminal level-3 MOSFET, and is identical to MOSN3_4 except for the P
channel. See MOSN3_4for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Level 3 P MOSFET: MOSP3_4A

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1
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3

4

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL3 device.
The original Meyer capacitance model has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further
enhancements provide support for the most popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2, and impact
ionization. It is identical to MOSN3_4A, except for being of P-type. As a result all diode and source currents and charges
are reversed. See MOSN3_4A for information on its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal P MOSFET: MOSP3A

Symbol

G

D

S

1

2

3

Implementation Details

This is a P-channel implementation of the SPICE2 MOST (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) LEVEL3 device,
where the body (substrate) and source terminals have been connected internally. The original Meyer capacitance model
has been replaced by BSIM1's charge conserving capacitance model. Further enhancements provide support for the most
popular Area Calculation Methods, ACM=0 and ACM=2, and impact ionization. It is identical to MOSN3A, except for
being of P-type. As a result all diode and source currents and charges are reversed. See MOSN3_4A for information on
its parameters and implementation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Mextram 503 NPN BJT Model: MXTR503N

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element. The Mextram model was developed as a general-purpose BJT
model for use throughout the electronics industry. Mextram was developed at Philips, and the Cadence® Microwave
Office® software model is a full implementation of Philips' Mextram 503 model. Mextram models a large variety of
effects that are not included in the SPICE Gummel-Poon model; these include weak avalanche effects, hard- and
quasi-saturation, hot-carrier effects in the epilayer, and substrate current. It includes improved temperature scaling, but
not self-heating.

Equivalent Circuit

B

Qste

Iex+Isub+Ib3

Ib1s

Rb

XQtex+XQex

S

XItex+XIsub

Isub+XIsub

Qtex+Qex

Isf

Qb1b2

Ib1b2 Qe+Qbe+Qn

Qfc+Qbc+Qepi

Ib2 Ib1

In

Re

E

Ic1c2

Rcc

C

Iav1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1Element IDID
1NPN (flag, information only)*NPN
0PNP (flag, information only)*PNP
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
503Release (information only)*Release
1.0Flag for extended modeling of reverse current gainEXMOD
0.0(Not implemented)*EXPHI
0.0Flag for extended modeling of avalanche currentsEXAVL
5e-14AmperesCollector-to-emitter saturation current*IS
140.0Forward current gain*BF
0.0Fraction of ideal base current from sidewall*XIBI
2e-14AAmperesSaturation current of the non-ideal forward base current*IBF
0.5VVoltageCross-over voltage of the non-ideal forward base current*VLF
15.0e-3AAmperesHigh-injection knee current*IK
16.0Ideal reverse current gain*BRI
8e-15AAmperesSaturation current of the non-ideal base current*IBR
0.5VVoltageCross-over voltage of the non-ideal reverse base current*VLR
0.5Parameter dependency of VBC1*XEXT
1.2e12Base charge at zero bias*QBO
4.0Factor of the built-in field base)*ETA
50.0Weak avalanche parameter*AVL
0.7Electric field intercept*EFI
3.0e-3ACritical current for hot carriers*IHC
25.0 ohmResistanceConstant part of the collector resistance*RCC
750.0 ohmResistanceResistance of the unmodulated epilayer*RCV
1000.0 ohmResistanceSpace charge resistance of the epilayer*SCRCV
0.6 ohmResistanceCurrent spreading factor epilayer*SFH
50.0 ohmResistanceConstant part of the base resistance*RBC
100.0 ohmResistanceVariable part of the base resistance at zero bias*RBV
2.0 ohmResistanceEmitter series resistance*RE
0.3e-9sConductanceMinimum delay time of neutral and emitter charge*TAUNE
1.18Non-ideality factor of the neutral and emitter charge*MTAU
0.25e-12FFaradayZero bias BE depletion capacitance*CJE
0.9VVoltageBE built-in voltage*VDE
0.33BE grading coefficient*PE
0.5Reaction of BE capacitance to the sidewall*XCJE
0.13e-12FFaradayZero bias BC depletion capacitance*CJC
0.6VVoltageBC built-in voltage*VDC
0.4BC grading coefficient*PC
0.2Constant part of CJC*XP
0.5Collector current modulation coefficient*MC
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.1Fraction of BE capacitance under emitter*XCJC
25oCCelsiusReference (extraction) temperature*TREF
0.0oCCelsiusDevice temperature rise above ambient in degrees C*DTA
25oCCelsiusAmbient (baseplate) temperature*TAMB
1.01VVoltageEmitter Bandgap*VGE
1.18VVoltageBase Bandgap*VGB
1.205VVoltageCollector Bandgap*VGC
1.1VVoltageEB Bandgap*VGJ
0.4VVoltageIonization voltage base dope*VI
3e17Maximum base dope (per cm^3)*NA
0.002VLF and VLR temp coefficient*ER
1.35Base resistance temp coefficient*AB
2.15Epilayer temp coefficient*AEPI
1.0Extrinsic base temp coefficient*AEX
0.4Buried layer temp coefficient*AC
2e-16Base current 1/f noise*KF
2e-16Nonideal base 1/f noise*KFN
1.01/f noise exponent*AF
6.0e-16AAmperesbase-substrate saturation current*ISS
0.005e-3AAmperesKnee current of the substrate*IKS
1.0e-12FFaradayZero-voltage substrate capacitance*CJS
0.5VVoltageCS built-in voltage*VDS
0.33CS grading coefficient*PS
1.15VVoltageSubstrate Bandgap*VGS
2.15=AC for closed buried layer; =AEPI for open buried layer.*AS
0Noise flag; 1=ON, 0=OFF*NFLAG
1Number of devices in parallelMULT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameter default values are those given in Philips' documentation [2] and are generally respected throughout the user
community. Those defaults, however, are representative of RF or Microwave devices.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The range of many of the model parameters is restricted. In spite of extensive error-trapping in the Microwave Office
implementation, it is possible that some parameter errors may not be trapped. See [2] for details on such restrictions.
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Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a NPNG-device with parameters LEVEL andVERS set to 6 and 503, respectively.
The complete set of equations is too complex to be listed here. The user should consult the references for specific
information. Ref. [1] contains technical background information and theory of the model, and the documents available
from Philips' web site [2] define the model in detail.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

Mextram is an advanced model. It should be used only where the need for accuracy justifies its complexity, and where
parameter libraries are available. The Gummel-Poon model, GBJT, is recommended for simple applications.

References

[1] H. C. de Graaf and F. M. Klaassen, Compact Transistor Modelling for Circuit Design, Springer-Verlag, Vienna,
1990.

[2] Philips Semiconductor web site, http://www.semiconductors.com/Philips_Models/documentation/mextram
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(Obsolete) Mextram 504 BJT Model: MXTR504

Symbol

C
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E
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MXTR504

Summary

The Cadence® MXTR504 element is the successor of the MXTR504N and MXTR504P elements, and is replaced by
MXTRM. MXTR504 is the based on the SiMKit 2.2. It implements the entire family of Philips Mextram level 504
devices, i.e., bjt504, bjtd504, bjt504t, and bjtd504t.

Philips Mextram model gives an excellent description of vertical bipolar transistors in all kinds of processes, amongst
which are modern SiGe processes and robust HV processes. It is very efficient in modeling the lowly doped collector
epilayer of a bipolar transistor where effects like velocity saturation, base widening, Kirk effect, and impact ionization
play an important role. Effects resulting from the presence of Germanium in the base are also modeled. Furthermore, it
contains a full description of the extrinsic regions of a transistor, including substrate current and capacitance. Mextram
has formulations for temperature scaling and is easily scalable over geometry.Mextram, level 504 supports full self-heating.
The best reference for the model equations is the Philips website.[1]

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1TextElement IDID
1NPN (flag; information only)*NPN
0PNP (flag; information only)*PNP
504Release (information only)*LEVEL
1.0Number of devices in parallel*MULT
25DegCTemperatureReference (extraction) temperature*TNOM
_TEMPTemperatureAmbient (baseplate) temperature*TEMP
1Flag for extended modeling of reverse current gain*EXMOD
1Flag for distributed high frequency effects in transient*EXPHI
0Flag for extended modeling of avalanche currents*EXAVL
1Noise model*NFLAG
22.0e-18ACurrentCollector-to-emitter saturation current*IS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.1ACurrentHigh-injection knee current*IK
2.5VVoltageReverse Early voltage*VER
44.0VVoltageForward Early voltage*VEF
215Ideal Forward current gain*BF
2.7e-15ACurrentSaturation current of nonideal forward base current*IBF
2.0Non-ideality factor of the non-ideal forward base current*MLF
0.0Fraction of ideal base current form sidewall*XIBI
7Ideal reverse current gain*BRI
1.0e-15ACurrentSaturation current of nonideal reverse base current*IBR
0.2VVoltageCrossover voltage of nonideal reverse base current*VLR
0.63Part of Iex, Qex, Qtex and Isub depending on Vbc1 instead

of Vb1c1
*XEXT

1.1e-6mLengthEpilayer thickness used in weak-avalanche model*WAVL
3.0VVoltageVoltage determining curvature of avalanche current*VAVL
0.3 ohmResistanceCurrent-spreading factor of avalanche model*SFH
5 ohmResistanceEmitter resistance*RE
23 ohmResistanceConstant part of the base resistance*RBC
18 ohmResistanceVariable part of base resistance at zero bias*RBV
12 ohmResistanceConstant part of the collector resistance*RCC
150 ohmResistanceResistance of the unmodulated epilayer*RCV
1250 ohmResistanceSpace-charge resistance of the epilayer*SCRCV
0.004ACurrentCritical current for hot carriers*IHC
0.3Smoothness parameter for the onset of quasi-saturation*AXI
73e-15FCapacitanceZero-bias BE depletion capacitance*CJE
0.95VVoltageBE built-in voltage*VDE
0.4BE grading coefficient*PE
0.4Fraction of BE capacitance to the sidewall*XCJE
0.0FCapacitanceEmitter-base overlap capacitance*CBEO
78e-15FCapacitanceZero-bias BC depletion capacitance*CJC
0.68VVoltageBC built-in voltage*VDC
0.5BC grading coefficient*PC
0.35Constant part of CJC*XP
0.50Collector current modulation coefficient*MC
0.032Fraction of BE capacitance under emitter*XCJC
0.0FCapacitanceCollector-base overlap capacitance*CBCO
1.0Nonideality factor of neutral and emitter charge*MTAU
2.0e-12sTimeMinimum transit time of stored emitter charge*TAUE
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
4.2e-12sTimeTransit time of stored base charge*TAUB
41.0e-12sTimeTransit time of stored epilayer charge*TEPI
520.0e-12sTimeTransit time of reverse extrinsic stored base charge*TAUR
0.0Bandgap difference over the base*DEG
0.0Pre-factor of the recombination part of Ib1*XREC
0.3Temperature coefficient of the zero base charge*AQBO
0.0Temperature coefficient of the resistivity of the emitter*AE
1.0Base resistance temp coefficient*AB
2.50Epilayer temp coefficient*AEPI
0.62Extrinsic base temp coefficient*AEX
2.0Buried layer temp coefficient*AC
50e-3VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of forward current gain*DVGBF
45e-3VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of reverse current gain*DVGBR
1.17VVoltageBase bandgap*VGB
1.18VVoltageCollector bandgap*VGC
1.15VVoltageEB bandgap*VGJ
0.05VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of emitter stored charge*DVGTE
21/f noise exponent*AF
20e-12Base current 1/f noise*KF
20e-12Nonideal base 1/f noise*KFN
48e-18ACurrentBase-substrate saturation current*ISS
250.0e-6ACurrentKnee current of the substrate per*IKS
315e-15FCapacitanceZero-voltage substrate capacitance*CJS
0.62VVoltageCS built-in voltage*VDS
0.34CS grading coefficient*PS
1.2VVoltageSubstrate bandgap*VGS
1.58AS=AC for closed buried layer; AS=AEPI for open buried

layer
*AS

300Thermal resistance*RTH
3.0e-9Thermal capacitance*CTH
0Thermal node visibility*TH_NODE
1Substrate node visibilitySUBS_NODE
1Device typeTYPE

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NPN, or PNP. The SUBS_NODE parameter is used to enable/disable
substrate support. Finally, the SELFT parameter is used to enable/disable the self-heating modeling capabilities. The
current setting of any of these parameters is immediately reflected by the device symbol. The extraction and simulation
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temperatures are controlled using parameters, TNOM and TEMP, respectively; instead of TR and DTA. Parameter default
and truncation values are identical to those employed by Philips. Operating point information also follows Philip's
prescription closely.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: bb1, cc1, ee1, sc1, b1b2, b2e1, b2c2, and, c1c2.
These are used to identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages, currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Main currentIn (Current)
Ideal forward base currentIb1 (Current)
Ideal side-wall base currentSIb1 (Current)
Non-ideal forward base currentIb2 (Current)
Non-ideal reverse base currentIb3 (Current)
Extrinsic reverse base currentIex (Current)
Extrinsic reverse base currentxIex (Current)
Avalanche currentIavl (Current)
Current through constant base resistanceIrbc (Current)
Current through constant collector resistanceIrcc (Current)
Current through emitter resistanceIre (Current)
Current at onset of quasi-saturationIqs (Current)
Substrate currentIsub (Current)
Substrate currentXIsub (Current)
Substrate failure currentIsf (Current)
Conductance of the epilayer currentgrcvy (Conductance)
Conductance of the epilayer currentgrcvz (Conductance)
Forward transconductancegx (Conductance)
Reverse transconductancegy (Conductance)
Reverse transconductancegz (Conductance)
Early effect on avalanche current limitinggmux (Conductance)
Conductance of avalanche currentgmuy (Conductance)
Conductance of avalanche currentgmuz (Conductance)
Conductance side-wall b-e junctionsgpi (Conductance)
Conductance floor b-e junctiongpix (Conductance)
Early-effect on recombination base currentgpiy (Conductance)
Early-effect on recombination base currentgpiz (Conductance)
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DescriptionParameter
Early-effect on base resistancegrbvx (Conductance)
Early-effect on base resistancegrbvy (Conductance)
Early-effect on base resistancegrbvz (Conductance)
Transconductancegm (Conductance)
Output conductancegout (Conductance)
Feedback transconductancegmu (Conductance)
Conductance extrisic b-c junctiongmuex (Conductance)
Conductance parasitic pnp transistorgs (Conductance)
Conductance parasitic pnp transistorxgs (Conductance)

gsf(Conductance)
Base resistancerbv (Resistance)
Emitter resistancere (Resistance)
Constant base resistancerbc (Resistance)
Constant collector resistancercc (Resistance)

rpi (Resistance)
Base resistancerb (Resistance)
Capacitance sidewall b-e junctionscbe (Capacitance)
Capacitance floor b-e junctioncbex (Capacitance)
Early-effect on b-e diffusion chargecbey (Capacitance)
Early-effect on b-e diffusion chargecbez (Capacitance)
Early-effect on b-c diffusion chargecbcx (Capacitance)
Capacitance floor b-c junctioncbcy (Capacitance)
Capacitance floor b-c junctioncbcz (Capacitance)
Capacitance AC current crowdingcb1b2 (Capacitance)
Capacitance AC current crowdingcb1b2x (Capacitance)
Capacitance AC current crowdingcb1b2y (Capacitance)
Capacitance AC current crowdingcb1b2z (Capacitance)
Base-emitter capacitancecbe (Capacitance)
Base-collector capacitancecbc (Capacitance)
Capacitance extrinsic b-c junctionXCbcex (Capacitance)
Capacitance extrinsic b-c junctionCbcex (Capacitance)
Capacitance s-c junctionCts (Capacitance)
Thickness of injection layerXiWepi
AC current amplificationbetaac
DC current amplificationbetadc
Simulation temperatureTemp (Temperature)
Physical value of internal base-collector biasvb2c2star
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DescriptionParameter
Q

Base-emitter depletion chargeQte
Sidewall base-emitter depletion chargeSQte
Base-emitter diffusion chargeQbe
Base-collector diffusion chargeQbc
Base-collector depletion chargeQtc
Epilayer diffusion chargeQepi
AC current crowding chargeQb1b2
Extrinsic base-collector depletion chargeQtex
Extrinsic base-collector depletion chargeXQtex
Extrinsic base-collector diffusion chargeQex
Extrinsic base-collector diffusion chargeXQex
Collector-substrate depletion chargeQts
Cutoff frequency approximationft (Frequency)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)

References

[1] http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/Philips_Models/bipolar/mextram/
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(Obsolete) Mextram 504 (Nonlinear BJT Model): MXTR504N

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Mextram 504 BJT Model (MXTR504) element. Mextram 504 is
Philips' most recent vertical bipolar transistor model. Compared to Mextram 503, this model has improved descriptions
of transistor characteristics and easier parameter extraction. The improved transistor characteristics are achieved by
changing some of the model's formulations. The resulting equations are much smoother, such that first-order and higher
derivatives are better. The complete set of equations and derivation are found in references [1] and [2], respectively.
Parameter extraction is improved by decreasing parameter interdependence, without losing the physical basis of the
model. As a result, the number of parameters has increased from 62 to 71.

MXTR504N is a full implementation of Philips' Mextram 504 model. It includes self-heating, which adds complexity
to the model and increases the computation time. Due to the model's improved smoothness, tests show that MXTR504,
with self-heating disabled, converges in general better than MXTR503.

Equivalent Circuit

B

Qste

Iex+Isub+Ib3

Ib1s

Rb

XQtex+XQex

S

XItex+XIsub

Isub+XIsub

Qtex+Qex

Isf

Qb1b2

Ib1b2 Qe+Qbe+Qn

Qfc+Qbc+Qepi

Ib2 Ib1

In

Re

E

Ic1c2

Rcc

C

Iav1
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1Element IDID
1NPN (flag, information only)*NPN
0PNP (flag, information only)*PNP
504Release (Information only)*LEVEL
1.0Flag for extended modeling of reverse current gain*EXMOD
1Flag for distributed high frequency effects in transient

simulations
*EXPHI

0.0Flag for extended modeling of avalanche currents*EXAVL
5e-017AAmperesCollector-to-emitter saturation current*IS
215Forward current gain*BF
0.0Fraction of ideal base current from sidewall*XIBI
2e-14AAmperesSaturation current of the non-ideal forward base current*IBF
2.5VVoltageReverse Early voltage*VER
44VVoltageForward Early voltage*VEF
2Non-ideality factor of the non-ideal forward base current*MLF
0.5VVoltageCross-over voltage of the non-ideal forward base current*VLF
15.0e-3AAmperesHigh-injection knee current*IK
7Ideal reverse current gain*BRI
1e-12AmperesSaturation current of the non-ideal base current*IBR
0.2VoltageCross-over voltage of the non-ideal reverse base current*VLR
0.63Parameter dependency of VBC1*XEXT
1.1Epilayer thickness used in weak-avalanche model*WAVL
3VVoltageVoltage determining curvature of avalanche current*VAVL
1.2e12Base charge at zero bias*QBO
4.0Factor of the built-in field base)*ETA
50.0Weak avalanche parameter*AVL
0.7Electric field intercept*EFI
4AmperesCritical current for hot carriers*IHC
0.3Smoothness parameter for the onset of quasi-saturation*AXI
25.0 ohmResistanceConstant part of the collector resistance*RCC
150ResistanceResistance of the unmodulated epilayer*RCV
1250ResistanceSpace charge resistance of the epilayer*SCRCV
0.6 ohmResistanceCurrent spreading factor epilayer*SFH
23ResistanceConstant part of the base resistance*RBC
18ResistanceVariable part of the base resistance at zero bias*RBV
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2.0 ohmResistanceEmitter series resistance*RE
0.3e-9sConductanceMinimum delay time of neutral and emitter charge*TAUNE
1.18Non-ideality factor of the neutral and emitter charge*MTAU
0.002nsTimeMinimum transit time of stored emitter charge*TAUE
0.0042nsTimeTransit time of stored base charge*TAUB
0.041nsTimeTransit time of stored epilayer charge*TEPI
0.52nsTimeTransit time of reverse extrinsic stored base charge*TAUR
0.25e-12FFaradayZero bias BE depletion capacitance*CJE
0.9VVoltageBE built-in voltage*VDE
0.33BE grading coefficient*PE
0.5Reaction of BE capacitance to the sidewall*XCJE
0Emitter-base overlap capacitance*CBE0
0.13e-12FFaradayZero bias BC depletion capacitance*CJC
0.6VVoltageBC built-in voltage*VDC
0.4BC grading coefficient*PC
0.2Constant part of CJC*XP
0.5Collector current modulation coefficient*MC
0.1Fraction of BE capacitance under emitter*XCJC
0Collector-base overlap capacitance*CBC0
25oCCelsiusReference (extraction) temperature*TNOM
25oCCelsiusAmbient (baseplate) temperature*TEMP
1.01VVoltageEmitter Bandgap*VGE
1.18VVoltageBase Bandgap*VGB
1.205VVoltageCollector Bandgap*VGC
1.1VVoltageEB Bandgap*VGJ
0.4VVoltageIonization voltage base dope*VI
3e17Maximum base dope (per cm^3)*NA
0.002VLF and VLR temp coefficient*ER
0Bandgap difference over the base*DEG
0Pr-factor of the recombination part of IB1*XREC
0.3Temperature coefficient of the zero bias base charge*AQB0
0Temperature coefficient of the resistivity of the emitter*AE
1.35Base resistance temp coefficient*AB
2.15Epilayer temp coefficient*AEPI
1.0Extrinsic base temp coefficient*AEX
4.0Buried layer temp coefficient*AC
0.05VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of forward current gain*DVGBF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.045VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of reverse current gain*DVGBR
0.05VVoltageBand-gap voltage difference of emitter stored charge*DVGTE
2e-6Base current 1/f noise*KF
2e-6Nonideal base 1/f noise*KFN
1.01/f noise exponent*AF
6.0e-16AAmperesbase-substrate saturation current*ISS
0.005e-3AAmperesKnee current of the substrate*IKS
1.0e-12FFaradayZero-voltage substrate capacitance*CJS
0.5VVoltageCS built-in voltage*VDS
0.33CS grading coefficient*PS
300Thermal resistance*RTH
3e-9Thermal capacitance*CTH
VVoltageSubstrate Bandgap*VGS
2.15=AC for closed buried layer; =AEPI for open buried layer.*AS

Noise flag; 1=ON, 0=OFF*NFLAG
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Parameter default values correspond to HSPICE default values and correspond to those listed as test parameters in Philips'
documentation [1].

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The range of many of the model parameters is restricted. In spite of extensive error-trapping in the Cadence®Microwave
Office® software implementation, some parameter errors may not be trapped. See [1] for details on such restrictions.

Implementation Details

This model is mapped into HSPICE as a NPNG-device with parameters LEVEL andVERS set to 6 and 504, respectively.
The complete set of equations is too complex to be listed here. Consult the references for specific information. Ref. [1]
defines the model in detail and ref. [2] contains the derivation of the model.

Recommendations for Use

Like Mextram 503, Mextram 504 is an advanced model and should be used only where the need for accuracy justifies
its complexity, and where parameter libraries are available. Care must be exercised when self-heating is enabled.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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References

[1] http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/acrobat/other/philipsmodels/b504.pdf

[2] http://www-us.semiconductors.philips.com/acrobat/other/philipsmodels/newsflash/nlur2002806.pdf:
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(Obsolete) Mextram 504 PNP BJT: MXTR504P

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Mextram 504 BJT Model (MXTR504) element.

Equivalent Circuit

Same as MXTR504N, except that all diode and current and charge sources are reversed.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of MXTR504N.

Implementation Details

Except for the PNP structure, this model is equivalent to MXTR504N, the Mextram bipolar transistor model, level 504.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Mextram 504 BJT Model (504.10): MXTRM
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MXTR504

Summary

The Cadence® MXTRM element is the successor of MXTR504, and implements the entire family of Philips Mextram
level 504 devices (bjt504, bjtd504, bjt504t, and bjtd504t). MXTRM works as a single entry point to a growing family
of Verilog-A defined component models. The appropriate Verilog-A defined component is selected depending on what
you specify, for example, version, self-heating support, or substrate support. Version 504.10 is the latest version supported
by this model.

The Philips Mextram model provides an excellent description of vertical bipolar transistors in all types of processes,
including modern SiGe processes and robust HV processes. It is very efficient in modeling the lowly-doped collector
epilayer of a bipolar transistor where effects like velocity saturation, base widening, Kirk effect, and impact ionization
play an important role. Effects resulting from the presence of Germanium in the base are also modeled. Furthermore, it
contains a full description of the extrinsic regions of a transistor, including substrate current and capacitance. Mextram
has formulations for temperature scaling and is easily scalable over geometry.Mextram level 504 supports full self-heating.

See the Philips model website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of component models.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the Mextram 504 specification/standard.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MX1TextElement IDID
504.10Model versionVERSION
npnDevice typeTYPE
offSelf-heating supportSELFT
onSubstrate node supportSUBS_NODE
25DegCTemperatureReference (extraction) temperatureTNOM
_TEMPTemperatureSimulation temperatureTEMP
1.0Number of devices in parallelMULT
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Operating Points

You can access operating point information, as defined by the active Verilog-A based component model.

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NPN or PNP, and the SUBS_NODE parameter enables/disables
(on/off) substrate support. The SELFT parameter enables/disables the self-heating modeling capabilities. The current
setting of any of these parameters is reflected by the device symbol. The extraction and simulation temperatures are
controlled using the TNOM and TEMP parameters respectively; instead of TR and DTA. Parameter default and truncation
values are identical to those employed by Philips.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] http://mextram.ewi.tudelft.nl/
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Capacitor: NLCAP

Symbol
+

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Nonlinear Capacitor (NLCAPA) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextDevice IDID
1Scale factor*SC
-1e+08 VVoltageThreshold voltage*VTH
1 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C0
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C1
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C2
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C3
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C4
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C5
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C6
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C7
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C8
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C9
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C10
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C11
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C12
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C13
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C14
0 pFCapacitancePolynomial coefficient*C15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALING

Although all the Cn parameters except C0 technically do not have units of capacitance, they are treated as if they do. For
example, if C2 = 0.1 and project units are pF, it is evaluated as 0.1·10-12. This is done to simplify parameter extraction.

The charge Q(V) is scaled in proportion to SC.
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Implementation Details

C(V ) = SC(C0 + C1 ·V + C2 ·V 2 + ... + C15 ·V 15)

Q(V ) = SC(C0 ·V + 1
2C1 ·V

2 + 1
3 ·V

3 + ... + 1
16C15 ·V

16)

NOTE:

If V < VTH,

Q(V ) = Q(VTH) + C(VTH)(V − VTH)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Nonlinear Capacitor: NLCAPA

Symbol
+

Summary

NLCAPA is a replacement for NLCAP. It also provides all of the functionality found in Spectre's capacitor, or HSPICE's
C device.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextElement IDID
0LengthCapacitor length*L
0LengthCapacitor width*W

Capacitor area*AREA
Capacitor perimeter*PERIM

1Multiplicity factorMULT
0Linear temperature coefficient of capacitance*TC1
0Quadratic temperature coefficient of capacitance*TC2
26.85DegCTemperatureParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
_TEMPTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP

CapacitanceCapacitanceC
0LengthWidth narrowing due to etching per side*ETCH

Vector of polynomial coefficients*COEFFS
Bottom capacitance density*CJ
Sidewall capacitance density*CJSW
Dielectric thickness*THICK
Relative dielectric constant*DI

Operating Points

The letter pair pn identifies the only NL branch of this model. Consequently, Vpn and Ipn identify voltage and current
of this branch, respectively.

DescriptionParameter
Element capacitancecap (Capacitance)
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Implementation Details

Several differences are noticed when NLCAPA is compared with its predecessor NLCAP: polynomial coefficients are
entered as a vector, COEFF={C0,C1,...}, instead of as individual parameters; there is temperature compensation support,
in terms of parameters TC1 and TC2; and; the capacitance may be entered directly, or, calculated it from the physical
length and width of the capacitor. In either case, the capacitance may be a function of temperature, or, applied voltage.

The capacitance is given by

C(V ) = C × (1 + C0 ·V + C1 ·V 2 + ...)

And the corresponding charge by

Q(V ) = C × (V + 1
2C0 ·V

2 + 1
3C1 ·V

3 + ...)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: NLCAPA is implemented as a nonlinear device in harmonic balance simulations, independently of whether the
polynomial truly describes a nonlinear device. As a result, from a performance standpoint, it is advisable to limit the use
of this element to those cases where the desired functionality cannot be implemented by a simpler linear element, such
as CAP.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Inductor: NLIND

Symbol

+

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Nonlinear Inductor (NLINDA) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextDevice IDID
1Scale factor*SC
-1e+11 mACurrentThreshold current*ITH
1 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L0
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L1
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L2
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L3
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L4
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L5
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L6
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L7
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L8
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L9
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L10
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L11
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L12
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L13
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L14
0 nHInductancePolynomial coefficient*L15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALING

Although all the Ln parameters except L0 technically do not have units of inductance, they are treated as if they do. For
example, if L2 = 0.1 and project units are nH, it is evaluated as 0.1·10-9 H. This is done to simplify parameter extraction.

The flux Φ(V) is scaled in proportion to SC.
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Implementation Details

The inductance is given by

L(I) = SC(L0 + L1 · I + L2 · I2 + ... + L15 · I15)

And the corresponding flux by

Φ(I) = SC(L0 · I + 1
2L1 · I

2 + 1
3L2 · I

3 + ... + 1
16L15 · I

16)

If I < ITH,

Φ(I) = Φ(ITH) + L(ITH)(I − ITH)

Node 1 is the positive terminal.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Nonlinear Inductor: NLINDA

Symbol
+

Summary

NLINDA is a replacement for NLIN. It also provides all the functionality found in Spectre's inductor.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
L1TextElement IDID
0InductanceInductance*L
0ResistanceResistance*R
1Multiplicity factor*MULT
0Linear temperature coefficient of resistance*TC1
0Quadratic temperature coefficient of resistance*TC2
26.85DegCTemperatureParameter extraction temperatureTNOM
_TEMPTemperatureDevice temperatureTEMP

Vector of polynomial coefficients*COEFFS
OnNoise flag*NFLAG
0Flicker (1/f) noise coefficient*KF
2Flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF

Operating Points

The letter pair pn identifies the only NL branch of this model. Consequently, Vpn and Ipn identify voltage and current
of this branch, respectively.

DescriptionParameter
Element inductanceind (Inductance)

Implementation Details

Several differences are noticed when NLINDA is compared with its predecessor NLIND: polynomial coefficients are
entered as a vector, COEFF = {L0,L1,L2,...}, instead of as individual parameters; NLINDA accounts for noise, both
thermal and Flicker; parameter R is used to model the inductor's series resistance, and is temperature dependent:

R = R * ( 1 + TC1*(TEMP-TNOM)^2 + TC2*(TEMP-TNOM)^2 ).

In the following equations, I is the current into pin 1 (marked on the symbol), as measured in Amperes.

The inductance is given by
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L(I) = L × (1 + L0 · I + L1 · I2 + ...)

The corresponding flux is given by

Φ(I) = L × (I + 1
2L0 · I

2 + 1
3L1 · I

3 + ...)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: NLINDA is implemented as a nonlinear device in harmonic balance simulations, independently of whether the
polynomial truly describes a nonlinear device. As a result, from a performance standpoint, it is advisable to limit the use
of this element to those cases where the desired functionality cannot be implemented by a simpler linear element.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Resistor: NLRES

Symbol

+

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Nonlinear Resistor (NLRESA) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
R1TextDevice IDID
1Scale factor*SC
-1e+08 VVoltageThreshold voltage*VTH
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALING

The current I(V) is scaled in proportion to SC.
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Implementation Details

I(V ) = SC(A0 + A1 ·V + A2 ·V 2 + ... + A15 ·V 15)

G(V ) = SC(A1 + 2A2V + ... + 15A15V 14)

When V < VTH, the resistor is linear and has the I/V relation

I(V ) = I(VTH) + G(VTH)(V − VTH)

Node 1 is the positive terminal.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Nonlinear Resistor: NLRESA

Symbol

+ +

+

3

+

+

3

+

+

3

Summary

The Cadence®NLRESA element is a replacement for NLRES. It also provides most of the functionality found in Spectre's
resistor and phy_res elements, and in HSPICE's Wire RC model. This device has three different modes of operation:
wire, physical resistor, and nonlinear resistor. In the wire mode of operation, NLRESA supports most of the functionality
available in both Spectre's resistor and in HSPICE's Wire RC model. In the phy_res mode of operation, NLRESA
implements Spectre's phy_res element. In the nonlinear resistor mode (default), NLRESA behaves very much as its
predecessor NLRES. The topology underlying each mode of operation is reflected by the device symbol.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
R1TextElement IDID
2Device typeTYPE
0Substrate typeSUBTYPE

ResistanceResistance*R
1Multiplicity factor*MULT
OnNoise flag*NFLAG

LengthResistor length*L
LengthResistor width*W

0Linear temperature coefficient of resistance*TC1
0Quadratic temperature coefficient of resistance*TC2
26.85DegCTemperatureParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
_TEMPTemperatureDevice temperature*TEMP

CapacitanceCapacitance*C
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Linear temperature coefficient of capacitance*TC1C
0Quadratic temperature coefficient of capacitance*TC2C

Sheet resistance*RSH
0LengthWidth narrowing due to etching per side*ETCH
0LengthLength narrowing due to etching per side*ETCHL

LengthWidth narrowing due to etching per side for capacitances*ETCHC
LengthLength narrowing due to etching per side for capacitances*ETCHLC

Vector of polynomial coefficients*COEFFS
0Form of the nonlinear resistance*NONLINFORM

Bottom capacitance*CJ
Sidewall capacitance*CJSW

0.5Junction bottom capacitor forward-bias threshold*FC
0.5Junction sidewall capacitor forward-bias threshold*FCSW
0.5Junction bottom grading coefficient*MJ
0.33e-13Junction sidewall grading coefficient*MJSW
0.8Junction bottom built-in potential*PB
0.8Junction sidewall built-in potential*PBSW

Dielectric thickness*THICK
Relative dielectric constant*DI

CurrentSaturation current*IS
Saturation current density*JS

1Emission coefficient*N
Capacitance ratio*CRATIO

0Flicker (1/f) noise coefficient*KF
2Flicker (1/f) noise exponential term*AF
GroundedThird terminal connection*THIRD_TERMINAL

Operating Points

The following letter pairs have been used to identify the NL branches: pn, p0 and n0. Here pn, p0 and n0 correspond to
the branches defined between the positive and negative terminals, positive and ground terminals, and negative and ground
terminals, respectively. These names are used to identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages,
currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Main branch conductancegpn (Conductance)
Positive terminal to ground conductancegp0 (Conductance)
Negative terminal to ground conductancegn0 (Conductance)
Positive terminal to ground capacitancecp0 (Capacitance)
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DescriptionParameter
Negative terminal to ground capacitancecn0 (Capacitance)

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter allows you to choose between three different modes of operation: wire, physical resistor, and,
non-linear resistor (resistor). The SUB_TYPE parameter, available in the physical resistor mode of operation only, allows
you to choose the substrate type. Possible values are n, p or poly. Finally, the THIRD_TERMINAL parameter, available
in the physical resistor and wire modes of operation only, controls whether the third terminal is grounded, or can be
externally accessed.

In the nonlinear resistor mode (default), NLRESA behaves very much as its predecessor NLRES, but there are some
differences worth mentioning: polynomial coefficients are entered as a vector, COEFF={C0, C1, C2, ...}, instead of as
individual parameters; and; the non-linearity described by the coefficients can be either a resistance, or, a conductance.
Also, NLRESA accounts for noise, both thermal and Flicker.

When NONLINFORM is set to conductance the resistive branch of the element has following I/V relationship:

I(V ) = 1
R × (V + 1

2C0 ·V
2 + 1

3C1 ·V
3 + ...)

G(V ) = 1
R × (1 + C0 ·V + C1 ·V 2 + ...)

When NONLINFORM is set to resistance, it has the following form:

G(V ) = 1
R × (1 + C0 ·V + C1 ·V 2 + ...)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: NLRESA is implemented as a nonlinear device in harmonic balance simulations, independently of whether the
polynomial truly describes a nonlinear device. As a result, from a performance standpoint, it is advisable to limit the use
of this element to those cases where the desired functionality cannot be implemented by a simpler linear element, such
as RES or REST.
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Table-Specified Nonlinear Resistor: NLRESTAB

Symbol

+

Summary

NLRESTAB is a table-specified nonlinear resistor that uses spline interpolation of the specified I(V) curve with linear
extrapolation outside of the specified voltage range. It is essential to specify a sufficient voltage range so that linear
extrapolation does not affect the final result. This way the extrapolation will only be used during Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
R1TextElement IDID
{-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1}
V

VoltageVector of voltage values (independent variable)Voltage

{-0.02, -0.01, 0,
0.01, 0.02} A

CurrentVector of current valuesCurrent

Implementation Details

NLRESTAB is similar to NLRES but it uses a spline-interpolated I(V) curve rather than a polynomial. Spline interpolation
is the only interpolation method available as it preserves continuity of the first derivative that is a mandatory requirement
for all models usable with the HB simulator. The element uses a natural spline (defined by the conditions I''(V1)=0,
I''(Vn)=0 ). The extrapolation outside of the range of the specified voltage values is linear using the values and derivatives
at the end points.

HSPICE translation limits the number of points in the table to a maximum of 98.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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PIN Diode: PINDD

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

Cd Rmax

Id(Vd,VC)

(Ideal)

VC1000
Vd
+

_

Rmin

LS

+

_
C=Tt/1000

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextDevice IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1Ideality factor*N
0 nsTimeStorage time*TT
100Parameter for junction resistance*GD
0.9Current exponential*KD
0 pFCapacitanceRF junction capacitance*CD
0.001 ohmResistanceMinimum junction resistance*RMIN
1e+06 ohmResistanceMaximum junction resistance*RMAX
1e-10 nHInductanceSeries inductance*LS
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Area scale factor*AFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

If Id>0,

I(V d, V c) = GdId
KdV d + Id

If Id<0,

I(V d, V c) = − Gd(Id)
KdV d + Id

where Id is

Id = I s(exp(
qVc
NKT) − 1)

This exponential function is linearized at high currents to prevent numerical overflow. The current I(Vd, Vc) is scaled in
proportion to area.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

This model was developed internally at Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
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Caverly PIN Diode Model: PINDRC

Symbol

Summary

PINDRC is an implementation of the Caverly PIN diode model [1]. This advanced model is strongly recommended for
all types of PIN diode circuit design.

Equivalent Circuit

Cj

Repi

I1 +

Is2

V=V2
_

Is1

Cpkg

Lbond

RLim

+

_
V2

P1

N
V=Is1

+

_

I2

Is2

+ -Vt

Anode

Cathode

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
P1TextDevice IDID
1e-6 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1e6 mACurrentKnee param for current dependent tau*IKNEE
1Ideality factor*N

ResistanceMinimum series resistance*RLIM
800000 OhmResistanceEpi leakage resistance*REPI
0.1 pFCapacitanceReverse capacitance*CJ

CapacitancePackage capacitance*CPKG
57 nsTimeStorage time*TAU
6.0I region width in micrometers*W
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
3.0Ratio of electron to hole mobility*B

InductanceBond wire inductance*LBOND
26.85 DegCTemperatureTemperature at which diode params were determined*TNOM
26.85 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TEMP
1ScalarArea scaling factor*AREA
Noise OffNoise model*NFLAG
0Model level selectorMODEL_LEVEL
AWRModel compatibility selectorCOMPAT

ResistanceA sample resistance used for calculatingW if it is not known*RF
CurrentForward bias current value used for calculating W if it is not

known
*IF

0 mACurrentHigh injection knee current*IKF
1e9 OhmResistanceParallel junction resistance*RP
1e15 VoltVoltageReverse breakdown voltage*BV
0 mACurrentHigh reverse breakdown current*IBV
1 VoltVoltageJunction potential*VJ
0ScalarGrading coefficient*M
0 OhmResistanceModel internal diode series resistance*RS
0.5ScalarCoefficient fc for forward-bias depletion area capacitance

formula
*FC

0.1ScalarZero bias depletion area width in micrometers*WD
1.00E-07ScalarDiode resistivity*RHO
11.7ScalarRelative permittivity of the diode*EPS
1.11ScalarEnergy gap at T=TNOM*EG
3ScalarTemperature scaling term*XTI
0ScalarFirst-order temperature coefficient for RS*TRS
0ScalarSecond-order temperature coefficient for RS*TRS2
0ScalarFirst-order temperature coefficient for RP*TRP
0ScalarSecond-order temperature coefficient for RP*TRP2
0ScalarFirst-order temperature coefficient for REPI*TREPI
0ScalarSecond-order temperature coefficient for REPI*TREPI2
0ScalarFirst-order temperature coefficient for RLIM*TRLIM
0ScalarSecond-order temperature coefficient for RLIM*TRLIM2
0ScalarFirst-order temperature coefficient for M*TM1
0ScalarSecond-order temperature coefficient for M*TM2
0ScalarTemperature coefficient for BV*TBV
0ScalarFlicker noise coefficient*KF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1ScalarFlicker noise exponent*AF
1ScalarFlicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
1e6 mACurrentMaximum device current*IMAX

* indicates a secondary parameter

Restrictions

REPI should not be made too large because of the possibility of the spurious "zero solution," in which the diode looks
like an open circuit regardless of the voltage across it. Usually, REPI can be made fairly low (~1KΩ) without any effect
on the simulation results. A low value of REPI also facilitates convergence, especially in self-biased limiter circuits.
Since I1 represents a relatively low resistance, a large value of REPI should never be necessary. Reducing the Absolute
Error limit (Circuit Options, Harmonic Balance tab) may also prevent zero solutions.

N is not the ideality factor of the PIN diode, as measured at DC, but a parameter from which the diode's ideality factor
can be derived. See the detailed explanation that follows.

If W is not provided by the diode manufacturer, it can be calculated from τ and the RF resistance curve. See below.

Implementation Details

This is an advanced PIN diode model that includes a description of the I-region charge that is accurate for both large-
and small-signal cases. The model is recommended over PINDD.

Equations

Aside from the diode junctions, which are represented by standard PNIV elements, there are only two nonlinear elements
in the model, I1 and I2. I1 accounts for the nonlinear series resistance; it is given by

I1 =
2V 1V τ
Vm

where

Vm =
W 2

0.1τ

I2 accounts for the current-dependent storage time. It is given by

I2 =
V 2
2

IKNEE

The voltages V1, V2, and Vt are shown in the figure.

The diodes represent the PI junction and the IN junction. Their current parameters are both IS, but their ideality factors
differ. They are, respectively, NPI and NIN, given by

NPI =
2N

(1 + B)
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N IN =
2NB
(1 + B)

The resulting I/V characteristic for the complete PIN diode, consisting of the PI and NI junctions in series, is a conventional
diode I/V characteristic having the ideality factor

NPIN = 2N

The default value of B, for silicon diodes, is 3.0; this probably should not be changed in most cases.

Parameters

The critical parameters for a forward-biased PIN diode are W and τ. If other parameters are unknown, the defaults can
be used. W and τ are usually given in manufacturers' data sheets; if W is not given, it can be found from curves of the
RF resistance, Rd, as a function of DC current, Id. The relation is

Rd =
W 2

μ(1 + 1 / B)τId

where μ is the electron mobility (~1200 cm2/Vs in silicon). At low currents, the RF resistance is inversely proportional
to Id. At currents above IKNEE, τ decreases with increased Id and the Rd-Id curve flattens somewhat. τ is the most
fundamental of PIN diode parameters. If τ is not given in the data sheet, find a new diode supplier.

In reverse bias, junction capacitance calculation is dependent on MODEL_LEVEL.

MODEL_LEVEL= 0 Junction capacitance is modeled according to reference [1] plus the CJ parameter. For the value
in reference [1], set CJ=0. Junction capacitance is constant for both frequency and bias voltage.

MODEL_LEVEL=1 Junction capacitance is equal to the CJ parameter and is constant for both frequency and bias voltage.

MODEL_LEVEL=2 Junction capacitance is a function of both frequency and bias voltage. The frequency component
of the junction capacitance is given by

C j = CJ
1 + ( f f r)2

CJ Cd + ( f f r)2

where fr is given by

f r = 1
2 π * RHO * EPS * εο

The bias dependent component of the junction capacitance is given by

C j =
CJ

(1 − Vd VJ)M
for V d ≤ FC * VJ

C j =
CJ

(1 − FC)M
* [−M * (1 − Vd VJ)2

2 * (1 − FC)2
+ 1 + M 2] for VJ * (2 − FC) > V d > FC * VJ

C j =
CJ

(1 − FC)M
e

M
1−FC * [2−FC−Vd VJ] for V d ≥ VJ * (2 − FC)
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The parameters IS and N describe DC conduction in the same way as a Schottky diode. These can be extracted in the
conventional manner from a DC I/V plot.

CPKG and LBOND are package parasitics. If a chip diode is used, LBOND represents the bond-wire inductance and
CPKG should be set to zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R. Caverly et al., "Spice Modeling of Microwave and RF Control Diodes," Midwest Symposium on Circuits and
Systems Digest of Papers, 2000.
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Diode Junction Capacitance: PNCAP

Symbol
+

Summary

PNCAP is a PN or Schottky junction depletion capacitance. It is identical to the model used in SPICE for diodes and the
depletion components of BJT capacitance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PC1TextDevice IDID
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage junction capacitance*CJ0
1 VVoltageJunction potential*VJ
0.5Grading parameterM
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
1Area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The charge-voltage characteristic Q(Vj), where Vj is junction voltage, is identical to that used in SPICE to model depletion
capacitances. It is given by the following equations, which result in a linearly with junction voltage when Vj > FC VJ.
This prevents the problem of

C(V j) → ∞

V j = VJ

:

Q(V j) = {VJ ·CJ0
1 − M (1 −

V j
VJ)

1−M V j ≤ V th

CJ0 · F1 + CJ0
F2 (F3 ·V j +

M ·V j
2

2 ·VJ + F4) V j > V th

The capacitance-voltage characteristic C(Vj) is found by differentiating the above equations:

C(V j) = {CJ0(1 − V j
VJ)

−M V j ≤ V th

CJ0
F2 (F3 +

M ·V j
VJ ) V j > V th
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where

V th = FC ·VJ

F1 = VJ
1 − M (1 − (1 − FC)1−M)

F2 = (1 − FC)1+M

F3 = 1 − FC(1 + M)

F4 = FC ·VJ(FC(1 − M2 ) − 1)

When 0.999 < M < 1.001, it is offset to the closest end of this range.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Diode Junction Capacitance With Diffusion: PNDCAP

Symbol
+

Summary

PNDCAPmodels a PN junction depletion and diffusion capacitance. It is identical to the model used in SPICE for diodes
and the capacitance components of BJTs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PD1TextDevice IDID
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage junction capacitance*CJ0
1 VVoltageJunction potential*VJ
0.5Grading parameter*M
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0 nsTimeStorage time*TT
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1Ideality factor*N
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE: Although junction current parameters must be entered to calculate diffusion capacitance, this model does not
include junction current.

Implementation Details

The depletion charge expression is identical to that of PNCAP. Additionally, PNDCAP includes a diffusion charge
component, given by the following:

Qd = TT · I j

where

I j = IS(exp(
q ·V j
NKT − 1)

In the above equations, q is electron charge, K is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature in Kelvins. The total charge
is the sum of the depletion and diffusion components.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Diode Resistive Junction No Parasitics: PNIV

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PN1TextDevice IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1Ideality factor*N
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltage (positive)*BV
0 mACurrentForward knee current*IKF
0 mACurrentReverse knee current*IKR
0 mACurrentCurrent at breakdown voltage*IBV
27 DegCTemperatureDevice temperature*T
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The I/V characteristic is identical to that of the SDIODE element. This element does not include junction capacitance or
series resistance. As a result, a smaller set of parameters controls the behavior of this device. Like SDIODE, this device
is mapped to HSPICE as a D-device with parameter LEVEL set to 1.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Diode, Noisy Resistive Junction, No Parasitics: PNIV_N

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PN1TextDevice IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1Ideality factor*N
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltage (positive)*BV
0 mACurrentForward knee current*IKF
0 mACurrentReverse knee current*IKR
0 mACurrentCurrent at breakdown voltage*IBV
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
0Burst noise coefficient*KB
1Burst noise exponent*AB
1Burst noise cutoff frequency*FB
Noise OnNoise model*NFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

This model is identical to PNIV, except that it includes SPICE noise sources. The noise model is identical to that of
SDIODE.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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Parker-Skellern FET Model: PSFET

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

The Parker-Skellern FET model is an advanced MESFET model, which may also be useful for HEMTs. It features
advanced modeling of dispersion phenomena and derivatives of the I/V characteristic.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PSF1TextPS MESFETID
0Capacitance modulation*ACGAM
0.0001Linear-region transconductance scale*BETA
0 pFCapacitanceZero-bias gate-drain capacitance*CGD
0 pFCapacitanceZero-bias gate-source capacitance*CGS
0Thermal reduction coefficient*DELTA
0.5Forward bias capacitance parameter*FC
0High-frequency VGS feedback parameter*HFETA
0HFGAM modulation by vGD*HFE1
0HFGAM modulation by vGS*HFE2
0High-frequency VGD feedback parameter*HFGAM
0HFGAM modulation by vSG*HFG1
0HFGAM modulation by vDG*HFG2
0 mACurrentGate-junction breakdown current*IBD
1e-11 mACurrentGate-junction saturation current*IS
0Low-frequency feedback parameter*LFGAM
0LFGAM modulation by vSG*LFG1
0LFGAM modulation by vDG*LFG2
0Subthreshold modulation*MVST
1Gate-junction ideality factor*N
2Linear-region power-law exponent*P
2Saturated-region power-law exponent*Q
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 ohmResistanceDrain ohmic resistance*RD
0 ohmResistanceSource ohmic resistance*RS
0 nsTimeRelaxation time for thermal reduction*TAUD
0 nsTimeRelaxation time for gamma feedback*TAUG
1 VVoltageGate-junction breakdown potential*VBD
1 VVoltageGate-junction potential*VBI
0 VVoltageSubthreshold potential*VST
-2 VVoltageThreshold potential*VTO
0Capacitance pinch-off reduction factor*XC
1000Saturation-knee potential factor*XI
0.5Knee transition parameter*Z
0 ohmResistanceGate ohmic resistance*RG
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
0 pFCapacitanceFixed Drain-source capacitance*CDSS
1Gate-width scale factorAFAC
1Number of gate fingers scale factorNFING
28.85 DegCTemperatureSimulation temperatureTEMP
AWRCompatibility selector: AWR or ADSCOMPAT
0 pFCapacitanceLinear gate-drain capacitance*CPD
0 pFCapacitanceLinear gate-source capacitance*CPG
1 mLengthDevice width*W

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

A new COMPAT parameter is added. This flag allows toggling between two different behaviors, the behavior
corresponding to the Cadence® AWR® implementation of the model (COMPAT=AWR) and a new one, the ADS
compatibility mode of operation (COMPAT=ADS). Parameters CPD, CPG, and W are only visible in the ADS
compatibility mode. Equations are too extensive to list. For more information, see Ref. [1].

Parameter Scaling

RF → 1E−6
AFAC

RG → RG · AFAC
NFING2 + RF

RS → RS
AFAC + RF
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RD → RD
AFAC + RF

IBD → IBD · AFAC

IS → IS · AFAC

BETA → BETA · AFAC

DELTA → DELTA
AFAC

CGD → CGD · AFAC

CGS → CGS · AFAC

CDSS → CDSS · AFAC

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] A. Parker and D. Skellern, "A Realistic Large-signal MESFET Model for SPICE," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech., pp. 1563-1571, Sept. 1997.
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PSP Model Version 102.1: PSP

Symbol

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

G

D

S

SS

1

2

3

4

Summary

PSP implements the entire family of Philips MOS model PSP level 102 devices, i.e., psp1020, psp1021 and psp102e.
PSP is based on the Philips SiMKit 2.4.

The PSPmodel is a new compact MOSFETmodel, which has been jointly developed by Philips Research and Penn State
University. It is a surface-potential based MOS model appropriate to model present-day and upcoming deep-submicron
bulk CMOS technologies. It accounts for the following physical effects:

• mobility reduction

• velocity saturation

• DIBL gate current

• lateral doping gradient effects

• STI stress

The best reference for the model equations is the Philips website.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
M1TextElement IDID

Parameters and clipping selectorLEVEL
21DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM
_TEMPDegCDevice Temperature*TEMP
Noise OnNoise Flag*NFLAG
1Number of devices in parallel*MULT
NDevice typeTYPE
0Length dependence of A1*A1L
1Geometry independent impact-ionization pre-factor*A1O
0Width dependence of A1*A1W
10Impact-ionization exponent at TR (V_)*A2O
0Length dependence of A3*A3L
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Geometry independent saturation-voltage dependence of II*A3O
0Width dependence of A3*A3W
0Width dependence of A4*A4W
1e-12Bottom area of drain junction (m^2)*ABDRAIN
1e-12Bottom area of source junction (m^2)*ABSOURCE
1e-12Bottom area of drain junction (m^2)*AD
0Width dependence of GIDL pre-factor (A/V^3)*AGIDLW
0Length dependence of CLM enhancement factor above

threshold (V)
*ALP1L1

0Second_order length dependence of ALP1*ALP1L2
0.5Exponent for length of ALP1*ALP1LEXP
0Width dependence of ALP1*ALP1W
0Length dependence of CLM enhancement factor below

threshold (V^-1)
*ALP2L1

0Second_order length dependence of ALP2*ALP2L2
0.5Exponent for length dependence of ALP2*ALP2LEXP
0.0005Width dependence of ALP2*ALP2W
1Length dependence of ALP*ALPL
1Exponent for length dependence of ALP*ALPLEXP
0Width dependence of ALP*ALPW
1e-12Bottom area of source junction (m^2)*AS
0.4Length dependence of AX*AXL
18Geometry independent linear/saturation transition factor*AXO
0First higher-order width scaling coefficient of BETN*BETW1
0Second higher-order width scaling coefficient of BETN*BETW2
41GIDL probability factor at TR (V)*BGIDLO
0Back-bias dependence of DIBL-parameter (V^-1)*CFBO
0Length dependent of DIBL-parameter (V^-1)*CFL
0Exponent for length dependence of CF*CFLEXP
0Outer fringe capacitance for 1um wide channel (F)*CFRW
0Width dependence of CF*CFW
0Oxide capacitance for gate-bulk overlap for 1um^2 area (F)*CGBOVL
0Back-bias dependence of GIDL*CGIDLO
3.1Tunnelling barrier height (V)*CHIBO
0Length dependence of CS*CSL
0Exponent for length dependence of CS*CSLEXP
0Area dependence of CS*CSLW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Geometry independent coulomb scattering parameter at TR*CSO
0Width dependence of CS*CSW
0Length dependence of interface states factor*CTL
1Exponent for length dependence of interface states factor*CTLEXP
0Area dependence of interface states factor*CTLW
0Geometry-independent interface states factor*CTO
0Width dependence of interface states factor*CTW
0Effective channel length reduction for CV (m)*DLQ
0Effective doping bias-dependence parameter (V^-1)*DNSUBO
0Length dependence offset of PHIB (V)*DPHIBL
1Exponent for length dependence of offset of PHIB*DPHIBLEXP
0Area dependence offset of PHIB (V)*DPHIBLW
0Geometry independent coulomb scattering parameter at TR*DPHIBO
0Width dependence of offset of PHIB*DPHIBW
0Effective channel width reduction for CV (m)*DWQ
0Relative mobility decrease due to first lateral profile*FBET1
0Width dependence of relative mobility decrease due to first

la
*FBET1W

0Relative mobility decrease due to second lateral profile*FBET2
1Effective field parameter*FETAO
1Thermal noise coefficient*FNTO
0First length dependence coefficient for short channel body

eff
*FOL1

0.375Gate current slope factor*GC20
0.063Gate current curvature factor*GC30
0Gate tunneling energy adjustment*GCOO

Gate channel current pre-factor for 1 um^2 channel area (A)*IGINVLW
0Gate overlap current pre-factor for 1 um wide channel (A)*IGOVW
0Gate overlap current pre-factor for 1 um wide channel (A)*KUO
0Saturation velocity degradation/enhancement coefficient (m)*KVSAT
0Threshold shift parameter (Vm)*KVTHO
1e-5Design length (m)*L
0Effective channel length reduction side due to lateral diffision

(m)
*LAP

1e-6Gate-edge length of drain junction (m)*LGDRAIN
1e-6Gate-edge length of source junction (m)*LGSOURCE
0Length dependence of KUO (m^LLODKUO)*LKUO
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Length dependence of KVTHO (m^LLODVTH)*LKVTHO
0Length parameter for UO stress effect*LLODKUO
0Length parameter for VTH-stress effect*LLODVTH
1eta0 shift modification factor for stress effect*LODETAO
0Overlap length for gate/drain and gate/source overlap

capacitance (m)
*LOV

1e-8Mobility-related characteristic length of first lateral profile
(m)

*LP1

0Width dependence of mobility-related characteristic length*LP1W
1e-8Mobility-related characteristic length of second lateral profile

(m)
*LP2

1e-8Char. length of lateral doping profile (m)*LPCK
0Width dependence of char. length of lateral doping profile*LPCKW
1e-6STI-edge length of drain junction (m)*LSDRAIN
1e-6STI-edge length of source junction (m)*LSSOURCE
0Length dependence of difference between actual and program*LVARL
0Geometry independent difference between actual programmed

gate (m)
*LVARO

0Width dependence of LVAR*LVARW
0.5Geometry independent mobility reduction coefficient at TR

(m/V)
*MUEO

0Width dependence of mobility reduction coefficient at TR*MUEW
1Relative mobility for NQS modelling*MUNQSO
8e22First coefficient of flicker noise for 1 um^2 channel area

(V^-1/m^4)
*NFALW

30000000Second coefficient of flicker noise for 1 um^2 channel area
(V^-1/m^2)

*NFBLW

0Third coefficient of flicker noise for 1um^2 channel area
(V^-1)

*NFCLW

5e25Effective doping of overlap region (m^-3)*NOVO
1e24Pocket doping level (m^-3)*NPCK
0Width dependence of pocket dopingNPCKdue to segregation*NPCKW
0Length dependence of gate poly-silicon doping*NPL
1e26Geometry-independent gate poly silicon doping (m^-3)*NPO
0.05Effective doping bias-dependence parameter (V)*NSLPO
3e23Geometry independent substrate doping (m^-3)*NSUBO
0Width dependence of background doping NSUBO due to

segregation
*NSUBW

1e-6Perimeter of drain junction (m)*PD
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Cross-term dependence of KUO

(m^(LLODKUO+WLODKUO))
*PKUO

0Cross-term dependence of KVTHO
(m^(LLODVTH+WLODVTH))

*PKVTHO

1e-6Perimeter of source junction (m)*PS
1Quantum-mechanical correction factor*QMC
0.001Bulk resistance between node BP and BI (ohm)*RBULKO
0.001Gate resistance*RGO
0.001Drain-size bulk resistance between node BI and BD (ohm)*RJUNDO
0.001Source-side bulk resistance between node BI and BS (ohm)*RJUNSO
0Back-bias dependence of series resistance (V^-1)*RSBO
0Gate-bias dependence of series resistance (V^-1)*RSGO
2500Source/drain series resistance for 1 um wide channel at TR

(ohm)
*RSW1

0Higher-Order width scaling of RS*RSW2
0.001Well resistance between node BI and B (ohm)*RWELLO
0Distance between OD-edge to poly from one side (m)*SA
1e-6Reference distance between OD-edge to poly from one side

(m)
*SAREF

0Distance between OD-edge to poly from other side*SB
1e-6Reference distance between OD-edge to poly from other side

(m)
*SBREF

0Temperature dependence of A2 (V)*STA20
0Length dependence of temperature dependence of BETN*STBETL
0Area dependence of temperature dependence of BETN*STBETLW
1Geometry independent temperature dependence of BETN*STBETO
0Width dependence of temperature dependence of BETN*STBETW
0Temperature dependence of BGIDL (V/K)*STBGIDLO
0Temperature dependence of CS*STCSO
0eta0 shift factor related to VTHO change (m)*STEATAO
2Temperature dependence of IGINV AND IGOV*STIGO
0Temperature dependence of MUE*STMEUO
1Temperature dependence of RS*STRSO
1.5Temperature dependence of THEMU*STTHEMUO
0Area dependence of temperature dependence of THESAT*STTHESATLW
1Geometry independent temperature dependence of THESAT*STTHESATO
0Width dependence of temperature dependence of THESAT*STTHESATW
0Length dependence of temperature dependence of VFB*STVFBL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Area dependence of temperature dependence of VFB*STVFBLW
0.0005Geometry-independent temperature dependence of VFB

(V/K)
*STVFBO

0Width dependence of temperature dependence of VFB*STVFBW
0Temperature dependence of XCOR*STXCORO
0Flag for GIDL current*SWGIDL
0Flag for gate current*SWIGATE
0Flag for impact ionization current*SWIMPACT
0Flag for juncap*SWJUNCAP
0Flag for NQS (number of collocation points)*SWNQS
1.5Mobility reduction exponent at TR*THEMUO
0Back-bias dependence of velocity saturation (V^-1)*THESATBO
0Gate-bias dependence of velocity saturation (V^-1)*THESATGO
0.05Length dependence of THESAT(V^-1)*THESATL
1Exponent for length dependence of THESAT*THESATLEXP
0Area dependence of velocity saturation parameter*THESATLW
0Geometry independent velocity saturation parameter at TR*THESATO
0Width dependence of velocity saturation parameter*THESATW
0Temperature dependence of KUO*TKUO
2e-9Gate oxide thickness (m)*TOXO
2e-9Overlap oxide thickness (m)*TOXOVO
21reference temperature (C)*TRJ
0.05Zero-field mobility at TR (m^2/V/s)*UO
0Length dependence of flat-band voltage*VFBL
0Area dependence of flat-band voltage*VFBLW
-1Geometry-independent flat0band voltage at TR (V)*VFBO
0Width dependence of flat-band voltage*VFBW
0Effective doping bias-dependence parameter (V)*VNSUBO
0.05CLM logarithmic dependence parameter (V)*VPO
1e-5Design width (m)*W
1e-9Characteristic width for width scaling of BETN (m)*WBET
0Width dependence of KUO (m^WLODKUO)*WKUO
0Width dependence of KVTHO (m^WLODVTH)*WKVTHO
0Width parameter (m)*WLOD
0Width parameter for UO stress effect*WLODKUO
0Width parameter for VTH-stress effect*WLODVTH
0Effective reduction of channel width per side due to later (m)*WOT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1e-8Char. length of segregation of background doping NSUBO

(m)
*WSEG

1e-8Char. length of segregation of pocket doping NPCK (m)*WSEGP
0Length dependence of WVAR*WVARL
0Geom. independent difference between actual and

programmed field oxide opening (m)
*WVARO

0Width dependence of difference between actual and
programmed field oxide opening (m)

*WVARW

0Non-universality factor (V^-1)*XCOR
0Length dependence of non-universality parameter*XCORL
0Area dependence of non-universality parameter*XCORLW
0Geometry independent non-universality parameter (V^-1)*XCORO
0Width dependence of non-universality parameter*XCORW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is N or P channel. You can select the desired model level using the
LEVEL parameter, which allows selecting between physical geometrical scaling rules (1020), binning geometrical scaling
rules (1021), and the electrical model (102e). Unlike the comprehensive parameter list above, only those parameters
corresponding to a given level are displayed with the element. The extraction and simulation temperatures correspond
to the TNOM and TEMP parameters, respectively; instead of the TR and DTA parameters. Parameter default and
truncation values are identical to those employed by Philips. Operating point information also follows Philip's prescription
closely.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] http://www.nxp.com/acrobat_download/other/philipsmodels/nl_tn2006_00546.pdf
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CMC 3-terminal Resistor Model: R3_CMC

Symbol
l r

c

1

2

3

Summary

The Cadence®R3_CMC element is a three-terminal nonlinear (diffused and polysilicon) resistor model and JFETModel.
R3_CMC is Verilog-A based and implements version 1.0.

See the Compact Model Alliance website[1] for complete documentation and Verilog-A definition of this model.

Parameters

Only primary parameters are shown. Secondary parameters follow the R3_CMC model specification/standard.

DefaultUnit TypeBinnableDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1Scalarmultiplicity factorm
1Lengthdesign width of resistor

body
w

1Lengthdesign length of
resistor body

l

0Scalarlocal temperature delta
to ambient (before
self-heating)

trise

27nominal (reference)
temperature

tnom

Operating Points

Operating point information is identical to that found in the Verilog-A definition of the model.

Implementation Details

The type parameter controls whether the substrate is p or n type. The extraction and simulation temperatures are controlled
using the tnom and trise parameters, respectively. Parameter default and truncation values are identical to those found
in the Verilog-A definition of the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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References

[1] https://awrcorp.com/support/help.aspx?id=56
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SPICE Diode Model: SDIODE

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SD1TextDiode IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
0 mACurrentPeriphery reverse saturation current*JSW
1Scaling factor*MULT
1Junction area*AFAC
1Junction periphery*PJFAC
0.001 ohmResistanceSeries resistance*RS
1Emission coefficient*N
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 nsTimeStorage time*TT
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage bottom junction capacitance*CJ0
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage periphery junction capacitance*CJP
0.8 VVoltageBuilt-in voltage*VJ
0.8 VVoltagePeriphery built-in voltage*PHP
0.5Grading coefficient*M
0.33Periphery junction grading coefficient*MJSW
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0.5Periphery depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FCS
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltage*BV
1 mACurrentCurrent at breakdown voltage*IBV
0 mACurrentForward knee current*IKF
0 mACurrentReverse knee current*IKR

Energy gap @ TEXT*EG
3.0Temp scaling coefficient; default is Si PN*XTI
25 DegCTemperatureTemperature at which diode params were determined*TEXT
25 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1.0Flicker noise exponent*AF
1.0Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
0.0Burst noise coefficient*KB
1.0Burst noise exponent*AB
1.0Burst noise cutoff frequency*FB
Spice modelNoise model: Noise Off or Spice*NFLAG
1Capacitance model selector*DCAP
0I/V temperature model*TLEV
0Capacitance temperature model*TLEVC
0Temperature coefficient for CJ0*CTA
0Temperature coefficient for CJP*CTP
0.000702First bandgap correction factor*GAP1
1108Second bandgap correction factor*GAP2
0Breakdown voltage temperature coefficient*TCV
0First-order temperature coefficient for M*TM1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for M*TM2
0Temperature coefficient for VJ*TPB
0Temperature coefficient for PHP*TPHP
0Resistance temperature coefficient*TRS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0First-order temperature coefficient for TT*TTT1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TT*TTT2
1e6 mACurrentMaximum device current*IMAX
AWRCompatibility selector: HPSICE, AWR, Spectre, or, ADS*COMPAT

Ideality factor for periphery diode*NS
ResistanceSidewall series resistance*RSW

Emission coefficient for Zener diode*NZ
0Quadratic temperature coefficient for parasitic resistance*TRS2

SBottom junction leakage conductance*GLEAK
SSidewall junction leakage conductance*GLEAKSW

0Linear temperature coefficient for leakage conductance*TGS
0Quadratic temperature coefficient for leakage conductance*TGS2
0CapacitanceLinear capacitance*CD
0CurrentRecombination current*ISR
2Recombination current ideality factor*NR
0CurrentTunneling saturation current per area*JTUN

Reverse tunneling new ideality factor*NTUN
EG correction factor for tunneling*KEG
Exponent for the tunneling current temperature*XTITUN
Tunneling Energy gap @ TEXT*EGTUN

0CurrentSidewall tunneling saturation current per unit junction
periphery

*JTUNSW

VoltageBuilt-in voltage minimum*VJMIN
0BV quadratic temperature coefficient*TBV2
0CurrentLow-level reverse breakdown knee current*IBVL
1Low-level reverse breakdown knee current ideality factor*NBVL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

SDIODE started as an implementation of the D-device level 1 of SPICE2. Progressive enhancements to this model
include most HSPICE, ADS, and, Spectre extensions to the original diode model.

Two parameters, NFLAG and COMPAT, are unique to Cadence® Microwave Office® software diode implementation.
NFLAG behavior controls whether or not the model generates noise. COMPAT, the compatibility selection flag, can
take four different values: HSPICE, AWR, SPECTRE, and ADS. The HSPICE, Spectre and ADS values are used to
emulate the behavior of the D-device level 1 diode model in HSPICE, Spectre and ADS, respectively.

The equivalent circuit shows the underlying component-based implementation of SDIODE. Depending on the parameter
set provided, the model may require one or two nonlinear branches. Sub-indexes bt and sw are used to distinguish between
the currents and charges associated to these branches. bt and sw stand for bottom and sidewall junctions, respectively.
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There are two possible resistor configurations:

• resistor R_Dδ is present and resistors R_bt and R_sw both absent

• resistors R_bt and R_sw are present without resistor R_Dδ

Two resistors are used whenever parameters RSW and PJFAC are provided and greater than 0, and COMPAT=0-3 or
parameters JSW or CJP are provided and are greater than 0.

R_bt and G_bt_leak are scaled by AFAC, and R_sw andG_sw_leak are scaled by PJFAC. Not belonging to either branch,
resistor R_Dδ is not scaled by AFAC or PJFAC.

Operating Points

The table below shows the operating point information available from the model. Sub-indexes bt and sw are used to
differentiate between the bottom and periphery pieces of information whenever two NL branches are required.

DescriptionUnit - TypeParameter
Junction branchBranchd
Bottom junction branchBranchdBt
Sidewall junction branchBranchdSw
Consumed powerPowerpwr
Diode capacitanceCapacitancecd
Diode resistanceResistancers
Diode conductanceConductancegd
Bottom junction capacitanceCapacitancecdBt
Bottom junction resistanceResistancersBt
Bottom junction conductanceConductancegdBt
Sidewall junction capacitanceCapacitancecdSw
Sidewall junction resistanceResistancersSw
Sidewall junction conductanceConductancegdSw

Equations

The following equations summarize the expressions used in Microwave Office NL current and charge sources.

Currents

The equations for the bottom and sidewall currents, Ibt_total and Isw_total, respectively, are shown as follows. The total
bottom current, Ibt_total, has four components: Ibt_jct, Ibt_tunnel, Iisr, and Iibvl; proper bottom junction, tunneling, recombination,
and low-level-reverse breakdown knee currents, respectively. The total sidewall current, Isw_total, has two components:
Ibt_jct and Isw_tunnel: proper sidewall junction and tunneling currents, respectively.

Ibt_total = Ibt_jct + Ibt_tunnel + Iisr + Iibvl

*Ibt_jct = iN (vbt,ISbt,N
δ,NZbt,BVbt,IBVbt,IKFbt,IKRbt,IMAXbt,T)

*Ibt_tunnel = iD (vbt,JTUNbt,NTUN
δ,IMAX,T)
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*Iisr = iD (vbt,ISRbt,NR
δ,IMAX,T)

*Iibvl = iN (vbt,ISbt * 1e-6,N
δ,NBVLδ,BVbt,IBVLbt,0,0,IMAXbt,T)

Isw_total = Isw_jct + I sw_tunnel

*Isw_jct = iN (vsw,ISsw,NS
δ,NZsw,BVsw,IBVsw,IKFsw,IKRsw,IMAXsw,T)

*Isw_tunnel = iD (vsw,JTUNsw,NTUN
δ,IMAX,T)

Twomain diode functions, iD and iN, are used in calculating these component currents. iD implements a simple exponential
diode current that is linearized for currents greater than Imax:

iD(vD,I s,n,Imax,T) = I s · (e
qvD
nKBT − 1)for vD lower than vmax = ln(1 + Imax

Is )(
nKBT
q )

iD(vD,I s,n,Imax,T) = Imax + I s · q( vD − vmax
nTKB )

iN is calculated from iD and iRD using the following equation:

iN (vD,I s,n,N z,V z,I z,Ikf ,Ikr,Imax,T ) =
iD

(1 + f *( iD ,Is) / Ikf +
iRD

(1 + f *( iRD ,Iz) / Ikr

f *(x,I) = 0.5 · (x + x2 + δ) and δ = 0.04 · I

Where iD and iRD are given by:

iD = iD (vD,Is,n,Imax,T)

iRD = iRD (vD,IZ,NZ,VZ,Imax,T)

iRD implements the diode breakdown characteristics and it is defined in terms of iD itself. The following equations show
how this is achieved:

vref = min (ln(1e − 12 · N zKBTIz q ) · N zKBTq ,0)

B1 = I z · e
q vref
NzKBT · (1 − q vref

N zKBT ) − I z

B2 = I z · e
q vref
NzKBT · q

N zKBT

This allows you to write the definition of i_RD in terms of i_D as follows:

iRD(v,N z,V z,I z,Imax,T) = iZshift − iD(vZshift − v,I z,N z,Imax,T)
vZshift = − | V z |
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where

iZshift = − (B1 + B2 · vZshift) if vZshift < vref
or

iZshift = − iD (vzshift,I z,N z,Imax,T )

iRD(v,N z,V z,I z,Imax, T) = I zshift − iD (vzshift − v,I z,N z,Imax,T )

Charges

The equations for the bottom and sidewall charges, Qbt_total and Qsw_total, respectively, are as follows. The total bottom
and sidewall charge, Qbt_total , the same as the total sidewall charge, Qbt_total , each has depletion and diffusion charge
components. In mathematical form this is:

Qbt_total = Qbt_dep + Qbt_diff

Qsw_total = Qsw_dep + Qsw_diff

Where Qbt_dep , Qsw_dep , Qbt_diff , and Qsw_diff are given by:

*Qbt_dep = Qdep (vbt, CJ0
δ, VJδ, M, FC, DCAP)

*Qsw_dep = Qdep (vsw, CJP
δ, PHPδ, MJSW, FCS, DCAP)

*Qbt_diff = TT * iD (vbt , ISbt , Nbt , IMAX, T)

*Qsw_diff = TT * iD (vsw , ISsw , Nsw , IMAX, T)

Qdep is the original SPICE2 depletion charge calculation given by:

Qdep(v,CJ,VJ,N,FC,DCAP) = A1 + v · (A2 + v · A3) if v > FC ·VJ

Qdep(v,CJ,VJ,M,FC,DCAP) = A4 · ln(1 − v
V j ) if v ≤ FC ·VJ and M = 1

Qdep(v,CJ,VJ,M,FC,DCAP) = A4 · (1 − v
V j )1

−MJ if v ≤ FC ·VJ and M ≠ 1

Where:

DCAP=1

F1 = − VJ · ln(1 − FC ) and M = 1
F1 = ( VJ

1 − M ) · (1 − (1 − FC)1−M) and M ≠ 1
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F2 = (1 − FC)
1+M

F3 = 1 − FC · (1 + M)
F4 = FC ·VJ · (FC · (1 + 0.5 ·M) − 1)

A1 = CJ · F1 + F4 ·
CJ
F2

A2 = F3 ·
CJ
F2

A3 = (CJF2) · 0.5 · (MVJ)
DCAP = 2

A1 = 0
A2 = CJ
A3 = 0.5 · CJ · (MVJ)

DCAP = 1 or DCAP = 2

A4 = − VJ · CJ and M = 1
A4 = VJ ·

CJ
1 − M and M ≠ 1

Temperature Compensation and Scaling

The parameters in the equations marked with asterisks ("*") in the previous "Currents" and "Charges" sections are either
branch voltages, model parameters, temperature compensated model parameters, or geometrically scaled versions of
them. Voltages vbt and vsw are defined in the equivalent circuit. Super index δ is used to differentiate between model
parameters and their temperature compensated expressions. Temperature compensation equations follow closely the
expressions found in the reference, and are not discussed here. The mathematical relationship between these symbols is
summarized as:

PARAMδ = fPARAM (PARAM,δtemp, COMPAT,TLEV,TLEVC,,,)

where PARAM = fPARAM

The temperature compensated parameter is equal to the original parameter when the simulation and nominal temperatures
are the same.

CJbt=AFAC * CJO
δ

ISbt=AFAC * IS
δ

ISsw=PJFAC * JSW
δ

JTUNbt=AFAC * JTUN

JTUNsw=PJFAC * JTUNSW

CJsw=PJFAC * CJP
δ
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IKFbt=AFAC * IKF

IKRbt=AFAC * IKR

IKFsw=PJFAC * IKF

IKRbsw=PJFAC * IKR

ISRbt=AFAC * ISR
δ

IBVLbt=AFAC * IBVL
δ

IMAXbt=AFAC * IMAX

IMAXbt=PJFAC * IMAX

IBVbt=AFAC * IBV
δ

IBVsw=PJFAC * IBV
δ

GLEAKbt=AFAC * GLEAK
δ

GLEAKsw=PJFAC * GLEAKSW
δ

Rbt =
RSδ
AFAC

Rsw =
RSWδ
PJFAC

NZbt = f NZ(N,NZ,COMPAT)
NZsw = f NZ(NS,NZ,COMPAT)

IBVbt=AFAC * fIBV(IS
δ,IBVδ,COMPAT)

IBVsw=PJFAC * fIBV(JSW
δ,IBVδ,COMPAT)

with

fIBV(I,IB,COMPAT) = I for COMPAT = HSPICE OR AWR

fIBV(I,IB,COMPAT) = IB O.W.

BVbt=fBV(BV
δ,ISδ,IBVδ,NZδ,T,COMPAT)

BVsw=fBV(BV
δ,JSWδ,IVBδ,NZsw,T,COMPAT)

with

fBV(BV,I,IB,NZ,T,COMPAT) = BV - BVshift for COMPAT = HSPICE or AWR
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BVshift = max ( ln( IB
Ibreak

) · NZKBTq ,0 )

Ibreak = − I · ( −q | BV |

e
NZ KBT − 1

)

fBV(BV,I,IB,NZ,T,COMPAT) = BV O.W.

Noise

SDIODE accounts for thermal noise in resistors R_bt, R_sw and R_Dδ. The bottom current source may introduce three
uncorrelated noise sources: Sshot (f), Sflicker (f) and Sburst (f). The sidewall branch may introduce two uncorrelated noise
sources: Sshot (f), and Sflicker (f), only. These appear in parallel with the corresponding NL branch and with spectral
densities given by:

Sshot( f ) = 2qIDC

Sflicker( f ) = KF
IDC

AF

f FFE

Sburst( f ) = KB
IDC

AF

1 + (
f
FB )

2

Here, q is the electron charge and IDC is the DC junction current, Ibt_total or Isw_total. The spectral densities are expressed
in A2/Hz.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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SPICE Geometric Junction Diode Model: SDIODEG

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SDG1TextDiode IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
0 mACurrentPeriphery reverse saturation current*JSW
1Multiplier*MULT
1Junction area*AFAC
1Junction periphery*PJFAC
1Scale factor*SCALE
1Shrink factor*SHRINK
0 umLengthDiode length*L
0 umLengthDiode width*W
0 umLengthMasking or etching correction factor*XW
0 umLengthDiode length*LP
0 umLengthDiode width*WP
0 umLengthPoly masking or etching correction factor*XP
0 umLengthDiode length*LM
0 umLengthDiode width*WM
0 umLengthMetal masking or etching correction factor*XM
10,000umLengthPoly to bulk oxide thickness*XOI
10,000umLengthMetal to bulk oxide thickness*XOM
0.001 ohmResistanceSeries resistance*RS
1Ideality factor*N
0 nsTimeStorage time*TT
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage bottom junction capacitance*CJ0
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage periphery junction capacitance*CJP
0.8 VVoltageBottom built-in voltage*VJ
0.8 VVoltagePeriphery built-in voltage*PHP
0.5Bottom junction grading coefficient*M
0.33Periphery junction grading coefficient*MJSW
0.5Bottom depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0.5Periphery depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FCS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1000000 VVoltageBreakdown voltage*BV
1mACurrentCurrent at breakdown voltage*IBV
0 mACurrentForward knee current*IKF
0 mACurrentReverse knee current*IKR
1.16Energy gap @ TNOM; default is Si*EG
3Temp scaling coefficient; default is Si PN*XTI
25 DegCTemperatureTemperature at which diode params were determined*TEXT
25 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
1Flicker noise exponent*AF
1Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
0Burst noise coefficient*KB
1Burst noise exponent*AB
1Burst noise cutoff frequency*FB
Noise OnNoise model*NFLAF
1Capacitance model selector*DCAP
0I/V temperature model*TLEV
0Capacitance temperature model*TLEVC
0Temperature coefficient for CJ0*CTA
0Temperature coefficient for CJP*CTP
0.000702First bandgap correction factor*GAP1
1108Second bandgap correction factor*GAP2
0Breakdown voltage temperature coefficient*TCV
0First-order temperature coefficient for MJ*TM1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for MJ*TM2
0Temperature coefficient for VJ*TPB
0Temperature coefficient for PHP*TPHP
0Resistance temperature coefficient*TRS
0First-order temperature coefficient for TT*TTT1
0Second-order temperature coefficient for TT*TTT2
AWRCompatibility selector: HPSICE*COMPAT
1e6 mACurrentMaximum device current*IMAX
1Ideality factor for periphery diode*NS

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

SDIODEGwas developed as and extension to SDIODE to support the parameters associated with pn junctions described
in terms of their geometry. Accordingly, this model is mapped into HSPICE as a D-device with parameter LEVEL set
to 3.

All SDIODE parameters are available in SDIODEG.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE JFET Model: SJFET

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

Rg

Cgs

G +

_
I(Vgs,Vds)Vds

Rd

D

S

Rs

Vgd
+

_

Vgs
_

+

Cgd

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextDevice IDID
-2 VVoltageThreshold (pinch-off) voltage*VTO
0.0001I/V BETA parameter*BETA
0Drain-to-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance*CGS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance*CGD
1 VVoltageGate built-in voltage*PB
1e-11 mACurrentGate junction current parameter*IS
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T

Flicker noise (1/f noise) coefficient*KF
Flicker noise (1/f noise) exponential term*AF
Flicker noise (1/f noise) frequency exponent*FFE

1Gate-width scale factor*AFAC
Spice ModelNoneNoise model*NFLAG
0Mobility temperature exponent*BEX
0.5Grading coefficent for G-S and G-D diodes*MJ
1Emission coefficent for G-S and G-D diodes*N
0Temperature compensation coefficient for VTO*TCV
26.85DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM

Saturation current temperature exponent*XTI
HSPICEModel compatibility selector*COMPAT

Model level selector (default=1)*LEVEL
Gate dependence of channel length modulation parameter*LAMBDA1
Energy gap at T=TNOM*EG
First bandgap correction factor*GAP1
Second bandgap correction factor*GAP2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

The JFET model is defined for both forward and reverse conduction. The equations for both cases are as follows:

Forward Operation (VDS > 0)

Id = {0 V gs < VT0
β ·V ds(2(V gs − VT0) − V ds)(1 + λ ·V ds) V ds ≤ V gs − VT0

β · (V gs − VT0)
2(1 + λ ·V ds) V ds > V gs − VTO
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Reverse Operation (VSD = -VDS > 0)

Id = {0 V gd < VT0
−β ·V sd(2(V gd − VT0) − V sd)(1 + λ ·V sd) V sd ≤ V gd − VT0

−β · (V gd − VT0)
2(1 + λ ·V sd) V sd > V gd − VTO

Capacitance

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances, Cgs and Cgd, are modeled as PNCAP elements. See PNCAP for the
equations.

SCALING

Currents and capacitances are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

All resistances, including gate resistance, are scaled as 1/AFAC.

Gate Diodes

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain diodes are modeled as PNIV elements. See PNIV for the equations.

NOTE: This model uses a few extra parameters that are not part of the SPICE parameter set. These are necessary for
many RF applications. The default values make the model equivalent to the SPICE JFET model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] P. Antognetti and G. Massobrio, Semiconductor Device Modeling with SPICE, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.
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SPICE JFET P Model: SJFETP

Symbol

1

2

3

Topology

Rg

Cgs

G +

_
I(Vgs,Vds)Vds

Rd

D

S

Rs

Vgd
+

_

Vgs
_

+

Cgd

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
S1TextDevice IDID
-2 VVoltageThreshold (pinch-off) voltage*VTO
0.0001I/V BETA parameter*BETA
0Drain-to-source resistance parameter*LAMBDA
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance*CGS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance*CGD
1 VVoltageGate built-in voltage*PB
1e-11 mACurrentGate junction current parameter*IS
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T

Flicker noise (1/f noise) coefficient*KF
Flicker noise (1/f noise) exponential term*AF
Flicker noise (1/f noise) frequency exponent*FFE

1Gate-width scale factor*AFAC
Spice ModelNoise Model*NFLAG
0Mobility temperature exponent*BEX
0.5Grading coefficent for G-S and G-D diodes*MJ
1Emission coefficent for G-S and G-D diodes*N
0Temperature compensation coefficient for VTO*TCV
26.85DegCParameter extraction temperature*TNOM

Saturation current temperature exponent*XTI
HSPICEModel compatibility selector*COMPAT

Model level selector (default=1)*LEVEL
Gate dependence of channel length modulation parameter*LAMBDA1
Energy gap at T=TNOM*EG
First bandgap correction factor*GAP1
Second bandgap correction factor*GAP2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

See SPICE JFET (SJFET) for equation.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Zhang and Raisanen Step-Recovery Diode Model: SRD_ZR

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

Rs

Vj
Qd

+

_

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SRD1TextDiode IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation currentIS
0.001 ohmResistanceSeries resistanceRS
1Ideality factorN
0CapacitanceForward capacitanceCF
0CapacitanceReverse-voltage capacitanceCR
1.0VoltageBuilt-in VoltageVJE
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltageBV
27 DegCTemperatureTemperatureT
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

Implementation Details

The diode I/V characteristic is identical to that of other Schottky junctions:
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Id = I s(exp(
qV j
NKT) − 1)

The expression uses a quadratic extrapolation at high current to prevent numerical overflow (see SDIODE).

The stored charge is given by

Qd(V ) = {CFV j V j < 0
C f − CF
2V je

(V j +
CFV je
C f − CF

)2 −
CF
2

2(C f − CF)
V je 0 ≤ V j ≤ V je

C fV j −
C f − CF

2 V j > V je

Id and Qd are scaled in proportion to the area scaling factor, AFAC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] J. Zhang andA. Raisanen, "ANewModel of a Step Recovery diode for CAD," IEEEMTT-S InternationalMicrowave
Symposium Digest, 1995, p. 1459.
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SPICE Statz FET Model: SSTATZ

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

SSTATZ is a SPICE-equivalent version of the STATZ FET model. It should be used instead of the STATZ model for
SPICE compatibility.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SF1TextDevice IDID
0.01I/V Beta coefficient*BETA
-2.5 VVoltageThreshold (pinch-off) voltage*VTO
2Drain I/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0Output conductance parameter*LAMBDA
1I/V parameter (b in Statz's paper)*THETA
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
1e+06 VVoltageGate junction breakdown voltage*VBR
1e-11 mACurrentGate diode current parameter*IS
1Gate diode ideality factor*N
1 VVoltageGate junction built-in voltage*VBI
0.5Gate depletion cap. linearization parameter*FC
106 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RC
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CRF
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance; fixed part*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RIN
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameter*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameter*CGDO
1Number of fingers scale factor*NFING
0.2Capacitance DELTA2 parameter*DELTA2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source fixed capacitance*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain fixed capacitance*CGD
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

1Gate width scale factorAFAC
0.5 VVoltageCapacitance limiting voltageVMAX

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The implementation is identical to Staz except for the following charge expressions:

Qgd = CGS0 ·
V gs + V gd − T1

2

Qgs = {CGS[2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
Vmax
VBI ) +

V new − Vmax

1 − Vmax
VBI

] V new ≥ Vmax

CGS(2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
V new
VBI )) V new < Vmax

where

Vmax = FC ·VBI

V new =
1
2(V eff1 + VT + (V eff1 − VT)

2 + (DELTA2)2 )

V eff1 =
1
2(V gs + V gd + T1 )

I = (V gs − V gd)
2 + ( 1

ALPHA)
2
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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STATZ FET Model: STATZ

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

S

Cgd

Vgs
Cgs

G

D

+

_

Vgd
+

_

Ls

LdRd

Rs

Rc

Crf

CdsVd
+

_
I(Vg,Vd)

Rin

Rgd

Cgd0

Cgs0

RgLg

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SF1TextDevice IDID
0.01I/V Beta coefficient*BETA
-2.5 VVoltageThreshold (pinch-off) voltage*VTO
2Drain I/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0Output conductance parameter*LAMBDA
1I/V parameter (b in Statz's paper)*THETA
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
1e+06 VVoltageGate junction breakdown voltage*VBR
1e-11 mACurrentGate diode current parameter*IS
1Gate diode ideality factor*N
1 VVoltageGate junction built-in voltage*VBI
0.5Gate depletion cap. linearization parameter*FC
1e+06 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RC
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CRF
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance; fixed part*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RIN
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameter*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameter*CGDO
0.3Capacitance DELTA1 parameter*DELTA1
0.2Capacitance DELTA2 parameter*DELTA2
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source fixed capacitance*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain fixed capacitance*CGD
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RGD
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

1Gate width scale factorAFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTES:

1. Use MKS units for parameters that have Scalar units. These are not adjusted to the default units of the project.

2. Gate resistance is scaled in proportion to AFAC / NFING.

3. Parasitic inductances are not scaled.

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

The equations for the Statz model are as follows:
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Id = {0 V gs ≤ VT

β(V gs − VT)
2

1 + θ(V gs − VT)
(1 − (1 − α

V ds
3 )3)(1 + λ ·V ds) V gs > VT and V ds <

3
α

β(V gs − VT)
2

1 + θ(V gs − VT)
(1 + λ ·VDS) V gs > VT and V ds >

3
α

As with all other FET models, the gate voltage in the above equations is delayed by TAU.

Capacitance

The charge-voltage equations for the capacitance are given below. The C/V characteristics are found by differentiation:

Qgs = {CGS(2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
Vmax
VBI ) +

V new − Vmax

1 − Vmax
VBI

) V new ≥ Vmax

CGS(2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
V new
VBI )) V new < Vmax

Qgd = CGD ·V eff2

where

Vmax = FC ·VBI

V new =
1
2(V eff1 + VT + (V eff1 − VT)

2 + (DELTA2)2 )

V eff1 =
1
2(V gs + V gd + (V gs − V gd)

2 + (DELTA1)2 )

V eff2 =
1
2(V gs + V gd − (V gs − V gd)

2 + (DELTA1)2 )

Gate Diodes

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain diodes are modeled as PNIV elements. See PNIV for the equations.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Parameter Scaling

RG → RG · AFAC
NFING2

RD → RD
AFAC
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RS → RS
AFAC

Rin →
Rin

AFAC

Rgd →
Rgd

AFAC

Rc →
Rc

AFAC

Crf → Crf · AFAC

Cds → Cds · AFAC

Cgs → Cgs · AFAC

Cgd → Cgd · AFAC

Nonlinear currents and charges are multiplied by AFAC.

References

[1] H. Statz et al., "GaAs FET Device and Circuit Simulation in SPICE," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, Vol. ED-34,
1987, p. 160.

[2] D. Divekar, "Comments on 'GaAs FET Device and Circuit Simulation in SPICE'," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices,
Vol. ED-34, 1987, p. 2564.
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Step-Recovery Diode Model: STEPRD

Symbol

Equivalent Circuit

Rs

Vj
Qd

+

_
Crev

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SRD1TextDiode IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation currentIS
0.001 ohmResistanceSeries resistanceRS
1Ideality factorN
0 nsTimeStorage timeTT
0 pFCapacitanceReverse-voltage capacitanceCREV
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltageBV
27 DegCTemperatureTemperatureT
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

Implementation Details

The diode I/V characteristic is identical to that of other Schottky junctions:

Id = I s(exp(
qV j
NKT) − 1)
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The expression uses a quadratic extrapolation at high current to prevent numerical overflow (see SDIODE). The stored
charge is given by

Qd(V ) = T tId

where Tt is the junction charge storage time. Id is scaled in proportion to the area scaling factor, AFAC. This scales the
stored charge Qd. Crev is a linear capacitance. It also is scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE TOM1 FET Model: STOM1

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

STOM1 is a SPICE-equivalent implementation of the TOM1model. It should be used where precise SPICE compatibility
is needed.

Equivalent Circuit

3(source)

Vgs

1(gate)

2(drain)

+

_

Vdg

+

_

LS

LDRD

RS

RDB

CBS

CDS

Id

RID

CGD0

CGS0

RGLG

RIS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F1TextDevice IDID
-2.5 VVoltageNonscalable portion of Vt*VTO
0 VVoltageScalable portion of Vt*VTOSC
2Drain I/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0.01I/V Beta coefficient*BETA
0AC drain term*GAMMA
0DC drain term*GAMMADC
2I/V exponent*Q
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0I/V DELTA term*DELTA
1 VVoltageGate junction built-in voltage*VBI
10a mACurrentGate diode current parameter*IS
1Gate diode ideality factor*N
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-source intrinsic resistance*RIS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RID
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
106 OhmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDB
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CBS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameter*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameter*CGDO
0.5Capacitance limiting voltage*VMAX
0.2Capacitance DELTA2 parameter*DELTA2
0.5Gate depletion cap. linearization parameter*FC
106 VVoltageGate junction breakdown voltage*VBR
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance; nonscalable part*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate metalization res.; scales with AFAC & NFING*RGMET
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

1Gate width scale factorAFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING

a

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The implementation is identical toTOM1 except for the charge expressions, which are identical to SSTATZ.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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TOM1 FET Model: TOM1

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

3(source)

Vgs

1(gate)

2(drain)

+

_

Vdg

+

_

LS

LDRD

RS

RDB

CBS

CDS

Id

RID

CGD0

CGS0

RGLG

RIS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F1TextDevice IDID
-2.5 VVoltageNon-scalable portion of Vt*VTO
0 VVoltageScalable portion of Vt*VTOSC
2Drain I/V knee parameter*ALPHA
0.01I/V Beta coefficient*BETA
0AC drain term*GAMMA
0DC drain term*GAMMADC
2I/V exponent*Q
0I/V DELTA term*DELTA
1 VVoltageGate junction built-in voltage*VBI
10-11 mACurrentGate diode current parameter*IS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Gate diode ideality factor*N
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-source intrinsic resistance*RIS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RID
0 nsTimeGate-drain time delay*TAU
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
106 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDB
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CBS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance parameter*CGSO
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance parameter*CGDO
0.3Capacitance DELTA1 parameter*DELTA1
0.2Capacitance DELTA2 parameter*DELTA2
0.5Gate depletion cap. linearization parameter*FC
106 VVoltageGate junction breakdown voltage*VBR
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance; non-scalable part*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0.001 ohmResistanceGate metallization resistance; scales with AFAC & NFING*RGMET
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
Flicker noise coefficient*KF
Flicker noise exponent*AF
Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

1Gate width scale factorAFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

The equations for the model are as follows:

Id =
Id0

1 + DELTA · Id0
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where

V t = VT0 +
VT0SC
AFAC − γV ds

for

V ds <
3
α

Id0 = β(V gs − V t)
e(1 − (1 −

α ·V ds
3 )3)

for

V ds <
3
α

Id0 = β(V gs − V t)e

Vt0sc is the portion of the pinch-off voltage that is scaled with device area.

Idb accounts for drain-current dispersion. Two components of Id are computed, one for RF and one for DC:

Ids,DC = Id(V gs, V ds, GAMMADC)

Ids,RF = Id(V gs, V ds, GAMMA)

then

Idb = Ids,RF − Ids,DC

As with all other FET models, the gate voltage in the above equations is delayed by TAU.

Capacitance

The charge-voltage equations for the capacitance, given below, are identical to those of the Statz model. The C/V
characteristics are found by differentiation:

Qgd = CGD0 ·V eff2

Qgs = {CGS0[2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
Vmax
VBI ) +

V new − Vmax

1 − Vmax
VBI

] V new > Vmax

CGS0(2 ·VBI(1 − 1 −
V new
VBI )) V new < Vmax

where

Vmax = FC ·VBI
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V new =
1
2(V eff1 + VT0 + (V eff1 − VT)

2 + (DELTA2)2 )

V eff1 =
1
2(V gs + V gd + (V gs − V gd)

2 + (DELTA1)2 )

V eff2 =
1
2(V gs + V gd − (V gs − V gd)

2 + (DELTA1)2 )

Gate Diodes

The gate-to-source and gate-to-drain diodes are modeled as PNIV elements. See PNIV and SDIODE for the equations.

Parameter Scaling

Parasitic inductances LG, LS, and LD are not scaled.

Currents and nonlinear charges are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Other parameters are scaled as follows:

Rg = (
RGMET · AFAC

NFING2 + RG)

RD → RD
AFAC

RS → RS
AFAC

RIS → RIS
AFAC

RID → RID
AFAC

RDB → RDB
AFAC

CDS → CDS · AFAC

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Reference

[1] A. J. McCant, G. D. McCormack, and D. H. Smith, "An Improved GaAs FET Model for SPICE," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT-38, p. 822, June, 1990.
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TOM2 FET Model: TOM2

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

3(source)

Vgs

1(gate)

2(drain)

+

_

Vdg

+

_

LS

LDRD

RS

RDB

CBS

CDS

Id

RID

CGD0

CGS0

RGLG

RIS

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
F1TextDevice IDID
-2.5 VVoltageThreshold voltage*VTO
2Knee voltage parameter*ALPHA
0.1Transconductance parameter*BETA
0Threshold-shifting parameter*GAMMA
0.2Output feedback parameter*DELTA
2Power-law parameter*Q
0Subthreshold slope gate parameter*NG
0Subthreshold slope drain pull parameter*ND
0 nsTimeConduction current time delay*TAU
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 ohmResistanceGate resistance component*RGSH
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain ohmic resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceSource ohmic resistance*RS
10-11 mACurrentGate diode saturation current*IS
1Gate diode ideality factor*N
1 VVoltageGate diode built-in potential*VBI
0.2 VVoltageCapacitance transition voltage*VDELTA
0.95 VVoltageGate-diode capacitance limiting voltage*VMAX
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain*CGD
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0.01 ohmResistanceGate-source intrinsic resistance*RIS
0.01 ohmResistanceGate-drain resistance*RID
106 VVoltageGate junction breakdown voltage*VBR
106 ohmResistanceRF drain-source resistance*RDB
0 pFCapacitanceCapacitance that determines Rds break frequency*CBS
27 DegCTemperatureDevice temperature*T
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature at which parameters were extracted*TNOM
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
1Gate width scale factor (total width, not per finger)AFAC
1Number of fingers scale factorNFING
1.11Gate diode energy gap*EG
0Gate diode ideality factor*XTI
0VTO temperature coefficient*VTOTC
0VBI temperature coefficient*VBITC
0ALPHA temperature coefficient*ALPHATCE
0BETA temperature coefficient*BETATCE
0GAMMA temperature coefficient*GAMMATC
0RG temperature coefficient*TRG1
0RD temperature coefficient*TRD1
0RS temperature coefficient*TRS1
0CGD temperature coefficient*CGDTCE
0CGS temperature coefficient*CGSTCE

Noise par: P*P
Noise par: gate noise temp*Tg
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Flicker noise coefficient*KF
0Flicker noise frequency exponent*AF

Flicker noise frequency exponent*FFE
Noise model*NFLAG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

I/V Characteristic

The equations for the TOM2 model are as follows:

Id =
Ids0

1 + DELTA ·V ds · Ids0

Ids0 = BETA ·V g
Q ·

ALPHA ·V d
1 + (ALPHA ·V d)

2

V g = Q ·V st · In(exp(
V gs − VTO + GAMMA·V d

Q ·V st
) + 1)

V st = (NG + ND ·V ds) ·
K ·T
q

In the above equations, q is electron charge, K is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature in Kelvins.

Capacitance

The capacitance equations are the same as for themodels STATZ and TOM1, except the parameters DELTA andDELTA2
are used instead of ALPHA and VDELTA. They are related as follows:

DELTA = 1
ALPHA

DELTA2 = VDELTA

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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TOM3 MESFET Model: TOM3

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

TOM stands for TriQuint's Own Model. TOM3 is an implementation of a model developed by TriQuint, Inc., for their
own foundry devices. Their models have become quite popular outside of the TriQuint foundry as well.

Equivalent Circuit

S
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_

Vgd
+

_

Ls

LdRd

Rs

Cds
Vd

Cgs
K|VC|RgLg

H(jw) Vc
+
_

+

_
I(Vg,Vd)

Cgd

Gate-to-channel diodes Leakage diodes

Parameters

Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
F1TextDevice IDID
-2.0VoltageThreshold voltage*VTO
2.0Knee voltage parameter*ALPHA
0.1Transconductance parameter*BETA
0.0Drain I/V slope in saturation*LAMBDA
0.0Threshold-shifting parameter*GAMMA
2.0Power-law parameter*Q
2.0Output feedback parameter*K
1.0VoltageSubthreshold slope*VST
0.0Subthreshold slope drain parameter*MST
0.0CurrentLeakage diode saturation current*ILK
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
1.0VoltageLeakage diode potential*PLK
-2.0x10-16Charge parameter*QGQH
1.0x10-16Charge parameter*QGSH
0.0Charge parameter*QGDH
1x10-6Charge parameter*QGI0
5.0x10-16Charge parameter*QGQL
1.0Charge parameter*QGAG
1.0Charge parameter*QGAD
2.0x10-16Charge parameter*QGCL
100.0Charge parameter*QGGB
0.0Charge parameter*QGG0
0.0CapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
1.0x10-14CurrentGate diode saturation current*IS
0.8VoltageBarrier height*EG
1.0"Gate diode ideality factor*N
2.0Diode current temperature parameter*XTI
0.0TimeDrain current time delay*TAU

(Not implemented)*VBI
1.0x10-6TimeTime constant of the drain dispersion circuit*TAU_GD
0.0Feedback voltage source parameter*KGAMMA
0.01ResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.0ResistanceGate resistance component*RGSH
0.01ResistanceDrain ohmic resistance*RD
0.01ResistanceSource ohmic resistance*RS
0.0InductanceSource inductance*LS
0.0InductanceGate inductance*LG
0.0InductanceDrain inductance*LD
1.0Number of gate fingers scale factorNG
298.0TemperatureDevice temperatureTJ
298.0TemperatureReference (extraction) temperature*TNOM
0.0ALPHA temperature coefficient*ALPHATCE
0.0GAMMA temperature coefficient*GAMMATC

(Not implemented)*VBITC
0.0CGS temperature coefficient*CGSTC
0.0CGD temperature coefficient*CGDTC
0.0VT0 temperature coefficient*VTOTC
0.0VST temperature coefficient*VSTTC
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Default ValueUnitsDescriptionParameter
0.0MST temperature coefficient*MSTTC

VTO temperature coefficient*VTOTC
0.0BETA temperature coefficient*BETATCE
0.0RG temperature coefficient*RGTC
0.0RD temperature coefficient*RDTC
0.0RS temperature coefficient*RSTC
0.0(Not implemented)*NOIS
0.0(Not implemented)*KF
0.0(Not implemented)*AF
0.0(Not implemented)*FCP
0.0(Not implemented)*SN
0.0(Not implemented)*NAME
1.0LengthGate width per finger scale factorW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Notes

The series RC elements in the drain, shown in [1], do not model the "drain dispersion" effect directly. Instead, they are
used only to create a transfer function for the controlled voltage source in the gate, which models the drain dispersion
effect. Instead of using RC elements for this transfer function, the Cadence®Microwave Office® software implementation
uses a two-port block having the same transfer function. This results in better numerical conditioning of the model.

The model supports inverse operation.

Early documents describing this model had an error in the capacitance formulas. This error has been corrected in the
Microwave Office implementation, but it appears not to have been corrected in other simulators. This error results in
approximately a 10% to 20% error in Y parameters, especially Y11 and Y12.

Be careful of default values of model parameters. Some of the parameters in the TriQuint implementation of this model
are hard-coded into SPICE subcircuits, so these have no defaults; thus, there are no "standard" defaults. When porting
model parameters from other simulators, do not assume that the default values of unspecified parameters are the same
in both implementations.

Implementation Details

Equations

The equations for this model are too extensive to be listed here. See the References for more information

Scaling

Resistances, except Rg, are scaled as 1/AFAC.

TOM3 uses an unusual scaling formula for gate resistance. The scaled gate resistance, Rg, is
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Rg = RG · WNG + RGSH / (W · NG)

RGSH is treated as if it were a sheet resistance in series with the gate. For conventional scaling, simply set RGSH = 0.

Capacitances and currents are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R. B. Hallgren and D. S. Smith, "TOM3 Equations," Triquint Internal Report (unnumbered), 2 December 1999.

[2] R. B. Hallgren and P. H. Litzenberg, "TOM3 Capacitance Model: Linking Large- and Small-signal MESFETModels
in SPICE," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. 47, no. 5, p. 556 (May, 1999).
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TriQuint TX Modified Materka FET Model: TQ_MATRK

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

Contact Technical Support for AWR Products for additional information.
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VBIC BJT Model: VBIC

Symbol

S

C

B
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Summary

VBIC is a successor for both VBIC95N and VBIC95P, while it also provides access to the thermal node not available
in the earlier implementations. Exposing the thermal node allows modeling thermal coupling among different devices.

The Vertical Bipolar Inter-Company (VBIC) model was developed to be an industry standard replacement for the SPICE
Gummel-Poon (SGP) general-purpose BJT model. The VBIC model offers improved modeling of the early effect,
quasi-saturation, substrate and oxide parasitics, avalanche multiplication and temperature behavior including self-heating.
The improved modeling of these effects can be selectively invoked depending on the model parameters chosen. Since
the VBIC model was developed to utilize the extraction techniques of the SGP model, it is possible that VBIC can
degenerate to be similar to the SGP model. The Cadence® Microwave Office® software implementations of the VBIC
model are largely based on the Saber VBIC95 Model Definition, Ver. 1.1.5, which has been in the public domain since
June 1996.

Equivalent Circuit
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VB1TextElement IDID
25DegCExtraction temperature*TNOM
25DegCBaseplate temperature*TEMP
0.01ohmExtrinsic Collector Resistance*RCX
0.01ohmIntrinsic Collector Resistance (must be >0)*RCI
0VEpi Drift Saturation Voltage*VO
0Epi Doping Parameter*GAMM
1High-Current RC Factor*HRCF
0.01ohmExtrinsic Base Resistance*RBX
0.01ohmIntrinsic Base Resistance (must be > 0)*RBI
0.01ohmEmitter Resistance*RE
0.01ohmSubstrate Resistance*RS
0.01ohmParasitic Base Resistance (must be >0)*RBP
1e-13mATransport Saturation Current*IS
1Forward Emission Coefficient*NF
1Reverse Emission Coefficient*NR
0.9Forward-Bias Junction Threshold Capacitance

(0.05<FC<0.95)
*FC

0pFBase-Emitter Small Signal Capacitance*CBEO
0pFBase-Emitter Zero-Bias Junction Capacitance*CJE
0.75VBase-Emitter Grading Coefficient*PE
0.33Base-Emitter Junction Exponent*ME
-0.5Base-Emitter Capacitance Smoothing Factor*AJE
0pFExtrinsic Base-Collector Overlap Capacitance*CBCO
0pFBase-Collector Zero-Bias Capacitance*CJC
0Collector Charge at Zero Bias*QCO
0pFExtrinsic Base-Emitter Zero-Bias Capacitance*CJEP
0.75VBase-Collector Grading Coefficient*PC
0.33Base-Collector Junction Exponent*MC
-0.5Base-Collector Capacitance Smoothing Factor*AJC
0pFExtrinsic Base-Collector Zero-Bias Capacitance*CJCP
0.75VCollector-Substrate Grading Coefficient*PS
0.33Collector-Substrate Junction Exponent*MS
-0.5Collector-Substrate Capacitance Smoothing Factor*AJS
1e-15mAIdeal Base-Emitter Saturation Current*IBEI
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Portion of Ibei from Vbei, (1-Wbe) is Vbex*WBE
1Ideal Base-Emitter Emission Coefficient*NEI
0mANon-Ideal Base-Emitter Saturation Current*IBEN
2Non-Ideal Base-Emitter Emission Coefficient*NEN
1e-13mAIdeal Base-Collector Saturation Current*IBCI
1Ideal Base-Collector Emission Coefficient*NCI
0mANon-Ideal Base-Collector Saturation Current*IBCN
2Non-Ideal Base-Collector Emission Coefficient*NCN
0mAParasitic Transport Saturation Current*ISP
1Portion of Iccp from Vbep, 1-Wsp from Vbci*WSP
1Parasitic Forward Emission Coefficient*NFP
0mAIdeal Parasitic Base-Emitter Saturation Current*IBEIP
0mANon-Ideal Parasitic Base-Emitter Saturation Current*IBENP
0mAIdeal Parasitic Base-Collector Saturation Current*IBCIP
1Ideal Parasitic Base-Collector Emission Coefficient*NCIP
0mANon-Ideal Parasitic Base-Collector Saturation Current*IBCNP
0Base-Collector Weak Avalanche Parameter 1*AVC1
0Base-Collector Avalanche Parameter 2*AVC2
2Non-Ideal Parasitic Base-Collector Emission Coefficient*NCNP
1000000000VForward Early Voltage*VEF
1000000000VReverse Early Voltage*VER
1000000000000mAForward Knee Current*IKF
1000000000000mAReverse Knee Current*IKR
1000000000000mAParasitic Knee Current*IKP
0nsForward Transit Time (must be >0)*TF
0Variation of Tf with Base Width Modulation*QTF
0Coefficient of Tf Bias Dependence*XTF
0VCoefficient of Tf Dependence on Vbc*VTF
0mACoefficient of Tf Dependence on Icc*ITF
0nsIdeal Reverse Transit Time (must be >0)*TR
0nsForward Excess-Phase Delay Time (must be >0)*TD
0Flicker Noise Coefficient*KFN
1Flicker Noise Exponent*AFN
1Flicker Noise Frequency Exponent*BFN
1Noise analysis flag,0: Noise off, 1: Noise on*NFLAG
0Temperature Exponent of Emitter Resistance*XRE
0Temperature Exponent of Base Resistance*XRB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Temperature Exponent of Collector Resistance*XRC
0Temperature Exponent of Substrate Resistance*XRS
0Temperature Exponent of Vo*XVO
1.12Activation Energy for Is (eV)*EA
1.12Activation Energy for Ibei (eV)*EAIE
1.12Activation Energy for Ibc/Ibeip (eV)*EAIC
1.12Activation Energy for Ibcip (eV)*EAIS
1.12Activation Energy for Iben (eV)*EANE
1.12Activation Energy for Ibcn/Ibenp (eV)*EANC
1.12Activation Energy for Ibcnp (eV)*EANS
3Temperature Exponent of Is*XIS
3Temperature Exponent of Ibei/Ibci/Ibeip/Ibcip*XII
3Temperature Exponent of Iben/Ibcn/Ibenp/Ibcnp*XIN
0Temperature Coefficient of Nf*TNF
0Temperature Coefficient of Avc*TAVC
0ohmThermal Resistance*RTH
1000000000000pFThermal Capacitance*CTH
1000mAExplosion Current (not Implemented)*IMAX
1Area scale factorMULT
1.15Model Version*VERSION
onSelf-heating supportSELFT
NPNDevice typeTYPE
AWRModel compatibility selector*COMPAT
0Temperature exponent of extrinsic resistance RBX*XRBX
0Temperature exponent of extrinsic resistance RCX*XRCX
0Temperature exponent of extrinsic resistance RBP*XRBP
0Temperature exponent of IKF*XIKF
1.0Reverse saturation current factor*ISRR
0Temperature exponent of ISRR*XISR
0Activation energy for ISRR (eV)*DEAR
1.12Activation energy for ISP (eV)*EAP
0Base-Emitter breakdown voltage, zero means infinity*VBBE
0First temperature coefficient of VBBE*TVBBE1
0Second temperature coefficient of VBBE*TVBBE2
1.0Base-Emitter breakdown emission coefficient*NBBE
0Temperature coefficient of NBBE*TNBBE
1.0e-6Base-Emitter breakdown current*IBEE
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Selector for SGP qb formulation*QBM
0.5High current roll-off coefficient*NKF
0B-C reach-through limiting voltage (0 means infinity)*VRT
0.1B-C reach-through limiting smoothing factor*ART
0Fixed collector-substrate capacitance*CCSO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The TYPE parameter controls whether the device is NPN or PNP. The SELFT parameter is used to enable/disable the
self-heating modeling capabilities. The current setting of either parameter is immediately reflected by the device symbol.
The MULT and TEMP parameters replace the AFAC and TAMB parameters of the VBIC95N and VBIC95 elements,
respectively. The VERSION parameter, whose default value is 1.15, is added as a provision to supporting additional
versions of the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Operating Points

The following letter pairs identify the NL branches: ce, be, bc, bex, bb, bbp, cc, bcp, bep, and, cep. These are used to
identify branch-related operating point information (branch voltages, currents, etc.).

DescriptionParameter
Avalanche currentIgc (Current)
Feedback transconductancegmu (Conductance)
Transconductancegm (Conductance)
Output conductancego
Output resistancero
Base spreading resistancerx (Resistance)
Feedback capacitancecmu (Capacitance)
Base capacitancecpi (Capacitance)
Base conductancegpi(Resistance)
Base resistancerpi(Resistance)

dic_dvbe(Conductance)
dic_dvbc (Conductance)
dib_dvbe (Conductance)
dib_dvbc (Conductance)

Resistance in bb branchrbi (Resistance)
Resistance in cc branchrci (Resistance)
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DescriptionParameter
Resistance in bbp branchrbp (Resistance)
Capacitance in bc branchcjc (Capacitance)
Capacitance in be branchcje (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bex branchcbex (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bcx branchcbcx (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bep branchcbep (Capacitance)
Capacitance in bcp branchcbcp (Capacitance)
AC current amplificationbetaac
DC current amplificationbetadc
Simulation temperaturetemp (Temperature)
Cutoff frequency approximationft (Frequency)
Dissipated powerpwr (Power)

.

References

[1] C. McAndrew et al, VBIC95 - The Vertical Bipolar Inter-Company Model, IEEE Journal of Solid State Circuits,
October, 1995.

[2] C. McAndrew et al (Compact Modeling Council), VBIC95 Model Definition: Release 1.1.5, July, 1996.
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(Obsolete) VBIC95 NPN BJT Model: VBIC95N

Symbol

S
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Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the VBICBJTModel (VBIC) element. TheVertical Bipolar Inter-Company
(VBIC)model was developed to be an industry standard replacement for the SPICEGummel-Poon (SGP) general-purpose
BJTmodel. The VBICmodel offers improvedmodeling of the early effect, quasi-saturation, substrate and oxide parasitics,
avalanche multiplication and temperature behavior including self-heating. The improved modeling of these effects can
be selectively invoked depending on the model parameters chosen. Since the VBIC model was developed to utilize the
extraction techniques of the SGP model, it is possible that VBIC can degenerate to be similar to the SGP model. The
Cadence® Microwave Office® software implementation of the VBIC is largely based on the Saber VBIC95 Model
Definition, Ver. 1.1.5, which has been in the public domain since June 1996.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TextElement IDID

1Model Type (Information only)*NPN
0Model Type (Information only)*PNP
25CelsiusExtraction temperature*TNOM
25CelsiusBaseplate temperature*TAMB
0.01ohmExtrinsic Collector Resistance*RCX
0.01ohmIntrinsic Collector Resistance (must be>0)*RCI
0VoltsEpi drift saturation voltage*VO
0Epi doping parameter*GAMM
1.0High current RC factor*HRCF
0.01ohmExtrinsic base resistance*RBX
0.01ohmIntrinsic base resistance (must be>0)*RBI
0.01ohmEmitter resistance*RE
0.01ohmSubstrate resistance*RS
0.01ohmParasitic base resistance (must be>0)*RBP
1e-16ATransport saturation current*IS
1.0Forward emission coefficient*NF
1.0Reverse emission coefficient*NR
0.9Forward Bias Junction Threshold Capacitance (0.05<FC<0...)*FC
0.0FBase-Emitter Small Signal Capacitance*CBEO
0.0FBase-Emitter zero bias junction capacitance*CJE
0.75VoltsBase-Emitter grading coefficient*PE
0.33Base-Emitter junction exponent*ME
-0.5Base-Emitter capacitance smoothing factor*AJE
0.0FExtrinsic Base-Collector overlap capacitance*CBCO
0.0FBase-Collector zero-bias capacitance*CJC
0.0Collector charge at zero-bias*QCO
0.0FExtrinsic Base-Emitter zero-bias capacitance*CJEP
0.75VoltsBase-Collector grading coefficient*PC
0.33Base-Collector junction exponent*MC
-0.5Base-Collector capacitance smoothing factor*AJC
0.0FExtensive Base-Collector zero bias capacitance*CJCP
0.75VoltsCollector-Substrate grading coefficient*PS
0.33Collector-Substrate junction exponent*MS
-0.5Collector-Substrate capacitance smoothing factor*AJS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1e-18AIdeal Base-Emitter saturation current*IBEI
1.0Portion of IBEI from Vbei, (1-Wbe) is from Vbex*WBE
1.0Ideal Base-Emitter emission coefficient*NEI
0.0ANon-Ideal Base-Emitter saturation current*IBEN
2.0Non-Ideal Base-Emitter emission coefficient*NEN
1.0e-16AIdeal Base-Emitter saturation current*IBCI
1.0Ideal Base-Emitter emission coefficient*NCI
0.0ANon-Ideal Base-Collector saturation current*IBCN
2.0Non-Ideal Base-Collector emission coefficient*NCN
0.0AParasitic transport saturation current*ISP
1.0Portion of ICCP from Vbep, 1-Wsp from Vbci*WSP
1.0Parasitic fwd emission coefficient*NFP
0.0AIdeal parasitic Base-Emitter saturation current*IBEIP
0.0ANon-Ideal parasitic Base-Emitter saturation current*IBENP
0.0AIdeal parasitic Base-Collector saturation current*IBCIP
1.0Ideal parasitic Base-Collector emission coefficient*NCIP
0.0ANon-Ideal parasitic Base-Collector saturation current*IBCNP
0.0Base-Collector weak avalanche parameter 1*AVC1
0.0Base-Collector weak avalanche parameter 2*AVC2
2.0Non-Ideal parasitic Base-Collector emission coefficient*NCNP
1e9VoltFwd Early voltage*VEF
1e9VoltRev Early voltage*VER
1e09AFwd knee current*IKF
1e09ARev knee current*IKR
1e09AParasitic knee current*IKP
0.0secForward transit time (must be>0)*TF
0.0Variation of TF with base-width modulation*QTF
0.0Coeff. of TF bias dependence*XTF
0.0VoltCoeff. of TF dependence on Vbc*VTF
0.0ACoeff. of TF dependence in Ic*ITF
0.0secIdeal reverse transit time (must be>0)*TR
0.0secForward excess-phase delay time (must be>0)*TD
0.0Flicker noise coefficient*KFN
1.0Flicker noise exponent*AFN
1.0Flicker noise frequency exponent*BFN
1.0Noise Analysis Flag; 0=no noise analysis*NFLAG
0.0Temperature exponent of emit resistance*XRE
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.0Temperature exponent of base resistance*XRB
0.0Temperature exponent of collector resistance*XRC
0.0Temperature exponent of substrate resistance*XRS
0.0Temperature exponent of VO*XVO
1.12eVActivation energy for Is (eV)*EA
1.12eVActivation energy for Ibei (eV)*EAIE
1.12eVActivation energy for IbcI/Ibeip (eV)*EAIC
1.12eVActivation energy for Ibcip (eV)*EAIS
1.12eVActivation energy for Iben (eV)*EANE
1.12eVActivation energy for Ibcn/Ibenp (eV)*EANC
1.12eVActivation energy for Ibcnp (eV)*EANS
3.0Temperature exponent of Is*XIS
3.0Temperature exponent of IbeI/Ibci/Ibeip/Ibcip*XII
3.0Temperature exponent of Iben/Ibcn/Ibenp/Ibcnp*XIN
0.0Temperature coefficient of nf*TNF
0.0Temperature coefficient of AVC2*TAVC
0.0ohmThermal resistance*RTH
1.0FThermal capacitance*CTH
1.0AExplosion current (not implemented)*IMAX
1.0Area scale factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Operating Points

The following character strings have been used to identify the NL branches: be, bc, ce, bep, bcp, cep, bb, bbp, bex and
cc. Here be, bc and ce correspond to the intrinsic base-emitter, base-collector and collector-emitter branches. bep, bcp
and cep correspond to the base-emitter, base-collector and collector-emitter branches of the parasitic transistor associated
with the substrate. bb and bbp denote the branches associated with the nonlinear base resistors of the main and parasitic
transistors, respectively. Finally, bex and cc correspond to the external base-emitter and the non-linear collector resistor
branches, respectively. These names are used to identify branch related operating point information, i.e., branch voltages,
currents, etc.

DescriptionParameter
Breakdown current.igc (A)
Power dissipation.pwr (W)
Intrinsic small-signal output conductance.go (S)
Intrinsic small-signal transconductance.gm (S)
Intrinsic small-signal input conductance.gpi (S)
Intrinsic small-signal Collector-Base conductance.gmu (S)
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DescriptionParameter
Intrinsic base resistance.rbi (ohm)
Intrinsic collector resistance.rci (ohm)
Parasitic transistor base resistance.rbp (ohm)
Intrinsic be capacitance.cje (F)
Intrinsic bc capacitance.cjc (F)
bex junction capacitance.cbex (F)
bcx junction capacitance.cbcx (F)
bep junction capacitance.cbep (F)
bcp junction capacitance.cbcp (F)
Small-signal common-emitter current gain.betaac (A/A)
Unity small-signal current-gain frequency.ft** (Hz)
Ratio of DC collector current to DC base currentbetadc (A/A)
Intrinsic dIc/dVbe.dic_dvbe (S)
Intrinsic dIc_dVbc.dic_dvbc (S)
Intrinsic dIb_dVbe.dib_dvbe (S)
Intrinsic dIb_dVbc.dib_dvbc (S)
Device temperature.temp (C)
Common-emitter input capacitance.cpi(F)
Common-base output capacitance.cmu (F)
Intrinsic small-signal input resistance.rpi (ohm)
Intrinsic small-signal output resistance.ro(ohm)
Parasitic base resistance.rx(ohm)

.

Implementation Details

The complete set of equations is too complex to be listed here. The user should consult the references for specific
information. For such details particularly attention should be given to the works of Colin McAndrew et. al. in [3] and
[4].

SCALING

The Microwave Office implementation includes an area scale factor, AFAC, which is not in the original definition of
the model. All currents and charges, and linear capacitors are scaled in proportion to AFAC, and all liner resistors are
scaled inversely with AFAC. The thermal resistance, RTH, and thermal capacitance, CTH, are scaled according to these
rules as well.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

VBIC is an advanced model. It should be used only where the need for accuracy justifies its complexity, and where
parameter libraries are available. The Gummel-Poon model, GBJT, is recommended for ordinary applications.
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(Obsolete) VBIC95 PNP BJT Model: VBIC95P

Symbol

S

C

B

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the VBIC BJT Model (VBIC) element.

Equivalent Circuit

Same as VBIC95N, except that all diode and source currents are reversed.

Parameters

Parameters are identical to those of VBIC95N

Operating Points

Operating points are identical to those of VBIC95N.

Implementation Details

Except for the PNP structure, this model is equivalent to VBIC95N, the NPN implementation of the Vertical Bipolar
Inter-Company (VBIC) model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Simple Volterra BJT Model: VBJT1

Symbol

C

B

E

1

2

3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VB1TextElement IDID
10 mACurrentCollector current*IC
0.991st Volterra coef for alpha*A1
02nd Volterra coef for alpha*A2
03rd Volterra coef for alpha*A3
0 nsTimeExcess phase time delay*TD
0 nsTimeBase transit time*TT
0.01 ohmResistanceBase resistance 1*RB1
0.01 ohmResistanceBase resistance 2*RB2
0.01 ohmResistanceEmitter resistance*RE
0.01 ohmResistanceCollector resistance*RC
0 nHInductanceBase inductance*LB
0 nHInductanceEmitter Inductance*LE
0 nHInductanceCollector inductance*LC
0 pFCapacitancePN Junction 0V BE capacitance*CBE0
1 VVoltageBE Built-in voltage*VJE
10-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
1Ideality factor*N
0.5Grading coefficient*M
0 pFCapacitanceBase-collector capacitance*CBC
0 pFCapacitanceCollector-emitter capacitance*CCE
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Gate width scaling factor (total; not per finger)AFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Implementation Details

The controlled current source is nonlinear to allow for the transistor's nonlinear small-signal current gain. The bias point
is specified by the collector bias current, IC. This quantity determines the Taylor-series representation for the BE diode
and nonlinear capacitance.

VBJT1 uses the VVCN model to implement the nonlinear I/V behavior. The Alpha parameters are the polynomial
coefficients to the I/V equation. See the VVCN model documentation for more information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra PN Junction Capacitance: VCJCN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextElement IDID
1 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage junction capacitance*CJ0
1 VVoltageBuilt-In voltage*VJ
0 VVoltageJunction DC bias voltage*VDD
0.5Denominator exponent*M
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

VCJCN is a nonlinear PN junction depletion capacitance described by a Taylor series expansion in the vicinity of its DC
bias voltage, VDD. Its charge-voltage characteristic is give by

q = (q1v + q2v
2 + q3v

3) · AFAC

where qn are the coefficients of a Taylor-series expansion of the junction charge function

Q(V ) =
−φC j0
1 − M (1 − Vφ )

1−M

The current in the capacitor is simply

i =
dq
dt

where i is the current in the controlled source and v is the control voltage. Since the qn are evaluated at a particular DC
bias voltage, DC bias is implicit in the model. Thus, DC bias must not be included in the circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Capacitance: VCNL

Symbol
+

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CN1TextElement IDID
1e-121st volterra charge coef*Q1
02nd volterra charge coef*Q2
03rd volterra charge coef*Q3
1Charge scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

q = (q1v + q2v
2 + q3v

3) · AFAC

i =
dq
dt

where i is the current in the controlled source and v is the control voltage. The qn coefficients are the Qn parameters of
the model.

Since the qn are evaluated at a particular DC bias voltage, DC bias is implicit in the model. Thus, DC bias must not be
included in the circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Diode Model: VDIODE1

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VD1TextDiode IDID
1e-11 mACurrentReverse saturation current*IS
0.001 ohmResistanceSeries resistance*RS
1Ideality factor*N
0 nsTimeStorage time*TT
0 pFCapacitanceZero-voltage junction capacitance*CJ0
1 VVoltageBuilt-in voltage*VJ
0 VVoltageJunction bias voltage*VDD
0.5Grading coefficient*M
0.5Depletion capacitance linearization parameter*FC
1e+06 VVoltageBreakdown voltage*BV
0 mACurrent(Not implemented)*IBV
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

VDIODE1 is a nonlinear incremental model of the Schottky diode. It is equivalent to SDIODE, but is intended primarily
for Volterra analysis. The DC junction bias voltage, VDD, is specified by the user, and the program calculates the Taylor
series coefficients for both the resistive and capacitive parts of the junction. See the SDIODE element for equations.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Simple Volterra FET Model: VFET1

Symbol

1

2

3

Equivalent Circuit

G
Cgs

Rg

V
+

_

Ri

Rs

S

I(V)

Cgd

Rds Cds

Rd D

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VF1TextElement IDID
0.11st volterra coef for controlled source*GS1
02nd volterra coef for controlled source*GS2
03nd volterra coef for controlled source*GS3
0.0011st volterra coef for Gds*GD1
02nd volterra coef for Gds*GD2
03rd volterra coef for GdsGD3
0 nsTimeTime delay*TD
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 OhmResistanceIntrinsic resistance*RI
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
0 pFCapacitancePN junction 0V gate capacitance*CGS0
1 VVoltageGate built-in voltage*PHI
0 VVoltageGate bias (for Cgs only)*VGG
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance*CGD
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source fixed capacitance*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
1Gate width scaling factor (total; not per finger)AFAC
1Scale factor for number of gate fingersNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The FET's gate-to-source capacitor is modeled by a VCJCN element. The nonlinear controlled current source is modeled
by a VVCN element, and the nonlinear drain-to-source resistance by a VGNL . See these elements for further information.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Conductance: VGNL

Symbol

+

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
GN1TextElement IDID
0.0011st volterra coef*G1
02nd volterra coef*G2
03rd volterra coef*G3
1Current scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

VGNL is a nonlinear resistor whose I/V characteristic is described by a Taylor series in the vicinity of its DC bias voltage.
As such, it is ideal for use with Volterra analysis or with small-signal IM calculations by harmonic balance. The I/V
characteristic is

i(v) = dI
dV∣V=V0v +

d2I
dV2∣V=V0v

2 + 1
6
d3I
dV3∣V=V0v

3

which can be expressed as

i(v) = g1v + g2v
2 + g3v

3

The gn coefficients are the Gn parameters of the model. Since the gn are evaluated at a particular DC bias voltage, DC
bias is implicit in the model. Thus, DC bias must not be included in the circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Diode Junction Model: VJCN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VJ1TextDiode IDID
5 mACurrentDiode junction DC current*IJ
1Ideality factor*N
27 DegCTemperatureTemperature*T
1Junction area scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

VJCN is a nonlinear incremental model of the Schottky diode. It is intended primarily for Volterra analysis. The user
enters conventional Schottky diode parameters, and the DC current, and the Volterra (Taylor series) coefficients are
computed within the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Inductance: VLNL

Symbol

+

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LN1TextElement IDID
1e-061st volterra flux coef*L1
02nd volterra flux coef*L2
03rd volterra flux coef*L3
1Flux scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The model is implemented as a flux-current nonlinearity

φ(t) = (L1i + L2i
2 + L3i

3) · AFAC

where the Ln are Taylor-series coefficients of an expansion of the Φ(I) characteristic in the vicinity of the bias point.
The small-signal voltage across the inductor, v, is

v =
dφ(t)
dt

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage Multiplier: VOLTMULT

Symbol

A*V1*V2

V1

V2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VM1TextElement IDID
1Voltage gainA
0.001 ohmResistanceOutput impedanceRO

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal voltage multiplier. The output voltage is given by:

V o = A ·V1 ·V2

The input impedance is 1012Ω.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Simple Varactor Model: VRCTR

Symbol
+

Summary

VRCTR models a lossless varactor. Internally, this element is identical to the nonlinear capacitor model (NLCAP), but
the nonlinear characteristics are extracted automatically from tabulated data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
C1TextDevice IDID
{1}CapacitanceCapacitance dataCData
{-1} VVoltageVoltage dataVData
5Polynomial orderPolyOrd
2Maximum fitting errorTolerance

Parameter Details

The C/V data is entered in the CData and VData fields. It can be entered manually, for example:

CData = {30,15,10,5,4,3}

VData = {0,1,2,3,4,5}

or by referencing file-based data.

Suppose that measured C/V data is stored in a file called cv.txt. The data is column-ordered, with C in the first column
and V in the second column.

Import the file by right-clicking on Data Files in the Project Browser and choosing Import Data File. In the Open dialog
box, in Files of Type, select Text Data Files and then browse for cv.txt. Now, place the following equation on the schematic:

cv_data = DataFile("cv.txt");

cv_data is now a matrix with the C/V data in its columns.

Type the following equations in the CData and VData parameter fields to access the needed columns of cv_data:

For CData: Col(cv_data, 1)

For VData: Col(cv_data, 2)

PolyOrd is the order of the polynomial used for numerical fitting of the capacitance data. Higher polynomial orders may
result in convergence problems, so it is best to keep it as low as possible. It is rarely necessary to specify orders higher
than 5.
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Once a numerical fit to C/V data has been performed, the model will compute the maximum relative error between the
measured data and the polynomial prediction. If that number, measured in %, is larger than Tolerance, the model will
report a warning.

Simulation of the model's C/V characteristic and hence the quality of the polynomial fit, is highly recommended. See
the Examples\Circuit Design Types\Modeling\varactorplot.emp example project.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Controlled Current Source: VVCN

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Equivalent Circuit

iv
+

-

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VN1TextIDID
0.11st volterra coef*G1
02nd volterra coef*G2
03rd volterra coef*G3
1Current scaling factorAFAC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

VVCN is a nonlinear voltage-controlled current source whose I/V characteristic is described by a Taylor series in the
vicinity of its DC bias voltage. As such, it is ideal for use with Volterra analysis or with small-signal IM calculations by
harmonic balance. The I/V characteristic is

i(v) = dI
dV∣V=V0v +

d2I
dV2∣V=V0v

2 + 1
6
d3I
dV3∣V=V0v

3

which can be expressed as

i(v) = g1v + g2v
2 + g3v

3
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where i is the current in the controlled source and v is the control voltage. The gn coefficients are the Gn parameters of
the model.

Since the gn are evaluated at a particular DC bias voltage, DC bias is implicit in the model. Thus, DC bias must not be
included in the circuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Yhland MESFET Model: YHLAND

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

The Yhland model is designed specifically for resistive FET devices, such as FET switches, attenuators, and mixers. It
is strongly recommended over conventional "active" models for such circuits.

Equivalent Circuit

S
Vgs

G

D

+

_

Vgd
+

_

Ls

LdRd

Rs

Cds
Vd

Cgs0
RgLg

+

_
I(Vg,Vd)

Cgd0

Rj

Cpg/2Cpg/2

Ri

Crf

Rc Cpd/2 Cpd/2

Cps/2 Cps/2

Cgd

Cgs

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
YF1TextDevice IDID
0.04Model param a; see Yland paper*A
1.9Model param b; see Yland paper*B
0.22Model param c; see Yland paper*C
6Model param d; see Yland paper*D
0.092Model param g; see Yland paper*G
1.9022 degAngleModel param phi; see Yland paper*PHI
1011 mACurrentGate-conduction diode current parameter*IS
1Gate-conduction diode ideality factor*N
1e6 VVoltageGate-channel breakdown voltage (pos.)*VBO
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 VVoltageGate-source capacitance built-in voltage*VBI
0.001 ohmResistanceG-D resistance*RJ
0.001 ohmResistanceG-S resistance*RI
0.001 ohmResistanceDrain resistance*RD
0.001 ohmResistanceGate resistance*RG
0.001 ohmResistanceSource resistance*RS
0 pFCapacitanceGate-source capacitance at 0V*CGS0
0 pFCapacitanceGate-drain capacitance at 0V*CGD0
0.5Gate-capacitance linearization parameter*FC
0 pFCapacitanceDrain-source capacitance*CDS
0 pFCapacitanceFixed gate-source capacitance*CGS
0 pFCapacitanceFixed gate-drain capacitance*CGD
0 pFCapacitanceDrain pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPD
0 pFCapacitanceSource pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPS
0 pFCapacitanceGate pad capacitance (not scaled)*CPG
0 nHInductanceGate inductance*LG
0 nHInductanceSource inductance*LS
0 nHInductanceDrain inductance*LD
0 nHTemperatureTemperature*TNOM
27 deg CGate-width scale factorAFAC
1Number of gate fingers scale factorNFING

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The Yhland FET model is a new model intended primarily for use in resistive FET circuits, especially FET resistive
mixers and attenuators. The model was developed by Klas Yhland, a Ph. D. graduate of Chalmers University in Goteborg,
Sweden (see References.)

To be consistent with the Chalmers implementation, this model includes an L-C pi model of the pad parasitics.

Drain Current

The drain current is given by

Id = g( f 1(Ugd
+ , Ugs

+ ) · f 2(V s − V gd) − f 1(Ugs
− , Ugd

− ) · f 2(V gd − V gs))

where

f 1(x, y) = (1 + αx)(1 − tanh(e
−b(y+c)))
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f 2(z) = 1 − tanh(e
−dz)

Ugd+ and Ugs+ define a counterclockwise-rotated coordinate system, relative to the Vgd/Vgs axis:

[Ugd
+

Ugs
+ ] = [cos(φ) −sin(φ)

sin(φ) cos(φ) ][V gd

V gs]
where

φ

is the angle of rotation. Similarly, Ugd- and Ugs-; define a clockwise-rotated coordinate system, relative to the Vgd/Vgs
axis:

[Ugd
−

Ugs
− ] = [cos(φ) −sin(φ)

sin(φ) cos(φ) ][V gd

V gs]
See the references for explanations of the use of this rotated coordinate system.

Capacitances

The original model, as described in the references, does not include nonlinear capacitances.We have implemented simple,
PN-junction capacitances for gate-source and gate-drain capacitance. The parameters of these elements (CGSO/CGDO,
FC, and VBI) are essentially the same as the corresponding ones in the SDIODE model.

Gate Conduction

Gate conduction is modeled by PNIV elements. The parameters (IS, N, VBO) are the same as corresponding parameters
in SDIODE.

Pad Capacitance and Lead Inductance

These quantities are modeled by pi networks at each terminal. Because the source terminal in resistive FET circuits
frequently is not grounded, a pi network is included at the source as well as the gate and drain.

SCALING

Resistances except gate resistance are scaled as 1/AFAC.

Gate resistance is scaled as AFAC/NFING2.

Capacitances and currents are scaled in proportion to AFAC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Circuit Port: PORT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is a passive circuit termination that applies a load specified by Z. The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID
is not empty, text is displayed on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with 1-Tone HB Source: PORT1

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a power signal of
magnitude Pwr and angle Ang swept across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port
number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text is displayed on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB Power1Power in magnitudePwr
0 DegAngle1Relative angle of the excitation*Ang

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

[1] Pwr and Ang may be vectors.

Parameter Details

Pwr and Ang. Typically, Pwr and Ang represent the available power and angle of the excitation at the fundamental
harmonic. To supply power at multiple harmonics, you specify the power and angle parameters as vectors. For example,

Pwr = {0,10,-10,-20}

Ang = {0,0,45,90}

applies power (in DB power units) equal to 0 at DC, 10 at the fundamental, -10 at the second and -20 at the third harmonic,
with excitation angles as shown.

Unless the number of Ang vector elements equals the number of Pwr vector elements, all angles are assumed equal to
zero. If the vectors have only one element, the excitation is assumed to be at the fundamental.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Port with 1-Tone Volterra Source: PORT1V

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerPower in magnitudePwr
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitation*Ang

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with 2-Tone HB Source: PORT2

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0.1 GHzFrequencyDelta frequency (f2=f1+Fdelt)Fdelt
0 dBmDB PowerMagnitude of power of tone onePwr1
0 dBmDB PowerMagnitude of power of tone twoPwr2
0 DegAngleRelative angle of tone one*Ang1
0 DegAngleRelative angle of tone two*Ang2

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Port with 2-Tone Volterra Source: PORT2V

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0.1 GHzFrequencyDelta frequency (f2=f1+Fdelt)Fdelt
0 dBmDB PowerMagnitude of power of tone onePwr1
0 dBmDB PowerMagnitude of power of tone twoPwr2
0 DegAngleRelative angle of tone one*Ang1
0 DegAngleRelative angle of tone two*Ang2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Arbitrary, User-specified Bit Sequence: PORT_ARBS

Symbol

Summary

PORT_ARBS is a source in the form of a user-specified bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencySymbol rateRATE
{1,0,1,0}Symbol sequenceSEQ
8Samples per symbolSAMP
1VoltageHigh signal levelHI
0VoltageLow signal levelLO
0TimeRise timeTR
0TimeFall timeTF
NRZ1Signaling formatTYPE
DEFAULT2Window typeWINDOW
1Tone number*TONE

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

[1] Allowed formats are return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ).

[2] Window type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN),
Hamming (HAMM), and Blackman (BLACK).

Parameter Details

SEQ. Specifies the symbol sequence. You can type the sequence or load it from a text file. To load a sequence from a
file, type vfile("name_of_file") in the SEQ field. The file format is:

1

0

1

0
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etc.

The maximum allowed SEQ length for PORT_ARBS is 524288 (2^19).

In the absence of a full path specification, place the file in the \Data directory under the Cadence® Microwave Office®
software installation directory.

Symbols in multi-level signal formats are encoded as integers. In a four-level scheme, for example, symbols are represented
by 0, 1, 2 and 3.

The data files with sequences can also be imported into Microwave Office software to save the data with the project.

To use bit data from a file stored in Microwave Office software:

1. Import the data file as a "Text Data File" type.

2. Assign a variable to the data file using the following syntax:

variable1 = DataFile("data_file_name")

where variable1 is the variable name of your choice and "data_file_name" is the name of the imported data
file (the name must be enclosed in quotes). This function saves the data in a matrix form.

3. Assign a variable to be the first column of the data in the first variable assigned in the following syntax:

variable2 = col(variable1,1)

where variable2 is the variable name of your choice and now stores the bit sequence assigned to the SEQ parameter.

Implementation Details

With the exception of the SEQ parameter, PORT_ARBS is very similar to PORT_PRBS, which applies a random rather
than user-specified sequence. See PORT_PRBS for information on the remaining parameters.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Export Name Port Properties: PORT_NAME

Symbol

Summary

PORT_NAME is used to create schematic connectivity by name instead of by wire. See “Element Connection by Name”
for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
0Port NameName
1Port name order valuePNO

Parameter Details

PNO. Specify the preferred order of the port. This value is read when all ports in a circuit (for example, mixed PORT
and PORT_NAME elements) are sorted to determine port numbers/ordering. You can also edit this value to ensure GDS
cell connections.

Implementation Details

PORT_NAME implements a named port. When used in a schematic, subcircuit instances of the schematic have named
pins (if named symbol pins are present) or named parameters that drive connectivity.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Pulse Train Signal: PORT_PLS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a pulsed power swept
across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port number P is set automatically. If
PIN_ID is not empty, text is displayed on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Pseudo-random Bit Sequence: PORT_PRBS

Symbol

Summary

PORT_PRBS is a source in the form of a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencySymbol rateRATE
16Number of symbolsNSYMB
8Samples per symbolSAMP
1Number of bits in symbolBITW
1VoltageHigh signal levelHI
0VoltageLow signal levelLO
0TimeRise timeTR
0TimeFall timeTF
NRZ1Signaling formatTYPE
DEFAULT2Window typeWINDOW
-1Random number generator seedSEED
1Tone number*TONE

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

[1] Allowed formats are return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ).

[2] Window type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN),
Hamming (HAMM), and Blackman (BLACK).

Parameter Details

BITW. This parameter may be used to apply multilevel PRSB signals. The number of levels is equal to 2BITW. Levels
are equally spaced between HI and LO.

WINDOW. The PRBS sequence must be represented in the frequency domain for the purposes of harmonic balance
analysis. To control overshoot (Gibbs phenomenon) the sequence is windowed prior to simulation. Note that windows
attenuate high-frequency components and therefore induce a finite rise and fall time. With the exception of the triangular
window, the windows are listed in the order of smaller overshoot/longer rise time.
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TR and TF. Rise and fall times are strongly influenced by the window type and the number of samples used to represent
the sequence (the product of SAMP and NSYMB). If precise rise and fall times are critical to the application, use
WINDOW=DEFAULT and increase SAMP as necessary.

NSYMB. There are no known limitations on the number of symbols in the sequence. However, the number of frequencies
in the Fourier representation of a PRBS sequence equals one half of the product of NSYMB and SAMP, so longer
sequences result in longer simulations.

NSYMB and SAMP. The product of these two parameters must be a power of 2 or an error is issued.

SEED. If less than zero, the current tick count of the system clock is used for seed.

Implementation Details

Harmonic balance options and project frequencies (or nonlinear frequencies) are ignored for the purposes of simulation
with PORT_PRBS.

The fundamental frequency is determined by RATE/NSYMB.

The number of frequencies simulated is determined by NSYBM*SAMP/2 +1. (The +1 is for the DC component.)

The maximum frequency in the spectrum is determined by RATE *SAMP/2.

The number of frequencies is determined by NSYMB and SAMP. Likewise, the fundamental frequency is determined
by RATE and NSYMB and is not related to the project and nonlinear frequencies.

When BITW is 1, the binary sequence generated is such that there are NSYMB1 bits andNSYMB0 bits. AWichmann-Hill
random number generator is used to determine which positions in the 2*NSYMB bits are to be set to 1, with the numbers
generated by the random number generator corresponding to the bit positions. Random numbers are generated until
NSYMB unique positions out of the 2*NSYMB available positions have been selected. The bits at these positions are
set to 1.

When BITW is greater than 1, a Wichmann-Hill random number generator is used to generate 2*NSYMB numbers in
a range of 2BITW discrete values. The generated values are then used to determine the level to output for each symbol.

NOTE:You can use Veye and Ieyemeasurements to display eye diagrams in conjunction with PORT_PRBS simulations.

If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R.W. Hamming, Numerical methods for scientists and engineers, pp 534.
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Port with Power Sweep/1-Tone HB Source: PORT_PS1

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBDBSwept power magnitude stepPStep
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitation*Ang

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a power signal swept
from PStart to PStop and also swept across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port
number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Port with Power Sweep/1-Tone Volterra Source: PORT_PS1V

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBDBSwept power magnitude stepPStep
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitation*;Ang

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Power Sweep/2-Tone HB Source: PORT_PS2

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0.1 GHzFrequencyDelta frequency (f2=f1+Fdelt)Fdelt
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBDBSwept power magnitude stepPStep

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a power signal of two
tones, separated by frequency Fdelt, swept from PStart to PStop and also swept across the frequency range specified for
the schematic containing the port. The power in the PORT_PS2 element is applied to both tones simultaneously at the
level specified by Pstart. The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when
it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Port with Power Sweep/2-Tone Volterra Source: PORT_PS2V

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0.1 GHzFrequencyDelta frequency (f2=f1+Fdelt)Fdelt
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBDBSwept power magnitude stepPStep

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Piecewise Linear Signal: PORT_PWL

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Summary

PORT_PWL consists of a Thevenin circuit with a piecewise linear (PWL) voltage source and an impedance Z0 in series
with it.

The behavior of the PWL voltage source is similar to that of the PWL source in SPICE. The open circuit voltage is
specified by the pairs of the time-voltage values (TIME[i], VOLTAGE[i]). The values of open circuit voltage between
these time instances are obtained by linear interpolation.

The fundamental frequency is equal to that specified for the schematic containing the port.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0TextPort numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination ImpedanceZ
User must override
the default

TimeVector of time valuesTIME

User must override
the default

VoltageVector of open-circuit voltage valuesVOLTAGE

DEFAULT1Window typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

[1] Window type options are none (NONE), Lancoz (DEFAULT, ref. [1], Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN),
Hamming (HAMM), and Blackman (BLACK)

Parameter Details

The dimension of TIME and VOLTAGE vectors must be identical. This dimension should be greater than 3, as at least
4 points are required to specify a meaningful PWL waveform. An error message is issued if one of these conditions is
not satisfied, and the model is rejected. The impedance Z should be real to enable SPICE translation. The values of time
should be sorted in ascending order (TIME[i+1]>TIME[i]). Discontinuities in the voltage value are not allowed (do not
specify two different voltage values for the same time instance).
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Implementation Details

Note that the signal needs to be periodic with the period equal to that of the fundamental frequency, otherwise results
may be unexpected. The accuracy of the simulation results depends on the number of harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. This number of harmonics is determined from the options for the schematic containing this port.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Saw Tooth Signal: PORT_SAW

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a sawtooth-wave power
swept across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port number P is set automatically.
If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Square Wave Signal: PORT_SQR

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a square-wave power
swept across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port number P is set automatically.
If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Waveform

The following waveform shows how the delay, rise time, and fall time are defined for the square wave.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic Source Port: PORT_SRC

Symbol

Summary

The PORT_SRC element is a versatile port that encapsulates the functionality of many source ports into a single source
port. A variety of signal types may be generated with this port, include sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse, saw, square and
triangle signals. In addition, you can specify what to use for frequency, how to calculate bandwidth/number of harmonics,
the tone number, and how to sweep power (for the sinusoid case).

This port combines the functionality of the following ports: PORT1, PORTF, PORTFN, PORTFNS, PORT_PS1,
PORT_PLS, PORT_PWL, PORT_SAW, PORT_SQR and PORT_TRI.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50ohmTermination impedanceZ
SinusoidSignal typeSignal
Use doc freqsSpecify typeSpecType
Use doc # harmsSpecify bandwidthSpecBW

Power sweep type (only used when Signal=Sinusoid)Sweep
1Tone number for the signalTone
AutoHint*Hint
1Oversample factor*NSamp

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specifies whether to use the document frequencies or specify a frequency or time period. Choices are "Use
doc freqs", "Specify freq", "Specify period", "Trans only (Freq)", or "Trans only (Period)". The Trans only settings can
only be used with transient simulators.

SpecBW. Specifies whether to use the number of harmonics in the document settings or to specify the number of
harmonics or minimum time resolution. Choices are "Use doc # harms", "Specify # harms" and "Min time res".

Sweep. Specifies whether power is swept. Choices are "None", "Vector", "Linear", and "Linear (# pts)".

Tone. Tone number for the signal.
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Hint. If the type of signal is known (large signal or small signal), the solvers can take advantage of this hint to help solve
the problem in the most efficient way. Choices are "Auto", "Large signal" and "Small signal".

NSamp. Oversample factor. This sets the oversampling factor at the specified tone. Specify a value of zero to indicate
that this parameter does not override the value specified for the Tone X Over Sample in the project or document Harmonic
Balance Options settings. (Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when
the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with
Tone equal to 4 or more.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0} dBmPowerAvailable powerPwr
{0} DegAngleRelative angle of excitationAng
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
1 nsTimePeriodPeriod
5Maximum number of harmonics for this toneNHarm
1 nsTimeMinimum time resolutionMinRes
0 dBmPowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmPowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBPowerSwept power magnitude stepPStep
2Number of swept voltage pointsNumPts
0 VVoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

Window typeWINDOW
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
{1,1,1} VVoltageVoltage vectorVOLTAGE
0.5 VVoltageHigh voltage levelHI
-0.5 VVoltageLow voltage levelLO
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list all of possible parameters that may display for the PORT_SRC depending on the settings of the static parameters
Signal, SpecType, SpecBW and Sweep.

Dynamic Parameter Details

Pwr. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "None" or "Vector". If Sweep is "None", the values in the vector
correspond to the power at each harmonic (the first value represents power at the fundamental, the second value represents
power at the 2nd harmonic, and so on) similar to the PORT1 element (see PORT1 for more details). If Sweep is "Vector",
each value represents a value in the power sweep.
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Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Represents the relative angle of excitation. If Sweep is "None", the values in
the vector correspond to the angle of each harmonic (first value represents the angle of the fundamental, the second value
represents the angle of the 2nd harmonic, and so on) similar to the PORT1 element (see PORT1 for more details). If
Sweep is "Vector", each value represents the angles of each value in the power sweep.

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq". Allows you to specify a single-source frequency directly on the port
instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

Period.Displays when SpecType is "Specify period". Allows you to specify the time period of the source signal directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

NHarm. Displays when SpecBW is "Specify # harms". Allows you to specify the number of harmonics to use directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project setting. Specify a value of zero to indicate that this parameter
does not override the value specified for the Tone X Harmonics in the project or document Harmonic Balance Options
settings. (Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter
is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or
more.

MinRes.Displays when SpecBW is "Min time res". Allows you to specify the time resolution directly on the port instead
of having to use the document or project Tone X Harmonics setting.

PStart, PStop. Displays when Signal=Sinusoid and Sweep=Linear or Linear (# pts). Allows you to specify the start
and stop power values in a power sweep.

PStep.Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear". Allows you to specify the power step value of a power
sweep.

NumPts. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear (# pts)". Allows you to specify the number of points
in a power sweep.

DCVal. Displays when Signal is set to anything except "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a DC voltage value that can
be used for DC analysis.

WINDOW. Displays when Signal is set to anything except "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a data window type that
will be applied to the source signal. Choices include "NONE", "DEFAULT", "TRIANG", "HANN", "HAMM", and
"BLACK".

TIME and VOLTAGE. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See PORT_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low voltage values
of the source signal.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic Source Port: PORT_SRC_ENV

Symbol

Summary

The PORT_SRC_ENV element is a modulated port source for Circuit Envelope analysis. A variety of signal types may
be generated with this port, including sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse, saw, square and triangle signals. In addition, you
can specify the RF carrier tone, frequency and angle.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50ohmTermination impedanceZ
PulseSignal typeSignal
Specify freqSpecify typeSpecType
1Tone number for the RF carrier signalTone

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specify a frequency or time period.

Tone. Tone number for the signal.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AngleRF carrier signal angleCarrierAng
1 GHzFrequencyRF carrier tone frequencyCarrierFreq
{0} dBmPowerModulating signal powerPwr
{0} DegAngleModulating signal angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyModulating signal frequencyFreq
1 nsTimePeriodPeriod
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
{0,1,0} VVoltageVoltage vectorVOLTAGE
0.5 VVoltageHigh voltage levelHI
-0.5 VVoltageLow voltage levelLO
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depend on the settings of the static parameters. The following is a
list of all possible parameters that may display for the PORT_SRC_ENV depending on the settings of the static parameters
Signal, SpecType and Tone.

Dynamic Parameter Details

CarrierAng. Displays when Tone > 0.

CarrierFreq. Displays when Tone > 1.

Pwr. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq".

Period. Displays when SpecType is "Specify period".

TIME and VOLTAGE. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See PORT_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low voltage values
of the source signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

Implementation Details

The complex-valued modulated signal is

s( t ) = m(t ) · cos ( ω · t + ϕ ) + j · m(t ) · sin ( ω · t + ϕ )

where m(t) is the real-valued modulating signal (pulse, square wave, sinusoid, etc.), ω is the angular frequency for the
RF carrier tone and φ is the RF carrier angle. If Tone is 1, the RF carrier frequency is determined by the project or
document frequencies. If Tone is specified as zero, the RF carrier frequency and angle are assumed zero and the modulated
signal becomes the real-valued baseband signal s(t) = m(t).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Network Terminated Circuit Port: PORT_TN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
nameTextNetwork used for termination impedanceNET
1The port number to be used as the terminationNP

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is a passive circuit termination that applies a load specified as the port NP of the schematic named in NET. The port
number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Triangle Wave Signal: PORT_TRI

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a triangle-wave power
swept across the frequency range specified for the schematic containing the port. The port number P is set automatically.
If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Defined Frequency/1-Tone HB Source (2nd Tone): PORTF

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone 2Freq
0 dBmDB PowerPower in magnitudePwr
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitation*Ang

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This is an active circuit termination that applies a load resistance specified by Z while supplying a power signal of
magnitude Pwr and angle Ang and fixed frequency Freq. The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty,
text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Defined Frequency at Tone N: PORTFN

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitationAng
2Tone number for the signalTone
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
1Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone X Over sample in the project or document Harmonic Balance Options settings. (Choose Options
> Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for
the element. An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

Implementation Details

PORTFN is a source of available power Pwr, at a relative angle Ang, and with a port impedance Z. The tone number and
the fundamental frequency of that tone may be specified by means of Tone and Freq parameters, respectively.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Defined Frequency at Tone N (Swept Power): PORTFNS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmDB PowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBDBSwept power magnitude stepPStep
2Tone number for the signalTone
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
1Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone X Over sample in the project or document Harmonic Balance Options settings. (Choose Options
> Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for
the element. An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

Implementation Details

PORTFNS is similar to PORTFN, but more general in that a power sweep may be specified. The available source power
is swept in increments of PStep, starting at PStart and ending at PStop.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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(Obsolete) Port with Defined Frequency/1-Tone Volterra Source (2nd Tone):
PORTFV

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone 2Freq
0 dBmDB PowerPower in magnitudePwr
0 DegAngleRelative angle of the excitation*Ang

* indicates a secondary parameter

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Modulated Signal (Data File-based): PORTIQ_ENV

Symbol

Summary

PORTIQ_ENV is a modulated carrier source for Circuit Envelope analysis. The modulation is specified by a data file
under the Project Browser Data Files node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ

DB PowerAvailable powerPwr
StringModulated signal data file nameNET

1Data file column to useCOL
Data file column for time (optional)TCOL

1Tone number for the signalTone
1 GHzFrequencyTone frequencyFreq

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Parameter Details

COL. The base column from the data file to use. The left-most column is column 1. The values in this column are
combined with the values in the following column if they can form complex value pairs, depending on the heading of
the data file. See SRC_C for an example of the data file format.

TCOL. Optional column of time values. If empty, an attempt is made to determine the modulating signal time step from
the data file. The time step can be declared in the data file by using the TSTEP or SMPFRQ tags.

Freq. The frequency of the tone. Can be specified if tone > 1.

Implementation Details

PORTIQ_ENV is a modulated carrier source for Circuit Envelope analysis. The RF carrier is centered at the specified
tone frequency or the project frequency if tone is 1. The available signal power is given by Pwr and the port impedance
is given by Z.

The modulation signal is specified in the data file referred to by the NET parameter. The file must be imported into the
Cadence® AWR Design Environment® software as a text data file type. The file specifies the in-phase and quadrature
components of the modulating complex signal as a function of time. See SRC_C for an example of the data file format.
The modulating signal is scaled such that the total available power is equal to Pwr.

You can use the CadenceVisual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software FILE_SNK
block to generate the files used by this source. If you do use this block, on the Element Options dialog box Setup tab,
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set Destination toWrite data file to project tree, set File format to “Text Data File”, and make sure to specify enough Duration
to properly capture the signal.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Gamma Terminated Circuit Port (50 Ohm Ref): PORTG

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
0Magnitude of the termination gammaGM
0 DegAngleAngle of the termination gammaGA

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

The port element PORTG allows the termination impedance of the port to be specified as a magnitude and angle of
reflection coefficient. The default value of GM is .99 rather than 1 because it is impossible to compute the response of
the circuit with perfect magnitude.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Modulated Signal: PORTMOD

Symbol

Summary

PORTMOD is a modulated carrier source. The frequency components of the modulated signal are specified by a data
file on your computer. PORTMOD_F is a more advanced source that Cadence ® recommends over the PORTMOD
source.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
QPSKTextModulated signal file nameSIG
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency resolutionFRes
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

PORTMOD is a modulated carrier source. The carrier is centered at the project frequency (or nonlinear frequency); the
available signal power is given by Pwr; the port impedance is given by Z; and the frequency resolution (resolution
bandwidth) of the modulation signal (the complex envelope) is given by Fres.

The modulation signal is specified in the SIG text file, which should be placed in the /signals subdirectory of the Cadence
AWR Design Environment® program directory. The file specifies the frequency components of the complex envelope
as follows:

• The magnitude of the frequency components is expressed in dBm and is placed in the first column.

• The phase of the frequency components is expressed in degrees and is placed in the second column.

• The components are specified in the order of increasing frequency.

• If the envelope spectrum is non-symmetric, the file should include the header DOUBLE_SIDED. If the envelope
spectrum is symmetric, you can choose to specify only the right-hand side of the spectrum by including the header
CONJ_SYM.

• The file name extension must be .sig.

The frequency components, as specified in the signal file, are scaled so that the total power is equal to Pwr. You do not,
therefore, need to be concerned with the scaling of the signal components.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Modulated Signal (Data File-based): PORTMOD_ENV

Symbol

Summary

PORTMOD_ENV is amodulated carrier source for Circuit Envelope analysis. The frequency components of themodulated
signal are specified by a data file under the Data Files node in the Project Browser.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr

StringModulated signal data file nameNET
FrequencyFrequency resolutionFRes

DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW
1Tone number for the signalTone
1 GHzFrequencyTone frequencyFreq

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Parameter Details

FRes. If empty, an attempt is made to determine the frequency resolution from the data file. The frequency resolution
can be declared in the data file by using the FREQ tag. For example: FREQ=12500

WINDOW.Window that can be applied to the data. Options are NONE, DEFAULT, TRIANG, HANN, HAMM and
BLACK.

Freq. The frequency of the tone. Can be specified if tone > 1.

Implementation Details

PORTMOD_ENV is a modulated carrier source for Circuit Envelope analysis. The RF carrier is centered at the specified
tone frequency or the project frequency if tone is 1; the available signal power is given by Pwr; the port impedance is
given by Z; and the frequency resolution (resolution bandwidth) of the modulation signal (the complex envelope) is
given by FRes.

The modulation signal is specified in the data file referred to by the NET parameter. The file must be imported into the
Cadence® AWR Design Environment® software as a text data file type. The file specifies the frequency components
of the complex envelope as follows:

• The magnitude of the frequency component is expressed in dBm and is placed in the first column

• The phase of the frequency component is expressed in degrees and is placed in the second column
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• If the envelope spectrum is non-symmetric, the file should include the tag SPECTRUM=DOUBLE_SIDED. If the
envelope spectrum is symmetric, you can choose to specify only the right-hand side of the spectrum by including the
tag SPECTRUM=CONJ_SYM.

The frequency components, as specified in the data file, are scaled so that the total available power is equal to Pwr. See
PORTMOD_F for an example of the data file format.

You can use the CadenceVisual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software FILE_SNK
block to generate the files used by this source. If you do use this block, on the Element Options dialog box Setup tab,
set Destination toWrite data file to project tree, set File format to “Microwave Office Signal File”, and make sure to specify
enough Duration to properly capture the signal.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Modulated Signal (Data File-Based): PORTMOD_F

Symbol

Summary

PORTMOD_F is a modulated carrier source. The frequency components of the modulated signal are specified by a data
file under the Data Files node in the Project Browser.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
"M"StringModulated signal file nameNET

FrequencyFrequency resolutionFRes
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Parameter Details

FRes. If empty, an attempt is made to determine frequency resolution from the data file. The frequency resolution can
be declared in the data file by using the FREQ tag. For example:

FREQ=12500

WINDOW.Window that can be applied to the data. Choices are NONE, DEFAULT, TRIANG, HANN, HAMM and
BLACK.

Implementation Details

PORTMOD_F is a modulated carrier source. The carrier is centered at the project frequency (or nonlinear frequency);
the available signal power is given by Pwr; the port impedance is given by Z; and the frequency resolution (resolution
bandwidth) of the modulation signal (the complex envelope) is given by Fres.

When using the PORTMOD_F source, you are performing a two-tone simulation. Tone 1 is the center frequency of the
modulation and Tone 2 defines the modulation signal tones. You must make sure to set up enough tone-two harmonics
to properly capture all the modulation tones.

The modulation signal is specified in the data file referred to by the NET parameter. Currently, you must type the name
of the NET parameter with quotes for it to be recognized. The file must be imported into the Cadence® AWR Design
Environment® software as a text data file type. The file specifies the frequency components of the complex envelope
as follows:

• The magnitude of the frequency components is expressed in dBm and is placed in the first column.
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• The phase of the frequency components is expressed in degrees and is placed in the second column.

• The components are specified in the order of increasing frequency.

• If the envelope spectrum is non-symmetric, the file should include the tag SPECTRUM=DOUBLE_SIDED. If the
envelope spectrum is symmetric, you can choose to specify only the right-hand side of the spectrum by including the
tag SPECTRUM=CONJ_SYM.

The frequency components, as specified in the signal file, are scaled so that the total power is equal to Pwr. You do not,
therefore, need to be concerned with the scaling of the signal components.

The following is a portion of a modulated signal data file for a square wave.When used with PORTMOD_F this generates
a pulsed RF source with 50% duty cycle, where the project frequency defines the RF frequency and FRES defines the
square wave period:

SPECTRUM=CONJ_SYM
-6.0205999132796 0
-9.9395089618129 92.8125
-6.14e3 0
-19.454005916507 98.4375
-6.14e3 0
-23.835016465249 104.0625
-6.14e3 0
-26.673358097512 109.6875
-6.14e3 0
-28.74344117002 115.3125
-6.14e3 0
-30.344597920947 120.9375
-6.14e3 0
-31.624141340467 126.5625
-6.14e3 0
-32.665282370505 132.1875
-6.14e3 0
-33.519390719192 137.8125
-6.14e3 0
-34.220154921542 143.4375
-6.14e3 0
-34.790597408595 149.0625
-6.14e3 0
-35.246865213854 154.6875
-6.14e3 0
-35.600412484374 160.3125
-6.14e3 0
-35.859314018019 165.9375
-6.14e3 0
-36.029075371558 171.5625
-6.14e3 0
-36.113130638856 177.1875
-6.14e3 0

When this file is used with FRES set to 10 Hz and 32 harmonics set up for tone 2 without limiting any higher order tones,
the input power spectrum of this source displays as follows:
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You can use the CadenceVisual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software FILE_SNK
block to generate the files used by this source. If you use this block, select the Write data file to project tree parameter, set
File format to "Microwave Office Signal File", and set Duration to a value long enough to properly capture the signal.

Examples of using the PORTMOD_F source are found in the "Modulation_Signals.emp" example project file.

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with NPR Signal: PORTNPR

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmdB PowerAvailable powerPwr
1*108FrequencySignal BandwidthBW
10%PercentNotch size as percent BWNotchPercent
10IntegerNumber of frequencies in the notchNotchFreqs

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

PORTNPR is defined in the frequency domain as follows: It is a two-tone source modulated source. The carrier frequency
(tone 1) is the document frequency, or the current frequency of the frequency sweep. The tone 2 frequencies are distributed
uniformly in the specified bandwidth BW. Its signal consists of N harmonics with identical amplitude but random phase
selected by a generator of pseudorandom numbers with uniform distribution from -π to π. N is determined as
N=NothFreqs/(NothPercent/100). Amplitude is determined such that the total available power of the port is equal to Pwr.
In the center of the specified bandwidth there is a notch such that harmonics corresponding to the notch have zero
amplitude.

Consider the PORTNPR with default values of its parameters loaded with the matching load shown in the following
figure:

LOAD
ID=Z1
Z=50 Ohm

V_PROBE
ID=VP1

PORTNPR
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
Pwr=0 dBm
BW=0.1 GHz
NotchPercent=10
NotchFreqs=10

Figure 1. PORTNPR with default parameters loaded with a matching load. The document frequency is 1 GHz.

The spectrum of this PORTNPR measured at the voltage probe is
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Figure 2. Amplitude voltage spectrum of PORTNPR in Fig.1 seen at the load

The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a
subcircuit.

Notes

Increasing the total number of harmonics, N, yields more repeatable simulation results at the expense of simulation speed.
Note that it is necessary to set Harmonic Balance options with relatively few tone 1 harmonics (for example, 3 to 5) and
a large number of tone 2 harmonics (on the order of several hundred). The objective of the simulation is usually to detect
3rd-order intermods. In this case the expression for the number of tone 2 harmonics is Nk/2, where k is the order of
intermods (k=3 for 3rd order intermods in this example).

In the example in Figure 1, N= 100 and in order to see the 3rd-order intermods, you need 150 tone 2 harmonics. It is
also important to set maximum harmonics equal to tone 2 harmonics, again because of speed. The applied harmonic
setting should be done at the schematic level in the Circuit Options dialog box (right-click the schematic in the Project
Browser and choose Options), then click the APLAC Sim tab and the Harmonic Balance Options section. By using the
individual schematic settings the large amount of Tone 2 harmonics is not applied to any other schematic simulations,
which if set globally, would dramatically increase simulation times.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Fourier-specified Signal: PORTSIG

Symbol

Summary

PORTSIG is a signal source. The frequency components of a single-tone signal are specified by a data file on your
computer. You can use this source if you want to control the power levels of each harmonic of a source with arbitrary
values. For example, you can generate a square wave (however, Cadence® has square wave sources that make this much
easier than using this source).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
SQR_WAVETextSignal file nameSIG
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

PORTSIG supplies a signal whose frequency components are given in the data file specified by the SIG parameter. The
available signal power is Pwr and the port impedance is Z. The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not
empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

See PORTMOD for details on the signal file format. The signal file formats are identical with the exception of an optional
token used in conjunction with eye diagram displays. If the signal file contains the spectrum of a symbol sequence, and
if you want to view eye diagrams of the circuit waveforms, you must add the number of symbols to the signal file by
adding the statement: NSYMB = number of symbols on the line following the CONJ_SYM/DOUBLE_SIDED
specification.

NOTE:When performing eye diagram simulations, Cadence recommends you first use the PORT_PRBS or PORT_ARBS
sources.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Fourier-specified Signal (Data File-based): PORTSIG_F

Symbol

Summary

PORTSIG_F is a signal source. The frequency components of a single-tone signal are specified by a data file under the
Data Files node in the Project Browser. You can use this source if you want to control the power levels of each harmonic
of a source with arbitrary values. For example, you can generate a square wave (however, Cadence® has square wave
sources that make this much easier than using this source).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
"M"StringSignal data file nameNET
DEFAULTWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

PORTSIG_F supplies a signal whose frequency components are given in the data file specified by the NET parameter.
The available signal power is Pwr and the port impedance is Z. The port number P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not
empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

When using the PORTSIG_F source, you are setting up a Tone 1 source. You must be sure to have enough tone 1
harmonics to properly capture all the components specified in the file.

See PORTMOD_F for details on the signal file format. The signal file formats are identical with the exception of an
optional token used in conjunction with eye diagram displays. If the signal file contains the spectrum of a symbol sequence,
and if you want to view eye diagrams of the circuit waveforms, you must add the number of symbols to the data file by
adding the statement: NSYMB=[number of symbols]

NOTE:When performing eye diagram simulations, Cadence recommends you first use the PORT_PRBS or PORT_ARBS
sources.

The following is a portion of a signal data file for a square wave:

SPECTRUM=CONJ_SYM
-6.0205999132796 0
-9.9395089618129 92.8125
-6.14e3 0
-19.454005916507 98.4375
-6.14e3 0
-23.835016465249 104.0625
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-6.14e3 0
-26.673358097512 109.6875
-6.14e3 0
-28.74344117002 115.3125
-6.14e3 0
-30.344597920947 120.9375
-6.14e3 0
-31.624141340467 126.5625
-6.14e3 0
-32.665282370505 132.1875
-6.14e3 0
-33.519390719192 137.8125
-6.14e3 0
-34.220154921542 143.4375
-6.14e3 0
-34.790597408595 149.0625
-6.14e3 0
-35.246865213854 154.6875
-6.14e3 0
-35.600412484374 160.3125
-6.14e3 0
-35.859314018019 165.9375
-6.14e3 0
-36.029075371558 171.5625
-6.14e3 0
-36.113130638856 177.1875
-6.14e3 0

When using this file with 32 harmonics set up for tone 1 without limiting any higher order tones, the input power spectrum
of this source displays as:
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You can use Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software to generate
the files this source uses with the FILE_SNK block. If you use this block, select theWrite data file to project tree parameter,
set File format to "Microwave Office Signal File", and set Duration to a value long enough to properly capture the signal.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Fourier-specified Signal (Tone N): PORTSIGF

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
SQR_WAVETextSignal file nameSIG
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
2Tone number for the signalTone
DefaultWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

This element is similar to PORTSIG, but more general in that you can specify a fundamental tone and the frequency of
the fundamental tone with the Tone and Freq parameters.

When using the PORTSIGF source, you are defining which tone sets use this signal file. You must be sure to have enough
harmonics specified for that tone to properly capture all the components specified in the file.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Port with Fourier-Specified Signal (Tone N, Data File-Based): PORTSIGF_F

Symbol

Summary

PORTSIGF_F is a signal source similar to PORTSIG_F but more general in that a fundamental tone and the frequency
of the fundamental tone may be specified. See PORTSIG_F for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Port numberP
50 ohmResistanceTermination impedanceZ
0 dBmDB PowerAvailable powerPwr
"M"StringSignal data file nameNET
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
2Tone number for the signalTone
DefaultWindow typeWINDOW

TextName identifier for pinPIN_ID

Implementation Details

When using the PORTSIGF_F source, you are defining which tone sets use this signal file. You must be sure to have
enough harmonics specified for that tone to properly capture all the components specified in the file. The port number
P is set automatically. If PIN_ID is not empty, text displays on the pin when it is instantiated as a subcircuit.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Simulation Control
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Constant Output Power Control Block: CONSTPOUT

Symbol

Summary

CONSTPOUT allows you to set up a schematic such that the measurements are calculated normally, but the output power
is constant for each sweep point. CONSTPOUT changes the input power (DC or RF) in order to achieve the specified
output power. You need to specify the power measurement component and frequency indices. This element only works
with the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PO1Element IDID
PORT_P1ID of the source elementIN
PORT_P2ID of the power measurement elementOUT
-30dBmTarget output levelPOUT
Function of
Harmonics

Target power typeMEAS

HBSource harmonic component that is allowed to changeSOURCE_TYPE
0.01Maximum allowed error in output powerERR
100Maximum number of iterations*MAX_ITER
0Lower limit for the source value (relative to the normal value)*MIN
10000Upper limit for the source value (relative to the normal value)*MAX
NoReset source nominal value at each sweep pointRESET

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IN: Specifies the ID of the input (source) element(s), the amplitude of which is modified. It is limited to sources and port
elements. You can specify multiple sources by using a comma separated list (for example, {Port_P1, Port_P2}).

OUT: Specifies the ID of the output measurement element. The output measurement element can be a Port or P_METER3
element.

MEAS: Specifies the output power measurement function.

• Function of Harmonics: Measures the power at the harmonic(s) specified in the FUNC parameter.

• In APLAC simulator syntax, "f1" means tone 1, "f2" means tone 2, and "f3" means tone 3, etc. Additionally, "2f1"
means the second harmonic of tone 1, and "3f1" means the third harmonic of tone 1, etc.
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• The "P()" function means power at the specified tone. For instance, "P(f1)" means the power at tone 1 and
P("f1")+P("f2") means the sum of power at tone 1 and tone 2.

• Adding quotes around the tone specification is optional (i.e. P("f1") vs. P(f1)).

• All Harmonics in Band:Measures the total power in a user-specified bandwidth in the LOWERFREQ andUPPERFREQ
parameters.

MAXITER: Specifies the maximum number of optimization iterations for each sweep point that is used to achieve the
constant output power.

MIN: Specifies the minimum scale factor applied to the source. The default value is 0; the same as -800 dBm, 0 W or 0
V based on the source.

MAX: Specifies themaximum scale factor applied to the source. The default value is 10 which is 10x the nominal voltage
or 10x the nominal power based on the source.

NOTE: The Pout parameter can be swept, allowing you to measure the circuit characteristics at several constant output
power levels simultaneously.

Dynamic Parameters

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list of all possible CONSTPOUT parameters, depending on the settings of MEAS.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0 GHzFrequencyLower limit for frequencyLOWERFREQ
1000 GHzFrequencyUpper limit for frequencyUPPERFREQ
P("f1")Target output power function, e. g. P("f1")+P("f2")FUNC

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Examples

SINGLE-TONE ANALYSIS, VARY SINGLE DC SOURCE

The following figure depicts a CONSTPOUT block set up to vary a DC source in a single-tone Harmonic Balance
analysis. SOURCE_TYPE is set to DC, therefore CONSTPOUT only varies the DC component of the input power (the
V1 source) to achieve the specified output power.
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CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN=V1
OUT=PORT_P2
POUT=-15 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=DC
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P("f1")

SINGLE-TONE ANALYSIS, VARY SINGLE AC SOURCE

The following figure depicts CONSTPOUT set up to vary an AC source in a single-tone Harmonic Balance analysis.
SOURCE_TYPE is set to HB, therefore CONSTPOUT only varies the AC component of the input power (the PORT_P1
source) to achieve the specified output power.

CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN=PORT_P1
OUT=PORT_P2
POUT=-15 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=HB
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P(f1)

TWO-TONE ANALYSIS, VARY SINGLE DC SOURCE

The following figure depicts CONSTPOUT set up to vary a DC source in a two-tone Harmonic Balance analysis.
SOURCE_TYPE is set to DC, therefore CONSTPOUT only varies the DC component of the input power to achieve the
specified output power. There are two fundamental tones in the circuit. Their total power is measured as shown in the
following figure.
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CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN=V1
OUT=PORT_P2
POUT=-15 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=DC
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P("f1")+P("f2")

TWO-TONE ANALYSIS, VARY SINGLE AC SOURCE

The following figure depicts CONSTPOUT set up to vary an AC source in a two-tone Harmonic Balance analysis.
SOURCE_TYPE is set to HB, therefore CONSTPOUT only varies the AC component of the input power to achieve the
specified output power. There are two fundamental tones in the circuit. The total power of these tones is measured as
shown in the following figure.

CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN=PORT_P1
OUT=PORT_P2
POUT=-15 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=HB
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P("f1")+P("f2")

TWO-TONE ANALYSIS, VARY MULTIPLE AC SOURCES

The following figure depicts CONSTPOUT set up to vary multiple input AC sources in a two-tone Harmonic Balance
analysis. SOURCE_TYPE is set to HB, therefore CONSTPOUT only varies the AC component of the two input power
sources (Port_P1 and PORT_P2) to achieve the specified output power.
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CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN={PORT_P1,PORT_P2}
OUT=PORT_P3
POUT=-15 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=HB
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P("f1")+P("f2")

Examples

The following figure shows how to use the CONSTPOUT element in a schematic. In this example, the CONSTPOUT
element is set up for 38 dBm constant output power. The PWRSMP element is connected in the schematic to measure
the incident input power.

DCVS
ID=VBB1
V=VB V

DCVS
ID=VCC2
V=VC V

1 2

3

PWRSMP
ID=U1
R=50

CONSTPOUT
ID=PO1
IN=PORT_P1
OUT=PORT_P2
POUT=38 dBm
MEAS=Function of Harmonics
SOURCE_TYPE=HB
ERR=0.01
RESET=No
FUNC=P("f1")

VC

VB1 2

3

4

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="High Power BJT Amp"

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT1
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
Pwr=28 dBm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

The following figure shows the power and efficiency for the previous schematic. Because the CONSTPOUT element is
present in the schematic, the output power is held constant at 38 dBm. The input power and PAE are calculated at this
output power.
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If the same schematic is simulated without the CONSTPOUT element, it results in the following figure. In this case, the
output power varies over the range of frequency and the input power is constant.
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Document Set Definition for Measurement Source: DOC_SET

Symbol

<Source>

Summary

DOC_SET allows you to define a document set that you can use as ameasurement source. See “Working with DOC_SETs”
for information about the measurement setup.

Document Set Definition

Include data sets. If selected, data sets are included in the document selection list.

Select documents to add. Toggle on/off document inclusion in the document set. When Use is selected, the associated
document is included as a measurement source.

Document set. List of selected documents for the document set.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
DS1Document Set IDID

Name or vector of names of documents to use as sourcesSources

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Extraction Control Block: EXTRACT

Symbol

Summary

The EXTRACT block is a simulation control that allows a group of associated schematic elements to be electrically
modeled via a physical simulation (for example, EM simulation or parasitic extraction) of the layout of these components.
Upon simulating, the layout cells of all of the associated components are ported to an EM document and simulated. After
this simulation is complete the electrical results are automatically merged back into the schematic and simulation of the
entire schematic is performed. See “EM: Creating EM Structures with Extraction” for a detailed explanation of the
EM-extraction process.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EX1TextElement IDID
"EM_Extract_Doc"StringName for EM structureEM_Doc
"EM_Extract"StringExtraction Group NameName
{Choose}N/AEM SimulatorSimulator
N/AaLengthX dimension of the enclosure for the EM_Doc*X_Dimension
N/AaLengthY dimension of the enclosure for the EM_Doc*Y_Dimension
1 umLengthEnclosure X Cell SizeX_Cell_Size
1 umLengthEnclosure Y Cell SizeY_Cell_Size
DefaultbN/APort TypePort Type

N/ASTACKUP nameSTACKUP
YesN/ACreate enclosure and stack-up*Create_Enclosure
YesN/ACreate shapes for all layout objects*Create_Shapes
100 umaumExtension distanceExtension
YesN/ASet EM document options each time the EM document is

generated
Override_Options

OffN/AWhen On, this extraction group generates an individual EM
document and is not part of a higher level document.

Hierarchy

NoN/AWhen No (off), flattens cells or shapes drawn with line types.*Extract_LineTypes
NocN/AWhen Yes (on), extracted shapes are unioned into the EM

document.
*Union_Shapes

NocN/AWhen Yes (on), extracts shapes of area pins into the EM
document.

*Extract_PinShapes

NonedN/ASpecify how an edge port is connected to ground.*Port_Type
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Specify the variable names of any SWPVAR blocks
associated with this extraction.

SweepVar_Names

YesN/AWhen enabled, an explicit metal strap is used when an edge
port is connected to ground.

GND_Strap

aThis parameter is not available when the selected simulator is ACE, AXIEM, or Analyst.
bThis parameter is not available when the selected simulator is ACE or AXIEM.
cThis parameter is not available when the selected simulator is ACE.
dThis parameter is only available for Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis or Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulators.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

EM_Doc: The name of the EM document that performs the extraction. If there is no EM document with this name a
document is automatically created.

Name: The name of the extraction group. This name allows schematic elements to be associated with this extraction.
Association with the extraction group is specified by clicking the Model Options tab on the Element Options dialog box
of the element you want to associate with the extraction group. On this tab, select the Enable check box and specify the
Group name enclosed in quotes. If there are multiple groups defined, you can enter multiple names separated by commas.
For example, if groups a, b, and c are used for various models or shapes in the design, you can type {"a","b","c"}
(including the curly bracket and quotes) to include all of these groups in one EM structure.

Simulator: The type of EM simulator to use for the extraction. The following options are available:

• Default - A dialog box allows you to select the EM simulator type from a list of all the simulators integrated via the
EM socket.

• EMSight - The AWR native EM simulator (EMSight) performs the simulation.

• OEA - OEA's Net-An parasitic network extractor performs the simulation.

• ACE - Automated Circuit Extraction. The AWR transmission line extractor performs the simulation.

• AXIEM - The AWR native EM simulator (AXIEM) performs the simulation

X_Dimension: Supplies an alternate way of specifying the X dimension of the enclosure for the specified EM document.
The Extension parameter is the preferred method for setting the enclosure size.

Y_Dimension: Supplies an alternate way of specifying the Y dimension of the enclosure for the specified EM document.
The Extension parameter is the preferred method for setting the enclosure size.

X_Cell_Size: Determines the X dimension of a single cell for the specified EM document.

Y_Cell_Size: Determines the Y dimension of a single cell for the specified EM document.

PortType: Determines the types of ports used in the extraction. Two options are available:

• Default - De-embedded edge ports are used where possible; via ports are used in other instances.

• Via Ports only - Only via ports are used in the simulation.

STACKUP: Specifies the name of the STACKUP model to use in establishing the dielectric stackup to be applied to
the specified EM structure. Select a name from the drop-down list or type a new name.
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Create_Enclosure: Two options are available:

• Yes - The enclosure and stackup are created or modified every time an extraction is performed.

• No - The enclosure and stackup are created if the specified EM document does not exist. If the EM document does
exist, the enclosure and stackup are not modified. This option allows you to modify these items manually. This setting
is not commonly used since simulator specific settings can be set on the EXTRACT block.

Create_Shapes: Two options are available:

• Yes - All layout shapes are ported to the specified EM document every time simulation results are required.

• No - Layout shapes are not ported to the specified EM document if the specified EM document already exists. If the
EM document does not exist, the layout shapes are not ported, but a blank EM document is created. This option allows
you to use the present extraction defined in the EM document even if small changes in layout occur. This significantly
speeds up the simulation of the overall schematic.

Extension: Preferred method of specifying the EM document's enclosure dimensions for simulators that require an
enclosure size (specifically EMSight). Specifies the distance to extend the enclosure beyond edges of the extraction
group. In this mode a rectangular bounding box of the extraction grouping is determined. This box is then extended
outward in all dimensions (+X, -X, +Y, -Y) by the specified extension distance.

Override_options: Determines whether the EXTRACT block options overwrite those set directly on the EM structure.
EXTRACT blocks in older designs do not overwrite by default, to preserve the previous behavior and results.

Hierarchy: Two options are available:

• Off - When set to Off for any EXTRACT block at a lower level than the level being simulated, any shapes in that
block are only extracted using a top level EXTRACT block.

• On - When set to On for any EXTRACT block at a lower level than the level being simulated, any shapes in that block
are extracted in the lower level document and the top EXTRACT block includes any shapes not controlled by a lower
level block.

Extract_LineTypes: Two options are available:

• No - Any shapes using a line type in the schematic layout have those individual shapes available for editing in the EM
document.

• Yes - Any shapes using a line type in the schematic layout retain the line type setting (so all shapes move as one
object).

Union_Shapes: Two options are available:

• No - No Boolean operations are performed on the shapes before movement to the EM document.

• Yes - Shapes follow the positive, negative, normal layer rules for unioning shapes together. See “Negative Layers ”
for more information.

Extract_PinShapes: Two options are available:

• No - No area pins for layout cells other than ports have areas used in the EM document if an item connecting to that
pin is extracted.

• Yes - All area pins for layout cells have areas used in the EM document if an item connecting to that pin is extracted.

Port_Type: Six options are available:
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• None - AXIEM does not change the ground properties of each edge port.

• Connect to lower - Each port sets its ground setting to connect to lower.

• Connect to upper - Each port sets its ground setting to connect to upper.

• Connect to both - Each port sets its ground setting to connect to both.

• Internal port - Each port (which is added between two polygons that touch each other) sets its ground reference as the
negative terminal of the port.

• Auto port - Each port is a self-configurable edge port that automatically determines port settings based on geometry
and stackup.

SweepVar_Names: The names of any swept variables used on elements that are being extracted. Without this setting,
extraction uses the default value of the swept variable when running the EM simulations. The swept variable must be
enclosed in quotes. For example, if the swept variable is named "l", you add the parameter as "l". If there are multiple
swept variables, you can enter multiple variable names separated by commas. For example, if variables a, b, and c are
used for sweeps in the design, you can type {"a","b","c"} (including the curly brackets and quotes) to include all of
those sweeps in the extraction. See “Extraction and Swept Variables” for more information.

GND_Strap: The default ("Yes") adds a ground strap for Auto ports. When set to "No", the port behaves the same as a
differential port with the minus port placed on the ground plane. See “Local Ground Plane” for details.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Large-Signal Small-Signal Analysis Control Block: LSSS

Symbol

Summary

LSSS instructs the Cadence®APLAC®HB simulator to run N-tone HB analysis so that one of the HB tones is considered
small. The (N-1)-tone HB analysis defines the time varying operating point for the linear analysis.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LSSS1LSSS control nameID
2Tone-index of small signal excitationSSTone

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SSTone. Defines which of the large signal tones is treated as small signal. The original N-tone HB analysis is run
internally as (N-1) tone HB analysis + small signal analysis. Special elements that refer to the symbolic analysis frequencies,
such as PHD-models, are treated so that their symbolic frequencies refer to the HB analysis nonlinear tones. If the
schematic has 3 tones [f1,f2,f3] and SSTone=2, the 2-tone HB analysis is done with tone frequencies [f1,f3]. These two
tones then define the large signal tones, for example, for a PHD-model with 2-tone data.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Defines Frequency Set to Support Multirate Harmonic Balance (APLACOnly):
MRHB

Symbol

Fo Fn. . .

Summary

Multi-Rate Harmonic Balance (MRHB) is a way of simplifying harmonic balance simulations, typically where there is
frequency conversion stages in the simulation. Each part of a circuit can be told which frequencies to simulate (and
conversely which frequencies to ignore). The MRHB control block is a part of setting up different models to simulate
different frequencies.

See “Multi-rate (Nonlinear) Harmonic Balance Analysis” for details on how to use multi-rate harmonic balance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HB1Element IDID
1aIntegerNumber of independent tonesNTONES
DiamondbTruncation methodTRUNC

aNew parameters display for each integer from 1 to N where N is the number entered.
bDifferent parameters display based on the truncation method chosen.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
HB1Element IDID
8IntegerMax harmonic for diamond truncationMAXHARMDIA
"f1"Tone specification #<num>TONESPEC<num>
8IntegerMaximum number of harmonics for tone #<num>MAXHARM<num>

Parameter Details

NTONES. Set to the number of tones for this block. New parameters for specifying the TONESPEC and truncation
methods.

Truncation method. Set to "Diamond", "Box" or "Box and Diamond". When set to "Diamond", the MAXHARMDIA
parameter is available for each tone specified. When set to "Box", the MAXHARM<num> parameter is available for
each tone specified. When set to "Box and Diamond", both of these parameters are available for each tone specified.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Script Block for APLAC Simulations: SCRIPT

Symbol

Summary

The Script block is used to define additional simulation parameters for the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator. See
“Using Scripted APLAC” for details on using the script block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SC1Element IDID
After AnalysisPosition of the script in the netlistPOSITION
1Netlisting orderORDER
YesAllow script to spawn a simulationSIM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

POSITION Determines where in the APLAC simulator netlist the scripted content is added. The available values are
"Before Elements", "After Simulation", and "Before Simulation".

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Subcircuit Caching Control Block (APLAC Only): SUBCKT_CACHE

Symbol >

Summary

SUBCKT_CACHE enables Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator linear subcircuit caching for schematics containing this
element. See “APLAC Linear Subcircuit Caching” for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SC1Element IDID

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept Frequency Control: SWPFRQ

Symbol

Fo Fn. . .

Summary

The SWPFRQ simulation control is used in schematics to indicate a frequency sweep that can be used during a swept
frequency analysis in addition to, or as an alternate to, the document and project frequencies. SWPFRQ sorts and removes
duplicates from its frequency list before passing it to the simulator (to facilitate graph drawing).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
FSWP1TextElement IDID
{0}VectorVector of frequency values (in Hz)Values

Parameter Details

Values. Vector of frequency values (in Hertz) to use during a swept frequency analysis. See the "Swept Parameter
Analysis" chapter or the discussion on vector notation in “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for information on the variety of
methods to define a vector.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

See for detailed information regarding swept parameter analysis.
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Swept Variable Control: SWPVAR

Symbol

Xo Xn. . .

Summary

The SWPVAR simulation control is used in schematics to indicate the variable and the values to use during a swept
parameter analysis. The values must be real.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SWP1TextElement IDID
""StringName of variable to sweepVarName
{0}Vector (real)Vector of valuesValues

Enumeration
(pull-down)

Unit type (used for plotting only, and when sweep values are
in base units)

*Unit Type

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VarName. Name of the variable to sweep. The variable must be defined in the schematic.

Values. Vector of values used for sweeping the variable. See the discussion on vector notation in “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for information on the variety of methods to define a vector.

The values are assumed to be in base units.

Unit Type. The units are applied to the swept variable for plotting purposes only. Units should only be used when the
swept variable is specified in base units.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for detailed information regarding swept parameter analysis, and “Built-in Functions
” for a table of swept functions.
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Swept Variable Control for Distributed Simulation: SWPVAR_DIST

Symbol

Xo Xn. . .

Summary

The SWPVAR_DIST simulation control is used to indicate the variable and the values to use during a distributed swept
parameter analysis.

Distributed sweeping allows simulation of parameterized sweeps to be distributed across multiple parallel Cadence®
AWR Design Environment® platform server mode processes. Distributed sweeping is enabled by sweeping with a
SWPVAR_DIST sweep block instead of the normal SWPVAR block. The usage of SWPVAR_DIST is identical to
SWPVAR, except the sweep is now distributed across one or more distributed AWRDesign Environment platform server
processes (note that there would be little value in only distributing it across one server). The number of processes to
distribute across is controlled via the project level Job Scheduler options. It is possible to have multiple SWPVAR_DIST
blocks in a single schematic, and have each point in the multi-dimension parameter space distributed across the available
AWR Design Environment server processes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SWP1TextElement IDID
""StringName of variable to sweepVarName
{0}Vector (real)Vector of values (in base units)Values
NoneEnumeration

(pull-down)
Unit type (used for plotting only, and when sweep values are
in base units)

Unit Type

Parameter Details

VarName. Name of the variable to sweep. The variable must be defined in the schematic.

Values. Vector of values used for sweeping the variable. See the discussion on vector notation in “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for information on the variety of methods to define a vector.

Unit Type. The units are applied to the swept variable for plotting purposes only. Units should only be used when the
swept variable is specified in base units.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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X dB Compression Point Control Block: XDB

Symbol

Summary

XDB allows you to set up a schematic for measuring, or making other measurements at an X dB compression point,
where X is user-specified. This element only functions with the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PO1Element IDID
PORT_P1ID of the source portIN
PORT_P2ID of the power measurement elementOUT
1dBAmount of dB into compressionXDB
LinearMethod used to compute gainGAIN_TYPE
P("f1")Source input power function, e.g. P("f1")+P("f2")FUNC_IN
P("f1")Target output power function, e.g. P("f1")+P("f2")FUNC_OUT
0.01Maximum allowed error in output powerERR
100Maximum number of iterations*MAX_ITER
0Lower limit for the source value (relative to the normal value)*MIN
10000Upper limit for the source value (relative to the normal value)*MAX
NoReset source nominal value at each sweep pointRESET
RandomOptimization method*OPT_METHOD
-60dBGain backoff (in dB) for small signal gain calculationGAIN_BACKOFF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IN: Specifies the ID of the input (source) port, the amplitude of which is modified.

OUT: Specifies the ID of the output measurement element. The output measurement element can be a Port or P_METER3
element.

XDB: Specifies the amount of dB into compression. For instance, if you set it to 3, it sets up the schematic for measuring
a 3 dB compression point.

GAIN_TYPE: Specifies the type of gain.

• Linear: Computes the compression point from the linear gain.
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• MaxGain: Computes the compression point from the maximum (for example, the gain expansion region).

FUNC_IN/FUNC_OUT: The frequency to be fetched in symbolic form denoted as a string. For example ("2f1 + 3f2")
indicates the mixing product of 2*f1+3*f2 where f1 and f2 are independent excitation frequencies. Note that the syntax
(P("f1")+P("f2"))/2 gives the average power of a two-tone simulation and P("f1")+P("f2”) provides the sum of the two
fundementals.

MIN: Specifies the minimum scale factor applied to the source. The default value is 0; the same as -800 dBm or 0 W.

MAX: Specifies the maximum scale factor applied to the source. The default value is 10000 which is 10000x the nominal
voltage or 10000x the nominal power based on the source.

OPT_METHOD: Sets up the optimization method for the APLAC simulator to find the compression point. This setting
is unrelated to the optimization methods discussed in “Optimization Methods”.

GAIN_BACKOFF: Sets the power level of the source relative to the nominal value for computing the linear gain of the
circuit.

Implementation Details

The following figure demonstrates how the XDB element functions. The nominal gain is the gain at the input power
level specified on the schematic and should be below the knee of the gain expansion region as shown in the following
figure.

The XDB element finds the linear region by reducing the nominal input power by 60 dB, then it finds the maximum gain
by raising the input power from the nominal input power. If there is no gain expansion, the nominal gain is used for the
maximum gain. The desired compression point is the point X dB below the linear gain if "Linear" is the GAIN_TYPE,
and X dB below the maximum gain if "MaxGain" is the GAIN_TYPE. The XDB element always finds the compression
point in the compression area (it only looks at input power levels above the input power that produces maximum gain.)

For example, if the nominal gain is 20.2 dB, linear gain is 20 dB, and maximum gain is 22 dB, the 1 dB compression
point can have two different answers depending on what you specify. If you select "Linear", the 1 dB compression point
is at 20 - 1 = 19 dB, but if you select "MaxGain", the 1 dB compression point is at 22 - 1 = 21 dB. All of these points
are shown in the following figure.
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Gain Expansion
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Examples

The following figure shows an example of how to use the XDB element in a schematic. In this example, the XDB element
is set up for 1 dB compression from the linear gain. The PWRSMP element is connected in the schematic to measure
the incident input power.

DCVS
ID=VBB1
V=VB V

DCVS
ID=VCC2
V=VC V

XDB
ID=PO1
IN=PORT_P1
OUT=PORT_P2
XDB=1 dB
GAIN_TYPE=Linear
FUNC_IN=P("f1")
FUNC_OUT=P("f1")
ERR=0.1
MIN=0
MAX=100
RESET=No1 2

3

PWRSMP
ID=U1
R=50

VC

VB1 2

3

4

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="High Power BJT Amp"

PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm

PORT1
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
Pwr=28 dBm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

The following figure shows the power and efficiency for the previous schematic. Because the XDB element is present
in the schematic, the power added efficiency, input power, and output power are all calculated at the 1 dB gain compression
point. This is why the input power changes vs. frequency.
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If the same schematic is simulated without the XDB element, it results in the following figure. In this case, the input
power is constant, similarly, the output power and PAE are computed at the user-specified input power.
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User-defined X-axis Value Sweep: X_SWP

Symbol

Xo Xn. . .

Summary

X_SWP allows you to plot against a specified power, voltage, or current quantity of a node in a schematic document.
See “Plotting One Measurement vs. Output Power, Voltage, or Current ” for more information about the measurement
set up.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1Element IDID
PowerMeasurement type on specified ComponentMeasType
Fundamental (Sum
of all tones)

Harmonic to use for the measurementHarmType

DB RealComplex modifierModifier
PORT_2Name of component to measureComponent

Parameter Details

MeasType. Specify the quantity type of measurement: Power, Voltage, or Current.

HarmType. The harmonic to use for the measurement.

• DC. The DC component of power, voltage, or current under RF drive condition. This is equivalent to Pcomp, Vcomp,
or Icomp with a harmonic index of 0.

• Fundamental (Tone 1). The value used is the MeasType of the fundamental tone (Tone 1 if more than one tone is
present in the simulation document).

• Fundamental (Tone 2). Same as Fundamental (Tone 1) except tone 2 of the simulation document is used.

• Fundamental (Sum of all tones). Returns the sum of all the fundamental tones in the simulation document (for
example, no intermods or harmonics included in the summation). You must use the DB Real or Linear Real modifier
with this selection.

• Total Sum Power. This selection includes all intermods and harmonics present in the harmonic balance simulation.

Modifier. Specify the return type of computed values: DB Magnitude, DB Real, Linear Magnitude, or Linear Real.

Component. Value is a string that points to the measurement component to use for the X_SWP element. Ports, power
meters, current meters, and voltage and current sources are available for use. Right-click the X_SWP element and choose
Properties, then click the Component tab to navigate to the appropriate measurement component by clicking the Select
Component button.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic AC Current Source: AC_I

Symbol

Summary

AC_I is a versatile AC current source that encapsulates the functionality of many AC current sources into a single AC
current source. A variety of signal types may be generated with this source, including sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse,
saw, square, and triangle signals. In addition,you can specify what to use for frequency, how to calculate bandwidth/number
of harmonics, the tone number, and how to sweep voltage.

This source combines the functionality of the following current sources: ACCS, ACCS2, ACCSN, ACCSNS, ACCSS,
I_PLS, I_PWL, I_SAW, I_SQR, and I_TRI.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
I1Current source IDID
SinusoidSignal typeSignal
Use doc freqsSpecify typeSpecType
Use doc # harmsSpecify bandwidthSpecBW

Current sweep type (only used when Signal=Sinusoid)Sweep
1Tone number for the signalTone
0 ACurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal
AutoHint*Hint
1Over sample factor*NSamp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specifies whether to use the document frequencies or specify a frequency or time period. Choices are "Use
doc freqs", "Specify freq", "Specify period", "Trans only (Freq)", or "Trans only (Period)". The Trans only settings can
only be used with transient simulators.

SpecBW. Specifies whether to use the number of harmonics in the document settings or to specify the number of
harmonics or minimum time resolution. Choices are "Use doc # harms", "Specify # harms" and "Min time res".
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Sweep. Specifies whether power is swept. Choices are "None", "Vector", "Linear", "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)" and
"Log (Oct)".

Tone. Tone number for the signal.

DCVal. DC current value used for DC analysis.

Hint. If the type of signal is known (large signal or small signal), the solvers can take advantage of this hint to help solve
the problem in the most efficient way. Choices are "Auto", "Large signal" and "Small signal".

NSamp. Oversample factor. This sets the oversampling factor at the specified tone. Specify a value of zero to indicate
that this parameter does not override the value specified for the Tone X Over Sample in the project or document harmonic
balance settings. (Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone
parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with Tone
equal to 4 or more.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1000 mACurrentAC current magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
1 nsTimePeriodPeriod
5Maximum number of harmonics for this toneNHarm
1 nsTimeMinimum time resolutionMinRes
0 mACurrentAC current startIStart
5000 mACurrentAC current stopIStop
1000 mACurrentAC current stepIStep
2Number of swept current pointsNumPts
0 mACurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset

Window typeWINDOW
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
{1000,1000,1000}
mA

CurrentCurrent vectorCURRENT

500 mACurrentHigh current levelHI
-500 mACurrentLow current levelLO
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list all of possible parameters that may display for the AC_I depending on the settings of the static parameters Signal,
SpecType, SpecBW and Sweep.
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Dynamic Parameter Details

Mag. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "None" or "Vector". If Sweep is "None", only a single current
value is specified. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents a value in the current sweep.

Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Represents the relative angle of excitation. If Sweep is "None", only a single
angle value is specified. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents the angles of each value in the current sweep.

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq". Allows you to specify a single source frequency directly on the port
instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

Period.Displays when SpecType is "Specify period". Allows you to specify the time period of the source signal directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

NHarm. Displays when SpecBW is "Specify # harms". Allows you to specify the number of harmonics to use directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project setting. Specify a value of zero to indicate that this parameter
does not override the value specified for the Tone X Harmonics in the project or document harmonic balance settings.
(Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set
to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

MinRes.Displays when SpecBW is "Min time res". Allows you to specify the time resolution directly on the port instead
of having to use the document or project Tone X Harmonics setting.

IStart, IStop. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear", "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)" or "Log (Oct)".
Allows you to specify the start and stop current values in a current sweep.

IStep. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear". Allows you to specify the current step value of a
current sweep.

NumPts. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)", or "Log (Oct)". Allows you
to specify the number of points in a current sweep. When Sweep is "Log (Dec)" and "Log (Oct)", this represents the
number of points per decade and octave, respectively.

Offset. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a DC current offset for the sinusoid that DOES NOT
affect DC analysis.

WINDOW. Displays when Signal is set to anything except "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a data window type that
is applied to the source signal. Choices include "NONE", "DEFAULT", "TRIANG", "HANN", "HAMM", and "BLACK".

TIME and CURRENT. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See I_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low current values
of the signal.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

NOTES: Cadence® AWR ® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
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Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source has an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic AC Current Source: AC_I_ENV

Symbol

Summary

AC_I_ENV is a modulated AC current source for Circuit Envelope analysis. A variety of modulating signal types may
be generated with this source, including sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse, saw, square, and triangle signals. In addition,
you can specify the RF carrier tone, frequency and angle.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
I1Current source IDID
PulseSignal typeSignal
Specify freqSpecify typeSpecType
1Tone number for the RF carrier signalTone

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specify a frequency or time period.

Tone. Tone number for the signal.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AngleRF carrier signal angleCarrierAng
1 GHzFrequencyRF carrier tone frequencyCarrierFreq
10 mACurrentModulating signal amplitudeMag
0 DegAngleModulating signal angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyModulating signal frequencyFreq
1 nsTimeModulating signal periodPeriod
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0,100, 0} mACurrentCurrent vectorCURRENT
500 mACurrentHigh current levelHI
-500 mACurrentLow current levelLO
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list of all possible parameters that may display for the AC_I_ENV depending on the settings of the static parameters
Signal, SpecType and Tone.

Dynamic Parameter Details

CarrierAng. Displays when Tone > 0.

CarrierFreq. Displays when Tone > 1.

Mag. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq".

Period. Displays when SpecType is "Specify period".

TIME and CURRENT. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See I_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low current values
of the signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

Implementation Details

The complex-valued modulated signal is

s( t ) = m(t ) · cos ( ω · t + ϕ ) + j · m(t ) · sin ( ω · t + ϕ )

where m(t) is the real-valued modulating signal (pulse, square wave, sinusoid, etc.), ω is the angular frequency for the
RF carrier tone and φ is the RF carrier angle. If Tone is 1, the RF carrier frequency is determined by the project or
document frequencies. If Tone is specified as zero, the RF carrier frequency and angle are assumed zero and the modulated
signal becomes the real-valued baseband signal s(t) = m(t).
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic AC Voltage Source: AC_V

Symbol

Summary

AC_V is a versatile AC voltage source that encapsulates the functionality of many AC voltage sources into a single AC
voltage source. A variety of signal types may be generated with this source, including sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse,
saw, square and triangle signals. In addition, you can specify what to use for frequency, how to calculate bandwidth/number
of harmonics, the tone number, and how to sweep voltage.

This source combines the functionality of the following voltage sources: ACVS, ACVS2, ACVSN, ACVSNS, ACVSS,
V_PLS, V_PWL, V_SAW, V_SQR and V_TRI.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
SinusoidSignal typeSignal
Use doc freqsSpecify typeSpecType
Use doc # harmsSpecify bandwidthSpecBW

Voltage sweep type (only used when Signal=Sinusoid)Sweep
1Tone number for the signalTone
0 VVoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal
AutoHint*Hint
1Over sample factor*NSamp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specifies whether to use the document frequencies or specify a frequency or time period. Choices are "Use
doc freqs", "Specify freq", "Specify period", "Trans only (Freq)", or "Trans only (Period)". The Trans only settings can
only be used with transient simulators.

SpecBW. Specifies whether to use the number of harmonics in the document settings or to specify the number of
harmonics or minimum time resolution. Choices are "Use doc # harms", "Specify # harms" and "Min time res".
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Sweep. Specifies whether power is swept. Choices are "None", "Vector", "Linear", "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)" and
"Log (Oct)".

Tone. Tone number for the signal.

DCVal. DC voltage value used for DC analysis.

Hint. If the type of signal is known (large signal or small signal), the solvers can take advantage of this hint to help solve
the problem in the most efficient way. Choices are "Auto", "Large signal" and "Small signal".

NSamp. Oversample factor. This sets the oversampling factor at the specified tone. Specify a value of zero to indicate
that this parameter does not override the value specified for the Tone X Over Sample in the project or document harmonic
balance settings. (Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone
parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with Tone
equal to 4 or more.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 VVoltageAC voltage magnitudeACMag
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleACAng
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
1 nsTimePeriodPeriod
5Maximum number of harmonics for this toneNHarm
1 nsTimeMinimum time resolutionMinRes
0 VVoltageAC voltage startVStart
5 VVoltageAC voltage stopVStop
1 VVoltageAC voltage stepVStep
2Number of swept voltage pointsNumPts
0 VVoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset

Window typeWINDOW
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
{1,1,1} VVoltageVoltage vectorVOLTAGE
0.5 VVoltageHigh voltage levelHI
-0.5 VVoltageLow voltage levelLO
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list all of possible parameters that may display for the AC_V depending on the settings of the static parameters Signal,
SpecType, SpecBW and Sweep.
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Dynamic Parameter Details

Mag. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "None" or "Vector". If Sweep is "None", only a single current
value is specified. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents a value in the current sweep.

Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Represents the relative angle of excitation. If Sweep is "None", only a single
angle value is specified. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents the angles of each value in the current sweep.

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq". Allows you to specify a single source frequency directly on the port
instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

Period.Displays when SpecType is "Specify period". Allows you to specify the time period of the source signal directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

NHarm. Displays when SpecBW is "Specify # harms". Allows you to specify the number of harmonics to use directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project setting. Specify a value of zero to indicate that this parameter
does not override the value specified for the Tone X Harmonics in the project or document harmonic balance settings.
(Choose Options > Default Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set
to 1, 2, or 3 for the element. An error is issued if this parameter is set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

MinRes.Displays when SpecBW is "Min time res". Allows you to specify the time resolution directly on the port instead
of having to use the document or project Tone X Harmonics setting.

IStart, IStop. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear", "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)" or "Log (Oct)".
Allows you to specify the start and stop current values in a current sweep.

IStep. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear". Allows you to specify the current step value of a
current sweep.

NumPts. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear (# pts)", "Log (Dec)", or "Log (Oct)". Allows you
to specify the number of points in a current sweep. When Sweep is "Log (Dec)" and "Log (Oct)", this represents the
number of points per decade and octave, respectively.

Offset. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a DC current offset for the sinusoid that DOES NOT
affect DC analysis.

WINDOW. Displays when Signal is set to anything except "Sinusoid". Allows you to specify a data window type that
is applied to the source signal. Choices include NONE, DEFAULT, TRIANG, HANN, HAMM, and BLACK.

TIME and CURRENT. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See I_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low current values
of the signal.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
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-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic AC Voltage Source: AC_V_ENV

Symbol

Summary

AC_V_ENV is a modulated AC voltage source for Circuit Envelope analysis. A variety of modulating signal types may
be generated with this source, including sinusoid, piecewise linear, pulse, saw, square and triangle signals. In addition,
you can specify the RF carrier tone, frequency and angle.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
PulseSignal typeSignal
Specify freqSpecify typeSpecType
1Tone number for the RF carrier signalTone

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Signal. Specifies the signal type as "Sinusoid", "PWL", "Pulse", "Saw", "Square" or "Triangle".

SpecType. Specify a frequency or time period.

Tone. Tone number for the signal.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AngleRF carrier signal angleCarrierAng
1 GHzFrequencyRF carrier tone frequencyCarrierFreq
1 VVoltageModulating signal amplitudeMag
0 DegAngleModulating signal angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyModulating signal frequencyFreq
1 nsTimeModulating signal periodPeriod
{0,0.5,1} nsTimeTime vectorTIME
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0,1,0} VVoltageVoltage vectorVOLTAGE
0.5 VVoltageHigh voltage levelHI
-0.5 VVoltageLow voltage levelLO
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list of all possible parameters that may display for the AC_V_ENV depending on the settings of the static parameters
Signal, SpecType and Tone.

Dynamic Parameter Details

CarrierAng. Displays when Tone > 0.

CarrierFreq. Displays when Tone > 1.

Mag. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid".

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq".

Period. Displays when SpecType is "Specify period".

TIME and VOLTAGE. Displays when Signal is "PWL". See V_PWL for details on these parameters.

HI andLO.Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the high and low voltage values
of the signal.

TW. Displays when Signal is "Pulse". Represents the pulse width in time units.

TR. Displays when Signal is "Pulse" or "Square". Represents the rise time.

TF. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", or "Square". Represents the fall time.

TD. Displays when Signal is "Pulse", "Saw", "Square", or "Triangle". Represents the time delay of the signal.

Implementation Details

The complex-valued modulated signal is

s( t ) = m(t ) · cos ( ω · t + ϕ ) + j · m(t ) · sin ( ω · t + ϕ )

where m(t) is the real-valued modulating signal (pulse, square wave, sinusoid, etc.), ω is the angular frequency for the
RF carrier tone and φ is the RF carrier angle. If Tone is 1, the RF carrier frequency is determined by the project or
document frequencies. If Tone is specified as zero, the RF carrier frequency and angle are assumed zero and the modulated
signal becomes the real-valued baseband signal s(t) = m(t).
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Current Source: ACCS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
1 mACurrentAC current magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

Produces an alternating current with a frequency defined by the project frequency set up for the schematic containing
this element.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Current Source (Tone 2): ACCS2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
10 mACurrentAC current magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequencyF
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

Produces a tone two alternating current with the frequency defined by F. The presence of one of these sources in the
schematic automatically causes a two-tone analysis to be performed.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (e.g. Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Current Source (tone N): ACCSN

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
10 mACurrentAC current magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequencyF
2Tone number for the signalTone
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
2Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone XOver sample in the project or document harmonic balance settings. (Choose Options > Default
Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element.
An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

Implementation Details

This is an ideal current source similar to ACCS, but is more general in that it allows you to independently specify the
tone number and the fundamental frequency of that tone.

NOTES: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
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Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept AC Current Source (tone N): ACCSNS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentAC current magnitude startIStart
50 mACurrentAC current magnitude stopIStop
1 mACurrentAC current magnitude stepIStep
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequencyF
2Tone number for the signalTone
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC Value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
2Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone XOver sample in the project or document harmonic balance settings. (Choose Options > Default
Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element.
An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.
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Implementation Details

This element is identical to ACCSN except that it allows you to specify a current magnitude sweep.

NOTES: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept AC Current Source: ACCSS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentAC current magnitude startIStart
50 mACurrentAC current magnitude stopIStop
1 mACurrentAC current magnitude stepIStep
0 DegAngleAC current angleAng
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

This element is identical to ACCS except that it allows you to specify a current magnitude sweep.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (e.g. Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Voltage Source: ACVS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageAC voltage magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleAng
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

Produces an alternating voltage with a frequency defined by the project frequency set up for the schematic containing
this element.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (e.g. Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Voltage Source (Tone 2): ACVS2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageAC voltage magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequencyF
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

Produces a tone two alternating voltage with the frequency defined by F. The presence of one of these sources in the
schematic automatically causes a two-tone analysis to be performed.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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AC Voltage Source (tone N): ACVSN

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageAC voltage magnitudeMag
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequency of the signalF
2Tone number for the signalTone
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
2Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone XOver sample in the project or document harmonic balance settings. (Choose Options > Default
Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element.
An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.

Implementation Details

This element is similar to ACVS, but is more general in that it allows you to independently specify the tone number and
the fundamental frequency of that tone.
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NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept AC Voltage Source (Tone N): ACVSNS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
0 VVoltageAC voltage magnitude startVStart
5 VVoltageAC voltage magnitude stopVStop
1 VVoltageAC voltage magnitude stepVStep
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleAng
1 GHzFrequencyAC frequency of the signalF
2Tone number for the signalTone
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone*NHarm
2Sampling rate for this tone*NSamp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone XOver sample in the project or document harmonic balance settings. (Choose Options > Default
Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element.
An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.
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Implementation Details

This element is identical to ACVSN, except that it allows you to specify a voltage magnitude sweep.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (for example, Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of
-90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept AC Voltage Source: ACVSS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
0 VVoltageDC voltage startVStart
5 VVoltageDC voltage stopVStop
1 VVoltageDC voltage stepVStep
0 DegAngleAC voltage angleAng
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (Used for DC analysis)DCVal

Implementation Details

This element is identical to ACVS, except that it allow you to specify a voltage magnitude sweep.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source like this one has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a nonlinear
measurement (e.g. Pcomp or Vcomp) made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Current-Controlled Current Source (Closed Form): CCCS

Symbol

R1 R2

1

2

3

4

Topology

R1

I

R2

Iout

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1DC current gainM
0 DegAnglePhase offsetA
1 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
0 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2
0 GHzFrequencyBreak frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayT

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal current-controlled current source with input resistance R1 across nodes 1 and 2 and output resistance
R2 across nodes 3 and 4. The output current is given by

Iout = M · I e
− j(ωT+A)

1 + j fF

NOTES:
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R2 resistance value of 0 means infinite impedance.

If F = 0, then gain has no frequency dependence.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Current-Controlled Current Source (Ideal): CCCS_IDEAL

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

CCCS_IDEAL implements an ideal current-controlled current source with delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1Current gainM
0nsTime delayDELAY

Implementation Details

CCCS_IDEAL implements an ideal current-controlled current source. The input port is defined between terminals 1 and
2 and the output port is defined between terminals 3 and 4. The input and output ports have infinite and zero admittances,
respectively. The output current is given by the following expression, where M is the transconductance and T the time
delay.

Iout = M · I in · e
− j(ωT )

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Current-Controlled Voltage Source (Closed Form): CCVS

Symbol

R1
R2

1

2

3

4

Topology

R1

I
R2

1

2

3

4

MIexp(-j(wt+A))/(1+jf/F)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1 ohmResistanceDC transresistanceM
0 DegAnglePhase offsetA
1 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
1 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2
0 GHzFrequencyBreak frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayT

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal current-controlled voltage source with input resistance R1 across nodes 1 and 2 and output resistance
R2 across nodes 3 and 4. The output voltage is given by

V out = R2 · I
e− j(ωT+A)

1 + j fF

NOTES:
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If F = 0, then gain has no frequency dependence.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Current-Controlled Voltage Source (Ideal): CCVS_IDEAL

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

CCVS_IDEAL implements an ideal current controlled voltage source with delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1 OhmResistanceTransresistanceM
0nsTime delayDELAY

Implementation Details

CCVS_IDEAL implements an ideal current-controlled voltage source. The input port is defined between terminals 1 and
2 and the output port is defined between terminals 3 and 4. The input and output ports have infinite admittance and zero
impedance, respectively. The output current is given by the following expression, where M is the transconductance and
T the time delay.

V out = M · I in · e
− j(ωT )

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic DC Current Source: DC_I

Symbol

Summary

DC_I combines the functionality of the DCCS and DCCSS into one current source.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
I1TextCurrent source IDID

Current sweep typeSweep

Parameter Details

Sweep. Specifies whether DC current is swept. Choices are None, Vector, Linear, Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) and Log (Oct).

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1000 mACurrentDC currentI
0 mACurrentDC current startIStart
5000 mACurrentDC current stopIStop
1000 mACurrentDC current stepIStep
2Number of swept current pointsNumPts

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list of all parameters that can appear for the DC_I depending on the setting of the static Sweep parameter.

Dynamic Parameter Details

I. Appears when Sweep is None or Vector. If Sweep is None, I represents a single DC current value. If Sweep is Vector,
V represents a vector of swept current values.

IStart, IStop.Appears when Signal is Sinusoid and Sweep is Linear, Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) or Log (Oct). Allows you to
specify the start and stop current values in a current sweep.

IStep. Appears when Sweep is Linear. Allows you to specify the current step value of a current sweep.
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NumPts. Appears when Sweep is Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) or Log (Oct). Allows you to specify the number of points in a
current sweep. For Sweep is Log (Dec) or Log (Oct), this represents the number of points per decade and octave, respectively.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic DC Voltage Source: DC_V

Symbol

Summary

DC_V combines the functionality of the DCVS and DCVSS into one voltage source.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID

Voltage sweep typeSweep

Parameter Details

Sweep. Specifies whether DC current is swept. Choices are None, Vector, Linear, Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) and Log (Oct).

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1 VVoltageDC voltageV
0 VVoltageDC voltage startVStart
5 VVoltageDC voltage stopVStop
1 VVoltageDC voltage stepVStep
2Number of swept voltage pointsNumPts

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depends on the settings of the static parameters. The following is
a list of parameters that can appear for the DC_V depending on the setting of the static Sweep parameter.

Dynamic Parameter Details

V. Appears when Sweep is None or Vector. If Sweep is None, V represents a single DC voltage value. If Sweep is Vector,
V represents a vector of swept voltage values.

VStart, VStop. Appears when Signal is Sinusoid and Sweep is Linear, Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) or Log (Oct). Allows you
to specify the start and stop voltage values in a voltage sweep.

VStep. Appears when Sweep is Linear. Allows you to specify the voltage step value of a voltage sweep.
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NumPts. Appears when Sweep is Linear (# pts), Log (Dec) or Log (Oct). Allows you to specify the number of points in a
voltage sweep. For Sweep is Log (Dec) and Log (Oct), this represents the number of points per decade and octave,
respectively.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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DC Current Source: DCCS

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
I1TextCurrent source IDID
10 mACurrentDC currentI

Implementation Details

Produces a DC current.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept DC Current Source: DCCSS

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
I1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentDC current startIStart
5 mACurrentDC current stopIStop
1 mACurrentDC current stepIStep

Implementation Details

This element is identical to DCCS except that a current sweep may be specified.

NOTE:Cadence®WR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect results
if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit Options
to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the Series
source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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DC Voltage Source: DCVS

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageDC voltageV

Implementation Details

Produces a DC voltage.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Swept DC voltage source: DCVSS

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
0 VVoltageDC voltage startVStart
5 VVoltageDC voltage stopVStop
1 VVoltageDC voltage stepVStep

Implementation Details

This element is identical to DCVS except that a voltage sweep may be specified.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Current/Voltage Source: DYN_VCCS

Symbol

+

-
V1f(V)

+

-
V0

1

2

3

4

Summary

DYN_VCCS is a nonlinear voltage-controlled current or voltage source (VCVS) whose number of nodes and parameters
are dynamic depending on the parameter EQN.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1Device IDID
27DegCParameter extraction temperatureTNOM
27DegCDevice temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in parallelMULT
0Linear temperature coefficientTC1
0Quadratic temperature coefficientTC2
current source or
voltage source

Current or Voltage source mode operationTYPE

A0+A1*V0+A2*V1Current equationEQN

Parameter Details

EQN. This is the current equation. The number of nodes is determined by the voltage variables V0, V1, etc. that are
present in the equation. The number of coefficients is based on any other variables that are present in the equation.

For example, the equation A0 + A1*V0 + B0*V1 creates a four-node source due to the voltage variables V0 and V1.
Three dynamic parameters are created: A0, A1, and B0.

You can use the following math functions in expressions for this parameter:

sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh, tanh, abs, min, max, exp, log, log10, arcsin, arccos,
arctan, pow, sqrt, sqr

Functions min, max, and pow take two arguments; all others take one. sqr and sqrt are both square-root functions.

TYPE.The current or voltage source mode operation. Choose current source or voltage source from the drop-down list
to specify the mode.
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Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0CoefficientA0
0CoefficientA1
0CoefficientA2

Dynamic Parameter Details

The parameters A0, A1, and A2 are the default dynamic parameters. Any variables in the equation string of the EQN
parameter are considered dynamic parameters with the exception of the variables Vx where x is any integer that is greater
than or equal to zero.

Implementation Details

The current equation is defined by the EQN parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Dynamic Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Charge Source: DYN_VCQS

Symbol

+

-
V1f(V)

+

-
V0

1

2

3

4

Summary

DYN_VCQS is a nonlinear voltage-controlled charge source whose number of nodes and parameters are dynamic
depending on the parameter EQN.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
27DegCParameter extraction temperatureTNOM
27DegCDevice temperatureTEMP
1Number of devices in parallelMULT
0Linear temperature coefficientTC1
0Quadratic temperature coefficientTC2
A0+A1*V0+A2*V1Charge equationEQN

Parameter Details

EQN. This is the charge equation. The number of nodes is determined by the voltage variables V0, V1, etc. that are
present in the equation. The number of coefficients is based on any other variables that are present in the equation.

For example, the equation A0 + A1*V0 + B0*V1 creates a four-node source due to the voltage variables V0 and V1.
Three dynamic parameters are created: A0, A1, and B0.

You can use the following math functions in expressions for this parameter:

sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh, tanh, abs, min, max, exp, log, log10, arcsin, arccos,
arctan, pow, sqrt, sqr

Functions min, max, and pow take two arguments; all others take one. sqr and sqrt are both square-root functions.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0CoefficientA0
0CoefficientA1
0CoefficientA2
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Dynamic Parameter Details

The parameters A0, A1, and A2 are the default dynamic parameters. Any variables in the equation string of the EQN
parameter are considered dynamic parameters with the exception of the variables Vx where x is any integer that is greater
than or equal to zero.

Implementation Details

The charge equation is defined by the EQN parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Burst Noise Current: I_BURST

Symbol

I N(I)

Summary

I_BURST models burst noise current. This is a nonwhite noise source.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1Element IDID
1e-14Burst noise coefficientKB
1.0Burst noise exponentAB
1e-09FrequencyBurst noise cutoff frequencyFB
AWR (bias current)Model compatibility selectorCOMPAT

Parameter Details

COMPAT. Allows toggling between different behaviors: the behavior corresponding to the Cadence® AWR®
implementation of the model, COMPAT=AWR (bias current); the ADS compatibility mode of operation, COMPAT=ADS
(noise amplitude modulation disabled); and COMPAT=Conversion matrix approach noise modulation.

Implementation Details

The burst noise current flows through the N(I) branch and is dependent on the current in the I branch. The spectral density
of burst noise current, S(f), is

S( f ) = KB
Idc
AB

1 + ( f
FB)

2 A2 / Hz

,

where Idc represents the DC component of the current in the I branch.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Flicker Noise Current: I_FLICK

Symbol

I N(I)

Summary

I_FLICK models flicker noise current. This is a nonwhite noise source.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1Element IDID
1e-14Flicker noise coefficientKF
1.0Flicker noise exponentAF
1.0Flicker noise freq. exponentFFE
AWR (bias current)Model compatibility selectorCOMPAT

Parameter Details

COMPAT. Allows toggling between different behaviors: the behavior corresponding to the Cadence® AWR®
implementation of the model, COMPAT=AWR (bias current); the ADS compatibility mode of operation, COMPAT=ADS
(noise amplitude modulation disabled); and COMPAT=Conversion matrix approach noise modulation.

Implementation Details

The flicker noise current flows through the N(I) branch and is dependent on the current in the I branch. The spectral
density of the noise current, S(f), is

S( f ) = KF
Idc
AF

f FFE
A2 / Hz

,

where Idc represents the DC component of the current in the I branch.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Bias-dependent Noise Current: I_GEN

Symbol

I N(I)

Summary

I_GEN models a general bias-dependent noise current. With a proper choice of parameters, it can represent thermal,
shot, flicker, or burst noise.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1TextElement IDID
0P1 parameterP1
0P2 parameterP2
1.0P3 parameterP3
0P4 parameterP4
0P5 parameterP5
AWR (bias current)Model compatibility selectorCOMPAT

Parameter Details

COMPAT. Allows toggling between different behaviors: the behavior corresponding to the Cadence® AWR®
implementation of the model, COMPAT=AWR (bias current); the ADS compatibility mode of operation, COMPAT=ADS
(noise amplitude modulation disabled); and COMPAT=Conversion matrix approach noise modulation.

Implementation Details

The spectral density of noise current through the N(I) branch, S(f), is

S( f ) = P1
Idc
P2

P3 + P4 f P5
A2 / Hz

,

where Idc represents the DC component of the current in the I branch.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Table Specified Frequency-Dependent Spectral Density of Noise Current:
I_N_TAB

Symbol

1 2

Summary

I_N_TAB models a table-specified frequency-dependent noise current density.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NSTABTextElement IDID
{0, 1e6, 1e9} HzFrequency unitsFrequency TableFREQUENCY
1e9 HzFrequency unitsCenter frequencyFc
{0.02, 0.02, 0.02}Sm/Hz(Conductance

units)
Normalized spectral densitySP_DENSITY

LinearLinear or Spline Interpolation in x=log10fMETHOD

Implementation Details

I_N_TAB specifies the spectral density S(f) of the noise current (in A2/Hz) that is further normalized by dividing by
4kT0 where k is the Boltzmann constant, and T0=290 K is the noise reference temperature. After this normalization,
S(f) is expressed in Sm/Hz units. For example, the default value of 0.02 corresponds to the spectral density of the thermal
noise current of a 50 ohm resistor at the reference temperature of 290 K.

The frequency dependence is specified by a table (frequency, value). Note that FREQUENCY specified in that table is
the offset frequency of the noise sideband, and the center frequency of the sideband is Fc. Linear or Spline interpolation
is used with the interpolation key x=log10 |f-Fc|where Fc is the center frequency. If f<fmin, S=S(fmin). Interpolation is
performed with logarithms of <II*>/(4kT0) so that the plot of spectral density S(f) looks linear. If f> fmax, S(f)=S(fmax)
where fmin is the smallest frequency value in the table, and fmax is the largest frequency value in the table. You should
avoid f=0 since the logarithmic axis is used. The handling of f=0 is to use f=1e-6 Hz, which is not desirable. Note that
if the table does not have enough points for the function to be smooth, using the Spline method may result in spurious
oscillations, and Linear interpolation (the default) is a better choice.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Pulse Train Current Source: I_PLS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Parameter Details

WINDOW. To control overshoot (Gibbs phenomenon) the signal spectrum is windowed prior to simulation. Windows
attenuate high-frequency components inducing finite rise and fall times. With the exception of the triangular window,
the windows are listed in the order of smaller overshoot/longer rise time.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R.W. Hamming, Numerical methods for scientists and engineers, pp 534.
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Pulse Train Current Source (Tone 2): I_PLS2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Piecewise Linear Current Source: I_PWL

Symbol

Summary

The behavior of I_PWL is similar to that of the PWL source in SPICE. The current is specified by the pairs of time-current
values (TIME[i], CURRENT[i]). The values of voltage between these time instances are obtained by linear interpolation.
The fundamental frequency is equal to that specified for the schematic containing the source.

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
User has to
override the default

TimeVector of time valuesTIME

User has to
override the default

CurrentVector of current valuesCURRENT

DEFAULTaWindow TypeWINDOW
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Parameter Details

The dimension of TIME and CURRENT vectors must be identical. This dimension should be greater than 3, as at least
4 points are required to specify a meaningful PWL waveform. An error message is issued if one of these conditions is
not satisfied, and the model is rejected. The values of time should be sorted in ascending order (TIME[i+1]>TIME[i]).
Discontinuities in the current value are not allowed (do not specify two different current values for the same time instance).
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Implementation Details

Note that the signal needs to be periodic with the period equal to that of the fundamental frequency, otherwise results
may be unexpected. The accuracy of the simulation results depends on the number of harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. This number of harmonics is determined from the options for the schematic containing this port.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Saw Wave Current Source: I_SAW

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Saw Wave Current Source (Tone 2): I_SAW2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Shot Noise Current: I_SHOT

Symbol

I N(I)

Summary

I_SHOT models shot noise current.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NS1TextElement IDID
AWR (bias current)Model compatibility selectorCOMPAT

Parameter Details

COMPAT. Allows toggling between different behaviors: the behavior corresponding to the Cadence® AWR®
implementation of the model, COMPAT=AWR (bias current); the ADS compatibility mode of operation, COMPAT=ADS
(noise amplitude modulation disabled); and COMPAT=Conversion matrix approach noise modulation.

Implementation Details

The shot noise current flows through the N(I) branch and is dependent on the current in the I branch. The spectral density
of shot noise current, S(f), is

S( f ) = 2qIdc A2 / Hz

where Idc represents the DC component of the current in the I branch and q is the charge of an electron.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Square Wave Current Source: I_SQR

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Square Wave Current Source (Tone 2): I_SQR2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Triangle Wave Current Source: I_TRI

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Triangle Wave Current Source (Tone 2): I_TRI2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextCurrent source IDID
0 mACurrentSignal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0CurrentWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0CurrentDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

NOTE: Cadence® AWR® simulators add some series resistance to this element during simulation. This may affect
results if injecting current into a large resistance. To change the value of the resistance, choose Options > Default Circuit
Options to display the Circuit Options dialog box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Convergence Aids specify the
Series source resistance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Two Correlated Noise Current Sources: INCOR2

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IN1TextElement IDID
320.3Noise source current from 1 to 2 in (pA^2)/HzI1SQ
320.3Noise source current from 3 to 4 in (pA^2)/HzI2SQ
0Real part of the correlation coefficient between sourcesI12R
0Imaginary part of the correlation coefficient between sourcesI12I

Implementation Details

I1SQ, I2SQ = Mean-square noise current spectral density in (pA)2/Hz

I1SQ or I2SQ = 320.31312, with I12R = I12I = 0, is T=290K in 50Ω.

The correlation coefficient, I12, is defined as

I12 =
i1i2

*

i1
2̄i2
2̄

I12 is limited by the software to I12 < 1.0.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Five Correlated Noise Current Sources: INCOR5

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IN1TextElement IDID
320.3Noise source current from 1 to 2 in (pA^2)/HzI1SQ
320.3Noise source current from 3 to 4 in (pA^2)/HzI2SQ
320.3Noise source current from 5 to 6 in (pA^2)/HzI3SQ
320.3Noise source current from 7 to 8 in (pA^2)/HzI4SQ
320.3Noise source current from 9 to 10 in (pA^2)/HzI5SQ
0Real part of correlation between sources 1 and 2I12R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 1 and 2I12I
0Real part of correlation between sources 1 and 3I13R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 1 and 3I13I
0Real part of correlation between sources 1 and 4I14R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 1 and 4I14I
0Real part of correlation between sources 1 and 5I15R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 1 and 5I15I
0Real part of correlation between sources 2 and 3I23R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 2 and 3I23I
0Real part of correlation between sources 2 and 4I24R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 2 and 4I24I
0Real part of correlation between sources 2 and 5I25R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 2 and 5I25I
0Real part of correlation between sources 3 and 4I34R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 3 and 4I34I
0Real part of correlation between sources 3 and 5I35R
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 3 and 5I35I
0Real part of correlation between sources 4 and 5I45R
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Imaginary part of correlation between sources 4 and 5I45I

Implementation Details

I1SQ, I2SQ, I3SQ, I4SQ, I5SQ = Mean-square noise current spectral density in (pA)2/Hz

I1SQ, I2SQ, I3SQ, I4SQ or I5SQ = 320.31312, with ImnR = ImnI = 0, is T=290K in 50Ω.

The correlation coefficient, Imn, is defined as

Imn =
imin

*

im
2̄ in
2̄

In the above equations, 1 <= m <= 4, 2 <= n <= 5, and m < n.

The value of Inm is limited by the software to |Inm| < 1.0 for all m,n.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Current Noise Source: INOISE

Symbol

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
IN1TextElement IDID
17.9Noise current in pA/sqrt(Hz)I

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Implementation Details

INOISE implements a white noise source having the stated noise spectral density.

For I=17.897294, T=290K in 50Ω.
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Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Current Source: NLVCCS

Symbol

R1 R2
+

-

f(V)

V

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceoutput resistance*R2
1Scale factor*SC
-1e+08 VVoltageThreshold voltage*VTH
0 nsTimeDelay*TAU
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

For V≤VTH

f(V)=0.0
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For V>VTH

f (V ) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V + A2 ·V 2 + ... + A15 ·V 15)

where

V → V (t − τ)

NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

3. TAU is a constant time delay.

4. Themodel does not ensure that dI/dV is continuous at VTH. The user should select polynomial coefficients to guarantee
this.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Harmonic Oscillator at the Specified Frequency (Tone N) with Phase Noise:
OSC_W_PH_NOISE

Symbol

Summary

OSC_W_PH_NOISE models a harmonic oscillator at the specified frequency Fc, with the available power Pwr, with the
phase noise specified by a table of {FREQUENCY, Phase Noise}. The noise sideband is symmetric around Fc.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1Element IDID
50 ohmResistanceTermination ImpedanceZ
1x109 HzFrequencyOscillation FrequencyFc
10 dBmdB powerAvailable PowerPwr
0AngleRelative angle of the excitationAng
1Tone Number for the signalTone
{1e4, 1e5, 1e6, 1e7,
1e8} Hz

FrequencyFrequency TableFREQUENCY

{-75, -100, -120,
-141, -145}

dB/HzPhase Noise in dB/HzPhase Noise L(f)

290 KTemperatureTemperature for thermal noise calculationTemp
LinearLinear or Spline Interpolation in x=log10fMETHOD
0Maximum number of harmonics for this tone. Value of zero

causes this parameter to be ignored.
NHarm

1Oversampling factorNSamp

Parameter Details

NHarm & NSamp. Specify a value of zero to indicate that these parameters do not override the values specified for the
Tone X Harmonics and Tone XOver sample in the project or document harmonic balance settings. (Choose Options > Default
Circuit Options and click the AWR Sim tab.) This only applies when the Tone parameter is set to 1, 2, or 3 for the element.
An error is issued if these parameters are set to zero for a source with Tone equal to 4 or more.
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Implementation Details

OSC_W_PH_NOISE consists of a sinusoidal voltage source with the series resistance Z, and the table-specified noise
source I_N_TAB connected as shown in the previous figure. The values of phase noise L'(f) (in dB) are converted into
the normalized spectral density S(f) according to the following expression:

S( f ) = 100.1(L′+P)
4kT0Z

See I_N_TAB for further details on the interpolation of S(f).

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Nonlinear Current-Controlled Current Source: SCCCS1

Symbol

R1 R2
+

-

f(I)

I

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceoutput resistance*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (I) = SC · (A0 + A1 · I + A2 · I2 + A3 · I3 + ...)
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Current-Controlled Current Source poly=2: SCCCS2

Symbol

R1

RO

+

-

f(I1,I2)

I1

R2
+

-
I2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance 1*R1
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance 2*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15
0Polynomial coefficient*A16
0Polynomial coefficient*A17
0Polynomial coefficient*A18
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Polynomial coefficient*A19
0Polynomial coefficient*A20
1e+06 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceRO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (I1, I2) = SC · (A0 + A1 · I1 + A2 · I2 + A3 · I1
2 + A4 · I1I2 + A5 · I2

2 + A6 · I1
3 + A7 · I1

2I2 + ...)

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Current-Controlled Voltage Source poly=1: SCCVS1

Symbol

R1
+

-

f(I)

I
R2

+
-

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceoutput resistance*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (I) = SC · (A0 + A1 · I + A2 · I2 + A3 · I3 + ...)
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NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Current-Controlled Voltage Source poly=2: SCCVS2

Symbol

R1
+

-

f(I1,I2)

I1

R2
+

-
I2

RO
+
-

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance R1*R1
1 ohmResistanceInput resistance R2*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15
0Polynomial coefficient*A16
0Polynomial coefficient*A17
0Polynomial coefficient*A18
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Polynomial coefficient*A19
0Polynomial coefficient*A20
1e+06 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceRO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (I1, I2) = SC · (A0 + A1 · I1 + A2 · I2 + A3 · I1
2 + A4 · I1I2 + A5 · I2

2 + A6 · I1
3 + A7 · I1

2I2 + ...)

NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET

2. R1, R2, and RO are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source: SVCCS1

Symbol

R1 R2
+

-

f(V)

V

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceoutput resistance*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (V ) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V + A2 ·V 2 + A3 ·V 3 + ...)
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NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source poly=2: SVCCS2

Symbol

R1

RO

+

-

f(V1,V2)

V1

R2
+

-
V2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 1*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 2*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15
0Polynomial coefficient*A16
0Polynomial coefficient*A17
0Polynomial coefficient*A18
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Polynomial coefficient*A19
0Polynomial coefficient*A20
1e+06 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceRO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (V 1, V 2) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V 1 + A2 ·V 2 + A3 ·V 1
2 + A4 ·V 1V 2 + A5 ·V 2

2 + A6 ·V 1
3 + A7 ·V 1

2V 2 + ...

NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source poly=3: SVCCS3

Symbol

R1

RO

+

-

f(V1,V2,V3)

V1

R2
+

-
V2

R3
+

-
V3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 1*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 2*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Polynomial coefficient*A15
0Polynomial coefficient*A16
0Polynomial coefficient*A17
0Polynomial coefficient*A18
0Polynomial coefficient*A19
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 3*R3
1e+06 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceRO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (V 1, V 2) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V 1 + A2V 2 + A3 ·V 3 + A4 ·V 1
2 + A5 ·V 1V 2 + A6 ·V 1V 3 + A7 ·V 2

2 + A8 ·V 2V 3 + A9 ·V 3
2 + A10 ·V 1

3 + ... + A19 ·V 3
3

NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source: SVCVS1

Symbol

R1
+

-
V

f(V)

R2
+
-

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance*R1
1 ohmResistanceoutput resistance*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (V ) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V + A2 ·V 2 + A3 ·V 3 + ...)
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NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are scaled inversely with SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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SPICE Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source poly=2: SVCVS2

Symbol

R2
+

-

V1

f(V1,V2)

R1
+

-

V2

RO
+
-

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VC1TextDevice IDID
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 1*R1
1e+06 ohmResistanceInput resistance 2*R2
1Scale factor*SC
0Polynomial coefficient*A0
0.01Polynomial coefficient*A1
0Polynomial coefficient*A2
0Polynomial coefficient*A3
0Polynomial coefficient*A4
0Polynomial coefficient*A5
0Polynomial coefficient*A6
0Polynomial coefficient*A7
0Polynomial coefficient*A8
0Polynomial coefficient*A9
0Polynomial coefficient*A10
0Polynomial coefficient*A11
0Polynomial coefficient*A12
0Polynomial coefficient*A13
0Polynomial coefficient*A14
0Polynomial coefficient*A15
0Polynomial coefficient*A16
0Polynomial coefficient*A17
0Polynomial coefficient*A18
0Polynomial coefficient*A19
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Polynomial coefficient*A20
1ResistanceOutput resistanceRO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The polynomials in SPICE controlled sources operate on the instantaneous, time domain representations of their input(s),
not on the spectra. Non-zero nonlinear coefficients cause frequency translations. For example, a non-zero square coefficient
converts a sinusoidal input into an output with frequency components at DC and at twice the input frequency.

f (V 1, V 2) = SC · (A0 + A1 ·V 1 + A2 ·V 2 + A3 ·V 1
2 + A4 ·V 1V 2 + A5 ·V 2

2 + A6 ·V 1
3 + A7 ·V 1

2V 2 + ...

NOTES:

1. SC is a scale factor that scales the parameters as if it were a FET.

2. R1 and R2 are multiplied by 1/SC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Arbitrary, User-specified Bit Sequence: V_ARBS

Symbol

Summary

V_ARBS is a voltage source in the form of a user-specified bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 GHzFrequencySymbol rateRATE
{1,0,1,0}Symbol sequenceSEQ
8Samples per symbolSAMP
1VoltageHigh signal levelHI
0VoltageLow signal levelLO
0TimeRise time*TR
0TimeFall time*TF
NRZ1Signalling formatTYPE
DEFAULT2Window typeWINDOW

* indicates a secondary parameter

[1] Allowed formats are return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ).

[2] Window type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN),
Hamming (HAMM), and Blackman (BLACK).

Parameter Details

SEQ. Specifies the symbol sequence. The sequence may be typed in or loaded from a text file. To load a sequence from
a file, type vfile("name_of_file") in the SEQ field. The file format is:

1

0

1
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0

etc

The maximum allowed SEQ length for V_ARBS is 524288 (2^19).

In the absence of a full path specification, place the file in the \Data directory under the directory in which Cadence®
Microwave Office® software is installed.

Symbols in multi-level signal formats are encoded as integers. In a four-level scheme, for example, symbols are represented
by 0, 1, 2 and 3.

To save the data with the project you can also import into Microwave Office software the data files with sequences.

To use bit data from a file stored in Microwave Office software:

1. Import the data file as a "Text Data File" type.

2. Assign a variable to the data file using the following syntax:

variable1 = DataFile("data_file_name")

where variable1 is the variable name of your choice and "data_file_name" is the name of the imported data
file (the name must be enclosed in quotes). This function saves the data in a matrix form.

3. Assign a variable to be the first column of the data in the first variable assigned in the following syntax:

variable2 = col(variable1,1)

where variable2 is the variable name of your choice and now stores the bit sequence assigned to the SEQ parameter.

Implementation Details

With the exception of the SEQ parameter, V_ARBS is very similar to V_PRBS, which applies a random rather than
user-specified sequence. See V_PRBS for information on the remaining parameters.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Jitter Voltage Source with Arbitrary, User-Specified Bit Sequence: V_JITTER

Symbol

Summary

V_JITTER is a voltage source (two terminal device) that can only be used in transient simulations. It is essentially derived
from the PORT_ARBS (but made to be an ideal two-terminal voltage source) with the most general specification of the
deterministic jitter, and random jitter with Gaussian distribution added to it. The jitter type is selectable using the
JITTER_TYPE parameter (so you can get deterministic jitter, random jitter, or both).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextElement IDID
1GHzFrequency (project units)Rate
(1,0,1,0)Bit vector of length NSEQ
128Integer numberSAMP
0VVoltage valueLOW
1VVoltage valueHIGH
NR2RZ or NRZSignalingType

Time in project unitsTR
Time in project unitsTF

Deterministic(Deterministic, Random, Both)JITTER_TYPE
(0,0,0,0)nsVector of time values of length NRE_DELTA
(0,0,0,0)nsVector of time values of length NFE_DELTA
0nsTime value in project unitsMEAN_R
0nsTime value in project unitsSIGMA_R
0nsTime value in project unitsMEAN_F
0nsTime value in project unitsSIGMA_F
yes(Yes, NO)CONST_WIDTH
-1Random number generator seedSEED

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

Rate. Symbol Rate

SEQ. Bit sequence

SAMP. Samples per symbol: Used only for harmonic balance simulation. For this type of source, a SAMP on the order
of approximately 128 is expected. Thus HB simulations are likely to succeed only for linear circuits (Fourier analysis),
and will diverge for strongly nonlinear circuits.

LOW. Low voltage value.

HIGH. High voltage value.

Signaling Type.Waveform type.

TR. Rise time.

TF. Fall time.

JITTER_TYPE. Specifies the type of jitter to be added.

RE_DELTA. Increment of the rising edge start time.

FE_DELTA. Increment of the rising edge start time.

MEAN_R.Mean value of delta for the rising edge.

SIGMA_R. Gaussian distribution width for the rising edge.

MEAN_F.Mean value of delta for the falling edge.

SIGMA_F. Gaussian distribution width of the falling edge.

CONST_WIDTH. If Yes, maintain constant pulse width. This means that exactly the same deterministic and random
numbers are used to modify the start of the falling edge as were used to modify the start of the rising edge. The values
specified for the rising edge win over those for the falling edge.

SEED. If SEED >=1, the value used to seed the random number generator with Gaussian distribution. If SEED<0, the
last tick of the CPU clock is used to seed the random number generator. In this case, random numbers are truly random
(not repeatable).

Implementation Details

The V_ JITTER source is closely related to PORT_ARBS with the following differences:

(1) It is a two-terminal voltage source rather than one-terminal port.

(2) The instances of time when the rising and falling edges start is affected by user- specified vectors RE_DELTA (for
the rising edge) and FE_DELTA (for the falling edge). Let tRk (k=1, ..., N) be the time instance when the leading edge
of the bit k starts in PORT_ARBS, and tFk be the time instance when the falling edge begins in PORT_ARBS. In Jitter_D
source, the rising edge of bit k begins at tRk+RE_DELTA[k]+ R[k], and the falling edge begins at tFk+FE_DELTA[k]+
F[k]. R[k] and F[k] are pseudo-random numbers corresponding to the realizations of Gaussian processes with mean and
sigma specified above. If JITTER_TYPE=Random, RE_DELTA and FE_DELTA are ignored. Similarly, if
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JITTER_TYPE=Deterministic, no random process is generated. Thus the vectors RE_DELTA and FE_DELTA provide
the most general description of deterministic jitter, and MEAN_ and SIGMA_ specify the Gaussian random processes
for the start time of the rising and falling edge.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Usage

To use deterministic jitter, you must generate a data file with 3 columns (bit value, rising edge delay, and falling edge
delay) and import it into Cadence® Microwave Office® software. This allows for specifying the desired deterministic
functions that could be calculated in a tool other thanMicrowaveOffice software (likeMathCad andMatlab and exported
into a file).
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Pulse Train Voltage Source: V_PLS

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Topology

TF

time

TD

V TR TW

AMP

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Pulse Train Voltage Source (Tone 2): V_PLS2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimePulse widthTW
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Pseudo-random Bit Sequence: V_PRBS

Symbol

Summary

V_PRBS is a voltage source in the form of a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 GHzFrequencySymbol rateRATE
16Number of symbolsNSYMB
8Samples per symbolSAMP
1Number of bits in symbolBITW
1VoltageHigh signal levelHI
0VoltageLow signal levelLO
0TimeRise time*TR
0TimeFall time*TF
NRZ1Signalling formatTYPE
DEFAULT2Window typeWINDOW
-1Random number generator seedSEED

* indicates a secondary parameter

[1] Allowed formats are return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ).

[2] Window type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN),
Hamming (HAMM), and Blackman (BLACK).

Parameter Details

BITW. Can be used to apply multilevel PRSB signals. The number of levels is equal to 2BITW. Levels are equally spaced
between HI and LO.

WINDOW. The PRBS sequence must be represented in the frequency domain for the purposes of harmonic balance
analysis. To control overshoot (Gibbs phenomenon) the sequence is windowed prior to simulation. Note that windows
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attenuate high-frequency components and therefore induce a finite rise and fall time. With the exception of the triangular
window, the windows are listed in the order of smaller overshoot/longer rise time.

TR and TF. Rise and fall times are strongly influenced by the window type and the number of samples used to represent
the sequence (the product of SAMP and NSYMB). If precise rise and fall times are critical to the application, use
WINDOW=DEFAULT and increase SAMP as necessary.

NSYMB. There are no a priori limitations on the number of symbols in the sequence. However, the number of frequencies
in the Fourier representation of a PRBS sequence equals one half of the product of NSYMB and SAMP, so longer
sequences result in longer simulations.

NSYMB and SAMP. The product of these two parameters must be a power of 2 or an error is produced.

SEED. If less than zero, the current tick count of the system clock is used for seed.

Implementation Details

Harmonic balance options and project frequencies (or nonlinear frequencies) are ignored for the purposes of simulation
with V_PRBS.

The fundamental frequency is determined by RATE/NSYMB.

The number of frequencies simulated is determined by NSYBM*SAMP/2 +1. (The +1 is for the DC component.)

The maximum frequency in the spectrum is determined by RATE *SAMP/2.

The number of frequencies is determined by NSYMB and SAMP. Likewise, the fundamental frequency is determined
by RATE and NSYMB and is in no relation to the project and nonlinear frequencies.

NOTE:

You can use Veye and Ieye measurements to display eye diagrams in conjunction with V_PRBS simulations.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] R.W. Hamming, Numerical methods for scientists and engineers, pp 534.
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Piecewise Linear Voltage Source: V_PWL

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Summary

The behavior of V_PWL is similar to that of the PWL source in SPICE. The voltage is specified by the pairs of time-voltage
values (TIME[i], VOLTAGE[i]). The values of voltage between these time instances are obtained by linear interpolation.
The fundamental frequency is equal to that specified for the schematic containing the port.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
User has to
override the default

TimeVector of time valuesTIME

User has to
override the default

VoltageVector of voltage valuesVoltage

DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Parameter Details

The dimension of TIME and SIG vectors must be identical. This dimension should be greater than 3, as at least 4 points
are required to specify a meaningful PWLwaveform. An error message is issued if one of these conditions is not satisfied,
and the model is rejected. The values of time should be sorted in ascending order (TIME[i+1]>TIME[i]. Discontinuities
in the voltage value are not allowed (do not specify two different voltage values for the same time instance).
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Implementation Details

Note that the signal needs to be periodic with the period equal to that of the fundamental frequency, otherwise results
may be unexpected. The accuracy of the simulation results depends on the number of the harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. This number of harmonics is determined from the options for the schematic containing this source.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Saw Wave Voltage Source: V_SAW

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Saw Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2): V_SAW2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Square Wave Voltage Source: V_SQR

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Square Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2): V_SQR2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeRise timeTR
0 nsTimeFall timeTF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Triangle Wave Voltage Source: V_TRI

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Triangle Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2): V_TRI2

Symbol

Summary

This signal source is superseded and should be replaced with one of the following: AC_V for voltage sources, AC_I for
current sources, or PORT_SRC for ports, with the Signal parameter set to this signal type.

The period for tone 1 sources is the inverse of the specified simulation frequency; see “Frequency Sweep Control” for
details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1TextVoltage source IDID
1 VVoltageOpen circuit signal magnitudeAMP
0 GHzFrequencySignal frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayTD
DEFAULTaWindow typeWINDOW
0VoltageWaveform offset (does not affect DC)Offset
0VoltageDC value (used for DC analysis)DCVal

aWindow type options are none (NONE), Lanczos (DEFAULT, ref [1]), Triangular (TRIANG), Hanning (HANN), Hamming (HAMM), Blackman
(BLACK). See I_PLS for additional details on the WINDOW parameter.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage-Controlled Current Source (Closed Form): VCCS

Symbol

R1 R2

1

2

3

4

Topology

R1+R21234MVexp(-j(wt+A))/1+jf/F)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1 SConductanceDC transconductanceM
0 DegAnglePhase offsetA
0 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
0 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2
0 GHzFrequencyBreak frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayT

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal voltage-controlled current source with output current given by

Iout = M ·V e
− j(ωT+A)

1 + j fF

NOTES:
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R1 and R2 resistance value of 0 means infinite impedance.

If F = 0, then gain has no frequency dependence.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage-Controlled Current Source (Ideal): VCCS_IDEAL

Symbol

+

-

1

2

3

4

Summary

VCCS_IDEAL implements an ideal voltage-controlled current source with delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1 SConductanceTransconductanceM
0nsTime delayDELAY

Implementation Details

VCCS_IDEAL implements an ideal voltage-controlled current source. The input port is defined between terminals 1 and
2 and the output port is defined between terminals 3 and 4. The input and output ports have infinite impedance and zero
admittance, respectively. The output current is given by the following expression, where M is the transconductance and
T the time delay.

Iout = M ·V in · e
− j(ωT )

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (Closed Form): VCVS

Symbol

R1
R2

1

2

3

4

Topology

R1

+
R2

1

2

3

4

M*Vexp(-j(wt+A))/1+jf/F)
-
V

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1DC voltage gainM
0 DegAnglePhase offsetA
0 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
1 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2
0 GHzFrequencyBreak frequencyF
0 nsTimeTime delayT

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal voltage-controlled voltage source with output voltage given by

V out = M ·V e
− j(ωT+A)

1 + j fF

NOTES:

R1 resistance value of 0 means infinite impedance.

If F = 0, then gain has no frequency dependence.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (Ideal): VCVS_IDEAL

Symbol

-

+

1

2

3

4

Summary

VCVS_IDEAL implements an ideal voltage-controlled voltage source with delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
X1TextElement IDID
1Voltage gainM
0nsTime delayDELAY

Implementation Details

VCVS_IDEAL implements an ideal voltage-controlled voltage source. The input port is defined between terminals 1
and 2 and the output port is defined between terminals 3 and 4. The input and output ports have infinite and zero
impedances, respectively. The output current is given by the following expression, where M is the transconductance and
T the time delay.

V out = M ·V in · e
− j(ωT )

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source: VCVS2

Symbol

R1
R2

1

2

3

4

Topology

R1

+
R2

1

2

3

4

M*(V)
-
V

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
U1TextNameID
1DC voltage gainM
0 ohmResistanceInput resistanceR1
1 ohmResistanceOutput resistanceR2

Implementation Details

Implements an ideal voltage-controlled voltage source with output voltage equal to the input voltage times the voltage
gain.

NOTES: An R1 resistance value of 0 means infinite impedance.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Correlated Voltage and Current Noise Sources: VINCOR

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VIN1TextElement IDID
0.8008Noise source voltage from 1 to 2 in (nV^2)/HzV1SQ
320.3Noise source current from 3 to 4 in (pA^2)/HzI2SQ
0Real part of the correlation coefficient between sourcesCorrR
0Imaginary part of the correlation coefficient between sourcesCorrI

Implementation Details

V1SQ = Mean-square noise-voltage spectral density in (nV)2/Hz

I2SQ = Mean-square noise-current spectral density in (pA)2/Hz

The correlation coefficient, Corr, is defined as

Corr =
v1i2

*

v1
2̄i2
2̄

Corr is limited by the software to |Corr| < 1.0.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Two Correlated Voltage Noise Sources: VNCOR2

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VIN1TextElement IDID
0.8008Noise source voltage from 1 to 2 in (nV^2)/HzV1SQ
0.8008Noise source current from 3 to 4 in (nV^2)/HzV2SQ
0Real part of the correlation coefficient between sourceV12R
0Imaginary part of the correlation coefficient between sourcesV12I

Implementation Details

V1SQ, V2SQ = Mean-square noise voltage spectral density in (nV)2/Hz

V1SQ or V2SQ = 0.8007832, with V12R = V12I = 0, is T=290K in 50Ω.

The correlation coefficient, V12, is defined as

V12 =
v1v2

*

v1
2̄v2
2̄

V12 is limited by the software to |V12| < 1.0.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Voltage Noise Source: VNOISE

Symbol

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
VN1TextElement IDID
0.8949Noise voltage in nV/sqrt(Hz)V

Implementation Details

VNOISE implements a white noise source having the stated noise spectral density.

For V=0.8949, T=290K in 50Ω.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Stripline
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Stripline (EM Quasi-Static): S1LIN

Symbol

Summary

S1LIN models a section of single stripline. The model allows thickness and properties of dielectrics at both sides of a
strip to be different.

Topology

W1Layer #1 11,tanr

W

22,tanr

H1

H2

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
3bTextSubstrate definitionSSUBL

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUBL is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUBL substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Parameter Details

SSUBL. Two-layer substrate parameters (H1, H2, Er1, Tand1, Er2, Tand2) are listed in the SSUBL model description.
The substrate is comprised of the layered substrate itself, metallic cover, and backing ground plane.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
growth in computation time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This model does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness T: thickness may be zero, positive, or negative.
However, the model checks if |T|<0.95H, where H=H1 if T>0 or H=H2 if T<0 (see Topology). A negative thickness
means that the conductor is recessed into the bottom dielectric layer.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Circuit Model Synthesis

S1LIN supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): S2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor 1 width-nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width-nodes 2&&4W2
WaLengthGap width - conductors 1&&2S
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1noneAccuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUBL

aIf only one SSUBL is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUBL substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
bIf only one SSUBL is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUBL substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two edge coupled striplines. Themodel allows the thickness and characteristics
of dielectrics at both sides of striplines to be different.

The parameters W1, W2 (strip widths), S (gap between strips) and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default
length units. The parameter SSUBL specifies the two-layered stripline substrate element, which defines additional cross
sectional parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the underlying dielectric layer.

NOTE:The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

The implementation of advanced models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may lead to the
noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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2 Broadside Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): SBCPL

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

SBCPLmodels a section of two broadside coupled striplines arranged at the two opposite boundaries of the internal layer
of the three-layer shielded substrate. The bottom line may be displaced laterally relative to the left edge of the top line.

Topology

W1

W2

Offs

Layer 2

Layer 3

TSwitch= T2= T

Layer 1

W1

W2

Offs

Layer 2

Layer 3

TSwitch= T2= -T

Layer 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop Conductor widthW1
WaLengthBottom Conductor widthW2
WaLengthConductor lengthL
LaLengthHorizontal offsetOffs
1Accuracy parameterAcc
T2=TBottom Conductor Thickness T2= T or T2= -TTSwitch
SSUBT1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSSUBT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TOP_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for top conductorSNAME1
BOT_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for bottom conductorSNAME2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details

Parameter Details

SSUBT. Three-layer substrate. Parameters are listed in the SSUBT model description.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it automatically defaults to
2.

TSwitch.Defines how the bottom conductor protrudes: upward or downward. The direction is defined by a combination
of the sign of parameter T and the value of TSwitch. For TSwitch="T2=T" T>0 makes both conductors extend their
thickness upward; TSwitch="T2=T" and T<0makes them extend downward. Setting TSwitch="T2=-T"makes the bottom
conductor extend the opposite direction relative to the top conductor (if T>0 it extends downward, if T<0 it extends
upward.) The default is T>0 and TSwitch="T2=T". See the "Topology" section where two possible layouts are displayed

Offs. A relative horizontal offset of the bottom line left edge from the left edge of the top line. Offs may be positive
(when the bottom line is displaced to the right), zero (when both lines are aligned) or negative (when the bottom line is
displaced to the left)

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations. The accuracy
of model parameters may improve slightly when increasing Acc, but the computation time increases. Generally, a
good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. SBCPL does not impose restrictions on conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative). A negative
thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

3. The Offs parameter has an upper limit. If Offs/Wmax exceeds 200, the model issues a warning of decreasing accuracy.

4. Parameter H1 has an upper limit. If H1/(H2+H3) exceeds 50, the model issues a warning of decreasing accuracy.

5. SNAME1 and SNAME2 are for layout only and have no effect on the electrical performance.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique, described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

When you specify SNAME1 and SNAME2, the structures with corresponding names are identified in a
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of
the missing structure is drawn on the error layer. The structure named SNAME1 must contain a text line starting with
the line type name used for the top conductor. A structure named SNAME2 must contain a text line starting with the line
type name used for the bottom conductor. In a structure named SNAME1=TOP_TRACE and SNAME2= BOT_TRACE
with line type names "Top Copper" and "Bot Copper", you need to add the following code to the LPF file (user defined
line types may contain any number of layers; structures must contain only one text line):
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$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Top Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_1" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Bot Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_2" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "TOP_TRACE"

"Top Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "BOT_TRACE"

"Bot Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Note that the text inside the structures contains line type names in quotation marks followed by three blank separated
zeros.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably increase.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Stripline Bend Unmitered, Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form): SBEND

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

SBEND$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of bendANG
SSUB#bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an un-mitered sharp bend in the Stripline center conductor. This model includes the
reactive components of the bend analyzed as a zero thickness bend of the effective width of the line. The model does
not include any losses associated with this parasitic reactance. The parameter W1 (Strip Width) is a dimension entered
in the default length units. The parameter Ang (Bend Angle) is a dimension entered in the default angular units. The
parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.
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4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

0.25<W/B ≤ 1.75 (B = Ground Plane Spacing)

15o≤ANG≤120o Recommended

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

εr≤16.0 Recommended

1≤εr Required

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] A.A. Oliner, _Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line" IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[2] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339

[3] KC. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House 1981 p.186-187
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Symmetric Edge Coupled Striplines (Closed Form): SCLIN

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify
which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of coupled strip transmission lines residing in the same plane. These strips are
assumed to reside on the centerline between the two ground planes and be of the same width. The model accounts for
both conductive and dielectric loss and corrects for a finite strip thickness.

The parameters W1 (strip widths), S (gap between strips) and L (coupled line length) are dimensions entered in the
default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the stripline substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line.
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Important: This model has two implementations: basic implementation andmodified impementation. Basic implementation
provides frequency-dependent behavior that matches references [1-3]; unfortunately, formulations [1-3] are not very
good in low frequency and DC region. Modified implementation improves low frequency and DC behavior but
demonstrates frequency behavior somehow different from those of basic implementation at frequencies below 1 GHz.
For example, in this frequency region model may underestimate total loss if dielectric loss substantially exceeds conductor
loss. SCLIN is not intended for modeling substrates with exorbitant loss tangents (say, above 0.1): Loss of this magnitude
should be modeled by EM Quasi-Static models.

To switch between implementation, right-click the schematic that contains the SCLIN model(s), choose Options, then
on the AWR Sim tab, specify the Model compatibility version.

To set all SCLIN models in this schematic to basic implementation, select Version 5.5.

To set all SCLIN models in this schematic to modified implementation, select Version 6.0 or Version 6.5.

Circuit Model Synthesis

SCLIN supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value. Note that for coupled lines, you choose between the even and odd modes for synthesis targets.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Recommendations for Use

Modified implementation of SCLIN better works in time-domain than basic implementation; however, in critical
time-domain designs EM Quasi-Static models like S2CLIN are preferable.

Restrictions

W/B≥0.35 (Recommended for T≠0)(B=Ground Plane Spacing)

T/B≤0.1 Recommended B=Center Strip Thinkness

T/S≤2 Recommended

NOTE: SCLIN implies that parameter Rho specified on substrate definition SSUB represents bulk resistance of conductor
metal normalized to copper. This normalization is specific to SCLIN (and SLIN as well); other transmission line models
use Rho normalized to gold. So, if one obtained value of Rho normalized to gold (ρnorm to gold) than Rho normalized to
copper ( ρnorm to copper ) can be evaluated as ρnorm to copper=1.7353ρnorm to gold

Reference

[1] S.B. Cohn "Problems in Strip Transmission Lines" IRE Trans MTT March, 1955 p.119-126

[2] S.B. Cohn "Shielded Coupled-Strip Transmission Line" IRE Trans MTT October, 1955 p.29-38

[3] S.B. Cohn "Thickness Corrections for Capacitive Obstacles and Strip Conductors" IRE Trans MTT November, 1960
p.638-644
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Stripline Cross - Junction (Closed Form): SCROS

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Topology

Parameters

SCROS$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ port 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ port 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ port 3W3
WaLengthConductor width @ port 4W4
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a four way right angle junction of Stripline Transmission Lines. This model includes the
reactive components of the cross junction analyzed as a zero thickness junction of the effective widths of each section.
The model assumes that W1 is equal toW3 andW2 is equal toW4. If this assumption is not true, then the model assumes
W1=W3 = (W1*W3)1/2 andW2=W4 = (W2*W4)1/2. This model does not include any losses associated with this parasitic
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reactance of the junction. The parameters W1, W2, W3 and W4 (Strip Widths) are dimensions entered in the default
length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they
exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

0.2≤(Zo1 ·(Zo3)/(Zo2·Zo4))1/2≤5 Recommended

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0) with Zo= Characteristic Impedance of Trans Line.

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] A.A. Oliner, _Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line_ IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[2] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339

[3] This model was developed by Cadence® via a modal excitation method, which allows the cross to be analyzed as a
series of Stripline T-Junctions.
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Meander Stripline with Radiused Corners (Closed Form): SCTRACE

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthCalculated center line lengthL
RadaLengthRadius of curvature of centerlineR
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB
Hidden, Changed in
Layout

LengthBend position array*DB

Hidden, Changed in
Layout

Bend angle array (degrees)*RB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Implementation Details

The SCTRACE element is a stripline line that can be routed by graphically editing the element in the layout view. The
model of the element is constructed by cascading stripline curves (SCURVE), and stripline lines (SLIN). Reference the
SCURVE and SLIN help for details about the models.

In general, the graphical editing of the SCTRACE element is done using mouse commands. Double-clicking on the
element will activate the blue grab diamonds that are used to manipulate the bends and lines. Graphical editing of the
SCTRACE element is exactly the same as MTRACE. Reference the MTRACE help for specifics in this area.

The model parameter, L, is altered when graphically altering the trace, such as adding or changing bends. In practice,
the layout length (defined below) remains constant during these operations, while the center line length (parameter L)
changes due to the shortening effect caused by the introducing or modifying curves.

Layout Length

Centerline Length (L)

MCTRACE
Element
SCTRACE

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Stripline Radius Corner, Arbitrary Angle (Closed Form): SCURVE

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

SCURVE$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
90 DegAngleAngle of bendANG
RadaLengthRadius of curvature to centerlineR
3bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a curved section Stripline Transmission Line including the end effect. Themodel assumes
a TEM (Transverse Electric Magnetic) mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive
losses. The model determines an effective length and impedance of linear Stripline to incorporate this model. The
parameters W (Strip Width) and Rad (Centerline Strip Radius) are lengths entered in the default length units. The
parameter ANG (Angle of Curvature) is expressed in the default angular units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline
Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns
of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

Rad>(W+B/2)/2

0o≤ANG≤360o Recommended

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Rho≤100 Recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[2] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[3] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424

[4] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60
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2 Embedded Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): SEM2LIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Topology

W 2

H1

H2

H3

H4

1

2

3

4

1

2

H1

H2

H3

H4

W1

S

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor 1 width - nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 width - nodes 2&&4W2
WaLengthGap width conductors 1&&2S
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB4

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB4 is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB4 substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of two coupled striplines embedded into a four layered substrate.

The parameters W1, W2 (strips widths), S (spacing between lines) and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the
default length units.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.
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The parameter SSUB4 specifies the four-layer stripline substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Conductors are implied to reside at the boundary between
layer 2 and layer 3.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the layer 3.

SEM2LINmay be used to implement various kinds of coupled striplines: buried, coated, inverted, and suspended simply
by selecting relevant dielectric constants and thicknesses.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE:When implementing suspended, coated etc. lines don't make, if possible, thickness of any layer too small in
comparison with other layers: the computation time may noticeably grow.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models heavily relies on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Embedded Stripline: SEMLIN

Symbol

Topology

H1

H2

H3

H4

1

2

3

4

1

2

H1

H2

H3

H4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB4

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB4 is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB4 substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a section of single stripline embedded into four layered substrate. Metallic cover is present
on top of layer 1.

The parameters W (strip widths) and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the default length units.

The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is sets automatically to 2. Larger value of Acc increase density of mesh used in computations. Accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The parameter SSUB4 specifies the four-layer stripline substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used. Conductor is implied to reside on the boundary between
layer 2 and layer 3.

This component doesn't impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the layer 3.
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SEMLIN may be used to implement offset (off-center) and suspended striplines simply by selecting relevant dielectric
constants and thicknesses. It also can be used for implementation of covered microstrip line.

The component accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE:Making the thickness of any layer too small in comparison with other layers can increase the calculation time.

WARNING: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This
may lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Stripline Gap in Conductor (Closed Form): SGAP

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

SGAP$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify
which to use.

Implementation Details

The series gap results in a dominantly series capacitance of a relatively small value. This model does not include the
losses associated with the dielectric or conductor and is based on static solutions of a zero thickness strip.

W (Stripline Width) and S (Gap Width) are entered in the default length units.

SSUB references a Stripline substrate, which defines cross sectional parameters.

Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two microstrip or stripline
elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the S parameter. Since there is no layer to draw,
linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

Restrictions

W/B≥0.2 Recommended

S/T≥5 Recommeneded
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Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] A.A. Oliner, _Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line_ IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[2] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339
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SGap (EM Base): SGAPX

Symbol

Summary

The SGAPX element models the electrical characteristics of a gap in the signal conductor for a stripline transmission
line system. The model is based upon multiple full wave electromagnetic simulations performed on the present substrate
configuration. As the results of these EM simulations are stored, these lengthy simulations only have to be performed
once.

SGAPX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly specified by the user; rather, they are
automatically and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)”
for a detailed discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

S

WW

Port 1
Reference

Plane

Port 2
Reference
Plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthGap widthS
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB2
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. 0.025≤S/B≤0.5 Recommended

2. 0.1≤W/B≤2.0 Recommend

3. 0.1≤H1/H2 and 0.1≤H2/H1

4. B=H1+H2 with H1 and H2 defined in SSUB2

Implementation Details

SGAPX is implemented as an EM-based model, or "X-model". An X-model is based on stored full-wave EM simulations
and is the most accurate of models available. See “EM-basedModels (X-models) ” for a detailed discussion of X-models,
their advantages, and their limitations.

Layout

This element does not have a visual layout cell. The layout cell creates a gap between the two microstrip or stripline
elements that connect to each side. The size of the gap is determined by the S parameter. Since there is no layer to draw,
linetypes do not apply. You can select the layout cell to snap the microstrip or stripline elements to it.

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature
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Stripline Circular Hole in Center Conductor (Closed Form): SHOLE

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
TaLengthHole diameterD
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify
which to use.

Implementation Details

This model does not include the losses associated with the dielectric or conductor and is based on static solutions of a
zero thickness strip.

W (Stripline Width) and D (Aperture Diameter) are entered in the default length units.

SSUB references a Stripline substrate, which defines cross sectional parameters.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

D/W≤0.8

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] A.A. Oliner, _Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line_ IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[2] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339
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Inverted Stripline (EM Quasi-Static): SI1LIN

Symbol

Summary

SI1LIN models section of single stripline with a conductor strip placed on the lower surface of a suspended substrate
(suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop Conductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SPSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in SPSUB model description.

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and in
substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation timemay also noticeably
grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Inverted Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): SI2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

SI2CLIN models a section of two-edge coupled asymmetric stripline with a conductor strip placed on the lower surface
of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthWidth of conductor 1W1
WaLengthWidth of conductor 2W2
WaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SPSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model description.

Acc. The Acc parameter is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations. The accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Stripline Interdigital Capacitor: SICAP

Symbol

Summary

SICAP models a stripline interdigital capacitor that has an emphasized transverse metallic strip connecting fingers at
both input ports. SICAP takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction
between all fingers.

SICAP$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

G

S

WWP

W1 W2

L

WP

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2W2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1.This parameter is secondary for the SICAP$ iCell model.

W2.This parameter is secondary for the SICAP$ iCell model.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4≤N≤16. You should use the SICAP1 model instead for all capacitors with N=2
and N=3.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. SICAP1 does not impose restrictions on thickness except for the
requirement to be non-negative.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model a stripline interdigital capacitor with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

SICAP1 accounts for the effect of phase shift along the stripline that connects the fingers. It also includes the effect of
the presence of width steps at ports.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

You should use this model for stripline interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of widthWP connecting
fingers at both ports. If this is not the case, and one or both widths of feeding lines exceed 50% of the capacitor width,
you should use the SICAP1 model. SICAP1 is geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into stripline
having a width equal to that of the capacitor.

This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.
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To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several stripline interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic, themost time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking for
its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on their
recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Stripline Interdigital Capacitor (No Steps at Ports): SICAP1

Symbol

Summary

SICAP1 models a stripline interdigital capacitor that connects to striplines without width steps. Model takes advantage
of EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to consider interaction between all fingers.

Topology

G

S

W

L

Parameter

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2W2
SSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details
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Parameter Details

W1, W2. Parameters W1, W2 are read-only (output) parameters, represent the capacitor total width at ports 1 and 2 and
are evaluated in the model as N(W+S)-S.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 2≤N≤16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. Model doesn't impose restrictions on thickness except requirement
to be non-negative.

Implementation Details

EMQuasi Static technique allows user to model stripline interdigital capacitor with wide range of conductor thicknesses.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

The model should be used for stripline interdigital capacitors that connect to feeding stripline without width step. If this
is not the case and the emphasized metallic strip that connects end of fingers at input ports is present at both sides (or at
one side) it is recommended that model SICAP (or SICAP2) is used instead SICAP1. SICAP is geared toward interdigital
capacitor that connects to stripline having widths that are small comparing to capacitor width (less than 50% of capacitor
width); SICAP2 has width step only at one port.

The model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several stripline interdigital capacitors cache is implemented
for this model. It means that during the first evaluation of schematic the most time consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are being stored in memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from memory cache saving substantially on their
recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.
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References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Stripline Interdigital Capacitor (Step at Port 1, No Step at Port 2): SICAP2

Symbol

Summary

SICAP2 models a stripline interdigital capacitor that connects to striplines with width step at port 1 and without width
step at port 2. The capacitor should have an emphasized metallic strip connecting the ends of fingers at port 1. SICAP2
takes advantage of the EM Quasi-Static coupled lines approach to considering interaction between all fingers.

SICAP2$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

G

S

WWP

W1

L

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
MI1TextElement IDID
WaLengthFinger widthW
SaLengthSpacing between adjacent fingersS
SaLengthEnd gap widthG
LaLengthLength of the overlap region of the fingersL
4Number of fingersN
WaLengthWidth of the fingers transverse interconnectWP
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 1W1
WaLengthWidth of the feeding line at port 2W2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SSUB1bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

W1. This parameter is secondary for the SICAP2$ iCell model.

W2. A read-only (output) parameter that represents the capacitor total width at ports 2 and is evaluated in the model as
N(W+S)-S.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of fingers N must be 4≤N≤16.

2. Conductor thickness is set via substrate parameters. SICAP2 does not impose restrictions on thickness except for the
requirement to be non-negative.

Implementation Details

The EM Quasi-Static technique allows you to model stripline interdigital capacitors with a wide range of conductor
thicknesses.

SICAP2 accounts for the effect of phase shift along the stripline that connects fingers. It also includes the effect of the
presence of the width step at one port.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

This model should be used for stripline interdigital capacitors that have a prominent metallic strip of widthWP connecting
fingers at port 1. The capacitor and stripline have the same width at port 2. This model is convenient for modeling
capacitors grounded at port 2. If W1 exceeds 50% of capacitor width you should use the SICAP1 model. SICAP1 is
geared toward interdigital capacitors that are incorporated into stripline having a width equal to that of the capacitor.
You should also use SICAP1 for all capacitors with N=2 and N=3.

This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.
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To decrease the calculation time for schematics that contain several stripline interdigital capacitors, cache is implemented
for this model. This means that during the first evaluation of a schematic the most time-consuming intermediate parameters
for each capacitor instance are stored in a memory cache. Each interdigital capacitor model checks this cache looking
for its duplicate. Duplicate capacitors copy the appropriate parameters from the memory cache, saving substantially on
their recalculation.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

References

[1] B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Open Stripline With End Effect (Closed Form): SLEF

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an open circuited length of Stripline Transmission Line including the end effect. The
model assumes a TEM (Transverse Electric Magnetic) mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric
and conductive losses. The parameters W (Strip Width) and L (Strip Length) are lengths entered in the default length
units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters
of the transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Restrictions

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0) with Zo= Characteristic Impedance of Trans Line.

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Rho≤100 Recommended

Reference

[1] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[2] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[3] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424

[4] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60

[5] A.A. Oliner, "Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line" IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[6] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339
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Single Conductor Stripline (Closed Form): SLIN

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
3bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a length of Stripline Transmission Line. The model assumes a TEM (Transverse Electric
Magnetic) mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses. The parametersW (Strip
Width) and L (Strip Length) are lengths entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline
Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns
of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they exist.

Circuit Model Synthesis

SLIN supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.
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4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0) with Zo= Characteristic Impedance of Trans Line.

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Rho≤100 Recommended

NOTE: SCLIN implies that parameter Rho specified on substrate definition SSUB represents bulk resistance of conductor
metal normalized to copper. This normalization is specific to SCLIN (and SLIN as well); other transmission line models
use Rho normalized to gold. So, if one obtained value of Rho normalized to gold ( ρnorm to gold ) than Rho normalized to
copper ( ρnorm to copper ) can be evaluated as ρnorm to copper=1.4353ρnorm to gold

References

[1] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[2] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[3] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424

[4] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60
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(Obsolete) Open Ended Stripline without End Effect (Closed Form): SLOC

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Open Stripline With End Effect (Closed Form) (SLEF) element.

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify
which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an open circuited length of Stripline Transmission Line. The model assumes a TEM
(Transverse Electric Magnetic) mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses.
Importantly, this model does not include the loss or capacitance of the end effect of the transmission line; rather, it models
the transmission line terminated in a magnetic wall. The parameters W (Strip Width) and L (Strip Length) are lengths
entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional
cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating
modes if they exist.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0) with Zo= Characteristic Impedance of Trans Line.

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Rho≤ 100 Recommended

Reference

[1] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[2] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[3] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424

[4] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60
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Shorted Circuited Stripline Without End Effect (Closed Form): SLSC

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a shorted length of Stripline Transmission Line. The model assumes a TEM (Transverse
Electric Magnetic) mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses. Importantly,
this model does not include the loss or inductance of a grounding strip, rather, it models the transmission line terminated
in a perfectly conducting wall. The parameters W (Strip Width) and L (Strip Length) are lengths entered in the default
length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional
parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating modes if they
exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0) with Zo= Characteristic Impedance of Trans Line.

T/B≤0.1 Recommended

Rho≤100 Recommended

References

[1] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[2] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[3] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424

[4] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60
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Stripline Bend Optimally Mitered, 90 deg (Closed Form): SMITER

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

SMITER$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation of iCells.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify
which to use.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models an optimally mitered 90o bend in the Stripline center conductor. This circuit component
is modeled by a section of straight section of transmission line of characteristic impedance equal to that of a strip of
width W. The model includes the losses associated with the conductor and substrate. The formula below should be used
to determine the value of the dimension "a" of the chamfer. Note, the reference planes for the two port changes depending
upon the value of W/a. The parameter W1 (Strip Width) is a dimension entered in the default length units. The parameter
SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission
line.

Use Reference Plane (a) if a/W≤1.0

Use Reference Plane (b) if a/W ≥1.0

If W/B≤0.2(B≡Ground Plane Spacing)
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a
W = 1.267 − 0.35 · (WB − 0.2)

if 0.2≤W/B≤1.6

a
W = 1.012 + [1.6 − WB ] · (0.08 + [1.6 −

W
B ] · [0.013 + 0.043 · [1.6 −

W
B ]])

if if 1.6≤W/B≤14.25

a
W = 0.884 + 0.08 · [3.2 − WB ]

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

W/B≤14.25

T/B≤0.1 recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] G. Matthaei, L. Young, E.M.T. Jones "Microwave Filters, Impedance-Matching

[2] Networks and Coupling Structures", Artech House, Inc. 1980 pp 203,206.

[3] Harlan Howe, Jr. "Stripline Circuit Design", Artech House, Inc. 1982
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Multiple Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): SNCLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

W3

Wn-1

Wn

1

2

3

n-1

n

n+1

n+2

n+3

2n-2

2n

Summary

SNCLIN models a section of several (1 to 50) edge coupled/single microstrip lines arranged on a single-layer substrate.
A backing ground plane is always present. SNCLIN implements the samemodeling techniques as the S2CLIN,...S16CLIN
models. In addition, SNCLIN is a dynamic or scalable model; it accepts a number of lines as input parameters so the
model and its schematic symbol expands/shrinks as the number of lines increases/decreases. This model uses disk cache
to speed up simulation.

Topology

S1W1 W2 WnSn-1H1

H2

Er1, Tand1

Er2, Tand2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductorsN
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SSUBL1aTextSubstrate DefinitionSSUBL
"No""Save to txt file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

WbLengthWidth of conductor No iWi, i=1..nn-
number of lines

WbLengthSpacing between conductors No i and No i+1Si, i=1..n-1n-
number of lines
aModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
bUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

See SXCLIN for a detailed description of SNCLIN parameters. SNCLIN differs from SXCLIN in parameter order only:
For SXCLIN models, the L, Acc, and MSUB parameters follow the widths (Wi), and spacings (Si); for SNCLIN, the L,
Acc, MSUB, Save to File, and FileName parameters precede the Wi and Si parameters.

SaveToFile. This parameter is hidden by default and set to No. You can toggle the parameter to Yes or No. If set to Yes,
the model creates a text file (named SNCLIN.txt) at the current project location. This text file contains a table of values
of per-unit-length RLGC line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the
frequency specified in the first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for n>2. All models output RLGCmatrices to columns that immediately
follow the frequency column. Entries of each matrix are placed column-wise; the first column is first: R11, R21, R31..
Rn1; and then the second column: R12, R22, R32,..Rn2 and so on. The total number of columns in the file is 4*n*n+1,
where n is the number of lines.

If N=2, SNCLIN implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns in the
text file. Note that if a system of coupled lines is fully symmetrical (as might be the case with edge-coupled microstrip
lines) C-mode corresponds to even mode and P-mode corresponds to odd mode.

WhenN=2, SNCLIN outputs complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1), Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2),
Re(Zp2), and Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC), Re(EeffP), and Im(EeffP) (see
traditional effective dielectric constants in columns 38, 39); and losses for C and P modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m)
to columns 2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and C matrices are distributed among columns 16-31 in corresponding order (see
above). Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, and BetaP; where Rc is the ratio of C-mode
voltage in the second line to C-mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in P-mode (see details in [2], section
4.3.1) and BetaC and BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note that columns 38 and 39 contain
traditional effective dielectric constants ErC_Eff, ErP_Eff (they do not account for losses). The total number of columns
in the file is 39 (at N=2).

If N=1, SNCLIN creates a file that contains complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo) and Im(Zo), complex effective
dielectric constant Re(Eeff) and Im (Eff) (see traditional effective dielectric constant in column 12), and Loss (dB/m) in
columns 2-6. Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that
column 12 contains traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. The total number of
columns in the file is 12 (at N=1).

The created text file might be linked or imported to a project as a data file and you can view the frequency behavior of
any above mentioned parameter using the proper data measurement. Note that the first column (frequency) is always in
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GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other Cadence® Microwave Office® software measurements
placed on the same graph; you may prefer to place these data measurements on a separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to model SNCLIN.txt. You can change the file name for each
model instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

2. For more information about restrictions and recommendations common to SNCLIN and SXCLIN, see SXCLIN.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EMQuasi-Static technique described in [1]. It computes matrices of per-unit-length
RLGC parameters and uses them to evaluate circuit parameters of coupled lines. This model saves frequency-independent
RLGC matrices to a disk cache. Before calculation of RLGC matrix models, it checks to see if the disk cache contains
data that has been saved earlier with the same set of input parameters. If a match is found, the model reads RLGCmatrices
from the disk cache and saves time on their calculation. If no match is found, this model calculates RLGC matrices and
places a new record into the disk cache. All subsequent runs of any project containing this model with the identical set
of input parameters uses the disk cache for increased speed.

This model accounts for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included (in frequency dependence
of output parameters due to the presence of frequency-dependent losses).

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

See SXCLIN for details.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If a layer thickness is too small compared to the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also noticeably increase.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different fromGHz, ohm, henry or siemens, you may need to scale input values manually.
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[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
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Suspended Substrate Stripline (EM Quasi-Static): SS1LIN

Symbol

Summary

SS1LIN models section of single stripline with a conductor strip placed on the upper surface of a suspended substrate
(suspended substrate is a single layer substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthTop Conductor widthW
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SPSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in SPSUB model description.

Acc. The parameter Acc is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . Larger value of Acc increases density of mesh used in computations.
Accuracy ofmodel parametersmay gain slightly from increasingAcc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation
time. As a rule of thumb, good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.
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2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Making the thickness of any layer too small in comparison with other layers can increase the calculation time

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Unbalanced Single Stripline on Suspended Substrate (EM Based): SS1LINX

Symbol

Summary

SS1LINXmodels a section of single stripline with a conductor strip placed on the upper surface of a suspended substrate
(suspended substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes and separated from
them with air layers).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on Method of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based
Models (X-models) ” . EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the same method as that used in the SS1LIN, however, SS1LINX
gains large computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SeeabTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

Acc. The input parameter Acc is an accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis,
and can range from 1 to 10. This value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and
the Autofill parameter is set to 1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow the filling process.
SS1LINX does not use Acc in a normal, table-based interpolation mode.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1. During normal operation, this
parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double- clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SS1LINX implies that the ratio W/H2 (H2 is substrate thickness) lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H2≤18.5
. Outside of this range, a model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.
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2. Cover height above the substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracyAcc are fixed parameters.
Cadence® Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of SS1LINX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter start the automatic filling process (if AutoFill is set to 1), the length of
which depends on the Acc value.

3. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

4. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for a substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you need to set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

If you wish to implement values outside of a specified range of W/H2 (see the Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations section), you can use the SS1LIN element.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static): SS2CLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

SS2CLIN models a section of two-edge coupled asymmetric stripline on a suspended substrate, that is, on a single layer
substrate elevated over the infinite grounded plane.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor 1 Width- Nodes 1&&3W1
WaLengthConductor 2 Width- Nodes 2&&4W2
WaLengthGap width conductors 1&&2S
LaLengthConductor lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SPSUB1bTextSubstrate DefinitionSPSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model description.

Acc. The Acc parameter is the accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than
10 it is set automatically to 2.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Acc is limited to 1≤Acc≤10. A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in computations. The accuracy
of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of noticeable growth of computation time.
Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

2. This component does not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness indicates that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

If the thickness of any layer is too small in comparison with the thickness of another layer, simulation time may also
noticeably grow.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Symmetric Striplines (EMQuasi-Static
Based): SS2CLINX

Symbol

W1

W2
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3

4

Summary

SS2CLINXmodels a section of two symmetric edge coupled striplines with conductor strips placed on the upper surface
of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes
and separated from them with air layers).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of an EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based on Method of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based
Models (X-models) ” . EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the same method as that used in the SS2CLIN model, however,
SS2CLINX gains large computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
WaLengthSpacing between conductorsS
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SeebTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

S. Spacing between conductors is an independent parameter.

Acc. The input parameter Acc is an accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis,
and can range from 1 to 10. This value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and
the Autofill parameter is set to 1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow the filling process.
SS2CLINX does not use Acc in normal, table-based interpolation mode.
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SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SS2CLINX implies that the ratio W/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H2≤18.0 and the ratio S/H2 lies
within a predefined range of 0.025≤S/H2≤70 (H2 is substrate thickness) Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates
output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracyAcc are fixed parameters.
Cadence®Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of SS2CLINX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length
of which depends on the value of Acc. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

3. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

To implement values outside of the specified ranges ofW/H2, S/H2 (see "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations"),
you can use the SS2CLIN element.
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[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
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2 SuspendedSubstrate BroadsideCoupled Striplines (EMQuasi-Static Based):
SSBCPLX

Symbol

W1

W2
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Summary

SSBCPLXmodels a section of two equal width and thickness broadside coupled striplines with conductor strips placed
on the top and bottom surfaces of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched
between two infinite grounded planes and separated from them with air layers). Lateral offset is allowed for the bottom
line.

SSBCPLX is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of an EM 2-D quasi-static
cross-sectional analysis based onMethod ofMoments. For a detailed discussion of the X-models see “EM-basedModels
(X-models) ”. EM 2-D quasi-static analysis is the same method as that used in SBCPL, however, SSBCPLX gains large
computational speed increases due to the table-based interpolation.

Topology

H1

H2

H3

W1

W

T1

T

Layer#1

Substrate

Air

1 1rAir

T

W

Offs

Er

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaLengthConductors widthW
WaLengthOffset of bottom conductorsOffset
LaLengthLine lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
SeeabTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0Autofill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill
TOP_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for top conductorSNAME1
BOT_BCLINTextStructure name from lpf file for bottom conductorSNAME2

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

Offs. The offset of the bottom conductor is an independent parameter.

Acc.An accuracy parameter influencing the EM 2-D quasi-static cross-sectional analysis; it can range from 1 to 10. This
value is used to automatically fill the model tables if the necessary table is missing and the Autofill parameter is set to
1. Higher values of Acc may improve accuracy but also may slow the filling process. SSBCPLX does not use Acc in
normal, table-based interpolation mode.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. A hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should be filled automatically at
the current values. To initiate this filling process, this parameter should be set to 1. During normal operation, this parameter
should be set to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double-clicking the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSBCPLX implies that the ratio W/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H2≤18.0 and the ratio Offs/H2 lies
within a predefined range of 0.025≤Offs/H2≤70 (H2 is substrate thickness). Outside of these ranges, this model
extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, relative conductor bulk resistance Rho, and accuracyAcc are fixed parameters.
Cadence® Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated tables for several typical values of SSBCPLX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process (if Autofill is set to 1), the length
of which depends on the Acc value. You can change any fixed parameter to create the corresponding tables.

3. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. This means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of the model tables.

4. Conductor thickness is specified by substrate SPSUB. Note that the bottom of the conductor juts out downward (see
the "Topology" section).

5. SNAME1 and SNAME2 are for layout only and have no effect on the electrical performance.
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Implementation Details

Thismodel was developed under research performed at CadenceDesign Systems, Inc. The full details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

When you specify SNAME1 and SNAME2, the structures with corresponding names are identified in a
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN section of the LPF file. If a structure with the corresponding name is not found, the name of
the missing structure is drawn on the error layer. The structure named SNAME1 must contain a text line starting with
the line type name used for the top conductor. A structure named SNAME2 must contain a text line starting with the line
type name used for the bottom conductor. In a structure named SNAME1=TOP_TRACE and SNAME2= BOT_TRACE
with line type names "Top Copper" and "Bot Copper", you need to add the following code to the LPF file (user defined
line types may contain any number of layers; structures must contain only one text line):

$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Top Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_1" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$LINE_TYPE_BEGIN "Bot Copper"
! -> Layer offset minWidth flags
"Cu_2" 0 5e-005 0

$LINE_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "TOP_TRACE"

"Top Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END
$STRUCT_TYPE_BEGIN "BOT_TRACE"

"Bot Copper" 0 0 0
$STRUCT_TYPE_END

Note that the text inside structures contains line type names in quotation marks followed by three blank separated zeros.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate.

In exchange for a speed increase, you should expect small errors resulting from the interpolation, and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

To implement values outside of the specified ranges of W/H2, Offs/H2 (see the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section), you can use the SBCPL element.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228
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Suspended Substrate Stripline Bend, Mitered 90deg (EM Based): SSBND90X

Symbol

Summary

SSBND90X models a mitered bend of stripline placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate
is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes and separated from them with air layers).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ” .

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

SSBND90X$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1W

2

d

x

L

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor WidthW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Miter Fraction (0-0.9)M
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

M. Parameter M (miter) is an independent parameter. M is defined as (see the "Topology" section)

M = x
d

. Other relations for right-mitered bend are:

M = x
d

d = W 2

;

L = 2x

;

d − x = 2 ·W · (1 − M)

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSBND90X implies that the ratioW/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.25≤W/H2≤16 andM lies within a predefined
range of 0≤M≤0.9125 (H2 is substrate thickness). Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters
and issues a warning.

2. This bend is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in
the Topology section.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
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Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of SSBND90X fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect the results and do not instigate table filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for a speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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SuspendedSubstrate Stripline Cross - JunctionBend (EMBased): SSCROSSX

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Summary

SSCROSSX models the cross junction of striplines lines placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended
substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes and separated from them with air
layers).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see the “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

SSCROSSX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.
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Topology

W1W1

W4

W2

Port 1
Ref Plane

Port 2
Ref Plane

Port 3
Ref Plane

Port 4
Ref Plane

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SX1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 1W1
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 2W2
WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 3 (model always sets W3=W1;

layout cell accepts arbitrary W3)
*W3

WaLengthConductor Width @ Port 4W4
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2, W4. Conductor widths are independent parameters.
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W3. SSCROSSX does not use this parameter, it always sets W3=W1. However, layout cells read this parameter so it
affects the layout.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSCROSSX implies that the ratioWwidest/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.25≤Wwidest/H2≤16, whereWwidest
is the maximum value of W1, W2, and W4 (H2 is substrate thickness); it also implies that the ratio Wothers/Wwidest
lies within a predefined range of 0.2≤Wothers/Wwidest≤1 where Wothers are all values of W1, W2, W4, excluding
Wwidest. (Note thatW3=W1). Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Cross is modeled as a four-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
"Topology" section.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of SSCROSSX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1, and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Suspended Substrate Stripline Open End Effect (EM Based): SSOPENX

Symbol

Summary

SSOPENX models an effect of the open end of stripline placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended
substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes and separated from them with air
layers). This model should be used in conjunction with any suitable stripline suspended line model.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

SSOPENX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SO1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W. Conductor width is an independent parameter.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSOPENX implies that the ratio W/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.05≤W/H2≤16, where H2 is substrate
thickness. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Open end is modeled as a one-port discontinuity. The reference plane corresponding to the port is located at the edge
of the open end of the line you attach to this port; SSOPENX adds a small stretch of suspended stripline.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of SSOPENX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for the
relative deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell nor does it use line types to determine its layout. The element models
an open end effect.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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(Obsolete) Suspended Substrate Stripline Step In Width with Offset (EM
Based): SSSTEPX

Symbol

Summary

This model is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the “Suspended Substrate Stripline Step InWidth with Offset (EM Based):
SSSTEPX2” model. SSSTEPX models a step in width at the asymmetric junction of two striplines placed on the top
surface of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between the infinite grounded
planes and separated from them with air layers). This model allows the relative offset of lines.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see the “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include the effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness
is zero.

SSSTEPX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

Offset
W1

W2

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
WaaLengthConductor Width @ Node 2W2
WaaLengthCenterline Offset DimensionOffset
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Conductor widths are independent parameters.

Offset. Offset is an independent parameter.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSSTEPX implies that the ratioWmax/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.1≤Wmax/H2≤16 , the ratioWmin/Wmax
lies within a predefined range of 0≤Wmin/Wmax≤1 , and Offset/Wmax lies within a predefined range of
0≤Offset/Wmax≤0.5, where H2 is substrate thickness,Wmax is the maximum value ofW1,W2;Wmin is the minimum
value of W1, W2. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Step is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
"Topology" section.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of SSSTEPX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.
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Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Suspended Substrate Stripline Step In Width with Offset (EM Based):
SSSTEPX2

Symbol

Summary

SSSTEPX2 models a step in width at the asymmetric junction of two striplines placed on the top surface of a suspended
substrate (suspended substrate is a single layer substrate sandwiched between the infinite grounded planes and separated
from them with air layers). This model allows the relative offset of lines.

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of a EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see the “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include the effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness
is zero.

SSSTEPX2$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Note: SSSTEPX2 is recommended for use instead of SSSTEPX due to improved SSSTEPX2 behavior at lower frequencies.

Topology

Offset
W1

W2

1 2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SS1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
WaaLengthConductor Width @ Node 2W2
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
WaaLengthCenterline Offset DimensionOffset
SeebcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
0AutoFill dataBase if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2. Conductor widths are independent parameters.

Offset. Offset is an independent parameter.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSSTEPX2 implies that the ratioWmax/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.1≤Wmax/H2≤16 , the ratioWmin/Wmax
lies within a predefined range of 0≤Wmin/Wmax≤1 , and Offset/Wmax lies within a predefined range of
0≤Offset/Wmax≤0.5, where H2 is substrate thickness,Wmax is the maximum value ofW1,W2;Wmin is the minimum
value of W1, W2. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Step is modeled as a two-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
"Topology" section.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of SSSTEPX2 fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models account for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.
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Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the
actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.

Note: SSSTEPX2 is recommended for use instead of SSSTEPX due to improved SSSTEPX2 behavior at lower
frequencies.
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Suspended Substrate Stripline Tee (EM Based): SSTEEX

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

SSTEEX models a T-junction of three striplines placed on the top surface of a suspended substrate (suspended substrate
is a single layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes and separated from them with air layers).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

SSTEEX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for a detailed
discussion of how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1 2

3

W3

W2W1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 2W2
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 3W3
See bcTextSubstrate definitionSPSUB
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SPSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SPSUB substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2, W3. Conductor widths are independent parameters.

SPSUB. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SPSUB model documentation.

Autofill. The AutoFill parameter is a hidden input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, this parameter should be set equal to 1.
During normal operation, this parameter should be set equal to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by
double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SSTEEX implies that the ratio Wwidest/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.25≤Wwidest/H2≤16 where Wwidest
is the maximum value of W1, W2, and W3 (H2 is substrate thickness); it also implies that the ratio Wothers/Wwidest
lies within a predefined range of 0.2≤Wothers/Wwidest≤1 where Wothers are all values of W1, W2, W3 excluding
Wwidest. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Tee is modeled as a three-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
"Topology" section.

3. Cover height above substrate H1, substrate thickness H2, substrate elevation above ground H3, nominal dielectric
constant ErNom, dielectric tangent Tand, and relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence®
Microwave Office® software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for a several typical values of SSTEEX fixed
parameters. Changes to any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if Autofill is set to 1. However,
changes to Tand and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate the tables filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constant Er of the substrate SPSUB is a statistical parameter. It means that models accounts for relative
deviation of Er from ErNom within 20%; larger deviation demands a new fill of model tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom = Er = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. You should allow several
hours (the actual time depends on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Stripline Step in Width (Closed Form): SSTEP

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

SSTEP$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
2bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a step in the width of the Stripline center conductor. This model includes the reactive
components of the step junction analyzed as a zero thickness step of the effective widths of each section. The model does
not include any losses associated with this parasitic reactance. The parametersW1 andW2 (StripWidths) are dimensions
entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional
cross sectional parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns of the possibility of higher order propagating
modes if they exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.
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See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

0.1≤(W2)/(W1)≤10

Zo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 for T≠0 with Zo≡Chracteristic Impedance of Trans Line

T/B≤0.1 recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60

[2] A.A. Oliner, "Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line" IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[3] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339
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Stripline Step in Width (Mode Matching): SSTEP2

Symbol
FW

Topology

Parameters

SSTEP2$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
4# Of higher order modesModes
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

The model assumes a TEM mode of incident and reflected propagating waves and also calculates the stored energy in
higher order evanescent waves. The model is based on the Full Wave Solution of an equivalent parallel plate wave guide
impedance step and incorporates the frequency-dependent nature of the parasitic inductance and capacitance and further
incorporates the effects of dispersion. The model does not incorporate the resistive effects due to radiation or dielectric
and conductive losses. The parameters W1 and W2 (Strip Widths) are lengths entered in the default length units. The
parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the
transmission line. The Modes parameter (Number of Higher Order Even Modes) indicates the number of modes to sum
to determine the amount of stored energy in the junction. As the number of modes increase, the accuracy and calculation
time increases. Further, as the aspect ratio (W1/W2) deviates away from unity (1) the number of modes required for a
given accuracy increases.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εr≤16.0 RecommendedZo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0)

1≤εr RequiredT/B≤0.1 Recommended
0.05≤W1/Wr2≤20 Recommended1≤Modes≤30 Recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1]Menzel,W. andWolff, I. "AMethod of Calculating the Frequency Dependent Properties ofMicrostrip Discontinuities"
IEEE Trans. On MTT Vol.25 pp.,107-112 February 1977

[2] Chu, T.S., Itoh, T. and Shih, Y.C. "Comparative Study of Mode-Matching Formulations for Microstrip Discontinuity
Problems" IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[3] Chu, T.S. and Itoh, T. "Analysis of Microstrip Step Discontinuity by the Modified Residue Calculus Technique"
IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct 1985

[4] Gupta, K.C. "Microstrip Lines and Slotlines" Artech 1996 pp.190

[5] Itoh, Tatsuo, "Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures" John Wiley & Sons
Inc. 1989 p. 466-472
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Stripline Offset Step in Width (Mode Matching): SSTEPO

Symbol
FW

Topology

Parameters

SSTEPO$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for an explanation.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
WaLengthCenterline offset dimensionOffset
8# Of higher order modesModes
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

The model assumes a TEM mode of incident and reflected propagating waves and also calculates the stored energy in
higher order evanescent waves. The model is based on the Full Wave Solution of an equivalent parallel plate wave guide
impedance step and incorporates the effects of dispersion and the frequency-dependent nature of the parasitic inductance
and capacitance. The model does not incorporate the resistive effects due to radiation or dielectric and conductive losses.
The parameters W1, W2 (Strip Widths) and Offset are lengths entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB
specifies the Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line.
The Modes parameter (Number of Higher Order Odd and Even order Modes) indicates the number of modes to sum to
determine the amount of stored energy in the junction. The amount of energy stored in the higher modes is increased
due to the ability of the asymmetric step to excite odd ordered modes. As the number of modes increases, the accuracy
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and calculation time increases. Further, as the aspect ratio (W1/W2) deviates away from unity (1) the number of modes
required for a given accuracy increases.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

εr≤16.0 RecommendedZo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0)

1≤εr RequiredT/B≤0.1 Recommended
0.05≤W1/Wr2≤20 Recommended1≤Modes≤30 Recommended

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1]Menzel,W. andWolff, I. "AMethod of Calculating the Frequency Dependent Properties ofMicrostrip Discontinuities"
IEEE Trans. On MTT Vol.25 pp.,107-112 February 1977

[2] Chu, T.S., Itoh, T. and Shih, Y.C. "Comparative Study of Mode-Matching Formulations for Microstrip Discontinuity
Problems" IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[3] Chu, T.S. and Itoh, T. "Analysis of Microstrip Step Discontinuity by the Modified Residue Calculus Technique"
IEEE Trans. on MTT Vol-33 No.10 Oct. 1985

[4] Gupta, K.C. "Microstrip Lines and Slotlines" Artech 1996 pp.190

[5] Itoh, Tatsuo, "Numerical Techniques for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures" John Wiley & Sons
Inc. 1989 p. 466-472
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Tapered Stripline (Closed Form): STAPER

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

STAPER$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ node 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ node 2W2
LaLengthLength of taperL
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, you must specify.

Implementation Details

This is constructed out of a cascaded series of constant width Stripline transmission lines. The number of sections used
is frequency-dependent and is constant as a function of the Length divided by the guided wavelength. Themodel assumes
a TEM mode of propagation and incorporates the effects of dielectric and conductive losses. The parameters W1, W2
(Strip Widths) and L (Strip Length) are lengths entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the
Stripline Substrate element, which defines additional cross sectional parameters of the transmission line.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:
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1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

1≤εr RequiredZo>94.25/(εr)
1/2 (for T≠0)

Tand≥0 RequiredT/B≤0.1 Recommended
Ang≤45 degs or L≥|W1-W2|/2Rho≤100 Recommended

0.05≤W/H≤20 Recommended

T/W≤0.5 Recommended

T/H≤0.5 Recommended

εr≤16.0 Recommended

1≤εr Required

Tand≥ Required

0≤Rho≤1000 Required

Rho≤100 Required

T/B≤0.1 Required

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

References

[1] Cadence Design Systems, Inc. Developed Model. The references for the straight section Stripline model are shown
below.

[2] H.A. Wheeler, "Transmission-Line Properties of a Strip Line Between Parallel Planes", IEEE Trans on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 11, November 1978 p.866-876

[3] S.B. Cohn, "Characteristic Impedance of the Shielded-Strip Transmission Line", IRE Transactions MTT, July 1954
p. 52-55

[4] H.A. Wheeler, "Formulas for the Skin Effect", Proceedings of the IRE September, 1942 p.412-424
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[5] K.C. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House1981 p.60
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Stripline Tee - Junction (Closed Form): STEE

Symbol
1 2

3

Topology

Parameters

STEE$ is an iCell. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for more information.

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
SL1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor width @ port 1W1
WaLengthConductor width @ port 2W2
WaLengthConductor width @ port 3W3
bTextSubstrate definitionSSUB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUB is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUB substrate definitions are present, the user must
specify.

Implementation Details

This circuit component models a three-way right-angle junction of Stripline Transmission Lines. This model includes
the reactive components of the tee junction analyzed as a zero thickness junction of the effective widths of each section.
The model assumes thatW1 is equal toW2. If this assumption is not true, then the model assumesW1=W2 = (W1*W2)1/2.
This model does not include any losses associated with this parasitic reactance of the junction. The parameters W1, W2
and W3 (Strip Widths) are dimensions entered in the default length units. The parameter SSUB specifies the Stripline
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Substrate element, which defines additional cross-sectional parameters of the transmission line. This model also warns
of the possibility of higher-order propagating modes if they exist.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Restrictions

Let Z01 be characteristic impedances of attached transmission lines (note that the model assumes W1 =W2 so condition
Z01=Z02 always holds.)

Z01 and Z03 must be within the following limits:

0.1 ≤
Z01
Z03

≤ 4

Cadence® recommends that Z01 and Z03 satisfy the following inequality:

0.2 ≤
Z01
Z03

≤ 2

Recommendations for Use

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

Reference

[1] A.A. Oliner, _Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Balanced Strip Transmission Line_ IRE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, March 1955 p.134-143

[2] H.M. Altschuler and A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuities in the Center Conductor of Symmetric Strip Transmission Line",
IRE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, May 1960 p.328-339

[3] KC. Gupta "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House 1981 p.188-191
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Asymmetric Stripline Tee (EM Based): STEEX

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

STEEXmodels a T-junction of three striplines placed on the top surface of an asymmetric substrate SSUBL (asymmetric
substrate SSUBL is a two layer substrate sandwiched between two infinite grounded planes).

This model is constructed as an X-model (table-based interpolation) using the results of EM analysis based on Method
of Moments. For a more detailed discussion of the X-models see “ EM-based Models (X-models) ”.

This model does not include effects of dielectric/conductor/radiation losses; it also implies that conductor thickness is
zero.

STEEX$ is the corresponding intelligent cell (iCell). An iCell model is identical to its non-iCell equivalent with the
following exception: Certain dimension-related parameters are not explicitly user-specified; rather, they are automatically
and dynamically determined by the dimensions of the attached elements. See “Intelligent Cells (iCells)” for details on
how to use iCells, their advantages, and their limitations.

Topology

1 2

3

W3

W2W1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
ST1TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 1W1
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 2W2
WaLengthConductor Width @ Node 3W3
See bcTextSubstrate definitionSSUBL
0AutoFill database if not equal to 0*AutoFill
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
"AWR.MWOffice.EMSightIP"Simulator used to create the X-model*SimName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
b If only one SSUBL is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUBL substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.
cModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

W1, W2, W3. Conductor widths are independent parameters.

SSUBL. Suspended substrate parameters are listed in the SSUBL model documentation.

AutoFill. A hidden (secondary parameter) input which allows you to specify that the entire interpolation table should
be filled automatically at the current values. To instigate this filling process, set this parameter to 1. During normal
operation, set this parameter to zero. You can access the hidden parameter by double-clicking on the schematic element.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. STEEX implies that the ratio Wwidest/H2 lies within a predefined range of 0.25≤Wwidest/H2≤16 where Wwidest is
the maximum value of W1, W2, and W3 (H2 is a thickness of lower substrate layer); it also implies that the ratio
Wothers/Wwidest lies within a predefined range of 0.2≤Wothers/Wwidest≤1 where Wothers are all values of W1, W2,
W3 excluding Wwidest. Outside of these ranges, this model extrapolates output parameters and issues a warning.

2. Tee is modeled as a three-port discontinuity. Reference planes corresponding to ports are located as shown in the
"Topology" section.

3. Dielectric layer thicknesses H1 and H2, nominal dielectric constants Er1Nom and Er2Nom, dielectric tangents Tand1
and Tand2, as well as relative conductor bulk resistance Rho are fixed parameters. Cadence® Microwave Office®
software provides pre-generated (pre-filled) tables for several typical values of STEEX fixed parameters. Changes to
any fixed parameter may start the automatic filling process if AutoFill is set to 1. However, changes to Tand1, Tand2,
and Rho do not affect results and do not instigate table filling.

4. You can change any fixed parameter to create corresponding tables.

5. The dielectric constants Er1 and Er2 of the substrate SSUBL are statistical parameters. STEEX accounts for relative
deviation of Er1 from Er1Nom and/or Er2 from Er2Nom within 20%; a larger deviation requires a new fill of model
tables.

6. The frequency limits of this model are dynamic with respect to the dimensions of the bend as discontinuity, to the
line width. This dynamic frequency limit is displayed via warning messages for the relative size, and dielectric in use.
Note that this recommended frequency limit changes as a function of the largest width in the discontinuity for a given
substrate definition. The frequency limit warns you that at least one of the transmission lines constructing the
discontinuity is approaching the frequency limit where multiple modes can propagate. See “Upper Frequency
Limitations” for more information.

Implementation Details

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Design Systems, Inc. The full set of details of the
implementation are considered proprietary in nature.
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Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.

Recommendations for Use

To create new tables for the substrate dielectric constant different from those supplied with Microwave Office software,
you must set ErNom1 = Er1 = needed-value-of-dielectric-constant-of-layer-1, Er2Nom = Er2 =
needed-value-of-dielectric-constant-layer-2, set AutoFill = 1 and simulate. Allow several hours (the actual time depends
on your computer capabilities) for generating tables.

In exchange for speed increase, small errors resulting from the interpolation should be expected and the range of the
input parameters is restricted.
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Stripline Meander Line (Closed Form): STRACE

Symbol

Summary

The STRACE element is a stripline that you can route by graphically editing the element in a layout view. The model
of the element is constructed by cascading striplines and non-mitered stripline bends.

Topology

Port 1

W
Port 2

Bend #1 entrance
segment

Bend #1
exit
segment

RB(1)

Bend #1

Bend #2

DB(1)

W

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL#TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
LaAngleCenter line lengthL
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB
{0}b Vector values
are determined

LengthBend position array*DB

dynamically in the
layout view of the
schematic.
{0}bAngleBend angle position array (degrees)*RB

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

L. Total length of the line measured along the central line of the trace (see the "Topology" section).

RB and DB. RB contains the central line lengths of trace segments between bends along the trace central line, starting
from the entrance segment of bend #1. Note that the length of the last segment is equal to the difference between total
line length L and the sum of all DB entries. DB contains the angle positions of the exit segment (see the "Topology"
section) for each bend relative to the horizontal axis. These parameters are for internal use by the model.Manually editing
the RB and DB parameters is not recommended; you should only change the STRACE element by graphically editing
the layout cell.

Implementation Details

STRACE is a stripline that you can route by graphically editing the element in the Layout View. Themodel of the element
is constructed by cascading stripline bends (SBENDs) and striplines (SLINs). Note that the bends are non-mitered (miter
M=0) arbitrary angle bends.

See the SBEND and SLIN Help for details about these models.

In general, you can graphically edit the STRACE element usingmouse commands. Double-clicking the element activates
blue diamonds you can use to manipulate the bends and lines.

See the MTRACE2 Help for a detailed description of graphical routing.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.

See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Differential Stripline (Closed Form): STRACED

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Summary

STRACED is a set of cascaded segments of edge-coupled striplines and non-mitered stripline bends arranged at angles
relative to each other. This line can be routed by graphically editing the element in the Layout View andmay be beneficial
for design of differential transmission lines.

Topology

Port 4

Port 3

Port 2

W

Bend #1 entrance
segment

Bend #1
exit
segment

RB(1)

Bend #1

Bend #2

DB(1)

W

Port 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL#TextElement IDID
WaLengthConductor widthW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaAngleCenter line lengthL
SSUBbTextSubstrate definitionSSUB
{0}b Vector values
are determined

LengthBend position array*DB

dynamically in the
layout view of the
schematic.
{0}bAngleBend angle position array (degrees)*RB
LaLengthSpacing between lines edgesS

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

L. Total length of the line measured along the central line of the trace (see the "Topology" section).

RB and DB. RB contains central line lengths of trace segments between bends along trace #1 central line starting from
the entrance segment of bend #1. Note that the length of the last segment is equal to the difference between total line
length L and the sum of all DB entries. DB contains the angle positions of the exit segment (see the "Topology" section)
for each bend relative to the horizontal axis. These parameters are for internal use by the model.Manually editing the
RB and DB parameters is not recommended; you should only change the STRACED element by graphically editing the
layout cell.

Implementation Details

STRACED is a stripline that you can route by graphically editing the element in the Layout View. The model of the
element is constructed by cascading stripline bends (SBENDs) and striplines (SLINs). Note that bends are non-mitered
(miter M=0) arbitrary angle bends.

See the SBEND and SLIN Help for details about these models.

In general, you can graphically edit the STRACED element usingmouse commands. Double-clicking the element activates
blue diamonds you can use to manipulate the bends and lines.

See the MTRACE2 Help for a detailed description of graphical routing.

Layout

This element uses line types to determine its layout. By default, the layout uses the first line type defined in your Layout
Process File (LPF). You can change the element to use any of the line types configured in your process:

1. Select the item in the layout.

2. Right-click and choose Shape Properties to display the Cell Options dialog box.

3. Click the Layout tab and select a Line Type.

4. Click OK to use the new line type in the layout.
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See “Cell Options Dialog Box: Layout Tab ” for Cell Options dialog box Layout tab details.

See “The Layout Process File (LPF)” for more information on editing Layout Process Files (LPFs) and to learn about
adding or editing line types.
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Cylindrical One Port Via with Stripline Pad (Closed Form): SVIA1P

Symbol

Summary

SVIA1P models a stripline short at the end of a transmission line. It is an aggregate model comprised of a transmission
line and a transmission line open-end effect, with two vias to ground at the junction of the two transmission line elements
(one via up to the upper ground and one via down to the lower ground). The result is a square pad with a via in the middle.

Equivalent Circuit

VIA1P
ID=V1
D=D mil
H=B/2 mil
T=T mil
RHO=RHO

SLIN
ID=TL1
W=W mil
L=W/2 mil

SLEF
ID=TL2
W=W mil
L=W/2 mil

VIA1P
ID=V2
D=D mil
H=B/2 mil
T=T mil
RHO=RHO

PORT
P=1
Z=50 Ohm

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
V1Element IDID
40umHole diameterD
LPF defaultLengthSubstrate thicknessH
LPF defaultLengthMetal thicknessT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LPF defaultLengthPad widthW
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRHO

Structure name from LPF file, empty string uses VIA,
DEFINE, BEGIN from LPF file.

*SNAME

Substrate definitionSSUB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• Parameter W should match the width of the transmission line connected to SVIA1P. Otherwise, you can use any of
the SSTEP family of junctions to model the change in line width.

• Parameter H should be set to the substrate's B/2, since each via only goes through half the ground-ground spacing.

Implementation Details

SVIA1P is implemented as a series combination of SLIN and SLEF, with two VIA1P's at the transmission line junction.

Layout

VIA models draw according to the SNAME parameter setting on the via, as configured in the LPF. If this parameter is
left blank the via definition in the LPF is used to define the via layers. See “Via Definitions” for details. This typically
works well if there is only one via type in the design. If you need to have different via layers, the best approach is to
create structures in the LPF for each type, then set the SNAME parameter to match the structure name in the LPF. See
“Structure Type Definitions” for more information.

Recommendations for Use

When using this model, keep in mind the physical nature of the square pad surrounding the via. You will effectively add
a length to the targeted transmission line equal to W/2, which is the distance the signal sees in the SVIA1P before
encountering the via. The element connected to SVIA1P should, therefore, be shortened by W/2 if electrical length is
critical.
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Multiple Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static) (X=3 to 16): SXCLIN

Symbol

W1

W2

W3

Wn-1

Wn

1

2

3

n-1

n

n+1

n+2

n+3

2n-2

2n

Summary

A set of circuit components models sections of multiple edge coupled striplines in a two-layer dielectric substrate. Line
conductors are sandwiched between top and bottom dielectric layers. This model allows arbitrary unequal heights of
dielectric layers. The model name includes the number of coupled lines (>=3): S3CLIN, S4CLIN etc up to S16CLIN.
A backing metallic ground plane and metallic cover are always present.

Topology

S1W1 W2 WnSn-1H1

H2

Er1, Tand1

Er2, Tand2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
WaLengthWidth of microstrip lineW1
WaLengthWidth of microstrip lineW2
WaLengthWidth of microstrip lineWn, n=3..XX -

number of lines
WaLengthSpacing between linesS1
WaLengthSpacing between linesSn, n=2..XX -

number of lines
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthPhysical lengthL
1Accuracy parameterAcc
bTextSubstrate nameSSUBL

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bIf only one SSUBL is present in the schematic, this substrate is automatically used. If multiple SSUBL substrate definitions are present, you must
specify which to use.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is partly included.

These circuit components model sections of multiple edge coupled striplines. The models allow the thickness and
characteristics of dielectrics at both sides of striplines to be different. S3CLIN models three edge-coupled striplines,
S4CLIN - four, S5CLIN - five, S6CLIN - six, and so on up to S16CLIN. Two edge-coupled striplines are modeled by
S2CLIN; documentation for this model is provided separately.

The parameters W1..WX (strip widths), S1.. SX (gaps between strips), and L (line length) are dimensions entered in the
default length units. Here X stands for the number of coupled lines that is different for each model.

The Acc parameter is the accuracy parameter (1<=Acc<=10). The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or
greater than 10 it is set automatically to 2. Larger values of Acc increase the density of mesh used in computations. The
accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable growth of computation
time. Generally, a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

The SSUBL parameter specifies the two-layered stripline substrate element which defines additional cross-sectional
parameters of the transmission line. If blank, a default is used.

These components do not impose restrictions on the conductor thickness (the thickness may be zero, positive, or negative).
Negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the substrate.

The components account for losses in metal and in substrate dielectric. Dispersion is not included.

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to the noticeable increase of computation time for some schematics that employ many models of this kind.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.
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Coplanar Waveguide Substrate Definition: CPW_SUB

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constantEr
LaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
TandaLoss tangent of dielectricTand
LaLengthCover height above substrateHcover
LaLengthAir bridge heightHab
LaNo cover if 0, else metallic cover at HcoverCover
LaNo ground plane if 0, else metallic ground plane backingGnd
EraNominal dielectric constantEr_Nom
LaLengthNominal substrate thicknessH_Nom
LaLengthNominal cover heightHcov_Nom
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthNominal air bridge heightHab_Nom
TLengthNominal conductor thicknessT_Nom
CPW_SUB1bTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Er. Relative permittivity of dielectric constant of substrate material.

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold (to Rho_Gold=2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m) Actual bulk
resistivity of conductor metal is Rho*Rho_Gold Ω*m.

Hcover. Optional metallic cover elevation above the substrate. Valid only if parameter Cover is nonzero; not used
otherwise.

Hab. Hab represents height of wire or strip air bridge that may be used to suppress an undesirable slotline (odd) mode.

Cover, Gnd. Cover and Gnd are unitless indicators; setting them to nonzero value (for example, 1) makes models that
use this substrate to account for presence of metallic cover (element Cover) and/or ground plane (Gnd). Zero values of
these indicators inform the model that corresponding item is not present.

Er_Nom. Er_Nom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space permittivity and is
used only by the EM based models where all EM data is collected at Er_Nom and a variational approach is used to
estimate the performance for small variations in Er about Er_Nom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters
for X-models” for more details.

Hsub_Nom, Hcov_Nom, Hab_Nom, and T_Nom. These parameters are nominal values of corresponding parameters
Er, Hsub, Hcover, Hab, and T; they are used only by the EM based models. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate
Parameters for X-models” for more details

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

CPW_SUB must be either present on the schematics that contain elements using CPW_SUB or it may be placed in the
Global Definitions window. In the latter case, models using a global definition of CPW_SUB must refer to it explicitly.

Elements used with CPW_SUB

OTHERSLINES
CPWABRGXCPW1LINE
CPWEGCPWALINE
CPWGAPCPWLINE
CPWOCCPWLINX
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OTHERSLINES
CPWSCCPWTAPER

COUPLED LINESJUNCTIONSBEND
CPW2LINACPWTEEXCPWBENDX
CPW2LINE
CPW3LINA
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(Obsolete) Coplanar Waveguide Substrate Definition: CPWSUB

Symbol

Summary

This element is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Coplanar Waveguide Substrate Definition (CPW_SUB) element.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Relative dielectric constantEr
0 umLengthSubstrate thicknessH
0 umLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
0Loss tangent of dielectricTand
0 umLengthCover height above substrateHC
SUB1aTextSubstrate nameName

aModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Er. The permittivity of the substrate material relative to freespace εo = 8.854*10-12 F/M.

Tand. The dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: (Tand = εr"/εr' with εr 1/2 εr'- jεr")

Rho. Rho is the volume resistivity of the conductors relative to gold: 2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m)

Physical volume resistivity = Rho * 2.44 x 10-8 Ω*m.

H, HC, and T are cross-sectional dimensional variables given in default length units.

In a schematic that contains coplanar waveguide elements, at least one instance of this element must exist.

Name. Provides a unique identifier for each instance of CPWSUB. The coplanar waveguide elements have a CPWSUB
parameter that indicates which CPWSUB element to use.

Elements used with CPWSUB

OBSOLETE
CPWLIN
CPW1LIN
CPW2LIN
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OBSOLETE
CPW3LIN

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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General Multilayer Substrate Definition: GMSUB

Symbol

Summary

GMSUB provides a stratified inhomogeneous substrate (dielectric stack) definition used either for stripline (optional
metallic cover present) or microstrip (no cover) GMnLIN (n=1..16), GMCLIN, and GFMCLIN schematic elements. The
substrate may be elevated over the infinite backing ground plate, thus providing suspended substrate. All layers may
have an arbitrary height and may be made of various materials. Each layer may carry any number of conductors. All
conductor on the same layer have the same thickness; conductor thickness may vary between layers. The number of
conductors is specified in the respective model. In addition to metallic cover, GMSUB may define perfectly conducting
side walls thus confining the whole structure into metallic box.

Topology

Open grounded substrate (no cover)

H(N)

H(1)

H(2)

H(3)

Layer 2

Layer N

111,tan,

222,tan,

333,tan,

,tan,NNN

Layer 1

Layer 3

Open suspended substrate (no cover)
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H(1)

H(2)

H(N)

HB

Layer 2

Layer N+1

111,tan,

222,tan,

,tan,NNN

1 1N
Air

Layer 1

Layer N

Covered grounded substrate

HC

H(1)

H(2)

H(N)

Layer 1

Layer N

,tan,CCC

111,tan,

222,tan,

,tan,NNN

Layer 2

Covered suspended substrate

HC

H(1)

H(N)

HB

Layer 1

Layer N+1

,tan,CCC

1 1N
Air

111,tan,

Layer N,tan,NNN

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of substrate dielectric layersN
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraSubstrate relative dielectric constants (vector)Er
0Substrate loss tangents (vector)Tand
HaLengthHeights of substrate layers (vector)H
1Relative dielectric constants of layer adjacent to coverErC
0Loss tangent of layer adjacent to coverTandC
HaLengthCover height over the substrateHC
HaLengthSubstrate elevation over the backing ground planeHB
TaLengthConductors thicknesses (vector)T
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
"No Cover"Switch "Metallic Cover" / "No Cover"/Metallic BoxCover
"Grounded
Substrate"

Switch "Suspended Substrate" / "Grounded Substrate"Gnd

LaLengthSeparation of vertical metallic walls from extreme left/right
conductors (optional)

SW

GMSUB1bTextSubstrate nameName
0LengthSeparation of RIGHT vertical metallic wall from extreme

right conductor (optional)
SWRightc

0Bulk conductivity (S/m) of layer adjacent to coverSigmaCc

0Substrate bulk conductivity (S/m) (vector)Sigmac

1Metal bulk resistivity relative to gold of conductor metals in
layers (vector)

RhoVc

0Conductor etching undercut (vector)Undercutc

1Real part of substrate relative magnetic permeability (vector)MuPc

0Imaginary part of substrate relative magnetic permeability
(vector)

MuPPc

0LengthSurface roughness (RMS surface profile height)Rghd
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See AWRMicrowave
Office Layout Guide for details.
b Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
cFor use with element GFMCLIN only
dFor use with elements GMCLIN, GM1LIN, GMnCLIN only

Parameter Details

N.Number of dielectric layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers are enumerated from top to bottom.
Note that if switch parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" the topmost layer adjacent to cover is not included in
count; likewise, if switch parameter Gnd is set to "Suspended Substrate" the bottom air layer is not included in count.

Er. Relative dielectric constants of substrate layers are specified as values of vector Er components. You can assign
values to vector components via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for
example, {3.8,4.1,12,12.5}). The same assignment might be implemented in equation. Models GMnCLIN, GMCLIN
check if the length of vector Er is equal to the specified number of layers N.
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Tand. Substrate loss tangents of substrate layers are specified as values of vector Tand components. You can assign
values to vector components via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for
example, {0.001,1e-6,0}). The same assignment might be implemented in equation.Models GMnCLIN, GMCLIN check
if the length of vector Tand is equal to the specified number of layers N.

H.Heights of substrate layers are specified as values of vector H components. You can assign values to vector components
via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for example, {10,20,20,10}). The
same assignment might be implemented in equation. Models GMnCLIN, GMCLIN check if the length of vector H is
equal to the specified number of layers N.

ErC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic Box" this parameter specifies relative dielectric constant of
a layer that adjoins the cover. If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter ErC is not used.

TandC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic Box" this parameter specifies loss tangent of a layer that
adjoins the cover. If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter TandC is not used.

HC. Specification of height over the substrate HC is mandatory if switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic
Box" . If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter HC is not used.

HB. Specification of substrate elevation over the backing ground plane is mandatory if switch Gnd is set to "Suspended
Substrate". If switch Gnd is set to "Grounded Substrate" parameter HB is not used.

T. Thicknesses of conductors for each layer are specified as values of vector T components. All conductors on the same
layer have identical thickness. Thicknesses may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have corresponding
entry in vector T even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. For example, if model GM1LIN (single line model)
is used and number of layers is five, vector T must contain five entries no matter that only one entry corresponds to the
layer that actually carries single conductor. All entries may be set to the same value. You can assign values to vector
components via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for example,
{10,20,20,10}). The same assignment might be implemented in equation. Models GMnCLIN, GMCLIN check if the
length of vector T is equal to the number of dielectric layers that may carry conductors (that is, N if switch Gnd is set to
"Grounded Substrate" and N+1 if Gnd is set to "Suspended Substrate").

Rho. All conductors have the same metal bulk resistivity relative to gold Rho (relevant only to GMnCLIN, GMCLIN
models). GFMCLIN does not use this parameter.

Cover. This switch can be set to one of three selections: "Metallic Cover", "No Cover", "Metallic Box." "Metallic Cover"
provides a covered structure typical for striplines; HC, ErC, TandC are used. "No Cover" provides an open structure
typical for microstrips; HC, ErC, TandC are not used. Selections "Metallic Cover" as well as "Metallic Box" imply that
layer immediately under the cover is excluded from layer count; material properties of this layer are defined via parameters
ErC and TandC. Selection "Metallic Box" installs metallic cover and adds side metallic walls thus confining the whole
structure into rectangular metallic enclosure. Note that for models GMnCLIN and GMCLIN distance from the leftmost
conductor to the left wall is always equal to the distance from the right-most conductor to the right wall; this distance is
set by parameter SW. (see below section Examples).

Gnd. This switch can be set to one of two selections: "Suspended Substrate" or "Grounded Substrate." "Suspended
Substrate" provides an elevated structure typical for suspended substrates. Selection "Metallic Cover" implies that air
layer adjacent to the ground plane is excluded from substrate layer count; material properties of this layer are defined
inside the model. Nevertheless, this air layer potentially may carry conductors (obviously, conductors, if any, are affixed
to the substrate but they stick out downwards and are recessed into the air layer) so suspended substrate uses HB and
demands vector T to be of length N+1. "Grounded Substrate" places a backing ground plane back to back with substrate;
in this case vector T has length N and HB is not used.
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SW. Distance from the left-most/right-most conductor to the left/right wall. GMnCLIN/GMCLIN use SW as (equal)
distances to the left and right wall because GMnCLIN/GMCLIN imply that the modeled structure sits symmetrically
between the side walls. See the GMnCLIN documentation "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
additional explanations and examples. The SW parameter is used only if the Cover parameter is set to "Metallic Box."

NOTE: GFMCLIN uses SW as distance to the left wall only. Actual interpretation of the SW parameter depends on the
setting of the GFMCLIN element IsGndStraps parameter. See GFMCLIN documentation for details.

Additional parameters used by the GFMCLIN model only. See GFMCLIN for details.

SWRight. Same as SW, but defines distance to the right wall only. This parameter is used only if the Cover parameter
is set to "Metallic Box." The actual interpretation of this parameter depends on the GFMCLIN IsGndStraps parameter
setting. See GFMCLIN for details.

SigmaC. Bulk conductivity of layer adjacent to cover. If switch Cover="NoMetallic Cover" this parameter is irrelevant.

Sigma. This vector parameter must contain exactly N entries. Each entry provides bulk conductivity of respective layer
counting from top layer.

RhoV. This vector parameter must contain exactly N entries if switch Gnd="Grounded Substrate" and N+1 (exactly)
entries if Gnd="Suspended Substrate". Each entry provides bulk conductivity of respective conductor metal layer counting
from top.

Rho. GFMCLIN does not use this parameter.

Undercut. GFMCLIN optionally uses this vector parameter to apply its values as etch undercuts to conductors on each
layer. Etch undercut specifies non-rectangular (trapezoidal) distortion of conductor cross-section due to manufacturing
errors. Undercut may take positive, zero, and negative values. All conductors that belong to the same layer have an
identical undercut equal to the corresponding entry of vector Undercut. Vector parameter Undercut must contain exactly
N entries if the GMSUBGnd parameter is "Grounded Substrate", and exactly N+1 entries if Gnd is "Suspended Substrate".

MuP, MuPP. GFMCLIN optionally (if parameter IsMagSub=Magnetic substrate) uses these vector parameters to apply
its values as real and imaginary parts of relative magnetic permeability of dielectric layers. Vector parameters MuP and
MuPP must contain exactly N entries each.

Rgh. Surface roughness (RMS surface profile height). Models GMCLIN, GM1LIN, and GM2CLIN..GM10CLIN use
Rgh to evaluate effect of metal surface roughness.

Implementation Details

Figures in Topology section demonstrate various implementations of GMSUB. Note that suspended substrate (parameter
Gnd is set to "Suspended substrate") implies that layer N+1(air) is placed automatically under the layer N; grounded
substrate (parameter Gnd is set to "Grounded substrate") implies that ground plane immediately backs layer N.

Covered substrate (parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover") implies that additional unnumbered layer (carrying cover)
is automatically placed above layer 1. Material parameters of this layer must be set via parameters ErC and TandC.

Evaluation of the surface roughness impact is based on the improved Hammerstad formula.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

GMSUB must either be present on the schematics that contain elements using GMSUB or be placed on the Global
Definitions window. In the latter case, models using a global definition of GMSUB must refer to it explicitly.

The following examples demonstrate how to configure GMSUB parameters for modeling commonly used single layer
(N=1) substrates.

See GMnCLIN documentation for example of configuration of GMSUB enclosed in metallic box.

NOTE: Large ratios for SW/Hstack and HC/Hstack (Hstack stands for total height of dielectric stack plus optional HC
and HB) should be avoided with models GFMnCLIN and GMCLIN due to a possible reduction in accuracy. It is not
recommended to set these ratios above 30-40.

Examples

Centered Stripline Substrate
GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=200 um
ErC=9.7
TandC=0.0009
HC=200 um
HB=1000 um
T=5 um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB1

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

200μ

200μ

Off-center Stripline Substrate
GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=300 um
ErC=9.7
TandC=0.0009
HC=200 um
HB=1000 um
T=5 um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB2

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

200μ

300μ

Suspended (Inverted) Stripline Substrate

Substrate allows to arrange conductors at both sides of layer with Er=9.7. Air layers are not included into layer count
due to usage of options Cover=Metallic Cover and Gnd=Suspended Substrate. Only middle layer with Er=9.7 is included
in layer count. Note that vector T has two entries because the air layer under the substrate may "carry" conductors that
stick out from the substrate bottom, but are recessed into the air layer. The negative thickness of these conductors is
imposed (sign of second entry of vector T gets effectively overridden) by models GM1LIN, GMnLIN, and GMCLIN.
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300 μ

500 μ 9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

Air

300 μ
Air

GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=500 um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=300 um
HB=300 um
T={5,5} um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Suspended substrate
Name=GMSUB6

Alternative implementation of Suspended (Inverted) Stripline Substrate

This example demonstrates how we can alternatively (and less effectively) describe same substrate as above not using
option Gnd = Suspended Substrate. Substrate allows to arrange conductors at both sides of layer with Er=9.7. Let us
include bottom air layer as well as middle layer into layer count. Note that vector T has two entries because the air layer
under the substrate may "carry" conductors that stick out from the substrate bottom but are recessed into the air layer.
Thus, we must set second entry of vector T explicitly to negative value; must do this explicitly because in case Gnd =
Grounded Substrate models do not change sign of T. Models ignore parameter HB at specified setting of Gnd so HB is
set to arbitrary value. We must also set explicitly each of two entries of vectors Er, Tand, and H. Evidently, option
Gnd=Suspended Substrate simplifies description of this substrate.

300 μ

500 μ 9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

Air

300 μ
Air

GMSUB
N=2
Er={ 9.7,1 }
Tand={ 0.0009,0 }
H={ 500,300 } um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=300 um
HB=1 um
T={ 5,-5 } um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Grounded Substrate
Name=GMSUB1

TWO-LAYER INVERTED AND SUSPENDED STRIPLINE SUBSTRATE

Covered substrate allows to arrange conductors only at bottom boundary of layer with Er=9.7 (inverted arrangement).
We cannot use Gnd= Suspended Substrate and must assume that air layer is included in layer count. Conductors must
recess into air layer so T is set explicitly to negative value. Models ignore parameter HB at specified setting of Gnd so
HB is set to arbitrary value. All parameters of layer with Er=9.7 are entered as parameters of layer adjacent to cover
(ErC, TandC, and HC).
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GMSUB
N=1
Er=1
Tand=0
H=100 um
ErC=9.7
TandC=0.0009
HC=500 um
HB=1 um
T=-5 um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Grounded Substrate
Name=GMSUB1

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

Air

500 μ

100 μ

Microstrip Substrate
GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=300 um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=1000 um
HB=1000 um
T=5 um
Rho=1
Cover=No Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB3

9.7
0.0009

r

Tand
300 μ

Suspended (Inverted) Microstrip Substrate

Note that vector T has two entries because the air layer under the substrate may carry conductors that stick out from the
substrate bottom, but are recessed into the air layer. The negative thickness of these conductors is provided by GM1LIN,
GMnLIN, and GMCLIN models.

300μ 9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

200μ Air

GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=300 um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=1000 um
HB=200 um
T={ 5,5 } um
Rho=1
Cover=No Cover
Gnd=Suspended substrate
Name=GMSUB3

CONDUCTING SUBSTRATE (FOR USE WITH GFMCLIN)

This three-layer substrate features two conducting layers. Conductivity of these layers are specified in vector Sigma.
Note that length of vector Sigma must be equal to number of layers (this requirement refers equally to vectors RhoV and
T).
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GMSUB
N=3
Er={ 3.9,11.9,11.9 }
Tand={ 0,0,0 }
H={ 10,0.6,600 } um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=1 um
HB=1 um
T={ 4,0.5,0.5 } um
Rho=1
Cover=No Cover
Gnd=Grounded Substrate
Name=GMSUB1
Sigma={ 0,700,10 }
RhoV={ 1,1,1 }

10 μ

300 μ

0.6 μ

600μ

3.9
tan0
r

11.9
10S/m

r

11.9
700S/m

r

Covered Microstrip Substrate

GMSUB
N=1
Er=9.7
Tand=0.0009
H=300 um
ErC=1
TandC=0
HC=200 um
HB=200 um
T=5 um
Rho=1
Cover=Metallic Cover
Gnd=Grounded substrate
Name=GMSUB4

200 μ

300 μ 9.7
0.0009

r

Tand

Air

Elements Used with GMSUB

LINES
GFMCLIN
GMnCLIN
GM1LIN
GMCLIN
MXOVER2
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Suspended Microstrip Substrate Definition: MPSUB

Symbol

Summary

MPSUB provides a suspended substrate definition used for microstrip schematic elements. Suspended substrate is elevated
over the infinite ground plate; no cover is present over the substrate. Substrate is backed by an infinite ground plane and
separated from it by an air layer.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraSubstrate relative dielectric constantEr
0Substrate loss tangentTand
HaLengthSubstrate heightH1
HaLengthSubstrate elevation over the groundH2
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
EraNominal relative dielectric constantErNom
MPSUB1bTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if a schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

ErNom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space and is used only by the EMBased
models where all EM data is collected at Er_Nom and a variational approach is used to estimate the performance for
small variations in Er about Er_Nom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models” for more details.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

MPSUB must be present on the schematics that contain elements using MPSUB.
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Elements Used with MPSUB

JUNCTIONSCOUPLED LINESBENDS
MSCROSSXMS2CLINXMSBND90X
MSSTEPXMSBCPLX
MSTEEXMI2CLIN

MS2CLIN
MSBCPL

OTHERLINES
MSOPENXMS1LIN

MI1LIN
MS1LINX
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RFIC Three-Layer Substrate Definition: MRFSUB

Symbol

Summary

MRFSUB provides a stratified substrate definition suitable for typical RFIC applications. MRFSUB is used by several
RFIC schematic elements like FM1LIN, FM2CLIN, FMOCIND, FMRIND, FMCIND and FMLINX. Substrates specify
parameters of three layers: two upper insulating layers (like passivation and oxide) and a third (optionally conducting)
layer (like silicon or GaAs).

Topology

H1

H2

T

Er1
Tand1

Er2
Tand2

Er3
Tand3

H3 Sig3

Rho

W

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constant of top layerEr1
EraRelative dielectric constant of middle layerEr2
EraRelative dielectric constant of bottom layerEr3
0Loss tangents of top layerTand1
0Loss tangents of middle layerTand2
0Loss tangents of bottom layerTand3
0Conductance in

Siemens/m
Bulk conductance of bottom layerSig3

HaLengthHeights of top layerH1
HaLengthHeights of middle layerH2
HaLengthHeights of bottom layerH3
TaLengthConductor(s) thicknessT
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
MRFSUB1bTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

T, H1. A model that uses MRFSUB usually places the conductor on top of layer 2 and checks if H1>T. Models that use
MRFSUB supply a conductor width W.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

MRFSUB must either be present on the schematics that contain elements using MRFSUB, or be placed in the Global
Definitions window. In the latter case, models using a global definition of MRFSUB must refer to it explicitly.
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Microstrip Substrate Definition: MSUB

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constantEr
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
0Loss tangent of dielectricTand
EraNominal relative dielectric constantErNomb

SUBTextSubstrate nameName
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bSee “X-model Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment” for a list of available X-model tables.

Implementation Details

Er is the permittivity of the substrate material relative to the permittivity of free space ε0 = 8.854*10
-12 F/M

ErNom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space and is used only by X-Models
where all EM data is collected at Er_Nom and a variational approach is used to estimate the performance for small
variations in Er about Er_Nom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models” for details.

Tand is the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″

Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold (to 2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m)

Actual metal bulk resistivity = Rho*2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m.

H and T are cross-sectional dimensional variables given in default length units.
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In a schematic that contains microstrip elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance ofMSUB. Themicrostrip elements have anMSUB parameter that indicates
which MSUB element to use.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with MSUB

JUNCTIONSINTERCONNECTSCOUPLED LINESCOMPONENTSBENDS
MCROSSWIRE1M2CLINTFRMMBENDA
MCROSSXWIRE2MACLINTFRMBEND90X
MSTEPMCFILTFCMMCURVE
MSTEPXMCLINTFC2MBENDRWX
MTEEMLANGEMRINDSBR
MTEEXMXCLINMRINDNBR

MCINDN
MCINDS
MICAP
MICAP1
MICAP2
MICAP3
TFCMP

PWRDIVIDEROBSOLETEOTHERLINES
MBLCOUPMBENDMDRSTUBMCTRACE
MLANGE1MBEND2MGAP2MLEF
MRRCOUPMBEND3MOPENMLEFX
WILKE1MBENDRMOPENXMLIN
WILKE2MGAPMSRSTUB2MLSC
WILKN1MLOCMRSTUB2MTAPER
WILKN2MSTEP2ABRIDGEMTRACE

MSTEPOMDRSTUB2MTRACE2
MRSTUBMGAPX
MSRSTUB
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Two-Layer Microstrip Substrate Definition: MSUB2

Symbol

Summary

MSUB2 provides two-layer substrate definition used for microstrip schematic elements. Substrate is backed by infinite
ground plane; no cover is present over the substrate. Lower layer may have conductive loss.

Topology

W1Layer #1
H1

H2

Er1, Tand1

Er2, Tand2, Sig2

TRho

TRho

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
Er1Relative dielectric constant of upper layerEr1
EraRelative dielectric constant of lower layerEr2
0Loss layer tangent of upper layerTand1
0Loss layer tangent of lower layerTand2
0Bulk conductivity of lower layer in S/mSig2
HaLengthHeight of upper layerH1
HaLengthHeight of lower layerH2
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
MSUB1btextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.
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Parameter Details

T. Line models based onMSUB2 use the same thickness T for all line conductors. EM quasi-static models accept negative
T: in this case, model implies that conductors is recessed into underlaying layer.

Rho. Line models based on MSUB2 use the same metal bulk resistivity relative (normalized) to resistivity of gold for
all line conductors.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Sig2. EM quasi-static models based on MSUB2 imply that bulk conductivity of lower layer Sig2 must be less or equal
to 3 S/m due to approximation used for evaluation of substrate conductance loss. Unrestricted substrate conductance is
provided by Finite Element Method (FEM) based models FM1LIN, FM2CLIN, FMRIND, FMOCIND (use substrate
FMSUB).

Recommendations for Use

MSUB2must either be present on the schematics that contain elements usingMSUB2 or be placed in the Global Definitions
window. In the latter case, models using a global definition of MSUB2 must refer to it explicitly.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with MSUB2

COUPLED LINESLINESOTHER
MM2CLINMM1LINMXOVER
MMBCPLSIGCMOSX
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Four Layer Microstrip Substrate Definition: MSUB4

Symbol

Topology

H1

H2

H3

H4

1

2

3

4

1

2

H1

H2

H3

H4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraFirst (top) layer relative dielectric constantEr1
EraSecond layer relative dielectric constantEr2
EraThird layer relative dielectric constantEr3
EraFourth layer relative dielectric constantEr4
0Loss tangent of the first (top) layerTand1
0Loss tangent of the second layerTand2
0Loss tangent of the third layerTand3
0Loss tangent of fourth (bottom) layerTand4
HaLengthFirst (top) layer thicknessH1
HaLengthSecond layer thicknessH2
HaLengthThird layer thicknessH3
HaLengthFourth (bottom) layer thicknessH4
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
MSUB4TextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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Implementation Details

Er1, Er2, Er3, Er4 are the permittivities of the substrate materials relative to free space ε0 = 8.85 x 10
-12 F/M. Tand1,

Tand2, Tand3, Tand4 are the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″

Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold (to 2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m)

Actual metal bulk resistivity = Rho * 2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m.

H1, H2, H3, H4, and T are the cross-sectional dimensional variables entered in default length units.

In a schematic that contains microstrip elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of MSUB4. The microstrip elements have an MSUB4 parameter that
indicates which MSUB4 element to use.

This substrate is used inMEMLIN (EmbeddedMicrostrip Line) andMEM2LIN (2 Embedded CoupledMicrostrip Lines)
models.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with MSUB4

LINESCOUPLED LINES
MEMLINMEM2LIN
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Microstrip Substrate with Optional Cover Definition: MSUBC

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the model may be eliminated.

Topology

HCErC,TandC

Substrate MSUBC

Er,Tand

Cover (PEC,grounded)

PECback (grounded )

PECwall (Boxonly)

T

SW SW

H

Rho

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constantEr
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessH
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
0Loss tangent of dielectricTand
EraNominal relative dielectric constant (used by X-models only)ErNomb

"No Cover"Switch "Metallic Cover" / "No Cover"/"Metallic Box"Cover
1Relative dielectric constants of layer adjacent to coverErC
0Loss tangent of layer adjacent to coverTandC
HaLengthCover height over the substrateHC
LaLengthSeparation of vertical metallic walls from extreme left/right

conductors (used only by box option)
SW

MSUBC1cTextSubstrate nameName
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bSee “X-model Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment” for a list of available X-model tables.
c Modify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Er.Er is the permittivity of the substrate material relative to the permittivity of free space ε0 = 8.854*10
-12 F/M

ErNom.ErNom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space and is used only by
X-Models where all EM data is collected at ErNom and a variational approach is used to estimate the performance for
small variations in Er about ErNom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models” for details.

Tand.Tand is the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″

Rho. Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to gold (to 2.44 x 10 -8Ω*m) Actual metal bulk resistivity
= Rho*2.44 x 10 -8 Ω*m.

H and T.H and T are cross-sectional dimensional variables given in default length units.

ErC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic Box" this parameter specifies relative dielectric constant of
a layer that adjoins the cover. If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter ErC is not used.

TandC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic Box" this parameter specifies loss tangent of a layer that
adjoins the cover. If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter TandC is not used.

HC. Specification of height over the substrate HC is mandatory if switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" or "Metallic
Box" . If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter HC is not used.

SW. Distance from the left-most/right-most conductor to the left/right wall. The SW parameter is used only if the Cover
parameter is set to "Metallic Box."

Cover. This switch can be set to one of three selections: "Metallic Cover", "No Cover", "Metallic Box." "Metallic Cover"
provides a covered structure typical for striplines; Parameters HC, ErC, TandC are used, SW is not used. "No Cover"
provides an open structure typical for microstrips; Parameters HC, ErC, TandC, and SW are not used. Selection "Metallic
Box" installs metallic cover and adds side metallic walls thus confining the whole structure into rectangular metallic
enclosure; Parameter SW is used.

In a schematic that contains microstrip elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of MSUBC. The microstrip elements have an MSUBC parameter that
indicates which MSUBC element to use.
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Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with MSUBC

INTERCONNECTSCOUPLED LINESCOMPONENTS
WIRE1CMNCLINCMRINDSBC

MRINDNBC
MLANGE2C
MICAPC
MICAPC$
MICAP1C
MICAP2C
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(Obsolete) Multi-Layer Substrate Definition: NSUB

Symbol

Summary

There is no replacement for this OBSOLETE element. NSUB provides a multi-layer substrate definition that can be used
with multi-layer models such as the MTRACEM or intelligent net (iNet). The substrate is capable of defining any type
of planar substrate stack-up in which each layer is homogeneous (i.e. dielectric bricks are not supported). Each substrate
layer may have an arbitrary thickness, dielectric constant, loss tangent, and conductivity that are different from other
layers. An infinite number of ground planes may be specified. In addition to substrate parameters, the NSUB also defines
certain parameters of the line types used for a particular process.

NOTE: The parameter settings of the NSUB must correspond to a particular process utility for models to be simulated
electrically and rendered in the layout correctly.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{Ha}LengthDielectric boundary heights relative to the bottom of the stack

(vector)
HSub

{Era}Substrate relative dielectric constants (vector)Er
{Tanda}Substrate loss tangents (vector)Tand
{0}Substrate conductivities (vector)Sigma
{Ha}LengthGround plane heights relative to the bottom of the stack

(vector)
HGnd

{Ha}LengthLine type heights relative to the bottom of the stack (vector)HLine
{Wa}LengthLine type conductor widths (vector). Only used if the widths

cannot be obtained from the multi-layer electrical model.
W

{Ta}LengthLine type conductor thicknesses (vector)T
{Rhoa}Line type conductor bulk resistivities relative to gold (vector)Rho
""StringProcess utility name.ProcUtil
NSUB1TextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

HSub. Dielectric boundary heights relative to the bottom of the stack. Layers are enumerated from bottom to top. The
number of elements in this vector parameter represents the number of dielectric layers in the stack-up.
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Er. Relative dielectric constants. Note that Er may be different for each layer. The number of elements in this vector
must be equal to the number of elements in the HSub parameter.

Tand. Substrate loss tangents. Note that Tand may be different for each layer. The number of elements in this vector
must be equal to the number of elements in the HSub parameter.

Sigma. Substrate conductivities. Note that Sigma may be different for each layer. The number of elements in this vector
must be equal to the number of elements in the HSub parameter.

HGnd. Ground plane heights relative to the bottom of the stack. Ground plane layers are enumerated from bottom to
top. An infinite number of ground planes may be specified. If a ground plane at the bottom of the stack is desired, the
first element of the vector must be a zero. It is assumed that the ground plane covers the entire layer (i.e. partial ground
planes are not allowed).

HLine. Line type heights relative to the bottom of the stack. The purpose of this vector parameter is to define the height
of each line type defined in the LPF file. The number of elements in this vector must be less than or equal to the number
of line types defined in the LPF file. Also, each element of the vector corresponds to the line type in that position in the
LPF file. For example, the first element of the vector corresponds to the first line type defined in the LPF, the second
element to the second line type, etc.

W. Line type widths. The purpose of this vector parameter is to define the default width of each line type defined in the
LPF file. NOTE: This parameter is only used if the line width cannot be obtained from the multi-layer electrical model.
The number of elements in this vector must be equal to the number of elements in the HLine parameter.

T. Line type conductor thicknesses. The purpose of this vector parameter is to define the conductor thickness of each
line type defined in the LPF file. The number of elements in this vector must be equal to the number of elements in the
HLine parameter.

Rho. Line type conductor bulk resistivities relative to gold. The purpose of this vector parameter is to define the conductor
bulk resistivities of each line type defined in the LPF file. The number of elements in this vector must be equal to the
number of elements in the HLine parameter.

ProcUtil. Process utility name. This parameter specifies the name of the process utility associated with the current NSUB
settings. The process utility defines which electrical models to use for each layer in the stack-up and how to draw the
discontinuity model layout cell. Note: If the current settings of the NSUB do not correspond to the specified process
utility, the multi-layer electrical models will not simulate and the layout will look incorrect. If a process utility name is
not specified, AWR_NLAYER will be used. This utility defines a two-layer stack-up in which the bottom layer is
considered stripline and the top layer is considered microstrip.

Implementation Details

This substrate may be placed locally within a schematic or in the Global Definitions window. If placed in the Global
Definitions window, it may be accessed from any schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

An NSUB must be defined before any multi-layer model can be modeled electrically or rendered in a layout.
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Elements Used with NSUB

Lines: MTRACEM, ELENET (iNet), SIG1LNX, EXTRACT.
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Homogeneous Stratified Substrate Definition: PCSUB

Symbol

Summary

PCSUB provides stratified homogeneous substrate definition used either for stripline (optional cover present) or microstrip
(no cover) PCnCLIN, PC1LIN schematic elements. Substrate may be elevated over the infinite backing ground plate,
thus providing suspended substrate. All layers may have arbitrary height and are made of the same material. Each layer
may carry any number of conductors. All conductor on the same layer have the same thickness; thickness may vary
between layers. The number of conductors is specified in the PCnCLIN model. In addition to metallic cover, PCSUB
may define side perfectly conducting walls thus confining the whole structure into metallic box.

PCSUB models PCB (Printed Circuit Board) or LTCC/HTCC (Low/High Temperature Cofired Ceramic) substrate.

Topology

Open grounded substrate (no cover)

H(1)

H(2)

H(3)

H(N)

Layer 2

Layer N

,tanr
Layer 1

Layer3

,tanr

,tanr

,tanr

Open suspended substrate (no cover)

HC

H(1)

H(N)

HB

Layer 1

Layer N+1

,tanCC

1 1N
Air

,tanr

,tanr Layer N

Covered grounded substrate
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HC

H(1)

H(2)

H(N)

Layer 1

Layer N

,tanCC

,tanr

,tanr

,tanr

Layer2

Covered suspended substrate

HC

H(1)

H(N)

HB

Layer 1

Layer N+1

,tanCC

1 1N
Air

,tanr

,tanr Layer N

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Number of substrate dielectric layersN
EraSubstrate relative dielectric constantEr
0Substrate loss tangentTand
HbLengthHeights of substrate layers (vector)H
1Relative dielectric constants of layer adjacent to coverErC
0Loss tangent of layer adjacent to coverTandC
HbLengthCover height over the substrateHC
HbLengthSubstrate elevation over the backing ground planeHB
TbLengthConductors thicknesses (vector)T
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
"No Cover"Switch "Metallic Cover" / "No Cover"/Metallic BoxCover
"Grounded
Substrate"

Switch "Suspended Substrate" / "Grounded Substrate"Gnd

LbLengthSeparation of vertical metallic walls from extreme left/right
conductors (optional)

SW
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
PCSUB1bTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See “Nonlinear
Oscillator Analysis” for details.
bModify only if schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

N.Number of dielectric layers that may carry conductors on their top surface. Layers are enumerated from top to bottom.
Note that if switch parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" the topmost layer adjacent to cover is not included in
count; likewise, if switch parameter Gnd is set to "Suspended Substrate" the bottom air layer is not included in count.

Er. Relative dielectric constant is the same for all N layers.

Tand. Substrate loss tangent is the same for all N layers.

H.Heights of substrate layers are specified as values of vector H components. User can assign values to vector components
via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for example, {10,20,20,10}). The
same assignment might be implemented in equation. Model PCnCLIN checks if the length of vector H is equal to the
specified number of layers N.

ErC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" this parameter specifies relative dielectric constant of a layer that adjoins
the cover. If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter ErC is not used.

TandC. If switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover" this parameter specifies loss tangent of a layer that adjoins the cover.
If switch Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter TandC is not used.

HC. Specification of height over the substrate HC is mandatory if switch Cover is set to "Metallic Cover". If switch
Cover is set to "No Cover" parameter HC is not used.

HB. Specification of substrate elevation over the backing ground plane is mandatory if switch Gnd is set to "Suspended
Substrate".If switch Gnd is set to "Grounded Substrate" parameter HB is not used.

T. Thicknesses of conductors for each layer are specified as values of vector T components. All conductors on the same
layer have similar thickness. This thickness may vary between layers. Each dielectric layer must have corresponding
entry in vector T even if this specific layer does not carry conductors. For example, if model PC1LIN (single line model)
is used and number of layers is five, vector T must contain five entries no matter that only one entry corresponds to the
layer that carries single conductor. All entries may be set to the same value. User can assign values to vector components
via array of constants (or equation variables) on the corresponding parameter field (for example, {1,2.5,2,4}). The same
assignment might be implemented in equation. Model PCnCLIN checks if the length of vector T is equal to the number
of dielectric layers that may carry conductors (that is, N if switch Gnd is set to "Grounded Substrate" and N+1 if Gnd is
set to "Suspended Substrate").

Rho. All conductors have the same metal bulk resistivity relative to gold Rho.

Cover. This switch can be set to one of three selections: "Metallic Cover", "No Cover", "Metallic Box." "Metallic Cover"
provides a covered structure typical for striplines; HC, ErC, TandC are used. "No Cover" provides an open structure
typical for microstrips; HC, ErC, TandC are not used. Selection "Metallic Cover" implies that layer immediately under
the cover is excluded from layer count; material properties of this layer are defined via parameters ErC and TandC.
Selection "Metallic Box" installs metallic cover (see above) and adds side metallic walls thus confining the whole structure
into rectangular metallic box. Note that distance from the leftmost conductor to the left wall is always equal to the distance
from the rightmost conductor to the right wall; this distance is set by parameter SW.
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Gnd. This switch can be set to one of two selections: "Suspended Substrate" or "Grounded Substrate." "Suspended
Substrate" provides an elevated structure typical for suspended substrates. Selection "Metallic Cover" implies that air
layer adjacent to the ground plane is excluded from substrate layer count; material properties of this layer are defined
inside the model. Nevertheless, this air layer potentially may carry conductors (obviously, conductors, if any, are affixed
to the substrate but they stick out downwards and are recessed into the air layer) so suspended substrate uses HB and
demands vector T to be of length N+1. "Grounded Substrate" places a backing ground plane back to back with substrate;
in this case vector T has length N and HB is not used.

SW. Distance from the leftmost/rightmost conductor to the left/right wall. The parameter is used only if switch Cover
is set to "Metallic Box." Model implies that structure sits symmetrically between side walls.

Implementation Details

Figures in Topology section demonstrate various implementations of PCSUB. Note that suspended substrate (parameter
Gnd is set to "Suspended substrate") implies that layer N+1(air) is placed automatically under the layer N; grounded
substrate (parameter Gnd is set to "Grounded substrate") implies that ground plane immediately backs layer N.

Covered substrate (parameter Cover is set to "Metallic Cover") implies that additional unnumbered layer (carrying cover)
is automatically placed over layer 1. Material parameters of this layer must be set via parameters ErC and TandC.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

PCSUBmust be either present on the schematics that contain elements using PCSUB or be placed in the Global Definitions
window. In the latter case, models using a global definition of PCSUB must refer to it explicitly.

Elements Used with PCSUB

LINES
PCnCLIN
PC1LIN
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Suspended Stripline Substrates Definition: SPSUB

Symbol

Summary

SPSUB provides a suspended substrate definition used for stripline schematic elements. Suspended substrate is elevated
over the infinite ground plate; metallic cover is located over the substrate. Substrate is backed by an infinite ground plane
and separated from it by an air layer. All layers may have arbitrary height.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraSubstrate relative dielectric constantEr
0Substrate loss tangentTand
HbLengthCover height over the substrateH1
HbLengthSubstrate heightH2
HbLengthSubstrate elevation over the groundH3
TbLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
EraNominal relative dielectric constantErNom
SPUB1bTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See the “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Implementation Details

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

ErNom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space and is used only by the EM-Based
models where all EM data is collected at Er_Nom and a variational approach is used to estimate the performance for
small variations in Er about Er_Nom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models” for details.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

SPSUB must be present on the schematics that contain elements using SPSUB.
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Elements Used with SPSUB

JUNCTIONSCOUPLED LINESBENDS
SSCROSSXSS2CLINXSSBND90X
SSSTEPXSSBCPLX
SSTEEXSS2CLIN

SI2CLIN

OTHERLINES
SSOPENXSS1LIN

SS1LINX
SI1LIN
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Balanced Stripline Substrate Definition: SSUB

Symbol

Topology

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constantEr
HaLengthSubstrate thicknessB
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to copperRho
0Loss tangent of dielectricTand
SUBTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

Er is the permittivity of the substrate material relative to the permittivity of free space ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/M

Tand is the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″

Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to copper (to 1.7 x 10 -8 Ω*m)

Actual metal bulk resistivity = Rho*1.7 x 10 -8 Ω*m.

B and T are cross sectional dimensional variables given in default length units.
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In a schematic that contains stripline elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of SSUB. The stripline elements have a SSUB parameter that indicates
which SSUB element to use.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements used with SSUB

LINESJUNCTIONSCOMPONENTSBENDS
SLEFSCROSSICAPSBEND
SLINSSTEPSICAP1SCURVE
STAPERSSTEPOSICAP2SMITER
SLSCSSTEP2
SCTRACESTEE

COUPLED LINESOBSOLETEOTHER
SCLINSLOCSGAP

SHOLE
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Unbalanced Stripline Substrate Definition: SSUB2

Symbol

Summary

SSUB2 provides an unbalanced substrate definition used for stripline schematic elements. The substrate is backed by an
infinite ground plane and a conducting cover is present over the substrate. An unbalanced substrate is comprised of two
stacked substrates made of the same material but having different height. A strip conductor is sandwiched between these
substrates.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraRelative dielectric constantEr
HaLengthSubstrate No1 thicknessH1
HaLengthSubstrate No2 thicknessH2
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to copperRho
0Loss tangent of dielectricTand
EraNominal relative dielectric constantErNom
SSUB1bSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.
bModify only if the schematic contains multiple substrates. See “Using Elements With Model Blocks” for details.

Parameter Details

Er. Relative dielectric constant of the homogeneous dielectric that makes all substrate.

Rho is the bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to copper (to 1.7 x 10 -8 Ω*m)

Actual metal bulk resistivity = Rho*1.7 x 10-8 Ω*m.

H1. Thickness of the upper substrate (No 1)

H2.Thickness of the lower substrate (No 2)

ErNom. ErNom represents the nominal dielectric constant of the substrate relative to free space and is used only by the
EM-Basedmodels where all EM data is collected at Er_Nom and a variational approach is used to estimate the performance
for small variations in Er about Er_Nom. See “How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models” for more
details.
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Implementation Details

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

SSUB2 must be present on the schematics that contain elements using SSUB2.

Elements Used with SSUB2

OTHERS
SGAPX
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Four Layer Stripline Substrate Definition: SSUB4

Symbol

Topology

H1

H2

H3

H4

1

2

3

4

1

2

H1

H2

H3

H4

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraFirst (top) layer relative dielectric constantEr1
EraSecond layer relative dielectric constantEr2
EraThird layer relative dielectric constantEr3
EraFourth (bottom) layer relative dielectric constantEr4
0Loss tangent of the first (top) layerTand1
0Loss tangent of the second layerTand2
0Loss tangent of the third layerTand3
0Loss tangent of the fourth (bottom) layerTand4
HaLengthFirst (top) layer thicknessH1
HaLengthSecond layer thicknessH2
HaLengthThird layer thicknessH3
HaLengthFourth (bottom) layer thicknessH4
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
SUBTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
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Implementation Details

Er1, Er2, Er3, Er4 are the permittivities of the substrate materials relative to free space ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/M

Tand1, Tand2, Tand3, Tand4 are are the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″

H1, H2, H3, H4, and T are the cross-sectional dimensional variables entered in default length units.

In a schematic that contains stripline elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of SSUB4. The microstrip elements have a SSUB4 parameter that indicates
which SSUB4 element to use.

This substrate is used in SEMLIN (Embedded Stripline) and SEM2LIN (2 Embedded Coupled Striplines) models.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with SSUB4

LINESCOUPLED LINES
SEMLINSEM2LIN
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Two-Layer Stripline Substrate Definition: SSUBL

Symbol

Topology

W1Layer #1 11,tanr

W

22,tanr

H1

H2

T

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraTop layer relative dielectric constantEr1
EraBottom layer relative dielectric constantEr2
0Loss tangent of the top layerTand1
0Loss tangent of the bottom layerTand2
HaLengthTop layer thicknessH1
HaLengthBottom layer thicknessH2
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
0aMetal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
EraNominal relative dielectric constant of layer #1Er1Nomb

EraNominal relative dielectric constant of layer #2Er2Nomc

SUBTextSubstrate nameName
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.
bSee “X-model Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment” for a list of available X-model tables.
cSee “X-model Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment” for a list of available X-model tables.

Implementation Details

Er1 and Er2 are the permittivities of the substrate materials relative to free space ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/M

Tand1 and Tand2 are the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″
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H1, H2, and T are the cross-sectional dimensional variables entered in default length units. Conductor thickness T may
be zero, positive, or negative. A negative thickness means that the conductor is recessed into the bottom dielectric layer

In a schematic that contains stripline elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of SSUBL. The stripline elements have a SSUBL parameter that indicates
which SSUBL element to use.

This substrate is used in models S1LIN, SxCLIN (x=2..16), SNCLIN, and STEEX.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Elements Used with SSUBL

JUNCTIONSLINESCOUPLED LINES
STEEXS1LINSxCLIN (x=3..16)

S2CLIN
SNCLIN
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Three Layered Stripline Substrate Definition: SSUBT

Symbol

Topology

1

2

3

H1

H2

H3

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
EraTop layer relative dielectric constantEr1
EraMiddle layer relative dielectric constantEr2
EraBottom layer relative dielectric constantEr3
0Loss tangent of the top layerTand1
0Loss tangent of the middle layerTand2
0Loss tangent of the bottom layerTand3
HaLengthTop layer thicknessH1
HaLengthMiddle layer thicknessH2
HaLengthBottom layer thicknessH3
TaLengthConductor thicknessT
RhoaMetal bulk resistivity relative to goldRho
SUBTextSubstrate nameName

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory.

Implementation Details

Er1, Er2, and Er3 are the permittivities of the substrate materials relative to free space ε0 = 8.854 x 10
-12 F/M

Tand1, Tand2, and Tand3 are the dielectric loss tangent of the substrate material: Tand = εr″/εr′ where εr = εr′ -jεr″
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H1, H2, H3, and T are the cross-sectional dimensional variables entered in default length units.

In a schematic that contains stripline elements, at least one instance of this element must exist. The Name parameter
provides a unique identifier for each instance of SSUBT. The stripline elements have a SSUBT parameter that indicates
which SSUBT element to use.

This substrate is used in SBCPL (2 Broadside Coupled Striplines) model.

Note that you can also add this substrate to the Global Definitions window and then reference the material from any
schematic.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Element Used with SSUBT

COUPLED LINES
SBCPL
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Transmission Lines
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Phase Spec: Coupled Lines (Closed Form): CLIN

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Summary

CLIN simulates a pair of symmetric coupled lossless transmission line that supports pure TEM mode of propagation.
Model implies that line length is specified as electrical length (phase lag of mode propagating along the line) at user
specified frequency. User must supply values of odd and even characteristic impedances.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceEven mode characteristic impedanceZE
100 ohmResistanceOdd mode characteristic impedanceZO
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency reference for electrical lengthF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency. EL specifies phase lag of propagating TEM mode, that
is it accounts for effective dielectric constant of line. Note that even and odd phase velocities are implied equal in this
model.

ZE and ZO. Even and odd characteristic impedances are used to obtain entries of line Y-matrix.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Physical Spec: Coupled Lines, Grounded Shield, Improved Accuracy (Closed
Form): CLINP

Symbol
W

W

1

2

3

4

Summary

CLINP simulates a pair of symmetric coupled lossy transmission lines that support non-TEMmodes of propagation (odd
and even). Each mode is specified by its effective dielectric constant and per-unit-length attenuation. By default, CLINP
provides partial account for circuit loss. You can toggle the secondary parameter Total_Loss to access insertion loss,
return loss, and dielectric loss, as well as loss scaling at a user-specified frequency.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceEven mode characteristic impedanceZE
100 ohmResistanceOdd mode characteristic impedanceZO
0 umLengthLength of the linesL
1Even mode effective dielectric constantKE
1Odd mode effective dielectric constantKO
0Even mode attenuation (dB/meter)AE
0Odd mode attenuation (dB/meter)AO
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling loss*F0
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
Frequency
independent
dielectric constant

Dielectric constant is frequency dependent/independent*EpsFreqDep

1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

ZE, ZO, KE, KO. Even and odd characteristic parameters used to obtain entries of line Y-matrix.

AE, AO, F0. Frequency for scaling (imparting the frequency-dependence to the attenuation constant AE and AO). If F0
is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency, and Loss is attenuations AE and/or AO. If F0 is equal to zero, the
attenuation is constant versus frequency and is equal to parameter AE and/or AO(dB/m). Note that loss scaling is available
only if the control parameter Total_Loss=Full.

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent exhibit the
predefined frequency dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency parameters
Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

CLINP is a behavioral model that allows you to enter six electric parameters of your choice (unlike models such as
MCLIN where you enter primary geometrical/material parameters). The set of parameters may not be feasible or even
totally non-physical, and this may affect transient simulation. In the event of a transient simulation failure, Cadence®
BSIM4 recommends checking error/warningmessages in the HSPICE output file AwrHSpice.lis andmodifying parameter
values accordingly.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Physical Specification, Floating Shield (Closed Form): COAX

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

COAX simulates a lossy coaxial transmission line with isolated shield terminals. Losses are determined via physical
dimensions and material parameters of metal and dielectric filling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
2.9027 mmLengthInner diameterDi
10.287 mmLengthOuter diameterDo
0 umLengthLengthL
1Relative dielectric constantER
0Dielectric loss tangentTAND
1Metal bulk resistivity normalized to copperRHO

Parameter Details

Di,Do. This parameters define inner and outer diameters of internal cross-section of coaxial line. Defaults values are set
to dimensions of RG-213 50 ohm coax.

Implementation Details

Implementation is based onmodeling the coax as TEM line and determination of primary per-unit-length RLGCparameters.
These RLGC parameters are used to obtain complex characteristic parameters of dominant propagating TEM mode
(characteristic impedance and propagation constant). Model does not account for possible propagation of higher order
modes.

See descriptions of model TLIN4 for details of implementation of models with floating ground.

Circuit Model Synthesis

COAX supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line Calculator.
To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.
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3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Recommendations for Use

Extreme care should be used with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate
the voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the global ground.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the global ground, unusual and unexpected
results can occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to global
ground.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] I. Bahl, P. Bhartia, Microwave Solid State Circuit Design, John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY, 1988.

[2] M. Gunston, Microwave Transmission-Line Impedance Data, Noble, Atlanta, 1997
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Electrical Specification, Grounded Shield (Closed Form): COAX2

Symbol

Summary

COAX2 simulates a lossless transmission line with grounded shield.Model implies that line length is specified as electrical
length (phase lag of mode propagating along the line) at user specified frequency.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
90 DegAngleElectrical lengthEL
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which length is specifiedFo
50Characteristic impedanceZ

Parameter Details

EL and Fo. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as βL
= EL· frq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Electrical Specification, Floating Shield (Closed Form): COAX4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

COAX4 simulates a coaxial transmission line with an isolated outer conductor. The characteristics of the transmission
line are specified as the characteristic impedance and the electrical length at a given frequency. Extreme care should be
used with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends
of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements
are omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the global ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one
conductor is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition
is enforced regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior
is at DC (Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal thus allowing both conductors to be
used for biasing active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC.
This discontinuity is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission
line to ground should be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
90 DegAngleElectrical lengthEL
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which length is specifiedFo
50Characteristic impedanceZ

Parameter Details

EL and Fo. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as βL
= EL· frq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh( jβL)
−1

Zsinh( jβL)
−1

Zsinh( jβL)
1

Ztanh( jβL)
]

Applying the equivalent circuit above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown to be the
following:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Physical Specification: Floating Shield, Improved Causality (Closed Form):
COAXC

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

COAXC simulates a lossy, optionally coated coaxial transmission line with isolated shield terminals. The physical model
fully accounts for the complex skin effect in the inner conductor and outer (shield) conductor as well as in the metal
coating. COAXC is able to model causal frequency-dependence of material properties of the filling dielectric. COAXC
is recommended for modeling in both time and frequency domains.

Topology (Cross-section)

Doo

Doi

Di
Tc Tc

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
2.9027 mmLengthDiameter of inner conductor (with coating)Di
10.287 mmLengthInner diameter of outer conductor (with coating)Doi
10.387 mmLengthOuter diameter of outer conductorDoo
0 mmLengthThickness of coating metalTc
10 mmLengthLine lengthL
1Relative dielectric constant of filling dielectricEr
0Dielectric loss tangent of filling dielectricTand
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
1Coaxial metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRho
1Coating metal bulk resistivity normalized to goldRhoC
1Relative permeability of filling dielectricMur
Frequency
independent
dielectric constant

Switch: Dielectric constant is frequency
dependent/independent

*IsEpsFreqDep

1 KHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1 THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1 GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Di, Doi, Doo. These parameters define inner and outer diameters of internal cross-section of coaxial line. Default values
are set to dimensions of RG-213 50 ohm coax. Note that coating thickness Tc is included in values Di and Doi (see the
"Topology" section).

IsEpsFreqDep. This parameter assumes two options: "Frequency independent dielectric constant" and "Frequency
dependent dielectric constant". The first option implies that Er and Tand do not change with frequency. The second
option applies frequency dependence on Er and Tand based on the causal model suggested in [4], which employs
parameters Fdef, Fmin, and Fmax.

Fmin, Fspec, Fmax. These parameters are in effect only if IsEpsFreqDep = "Frequency dependent dielectric constant".
Those are frequencies defining behavior of the causal model suggested in [4]. Fspec is the frequency at which COAXC
parameters Er and Tand are specified; Fmin and Fmax are frequencies at which frequency dependences of Er and Tand
roll off. Mandatory relation between these frequencies is: Fmin<<Fspec<<Fmax.

Implementation Details

Implementation is based on modeling the coax as TEM line and the determination of primary per-unit-length RLGC
parameters ([1]). R and L parameters fully account for the skin effect ([2], [3]). Causal frequency-dependence of dielectric
constant and loss tangent is implemented after [4]. These RLGC parameters are used to obtain complex characteristic
parameters of dominant propagating TEM mode (characteristic impedance and propagation constant). This model does
not account for the possible propagation of higher-order modes.

See the descriptions of the TLIN4 model for details of implementation of models with floating ground.

Circuit Model Synthesis

COAXC supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line
Calculator. To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose
Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.
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2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Recommendations for Use

You should exercise extreme care with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which
relate the voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the global ground.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the global ground, unusual and unexpected
results can occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to global
ground.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] M.Gunston, Microwave Transmission Line Impedance Data: Noble Publishing Corporation, Tucker,GA, 1997,
(reprint), Section 2.3

[2] S.Ramo and J.R.Whinnery, Fields and Waves in Modern Radio, 1st ed., General Electric Advanced Engineering
Program, New York, NY; London, England: J.Wiley and Sons, Inc.; Chapman and Hall, 1944"

[3] S. A. Schelkunoff, "The Electromagnetic Theory of Coaxial Transmission Lines and Cylindrical Shields", Bell System
Technical Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp. 532–579, October 1934

[4] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Physical Length Spec, Grounded Shield (Closed Form): COAXI2

Symbol

Summary

COAXI2 simulates a lossy transmission line with a grounded shield. This model implies that the total loss is proportional
to the square root of the evaluation frequency and demands that you input a specified loss at a specified frequency.
Characteristic impedance is represented by user-specified input.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
50Characteristic impedanceZ
0LengthLengthL
2.3Dielectric constantK
0.0833Loss in dB/meterA
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency loss is specified atF

Parameter Details

A and F. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero
(0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is zero at all frequencies. Note that
attenuation is extrapolated across frequency sweep, so do not set F to an extremely low value.

Implementation Details

Dielectric constant K and computed (see the previous details of parameters A and F) attenuation are used to obtain a
complex propagation constant. Entries of Y-matrix of a grounded transmission line system are determined via the
characteristic impedance and computed complex propagation constant that you specify.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant as derived from the input parameters, K, A and F. Z represents
the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length of the line.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Physical Length Spec, Floating Shield (Closed Form): COAXI4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

COAXI4 simulates a lossy transmission line with a floating shield. This model implies that the total loss is proportional
to the square root of the evaluation frequency and demands that you input a specified loss at a specified frequency.
Characteristic impedance is represented by user specified input.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where the current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for
biasing active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This
discontinuity is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to
ground should be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
50Characteristic impedanceZ
0 umLengthLengthL
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2.3Dielectric constantK
0.0833Loss in dB/meterA
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency loss is specified atF

Parameter Details

A and F. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero
(0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is zero at all frequencies. Note that
attenuation is extrapolated across frequency sweep so do not set F to an extremely low value.

Implementation Details

Dielectric constant K and computed (see the previous details of parameters A and F) attenuation are used to obtain a
complex propagation constant. Entries of Y-matrix of a grounded transmission line system are determined via the
characteristic impedance and computed complex propagation constant that you specify.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant as derived from the input parameters, K, A and F. Z represents
the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length of the line.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown as:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

You can use this model along with additional components to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Physical Spec, Grounded Shield (Closed Form): COAXP2

Symbol

Summary

COAXP2 simulates a lossy coaxial transmission line with a grounded shield. This model implies that the total loss is
proportional to the square root of the evaluation frequency and demands that you input a specified loss at a specified
frequency. Characteristic impedance is specified by dimensions of coaxial cross-section.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
2903 umLengthInner diameterDi
1.029e+04 umLengthOuter diameterDo
0 umLengthLengthL
2.3Dielectric constantK
0.0833Loss in dB/meterA
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which loss is specifiedF

Parameter Details

A and F. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero
(0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is zero at all frequencies. Note that
attenuation is extrapolated across frequency sweep, so do not set F to an extremely low value.

Di, Do. Inner and outer diameters and dielectric constant K are used to evaluate characteristic impedance Zo as Zo =
138/sqrt(K)*log(Do/Di).

Implementation Details

Dielectric constant K and computed (see the previous details of parameters A and F) attenuation are used to obtain a
complex propagation constant. Entries of Y-matrix of a grounded transmission line are determined via computed
characteristic impedances (see the details of parameters Di, Do) and computed complex propagation constant.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]
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where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant as derived from the input parameters, K, A and F. Z represents
the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length of the line.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Physical Spec, Floating Shield (Closed Form): COAXP4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

COAXP4 simulates a coaxial transmission line with an isolated outer conductor. The characteristics of the transmission
line are specified as inner and outer conductor diameters and a length. The complex propagation constant is specified
via a relative dielectric constant and loss term. Extreme care should be used with this element as it is meant to work in
concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the global ground.
Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to ground should
be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
CX1TextElement IDID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2.903 mm.LengthInner diameterDi
10.297 mm.LengthOuter diameterDo
LaLengthLengthL
2.3Dielectric constantK
0.0833Loss in dB/meterA
0.1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at which loss is specifiedF

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

Parameter Details

Di andDo. These parameters define inner and outer diameters of the internal cross-section of coaxial line. Default values
are set to dimensions of RG-213 50 ohm coax.

K. Dielectric constant K and dimensions Di, Do determine the characteristic impedance of the transmission line via the
following equation:

Z = 138
K lnDoDi

A and F. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero
(0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is zero at all frequencies. Note that
attenuation is extrapolated across frequency sweep, so do not set F to an extremely low value.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown as:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:
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[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

You can use this model along with additional components to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Step in Coaxial TEM Waveguide: CSTEPIO

Symbol

Summary

CSTEPIO is a closed form model of a double-step in inner and outer conductors. Both steps share the same cross-section
and have a common reference plane. CSTEPIO allows a step in the dielectric constant at the same cross section. Step
discontinuity is represented as shunt frequency-independent capacitance.

Topology

Do1Di1 Di2 Do2

Er2Er1

R
ef
er
en
ce

Pl
an
e Node 2Node 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
2.9027 mmLengthDiameter of inner conductor @ Node 1Di1
10.287 mmLengthDiameter of outer conductor @ Node 1Do1
2.9027 mmLengthDiameter of inner conductor @ Node 2Di2
10.287 mmLengthDiameter of outer conductor @ Node 2Do2
1Relative dielectric constant filling the coaxial waveguide @

Node 1
Er1

1Relative dielectric constant filling the coaxial waveguide @
Node 2

Er2
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Parameter Details

Er1, Er2.Dielectric constants of media filling the coaxial waveguide at both sides of the reference plane (see "Topology").

Implementation Details

CSTEPIO is implemented as a closed form approximation of total step capacitance based on [1]. Note that [1] uses the
results of a full solution ([2]) to obtain this approximation. The absolute approximation error in capacitance (if εr1=εr2)can
be estimated (according to [1]) as 0.18(Di+Do)pF where Di and Do stand for averaged inner and outer diameters (expressed
in meters). If εr1≠εr2, then the error may increase because accounting for the inhomogeneous dielectric does not come
from the approximation of the full solution, but is rather based on phenomenologically justified assumptions.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

CSTEPIO allows any combination of Di1, Do1, Di2, Do2, Er1, Er2. However, the best results are achieved if the following
inequalities hold:

0.01<α<0.7

1.5<τ<6

For outer step α is (Domin-Di)/(Domax-Di). Here Domin,Domax stands for the smaller and larger of the outer diameters and
Di stands for each of the inner diameters. α should be tested for both Di. The τ variable should be evaluated and tested
as Domax/Di for both Di.

For the inner step, α is (Do-Dimax)/(Domax-Dimin). Here Dimin, Dimax stands for the smaller and larger of the inner diameters
and Do stands for each of the outer diameters. α should be tested for both Do. The τ variable should be evaluated and
tested as Do/Dimin for both Do.

This model implies that step capacitance is frequency-independent. According to [1], step capacitance generally grows
with frequency and deviates from static value at about 10% if the evaluation frequency exceeds 0.4 Fc, where Fc is the
lower cutoff frequency of mode TM01 for coaxial waveguides at nodes 1 and 2.

This lower cutoff frequency may be evaluated as the lower value

c / ((Do − Di) ε )

(where c in the nominator is the speed of light, ε stands for dielectric constant, and Do,Di are outer and inner diameters)
applied in turn to coaxial waveguides at node 1 and node 2.

NOTE: This model is developed to work in a frequency range where only dominant TEM mode propagates.

References

[1] Somlo, P.I, "The Computation of Coaxial Line Step Capacitances", IEEE Trans on MTT, vol. 15, No. 1, January
1967, pp. 48-53.
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[2]Whinnery J.R, Jamieson H.W, Robins T.E, "Coaxial-lines discontinuities", Proc. of the IRE, vol. 32, November 1944,
pp.695-709
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Multiple Coupled Lines in a Rectangular Shield (Dynamic Model) (EM
Quasi-Static): RCCOAX

Symbol

W1

W2

W3

Wn-1

Wn

1

2

3

n-1

n

n+1

n+2

n+3

2n-2

2n

Summary

RCCOAX models a section of several (up to 50) coupled dielectric-coated conductors of either circular or rectangular
cross-section confined inside a metallic rectangular enclosure filled with lossy dielectric (single conductor also models).
Conductors are situated in a row with arbitrary distances between conductor axes. The conductors row is parallel to one
pair of enclosure walls and can be arbitrarily positioned within the enclosure. This model can be used for design of
machined combline and interdigital filters.

Topology

EH

EW

X

Y

TC

D1 D2 Dn

S1 Sn

Figure 1. Round conductors
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T1 T2 Tn

Figure 2. Rectangular conductors

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductors (1..50)N
LaLengthConductor lengthL
LaLengthThickness of coatingTC
LaLengthX-coordinate of the leftmost conductor centerX
LaLengthY-coordinate of the leftmost conductor centerY
LaLengthEnclosure widthEW
LaLengthEnclosure heightEH
1Dielectric constant of coating materialErC
1Dielectric constant of filling materialErF
1Loss tangent of coating materialTandC
1Loss tangent of filling materialTandF
1Bulk resistance of conductor metal relative to goldRho
1Accuracy parameter (1..10)*Acc
"No"Switch "Save/Do not save data to text file"=Yes/No*SaveToFile
Same as model
name

StringName of text file with computed model parameters*FileName

RoundConductor cross-section shape: Round or RectangularShape
LaLengthDiameter of conductor #i(If Shape=Round)

Di, i=1..N
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
LaLengthSpacing between conductors #i and #i+1 (not available if

N=1)
(If Shape=Round)
Si, i=1..N-1

LaLengthWidth of conductor #i(If
Shape=Rectangular)
Wi, i=1..N

LaLengthThickness of conductor #i(If
Shape=Rectangular)
Ti, i=1..N
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Shape. The shape of conductor cross-section: Round or Rectangular.

TC. Round conductors may be coated with a lossy dielectric of thickness, TC. TC is the same for all round conductors.
Rectangular conductors cannot be coated.

Rho.Uses bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to bulk resistivity of gold (2.44·10-8Ω·m). This model implies
that the enclosure is made of perfect electrical conductor.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

SaveToFile. This toggled parameter is hidden by default and set to "No". If set to "Yes", the model creates a text file
(named "RCCOAX.TXT" by default) at the current project location. This text file contains a table of values of RLGC
line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the frequency specified in the
first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for RCCOAX models at N>2 (see below for special cases N=1 and
N=2). This model outputs RLGC matrices to columns that immediately follow the frequency column. Entries of each
matrix are placed column-wise, that is first column goes first: R11, R21, R31.. RN1; then the second column: R12, R22,
R32,..RN2 etc. The total number of columns in the file is 4N2+1, where N is the number of conductors.

• Case N=1.

If N=1 this model adds complex characteristic impedance Re(Zo), Im(Zo); complex effective dielectric constant
Re(Eeff); Im (Eff) (please find traditional effective dielectric constant at column 12); and Loss (dB/m) at columns
2-6. Columns 7-10 contain R, L, G, and C. Column 11 contains the propagation constant Beta in Rad/m. Note that
column 12 contains the traditional effective dielectric constant Er_Eff that does not account for loss. The total number
of columns in the text file is 12.

• Case N=2

If N=2 this model implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns to the
output text file. Note that if a system of coupled conductors is fully symmetrical, C-mode corresponds to even mode
and P-mode corresponds to odd mode. For N=2 this model adds complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1),
Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2), Re(Zp2), Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC),
Re(EeffP), Im(EeffP) (please find traditional effective dielectric constants at columns 38, 39); and losses for C and P
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modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m) at columns 2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and Cmatrices are distributed among columns
16-31 in corresponding order. Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, BetaP where Rc is
the ratio of C - mode voltage in the second line to C - mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in the P-mode
case (see details in [2], section 4.3.1); BetaC and BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note
that columns 38, and 39 contain traditional effective dielectric constants ErC_Eff, ErP_Eff (they do not account for
losses). The total number of columns in the text file is 39. The created text file may be linked or imported to a project
as a data file, and the frequency behavior of any of these parameters may be viewed using the proper data measurement.
Note that the first column (frequency) is always in GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other
measurements placed on the same graph; thus, you might prefer to place the aforementioned data measurements on a
separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to model "RCCOAX.TXT". You can change the file name for
each model instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of conductors N cannot exceed 50.

2. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
growth of computation time. A good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

3. This model checks the positions of conductors inside the enclosure and issues error messages if any conductors touch
other conductors or enclosure walls.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in dielectrics. Dispersion is partly included.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads the saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different from GHz, Ohm, Henry or Siemens, you may need to scale input values
manually.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] M.B. Bazdar, A.R. Djordjevic, R.F. Harrington, and T.K. Sarkar, "Evaluation of quasi-static matrix parameters for
multiconductor transmission lines using Galerkin's method," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-42, July
1994, pp. 1223-1228.

[2] R. Mongia, I. Bahl, and P. Bhartia, RF and Microwave Coupled-Line Circuits, Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1999.
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Multiple Slot Coupled Lines in a Rectangular Shield (Dynamic Model) (EM
Quasi-Static): RCCOAX2

Symbol
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Summary

RCCOAX2 models a section of several (2 through 50) coupled conductors of either circular or rectangular cross-section
confined inside a metallic rectangular enclosure filled with lossy dielectric. Each conductor is located inside a chamber
made up by metallic slotted partitions. You can use slot width to control coupling between conductors. This model can
be used for design of machined combline and interdigital filters.

Topology
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Figure 1. Round conductors
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Grounded enclosure
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Figure 2. Rectangular conductors

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionName

TL1TextElement IDID
2Number of conductors (1..50)N
LaLengthConductor lengthL
LaLengthDistance from the enclosure side

wall to center of the nearest round
or rectangular conductor

X

LaLengthChamber widthWR
LaLengthThickness of partition between

chambers
TP

LaLengthEnclosure heightEH
1Dielectric constant of filling

material
ErF

1Loss tangent of filling materialTandF
1Bulk resistivity of conductor metal

relative to gold
Rho

1Accuracy parameter (1..10)*Acc
"No"Switch "Save/Do not save data to

text file"=Yes/No
*SaveToFile

Same as model nameStringName of text file with computed
model parameters

*FileName

RoundConductor cross-section shape:
Round or Rectangular

Shape
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionName

LaLengthDiameter of conductor #i(If
Shape=Round)
Di, i=1..N

LaLengthWidth of slot between
conductors/chambers #i and #i+1

(If
Shape=Round)
WSi, i=1..N-1

LaLengthWidth of conductor #i(If
Shape=Rectangular)
Wi, i=1..N

LaLengthThickness of conductor #i(If
Shape=Rectangular)
Ti, i=1..N

LaLengthWidth of slot between
conductors/chambers #i and #i+1

(If
Shape=Rectangular)
WSi, i=1..N-1
aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing under $DEFAULT_VALUES in the default.lpf file in the root installation directory. See the AWR
Microwave Office Layout Guide for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Shape. The shape of the conductor cross-section: Round or Rectangular.

Rho.Uses bulk resistivity of conductor metal normalized to bulk resistivity of gold (2.44·10-8Ω·m). This model implies
that the enclosure is made of perfect electrical conductor.

Acc. The accuracy parameter. The default value for Acc is 1. If Acc is less than 1 or greater than 10 it is set automatically
to 2.

SaveToFile. This toggled parameter is hidden by default and set to "No". If set to "Yes", the model creates a text file
(named "RCCOAX2.TXT" by default) at the current project location. This text file contains a table of values of RLGC
line parameters at each project frequency. Each row contains RLGC values computed at the frequency specified in the
first column (frequency in GHz, R in ohms/m, L in H/m, G in S/m, C in F/m).

The structure of this text file is essentially the same for RCCOAX2 models at N>2 (see below for special case N=2).
This model outputs RLGC matrices to columns that immediately follow the frequency column. Entries of each matrix
are placed column-wise, that is first column goes first: R11, R21, R31.. RN1; then the second column: R12, R22,
R32,..RN2 etc. The total number of columns in the file is 4N2+1, where N is the number of conductors.

• Case N=2

If N=2 this model implies the existence of two modes, namely, C and P (see [2]) and places additional columns to the
output text file. Note that if a system of coupled conductors is fully symmetrical, C-mode corresponds to even mode
and P-mode corresponds to odd mode. For N=2 this model adds complex characteristic impedances Re(Zc1), Im(Zc1),
Re(Zp1), Im(Zp1), Re(Zc2), Im(Zc2), Re(Zp2), Im(Zp2); complex effective dielectric constants Re(EeffC), Im(EeffC),
Re(EeffP), Im(EeffP) (please find traditional effective dielectric constants at columns 38, 39); and losses for C and P
modes LossC (dB/m), LossP(dB/m) at columns 2-15. Entries of R, L, G, and Cmatrices are distributed among columns
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16-31 in corresponding order. Columns 32-37 contain Re(Rc), Im(Rc), Re(Rp), Im(Rp), BetaC, BetaP where Rc is
the ratio of C - mode voltage in the second line to C - mode voltage in the first line; Rp is the same ratio in the P-mode
case (see details in [2], section 4.3.1); BetaC and BetaP are propagation constants of C- and P-modes in Rad/m. Note
that columns 38, and 39 contain traditional effective dielectric constants ErC_Eff, ErP_Eff (they do not account for
losses). The total number of columns in the text file is 39. The created text file may be linked or imported to a project
as a data file, and the frequency behavior of any of these parameters may be viewed using the proper data measurement.
Note that the first column (frequency) is always in GHz so these measurements might be incompatible with other
measurements placed on the same graph; thus, you might prefer to place the aforementioned data measurements on a
separate dedicated graph.

FileName. By default this parameter is hidden and is set to model "RCCOAX2.TXT". You can change the file name for
each model instance to an arbitrary name with a length not exceeding 64 symbols.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The number of conductors N must be greater than or equal to 2. Also, N cannot exceed 50.

2. All conductors are located at the centers of the respective chambers. Centers of the first/last conductors (both round
and rectangular) are removed at the distance X from enclosure side walls and located at the distance WR/2 from the
first/last chamber separation.

3. Due to symmetrical arrangement of chambers and conductors, horizontal size/width of the enclosure is fully defined
by the dimensions of internal elements and can be easily evaluated.

In case Shape=Round:

Enclosure_width = 2 * X + (N - 1)*(WR + T)

In case Shape=Rectangular:

Enclosure_width = 2 * X + (N - 1)*(WR + T) + 0.5*(W1 + Wn)

4. Accuracy parameter A is limited to 1≤Acc≤10 . A larger value of Acc increases the density of mesh used in
computations. The accuracy of model parameters may gain slightly from increasing Acc at the expense of a noticeable
growth of computation time. A good trade-off between accuracy and computation time is to set Acc to 1.

5. This model checks the positions of conductors inside the enclosure and issues error messages if any conductors touch
other conductors or enclosure walls.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on the EM Quasi-Static technique described in [1]. It accounts for losses in metal and
in dielectrics. Dispersion is partly included.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: The implementation of EM Quasi-Static models relies heavily on the involved numerical algorithms. This may
lead to a noticeable increase in simulation time for schematics that employ many such models.

Caution regarding units of data in saved text files: If a project that reads the saved text files uses frequency, resistance,
inductance or conductance units different from GHz, Ohm, Henry or Siemens, you may need to scale input values
manually.
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Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References
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TwoRLGCAsymmetric Coupled Transmitting Lines (Closed Form): RLGC_CTx

Symbol

W1

W2

1

2

3

4

Summary

RLGC_CTx provides computation of circuit parameters for pairs of general asymmetric coupled transmission lines whose
behavior in a frequency domain is governed by user-supplied tables of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G,
and C. This model assumes that G and C parameters are obtained from an EM solver and are defined for ground referenced
potentials.

Equivalent Circuit

K

1

2

K

1

2

L1

L2
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(C1+Cm)/2

(G1+Gm)/2

Port 3 Port 4

Port 1 Port 2
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INDK
L=L1

R1

INDK
L=L2

INDRM
R=Rm
L=Lm

R2

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
100 ohmsResistance/meterVector of Series R1 per-unit-lengthR1
100 ohmsResistance/meterVector of Series R2 per-unit-lengthR2
0Resistance/meteVector of mutual Rm per-unit-lengthRm
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L1 per-unit-lengthL1
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L2 per-unit-lengthL2
Lia nHInductance/meterVector of mutual Lm per-unit-lengthLm
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G1 per-unit-lengthG1
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G2 per-unit-lengthG2
0Conductance/meterVector of mutual Gm per-unit-lengthGm
Ca pFCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C1 per-unit-lengthC1
Ca pFCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C2 per-unit-lengthC2
0Capacitance/meterVector of mutual Cm per-unit-lengthCm
NoSwitch "Do not Check passivity/Check passivity"*ChkPassv

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R1, R2. Vectors of series resistances per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter (see the "Equivalent
Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Rm. Vectors of mutual resistances per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter (see the "Equivalent
Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L1, L2.Vectors of series inductances per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter (see the "Equivalent
Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Lm. Vectors of mutual inductances per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter (see the "Equivalent
Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G1, G2. Vector of shunt "electromagnetic") conductances per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per
meter (see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry
from frequency vector F.

Gm.Vectors of mutual "electromagnetic") conductances per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter
(see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from
frequency vector F.

C1, C2. Vector of shunt "electromagnetic") capacitances per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter
(see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from
frequency vector F.
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Cm. Vectors of mutual "electromagnetic") capacitances per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter
(see the "Equivalent Circuit" section). Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from
frequency vector F.

ChkPassv. If set to "Yes", tests RLGC_CTx for passivity and displays a warning if there is a passivity violation. The
default setting is "No" (Do not check passivity).

Explanation of "electromagnetic" parameters C and G

This model implies that per-unit-length parameters C1,C2,Cmand G1,G2,Gm are "electromagnetic" parameters, (parameters
defined as contributions to total charges, at each conductor) provided by potentials between conductor and common
ground. In this case, Cm is always negative (Cm<0) and Gm is negative (Gm<0) in most cases. You can see an example
of these parameters in the text file optionally created by the GM2CLIN model (two asymmetric coupled lines).

Sometimes, a different set of "circuit" RLGC parameters might be available: That is, G and C parameters might be defined
as contributions to total charges (at each conductor) provided by relative potentials between conductors. These
capacitances and admittances comprise the equivalent circuit shown in the "Equivalent Circuit" section.

For example, assume you obtain a set of circuit parameters. You need to obtain electromagnetic parameters to feed to
RLGC_CTx. Denote circuit parameters as

C1
~ , C2

~ , Cm
~

G1
~ , G2

~ , Gm
~

Denote desirable electromagnetic parameters as C1,C2,Cmand G1,G2,Gm. Electromagnetic and circuit parameters are
related by the following simple formulas:

C1 = C1
~ + Cm

~

C2 = C2
~ + Cm

~

Cm = − Cm
~

G1 = G1
~ + Gm

~

G2 = G2
~ + Gm

~

Gm = − Gm
~

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. This model checks if all entries in vectors R1, R2, L1, L2, C1, and C2 are positive. Vectors Rm, Lm, Gm, and Cm
are not checked for sign because generally Cm<0, Lm>0, Rm>=0, and Gm<=0. Sometimes Rm<0. It is your
responsibility to provide a sanity check of each entry of mutual parameters.
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3. If the project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F, then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

4. Vector can be specified in three ways:

• Entered as a right-side value of a model parameter, for example R={100,102,110,113,120}.

• Specified elsewhere in an equation.

• Specified in a column or row of a text file. This provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all
RLGC parameters in a single location. For example, you can create an RLGC.txt file containing space separated
columns of R1, R2, and so on. The first column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of
project default frequency units requires manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your
project and name it, for example, "RLGC_15". Now you can specify, for instance, parameter R1 as R1 =
Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). This copies the values of vector R1 to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt
imported under "RLGC_15". If you prefer to deploy your data row-wise use R1 = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

5. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model, knowwhat frequency, resistance, inductance or conductance
units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data file. If so, you
must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For example, if your project
uses capacitances in picofarads and the data file contains data in Farads, you may get capacitance data from the fifth
column of data file "RLGC_15" using: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

6. The "Equivalent Circuit" section is based on Cadence® Microwave Office® software elements INDK and INDRM.
This circuit provides very accurate representation of electrical behavior of short asymmetric coupled lines. Note that
each RLGC parameter used in this equivalent circuit for the purpose of modeling must be multiplied by line length.
Remember that RLGC values must be in ohm/m, mH/m, pF/m etc and line length must be in meters.

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F, then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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RLGC Transmitting Line (Closed Form): RLGC_Tx

Symbol

Summary

RLGC_Tx provides computation of circuit parameters for general transmission lines whose behavior in the frequency
domain is governed by a user-supplied table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C.

Equivalent Circuit

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See the “Default Values” for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R. Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector >F.
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L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Size of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the size of frequency vector F.

2. If project evaluation frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as
constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file; Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create for example file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),2). This means that values of
vector R will be copied to the model from the column 2 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you
prefer to deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),2).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data
file. If this happens, you must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For
example, if your project uses capacitances in picofarads and data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance
data from the column 5 of data file RLGC_15 like this: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses lookup tables user-supplied via parameters. If project evaluation frequency is out of range of frequencies
in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding
vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open Circuited RLGC Transmitting Line (Closed Form): RLGC_TxO

Symbol

Summary

RLGC_TxO provides computation of circuit parameters for general open-circuited transmission lines whose behavior
in a frequency domain is governed by a user-supplied table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C.

Equivalent Circuit

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R. Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.
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L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. If project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file. Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create, for example, file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). It means that values of vector
R will be copied to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you prefer to
deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data
file. If this happens, you must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For
example, if your project uses capacitances in picofarads and data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance
data from the fifth column of data file RLGC_15 like this: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Open Circuited RLGC Transmitting Line with Floating Ground (Closed Form):
RLGC_TxO2

Symbol

1 2

Summary

RLGC_TxO2 simulates a general open circuited transmission line with isolated ground terminals. This model provides
computation of circuit parameters for general transmission line whose behavior in frequency domain is governed by user
supplied table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C.Extreme care should be used with this element
as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at the end of the transmission line to
the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are omitted. See the RLGC_Tx4
model documentation for implementation details.

Equivalent Circuit of Single Line

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.
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Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R. Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. If project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file. Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create, for example, file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). It means that values of vector
R will be copied to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you prefer to
deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data
file. If this happens, you must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For
example, if your project uses capacitances in picofarads and data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance
data from the fifth column of data file RLGC_15 like this: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]
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where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown to be
the following:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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RLGC Transmitting Line with Floating Ground (Closed Form): RLGC_Tx4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

RLGC_Tx4 simulates a general transmission line with isolated ground terminals. This model provides computation of
circuit parameters for general transmission lines whose behavior in frequency domain is governed by a user-supplied
table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C. Extreme care should be used with this element as it is
meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the
global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are omitted.

Equivalent Circuit (Lines and Currents)

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to ground should
be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.
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Equivalent Circuit of Single Line

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

aUser-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R. Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. If project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file. Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create, for example, file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). It means that values of vector
R will be copied to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you prefer to
deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data
file. If this happens, you must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For
example, if your project uses capacitances in picofarads and data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance
data from the fifth column of data file RLGC_15 like this: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown to be
the following:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:
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[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Short Circuited RLGC Transmitting Line (Closed Form): RLGC_TxS

Symbol

Summary

RLGC_TxS provides computation of circuit parameters for general short-circuited transmission lines whose behavior
in a frequency domain is governed by a user-supplied table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C.

Equivalent Circuit

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.

Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.
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R.Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter. Each
vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. If project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file. Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create, for example, file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). It means that values of vector
R will be copied to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you prefer to
deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Short Circuited RLGC Transmitting Line with Floating Ground (Closed Form):
RLGC_TxS2

Symbol

1 2

Summary

RLGC_TxO2 simulates a general short-circuited transmission line with isolated ground terminals. This model provides
computation of circuit parameters for general transmission lines whose behavior in a frequency domain is governed by
a user- supplied table of primary per-unit-length line parameters R, L, G, and C. Extreme care should be used with this
element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at the end of the transmission
line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are omitted. See the
RLGC_Tx4 model documentation for implementation details.

Equivalent Circuit of Single Line

L

G C

R

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
LaLengthLength of LineLen
1 GHzFrequencyVector of Frequencies at which L, C, R, G specifiedF
100Resistance/meterVector of Series R per-unit-lengthR
LiaInductance/meterVector of Series L per-unit-lengthL
0Conductance/meterVector of Shunt G per-unit-lengthG
CaCapacitance/meterVector of Shunt C per-unit-lengthC

a User-modifiable default. Modify by editing the DEFAULT.LPF file in the root installation directory. See “Default Values” for details.
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Parameter Details

F. Vector of frequencies at which R, L, G, and C parameters are specified. Frequencies must be sequential and specified
in ascending order.

R. Vector of series resistance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in resistance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

L. Vector of series inductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in inductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

G.Vector of shunt conductance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in conductance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

C. Vector of shunt capacitance (see Equivalent Circuit) per-unit-length specified in capacitance project units per meter.
Each vector entry must be specified at the corresponding frequency entry from frequency vector F.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Lengths of vector parameters R, L, G, and C must be exactly equal to the length of frequency vector F.

2. If project operational frequency is out of range of frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated
as constant values equal to the first/last entries of corresponding vectors. No warning is issued.

3. Vector can be specified in three ways: First, it can be entered as a right side value of model parameter, e.g.
R={100,102,110,113,120}; Second, vector can be specified elsewhere in equation; Third way is specification of vector
in a column or row of a text file. Third way provides a convenient and flexible method of specification of all RLGC
parameters in the single location. Just create, for example, file RLGC.txt containing space separated columns of R1,
R2 etc. First column must represent frequency in project units (note that changing of project default frequency units
will demand manual scaling of frequencies in this file). Import or link this file to your project and give it a name, say,
RLGC_15. Now you can specify, say, parameter R as R = Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),1). It means that values of vector
R will be copied to the model from the column 1 of file RLGC.txt imported under name RLGC_15. If you prefer to
deploy your data row-wise use R = Row(datafile("RLGC_15"),1).

4. If your project uses text file input to feed data to this model be aware what frequency, resistance, inductance or
conductance units this file implies. There is a chance that default units of your project differ from those in your data
file. If this happens, you must scale input values multiplying call of function Col or Row by scaling coefficient. For
example, if your project uses capacitances in picofarads and data file contains data in Farads you may get capacitance
data from the fifth column of data file RLGC_15 like this: C1= 1e+12*Col(datafile("RLGC_15"),5).

Implementation Details

Model implementation is based on linear interpolation of RLGC parameters at each project evaluation frequency.
Interpolation uses user-supplied via parameters look-out tables. If project operational frequency is out of range of
frequencies in F then R, L, G, and C parameters are extrapolated as constant values equal to the first/last entries of
corresponding vectors.

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]
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where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown to be
the following:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Phase Spec: Grounded Shield (Closed Form): TLIN

Symbol

Summary

TLIN simulates an ideal, lossless transmission line. Model implies that line length is specified as electrical length (phase
lag of mode propagating along the line) at user specified frequency. User must supply value of characteristic impedance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Phase Spec: Floating Shield (Closed Form): TLIN4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

TLIN4 simulates a transmission line with isolated ground terminals. The characteristics of the transmission line are
specified as the characteristic impedance and the electrical length at a given frequency. Extreme care should be used
with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends of the
transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are
omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to ground should
be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
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DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Z0tanh( jβL)
−1

Z0sinh( jβL)
−1

Z0sinh( jβL)
1

Z0tanh( jβL)
]

where β represents the propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length of the line
as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown to be
the following:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-Matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like in a coaxial line.
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NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Physical Spec: Grounded Shield, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form): TLINP

Symbol

Summary

TLINP simulates an ideal transmission line with loss. Mode propagating in line is specified by its effective dielectric
constant and per-unit-length attenuation at a user-specified frequency. TLINP scales loss with evaluation frequency. By
default, this model provides a partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle the secondary parameter
Total_Loss to access insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example, for microstrips, stripline or other.)

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
1Relative effective dielectric constantEeff
0 dB/mLoss (dB/m)Loss
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling lossF0
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
Frequency
independent
dielectric constant

Dielectric constant is frequency dependent/independent*EpsFreqDep

1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Loss and F0. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F0 is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F0 is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to Loss(dB/m).
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LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency parameters
Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Physical Spec: Floating Shield, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form): TLINP4

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

TLINP4 simulates a transmission line with isolated ground terminals. The characteristics of the transmission line are
specified as physical length and electrical specification of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant. This
model scales loss with a user-specified evaluation frequency. By default, this model provides a partial account for circuit
loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle the secondary parameter LossModel to obtain access to insertion loss, return
loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for microstrips or stripline). Use extreme care with this element as it is meant to
work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the global
ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and you should add additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line
to ground, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
1Relative dielectric constantK
0Loss (dB/m)A
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling lossesF
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent (No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters on themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

A and F. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero
(0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to A (dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
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parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown as
follows:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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WaveLength Spec, Floating Shield, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form):
TLINP4NL

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

TLINP4NL simulates a transmission line with isolated (floating) ground terminals. The characteristics of the transmission
line are specified as the characteristic impedance and the electrical length at a given frequency. By default, this model
provides a partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle the secondary parameter LossModel to
access insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for microstrips or stripline). Use extreme care with
this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the voltages at both ends of the
transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these additional elements are
omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to ground should
be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50ImpedanceZ
0.25Number of wavelengths at F_NLNL
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency at NL wavelengthsF_NL
1Dielectric constantK
0Loss (dB/m)A
0Frequency for scaling lossF
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent (No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

NL and F_NL.Determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as βL=2πNL(freq/F_NL)
where freq is the evaluation frequency. The length of the line is given as L=(c·NL)/(F_NL√k) where c is the speed of
light in a vacuum.

A and F. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to A (dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).
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NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

L = (c · NL) / (F−NL K )

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown as
follows:

α = A (freq) / F

At DC, the Y-matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Time Spec, Floating Shield, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form): TLINP4T

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

TLINP4T simulates a transmission line with isolated (floating) ground terminals. The characteristics of the transmission
line are specified as the characteristic impedance, the electrical length as a time delay, and attenuation at a particular
frequency. By default, this model provides a partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle the
secondary parameter LossModel to access insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for microstrips or
stripline). Use extreme care with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements which relate the
voltages at both ends of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can result if these
additional elements are omitted.

Equivalent Circuit

I1 Zo

LI1 I2

I21 2

43

V1
+
_

Iout=0

V2
+
_

Note that any interaction with the ground on either side of the transmission line is ignored. All current on one conductor
is equal and opposite to the current on the other at any given distance along the line. Importantly, this condition is enforced
regardless of the length of the transmission line or the operating frequency. The exception to this behavior is at DC
(Frequency = 0 Hz) where current on the two conductors can be unequal to allow both conductors to be used for biasing
active devices. This change in behavior at DC causes a discontinuity of the model parameters at DC. This discontinuity
is expected, and additional circuit components relating the voltage at each end of the transmission line to ground should
be added, allowing flexibility in implementing the desired transition to the RF-to-DC performance.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextElement IDID
50ImpedanceZ
1 nsTimeTime delay in secsTD
1Dielectric constantK
0Loss in (db/m)A
0FrequencyFrequency for scaling lossesF
PartialPartial/Full account for

conductor and dielectric loss
*LossModel

0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric

permeability
*Mur

0Dielectric magnetic loss
tangent

*TanM

0Dielectric bulk conductivity
(S/m)

*Sigma

NoDielectric constant is
frequency dependent
(No/Yes)

*EpsFreqDep

1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of
Tand frequency dependence

*Fmin

1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of
Tand frequency dependence

*Fmax

1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at
this frequency

*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

TD. Determines the frequency-dependent electrical length of the line, described as β=2π · TD· freq where freq is the
evaluation frequency. The length of the line is given as L=c·TD/√K where c is the speed of light in a vacuum.

A and F. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = A freq / F

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to A (dB/m).
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LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Implementation Details

The following is a Y-matrix for a grounded transmission line system:

[Y (2×2)] = [Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)] = [ 1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
−1

Zsinh((α + jβ)L)
1

Ztanh((α + jβ)L)
]

where α+jβ represents the complex propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the length
of the line as derived from the input parameters.

Applying the equivalent circuit shown above, the Y-matrix of the floating transmission line system can be shown as
follows:

[[Y (4×4)] = [ Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2) −Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2)
Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2) −Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2)
−Y 11(2×2) −Y 12(2×2) Y 11(2×2) Y 12(2×2)
−Y 21(2×2) −Y 22(2×2) Y 21(2×2) Y 22(2×2)

]
At DC, the Y-matrix changes to a model of two wires above a ground plane:

[Y (4×4)] = [ 1 / R −1 / R 0 0
−1 / R 1 / R 0 0
0 0 1 / R −1 / R
0 0 −1 / R 1 / R

]
where R is a real resistance approaching zero.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Phase Spec: Grounded Shield, Open (Closed Form): TLOC

Symbol

Summary

TLOC simulates an ideal, lossless open-circuited transmission line. Model implies that line length is specified as electrical
length (phase lag of mode propagating along the line) at user specified frequency. User must supply value of characteristic
impedance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Phase Spec: Floating Shield, Open (Closed Form): TLOC2

Symbol

Summary

TLOC2 simulates a two terminal ideal open-circuited transmission line with isolated (floating) ground terminal. The
characteristics of the transmission line are specified as the characteristic impedance and the electrical length at a given
frequency. Extreme care should be used with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements
which relate the voltages at ports of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can
result if these additional elements are omitted.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Equivalent Circuit

See equivalent circuit of TLIN4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Implementation Details

See the TLIN4 "Implementation Details" section.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like in a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Physical Spec: Grounded Shield, Open, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form):
TLOCP

Symbol

Summary

TLOCP simulates an ideal open-circuited transmission line with loss. Mode propagating in line is specified by its effective
dielectric constant and per-unit-length attenuation at a user-specified frequency. This model scales loss with evaluation
frequency. You can toggle the secondary parameter LossModel to access insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss
(for example; for microstrips or stripline).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
1Relative effective dielectric constantEeff
0 GHzLoss (dB/m)Loss

Frequency for scaling lossF0
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent(No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

Loss and F0. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F0 is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0
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(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F0 is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to Loss(dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Physical Spec: Floating Shield, Open, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form):
TLOCP2

Symbol

Summary

TLOCP2 simulates an open-circuited transmission line with isolated (floating) ground terminals. The characteristics of
the transmission line are specified as physical length and electrical specification of the characteristic impedance and
propagation constant. By default, this model provides partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle
the secondary parameter LossModel to obtain access to insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for
microstrips or stripline). Use extreme care with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements
which relate the voltages at ports of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can
result if these additional elements are omitted.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
0Relative effective dielectric constantEeff
0Loss (db/meter)Loss
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling lossesF0
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent(No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a secondary parameter

Equivalent Circuit

See the TLINP4 equivalent circuit.
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Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

Loss and F0. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F0 is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F0 is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to Loss(dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Implementation Details

See the TLINP4 "Implementation Details" section.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Phase Spec: Grounded Shield, Shorted (Closed Form): TLSC

Symbol

Summary

TLSC simulates an ideal, lossless short-circuited transmission line. Model implies that line length is specified as electrical
length (phase lag of mode propagating along the line) at user specified frequency. User must supply value of characteristic
impedance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Phase Spec: Floating Shield, Shorted (Closed Form): TLSC2

Symbol

Summary

TLSC2 simulates a two-terminal ideal short-circuited transmission line with an isolated (floating) ground terminal. The
characteristics of the transmission line are specified as the characteristic impedance and the electrical length at a given
frequency. Extreme care should be used with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements
which relate the voltages at ports of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can
result if these additional elements are omitted.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
90 DegAngleElectrical length (phase length) at F0EL
10 GHzFrequencyFrequency used to specify ELF0

Equivalent Circuit

See the "Equivalent Circuit" section of TLIN4.

Parameter Details

EL and F0. These parameters determine the frequency-dependence of the electrical length of the line, described as
βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

Implementation Details

See the "Implementation Details" section of TLIN4.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

You can use this model along with additional components to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like in a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.
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Physical Spec: Grounded Shield, Shorted, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form):
TLSCP

Symbol

Summary

TLSCP simulates an ideal short-circuited transmission line with loss. Mode propagating in line is specified by its effective
dielectric constant and per-unit-length attenuation at a user-specified frequency. This model scales loss with evaluation
frequency. By default, TLSCP provides partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle the secondary
parameter LossModel to access insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for microstrips or stripline).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
1Relative effective dielectric constantEeff
0 dB/mLoss (dB/m)Loss
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling lossF0
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent (No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

Loss and F0. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F0 is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0
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(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F0 is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to Loss(dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Physical Spec: Floating Shield, Shorted, Improved Accuracy (Closed Form):
TLSCP2

Symbol

Summary

TLSCP2 simulates a transmission short-circuited line with isolated (floating) ground terminals. The characteristics of
the transmission line are specified as physical length and electrical specification of the characteristic impedance and
propagation constant. By default, this model provides partial account for circuit loss (insertion loss only). You can toggle
the secondary parameter LossModel to obtain access to insertion loss, return loss, and dielectric loss (for example; for
microstrips or stripline). Use extreme care with this element as it is meant to work in concert with additional elements
which relate the voltages at ports of the transmission line to the global ground. Unusual and unexpected behavior can
result if these additional elements are omitted.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
TL1TextNameID
50 ohmResistanceTransmission line impedanceZ0
0 umLengthTransmission line lengthL
0Relative effective dielectric constantEeff
0Loss (db/meter)Loss
0 GHzFrequencyFrequency for scaling lossesF0
PartialPartial/Full account for conductor and dielectric loss*LossModel
0Dielectric loss tangent*TanD
1Relative dielectric permeability*Mur
0Dielectric magnetic loss tangent*TanM
0Dielectric bulk conductivity (S/m)*Sigma
NoDielectric constant is frequency dependent (No/Yes)*EpsFreqDep
1kHzFrequencyLow roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmin
1THzFrequencyHigh roll-off frequency of Tand frequency dependence*Fmax
1GHzFrequencyEr and Tand are specified at this frequency*Fspec

* indicates a hidden secondary parameter

Equivalent Circuit

See the TLINP4 equivalent circuit.
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Parameter Details

Note that parameters marked by asterisk (*) are hidden/invisible while the control parameter LossModel=Partial (default
value). Setting LossModel=Full displays these secondary parameters in themodel's Element Options dialog box Parameters
tab (except parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec which are visible only when parameter EpsFreqDep=Yes).

Loss and F0. Determine the frequency-dependence of the attenuation constant. If F0 is not equal to zero (0.0), then

α = Loss freq / F0

(dB/m) where freq is the evaluation frequency. If F0 is equal to zero, the attenuation is constant versus frequency and is
equal to Loss(dB/m).

LossModel is a secondary control parameter that defines how the model accounts for loss and dielectric parameters. If
LossModel=Partial (default value) then the model accounts for insertion loss (parameter Loss) only. If LossModel=Full
then the model accounts for insertion loss, return loss, dielectric loss, and for frequency-dependent model of dielectric
parameters (for example, for microstrips, stripline, or other).

NOTE: The secondary parameter LossModel displays when you click the Show or hide secondary parameters button on
the toolbar of the the Element Options dialog box Parameters tab. If LossModel=Full, additional secondary parameters
display.

EpsFreqDep is a (hidden, secondary) control parameter that defines if dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent
exhibit predefined frequency-dependence, suggested in [1]. This dependence is controlled by the three frequency
parameters Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec, and imparts causal behavior to the model. Fmin, Fmax, and Fspec are hidden
(invisible) if EpsFreqDep=No.

Implementation Details

See the TLINP4 "Implementation Details" section.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model, along with additional components can be used to model transmission line baluns and transmission line
transformers in which one of the conductors is shielded from ground, like a coaxial line.

NOTE: Because the model definition does not include interactions with the ground, unusual and unexpected results can
occur if other components are not used to relate the voltage on both sides of the transmission line to ground.

References

[1] A.R. Djordjevic et al., "Wideband Frequency-Domain Characterization of FR-4 and Time-Domain Causality", IEEE
Trans. of Electromagn. Compat., Vol. 43, No. 4, Nov. 2001
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Asymmetrical Capacitive Iris in RectangularWaveguide (TE10): CAPIRIS_TE10

Symbol

Summary

CAPIRIS_TE10models the behavior of asymmetrical infinitely thin capacitive iris (diaphragm) in rectangular waveguide.
This iris is represented as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide. This model assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and
are filled with air (only).

Topology

Yd1

Wa

Wb
Yd2

Figure 1. Dimensions of Capacitive Iris

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguideWb
4.08 mmLengthDistance from lower edge of iris slot to waveguide bottomYd1
6.08 mmLengthDistance from upper edge of iris slot to waveguide bottomYd2
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [2] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa andWb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the operational frequency range.

Implementation Details

1. CAPIRIS_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1] - [3].

2. CAPIRIS_TE10 implementation assumes that rectangular waveguide is air-filled.

3. When operational frequency is below cutoff or exceeds the upper frequency limit acceptable for this model, an
appropriate warning is issued.

4. Note that CAPIRIS_TE10 treats symmetrical iris as a special case of asymmetrical and uses different sets of quasi-static
approximations for asymmetrical and symmetrical iris configurations. These sets of approximations have different
frequency ranges where approximations are valid. The frequency range of validity for asymmetrical iris is narrower
than the validity range for symmetrical iris. Let us denote Iris slot center as located at distance Yc = (Yd1 + Yd2)/2
from waveguide bottom (see Figure 1 in the "Topology" section ) and denote position of waveguide centerline as Yc=
Wb/2. If Yc is nearby Yw (namely, 0.9*Yw < Yc < 1.1*Yw), this model treats iris as symmetrical and applies an
extended frequency validity range.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.
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Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on CAPIRIS_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the RWGT_TEmnmodel. For this purpose, terminate the applicationwith the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains an RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House, Mass., 1981, sec. 5.3.1.

[2] Marcuvitz N. "Waveguide Handbook", London, IEE, 1986 (first ed. 1951), Sec. 5.1, p. 268-269.

[3] Lewin L. "Theory of waveguides", London, Newness-Butterworths, 1975, Sec. 6.1.4.
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Off-centered Capacitive Post in Rectangular Waveguide (TE10):
CAPPOST_TE10

Symbol

Summary

CAPPOST_TE10 models the behavior of off-centered capacitive post in rectangular waveguide. This post is represented
as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide. This model
assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and are filled with air (only).

Topology

Yp

Wa

Wb Dp

Figure 1. Dimensions of Capacitive Post

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguideWb
5.08 mmLengthPosition of capacitive postYp
2.00 mmLengthDiameter of capacitive postDp
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [2] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa andWb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the operational frequency range.

Implementation Details

1. CAPPOST_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1], [2].

2. CAPPOST_TE10 implementation assumes that rectangular waveguide is air-filled.

3. When operational frequency is below cutoff or exceeds the upper frequency limit acceptable for this model, an
appropriate warning is issued.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on CAPPOST_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the RWGT_TEmnmodel. For this purpose, terminate the applicationwith the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains an RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.
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Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House, Mass., 1981, sec. 5.3.1.

[2] Marcuvitz N. "Waveguide Handbook", London, IEE, 1986 (first ed. 1951), Sec. 5.13, p. 268-269.
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Ideal Coaxial-Rectangular Waveguide Transition (TE10): COAXRWG_TE10

Symbol

Summary

COAXRWG_TE10 is a behavioral model that represents an ideal matched transition between transmission lines featuring
different characteristic impedances of coaxial and TE10 rectangular waveguide.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthRectangular waveguide widthWa
10.16 mmLengthRectangular waveguide heightWb
1Relative dielectric constant filling the waveguideEr
0Loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguideTand
1Relative permeability filling the waveguide*Mur
0Magnetic loss tangent filling the waveguide*Tanm
0Siemens/mDielectric conductivity filling the waveguide*Sigma
50 ohmResistanceCoaxial characteristic impedanceZCoax
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Er, Tand, Mur, Tanm, Sigma. The material properties of the media filling the waveguide.

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with dimensions Wa*Wb. Options include "Power-Voltage" ,"Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." The
default option is "Power-Voltage." This model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed
normalized y-matrix of modeled discontinuity. Note that this selection must match the selection of the same parameter
in theRWGIRIS_TE10, RWG_TEmn, and RWGT_TEmn elements used around the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions used [1] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a
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Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

fc is the cutoff frequency for TEmn and f is the operational frequency; and η is the wave impedance of open space filled
with waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Implementation Details

COAXRWG_TE10 is implemented as an impedance transformer between two physical transmission lines. The transmission
line at port 1 has the frequency-independent user-supplied characteristic impedance of a coaxial line; and the transmission
line at port 2 has the frequency-dependent characteristic impedance of a rectangular waveguide with a propagating mode
TE10.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

COAXRWG_TE10 provides an ideal match at port 1 if port 2 is terminated to an infinite waveguide. To provide this
termination, use RWGT_TEmn (m=1, n=0) model. Alternatively, use PORT_TN port model that refer to a subcircuit
containing a single RWGT_TEmn.

Caution: This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates. It provides
reasonable results out of this range, but in this case user discretion is advised.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. This means: Never set ZCalc to
"Normalized" if your operational frequency gets into below-cutoff region.

Keep in mind that the results depend on the selected definition of waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] K. C. Gupta, Ramesh Garg, Rakesh Chadha, Computer Aided Design of Microwave Circuits, Artech House, Mass.,
1981.
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Symmetrical Rectangular Waveguide E-bend (TE10): EBEND_TE10

Symbol

Summary

EBEND_TE10 models the behavior of an E-plane right-angle bend (or corner) of rectangular waveguide. This bend is
represented as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide.
This model assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and are filled with
air (only).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguideWb
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [1] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa and Wb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the evaluation frequency range.

Implementation Details

EBEND_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1], [2].

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on EBEND_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the RWGT_TEmnmodel. For this purpose, terminate the applicationwith the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains an RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Lewin L. "Theory of Waveguides", London, Newness-Butterworths, 1975, Ch.1, Sec. 5.1.

[2] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech, MA, 1981, sec. 5.3.1.
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Symmetrical Rectangular Waveguide E-step (TE10): ESTEP_TE10

Symbol

Summary

ESTEP_TE10models the behavior of an E-plane step or change in height of rectangular waveguide. This step is represented
as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide. This model
assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and are filled with air (only).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguide (higher)Wb
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguide (lower)WbP
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [2] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.
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ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa andWb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the operational frequency range.

2. Waveguide height WbP must be exactly less than (not equal to) waveguide height Wb.

Implementation Details

ESTEP_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1], [2].

ESTEP_TE10 implementation assumes that rectangular waveguide is air-filled.

When operational frequency is below cutoff or exceeds the upper frequency limit acceptable for this model, an appropriate
warning is issued.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on ESTEP_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the RWGT_TEmnmodel. For this purpose, terminate the applicationwith the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains an RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Lewin L. "Theory of Waveguides", London, Newness-Butterworths, 1975, Ch.1, Sec. 5.2.

[2] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House, Mass., 1981, sec. 5.3.4.
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Symmetrical Rectangular Waveguide H-step (TE10): HSTEP_TE10

Symbol

Summary

HSTEP_TE10models the behavior of an H-plane step or change in width of rectangular waveguide. This step is represented
as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide. This model
assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and are filled with air (only).

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguide (wider)Wa
10.16 mmLengthHight of rectangular waveguideWb
10.16 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguide (narrower)WaP
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [2] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.
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ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa andWb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the operational frequency range.

2. Waveguide width WaP must be exactly less than (not equal to) waveguide width Wa

Implementation Details

HSTEP_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1], [2].

HSTEP_TE10 implementation assumes that rectangular waveguide is air-filled.

When operational frequency is below cutoff or exceeds the upper frequency limit acceptable for this model, an appropriate
warning is issued.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on HBEND_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the Tempering model. For this purpose, terminate the application with the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains an RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Lewin L. "Theory of Waveguides", London, Newness-Butterworths, 1975, Ch.1, Sec. 5.2.

[2] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House, Mass., 1981, sec. 5.3.4.
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Off-centered Inductive Post in RectangularWaveguide (TE10): INDPOST_TE10

Symbol

1 2

Summary

INDPOST_TE10 models the behavior of off-centered inductive post in rectangular waveguide. This post is represented
as a discontinuity in a transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide. This model
assumes that rectangular waveguides on both sides of the discontinuity have the same size and are filled with air (only).

Topology

Xp

Wa

Wb
Dp

Figure 1. Dimensions of capacitive post

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguideWb
5.08 mmLengthPosition of inductive postXp
2.00 mmLengthDiameter of inductive postDp
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage", "Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [2] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa andWb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the operational frequency range.

Implementation Details

1. INDPOST_TE10 evaluates the discontinuity impact using equivalent circuit parameters represented by quasi-static
approximations given in [1], [2].

2. INDPOST_TE10 implementation assumes that rectangular waveguide is air-filled.

3. When operational frequency is below cutoff or exceeds the upper frequency limit acceptable for this model, an
appropriate warning is issued.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on INDPOST_TE10 (for example, filters), you should use the
matching termination provided by the RWGT_TEmnmodel. For this purpose, terminate the applicationwith the PORT_TN
port model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains a RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates.
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Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into a region below cutoff.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] Gupta K.C. et al. "Computer-Aided Design of Microwave Circuits", Artech House, Mass., 1981, sec. 5.3.1.

[2] Lewin L. "Theory of Waveguides", London, Newness-Butterworths, 1975, Ch.2, Par.2, formula (2.43)

[3] Marcuvitz N. "Waveguide Handbook", London, IEE, 1986 (first ed. 1951), Sec. 5.11 p. 257-258.

[4] Schwinger J., Saxon D. "Discontinuities in Waveguides", Notes of lectures (1945) by Julian Schwinger, 1968
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Rectangular Waveguide (TEmn): RWG_TEmn

Symbol

Summary

RWG_TEmn models a transmission line equivalent to a transverse electric waveguide mode of the order mn (TEmn)
existing in a section of rectangular waveguide. The mode may be either propagating or evanescent (non-propagating);
waveguide metal has a final conductivity and is filled with lossy dielectric.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22860 umLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10160 umLengthHeight of rectangular waveguide tWb
10000 umLengthLength of rectangular waveguide lL
1Mode order (along Wa)M
0Mode order (along WbN
1Relative dielectric constant filling the waveguideEr
1Metal bulk resistivity of waveguide metal normalized to

copper
Rho

0Loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguideTand
1Relative permeability of dielectric filling the waveguide*Mur
0Magnetic loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguide*Tanm
0Siemens/mDielectric conductivity of dielectric filling the waveguide*Sigma
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M, N. Parameters M and N make a pair of indices that define the TEmn mode selected for modeling. M represents the
number of field variation along the Wa dimension; N provides the same relative to Wb.

Rho. The bulk resistivity of the waveguide metal. Note that this parameter is dimensionless because it represents the
resistivity normalized to that of copper (i.e. to 1.7E-8 ohm/m.)

Er, Tand, Mur, Tanm, Sigma. The material properties of media filling the waveguide.

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with dimensions Wa*Wb. Options include "Power-Voltage" ,"Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." The
default option is "Power-Voltage." This model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed
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normalized y-matrix of modeled discontinuity. Note that this selection must match the selection of the same parameter
in theRWGIRIS_TE10 and RWGT_TEmn elements used around the same schematic.

The following characteristic impedance definitions are used [1]:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Implementation Details

Circuit Model Synthesis

RWG_TEmn supports synthesis of physical parameters based on electrical specifications using the Transmission Line
Calculator. To open the Transmission Line Calculator, right-click a transmission line element in a schematic and choose
Synthesize.

To perform transmission line synthesis:

1. In the Electrical property grid, select Target check boxes for desired electrical parameters and enter a corresponding
value.

2. In the Physical property grid, update frequency and substrate parameters if needed, then select Synthesize check boxes
for transmission line physical parameters to synthesize based on the targets.

3. Click the Synthesize left arrow to run the synthesis program. The values in both property grids update with the
synthesized results. An analysis is also performed with the final physical values. If synthesis cannot achieve the target
values, it shows how close it came.

4. Click OK to update the selected transmission line element with the synthesized physical parameters. Expressions are
overwritten with the new, evaluated values. You can click the Undo button on the program toolbar to revert all
parameters in the schematic document to their pre-synthesized state. Parameters from substrate elements are never
updated since typically substrate elements are used by more than one transmission line element. Click Cancel to close
the dialog box without setting the parameters into the element.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

NOTE: Results depend on the selected definition of waveguide characteristic impedance.
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Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. This means: Never set ZCalc to
"Normalized" if your operational frequency gets into below-cutoff region.

Ensure that the bulk resistivity of waveguide metal is normalized to correct the value of copper resistivity (not gold).

References

[1] K. C. Gupta, Ramesh Garg, Rakesh Chadha, Computer Aided Design of Microwave Circuits, Artech House, Mass.,
1981.
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Symmetrical Inductive Iris (TE10): RWGIRIS_TE10

Symbol

Summary

RWGIRIS_TE10models the behavior of a thick, perfectly conducting, dielectric-filled symmetrical, inductive diaphragm
(metallic iris with internal edges parallel to vector E of a TE10 waveguide mode) represented as a discontinuity in a
transmission line equivalent to the TE10mode propagating in a rectangular waveguide. This model assumes that rectangular
waveguides on both sides of the diaphragm have the same size and are filled with the same dielectric.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22.86 mmLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10.16 mmLengthHeight of rectangular waveguideWb
5 mmLengthWidth of iris aperture (window)IW
1.5 mmLengthThickness of iris wallIT
10Number of higher order modes accounted for discontinuity

modeling
M

1Relative dielectric constant of dielectric filling the waveguideEr
0Loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguideTand
1Relative permeability of dielectric filling the waveguide*Mur
0Magnetic loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguide*Tanm
0Siemens/mBulk conductivity of dielectric filling the waveguide*Sigma
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. Sets the number of higher modes that the model uses for series expansions representing fields on the diaphragm
window.

Er, Tand, Mur, Tanm, Sigma. The material properties of the media filling the waveguide. These parameters are not
used in the evaluation of discontinuity properties; they are used only for calculation of the denormalizing characteristic
impedance of a rectangular waveguide.

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of the characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with Wa x Wb dimensions. Options include "Power-Voltage" ,"Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of the modeled
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discontinuity. This selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWG_TEmn and RWGT_TEmn
elements used in the same schematic.

The characteristic impedance definitions [1] are:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. The values of Wa and Wb must provide propagation of the single mode TE10 within the evaluation frequency range.

2. The IT diaphragm thickness must be greater than zero.

3. The IW width must be greater or less than Wa.

4. The number of discontinuity modes M should be at least 10. You can experiment and determine a value of M large
enough (for example, M=M1) to provide stable results for all the values M>M1.

NOTE: A very thin diaphragm (large Wa/IT value) may demand a notable increase in the number of number of
discontinuity nodesM (for example,M≥50). InsufficientMmay cause inadequate approximation of the electromagnetic
field at the iris aperture and be a source of unexpected issues.

Implementation Details

This model implies that a diaphragm is placed between the two segments of identical rectangular waveguides that support
the dominant mode TE10. A mode-matching method [1] is applied to evaluate the scattering properties of two-width
steps separated by a short waveguide of length equal to the diaphragm thickness.

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

To obtain the best results in simulated application based on RWGIRIS_TE10 (filters etc.), you should use the matching
termination provided by the RWGT_TEmn model. For this purpose, terminate the application with the PORT_TN port
model. PORT_TN should refer to a subcircuit that contains a RWGT_TEmn model (m=1, n=0).

NOTE: The implementation of this model relies on the involved numerical algorithm. Large values of the M parameter
(above 10-15) may result in an extended execution time.
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This model is developed to work in a frequency range when only dominant TE10 propagates. It provides reasonable
results out of this range, but in this case user discretion is advised.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. This means: Never set ZCalc to
"Normalized" if your operational frequency gets into below-cutoff region.

Note that the results depend on the selected definition of a waveguide characteristic impedance.

References

[1] K. C. Gupta, Ramesh Garg, Rakesh Chadha, Computer Aided Design of Microwave Circuits, Artech House, Mass.,
1981.

[2] Tatsuo Itoh (Editor), Numerical Techniques for Millimeter-Wave Passive Structures, Chapter 9, John Wiley & Sons,
New York, 1989.
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Rectangular Waveguide Termination (TEmn): RWGT_TEmn

Symbol

Summary

RWG_TEmn models an input of a transmission line of infinite length. This line represents an equivalent of a transverse
electric waveguidemode of the order mn (TEmn) existing in a rectangular waveguide. Themodemay be either propagating
or evanescent (non-propagating); waveguide metal has a final conductivity and is filled with lossy dielectric.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
22860 umLengthWidth of rectangular waveguideWa
10160 umLengthHeight of rectangular waveguide tWb
1Mode order (along Wa)M
0Mode order (along WbN
1Relative dielectric constant of dielectric filling the waveguideEr
1Metal bulk resistivity of waveguide metal normalized to

copper
Rho

0Loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguideTand
1Relative permeability of dielectric filling the waveguide*Mur
0Magnetic loss tangent of dielectric filling the waveguide*Tanm
0Siemens/mConductivity of dielectric filling the waveguide*Sigma
Power-VoltageSwitch - selector of TE10 characteristic impedance definition

("Power-Voltage"/"Voltage-Current"/"Normalized")
*ZCalc

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M, N. Parameters M and N make a pair of indices that define the TEmn mode selected for modeling. M represents the
number of field variation along the dimension Wa; N provides the same relative to Wb.

Rho. The bulk resistivity of the waveguide metal. Note that this parameter is dimensionless because it represents the
resistivity normalized to that of copper (i.e. to 1.7E-8 ohm/m.)

Er, Tand, Mur, Tanm, Sigma. The material properties of media filling the waveguide.

Zcalc. Allows you to select a definition of characteristic impedance of the TE10 mode propagating in a rectangular
waveguide with dimensions Wa*Wb. Options include "Power-Voltage" ,"Voltage-Current", and "Normalized." This
model uses the value of characteristic impedance to denormalize the computed normalized y-matrix of modeled
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discontinuity. Note that this selection must match the selection of the same parameter in the RWGIRIS_TE10 and
RWG_TEmn elements used around the same schematic.

The following characteristic impedance definitions are used [1]:

Zpower-voltage = Z
2W b
W a

Zvoltage-current = Zπ
W b
2W a

Z =
η

1 − (
f c
f )

2

Here, fc is the cutoff frequency for TE10 and f is the operational frequency; η is the wave impedance of the open space
filled with the waveguide dielectric.

ZNormalized=1

Layout

This element does not have an assigned layout cell. You can assign artwork cells to any element. See “Assigning Artwork
Cells to Layout of Schematic Elements” for details.

Recommendations for Use

This model may be used as a subcircuit referenced in the PORT_TN port. This usage provides a port with a
frequency-depended termination.

NOTE: Results depend on the selected definition of waveguide characteristic impedance.

Normalized characteristic impedance implies that waveguide mode is propagating. Never set ZCalc to "Normalized"
if your operational frequency gets into below-cutoff region.

Ensure that the bulk resistivity of waveguide metal is normalized to the correct value of copper resistivity (not gold).

References

[1] K. C. Gupta, Ramesh Garg, Rakesh Chadha, Computer Aided Design of Microwave Circuits, Artech House, Mass.,
1981.
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Appendix A. Supplemental Model Information
The following information regarding microstrip iCells, linear models for transmission line systems, and EM-based
discontinuity models supplements the information provided in this catalog.
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Models and Model Blocks
For most models in the Cadence® AWR Design Environment® software, you define the model parameters directly for
each model. One element can also get model parameters from another element. A good example is transmission line
models where you define the geometry of the model and then point to a substrate block. In this manner, the substrate
parameters are only defined once, not per block.

You can use the same approach for some nonlinear models. In the model library, for some nonlinear models, there are
three different choices for the same model as shown in the following figure for the BSIM3 model.

The element name by itself is the model with all the model parameters defined directly on the element.

The element name ending with a "d" is the model block element. This block is used only to define the element parameters.
This element has no nodes since it is not wired into the schematic.

The element name ending with a "m" is the model instance element. This block is used to define parameters specific to
the instance and has a parameter for the name of the model block instance.
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Microstrip iCells
Microstrip iCells, which are identified by an element name in the form M****$, have the following attributes:

Symbol

The symbol is the same as the corresponding non-iCell element.

Topology

The topology is the same as the corresponding non-iCell element.

Parameters

iCells are parameter-less elements that automatically and dynamically size the width at each port to the width (w)
parameter of the element attached to it. For example, if an MSTEP$ iCell has an MLIN attached to port 1 with a width
of w=10 mils and an MLIN attached to port 2 with a width of w=15 mils, the iCell automatically sizes the width of port
1 of the MSTEP$ to 10mils and the width of port 2 to 15mils. As a default, iCells automatically size to elements that
have only one w parameter.
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Linear Models for Transmission Line Systems
This section provides information about the various types of linear models currently available in the Elements Browser
to use in modeling distributed transmission line systems. It addresses basic methods and limitations of each general
model type, providing you with the information required to choose between two models of different types.

In general, linear models of a given distributed transmission line system fit into the following categories:

• Discontinuity Models: These models are meant to predict electrical effects of the connections between transmission
line sections. These models include bends, dimensional changes and the union of up to four transmission lines at a
single junction.

• Transmission Line Models: These models are meant to model the lengths of lines between connections. These models
include single lines and coupled lines.

These model types are described in the next two sections. Each section addresses the general types of models available
and the limitations and advantages of models developed in that manner. Finally, a suggestion for the preferred approach
to the design process is addressed in regard to the type of model used in various locations throughout the design process.

Discontinuity Models

Quasi-Static or Empirical Models from Measured Data

The base set of linear models for discontinuities available in Cadence Microwave Office® software are based on
closed-form approximations of the electrical characteristics based on a quasi-static solution of an approximate problem,
or upon fitting an equation to a limited amount of measured data. These models were developed throughout the years
(late 1940's to present) by esteemed members of our profession and are typically published in technical literature. From
a computer-aided design point of view, this closed-form implementation of these models is well suited to the vast number
of evaluations required when optimizing or tuning over frequency. However, the accuracy of the approximation of
electrical parameters varies from model to model and typically it also varies over frequency and the input parameter
ranges.

• Models Based Upon Measured Data: The accuracy of models based on equations fit to a set of measured data can be
far ranging and highly dependent upon the skill of the originator of the model. In each model of this type, Cadence
has evaluated all of the models available in the public domain literature and has selected those which give the most
accurate results. Considering the complexity of the problem, the quality of the models constructed is amazing. Consider
for example, a lossless two-port device, such as a microstrip symmetric step in width, that has been parameterized by
a limited set of five inputs (εr, h, freq, w1 and w2). For a lossless two-port, the electrical characteristics of the device
can be uniquely described by deriving an equation for three parameters as a function of these five inputs. Now the
selection of the model parameters is part of the art-in-model development: they might be S-parameters, inductances,
capacitances or any other similar parameter. Once determined, you must then measure these three parameters as a
function of the five input parameters. Thus you have three output parameters, which are mapped to five input parameters
at discrete points (you have sampled the three output parameters in five spaces). You have to design an equation for
each of these output parameters, which minimizes the error throughout this five-dimensional space. The amazing part
about the development of these models is the time frame for their development (40's and on) -- a majority of this was
done with a slotted line and slide rule. Having shown the daunting task associated with development of such models,
you should look at their limitations. Models based on equations fit to a limited set of measured data tend to have good
accuracy over the range of the parameter over which they are fit. However, these models are typically extended to
approximate the performance over a wider range of input parameter ranges than the measured data set. For example,
it is typical to have such a model developed on one dielectric constant (typically alumina) and then have the model
extended to other dielectric constants via a scaling or other transformation of the original equations. Once we depart
from the original data set on which these models are based, the associated error in the model increases. Finally, a
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model based on measured results tends to duplicate the original measurement error. As you can imagine, the quality
and range of measurements has improved over the years. The implementation of Automatic Network Analyzers (ANA)
andmulti-term calibrationmethods has allowed the accuracy and frequency of measurement to extend to levels unheard
of during the time of the development of some of these models. Thus, as you would expect, the accuracy and frequency
range of the original data set on which the models were based results in degraded accuracy. This is especially true as
you extend the model to frequencies beyond the original data set.

• Models Based on Closed-Form Quasi-Static Solutions: Models based on closed-form quasi-static evaluations of
discontinuities have excellent performance at low frequencies. However, as the dimensions of the modeled component
become large when compared to a wavelength, the accuracy of the model degrades. This results from the modeling
of the stored energy of the discontinuity as equivalent capacitances or inductances where the actual reactance results
from stored energy in higher-order evanescent (below cut-off) modes of the guiding structure. As inmetallic waveguides,
the frequency-dependence of these higher order modes do not have the same dependence as that of the modeled reactive
components which cause the model to degrade over frequency. Further, the closed-form solution ofMaxwell's equations
typically require that the guiding structure and resulting fields conform to a standard coordinate system or a coordinate
system which can be mapped to one of these systems. There is an extremely limited number of useful discontinuities
in which this occurs, and most lie in the coaxial or metallic waveguide class of transmission lines. To further extend
this technique to include some of the standard transmission line systems such as microstrip and stripline, an
approximation of the transmission line system is used which fits into one of these coordinate systems. For example,
multiple microstrip and stripline discontinuities are based on a parallel plate waveguide model, which consists of a
rectangular waveguide with magnetic walls on the two sides and conductive walls on the top and the bottom. A
closed-form solution of the quasi-static fields can be determined for this discontinuity and thus a lumped element
equivalent circuit can be determined. However, in reaching this model, you have assumed that the approximate
transmission line system has all of the traits of the original system. This difference in the actual and assumed transmission
line systems results in simulation errors within the model. In some instances, the model developed using a quasi-static
solution of an approximate model is augmented with measured data in order to minimize the associated error. While
this is an improved model, accuracy will still suffer as frequency increases and as you extend the model out of the
range of measurements taken.

Mode-Matching Models

Amode-matching model is very similar to a closed-form quasi-static model as discussed previously. The only difference
in this method is that a full-wave solution of the model is developed using the higher order evanescent (below cut-off)
modes. The term "mode-matching" originates from the fact that the fields at the discontinuity interface are expanded as
a summation of the modes in each of the waveguide systems. The values of these modes are then determined such that
the E and H fields at the interface are continuous (match). Due to the high number of calculations required in the
mode-matching technique, you will discover that these models are not as well suited for tuning and optimization as the
closed-form expressions shown in the previous section.

This form of model has excellent simulation performance for transmission line systems, which can be expressed or
mapped to a regular coordinate system where expressions for all modes of the structure can be determined. However,
this limits you to the use of this technique for coaxial and metallic waveguides. As with the closed-form quasi-static
models, an approximate parallel plate waveguide structure can be used to simulate microstrip and stripline discontinuities
and a full-wave closed-form solution can be determined. An error in the simulation results from using the approximate
parallel plate waveguide to model the fields of a microstrip or stripline discontinuity.

Microwave Office software currently implements four mode-matching models, which model a step and an offset step in
the conductor width of a microstrip and stripline. Cadence determined that the computational expense required in these
models does not result in drastic reductions in the modeling error when compared to a full EM simulation of the
discontinuity and the quasi-static model. However, the microstrip and stripline offset step models available have no
counterpart in a quasi-static solution and prove useful when you encounter this situation.
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EM-based Models (X-models)

The X-models are a group of discontinuity models that use the results of full-wave electromagnetic solutions of the
parameterized discontinuity in order to estimate the electrical performance of the discontinuity. These models are a result
of ongoing internal research and development at Cadence and are intended to give you the most accurate discontinuity
models at a computational speed adequate for tuning, optimization and yield analysis. See “X-models” for details on
using X-models.

Although full-wave electromagnetic solutions are extremely time-consuming, the X-models only perform these simulations
at predetermined sets of input parameters and the results are stored in a database. This database is then used to interpolate
the electrical response from the stored data. Further, these models allow you to automatically generate the full database
for a given discontinuity on a given substrate without a user presence. This allows you to generate the entire table for all
discontinuities on a given substrate overnight or on the weekend. Once the database is filled, interpolation of the resulting
electrical characteristics proceeds rather quickly.

If an X-model is available for the discontinuity you are using, this is the most accurate of all models available. As this
internal research and development project at Cadence continues, you can expect to findmore EM-based models available
in Microwave Office software.

Suggestions in the Use of Discontinuity Models

With a general knowledge of the advantages and limitations of the discontinuity models offered in Microwave Office
software, the following procedure for selecting the appropriate model is suggested:

1. In the initial conceptual stage of the design, the use of the closed-form discontinuities or no discontinuity model at
all is suggested. In this stage, rapid evaluation and optimization of the circuit performance can be obtained, and several
topologies investigated.

2. After a topology decision and an initial estimate of the input parameters is obtained, the discontinuity models can be
added to increase the accuracy of the simulation. In this stage, the X-models should be used if available. A great time
savings and reduction of data entry errors can be obtained by use of the intelligent discontinuity models which sense
needed information from the surrounding parts.

3. The problem should then be re-optimized, correcting widths and lengths of the transmission line sections to negate
the effects of the discontinues. If warnings occur for the discontinuity models, you should address them by changes
in the circuit to eliminate the warning, or the discontinuity should be simulated using the EM simulator.

Discontinuity models function most accurately when attached to lines that match their corresponding edges. Directly
connecting discontinuity models to one another reduces their accuracy.

The following table summarizes the discontinuity models sorted by system and model type:

EM-based Models and Mode
Matching Models

Closed-Form Transmission Line
Models

Transmission Line System

GND_STRAP, VIA, WIRE, RIBBONGeneral
TVIAInterconnects
TFCLumped Element

MBEND90X, MCROSSX, MLEFX,
MOPENX, MRINDSBR, MSTEPX,
MTEEX

MBENDA, MCROSS, MCURVE,
MLEF, MLSC, MSTEP, MTAPER,
MTEE, TFC2, TFR

Microstrip
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EM-based Models and Mode
Matching Models

Closed-Form Transmission Line
Models

Transmission Line System

SSTEPO, SSTEP2SBEND, SCROSS, SCURVE, SGAP,
SHOLE, SLEF, SLSC, SMITER,
SSTEP, STAPER, STEE

Stripline

Transmission Line Models

Closed-Form Transmission Line Models

Closed-form equations for the equivalent parameters of a given transmission line have been developed throughout history
in the same manner as the discontinuity models previously mentioned. When compared to discontinuities, a greater
variety of transmission lines either fit into a regular coordinate system or can be mapped into one of these systems. This
is due to reduction of the problem to a 2-dimensional one, since the transmission line is assumed to be infinitely long
with no changes in the transverse dimensions of the structure. Closed-form and quasi-static solutions of the characteristic
parameters of a transmission line system have been determined for microstrip, stripline and co-planar waveguide among
others. Typically, these systemsmake approximations about the problem being solved in order to reach these closed-form
solutions. Such approximations may come in the form of one of the following: perfect electrical conductors, conductor
thickness equal to zero, or transverse electro-magnetic (TEM) wave. Beginning with these base forms of the equations,
corrections based on variational methods, measurements results, or full-wave electromagnetic simulation are used to
estimate the effects of losses, metal thickness and dispersion. Again, the accuracy of these corrections varies considerably
from one application to the next and must be viewed on an individual basis.

Although transmission line models are more easily obtained than discontinuity models for the same system, not all desired
transmission line models can be obtained in this manner. Typically, these include coupled line models, which do not
have a plane of symmetry. Often, these models are obtained by fitting equations to samples of measured data or data
obtained via numerical electromagnetic simulations. The range of the sampled data and the skill of author at fitting the
equations once again limits the accuracy of such models.

2-Dimensional Method of Moments Based Models (Advanced Numerical Models)

LINPAR is a commercially available stand-alone software package from Artech House Publishers. The primary function
of this software is to determine the electrical characteristics of transmission line models such as the characteristic
impedance, propagation and attenuation constants for single lines. Further, this same analysis can be used to determine
the characteristics of coupled- or multiple-coupled lines. This analysis is performed via a quasi-static electromagnetic
simulation of the cross-section of the transmission line section. The method of analysis used is the Method of Moments
(MoM) implementing the Galerkin Method of basis and testing functions. Microwave Office software has integrated this
simulation engine into a variety of transmission line topologies available to you.

The major benefit of these quasi-static MoM transmission models is the ability to model many transmission line systems
which do not have adequate closed-form solutions. Examples of the types of transmission line systems that can be modeled
using this method include: multiple coupled line of all types, co-planar waveguide (CPW), coupled CPW, suspended
stripline, covered microstrip, and inverted microstrip. Further, this method also allows you to model the effects of
parameters sometimes neglected or approximated in the closed-form solutions. An example of this is the ability of this
method to model thick conductors.

The limitations of transmission line models incorporating this analysis are primarily due to two factors. First, calculation
of the electrical parameters of the model requires an electromagnetic simulation, which can be computationally expensive.
You should expect the simulation speed to decrease when using one of these models. Secondly, the performed
electromagnetic simulation is only quasi-static, so you should expect the results to degrade when the cross-sectional
dimensions of the transmission line approach a fraction of a wavelength. In transmission lines, this deviation from the
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quasi-static or DC characteristics is termed "dispersion". Importantly, you should realize that transmission line models
constructed via a closed-form solution can model dispersion.

When choosing between a transmission line model developed using a closed-form solution and a quasi-static MoM, you
must determine if the effects of dispersion will significantly influence the results. Importantly, dispersion only occurs
for mixed dielectric transmission line structures such as microstrip. Single dielectric transmission lines such as coax and
stripline only have dispersion as second order effects due to the frequency-dependent materials of which it is constructed.

Suggestions in the Use of Distributed Transmission Line Models

With a general knowledge of the advantages and limitations of the transmission line models offered in Microwave Office
software, the following procedure for selecting the appropriate model is suggested.

1. Before entering the initial design stage, compare the difference in performance of all available models over the design
frequency range and at a frequency where dispersion can be ignored. This allows you to evaluate the electrical effects
of dispersion and of the additional parameters available with the numerical models.

2. Once a familiarity with the model limitations is determined for your range of input parameters, an engineering judgment
can be made on which model you should use for the initial design phase.

3. Finally, further accuracy can be obtained from this initial investigation by adding correction factors to accommodate
the effects of dispersion or other input values. For example, you might notice that the addition of conductor thickness
changes the even and odd mode impedance of a pair of coupled lines by ~2ohms. Thus, an effective change in the
dispersion model parameters can then be obtained to realize this same change.

The following table summarizes distributed transmission line models sorted by system.

2D MoM-Based Models (Advanced
Numerical Models)

Closed-Form Transmission Line
Models

Transmission Line System

CPW1LIN, CPW2LIN, CPW3LINCoplanar Waveguide
M2CLIN, M3CLIN, M4CLIN,
M5CLIN, M6CLIN, M7CLIN,
M8CLIN,MEMLI

MLIN, MACLIN, MCLIN, MCFILMicrostrip

S1LIN, S2CLIN, S3CLIN, SEMLINSLIN, SCLINStripline
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X-models
EM-based models leverage the tight integration of the EM simulator (EMSight) and linear simulator in the Microwave
Office software to interactively construct discontinuity models based on full-wave electromagnetic simulations of the
parameterized structure. The model automatically constructs and simulates the discontinuity using EMSight. A database
is constructed from the EM simulations and then interpolated for the specific data points. When all points are filled in
the database and saved in a file, the simulation is extremely fast with EM-based accuracy. The models require the EMSight
option in Microwave Office software to be functional. An addition advantage of X-models is they can predict when the
model's accuracy will start to decay, something that closed-form models cannot do. See “Upper Frequency Limitations”
for more details.

Using X-models

When using X-models, you should understand three issues.

1. Which models are X-models

2. How to properly set up substrate parameters for X-models

3. How to fill a new database

Which Models are X-models

X-models have model names that end in either X or X$. Currently they fall into one of five substrate types: Microstrip,
Stripline, CPW, Suspended Microstrip, or Suspended Stripline.

The simplest way to view all of the X-models for a given substrate type is to open the standard example shipped with
the software to help generate new X-models (example specifics are discussed in a further section):

1. Choose Help > Open Example.

2. In the Open Example Project dialog box that opens, type "autofill" to filter for only the X-model autofill examples.
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3. Open the specific type you are interested in and view the only schematic in those projects. This schematic contains
all of the X-models for that given type.

How to Properly Set Up Substrate Parameters for X-models

There are many X-model database files shipped with the AWR Design Environment software installation, see “X-model
Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment” for the exact list. If your substrate values match any of these, there
will be no issues using X-models in your first simulation. However, if your substrate parameters do not match a shipping
substrate, simulation cannot occur and a "The X-model Database has not been filled" error message displays. There are
two options to correct this error.

The simplest way to correct this error is to understand the relationship between the X-model fixed parameters and
statistical parameters. For details on these parameter definitions, see “Interpolation Database Concept”. For microstrip,
the fixed parameter is ErNom and its statistical parameter is Er. By default, the ErNom parameter has the same value as
the Er value, as shown in the following example by using the syntax "Er@".

MSUB
Er=12.9
H=100 um
T=2 um
Rho=1
Tand=0
ErNom=Er@
Name=SUB1

This syntax indicates "use the value of the Er parameter". However, you can use any value for the ErNom parameter.
The fixed parameter (ErNom for microstrip) chooses the proper X-model database to use and the Er parameter is used
in the simulation. These values can be 10% different and still be accurate. You can also set your fixed parameter to one
of those shipped with the software as long as the Er you are using is less than 10% different than this value. For example,
if you want to simulate with Er=10 and see that there is a 10.2 and 9.8 available in the shipping substrates, you can set
Er=10 and ErNom = 10.2 and the X-models will work correctly.

The second way to correct this problem is to fill new X-model database tables. Since this is a lengthy process (but only
has to be done once per substrate values), Cadence recommends using the first approach before filling a new database.
The following section discusses how to fill a new database.

How to Fill a New Database

When you decide you want to fill a newX-model database, Cadence strongly suggests using the autofill examples shipped
with the AWRDesign Environment software to do so. These examples come with design notes to help you know exactly
what to do, and scripts to help you give the X-model files meaningful names after they are filled. These examples
automatically fill the entire database for a particular set of fixed parameters. In this way, all of the required EM simulations
can be completed and stored without user interaction. Typically, you should "autofill" all of the discontinuity models for
one substrate at one time. To find these examples:
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1. Choose Help > Open Example.

2. In the Open Example Project dialog box, type "autofill" to filter for only the X-model autofill examples.

3. Open the specific type you are interested in filling and read the design notes.

After the autofill example is done, the new X-model database files are ready to use with the project. See “X-model
Filenames and Locations” for details on the X-model names and file locations.

The software decides to fill a new X-model database based on the substrate settings and the Autofill parameter on each
X-model. If the proper X-model database files do not exist for a model and its substrate values, and Autofill is set to 1,
then the files for that model are created. A common mistake is to use one X-model in a design, (for example, a
MBEND90X) when the database has not been filled. Based on the error, you change the Autofill parameter to 1 and wait
for a long time while that specific table fills. If you then decide to use a different X-model such as the MTEEX, for
example, then that database needs to fill. It is much better to use the autofill examples and run them overnight so you
know all tables for a given substrate are filled and ready.

Using X-models with Tuning/Yield/Optimization

Because there are fixed and statistical parameters for the substrates that X-models use, you can vary the statistical
parameters using Tuning, Yield, and Optimization. The models issue a warning when the statistical value varies 10%
from the fixed value. The default configuration for the fixed parameters using the "@Er" type syntax does not work with
Tuning, Yield, and Optimization. You must change these values (ending in Nom) to the fixed value number. If you had
to change the fixed parameters to find the right X-model database files, then you don't need to do anything different. If
you did not have to do this, simply set the Nom parameters to be identical to the non-Nom parameter names (Er and
ErNom, for example) and then vary the non-Nom parameter. If you don't make this change one of two things will happen.
If the Autofill on the individual X-models is set to 1 (not the default) then a new database file must be filled at each
iteration. If Autofill is set to 0, simulation errors about database files not being filled display.
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X-model Tables Shipped with the AWR Design Environment

The following sections list the X-models and Er values shipped with the AWR Design Environment software.

Microstrip

The following substrates are filled for the MSTEPX, MTEEX, MBENDRWX, MGAPX, MCROSSX, MBEND90X,
MLEFX and MOPENX models:

Er = 2.2
Er = 2.33
Er = 2.45
Er = 2.5
Er = 2.94
Er = 3
Er = 3.2
Er = 3.25
Er = 3.38
Er = 3.4
Er = 3.48
Er = 3.66
Er = 4.5
Er = 4.99
Er = 6
Er = 6.15
Er = 9.2
Er = 9.7
Er = 9.8
Er = 10.2
Er = 10.8
Er = 11.2
Er = 12.4
Er = 12.9

Stripline

The SGAPX model has the same values as the microstrip models.

Coplanar Waveguide

The following substrates are filled for the CPWABRGX, CPWBENDX, and CPWTEEX models:

Er = 3.38, H=813um, Hab=35.6um, No Cover, No Gnd
Er = 3.38, H=1000um, Hab=50um, NoCover, No Gnd
Er = 9.8, H=508um, Hab=25.4um, HCover=508um, Gnd
Er = 12.4, H=280um, Hab=1.5um, No Cover, Gnd
Er = 12.9, H=100um, Hab=3um, No Cover, No Gnd

The following substrates are filled for the CPWLINX model:

Er = 3.38, H=813um, Hab=35.6um, No Cover, No Gnd, T=35.6um, Rho=1, Tand=0, Acc_10
Er = 3.38, H=1000um, Hab=50um, No Cover, No Gnd, T=0um, Rho=1, Tand=0, Acc_10
Er = 9.8, H=508um, Hab=25.4um, HCover=508um, Gnd, T=0um, Rho=0, Tand=0, Acc_10
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Er = 12.4, H=280um, Hab=1.5um, No Cover, Gnd, T=0um, Rho=1, Tand=0, Acc_10
Er = 12.9, H=100um, Hab=3um, No Cover, No Gnd, T=2um, Rho=1, Tand=0.001, Acc_10

Suspended Microstrip

The following substrates are filled for the MSBND90X, MSCROSSX, MSOPENX, MSSTEPX, and MSTEEX, models:

Er = 3.38, Tand=0, H1=500um, H2=1000um

The following substrates are filled for the MS1LINX, MS2CLINX and MSBCPLX models:

Er = 3.38, Tand=0, H1=500um, H2=1000um, T=25um, Rho=1, Acc=1

Suspended Stripline

The following substrates are filled for the SSBND90X, SSCROSSX, SSOPENX, SSSTEPX, and SSTEEX models:

Er = 3.38, Tand=0, H1=1000um, H2=500um, H3=1000um

The following substrates are filled for the SS1LINX, SS2CLINX and SSBCPLX models:

Er = 3.38, Tand=0, H1=1000um, H2=500um, H3=1000um, T=25um, Rho=1, Acc=1

X-model Specifics

The following sections discuss X-model specifications.

Upper Frequency Limitations

The parasitic reactance associated with discontinuities is the circuit realization of stored energy in evanescent higher-order
modes of the structure. As the frequency approaches the cutoff frequency of the first higher-order mode of the structure,
the stored energy increases dramatically, making this structure unsuitable for typical circuit design. The upper frequency
limit of this model is set at 80% of an estimate of the cutoff frequency of the first higher-order mode encountered in the
discontinuity. For example, a microstrip line with a substrate thickness which is small compared to wavelength encounters
a first higher mode when the effective width of the widest line of the structure is one-half of a guided wavelength. An
approximation of this condition can be obtained with the following equation:

(A.1)Fc=Zo·c/(2H·377)

where Zo=Characteristic Impedance of TxLine with W/H = 4.0 and c = speed of light in the chosen units. The upper
frequency limit is defined by the 80% of this calculated cutoff frequency:

(A.2)Fmax=0.80·20·c/(2H·377)

For previous frequencies, this maximum frequency, an extrapolation based upon results within the limits of the
parameterized model, is used. A warning is issued indicating that results produced are not based on surrounding EM
simulations. Typically, this warning is not seen during linear circuit design, but rather during harmonic balance-based
nonlinear simulations where the number of harmonics used causes this limit to be violated.
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X-model Filenames and Locations

In the program installation directory there is a folder named EM_Models that contains several defined X-models that
Cadence provides. These models are stored as binary (non-ASCII) files that have an .EMX extension, and are name coded
to their function. The naming convention is <substrate>_<parameters>_<model>, where <substrate> is the type of
substrate, <parameters> are the parameters used in filling the model, and <model> is the model name.

The location of newly user-filled X-models is the EMModelUser directory. To locate this directory choose Help > Show
Files/Directories. You can set up AWR Design Environment configurations so the EMModelUser directory is a different
folder (such as a network path). This is useful if a group of designers wants to share a common set of X-models. See the
Installation Guide for details on how to redirect folder names.

Although most substrate dielectric values are covered by the X-model files included with the AWRDesign Environment
software, there may be times when you need to create a new X-model file. When you do so, the file is assigned a name
based on the discontinuity type and an incrementing 3-digit number to ensure that it is unique. For example, if aMicrostrip
90-Degree Angle Bend model named "MS90B000.EMX" exists; if you create another model it is named
"MS90B001.EMX". This naming method is useful for avoiding naming conflicts, however you should rename new
X-model files as follows.

After creating a new X-model file, Cadence recommends that you rename it to prevent future confusion about what the
file may represent, especially when the files are shared within an organization, transferred between computers, or if you
must save the models when upgrading the software. Cadence recommends creating unique file names to distinguish them
from other X-model files. For example, you can append your company name to the beginning of the file name and use
the Cadence convention for defining the discontinuity and substrate.

Note that the .EMX extension and directory location of the file are the only significant items in loading the files. The rest
of the information is stored in the binary file and is used to load the correct file. Therefore, you can rename the file once
created to apply user significance. For example, you could rename theMS90B9_80.emx file (the EM data for a 90-degree
bend on alumina) to AluminaBend.emx, and the program still functions correctly.

The autofill examples that ship with the AWR Design Environment software contain scripts to help rename the files
generated by the autofill process. See the design notes for these examples for information on running the scripts.

The following table lists all current Cadence X-models and the name given to them automatically by the software when
a new model is created.

AutoNameDiscontinuity Name
CPABG000CPWABRGX
CP90B000CPWBENDX
CPTX000CPWLINX
CPTA000/CPTB000CPWTEEX
MS90B000MBEND90X
MS90BW000MBENDRWX
MSXA000/MSXB000MCROSSX
MSGAP000MGAPX
MSO000MLEFX
MSO000MOPENX
MSS000MSTEPX
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AutoNameDiscontinuity Name
MSTA000/MSTB000MTEEX
MS1LIN000MS1LINX
MS2CLIN000MS2CLINX
MSBC000MSBCPLX
MSSBND000MSBND90X
MSSXA000/MSSXB000MSCROSSX
MSSO000MSOPENX
MSSSTP000MSSTEPX
MSSTA000/MSSTB000MSTEEX
SIG1LNX000SIG1LNX
SLGAP000SGAPX
SS1LIN000SS1LINX
SS2CLIN000SS2CLINX
SSBC000SSBCPLX
SHBND000SSBND90X
SHXA000/SHXB000SSCROSSX
SHSO000SSOPENX
SHSTP000SSSTEPX
SHTEA000/SHTEB000SSTEEX

Interpolation Database Concept

The model operates via the interpolation of EM simulations of surrounding evaluation points of the model parameters.
Importantly, the EM simulation at the surrounding points are stored to disk, eliminating the need to perform repetitive
EM simulations at these points. The EM simulations are performed on an N-dimensional grid of the parameters. To limit
the size of the database required for storage in RAM, the model parameters are divided into four groups consisting of
the following:

DescriptionParameters
Parameters that typically vary during the design process on one particular
substrate.

Independent

Parameters that relate to the independent parameters via a scaling of the structure
to a different size.

Scalable

Parameters that do not vary in the design process.Fixed
Parameters that do not vary in the design process but vary in manufacturing and
require small changes for statistical and sensitivity analysis.

Statistical

Independent Parameters

The database is constructed by varying the independent parameters and keeping the other three parameter types constant.
A finite range and number of values for each independent variable is selected and EM simulations are required at each
of these evaluation points. All EM simulation points the model requires are checked to ensure they have been previously
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simulated. Any required simulations that are missing from the database are automatically completed and stored. After
the EM simulations are complete, an interpolation of the data are performed to predict the performance of the discontinuity
at the specified evaluation point.

From the previous discussion, the data storage requirements suffer the problem of dimensionality. For every additional
independent parameter added, the number of EM simulation points increases by a factor equal to the number of points
simulated in that dimension. For example, if there are three independent parameters: W1, W2, andW3, with eight values
for each parameter, and 10 frequency values, the database would require 8*8*8*10 = 5120 EM simulations to be
completely filled. As a result, the number of independent variables is kept to a minimum.

Scalable Parameters

Scalable parameters can be changed without needing to create a new database. This type of parameter scales the EM
structure so that the solution for the model can be related to a scaled frequency solution. As a result, when a data table
has been created with the scaled solution already contained, the model does not have to create those particular solutions.
For the MTEEX model, simulations at one particular height of a substrate can lead to electrical parameters of a second
height by scaling the frequency by the ratio of the two H dimensions. Scalable parameters do not add a dimension to the
database and can be evaluated for any substrate height. Therefore, when observing the EM simulations, the simulation
frequencies may be quite different than the project simulation frequency range due to frequency scaling.

Fixed Parameters

Fixed parameters are fixed for the given database. These parameters do not vary for a typical design so variation of these
parameters is not evaluated in one given database. Importantly, you should not attempt to tune on a fixed parameter as
this results in the generation of a new database for each value of the fixed parameter evaluated.

Statistical Parameters

Statistical parameters are not varied during the design process but do vary due to manufacturing tolerances. To perform
statistical analysis, these parameters require a small variance to quantify the final design or to perform design centering.
During acquisition of the database this type of parameter is considered fixed. A first-order model of the dependence upon
this parameter is used to vary the solution. This method is valid for small variations from a nominal value. For microstrip
models, the only statistical parameter is the relative dielectric constant of the substrate. Small variations in Er <10%
recommended and <20% required is more than adequate to perform statistical evaluation. Another possible use involves
the frequency- or temperature-dependent nature of the dielectric constant. This model supports these types of variations
in Er up to the previously mentioned range.
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CHIPCAP, 8–17
CHIPCAP2, 8–19
CHIPCAPS, 8–22
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4–33
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(EM Quasi-Static), 4–46

Coupled Lines
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Multilayer Substrate (EM Quasi-Static), 4–68
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2 Asymmetric Coupled Lines (EM Quasi-Static), 4–9
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Lines
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Obsolete
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Nonlinear; Nonlinear Amplifier System Model (Closed
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Filters
Bandpass; Bessel-Thomson Bandpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–24
Bandpass; Bessel-ThomsonNarrowband Bandpass Filter
(Closed Form), 5–172
Bandpass; Butterworth Bandpass Filter (Closed Form) ,
5–15
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Bandpass; Butterworth Narrowband Bandpass Filter
(Closed Form), 5–161
Bandpass; Chebyshev BandPass Filter (Closed Form),
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Bandpass; Chebyshev Narrowband Bandpass Filter
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Bandpass; Elliptic-Function Bandpass Filter (Closed
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Bandpass; Elliptic-FunctionNarrowband Bandpass Filter
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Bandpass; Raised-Cosine Narrowband Bandpass Filter
(Closed Form), 5–181
Bandstop; Bessel-Thomson Bandstop Filter (Closed
Form), 5–49
Bandstop; Butterworth Bandstop Filter (Closed Form) ,
5–39
Bandstop; Chebyshev Bandstop Filter (Closed Form) ,
5–41
Bandstop; Elliptic-Function Bandstop Filter (Closed
Form), 5–52
Bandstop; Gaussian Bandstop Filter (Closed Form), 5–58
Bandstop; Generalized Chebyshev Bandstop Filter
(Closed Form), 5–44
Bandstop; Raised-Cosine Bandstop Filter (Closed Form),
5–61
Highpass; Bessel-Thomson Highpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–110
Highpass; Butterworth Highpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–101
Highpass; Chebyshev Highpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–103
Highpass; Elliptic-Function Highpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–112
Highpass; GaussianHighpass Filter (Closed Form), 5–116
Highpass; Generalized Chebyshev Highpass Filter
(Closed Form), 5–105
Highpass; Raised-Cosine Highpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–119
Lowpass; Bessel-Thomson Distributed Lowpass Filter
(Closed Form), 5–79
Lowpass; Bessel-Thomson Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–135

Lowpass; Bessel-ThomsonQuasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–221
Lowpass; ButterworthDistributed Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–73
Lowpass; Butterworth Lowpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–126
Lowpass; Butterworth Quasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–216
Lowpass; ChebyshevDistributed Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–76
Lowpass; Chebyshev Lowpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–128
Lowpass; Chebyshev Quasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–219
Lowpass; Elliptic-Function Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–138
Lowpass; Gaussian Distributed Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–82
Lowpass; Gaussian Lowpass Filter (Closed Form), 5–142
Lowpass; GaussianQuasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–224
Lowpass; GeneralizedChebyshev Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–130
Lowpass; Raised-Cosine Lowpass Filter (Closed Form),
5–145
Lowpass; Raised-Cosine Quasi-Lowpass Filter (Closed
Form), 5–227

Negate
1 Port Negation Element (Closed Form), 5–188
N Port Negation Element (Closed Form), 5–187

Negation for De-embedding
2-Port Negation Based on Short-Open Calibration for
De-embedding (Closed Form), 5–236

Network Blocks
Four-Port S-Parameter Block, 5–232
Generalized MDIF N-Port Model (from file), 5–200
N-Port S-Parameter Block (from file), 5–198
Nonlinear Behavioral Model Compatible with Agilent’s
X-parameters (from file), 5–254
Tunable N-Port S-Parameter Block (uses a list of file
names), 5–202
Two-Port ABCD (Chain) Parameter Block, 5–2
Two-Port S-Parameter Block, 5–230

Obsolete
(Obsolete) 2-Port NegationElement (Closed Form), 5–189
(Obsolete) 4 Port Negation Element (Closed Form), 5–191
(Obsolete) Differentiator (Closed Form), 5–85
(Obsolete) DifferentiatorWith Gain (Closed Form), 5–86
(Obsolete) Load Pull model (APLAC only), 5–124
PwrDivider; (Obsolete) Quadrature Hybrid (Closed
Form), 5–212
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Passive
NonReciprocal; Gyrator (Closed Form), 5–93
NonReciprocal; Isolator (Closed Form), 5–123
NonReciprocal; Phase Shift; NonReciprocal (Closed
Form), 5–208
Other: Open-circuited and Short-circuited Stub
Resonators Connected in Parallel, 5–211
Other: Open-circuited and Short-circuited Stub
Resonators Connected in Series, 5–246
Other: Open-circuited Stub Resonator, 5–206
Other: Open-circuited Stub Resonator in Parallel with
Inductor, 5–210
Other: Open-circuited Stub Resonator in Series with
Inductor, 5–235
Other: Short-circuited Stub Resonator, 5–247
Other: Short-circuited Stub Resonator in Parallel with
Capacitor, 5–207
Other: Short-circuited Stub Resonator in Series with
Capacitor, 5–234
Other; Attenuator (Closed Form), 5–6
Other; Digital Attenuator (Closed Form), 5–67
Other; General Admittance Element (Closed Form), 5–4
Other; General Impedance Element (Closed Form), 5–122
Other; Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner (Closed Form),
5–95
Other; Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee
(Closed Form), 5–97
Other; Harmonic Balance Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee
with N Harmonics (Closed Form), 5–99
Other; Ideal Bias Tee (Closed Form), 5–13
Other; Ideal Frequency Diplexer (Closed Form), 5–71
Other; Ideal Single Pole Double Throw Switch (Closed
Form), 5–238
Other; Lossless Multi-Frequency Tuner (Closed Form),
5–148
Other; Lossless Multi-Frequency Tuner with Bias Tee
(Closed Form), 5–150
Other; Simple Lossless Tuner (Closed Form), 5–152
Other; Simple Lossless Tuner with Bias Tee (Closed
Form), 5–154
Phase; Dynamic DC voltage source, 5–69
Phase; Ideal Digital Time Delay, Reciprocal (Closed
Form), 5–68
Phase; Linear Delay Element (Closed Form), 5–65
Phase; Linear Delay Element 2 (Closed Form), 5–66
Phase; Phase Shift, Reciprocal (Closed Form), 5–209
PwrDivider; 180-Degree Hybrid (Closed Form), 5–70
PwrDivider; 2-Way Power Splitter (Closed Form), 5–242
PwrDivider; 3-Way Power Splitter (Closed Form), 5–243
PwrDivider;Multi-ModeConverter (Closed Form), 5–159
PwrDivider; Quadrature Hybrid (Closed Form), 5–214

Transformer; Balun 'Marchan' Balanced to Unbalanced
Transformer (Closed Form), 5–11
Transformer; Balun Balanced to Unbalanced Ferrite Core
(Closed Form) , 5–7
Transformer; Balun Balanced to Unbalanced Ferrite
Sleeve (Closed Form), 5–9
Transformer; Ideal Transformer for Converting a
Single-ended Source to a Two-terminal Source, 5–245
Transformer; Ideal Transformer Using Ymatrix
Implementation, 5–248
Transformer; Ideal Transformer with Center Tap (Closed
Form), 5–251
Transformer; Ideal Transformer with Center Tap (with
Finite Inductance and Leakage), 5–253
Transformer; Physical Transformer, 5–249
Transformer; Transmission Line Transformer in Ferrite
Sleeve (Closed Form), 5–258
Transformer; Transmission Line Transformer on Ferrite
Core (Closed Form), 5–256

GFMCLIN, 10–53
GLOBTOP, 2–22
GM1LIN, 10–67
GMCLIN, 10–71
GMCLINAT, 10–75
GMCLINST, 10–78
GMnCLIN, 10–81
GMSUB, 16–7
GND, 6–44
Gnd_Strap, 6–45
GPROBE, 9–3
GPROBE2, 9–5
GPROBEM, 9–6
GWLEAD, 6–47
GYR8R, 5–93

H
HBT, 11–126
HBT_UCSD, 11–134
HBTRA, 11–140
HBTUNER, 5–95
HBTUNER2, 5–97
HBTUNER3, 5–99
HICUM_L0, 11–146
HICUM_L2, 11–151
HICUM_L2_P, 11–162
HICUM_L2_SH, 11–163
HICUM_L2_SH_P, 11–164
HICUM_L2A, 11–157
HISIM, 11–165
HISIM_HV, 11–167
HPFB, 5–101
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HPFC, 5–103
HPFCG, 5–105
HPFD, 5–110
HPFE, 5–112
HPFG, 5–116
HPFRC, 5–119
HSTEP_TE10, 18–14
HYBPI, 7–8

I
I_BURST, 14–50
I_FLICK, 14–51
I_GEN, 14–52
I_METER, 9–8
I_METER2, 9–9
I_N_TAB, 14–54
I_PLS, 14–55
I_PLS2, 14–57
I_PWL, 14–58
I_SAW, 14–60
I_SAW2, 14–61
I_SHOT, 14–62
I_SQR, 14–63
I_SQR2, 14–64
I_TRI, 14–65
I_TRI2, 14–66
Ibis_AP, 3–2
iCells

microstrip, A–3
IMPED, 5–122
INCOR2, 14–67
INCOR5, 14–68
IND, 8–32
INDK, 8–33
INDM, 8–36
INDPOST_TE10, 18–16
INDQ, 8–37
INDQ2, 8–39
INDQP, 8–40
INDRK, 8–42
INDRM, 8–43
INOISE, 14–70
Interconnects Elements

2-Node Short Circuit (Closed Form), 6–53
Bond Wire Model (EIA/JEDEC Standard No. 59), 6–9
Cylindrical One Port Via (Closed Form), 6–59
Cylindrical Via (Closed Form), 6–57
Differential Vias in Multilayer Board, 6–92
Flat Bent Package Lead "Gull-Wing" (Closed Form), 6–47
Flat Wire Ribbon (Closed Form), 6–51
Ground (Closed Form), 6–44

Lump Coupling between Vias in Multilayer Board, 6–90
Multilayer PCB via with Multiple Connections, 6–82
Multilevel Bond Wire Model (Arrays of User-defined
N-segment Shapes), 6–29
Multilevel Bond Wire Model (EIA/JEDEC Standard No.
59), 6–15
Multilevel Bond Wire Model (User Defined shape), 6–21
Multilevel Bond Wire Model (User-defined Multisegment
Shapes with Varying Number of Segments), 6–36
Multiport Single Via in Multilayer Board , 6–73
Named Connector, 6–49
Open Circuit (Closed Form), 6–50
Ribbon Wire Ground Strap (Closed Form), 6–45
Round BondWire over the Substrate (Closed Form), 6–105
Round Bond Wire over the Substrate (EM Quasi-Static),
6–99
Round Bond Wire over the Substrate with Optional Cover
(EM Quasi-Static), 6–101
Round Wire Inductor (Closed Form), 6–98
Single Via in Multilayer Board, 6–60
Tapered Via Hole (Closed Form), 6–55
Thermal Node Identifier, 6–54
Three-Layer Model of Ball Grid Array, 6–2

ISOL8R, 5–123
IVCURVE, 9–10
IVCURVEI, 9–11

J
JJ_AP, 3–5
JUNCAP, 11–169

K
K, 8–45

L
Linear Devices Elements

Bipolar Transistor (Closed Form), 7–2
Bipolar Transistor Beta Controlled (Closed Form), 7–4
Field Effect Transistor (Closed Form), 7–6
Hybrid-Pi Bipolar Transistor (Closed Form), 7–8
Pin Diode Chip Model (Closed Form), 7–10
Pin Diode Packaged Model (Closed Form), 7–12

LMAN, 10–90
LOAD, 8–47
LOADPULL, 5–124
LPFB, 5–126
LPFC, 5–128
LPFCG, 5–130
LPFD, 5–135
LPFE, 5–138
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LPFG, 5–142
LPFRC, 5–145
LPTUNER, 5–148
LPTUNER2, 5–150
LSSS, 13–13
LTUNER, 5–152
LTUNER2, 5–154
Lumped Elements

Capacitor
Advanced Chip Capacitor (Closed Form), 8–19
Capacitor (Closed Form), 8–5
Capacitor with Frequency-dependent Capacitance,
Parasitic and Loss, 8–6
Capacitor with Q (Closed Form), 8–8
Chip Capacitor (Closed Form), 8–17
Chip Capacitor - 3D EM Cell (Closed Form, 8–13
Multiplate Chip Capacitor - 3D EM Cell, 8–14
Parallel RC (Closed Form), 8–74
Series RC (Closed Form), 8–90
Simple Chip Capacitor (Closed Form), 8–22
Thin Film Capacitor (Closed Form), 8–94

Coupled Inductor
Mutually Coupled Coils: 10 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–48
Mutually Coupled Coils: 2 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–51
Mutually Coupled Coils: 3 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–53
Mutually Coupled Coils: 4 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–54
Mutually Coupled Coils: 5 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–56
Mutually Coupled Coils: 6 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–58
Mutually Coupled Coils: 7 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–60
Mutually Coupled Coils: 8 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–62
Mutually Coupled Coils: 9 Inductors (Closed Form),
8–65
Mutually Coupled Coils: N Inductors (Closed Form),
8–68

Inductor
Air Wound Coil, 8–24
Circular Wire Solenoid, 8–86
Coilcraft Inductor (Closed Form), 8–10
Coilcraft Power Chip Inductor (Closed Form), 8–11
Flat Circular Spiral Wire Inductor, 8–2
Inductor (Closed Form), 8–32
Inductor Coupling Coefficient (Closed Form), 8–45

Inductor with Frequency-dependent Inductance, Parasitic
and Loss, 8–40
Inductor with Optional Coupling (Closed Form), 8–33
Inductor with Q (Closed Form), 8–37, 8–39
Inductor with Series Resistive Loss and Optional
Coupling (Closed Form), 8–42
Mutual Inductance (Closed Form), 8–36
Mutual Inductance with Resistive Loss (Closed Form),
8–43
Pair of Coupled Circular Wire Solenoids, 8–28
Parallel RL (Closed Form), 8–75
Series RL (Closed Form), 8–91
Toroidal Coil Inductor (Closed Form), 8–23

Inverter
Idealized Admittance Inverter, 8–95
Idealized Impedance Inverter, 8–98

Obsolete
(Obsolete) LosslessMutually Coupled Coils; 2 Inductors
(Closed Form), 8–52

Package
QFN MMIC Package, 8–77

Resistor
Complex Resistor (Table Specification), 8–96
Grounded Resistor (Closed Form), 8–47
Resistance with Noise Temperature (Closed Form), 8–82
Resistive Pi-Pad (Closed Form), 8–70
Resistive T-Pad (Closed Form), 8–93
Resistor (Closed Form), 8–81

Resonators
Crystal Resonator (Closed Form), 8–26
Parallel LC (Closed Form), 8–71
Parallel LC with Q (Closed Form), 8–72
Parallel RLC (Closed Form), 8–76
Series LC (Closed Form), 8–83
Series LC with Q (Closed Form), 8–84
Series RLC (Closed Form), 8–92

M
M2CLIN, 10–94
M_PROBE, 9–12
MACLIN, 10–96
MATRK, 11–171
MBEND, 10–98
MBEND2, 10–100
MBEND3, 10–102
MBEND90X, 10–104
MBENDA, 10–107
MBENDR, 10–109
MBENDRWX, 10–111
MBLCOUP, 10–114
MCFIL, 10–117
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MCINDN, 10–119
MCINDS, 10–122
MCLIN, 10–125
MCROSS, 10–128
MCROSS2, 10–130
MCROSSX, 10–133
MCTRACE, 10–136
MCURVE, 10–139
MCURVE2, 10–141
MCURVEN, 10–144
MDRSTUB, 10–147
MDRSTUB2, 10–149
MeasDevice Elements

Controls
Analyze Nonlinear Noise, 9–14
Analyze Nonlinear Stability Properties, 9–16
Analyze Oscillator Noise, 9–19

Current Meter, 9–8
Dual Power Sampler (Closed Form), 9–2
Envelope

Current Meter, 9–9
Voltage Meter, 9–30

General Power Meter (3-port), 9–26
IV

DC Current Driven Curve Tracer, 9–11
DC Current/Voltage Curve Tracer, 9–10

Noise Voltage Meter, 9–31
Obsolete

(Obsolete) Gamma Probe (Closed Form), 9–3
(Obsolete) Modified Gamma Probe (Closed Form), 9–6
Probes; (Obsolete) Oscillator Tuning Probe, 9–24

Power Sampler (Closed Form), 9–27
Probes

Gamma Probe (Closed Form), 9–5
Measurement Probe, 5–184, 9–12
Oscillator Analysis Probe, 9–17
Oscillator Open-Loop Element (Closed Form), 9–20
Oscillator Open-Loop Element Differential Excitation,
9–22
Stability Probe, 9–28
Voltage Probe, 9–32

Voltage Meter, 9–29
MEM2LIN, 10–151
MEMLIN, 10–153
MET_LDMOS, 11–174
MGAP, 10–155
MGAP2, 10–156
MGAPX, 10–158
MI1LIN, 10–160
MI2CLIN, 10–162
MICAP, 10–165

MICAP1, 10–171
MICAP1C, 10–174
MICAP2, 10–177
MICAP2C, 10–180
MICAP3, 10–183
MICAPC, 10–168
Microstrip Elements

Bends
CurvedMicrostrip Bend (EMMode-Matching), 10–141
Microstrip Bend Optimally Mitered Arbitrary Angle
(Closed Form), 10–107
Microstrip Bend-Mitered 90deg (EM Based), 10–104
Microstrip Bend-Unmitered 90deg-UnequalWidths (EM
Based), 10–111
Microstrip Radiused Corner (Closed Form), 10–139
Multitrace Curved Coupled Microstrip Bend
(Average-potential Method)), 10–144
Suspended Substrate Microstrip Bend-Mitered 90deg
(EM Based), 10–297
U-turn (180-degrees) Microstrip Bend, 10–363

Components
Circular Microstrip Inductor with Strip Bridge (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–122
Circular Microstrip Inductor without Bridge (EM
Quasi-Static) , 10–119
Circular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static),
10–22
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor (Aggregate), 10–165
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor (Closed Form), 10–183
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor (No Steps at Ports) (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–171
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor (Step at Port 1; No Step
at Port 2) (EM Quasi-Static), 10–177
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover
(Aggregate), 10–168
Octagonal Spiral Inductor (Average Potential Method),
10–238
Octagonal Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static),
10–37
Polygon Thin Film Capacitor for MMIC (Closed Form),
10–409
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with
AirBridge/Underpass (EM Quasi-Static), 10–256
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with
AirBridge/Underpass and Optional Cover (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–260
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without
Airbridge/Underpass (EM Quasi-Static), 10–243
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without
Airbridge/Underpass with Optional Cover (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–246
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Rectangular Spiral RFIC Inductor (FEM Quasi-Static),
10–47
Thin Film Capacitor for MMIC (Closed Form), 10–407
Thin Film Capacitor with Step Discontinuity (Closed
Form), 10–405
Thin FilmResistor Distributed Lossy LineModel (Closed
Form), 10–414
Thin Film Resistor for MMIC (Closed Form), 10–416

Coupled Lines
(Obsolete) RFIC Edge-Coupled Symmetric Microstrip
Lines (FEM Quasi-Static), 10–385
2 Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM Quasi-Static),
10–94
2 Embedded Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–151
2 Inverted Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–162
2 Suspended Substrate Broadside Coupled Microstrip
Lines (EM Based), 10–294
2 Suspended Substrate Broadside Coupled Microstrip
Lines (EM Quasi-Static), 10–291
2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines
(EM Quasi-Static), 10–286
2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Symmetric
Microstrip Lines(EM_Quasi-Static Based), 10–288
2 Two-Layer Broadside Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–210
2 Two-Layer Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–208
Asymmetric Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (Closed
From), 10–96
Coupled Microstrip Line Section for Filters (Closed
Form), 10–117
Coupled ShieldedCMOSLine (EMQuasi-Static), 10–394
General Multilayer Conducting Substrate Coupled Lines
(FEM Quasi-Static), 10–53
General Multilayer Substrate Coupled Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–71
General Multilayer Substrate Coupled Lines with
Asymmetric Taps (EM Quasi-Static), 10–75
General Multilayer Substrate Coupled Lines with
Symmetric Taps (EM Quasi-Static), 10–78
Microstrip Differential Line (Closed Form), 10–351
Multiple Coupled Lines on General Multilayer Substrate
(n=2 to 16) (EM Quasi-Static), 10–81
Multiple Coupled Lines on Stratified Homogeneous
Substrate (n=2 to 10) (EM Quasi-Static), 10–376
Multiple Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–230
Multiple Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static) (X=3 to 16), 10–367

Symmetric Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines (Closed
Form), 10–125

Junctions
Microstrip Cross - Junction (Closed Form), 10–128,
10–130
Microstrip Cross - Junction Bend (EM Based), 10–133
Microstrip Step in Width (Closed Form), 10–320
Microstrip Step InWidthwithOffset (EMBased), 10–326
Microstrip Tee - Junction (Closed Form), 10–334
Microstrip Tee - Junction (EM Based), 10–336
Suspended Substrate Microstrip Cross Junction (EM
Based), 10–300
Suspended Substrate Microstrip Step In Width with
Offset (EM Based), 10–314
Suspended Substrate Microstrip Tee - Junction (EM
Based), 10–317

Lines
(Obsolete) RFIC Microstrip Line (FEM Quasi-Static),
10–380
Embedded Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static), 10–153
Inverted Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static), 10–160
MeanderMicrostrip Line with Radiused Corners, 10–136
Microstrip Line (Closed Form), 10–201
Microstrip Meander Line 2 (Closed Form), 10–344
Open Microstrip Line with End Effect (Closed Form),
10–198
Open Microstrip Line with End Effect (EM Based),
10–199
RFIC Microstrip Line (FEM Quasi-Static), 10–8
Shorted Microstrip Line without End Effect (Closed
Form), 10–205
Single General Multilayer Substrate Line (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–67
Single Homogeneous Stratified Substrate Line (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–373
Single Shielded CMOS Line (EMQuasi-Static), 10–390
Suspended SubstrateMicrostrip Line (EMQuasi-Static),
10–282, 10–284
Two-Layer Microstrip Line (EM Quasi-Static), 10–206

Obsolete
(Obsolete) Circular Spiral RFIC Microstrip Inductor
(FEM Quasi-Static), 10–16
(Obsolete) Meander Microstrip Line (Closed Form),
10–338
(Obsolete)Microstrip BendMitered 50%Mitered 90deg
Bend (Closed Form), 10–100
(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend-Mitered-Arbitrary Angle
(Closed Form), 10–98
(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend-Optimally Mitered 90deg
(Closed Form), 10–102
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(Obsolete) Microstrip Bend-Unmitered 90deg (Closed
Form), 10–109
(Obsolete) Microstrip Gap in Conductor (Closed Form),
10–155
(Obsolete) Microstrip Lange Coupler (Closed Form),
10–187
(Obsolete)Microstrip Lange Coupler (EMQuasi-Static),
10–189
(Obsolete)Microstrip Radial Stub-Double Shunt (Closed
Form), 10–147
(Obsolete)Microstrip Radial Stub-Series (Closed Form),
10–276, 10–278
(Obsolete)Microstrip Radial Stub-Shunt (Closed Form),
10–310
(Obsolete) Microstrip Rat-Race Coupler (Aggregate) ,
10–270
(Obsolete) Microstrip Step in Width (Mode Matching),
10–322
(Obsolete) Multi-Layer Meander Microstrip Line
(Configurable), 10–354
(Obsolete) Octagonal Spiral RFIC Microstrip Inductor
(FEM Quasi-Static), 10–32
(Obsolete) Offset Microstrip Step Width (Mode
Matching), 10–324
(Obsolete) Open Microstrip Line Without End Effect
(Closed Form), 10–204
(Obsolete) Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with
AirBridge/Underpass (EM Quasi-Static), 10–252
(Obsolete) Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Strip
Bridge (EM Quasi-Static), 10–264
(Obsolete) Rectangular Spiral RFICMicrostrip Inductor
(FEM Quasi-Static), 10–42
(Obsolete) Single CMOS Microstrip Line Over
Conducting Substrate (EM Based), 10–398
(Obsolete) Thin Film Resistor Distributed Lossy Line
Model (Closed Form), 10–412

Other
Cross-Over of Two Orthogonal Microstrip Lines (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–369
Cylindrical One Port Via with Microstrip Pad (Closed
Form), 10–365
Microstrip Gap (EM Based Quasi-Static), 10–156
Microstrip Gap (EM Based), 10–158
Microstrip Open Circuit with End Effect (Closed Form),
10–241
Radial Stub-Double Shunt (Closed Form), 10–149
Suspended Substrate Microstrip Open End Effect (EM
Based), 10–308

PwrDivider
Microstrip Branch-Line Coupler (Aggregate), 10–114
Microstrip Lange Coupler (EM Quasi-Static), 10–191

Microstrip Rat-Race Coupler (Aggregate) , 10–273
Wilkinson Equal Power Split Divider/Combiner (Chip
Resistor) (Aggregate), 10–418
Wilkinson Equal Power Split Divider/Combiner (Thin
Film Resistor) (Aggregate), 10–420
Wilkinson Unequal Power Split Divider/Combiner (Chip
Resistor) (Aggregate), 10–422
Wilkinson Unequal Power Split Divider/Combiner (Thin
Film Resistor) (Aggregate), 10–424

Microstrip Elements
Components

Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor onMultilayer Substrate
(Aggregate), 10–218
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover
(No Steps at Ports) (EM Quasi-Static), 10–174
Microstrip Interdigital Capacitor with Optional Cover
(Step at Port 1; No Step at Port 2) (EM Quasi-Static),
10–180
Microstrip Rectangular Differential Inductor (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–3
Rectangular Microstrip Inductor with Wire Bridge (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–267

Coupled Lines
2 RFIC Edge Coupled Lines (FEMQuasi-Static), 10–12
Multiple Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines with Optional
Cover (EM Quasi-Static), 10–234

Lines
Coated Microstrip Line with Trapezoidal Cross-section
and Solder Mask Overlay - 3D EM Cell , 10–403
Microstrip Line with Extended Range of Design
Parameters (FEM Quasi-Static Based), 10–29
Tapered Microstrip Line (Closed Form), 10–328
Tapered Microstrip Line on Multilayer Substrate (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–227
Tapered Microstrip Line Synthesized to Match
(Klopfenstein, Exponential, Triangular), 10–331

Obsolete
(Obsolete) Rectangular Microstrip Inductor without
Bridge (EM Quasi-Static), 10–249

Other
Airbridge with Optional Insulating Layer (Closed Form),
10–2
Cross-over of Two Microstrip Lines (Static Solution),
10–371
Lange Coupler Manifold (Static Solution), 10–90
Microstrip Open End Effect (EM Based), 10–242
Microstrip Pair of Open Stubs, 10–306
Microstrip Radial Stub Series on Multilayer Substrate
(EM Quasi-Static), 10–221
Microstrip Radial Stub Shunt (Closed Form), 10–312
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Microstrip Radial Stub Shunt on Multilayer Substrate
(EM Quasi-Static), 10–224
Microstrip Radial Stub-Series (Closed Form), 10–280
Microstrip Transverse Slit (Closed Form), 10–304
Multilayer Microstrip Gap on Multilayer Substrate (EM
Based Quasi-Static), 10–216
Radial Stub onMultilayer Substrate; Double Shunt (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–213

PwrDivider
Microstrip Lange Coupler (Closed Form), 10–185
Microstrip Lange Coupler with Optional Cover (EM
Quasi-Static), 10–194

Microstrip iCells, A–3
MIXER, 5–156
MLANG, 10–185
MLANGE, 10–187
MLANGE1, 10–189
MLANGE2, 10–191
MLANGE2C, 10–194
MLEF, 10–198
MLEFX, 10–199
MLIN, 10–201
MLOC, 10–204
MLSC, 10–205
MM1LIN, 10–206
MM2CLIN, 10–208
MMBCPL, 10–210
MMCONV, 5–159
MMDRSTUB, 10–213
MMGAP, 10–216
MMIC_3D, 2–28
MMICAP, 10–218
MMRSTUB, 10–221
MMSRSTUB, 10–224
MNCLIN, 10–230
MNCLINC, 10–234
MNFET, 11–178
MOCTIND, 10–238
Mode-matching models, A–5
MOPEN, 10–241
MOPENX, 10–242
MOS11, 11–180
MOS31, 11–198
MOS9, 11–202
MOS9P, 11–208
MOSN1, 11–209
MOSN1_4, 11–210
MOSN1_4A, 11–214
MOSN1A, 11–220
MOSN2, 11–221
MOSN2_4, 11–224

MOSN3, 11–225
MOSN3_4, 11–226
MOSN3_4A, 11–230
MOSN3A, 11–236
MOSP1, 11–237
MOSP1_4, 11–238
MOSP1_4A, 11–239
MOSP1A, 11–240
MOSP2, 11–241
MOSP2_4, 11–244
MOSP3, 11–245
MOSP3_4, 11–246
MOSP3_4A, 11–247
MOSP3A, 11–248
MPSUB, 16–16
MRFSUB, 16–18
MRHB, 13–14
MRINDNB2, 10–243
MRINDNBC, 10–246
MRINDNBR, 10–249
MRINDSB2, 10–252
MRINDSB3, 10–256
MRINDSBC, 10–260
MRINDSBR, 10–264
MRINDWBR, 10–267
MRRCOUP, 10–270
MRRCOUP2, 10–273
MRSTUB, 10–276
MRSTUB2, 10–278
MRSTUB2W, 10–280
MS1LIN, 10–282
MS1LINX, 10–284
MS2CLIN, 10–286
MS2CLINX, 10–288
MSBCPL, 10–291
MSBCPLX, 10–294
MSBND90X, 10–297
MSCROSSX, 10–300
MSLIT, 10–304
MSOP, 10–306
MSOPENX, 10–308
MSRSTUB, 10–310
MSRSTUB2, 10–312
MSSTEPX, 10–314
MSTEEX, 10–317
MSTEP, 10–320
MSTEP2, 10–322
MSTEPO, 10–324
MSTEPX, 10–326
MSUB, 16–20
MSUB2, 16–22
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MSUB4, 16–24
MSUBC, 16–26
MTAPER, 10–227, 10–328
MTAPER2, 10–331
MTEE, 10–334
MTEEX, 10–336
MTRACE, 10–338
MTRACE2, 10–344
MTRACED, 10–351
MTRACEM, 10–354
MUBEND, 10–363
MUC10, 8–48
MUC2, 8–51
MUC2_M, 8–52
MUC3, 8–53
MUC4, 8–54
MUC5, 8–56
MUC6, 8–58
MUC7, 8–60
MUC8, 8–62
MUC9, 8–65
MUCN, 8–68
MVIA1P, 10–365
MXCLIN, 10–367
MXOVER, 10–369
MXOVER2, 10–371
MXTR503N, 11–249
MXTR504, 11–253
MXTR504N, 11–259
MXTR504P, 11–264
MXTRM, 11–265

N
NBPFB, 5–161
NBPFC, 5–164
NBPFCG, 5–167
NBPFD, 5–172
NBPFE, 5–175
NBPFG, 5–181
NBPFRC, 5–184
NCONN, 6–49
NEG, 5–187
NEG1, 5–188
NEG2, 5–189
NEG4, 5–191
NL_AMP, 5–192
NL_AMP2, 5–195
NLCAP, 11–267
NLCAPA, 11–269
NLIND, 11–271
NLINDA, 11–273

NLNOISE, 9–14
NLRES, 11–275
NLRESA, 11–277
NLRESTAB, 11–280
NLSTABILITY, 9–16
NLVCCS, 14–71
Nonlinear Elements

BJT
(Obsolete) EEBJT2 Bipolar Junction Transistor Model,
11–102
(Obsolete) Mextram 504 BJT Model, 11–253
Anholt HBT Model, 11–140
Gummel-Poon 3-Terminal NPN BJT, 11–123
Gummel-Poon 3-Terminal PNP BJT, 11–124
Gummel-Poon NPN BJT, 11–115
Gummel-Poon PNP BJT, 11–125
HICUM Level 0 BJT Model, 11–146
HICUM Level 2 Version 2.22 BJT Model, 11–157
Mextram 504 BJT Model (504.10), 11–265
UCSD HBT Model, 11–126
VBIC BJT Model, 11–349

Capacitor
Diode Junction Capacitance, 11–288
Diode Junction Capacitance With Diffusion, 11–290
Nonlinear Capacitor, 11–269
Simple Varactor Model, 11–373

Diode
Chalmers Heterostructure Barrier Varactor DiodeModel,
11–81
Diode Resistive Junction; No Parasitics, 11–292
Noisy Diode Resistive Junction; No Parasitics, 11–293
Philips JUNCAP Model, 11–169
Physical Diode Model, 11–100
PIN Diode, 11–281
Robert Caverly PIN Diode Model, 11–283
Simple Diode Model, 11–99
SPICE Geometric Junction Diode Model, 11–315
SPICE Non-Geometric Junction Diode Model, 11–306
Step-Recovery Diode Model, 11–332
Zhang andRaisanen Step-RecoveryDiodeModel, 11–323

FET
Advanced Angelov HEMT Model, 11–6
Advanced Compatible Angelov HEMT Model, 11–16
Advanced Curtice Quadratic FET Model with Noise,
11–92
Angelov HEMT Model, 11–2
Auriga M6 FET model, 11–24
BSIM3 MOSFET Model, 11–28
BSIM4.4.0 MOSFET Model, 11–57
BSIMS6 MOSFET Model, 11–76
BSIMSOI MOSFET Model, 11–78
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Curtice Cubic Nonlinear FET Model, 11–95
Curtice FET Model (IV Only), 11–80
Curtice Quadratic FET Model, 11–89
EEHEMT Model, 11–105
Field Effect Transistor Noise Model (Pospieszalski's),
11–108
Fujii FET Model, 11–110
Hiroshima University STARC IGFET Model, 11–165
Hiroshima University STARC IGFET Model with High
Voltage Extensions, 11–167
Maas-Neilson FET Model, 11–178
Modified Materka FET Model, 11–171
Motorola Electrothermal MOSFET Model, 11–174
Parker-Skellern FET Model, 11–294
Philips Level 1102 MOSFET Model, 11–180
Philips Level 3100 MOSFET Model, 11–198
Philips Level 903 Geometrical N MOSFET Model,
11–202
Philips Level 903Geometrical PMOSFETModel, 11–208
PSP Model Version 102.1, 11–297
SPICE JFET Model, 11–318
SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal N MOSFET Model, 11–220
SPICE Level 1 3-Terminal P MOSFET Model, 11–240
SPICE Level 1 N MOSFET Model, 11–214
SPICE Level 1 P MOSFET Model, 11–239
SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal N MOSFET Model, 11–236
SPICE Level 3 3-Terminal P MOSFET Model, 11–248
SPICE Level 3 N MOSFET Model, 11–230
SPICE Level 3 P MOSFET Model, 11–247
SPICE P-Channel JFET Model, 11–321
SPICE STATZ FET Model, 11–325
SPICE TOM1 FET Model, 11–334
STATZ FET Model, 11–328
TOM1 FET Model, 11–337
TOM2 FET Model, 11–341
TOM3 FET Model, 11–344
TriQuint TX Modified Materka FET Model, 11–348
Yhland FET Model, 11–377

Obsolete
(Obsolete) Advanced Compatible Angelov HEMT
Model, 11–12
(Obsolete) Berkeley BSIM3V322 MOSFET ver. 3.2.2,
11–44
(Obsolete) BSIM3 Ver. 3.2.2 P-Channel MOSFET
Model, 11–56
(Obsolete) Curtice Cubic Nonlinear FET Model, 11–85
(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 NPN Transistor, 11–151
(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 NPN Transistor with
Self-Heating, 11–163
(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 PNP Transistor, 11–162

(Obsolete) HICUM Level 2 PNP Transistor with
Self-Heating, 11–164
(Obsolete) Mextram 503 NPN BJT Model, 11–249
(Obsolete)Mextram 504 (Nonlinear BJTModel), 11–259
(Obsolete) Mextram 504 PNP BJT, 11–264
(Obsolete) Nonlinear Capacitor, 11–267
(Obsolete) Nonlinear Inductor, 11–271
(Obsolete) Nonlinear Resistor, 11–275
(Obsolete) Simple Volterra BJT Model, 11–362
(Obsolete) Simple Volterra FET Model, 11–367
(Obsolete) SPICELevel 1 4-terminal NMOSFETModel,
11–210
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 4-Terminal P MOSFET
Model, 11–238
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 N MOSFET Model, 11–209
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 1 P MOSFET Model, 11–237
(Obsolete) SPICELevel 2 4-terminal NMOSFETModel,
11–224
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 4-Terminal P MOSFET
Model, 11–244
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 N MOSFET Model, 11–221
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 2 P MOSFET Model, 11–241
(Obsolete) SPICELevel 3 4-terminal NMOSFETModel,
11–226
(Obsolete) SPICELevel 3 4-terminal PMOSFETModel,
11–246
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 3 N MOSFET Model, 11–225
(Obsolete) SPICE Level 3 P MOSFET Model, 11–245
(Obsolete) UCSD HBT Model, 11–134
(Obsolete) VBIC95 NPN BJT Model, 11–355
(Obsolete) VBIC95 PNP BJT Model, 11–361
(Obsolete) Volterra Diode Junction Model, 11–370
(Obsolete) Volterra Diode Model, 11–366
(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Capacitance, 11–365
(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Conductance, 11–369
(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Controlled Current Source,
11–375
(Obsolete) Volterra Nonlinear Inductance, 11–371
(Obsolete) Volterra PN Junction Capacitance, 11–364

Other
CMC 3-terminal Resistor Model, 11–304
DC Short and RF Open, 11–98
Nonlinear Inductor, 11–273
Nonlinear Resistor, 11–277
Table-Specified Nonlinear Resistor, 11–280
Voltage Multiplier, 11–372

NPORT_F, 5–198
NPORT_F_MDIF, 5–200
NPORT_FV, 5–202
NSUB, 16–29
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O
OPAMP, 5–204
OPEN, 6–50
OSC_W_PH_NOISE, 14–73
OSCAPROBE, 9–17
OSCNOISE, 9–19
OSCTEST, 9–20
OSCTEST2, 9–22
OSCTPROBE, 9–24
OST, 5–206

P
P_METER3, 9–26
Passive

NonReciprocal
Circulator (Closed Form), 5–64

PC1LIN, 10–373
PCnCLIN, 10–376
PCS, 5–207
PCSUB, 16–32
PEDESTAL, 2–30
PHASE, 5–208
PHASE2, 5–209
PIN, 7–10
PIN2, 7–12
PINDD, 11–281
PINDRC , 11–283
PIPAD, 8–70
PLC, 8–71
PLCQ, 8–72
PLO, 5–210
PNCAP, 11–288
PNDCAP, 11–290
PNIV, 11–292
PNIV_N , 11–293
PORT, 12–2
Port Elements

Circuit Port, 12–2
Export Name Port, 12–10
Gamma Terminated Circuit Port (50 Ohm Ref) , 12–39
Harmonic Balance

Dynamic Source Port, 12–23, 12–27
Port with 1-Tone HB Source, 12–3
Port with 2-Tone HB Source, 12–6
Port with Defined Frequency at Tone N, 12–32
Port with Defined Frequency at Tone N (Swept Power),
12–34
Port with Defined Frequency/1-Tone HB Source (2nd
Tone), 12–31
Port with Power Sweep/1-Tone HB Source, 12–14

Port with Power Sweep/2-Tone HB Source, 12–16
Network Terminated Circuit Port, 12–29
Obsolete

(Obsolete) Port with 1-Tone Volterra Source, 12–5
(Obsolete) Port with 2-Tone Volterra Source, 12–7
(Obsolete) Port with Defined Frequncy/1-Tone Volterra
Source (2nd Tone), 12–36
(Obsolete) Port with Power Sweep/1-Tone Volterra
Source, 12–15
(Obsolete) Port with Power Sweep/2-Tone Volterra
Source, 12–17

Signals
Arbitrary User-Specified Bit Sequence, 12–8
Port with Fourier-specified Signal, 12–49
Port with Fourier-specified Signal (Data File-based),
12–50
Port with Fourier-specified Signal (Tone N), 12–53
Port with Fourier-Specified Signal (Tone N-Data
File-Based), 12–54
Port with Modulated Signal, 12–40
Port with Modulated Signal (Data File-based), 12–37,
12–42
Port with Modulated Signal (Data File-Based), 12–44
Port with NPR Signal, 12–47
Port with Piecewise Signal, 12–18
Port with Pulse Train Signal, 12–11
Port with Saw Tooth Signal, 12–20
Port with Square Wave Signal, 12–21
Port with Triangle Wave Signal, 12–30
Pseudo-random Bit Sequence, 12–12

PORT1, 12–3
PORT1V, 12–5
PORT2, 12–6
PORT2V, 12–7
PORT_ARBS, 12–8
PORT_NAME, 12–10
PORT_PLS, 12–11
PORT_PRBS, 12–12
PORT_PS1, 12–14
PORT_PS1V, 12–15
PORT_PS2, 12–16
PORT_PS2V, 12–17
PORT_PWL, 12–18
PORT_SAW, 12–20
PORT_SQR, 12–21
PORT_SRC, 12–23
PORT_SRC_ENV, 12–27
PORT_TN, 12–29
PORT_TRI, 12–30
PORTF, 12–31
PORTFN, 12–32
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PORTFNS, 12–34
PORTFV, 12–36
PORTG, 12–39
PORTIQ_ENV, 12–37
PORTMOD, 12–40
PORTMOD_ENV, 12–42
PORTMOD_F, 12–44
PORTNPR, 12–47
PORTSIG, 12–49
PORTSIG_F, 12–50
PORTSIGF, 12–53
PORTSIGF_F, 12–54
PRC, 8–74
PRL, 8–75
PRLC, 8–76
PSFET, 11–294
PSP, 11–297
PSR, 5–211
PWRSMP, 9–27

Q
QFN_EM, 8–77
QHYB, 5–212
QHYB2, 5–214
QLPFB, 5–216
QLPFC, 5–219
QLPFD, 5–221
QLPFG, 5–224
QLPFRC, 5–227

R
R3_CMC, 11–304
RCCOAX, 17–26
RCCOAX2, 17–30
RES, 8–81
REST, 8–82
Ribbon, 6–51
RLGC_CTx, 17–35
RLGC_Tx, 17–39
RLGC_Tx4, 17–46
RLGC_TxO, 17–41
RLGC_TxO2, 17–43
RLGC_TxS, 17–50
RLGC_TxS2, 17–52
RWG_TEmn, 18–19
RWGIRIS_TE10, 18–22
RWGT_TEmn, 18–25

S
S1LIN, 15–2

S2CLIN, 15–5
S2P_BLK, 5–230
S4P_BLK, 5–232
SBCPL, 15–7
SBEND, 15–10
SCCCS1, 14–75
SCCCS2, 14–77
SCCVS1, 14–79
SCCVS2, 14–81
SCLIN, 15–12
SCRIPT, 13–16
SCROS, 15–15
SCS, 5–234
SCTRACE, 15–17
SCURVE, 15–19
SDIODE, 11–306
SDIODEG, 11–315
SEM2LIN, 15–21
SEMLIN, 15–23
SGAP, 15–25
SGAPX, 15–27
SHOLE, 15–29
SHORT, 6–53
SI1LIN, 15–31
SI2CLIN, 15–33
SICAP, 15–35
SICAP1, 15–38
SICAP2, 15–41
SIG1LNX, 10–380
SIG2LNX, 10–385
SIGCMOS, 10–390
SIGCMOS2, 10–394
SIGCMOSX, 10–398
Simulation Control Elements

Constant Output Power Control Block, 13–2
Defines Frequency Set to Support Multirate Harmonic
Balance (APLAC Only), 13–14
Document Set Definition for Measurement Source, 13–8
Extraction Control Block, 13–9
Large-Signal Small-Signal Analysis Control Block, 13–13
Script Block for APLAC Simulations, 13–16
Subcircuit Caching Control Block (APLAC Only), 13–17
Swept Frequency Control, 13–18
Swept Variable Control, 13–19
Swept Variable Control for Distributed Simulation, 13–20
User-defined X-axis Value Sweep, 13–25
X dB Compression Point Control Block, 13–21

SJFET, 11–318
SJFETP, 11–321
SLC, 8–83
SLCQ, 8–84
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SLEF, 15–44
SLIN, 15–46
SLO, 5–235
SLOC, 15–48
SLSC, 15–50
SMACONFIG, 2–32
SMITER, 15–52
SNCLIN, 15–54
SOC_DEMB, 5–236
SOLDER_BLOB, 2–37
SOLDER_FILLET, 2–39
SOLIND, 8–86
Sources Elements

AC
AC Current Source, 14–16
AC Current Source (Tone 2), 14–17
AC Current Source (Tone N), 14–19
AC Voltage Source, 14–25
AC Voltage Source (Tone 2), 14–26
AC Voltage Source (Tone N), 14–27
Arbitrary User-specified Bit Sequence, 14–93
Dynamic AC Current Source, 14–2, 14–6
Dynamic AC Voltage Source, 14–9, 14–13
Pseudo-random Bit Sequence, 14–101
Swept AC Current Source, 14–23
Swept AC Current Source (Tone N), 14–21
Swept AC Voltage Source, 14–31
Swept AC Voltage Source (Tone N), 14–29

DC
DC Current Source, 14–42
DC Voltage Source, 14–44
Dynamic DC Current Source, 14–38
Dynamic DC Voltage Source, 14–40
Swept DC Current Source, 14–43
Swept DC Voltage Source, 14–45

Dependent
Current-Controlled Current Source (Closed Form), 14–32
Current-Controlled Current Source (Ideal), 14–34
Current-Controlled Voltage Source (Closed Form),
14–35
Current-Controlled Voltage Source (Ideal), 14–37
Voltage-Controlled Current Source (Closed Form),
14–111
Voltage-Controlled Current Source (Ideal), 14–113
Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (Closed Form),
14–114, 14–117
Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (Ideal), 14–116

Dependent-Nonlinear
Dynamic Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Charge Source,
14–48

Dynamic Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Current/Voltage
Source, 14–46
Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Current Source, 14–71
SPICECurrent-Controlled Current Source poly=2, 14–77
SPICE Current-Controlled Voltage Source poly=1,
14–79
SPICE Current-Controlled Voltage Source poly=2,
14–81
SPICE Nonlinear Current-Controlled Current Source,
14–75
SPICE Nonlinear Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source,
14–89
SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source, 14–83
SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source poly=2,
14–85
SPICE Voltage-Controlled Current Source poly=3,
14–87
SPICE Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source poly=2,
14–91

Noise
Bias-dependent Noise Current, 14–52
Burst Noise Current, 14–50
Correlated Voltage and Current Noise Sources, 14–118
Current Noise Source, 14–70
Five Correlated Noise Current Sources, 14–68
Flicker Noise Current, 14–51
Harmonic Oscillator at the Specified Frequency (Tone
N) with Phase Noise, 14–73
Shot Noise Current, 14–62
Table Specified Frequency-Dependent Spectral Density
of Noise Current, 14–54
Two Correlated Noise Current Sources, 14–67
Two Correlated Voltage Noise Sources, 14–119
Voltage Noise Source, 14–120

Signals (Tone 1)
Jitter Voltage Source with Arbitrary; User-Specified Bit
Sequence, 14–95
Piecewise Linear Current Source, 14–58
Piecewise Linear Voltage Source, 14–103
Pulse Train Current Source, 14–55
Pulse Train Voltage Source, 14–98
Saw Wave Current Source, 14–60
Saw Wave Voltage Source, 14–105
Square Wave Current Source, 14–63
Square Wave Voltage Source, 14–107
Triangle Wave Current Source, 14–65
Triangle Wave Voltage Source, 14–109

Signals (Tone 2)
Pulse Train Current Source (Tone 2), 14–57
Pulse Train Voltage Source (Tone 2), 14–100
Saw Wave Current Source (Tone 2), 14–61
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Saw Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2), 14–106
Square Wave Current Source (Tone 2), 14–64
Square Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2), 14–108
Triangle Wave Current Source (Tone 2), 14–66
Triangle Wave Voltage Source (Tone 2), 14–110

SPDT, 5–238
SPLIT2, 5–242
SPLIT3, 5–243
SPSUB, 16–36
SRC, 8–90
SRC_CONV, 5–245
SRD_ZR, 11–323
SRL, 8–91
SRLC, 8–92
SS1LIN, 15–58
SS1LINX, 15–60
SS2CLIN, 15–62
SS2CLINX, 15–64
SSBCPLX, 15–67
SSBND90X, 15–70
SSCROSSX, 15–73
SSOPENX, 15–77
SSR, 5–246
SSSTEPX, 15–79
SSSTEPX2, 15–82
SST, 5–247
SSTATZ, 11–325
SSTEEX, 15–85
SSTEP, 15–88
SSTEP2, 15–90
SSTEPO, 15–92
SSUB, 16–38
SSUB2, 16–40
SSUB4, 16–42
SSUBL, 16–44
SSUBT, 16–46
STAB_PROBE, 9–28
STAPER, 15–94
STATZ, 11–328
STEE, 15–97
STEEX, 15–99
STEPRD, 11–332
STOM1, 11–334
STRACE, 15–102
STRACED, 15–104
Stripline Elements

Bends
Stripline BendOptimallyMitered-90 deg (Closed Form),
15–52
Stripline Bend Unmitered-Arbitrary Angle (Closed
Form), 15–10

Stripline Radiused Corner (Closed Form), 15–19
Suspended Substrate Stripline Bend-Mitered 90deg (EM
Based), 15–70
U-turn (180-degrees) Stripline Bend, 10–401

Components
Stripline Interdigital Capacitor, 15–35
Stripline Interdigital Capacitor (No Steps at Ports), 15–38
Stripline Interdigital Capacitor (Step at Port 1; No Step
at Port 2), 15–41

Coupled Lines
2 Broadside Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static),
15–7
2 Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static), 15–5
2 Embedded Edge Coupled Striplines (EMQuasi-Static),
15–21
2 Inverted Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static),
15–33
2 Suspended Substrate Broadside Coupled Striplines
(EM Based), 15–67
2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Striplines (EM
Based), 15–64
2 Suspended Substrate Edge Coupled Striplines (EM
Quasi-Static), 15–62
Differential Stripline (Closed Form), 15–104
Multiple Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static),
15–54
Multiple Edge Coupled Striplines (EM Quasi-Static)
(X=3 to 16), 15–109
Symmetric Edge Coupled Striplines (Closed Form),
15–12

Junctions
Asymmetric Stripline Tee - Junction (EMBased), 15–99
Stripline Cross - Junction (Closed Form), 15–15
Stripline Offset Step in Width (Mode Matching), 15–92
Stripline Step in Width (Closed Form), 15–88
Stripline Step in Width (Mode Matching), 15–90
Stripline Tee - Junction (Closed Form), 15–97
Suspended Substrate Stripline Cross - Junction Bend
(EM Based), 15–73
Suspended Substrate Stripline Step InWidth with Offset
(EM Based), 15–82
Suspended Substrate Stripline Tee - Junction (EM
Based), 15–85

Lines
Embedded Stripline (EM Quasi-Static), 15–23
Inverted Stripline (EM Quasi-Static), 15–31
Meander Stripline with Radiused Corners (Closed Form),
15–17
Open Stripline with End Effect (Closed Form), 15–44
Shorted Circuited Stripline without End Effect (Closed
Form), 15–50
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Single Conductor Stripline (Closed Form), 15–46
Stripline (EM Quasi-Static), 15–2
Stripline Meander Line (Closed Form), 15–102
Suspended Substrate Stripline (EMQuasi-Static), 15–58
Tapered Stripline (Closed Form), 15–94
Unbalanced Single Stripline on Suspended Substrate
(EM Based), 15–60

Obsolete
(Obsolete) Open Ended Stripline without End Effect
(Closed Form) , 15–48
(Obsolete) Suspended Substrate Stripline Step In Width
with Offset (EM Based), 15–79

Other
Cylindrical One Port Via with Stripline Pad (Closed
Form), 15–107
Stripline Circular Hole in Center Conductor (Closed
Form), 15–29
Stripline Gap (EM Based), 15–27
Stripline Gap in Conductor (Closed Form), 15–25
Suspended Substrate Stripline Open End Effect (EM
Based), 15–77

SUBCKT_CACHE, 13–17
SUBEND, 10–401
Substrate Elements

Balanced Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–38
Coplanar Waveguide Substrate Definition, 16–2
Four Layer Microstrip Substrate Definition, 16–24
Four Layer Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–42
General Multilayer Substrate Definition, 16–7
Microstrip Substrate Definition, 16–20
Microstrip Substrate with Optional Cover Definition, 16–26
Multilayer PCB Substrate Definition, 16–32
Obsolete

(Obsolete) Coplanar Waveguide Substrate Definition,
16–5
(Obsolete) Multi-Layer Substrate Definition, 16–29

Suspended Microstrip Substrate Definition, 16–16
Suspended Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–36
Three Layer Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–46
Three-Layer RFIC Substrate Definition, 16–18
Two-Layer Microstrip Substrate Definition, 16–22
Two-Layer Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–44
Unbalanced Stripline Substrate Definition, 16–40

SVCCS1, 14–83
SVCCS2, 14–85
SVCCS3, 14–87
SVCVS1, 14–89
SVCVS2, 14–91
SVIA1P, 15–107
SWPFRQ, 13–18
SWPVAR, 13–19

SWPVAR_DIST, 13–20
SXCLIN, 15–109

T
TCMLIN_EM, 10–403
TEEPAD, 8–93
TFC, 8–94
TFC2, 10–405
TFCM, 10–407
TFCMP, 10–409
TFR, 10–412
TFR2, 10–414
TFRM, 10–416
TLIN, 17–55
TLIN4, 17–56
TLINP, 17–59
TLINP4, 17–61
TLINP4NL, 17–64
TLINP4T, 17–67
TLOC, 17–71
TLOC2, 17–72
TLOCP, 17–74
TLOCP2, 17–76
TLSC, 17–78
TLSC2, 17–79
TLSCP, 17–80
TLSCP2, 17–82
TNODE, 6–54
TOM1, 11–337
TOM2, 11–341
TOM3, 11–344
TQ_MATRK, 11–348
Transmission line models, A–4
Transmission Lines Elements

Coaxial
Electrical; Electrical Specification-Floating Shield
(Closed Form), 17–8
Electrical; Electrical Specification-Grounded Shield
(Closed Form), 17–7
Physical;Multiple Coupled Lines in a Rectangular Shield
(Dynamic Model) (EM Quasi-Static), 17–26
Physical; Multiple Slot Coupled Lines in a Rectangular
Shield (Dynamic Model) (EM Quasi-Static), 17–30
Physical; Physical Length Spec, Floating Shield (Closed
Form), 17–15
Physical; Physical Length Spec, Grounded Shield (Closed
Form), 17–13
Physical; Physical Spec, Floating Shield (Closed Form),
17–20
Physical; Physical Spec, Grounded Shield (Closed Form),
17–18
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Physical; Physical Specification-Floating Shield (Closed
Form), 17–5
Physical; Physical Specification: Floating Shield,
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